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Preface to the Second Edition (2009) 

The past few years have shown how destructive are the trade and fiscal theories 
that lead countries to sacrifice their economic development and self-sufficiency 
in food and other basic needs while servicing unpayably high debts stemming 
from their legacy of trade and financia! dependency. The result is a chronic 
balance-of-payments deficit, funded by foreign loans whose interest charges put 
even more downward pressure on exchange rates. Backed by the Chicago School's 
pro-creditor doctrines and Internacional Monetary Fund (IMF) and World Bank 
"conditionalities," countries impose domestic austerity and shift resources to 
their export sectors rather than building up their domestic market. The promise 
is that this will maximize their economic growth and help them catch up with the 
United States. The actual resült is deepening dependency. 

These destructive policies have succeeded largely because students and 
politicians throughout the world have been indoctrinated with neoliberal models 
that ignore foreign trade and debt dependency except to deny that these 
phenomena pose a problem. The logic is that each country should make use of 
its natural endowments and "factor proportions" between labor and capital. 

Historically, first England and later the United States endowed themse/ves 
with capital, by means of protectionist policies and their own credit creation. 
England put forth the argument for free trade to persuade other countries not 
to adopt the strategy that had enabled it to overtake Holland and France. 
English trade strategists recognized that under a regime of free trade, raw
materials suppliers would fall into in the Bíblica! position of "hewers of wood 
and drawers of water," becoming increasingly dependent on England as the 
workshop of the world. 

Why teach a course in so doctrinaire a discipline? The answer is that there 
is a long classical tradicion of internacional trade and financil principles other 
than those being taught today. But despite the growing awareness that IMF 
models have lost credibility, the early classical and later protectionist tradicion 
has been all but forgotten, censored by the neoliberal historians of economic 
thought who have gained academic ascendancy in the United States and abroad. 
I therefore set out to provide an alternative. This history of theories of trade 
and foreign debt originated as the lectures for my graduare courses in inter
nacional economics at the New School for Social Research during 1969- 72. 



Designing the course forced me to confront the problem of relevance. 
Free-trade orthodoxy ignores the widening global disparities in productivity and 
incomes, and its associated ncoliberal financial thcory endorses the IMF / 
Chicago prcscription of financiaJ austerity for debtor countries. Was it wasting 
the time of students, many of them from Third World countries, to tutor them 
in theories that deny the existence of strucrural trade and payments deficits by 
assuming that ali such problems are automatically self-curing? 

Robert Heilbroner, chairman of the Economics D epartment, explained 
that the course's task was to turn out professionals. lts objective should be that 
when the school's graduates met other economists at business or social functions, 
they wouJd have a common vocabulary and point of reference so as not to 
embarrass the school or themselves. A working familiariry with orthodox theories 
would be their union card-and after all, students registered for these courses 
primarily to get good jobs. This usually meant working as public relations writers 
on behalf of large financia! instirutions and internacional agencies promoting 
laissez faire, deregulation of markets and a tax shift off finance and real estate 
onto consumers. And yet regardJess of such personal-interest considerations, 
one-third of graduare students claimed to be there to learn how to help their 
countries develop instead of becoming more commercially and financially 
dependent. 

The first question was how much room there was to fit the reality of global 
economic polarization into the curriculum. lt seems that once economists get 
hired by universities or government agencies, they develop a tolerance for models 
describing a hypothetical "what if" world of trade and payments equilibrium, a 
world that supposedly promotes growing equality among nations. How best to 
ward off this unrealistic mirage? 

My solution was to review the long history of more realistic economic 
theorizing. Economk analysis was not so wrongheaded at its inception. The 
mercantilists and early free traders-men such as David Hume and Josiah 
Tucker, James Steuart, Adam Smith and the many critics of David Ricardo
had few illusions that economic relations among nations (and persons) were 
converging rather than diverging. They were by no means so cut off from reality 
as to imagine that economies had fixed supplies of natural "endowments" of 
labor and capital of similar productivity. Nor did they have in miad an abstraer 
world with no emigration, internacional investment and technological divergence 
among nations, as the factor proportions theory assumes. These early writers 
nonetheless have been misreprescmed by the leading historians of economic 
thought, who depict their theories of internacional economics as being identical 
in content with today's free-trade orthodoxy. The result is an ideologically 
censored history of thought. 



Earlier trade theorists <lid not share the unrealistic assumptions made by 
today's economists. Befare there was an economics discipline as such, trade and 
financial theory dealt dynamically with the monetary, demographic, political and 
technological climensions of internacional economics. Yet most modern histo
ries of trade theory ignore-indeed, strip away-these contributions, trivializing 
the writings of Hume and his contemporaries as being more simple-minded and 
"modern" than they actually were with regard to internacional trade, prices, 
productivity and the effectiveness of government policy. 

Since World War I internacional economics has gone so far as to define 
itself as a subdiscipline assuming no internacional migration of labor, no capital 
investment and no transfer problems resulting from foreign indebtedness. 
These assumptions rule out consideration of what should be at the center of a 
realistic curriculum. 

To lock in this narrow-mindedness, convencional historians of interna
cional economics limit their scope to past anticipations of today's free-trade 
orthodoxy. If they <leal with mercantilist writers at ali, it is to harp on their most 
rnüve errors. The result is like trying to reconstruct the writings of the early 
Christian Gnostics solely fro~ the accusations of their persecutors. To help 
rectify this situation I undertook to write an alternative history of internacional 
trade and financia! theories along more realistic and less anachronistic lines. 
Specifically, this book seeks to achieve four general objectives: 

1. to trace the evolution of theories demonstrating how the world econ
omy is characterized by polarization mechanisms. These mechanisms result 
from market forces favoring the lead nations and from the política! cliplomacy 
by which the governments of these nations have steered market forces over the 
past four hundred years; 

2. to show why the world economy <loes not work in the way postulated 
by the so-called automatic adjustment mechanisms and financia! austerity pro
grams at the heart of today's laissez faire orthodoxy; 

3. to explain why countries submitting to this orthodoxy suffer intensi
fying poverty and chronic instability; and 

4. to demonstrate what assumptions must be changed and, above ali, what 
"exogenous" factors not acknowledged by today's orthodoxy must be taken in to 
account by a more realistic theory. 

By emphasizing how the mercantilist, early "free-trade imperialist" and 
protectionist perspectives (that is, pre-Ricardian and anti-Ricardian theory) 
achieved greater realism than today's orthodo>..)', I describe not only the enthrone
ment of error but also the development of more dynamic and lifelike theories 
of the world economy. In particular I focus on the migration of capital and skilled 
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labor across nacional boundaries, and how foreign debt and widening cost differ
entials lead to dependency relationships that exacerbate economic polarization. 

In addition to surveying the history of internacional economics, this book 
lays the basis for a new theoretical perspective, the leading premises of which 
acknowledge 

i. the numerous absolute elements of internacional cost structures based 
on common raw-materials and capital-goods prices. If economjes pay the same 
dollar price for oil and other raw materials, capital eqwpment and services, how 
much effect <loes currency depreciation have on export pricing? 

ii. the character of minimum necessary import needs, debt service and 
other constraints that are not price responsive. If countries need to import grain 
to eat, and oil to fuel their energy and heat their homes, how much "correction" 
of consumption can be expected to result from price changes? 

iii. the ability of active policy-making to improve the quancity and quality 
of the various factors of production. If factor endowments are the product of 
policy, what effect <loes internacional diplomacy have on foreign investment and 
the migration of skille~ and unskilled labor? 

Taking Keynes's analysis of the German reparations problem in the 1920s 
as a model, I analyze structural limits to internacional trade and payments. The 
fact that I treat debt and other financia! transfer payments as paramount gives 
structural analysis a different focus from that of the Latín American structuralist 
school. Debt service swamps the balance of payments of debtor countries, 
forcing reliance on the IMF and World Bank whose economic planners impose 
financia! austerity that prevent debtor economies from achieving balanced growth 
and becoming self-supporting. Balance-of-payments deficits, aggravated by 
financia! raids on their central banks, leads to currency depreciation that diverts 
domestic investment and output away from the home market to the export sector. 
This depresses the terms of trade, pushing the balance of trade even further 
into deficit. On the basis of these principies I find that structural limits exist for 
each country's balance-of-payments earning capacity, and hence the ability to 
service debts and otherwise subsist in today's world. 

IMF austerity programs don't work because they impair productive powers 
by curtailing infrastructure spending, and advocate anti-labor income policies. 
What is called for is more infrastructure to lower economy-wide production and 
distribution costs, and higher incomes so as to raise labor productivity. What 
also is needed is to build up the domestic market rather than impoverishing 
labor in the belief that somehow this will make the economy more competitive. 

Matters are aggravated when the leading financia! nations use debt leverage 
to force economies to sell off the natural monopolies and other enterprises in 
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the public domain, especially when many of the buyers are foreign. This leads 
to chronic balance-of-payments drains-«capital transfers" from debtor to 

creditor nations. 
The result threatens to become a new financia! road to serfdom. It is not 

the kind that Friedrich Hayek warned against, but the more classical debt-peonage 
resulting from dismantling government planning and regulatory power. It was 
precisely this planning and regulatory power that England, the United States, 
Germany and Japan used to acquire their internacional lead. Yet this is being 
denied to today's less developed countries, much as was the case in their earlier 
colonial phase. A false and anti-historical "Chicago School" line of theorizing 
strips away the study of how modern-day "endowments" of capital and produc
tivity carne to be put in place. 

Focusing on the short run, today's laissez faire theorizing discourages 
infrastructure spending and currency stabilization, and takes productivity 
considerations for granted as being the result of allegedly natural endowments. 
This book emphasizes the history of theories as to how foreign trade transforms 
labor and capital produccivity_under condicions of increasing returns, at least for 
successful economies. The book's final section describes the negative impact of 
foreign debt on the terms of trade and explains the role of financia! structures in 
determining compecitive advantage. 

With such quescions, however, we leave the realm of what early theorizing 
had to offer. 1 therefore conclude by summarizing what is needed to reverse the 
narrowing scope of internacional economics so as to achieve a body of theory 
better able to deal with today's multilayered world economy. 

* * * 
1 have taken the opportunity of preparing a Chinese translacion of this 

book to edit these lectures into a more concise text, and to correct the myriad 
of misprints that marred the British 1992 edition. 1 find no need to update it, as 
the intervening years have not seen substantive progress in internacional economic 
theorizing, but only a consolidacion of the narrow-mindedness underlying the 
neoliberal Washington Consensus. 

China faces a set of problems remarkably similar to that of Britain in the 
17th and 18'h centuries, and the United States and Germany in the 19'h century: 
In the domes tic economy, how to achieve equal produccivity of labor and capital 
with the leading nations; and how to avoid foreign debt, and in the internacional 
economy, how to create a nacional financia! and monetary system independent 
of the credit creacion of nations that already have established their currencies 
as internacional reserves. Both these aims require nacional independence from 
the neoliberal dictates of the World Bank, the Internacional Monetary Fund and 



Internacional Trade Organization, whose policies seek to "pull up the ladder'' to 
prevent governments from enacting the policies that nurtured the industrial 
development and financia! systems of the world's leading nations. 

Translation of this political system into a cosmopolitan ideology of inter
nacional finance and tradc is remarkably parallel to England's sttategy of "free
trade imperialism" described in Chapter 4. Much as England promoted free trade 
and related economic liberalism as a means of consolidating its economic power 
globally-and post-colonially- in an epoch when it was the world's leading 
industrial nation, the United States adopted free ttade and deregulation of 
internacional finance after World War Il as a means of consolidating the systern 
I have described in Super Imperialísm (1972; 2°d ed. 2002) and its seque! Global 
Fract11re (1979; 2rid ed. 2004), and what Henry Liu aptly calls Dollar Hegemony. 

The basic question for China, as for post-Soviet economies and Third 
World countries, is what governments need to do to shape their economic environ
rnent and its "market incentives." The answer entails a body of economic and 
fiscal theory to counter the IMF and World Bank economic plans that lock 
client economies into dependency on a dollarized global econorny polarizing 
between debtors and creditors, enabling foreign investors use debt leverage to 
pry away and privatize the natural monopolies and public enterprises of "host 
economies." This book seeks to prov:ide an analytic basis for "steering mecha
nisms" for governments to regulate markets and establish an appropriate tax 
system to achieve the desired growth in wealth without the economic polari
zation between savers and debtors, rentiers and ao increasingly dependent client 
population. 

XVI 



INTRODUCTION 

The Political Context 

Economics is not a "disinterested" science aiming objeccively to describe 
how the world works, and debates over economic doctrine are not merely 
academic matters. Their inspiracion is more policy-oriented and ideological than 
innocent, because the destiny of nacions is at issue. Starcing with an intent to 
either defend the status quo or change it, most theorists promote free trade or 
proteccionism, and either creditor or debtor interests. And inevitably, the 
resulting policy conclusions favor either internacional dependency or nacional 
autonomy. Given this aim of creacing a doctrine more thao just a theory, the first 
task in constructing an econon:iic model is to discover what assumpcions, scope 
and methodology must be put in place to endorse the pre-determined policy, 
and to exclude consideracions that would lead to other policy results. 

Represencing the interests of the industrial creditor nations over the past 
century, economic orthodoxy has been constrained by its need to promote 
creditor-oriented, free-trade results. This starting point is presented as an analytic 
conclusion, as if it were not cooked in advance. Empirical experience falls by 
the wayside as the basic premise of today's orthodoxy is that the world economy 
will work automacically to promote equality of incomes, if only governments 
refrain from intervening. Countries are told that ali will work out for the best if 
only they refraio from interfering with "free markets," by which is meant markets 
shaped over many centuries by the industrial creditor nations. Assumptions, 
evidence and methodology that would produce policy conclusions contrary 
to free trade and unrestricted capital movements are ruled out, while the analysis 
of how nacional policy has transformed economic development over the past 
few centuries is discouraged by viewing trade and investrnent as resulting from 
differing natural "endowments" of labor and capital-or "factor proporcions." 
Despite the widening disparity in internacional incomes and productivity, 
economists continue to speculate on the logical condicions necessary to produce 
convergen ce. 

Orthodox theory assumes that produccivity and institucional structures 
such as land teoure are given rather than being the proper subject of economic 
policy to transform. Rarely acknowledging a posicive role for government policy 
or the effects of diplomatic coercion, laissez faire theory purports to demonstrate 



that the existing pattern of trade and investment is quite natural as between 
relatively self-sufficient and politically active industrial creditor nations on the 
one hand, and dependent, diplomatically passive debtor countries on the other. 
While goverrunents in the industrial nations subsiclize and otherwise promote 
their own technological innovation and productivity growth so as to prevent 
equilibrating tendencies, laissez faire models speculate on what fllight happen if 
aU governments were to remain aloof from shaping the rules of trade and 
investment. 

E ndorsing the existing status quo and its dependency patterns, such models 
have become a tool to reinforce the advantages of these nations over their 
increasingly indebted raw-materials suppliers. Their formulators reason as if 
their carefully limited scope and methodology are the epitome of scientific 
method. Yet their methodology makes the unrealistic assumption of equal (or 
as modern jargon puts it, "homogeneous") labor and capital productivity 
throughout the world. Only on this assumption would internacional incomes 
become more equal through free trade and investment. 

When such a body of theory continues to be applied despite the fact that 
the effects it predicts are the opposite from those visibly occurring, one must 
conclude that it has become more an exercise in public relations than scientific 
analysis. When a theory recommends that countries specialize in what they are 
"best" at producing at any given moment in time, it advises them to ignore the 
long-term gains from protectionism designed to maxirnize future wealth and 
well-being. Attributing the Ricardian "gains from trade" to productivity differen
tials becomes a political statement that protectionist moves to achieve self
dependency waste the opportunity to live relativeJy well in the present, regard
Jess of the future. And by emphasizing pricing and distribution functions rather 
than production functions, orthodox trade theory ignores the extent to which 
production coefficients and technology can be altered-and the extent to which 
this requires public infrastructure spending, and hence nacional fiscal policy. 

This line of speculation ignores the corrosive dependency effects of the 
monoculture syndrome-reliance on a few raw materials, leading to dual eco
nomies throughout the southern hemisphere. Presuming automatic tendencies 
to be at work within the world economy to promete equilibrium and even parity, 
such theorizing nurtures an unwarranted faith in processes that actually work to 
inteosify internacional economic convergence. 

The United Nations Conference on Trade and Development (UNCTAD) 
has shared this narrow scope of viewing Third World trade problems in terms 
of prices that reflect existing production and trade relations. Instead of urging 
Third World countries to improve food self-sufficiency by shifting land and 
capital from plantation crop exports to domestic production, UNCTAD urges 



industrial nations to subsidize prices of raw materials imports by meaos of an 
income transfer to governments that are controlled by rentier oligarchies and 
their foreign creditors. While this would raise Third World export levels and 
thus seem to reduce its chronic balance-of-payments deficits, it would exacerbate 
long-term problems by financing the failure to diversify. 

The problem is that higher export prices for raw materials are a disincen
tive to modernizing domestic agriculture and industry. Instead of broadening 
and upgrading the nacional economic base, they subsidize the status quo, 
encouraging the perpetuation of monocultures. Modest improvements to the 
commodity terms of trade are depicted as enabling the exporting countries to 
continue exchanging their primary commodities and low-wage manufactures for 
food and high-technology imports from the industrial oation. The result is 
growing economic dependency and widening trade deficits. The principal 
beneficiaries of such a policy end up being the world minerals cartel and foreign 
creditors to Third World governments. 

Quite a different policy was followed in past centuries by England, the 
United States, Germany and Japan. A satisfactory explanation for the success of 
these nations would acknowledge the linkages among internacional trade, invest
ment, finance and diplomatic leverage. It would describe how the leading 
industrial nations have monopolized the gains from trade and parlayed them 
into an investment position that has consolidated their control over world 
resources. It would trace how internacional credit has been extended far in 
excess of debtors' capacity to pay, keeping them on a tight debt leash. It would 
demonstrate how the attempt to transfer the requisite foreign exchange 
depresses debtors' terms of trade, to the benefit of creditor-investor nations. 
Finally, it would acknowledge that "market" tendencies are shaped by a visible 
political hand. The conditions imposed on Third World countries for obtaining 
World Bank, IMF and commercial bank credit and foreign aid subordinare their 
development to serve interests of the industrial creditor nations. These require
ments include the imposition of austerity programs that shrink the domestic 
market, a tax shift off of real estate and monopolies onto domestic labor, and 
sell-offs of the public domain and natural monopolies to foreign investors, 
capped by the pursuit of much "freer'' trade policies than the United States, 
Europe and other nations themselves pursue. The net result of these policies is 
to promete even higher concentration on raw-materials exports at the expense 
of domestic production. 

It should be clear enough by now that no invisible hand guides world 
market forces to serve the interests of all trading parties symmetrically. At no 
time during the past two centuries has the world economy operated in the 
benign manner believed by today's laissez faire proponents. Early free traders 



were anything but benign, as reflected by Bernacd Semmel's term "free-trade 
imperialism." The gains fcom industrial and agricultural technology have been 
concentrated in the industrial nations and converted into an internacional cred
itor position. Third World investment has been applied one-sidedly to export 
sectors, warping domestic sectors into a monoculture syndrome from which 
countries today are trying to escape. 

T he great question today concerns the character of future nacional plan
ning in the face of the financial and technological transformarions of the 1990s. 
Revcrsing the wave of privatization, deregulation and anti-government ideology 
that occurred in the 1980s, the consequence of today's global financial crisis 
probably will be to see govcrnments intervening to restore their more tradicional 
role. Dissolution of centralized Soviet planning principles may even have helped 
clear the way for a re-examination of effective versus ineffective planning 
pcinciples, the terms on which mutual checks and balances can best be achieved 
between the public and private sectors, and the role of market feedback. Every 
economy is planned, and the main question today is whether this planning will 
be done mainly by governments or by the internacional financial institutions that 
have moved in to fill the- vacuum created by the cüsparagement of governments 
and dilution of their powcrs in favor of central bank independence. 

Meaningful nacional trade policy requires a broad scope and long-term 
time frame capable of relacing economic, financia!, technological, ecological, 
demographic, internacional, military, social, political and cultural functions into 
an integrated overall view. For this reason alone a re-examination of mercantilist 
and protectionist theories of trade and development is justified, for they sought 
to develop just such a comprehensive worldview. 

The founders of economic policy in Britain, continental Europe, the 
United States and Japan created a broad scope for their theorizing at the outset 
of their moves toward internacional power. Comprehensive protectionist theo
ries underlay the policies they followed during their formative period when they 
sought to catch up with and overtake the lead nacions of their day-the 
Netherlands and France in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, and Britain 
in the nineteenth century. 

My objective in this book is to re-integrate trade theory with "develop
ment" theory-if we can call predecessors of Adam Smith such as James 
Steuart "development" theorists, along with early English free-trade strategists 
and foreign protectionists. Llke today's free-trade logic, the monetarist ortho
doxy employed by the Internacional Monetary Fund and World Bank (spiced 
with sorne Keynesian income theory but lacking any hint of Keynes's writings 
on the transfer problem) rejects the long-run context. The models of price 
formation and income distribution underlying austerity plans and comparative 



advantage take productive powers for granted, or at least assume that they will 
become more similar internationally over time. These models need to be re
placed by a more production-oriented body of theory based on the perception 
that the dynamics of today's market-oriented trade and finance (reinforced by 
the hand of governments) are largely responsible for widening disparities of 
internacional productive powers and incomes. Such models would be able to 
explain why physical productivity and balance-of-payments earning power have 
been retarded for less developed countries, pushing their internacional payments 
into structural deficits in a polarizing world economy. It is to pave the way for 
such a body of theory and to defend active public policy that 1 have written this 
book. 

I wrote it in the process of searc.hing through the literature to see how 
economic theorists in earlier times conceptualized the problem. This history of 
trade, development and capital-transfer doctrines accordingly focuses on the key 
ideas and debates over underlying assumptions. I trace the pedigree of free
trade orthodoxy to the Ricardian position in Britain's Corn Law debates, and the 
pedigree of today's monetarist orthodoxy back to the "losing" Ricardian posi
tion in England's bullion debate after the Napoleonic Wars. Instead of attempting 
a comprehensive survey of every writer on internacional economics and its 
many sub-categories, 1 fbcus on the major concepts that have shaped the disci
pline since its inception in the mercantilist epoch. The common issue spanning 
these two and a half centuries of theorizing is whether the internacional econ
omy, when left to "free market" principies, promotes economic convergence or 
polarization between lead nations and latecomers. 

I have not devoted space to the elaboration of ttade theory since 1960. 
Although the literature is abundant, it applies only a limited scope and number 
of concepts. This book emphasizes general principles, not subsequent restate
ments. The constraints of modern book length also dictate this summary 
treatment. The aim of these lecture notes is to provide a syllabus for teaching 
internacional trade and financia! theory in its historical context, not as a set of 
timeless abstractions separated from policy interests. 



PART I 

Origins of International Economics 

... the most elaborate treatises on the subject [of political economy are] found 
wanting. To ali of them, perhaps, it may be objected, that they attempt to 
construct a permanent fabric out of transitory materials; that they take for 
granted the irnmutability of arrangements of society, many of which are in their 
nature fluctuating or progressive; and enunciate with as little qualification as if 
they were universal and absolute truths, propositions which are perhaps 
applicable to no state of society except the particular one in which the wáter 
happened to live ... 

But it is, when not duly guarded against, an almost irresistible tendency of 
the human mind to become the slave of its own hypotheses; and when it has 
once habituated itself to reason, feel, and conceive, under certain arbitrary 
conditions, at length to mistake these convictions for laws of nature . . . (And 
this, we may observe, en passant, is one of the reasons why a literal understanding 
cannot be a good understanding, and why the greatest powers of reasoning, 
when connected with a sluggish imagination, are no safeguard against the 
poorest slavery- that of subjection to mere accidental habits of thought.) It is 
in this manner that in ali countries the lawyer, from the habit of making the 
existing system his standard of comparison ... becomes usually a sworn foe to 
ali reform, merely because he cannot, for the life of him, realize the conception 
of any other system, or fancy what it could be like. And we think there is sorne 
danger of a similar result in the case of the English political economists. 

John Stuart Mili, "Miss Martineau's Summary of Political Economy" [1834] , 
Works (Toronto: 1963), IV, pp. 225ff. 
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Early European Commercial Strategy 

During the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries two types of worldliness 
transformed Europe's economies: commerce from the Levant and armed con
quest from the West. From the East, Arabian trade brought technology and 
culture across southern France to Moorish Spain. In the opposite direction, 
Europe's Crusades seized wealth forcibly by sacking Constantinople. The 
Crusades were blessed from their inception in 1096. Less than a quarter-century 
earlier, in 1078, Pope Gregory VII presided over a Roman council that con
demned commerce as sinful. The pursuit of personal gain by tradesmen and 
money-lenders conflicted with Christian ethical principles in a way that even war 
did not. 

Yet the customers of merchants and bankers seemed eager to buy and 
borrow, and hence must have felt there was something to be gained from 
money-lending. If a mutual benefit could be demonstrated by the contracting 
parties, mercantile gains would be deemed just. The final ímpetus for legitimi
zation was borrowing by governments, even when they borrowed to wage war. 

Scholastic views on trade accommodate gain-seeking 

Commerce seemed to be grounded in nature itself. Each region specialized in 
what God uniquely favored it to produce. Sorne realms established skilled trades 
such as glassmaking, others produced rare minerals, spices or wines. Marketing 
and distributing these goods required merchants, whose activities had to be 
legitimized. The first practica! task of trade theory therefore was to demonstrate 
how commerce contributed to social welfare. The second task was for the 
Schoolmen to define the legitimate elements of mercantile income. They 
concluded that commercial income was not exploitative if ít merely enabled 
tradesmen to cover theír direct expenses plus the normal rísks inherent in their 
activities. 

The activities of merchants enhanced rather than impoverished society as 
long as they were honest. This moralistic theorizing was the earliest move 
toward laissez faire, and it has been largely on the foundation of this rationale 
that more modern interpretations of trade have been bui1t up. By the nineteenth 



century this line of theorizing evolved into a distinction between intrinsic value 
and market price, that is, between the necessary costs of production and the 
prices for which commodities or services exchange-a gap that includes 
monopoly rents or other non-production charges. 

Given its low-surplus economy whose population subsisted at or just 
above break-even levels, Europe could not afford undue profiteering by wealthy 
merchants, except for the Jews, the "King's serfs" whom the royal tax collector 
bled of their takings. Within the Christian economy the issue was whether trade 
was part of a mutually beneficia! activity or exploitative. In a zero-sum economy 
that produced no surplus but merely subsisted in a steady state, the tendency 
was for one party's gain to find its counterpart in another's loss. The question 
therefore was whether the merchant or money-lender obtained more than the 
value of his direct outlays, labor and other efforts involved in supplying his 
wares and services or risking his money? 

The doctrine of Just Price recognized three legitimate ways to sell 
something for more than it originally cost. In the first place, workmen labored 
to transform raw materials into finished products, and their labor had value. 
Second, merchants bought goods from afar to sell at local markets. This 
involved expenditures for transpon, credit and direct labor, as well as the risk of 
sinkage at sea, piracy, robbery, spoilage or other damage. Lenders who put out 
money at interest took the risk of not being repaid, while giving up the 
opportunity to use the money directly for their own gainful use. Ali these 
merchants, tradesmen and lenders deserved compensation for their efforts and 
the reasonable risks entailed in pursuing their occupations. 

The economic historian Max Beer paraphrases St. Augustine's fifth-
century defense of trade along these lines: 

I am procuring and bringing goods from far-off countries. I am simply trying to 
get wages for my labour, and the labourer is worthy of his hire. From this it 
follows that I can rightly sell dearer than tbe price which I gave. . . . I do not 
approve of covetous traders . .. but those failings Qies, cheating, etc.] are in che 
man and not in his trade, which can be carried on honestly . .. . The Philosopher 
says that since everybody needs many things which he cannot himself produce 
for his sustenance, such as food, garments, housing, etc., man must live in 
society, that is, with other roen of various vocations, and they form a trading 
association, in which their members exchange to their mutual benefit their goods 
and services .... Trade and commerce are thus not evil, but in accordance with 
the Law of Nature. And when Cassiodor says that trading is illicit because it 
means buying cheap and selling dear, this can only apply to traders who are 
buying up ali the goods necessary for sustenance, such as coro, in arder to make 
them scarce and then sell them at prices arbitrarily fixed. Such traders shaU be 
ejected from the Church and ali holy places. 



Augustine held trade to be evil "if pursued by persons who are forbidden 
to engage in trading, such as clergymen. Trading is illicit if pursued for sinful 
purposes, such as forestalling [to comer the market so as to charge extortionate 
prices). lt is forbidden in times that ought to be devoted to divine service and 
prayer, such as Sundays and Festivals," and in churches. However, it was lawful 
"when pursued honestly for the purpose of supplying our fellow-man with the 
goods he needs." The merchant's "travels and stewardship are labour and the 
Iabourer is worthy of bis hire:' 1 Making a profit was permissible as long as its 
remuneration represented the wages of honest labor and industry. 

As the Church became increasingly worldly in response to the growth of 
commerce during the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, it rationalized most 
forms of gain as legitimate, even money-lending, but not extortionate prof
iteering such as turpe fucrum resulting from monopolizing essentials in times of 
scarcity, engrossing, or misrepresenting. "Whenever dialectic failed to remove 
doubt and misgiving," summarizes Beer, "the schoolmen judged institutions 
from the point of their effect on the well-being and ordered life of society, as 
well as on the subordination of self-interest to the commonweal."2 

By incorporating the theory of property into natural law (jus natura/e), the 
new theorizing transformed the Church's moral philosophy and economic 
ethics. Augustine's contemporary John Chrysostom had viewed trade as being 
lawful according to Church rules only when it involved the physical 
transformation of commodities by workmen. But in the thirteenth century 
Alexander of Hales (Alensis) wrote that transporting a cornmodity was on a par 
with manufacturing it. 

Exchanging one region's specialties for those of another offered an oppor
tunity for gain to all parties, although there was as yet no clear idea of sorne 
countries being able to produce certain cornrnodities at a particularly low cost. 
After ali, trade tended to be either in luxuries or in geographically localized raw 
materials. Profit-oriented thinking thus related rnainly to the top of the social pyra
mid. Sorne kingdorns enjoyed clirnatic or other natural advantages, others acquired 
technical skills in producing particular cornmodities. Feudal practice was to grant 
royal patents to produce a surplus of these goods to sell abroad or exchange for 
raw rnaterials, spices, tropical products and luxuries from other regions. 

The era's most modern defense of trade was put forth by the Englishrnan 
Ricardus de Media Villa (Richard of Middleton). Born in the mid-thirteenth 
century, he viewed trade as being lawful for three reasons: 

1 Max Beer, E ar(y Briti!h Eco11omics: From the X V II'b Century (Loodon: 1938), pp. 30-31. 
2 lbid., p. 53. 



First, the different wants o f meo and their consequent demand for mutual 
services, that is, exchange; secondly, narure rightfuJJy dictates that men in their 
intercourse should assist ooe another "inasmuch as they are ali under one prince 
who is God"; thirdly ... it is natural that men should murually exchange their 
superflwtics and supply the dcficiencies. 

Ricardus took íssuc with the view that gainers from trade must necessarily 
injure their fellow men. AcknowJedging that the merchant's aim was personaJ 
gain, he hcld that it was neither unnatural nor exploitative. Yet several centuríes 
after Ricardus's time, Francis Bacon echoed the víew of Aristocle that 
"whatsoever is somewhere goteen is somewhere lost." 3 Where Ricardus did 
follow Aristotle was to vícw use value as forrning the essence of exchange vaJue, 
that is, price. In rcmarkably modero fashion, he depicted increased utility as the 
foundation for just gains: 

Let us envisage rwo counrries, A and B, unequally endowed by narure. A 
produces corn in abundance, but little wine, while counrry B has an abundance 
of wine and a deficicncy of coro. \V/e know that che market price or the just price 
of a commodity varíes when plenciful is less appreciated than when it is scarce. 
In this manner a sextarium of coro in coumry A wiJJ be cheaper than in country 
B, while conversely"a dolium of wine in country A will be dearer than in country 
B. Now, it is narural for the business of trade and commerce to equalize supply. 
The merchant, then, buys coro cheap in country A and sells it at the higher 
market price that is ruling in country B, or he buys wine cheap in country B and 
sells ir at che higher markec price that is ruling in country A, so that in realiry the 
co nsumer is not in che least overcharged, for he pays for each commodiry the 
normal price, che just price, which is ruling in his respective country. The 
exchanges are equal, yet che merchanc earns his profit, and he does so rightfully, 
for, far from having injured either country, he brought benefit to both. His profit 
is cherefore neicher usury no r turpe lucrum. The same rule of equality of 
exchanges which we find in internacional trade applies also to the business 
transactions of individuals in cheir own councry. The commodity which the 
consumer receives is of more immediate utiliry to him than che money he gives 
for it, while to the merchanc the money he receives for his commodity is of 
g reater immediate utili ty than che commodity which he surrenders, so that both 
draw equal benefics from che exchange. 4 

As Beer summarizes this discussion: "The Free Traders attempted to 
show that in trade both the exporting and ímporting countries gain, and that 
therefore ímernationaJ trade is quite in accordance with the principle of 

3 

4 

/bid., pp. 40~1, referring to Aristotle, Politic.r, 1.3.8-9 and to Francis Bacon, Essqys, Number 
15 ("Of edition and Troubles"). 
Beer, ibid., pp. 40-41, citing RJcardus,QHodlibeta, 11. questio 23, an. i, and Sententiae, IH, 
distinctio 33, arr. 3, questio 4. 



commutative justice." In modern jargon, it maximized economic utility. lt was 
nota zero-sum game such as occurred in the case of usury where the creditor's 
receipt of interest was a direct loss for the borrower. 5 Money-lending would 
take longer to win acceptance. l t did so only as access to financing became urgent 
in the face of Europe's internecine wars and the rapid extension of commerce 
following discovery of the New World in 1492. 

Monetization of Europe's economic life 

The medieval Christian world had the semblance of an internacional state under 
papal authority. Its regional kingdoms were dominated by the Church of Rome. 
Technology was fairly uniform, as were living standards and cultural values for any 
given class of society. There was little regional jealousy-and relatively little 
economic surplus to exploit. Kings chose to rule by the grace of a Roman repre
sentative of God, and for a long time this involved little material sacrifice. But this 
unity could last only as long as Europe's regions remained economically equal and 
commercial life reflected tradicional social and religious values. 

The pattern of European payments consisted largely of transmitting con
tributions and tithes to Rorne and other major Church centers, along with 
eamings on Church-owned min es, estates and industrial ventures. The Church 
made little attempt to spend these revenues in the regions where they originated. 
Rather, it drew a growing flow of wealth to its repositories in Rome or Paris, 
invested it in commercial ventures or spent it where it was most needed for charity 
and other religious functions. With the spread of commerce, Crusades and 
banking, this flow of money became a major source of strain that destabilized 
Europe's hitherto localized equilibrium. 

During the Crusades a militarized Church order, the Knights Templar, 
emerged as Europe's bankers while the Hospitallers and other orders operated 
the major industrial enterprises and agricultura! estates. Their economic role was 
founded upon the enormous sums of Levantine wealth seized during the 
Crusades. To ensure that their profits would remain within the order, the 
Templars took vows of celibacy. By the thirteenth century their temple banks 
extended across E urope, from Ireland to Armenia, financing far-flung Church 
operations akin to those of modern conglomerates. Henry III and his retainers 
stored their wealth at the London Temple, as other sovereigns did in their own 
local temple banks. The Paris Temple became Europe's monetary center, serv
ing as a depository for papal and royal revenues. The arder loaned its resources 

5 Beer, ibid., pp. 41 , 43-44, 51, 36ff., quoting Ricardus, Smtentiae, rv, discinctio 15, guestio 36, 
membrum 4. 



to borrowers against collateraJ (usually land or jewels), using various stratagems 
to charge interest. Inevitably, these financiaJ activities led to accusations that the 
Templars were materialistic and even atheistic. 

The more European wealth flowered, the stronger the backlash of piety 
and anti-materialism became, headed by the doctrines of the Cathars, Waldenses 
and other groups seeking to return to the ascetic communalist practices of eacly 
Christianity. Southern France became the center of an anti-Roman Christianity 
that sought to restore the Church's altruistic origins-and incidentally to hold 
the area's wealth at home rather than turning it over to Rome. 

The south of France became the bloodiest battlefield Europe had yet 
seen. The Reman Church waged the Albigensian Crusade to crush the local 
Catharist "heresy," and also to distribute local lands among the northern princes 
whom it favored. It was primarily to destroy the Cathars and their allies that the 
Spaniard St. Dominic founded the Inquisition, which sponsored the seizure first 
of southern French wealth and subsequently of Arab and Moorish property in 
Spain. Instead of promoting Europe's further commercial and technological 
flowering, the Church became adverse to wealth and its associated material 
progress outside of control by its own elites. 

This did not deter European sovereigns from taxing Church property in 
an attempt to participate in the growing prosperity. Frederick II of Germany 
was excommunicated early in the thirteenth century for his attempts to block 
the Templars. His will retaliated by enjoining restoration of their estates. Later 
in the century Philip IV of France sought to curtail the banking order's wealth 
and power by seizing the properties most recently added to its rolls. Yet he 
himself was soon obliged to borrow from it, and in 1303 he took refuge from 
his rebellious subjects in the París Temple. 

To oppose these secular drives by Europe's rulers, Boniface VIII issued a 
papal bull in 1296 forbidding civil authority from taxing Church property 
without papal consent. Philip IV countered by prohibiting the exportation of 
any coin from France. This forced the Pope to back clown in the face of a 
cessation of revenues from Europe's most prosperous kingdom. The Pope 
himself was captured by Philip in 1302, splitting the Church into Roman 
(cosmopolitan) and French (nationalist) factions. The French king settled 
matters by buying the papacy for his agent, Clement V, who moved his seat to 
Avignon. This so-called "Babylonian captivity" opened the way for overt 
persecution of the Templars. Its French members were arrested in 1307, and 
Pope Clement finally suppressed the order in 1313-the first nationalization of 
ostensibly cosmopolitan finance capital. 



The burgeoning of commerce, bank.ing and credit did not yet elicit an 
analysis of the economy as a whole. This would have been premature in an 
epocb when payment in kind still characterized most economic life. Subsistence 
production remained tbe norm, and specialization proceeded only to a modest 
degree. Prior to the discovery of the New World, rents and taxes were paid in 
the form of crops and corvée labor days rather than money prices that would 
have provided a common denominator for valuation. Families living in towns 
were sustained by the products of their neighboring countryside, where cottage 
industry on the land produced most basic handicrafts. Women typically spun 
each household's thread, wove cloth and made its clothes, while men did most 
of the agricultural work and performed military or corvée labor service. 

As a subordinate branch of moral philosophy, economic thought sought 
to demonstrate that trade was efficient at producing commercial gains fo r entire 
populations, not just for merchants alone. Economies were not yet integrated 
into nacional markets, so trade restrictions and market regulations were not yet 
nationalistic. No country was obliged to trade as a precondition for its ongoing 
survival. However, local institutions were unable to cope with the agricultura! 
and industrial revolutions that followed Europe's revival of trade. Monetization 
of its economic life stemmed from the influx of monetary metals through trade 
and war, the growth of public debts (mainly war loans), and the taxes levied to 
pay them. 

The shift from payments in kind to money rents and taxes helped free 
society from serfdom and its rigidities, but the emerging cash nexus dissolved 
local wage customs and local self-sufficiency, often brutally as attested by the 
peasant wars. Money carne to be loaned more easily against land, and mortgages 
were foreclosed when the stipulated payments were not met. 

The guild system and its associated medieval regulations sought to freeze 
economic life into a myriad of self-contained local units, but money provided a 
common denominator to co-measure commodities and labor. This facilitated 
uniform costs and incomes among different localities and types of work. Land 
rents no longer had to be paid in the form of work days or crops, but were 
commuted for money payment. This led to increasing mobility, which helped 
promete the growth of commercial towns. Along with the spread of coinage, 
commercialism-and debt-helped create more uniform market and price 
functions, dissolving the medieval mentality by breaking clown local autonomy 
and self-sufficiency. Towns and countrysides were integrated into larger political 
units as nations, having a much more complex and interdependent economic 
organization. As this occurred, materialistic, nationalistic and ultimately 
pecuniary values carne to replace altruistic and universalist spiritual doctrines. 



Cosmopolitan Christendom gives way to national economies 

The Renaissance remained centered in Italy as long as the main route to eastern 
riches lay along the Venctian path eastward, where Marco Polo had traveled in 
the thirteenth cenrury. Italian banking families took the place of the Templars, 
and their loans bccame the key to warfare and power, to crowns and even the 
papacy as bankers lent the growing aggregations of money to rulers to wage wars 
or buy their crowns (e.g. as in the case of the Fuggers' loans to the Hapsburgs). 

But thc Chu.rch establishment could neither withstand nor adjust to the 
dynamics chat followed the massive influx of silver and gold after 1492. 
Europe's explosive financia!, economic and technological dynamics spurred the 
dcvelopment of nation-states and their desire to retain their wealth at home 
rather than transfer it to Rome. Increasingly centralized nacional economies 
replaced thc confederation of semi-autonomous localities that had charac
ccrized medieval Christendom. 

A wave of price inflation transformed land tenure systems, catalyzing 
enclosure movements converting public commons into privare property, wh.ile 
a rural exodus swamped Europe's cities with serfs driven off their Jands from 
the sixtecnth through the eighteenth century. The growth of commerce, the 
agricultural-urban revolution and the associated monetary revolution were 
associated with wars, nacional debts private-sector banking and credit, inflation 
and rising taxes. This was the essence of the Reformation in its economk 
aspect. In each kingdom the motive force of development became increasingly 
commercial, financia}, materialistic, anti-papist and military-in a word, 
nationa/istic as Chriscendom divided into rival states whose foreign trade and 
colonialism laid the foundation for a vast credit expansion. 

The merging of kingdoms and localities into unified nacional states 
became a process of commercial consolidation which, in time, integrated all 
econornic life within nacional jurisdictions. The ensuing fiscal and commercial 
integration of royal econornies led Henry VIII to expropriate the Roman 
Catholic Church's estates and establish the Church of England. Protestant 
revolutions soon followed in the German-speaking countries, led by Martín 
Luther and Jobo Calvin. Europe's commercial advantage shifted to the north
west, along the Atlantic coast via Spain and Portugal to France, the Netherlands 
and England. lmpelled along the path of economic, political and religious 
independence, these nations gave birth to the modern world of nacional cultures. 

Discovery of the Western Hemisphere and the wealth of the East Indies 
gave nations a bounty to contest. T he leading nations sought to link their 
colonial systems and domestic economy into a unified market. Cultivators 



driven off the land-"freed" from agriculture-had to find urban employment. 
Under these condicions nacions did not seek to save labor as much as to employ 
the rural exodus. Their strategy in this struggle has been called mercantilism, but 
its theorecical foundacion was based primarily on nacional security and a doc
trine of nacional power resting increasingly on principles of market efficiency. 

Mercantilism as an economic system to create a surplus 

The medieval system achieved balance and stability to the extent that it could 
feed local populacions and meet their basic needs. The ideal was simply to be 
self-supporting. Indeed, surpluses tended to be disturbing factors in economies 
where one party's gain tended to be another's loss. By the sixteenth century, 
however, governments had become dependent on growing tax revenues to 
finance their wars, colonialism and programs of interna! improvements. Sub
sistence produccion did not provide a surplus to tax, invest or export. Failure to 
draw new money into the system threatened to bring about fiscal and financia! 
crisis. 

The first step of economic theorizing in these circumstances, after having 
legicimized the drive for commercial profit, was to map out how governments 
might best mobilize this surplus to increase nacional power. However, market 
forces were endorsed only when directed by the state to promote nacional 
development. In cases where foreign trade and colonization did not sufficiently 
serve nacional ends when left to market forces, governments provided subsidies 
and proteccive tariffs or import quotas to make desirable lines of nacional trade 
and development sufficiently profitable to attract investors. To help transplant 
desirable industries, they offered economic inducements to skilled foreign work
ers to immigrate. Conversely, governments imposed prohibitions and excise 
taxes on accivicies deemed detrimental to the nacional interest, such as importing 
and consuming luxuries. The aim was to promete the creacion of a nacional 
surplus by mobilizing the passions for personal gain in the service of nacional 
wealth and glory. 

Unlike today's internacional economists, the mercantilists did not seek to 
determine how to reach a state of balanced trade and internacional equality. Just 
the opposite: They aimed to monopolize the world's gold and silver, and even 
its skilled labor, by spurring their workers to produce a growing economic 
surplus. The basic debate concerned how best to allocate this surplus. What 
proporcions should a nacion invest at home, spend on colonial ventures, military 
subsidies or other state projects, or produce semi-luxuries to spur the popula
tion to work harder in order to consume more? 



The Old World was being broken asunder by the political economy of 
nationhood. I t henceforth might be reunited under the power of whatever 
nations could best achieve commercial dominion over all others. Mercantilist 
economic policy became the instrumem of nacional aspiration, aiming ulci
mately at achieving world dominance. Each nacion strove to conquer and absorb 
its rivals, with the final objeccive being to create a new cosmopolitanism in 
which ali the world's populacion and resources would fall under the sway of a 
single imperial power. Yesterday England, today the Bricish Empire, tomorrow 
the world. England's wars with France, the latter's dreams of empire under 
Napoleon, and subsequent German aggression ali sought to reintegrate Europe 
and its far-flung colonial systems along nacionalist lines. 

Toward this end, attencion focused more on produccive powers than on 
comparacive costs. The objeccive was not to create an "efficient" world inter
dependency but to achieve nacional self-sufficiency while becoming more 
powerfuJ than other nacions. Nacions taxed the surplus to subsidize industry and 
colonizacion, and to spend on wars and related projects of empire. Part of the 
remaining surplus was consumed in the form of luxuries, but as much as 
possible was reinvested in industry, agriculture and commerce, and was 
exported co draw yet more money (bullion) into the system to finance continued 
economic expansion. 

Monetary preconditions far economic expansion 
In seeking to gain control of the world's scarce money, capital and skilled labor, 
each nation sought to direct the economic accivity of its cicizens and corpo
racions. Mercantilists sought to employ labor, money and capital produccively, 
defining produccive labor and investment as that which created an economíc 
surplus. Nacions sought to profit as nacional encities. Profit was conceived not 
only as a gain in monetary bullion, but increasingly as mobilizing the means of 
production to earn it by exporting or to replace imports with domestic output. 

The prerequisite for domestic industry was credit, which rested on a mon
etary base of coinage and bullion. Governments accordingly steered nacional 
industry to accumulate silver and gold from the New World directly or, more 
simply at first, via Spain and Portugal as intermediaries. ''While trade was carried 
on by the exchange of consumable commodicies," balanced in a virtual barter 
process, observed James Steuart in 1767, "its operacion ... little interested the state: 
consumption then was equal on both sides; and no balance was found upon either. 
But so soon as the precious metals became an object of commerce, and when, by 
being rendered an universal equivalent for everything, it became also the measure 
of power between nations, then the acquisition, or at least the preservation of a 
proporcional quantity of it becamc, to the more prudent, an object of the last 



importance."6 Nations vied with one another to possess as much gold and silver 
as possible, prompting statesmen to ask how best to manage foreign trade and 
colonization to earn the money to make their nations powerful. 

Gold and silver inflows, and hence the superstructure of domestic credit 
expansion, historically have been a function of international trade and payments 
surpluses.7 "Those Nations that have no Mines of Gold and Silver," wrote 
Matthew Decker in 1750, "have no Means to get them but by Foreign Trade, 
and according to the Degree of those Metals they retain, the Prices of their 
Commodities, the Numbers of their People, and therewith the Value of their 
Lands rise and fall in proportion."8 

Monetary inflows, it was observed, need not force up prices as long as 
they were used to increase output by employing more labor and capital produc
tively, that is, in a manner productive of a net investable or exportable economic 
surplus. The objective was to achieve a positive-feedback process characterized 
by balance-of-payments surpluses, monetary expansion, immigration of skilled 
labor, and rising domestic employment and output. In pursuing these objectives, 
mercantilist thought moved toward becoming a social science, the foundation 
for subsequent classical political economy. Gradually it evolved into economic 
liberalism, although this initially was defended on nationalistic grounds as a 
policy to extend an imperial nation's power over other nations. 

Shaping markets to serve the national interest 

The mercantilists realized that over time a nation's political character and 
economic legislation outweighed its original natural advantages or disadvan
tages. As Adam Smith observed, hothouses could be built in Scotland to grow 
tropical produce if need be-that is, if the government made it a paying 
proposition. Social and political institutions were the regulatory framework that 
determined whether labor would be employed or idle, productive or unpro
ductive, and hence whether a nation wouJd earn or lose gold and silver, skilled 
labor and industry. 

6 James Steuart, Principies of Political Oeconomy: Being an Essay 011 lhe S cience oJ Do111estic Policy 
in Free Nations (London: 1767), Vol. 1, p. 327 (Bk. II, ch. xxii). 

7 Jacob Vanderlint observed in 1734 that "Money (by which understand always Gold and 
Silver) can be brought into a Nation that hath not Mines, by this Means only: viz., by such 
Nation's exporting more Goods in VaJue than they import." Mon9 Answers Ali Things 
(London: 1734), pp. 2-3. 

8 Matthew Deckcr, A n Essay 011 the Ca11m of the Decline of lhe Foreig11 Tradt. Co11seqHt11l!J of 
the Value oJ /he Lands of Greal Brilain, and On lhe Means lo Rrslore Bolh, 2nd ed. (London: 
1750), p. 1. 



Contemplating the relationship between national policy and natural 
endowments in 1606, the Frenchman Jean Bodin concluded: "The government 
of every Citie is of great force in the alteratioo oí the peoples natures and 
dispositions." The wise statesman would examine "What may grow in the minds 
of men from thc ayre, water, winds, hills and vallies, what from religion, lawes, 
and customes, discipline, and from the state of every commonweale," and 
should not stop at observing the climate alone. Bodin recommended that "he 
that would see what force education, lawes, and customes, have to chaunge 
narure, !et him looke into the people of Germanie, who in the time of Tacit11S 
the Proconsull, had neither laves, religion, knowledge, nor any form of a 
Commonweale; whereas now they seem to exceed other nations in goodly cities, 
and well peopled, in arms, varietie of artes, and civil discipline." 9 Política! 
structures and associated population qualities were seen to differ among nations 
co a greater degree than did inicial natural endowments, and to be more impor
tant in determining productivity and costs. 

Mercantilism distinguished itself from the liberalism of later times not by 
its goals-achieving growth in nacional output, capital accumulation, payments 
inflows and full cmpl0yment-but by the meaos it proposed to achieve these 
nacional objectivcs. While mercantilism was based as much on the motive power 
of privare self-interest as was the subsequent economic liberalism, it viewed 
public corporations and private enterprise only as a meaos to an end, not an end 
in itself. The statesman's task was to shape the market environment in which 
personal economic and social incentives operated, steering them into nationally 
desirable courses. 

This objective could not be ensured by the unguided workings of privare 
enterprise. It required state direction of economic life and even of personal 
values. Along these lines Bishop George Berkeley asked in the 1730s ''Whether 
there not be an art or skill in governing human pride, so as to render it 
subservient co the public aim" and 

Whether ... a legislaror ... should nor be a person oí reflexion and thought, who 
hath made ir his srudy to understand the true nature and interest of mankind, 
how to guide men's humours and passions, how to incite their active powers, 
how to make their several talems co-operate to the mutual benefit of each other, 
and the general good of the whole?1º 

9 Jean Bodin, Tht Síx Books of a Co111111011wtalth (London: 1606), translated by Richard Knolles 
(Cambridge, Mass.: 1962), pp. 565-68. 

IO George Berkeley, The Q11erist, Co11laí11i11g Severa/ Queries Proposed to !he Co11sideratiot1 of the 
P"blíc. f 'írst P11blished in Three Parls í11 17 35, 17 36 a11d 1731, a11d red"ctd to ifs prmnt for111 í11 
1750, reprinred in Tht IP'orks of George Btrktlry, ed. Alexander Campbell Fraser (Oxford: 
1901), Queries 328 and 346. See aleo Queries 24, 28 and passi111. 



In 1753, Josiah Tucker similarly argued that "to turn the principies of self 
love into such a channel that it should always operate for the public good ... 
ought to he the sole aim of every government, if either good morals or nacional 
prosperity are expected." Toward this end he advocated establishment of a 
Board of Trade "as the guardians of the public weljare" to ensure a harmony of 
interests between individuals and the state.11 

The liberalism of a later age would presume this harmony to be natural 
and automatic once the requisite institucional structures had been put in place. 
"The ruling principle of the science" of political economy, wrote Steuart, 

in all ages, has been to proceed upon the supposition that every one will act, in 
what regards the public, from a motive of private interest; and that the only 
public spirited sentiment any statesman has a right to exact of his subjects, is 
their strict obedience to the laws.12 

As an example of how wise statesmen might direct personal tastes v1a 
such laws, Berkeley asked whether nations should not improve their balance of 
trade by encouraging the purchase of domestic rather than foreign luxury 
products. The statesman sho~d ask, for example, 

Whether it may not concern the wisdom of the legislature to interpose in the 
making of fashions; and not leave ao affair of so great influence to the 
management of women and fops, tailors and vintners? 

Whether we are not undone by fashions made for other people? And whether it 
be not madness in a poor nation to imitare a rich one? 

How far the vanity of our ladies in dressing, and of our gentleman in drinking, 
contribute to the general misery of the people? 

Whether these who drink foreign liquors, and deck themselves and their families 
with foreign ornamems, are not so far forth to be reckoned absentees? 

Whether our ladies might not as well endow monasteries as wear Flanders lace? 
And whether it be not true that Popish nuns are maimained by Protestant 
contributions?13 

11 Josiah Tucker, A Seco11d Letter to a Friend Concerning Nat11ralisatio11 (1753), p. 37n, quoted in 
Robert Livingstone Schuyler, josiah T11cker: A Selectio11 fro!Jl His Economic and Political 
Writings (New York: 1931), p. 13 (hereafter referred to as Tucker, Econo111ic and Political 
Writings), and Tucker, A Brief Essqy• on Britain 1JJith Regard to Trade (1749] (1787 ed.), p. vili. 
On these points see Edgar S. Furniss, The Position of the Laborer in a Syste111 of Nationalism: 
A S tudy in the Labor Theories oj the La ter English Mercantilists (Boston: 1920), pp. 6-7 and 
passim; William D. Grammp, "The Liberal Elements its English Mercamilism," Quarterfy 
}011rnal oj EconotJJics, LXVI (November 1952), p. 487, and Douglas Vickers, St11dies in the 
Theory oj Mom.J'." 1690-1776 (Philadelphia 1959), pp. 241-42. 

12 Steuart, Principies of Política/ Oeco110111y, Vol. I, pp. 237, 482. 
13 Berkeley, The Querist, c¡ueries 13, 102, 104, 140 and 453. 



Berkeley urged that if a nation's producers were to be rewarded with 
luxuries as an incentive to work more intensively, their drives should be 
channeled into a demand for housing and furniture, whose manufacture 
employed mainly domestic artisans rather than foreigners. In sum, private self 
interest would remain the motive force in economic life, but its efficacy in 
promocing nacional interests should be maximized by whatever elements of 
patriotism and planning could be used to shape it in the nacional interest. 

Augmenting the nation 's skilled labor and other vital economic inputs 

Prior to the nineteenth-century Steam Revolution the major form of capital took 
the form of labor skills. Many immigrants were trained artisans, especially in the 
textile industry. Adam Smith observed that manufacturers 

of silks, velvets and brocades, which flourished in Lucca, during the thirteenth 
century ... werc banished from thence by the tyranny of one of Machiavel's 
heroes, Castruccio Castracani. In 1310, nine hundred families were driven out of 
Lucca, of whom thfrty-one retired to Venice, and offered to introduce there the 
silk manufacture.14 

The cultural and· even religious dimension of technology transfer became 
apparent as the Protestant revolution dissolved Reman Catholic Europe into 
competing nacional states, transforming the composition of nacional popula
tions. H uguenots emigrated from France, the Pilgrims and other persecuted 
groups left England, and Dutch Jews fled to Brazil and other lands from Spain's 
persecutions in the Low Countries. E ngland sought to gain skilled craftsmen by 
a policy of political and religious toleration bolstered by wage incentives. In 
1690, Nicholas Barbon argued for political and economic freedom on the 
ground that "the Oppressed People remove into the next Country they can find 
Shelter in, & become the Subjects of other Goverrunents."15 

England could encourage immigration specifically to achieve technolog
ical advance. Josiah Tucker's " Polity for the Admission of Wealthy and 
Industrious Foreigners," which formed the second chapter of his E/ements of 
Co111merce (1755), made a number of observations and policy proposals that 
stand in sharp contrast to the internacional immobiliry of labor assumed by 
post-classical economists: 

1. Many of the bes/ and most usejul Subjects in foreign Councries and arbitrary 
Governmenrs, are often harassed and oppressed by the Mi11io11s in Power ... 

14 Adam Smith, An Inq11iry iflto the 1 ature afld Ca11m of the IPea/lh of Natio11s (1776). Book 
III, ch. iii (Cannan ed., 6th ed., London: t 961), Vol. I, p. 429. All future page references refer 
to this edition. 

15 Nicholas Barbon, A Disco11ru of Trade (London: 1690), p. 29. 



11. The Romish Religion never ceases to persecute the Protestants in every 
Country, where it can; and these Protestants, generally speaking, are Merchants and 
Mechanics, Persons the most useful in a State, and the most wanted in our own ... 

III. In sorne Countries Merchants and Tradesmen are tteated with great Con
tempt merely on Account of their Projession, and dare not make that display of 
their Riches which their Fortunes could easily support, lest they should give 
umbrage to the Government to oppress them with Taxes, or for fear of exciting 
the Envy and Jealousy of the Noblesse by the superior Figure they could make 
in Society .. . 

N. It is the lnterest of this Nation to invite those Foreigners who have Money 
in the Public Funds to reside in Great Britain, because the Savings of the 
Remittances of so much Year!J Interest (now constantly sent abroad) would be 
a very great Addition to the Nacional Stock ... 

V. As the lnttoduction of Foreigners brings in Riches ... it presents us likewise 
with the Inventions and Sagacity of other Nations ... thus impoverishing our 
Rivals, at the same Time that it enriches ourselves. 

VI . ... though Great Britain is open to ali the Beggars of the Universe (who 
cannot be legal!J driven 3:_way after they are once arrived here) yet perhaps there 
is not a single lnstance of any Person coming into this Country with a View to 
exercise the Trade of Begging ... 

VII. As the Rent of Lands depends on the Numbers of People, (for Land is 
quite useless without a Market for its Produce) the Inttoduction of Foreigners is 
a sure means of creating a Demand fot ali the Produce of a Landed Estate,
and consequently of raising the Value and Price of Land .. . 16 

Many writers suggested that relatively modest semi-luxuries might serve 
as suitable incentives to spur labor to work harder and out-produce its foreign 
counterparts. England's trade surplus might continue to grow despite the fact 
that- and indeed, precisely because- its consumption standards were rising 
above those abroad. 

The objectives and costs of colonialism 

Secure supplies of raw materials were critical. Many could not be economically 
produced at home because they required tropical climates or mineral-rich ores. 
The acquisition of colonies having these resources prompted an internacional 
rivalry among the European nations. (The detailed strategy of this colonial 
rivalry will be discussed in the next chapter.) 

16 Josiah Tucker, The Elements of Co11u11erce and Theory of Taxes (1755), in EconofJlic and Political 
Wlitings, pp. 80ff. 



Military spending was needed to protect the nation and its commerce, 
especially its colonial trade, against foreign threats. The problem was that these 
military costs threatened to more than offset the gains resulting ftom colonization 
and trade. Such projects of empire threatened to become a more burdensome 
luxury than profligate personal consumption. 

Recognition of this fact led an anti-colonialist movement to develop with
in mercantilism by the second half of the eighteenth century (to be discussed 
in Chapter 4). Economic drives based on striving for commercial excellence 
thus carne to supersede military conquest as the preferred strategy to achieve 
power. England had watched Spain squander its colonial wealth by building 
churches, while France exhausted its riches by building fortifications and 
defenses (and imposing a widespread domestic royal bureaucracy on itself) . 
Conversely, during the first half of the seventeenth century the English watched 
the Dutch government transform Holland from a ravaged ex-colony of Spain 
into Europe's leading commercial power. Policy makers concluded that well 
regulated nations could domínate other countries vía the world marketplace. 

England set out to supplant the Netherlands by a careful direction of its 
own domestic and imperial economy based on commercial domination. "To 
what a degree of power and honor has not England arrivedl" exclaimed the 
Enlightenment jurist Emmerich de Vattel. "In former times her warlike Kings 
and people made brilliant conquests, which they afterwards lost by the uncertain 
chance of war; to-day it is principally by her commerce that she holds in her 
hand the balance of power in Europe."17 

In a similar vein Governor Keith of Pennsylvania argued in the 1730s that 
Britain must dominate its colonies by means of economic superiority rather 
than by a costly force of arms: 

It is easy to talle of Penal Laws, Prohibitions, and suchlike Severities, to be 
executed by the Force of Power; but the most effectual and profitable Way of 
restraining the Subjects in the Plantacions from imerfering with Great Britain in 
her Home-Trade and Manufactures, will be, to take due Care that the Colonies 
be always plentifully supply'd with British Cloths, and other Europeat1 
Commodities, at a much cheaper Rate than it is possible for them to raise and 
manufacture such Things within themselves: And likewise, that the Importation 
of all such Produce and Manufacture from the Colonies, as are fit to supply the 
Wants of Great Britain, and to assist the Public in the Balance of Nacional Trade 
with other Countries, be properly encouraged.18 

17 Emmerich de Vactel, The Laiv oJ 1 ations, or the Principies o/ N at11ral Law [17581, tr. G. 
Fenwick (Dobbs Ferry: 1916), p. 39 (Book 1, ch. 8, para. 85). 

18 William Keich, The History oJ the British Pla11tatio11s in A111erica (London: 1738), p. 13. 



The means to achieve comrnercial leadership involved financial, demo
graphic, technological and military dimensions that remained largely political in 
character. Trade strategy was dynamic in aiming to transform produccive powers 
rather than accepcing them as given. The produccivity of land, labor and 
rnachinery was to be increased rather than left in sorne allegedly original state of 
nature. Portugal's failure to pursue a policy of enlightened political reform and 
protection of nacive handworkers showed how easily a passive commercial 
p<>licy could lead a co~try to .dissipate .its ~olonial wealth. The nation watched 
its textile industry fall mto rum followmg its free-trade 1703 Methuen Treaty 
with England. 

By the third quarter of the eighteenth century, however, the statist 
doctrines of early mercantilism began to yield to the liberal Deist views of En
lightenment individualism. Before turning to the latter transition, it is worth 
examining how the strategy of mercantile colonialism laid the groundwork for 
the division of world labor and production subsequently accepted as "naturally'' 
endowing the New World with African slaves, carving up the continent's lands 
into large export-oriented plantations and turning colonies into raw-materials 
monocultures. 



2 

Imperial Origins of the World Division of Labor 

How national endowments and cost structures evo/ved 

History shows that nations are not endowed with capital by physical nature. 
They accumulate it by deliberate policies. Lead-nation governments-first 
Britain and then other industrial powers- acted early to shape the world's price 
structure and their own specialization patterns further their own metropolitan 
development rather than that of their colonies, ex-colonies or other peripheral 
regions. If acquired advantage stems from policy, then " natural" advantage 
results simply from a lack of policy, that is, the context of market forces is left 
to countries after more politically active nations have developed their own world 
position. "The superiority of one country over another in a branch of produc
tion," wrote John Stuart Mili, "often arises only from having begun it sooner. 
There may be no inherent advantage . . . but only a present superiority of 
acquired skill and experience." 1 lt therefore is appropriate to review how today's 
industrial nations carne to acquire their capital and elevate the status of their 
labor during the formative period of the modern world economy. Their 
advantages and endowments were not natural, but carefully acquired. 

Laissez faire writers have denied the relevance of this investigation. 
"Whether the advantages which one country has over another be natural or 
acquired," wrote Adam Smith, is 

of no consequence. As long as the one country has thosc advantages and the 
other wams them, it will always be more advamagcous for the latter rather to buy 
of the former than to make. It is an acquired advantage only, which one artificer 
has ovcr his neighbour, who exercises another, trade; and yct thcy both find it 
more advantageous to buy of one another, than to make what <loes not belong 
to thcir particular trade.2 

This is true as far as it goes. Yet only a political theory can explain how 
England rose from a comparatively less developed country to surpass Spain, 
H olland and France by endowing itself with much of their skilled labor, l berian 
gold and other internacional resources. The nation certainly did not start out 
with a high ratio of capital relative to the size of its labor force. 

1 John Sruart Mill, Pri11ciplu of Polilical Eco11on1y, Ashley ed., Book V, ch. x, p. 922. 
2 Adam Smith, The 117eallh of alio111, Book IV, ch. ü, Cannan ed., Vol. 1, p. 280. 



By the same token, today's food-deficit monocultures were constrained in 
their colonial periods not by nature but by imperial policy to specialize in 
plantation agriculture, non-renewable mineral extraction and, most recently, 
low-wage manufacturing. Behind their capital/labor ratios stands a legacy of 
inadequate or malformed infrasti:ucture, colonial land-grant patterns and 
corrupt oligarchic control, not to speak of the tariffs and other trade barriers of 
the sort industrial nations still impose against Third World products. 

Acknowledgement of this h.istorical legacy suggests that cost functions 
may be substantially lowered by development policies focusing on social infra
structure too often invisible to quaotitative economists, whose vocabulary calls 
it "exogenous" and therefore outside the boundary of study. Countries may 
learn from European and North American experience how to use tariffs, 
subsid.ies and tax policy to guide market prices and incomes to reflect long-term 
development potencial rather than passively to submit to world forces and 
internacional investment patterns steered by lead-nation diplomacy. 

Euphemizing countries as having "endowments" of capital, labor, land 
and minerals abstracts the exjsting d.ivision of world labor from this historical 
context, brush.ing aside how today's industrial nations carne to acqu.ire their own 
capital and productive powers. One looks in vain fer recognition of the role 
played by social and political institutions in transforming comparative costs and 
creating resources. Whatever cost structures exist at a given moment in time are 
accepted as inherent and grounded in nature itself. Marx poked fun at this 
attitude a century ago when he asked whether "You believe perhaps, gentlemen, 
that the production of coffee and sugar is the natural destiny of the West 
Ind.ies? Two centuries ago, Nature, which <loes not trouble herself about 
commerce, had planted neither sugar-cane nor coffee trees there."3 

To build up che.ir industrial capability, the major European nations founded 
colonies to supply necessary raw materials in exchange fer metropolitan manu
factures. Slaves were imponed into the sugar colonies in the Caribbean and 
what are now the southern United States, along with guns and other accoutre
ments of capital to aid their production of raw materials, but not their industry. 
Ind.ia at the outset of its contact with Europe had a far superior accumulation 
of labor skills and tools, gold and other capital. It outstripped all European 
countries in textile production, the major industry of the sixteenth and seven
teenth centuries. Ali that the factor endowment theory can tell us is that capital/ 
labor ratios have not evolved in Europe's former colonial regions to anywhere 
near the extent that has occurred in their mother countries. The political reality 
1s that colonialism imposed quasi-feudal institutions of land tenure that 

3 Karl Marx, ''.An Address: Free Trade," delivered in Brussels, January 9, 1848 (New York: 
1966), p. 42. 



impeded their subsequent agricultura! and social development, establishing the 
specialization patterns that have steered world commerce for many centuries, 
persisting even after Latín America and Africa won their nominal political 
independence. 

The institucional policy dimension is what explains the rise of France, 
Holland, England and more recently industrialized nations such as the United 
States, Germany, Japan and the Soviet Union-and why Italy, which had been 
the major center of industrial and finance capital in the Renaissance, fell behind 
northern Europe, as did Spain and Portugal. For one thing, the lead nations did 
not view foreign trade merely as a passive consequence of existing proportions 
between capital and labor. Historically the first endowment required for 
industrialization has been a policy of protectionism. England in particular 
framed its Navigation Acts to nurture the production of commodities which the 
mother country needed to gain autonomy from continental European sources 
of supply. 

The maldistribution of property had a negative effect on the evolution of 
labor in countries that did not throw off their colonial yoke early. Their popu
lation was employed in occup.ations that did not require investment in working 
skills or educacional infrastructure. The key factor thus was the political and 
social context in which capital and population were employed. The system of 
European land grants in the North and South American (and later African) 
colonies established local oligarchies that sponsored a centralized economic and 
political dirigisme in the conrext of 1atifundia/microfundia systems which still 
persist today. When the Native Americans refused to submit to the plantations 
system and its personal servitude, armed appropriation of their land drastically 
reduced their "factor proportions." 

The strategy of mercantile colonia/isrn 

Although natural advantages in raw-materials production were recognized as 
being intrinsic to certain regions, this did not mean that colonies only produced 
the staples for which nature had especially endowed them.4 Colonies were 
established to supply mother countries with specific raw materials, but were 
expected to become self-supporting in basic needs, if only so as not to be a 

4 Along these lines Nicholas Barbon (Discourse º" Trade, pp. 3, 7) was one of many who 
enunciated what is now called the staples theory of imernational trade: 
There are Different Climates of the Heavens, sorne very hot, sorne very Cold, others 
Temperare; these Different clirnates produce Different Animals, Vegetables, & Minera.Is ... 
The Native Staple of Each Country, is the Foundation of it's Forreign Trade: And no Nation 
have any Foreign Commodities, but what are first brought in by the Exchange of the Native, 
for at the first beginning of Forreign Trade, a Nation hath nothing else to Exchange. 



drain requiring subsidies from the mother country. After all, this was an epoch 
when European towns and their surrounding countrysides were self-sufficient 
in most essentials. Given the cost of transporting food and other bulky prod
ucts-and the fact that trade frequently was interrupted by wars-resources 
allocated to export production could not be at the expense of basic self
sufficiency. Even the poorest colonies such as New England were obliged to 
produce their own food and basic household essentials, for imperial nations did 
not welcome the prospect of having to support indigent dependencies. 
Centuries would elapse before countries specialized in export production at the 
price of foregoing seJf-reliance in food and other basic necessities. 

But as soon as the colony was established on a self-reliant basis, it was 
directed to employ its labor and capital (or was supplied with slaves, colonists 
and guns) to produce sugar, molasses, rare woods and barks, naval stores, 
tropical products, ores, metals and other commodities desired in Europe. 
Colonies were to export surpluses of local products such as spices, tin and other 
raw materials, dyes and textiles, and other manufacturers over and above their 
own needs. As Schumpeter has summarized: 

Armstrong and Hales in the sixteenth cenrury based internacional trade on the 
fact that clifferent nations, living under clifferent conclitions, produce clifferent 
commoclities, the superfluous parts of which may be exchanged with advantage 
to all parties concerned: Even North thought of internacional trade in quite the 
same spirit as the "exchange of superfluities," muchas had Grotius (1625).5 

Adam Smith described how trade "carries out that surplus part of the 
produce of their land and labour for which there is no demand among them 
[the exporting countries], and brings back in return something else for which 
there is a demand. It gives a value to their superfluities ... " 6 The richest and 
most "naturally'' endowed colonies became export monocultures, increasingly 
dependent on their mother countries or fellow colonies for theír necessities as 
well as their superfluities. Anticípating the "curse of oil" in today's world, the 
richer the colony, the higher the extreme to which its specialization was pressed, and the 
greater its domestic income disparities ivould become over time as client oligarchies 
monopolized íts natural resources and gained control of its public domain
and its political system as well. 

5 Joseph A. Schumpeter, History oJ Economic A 11a!Jsis (New York 1954), p. 369. 
6 Smith, Wealth oj Nations, Book IV, ch. i, pp. 468-69. John Sruart MiU decided this view as 

the "surplus produce" theory of trade in bis Principies of Political Econolll.J, with some of their 
Applications to Social Philosophy [18481, Wm. Ashley ed. (London: 1909), Book lII, ch. xvii, 
para. 4, p. 579. 
John H. Williams revived this approach as the "vent-for-surplus" explanarioo in "The 
Theory of ImernationaJ Trade Reconsidered," [1929, repr. in his Postwar Monetao• Plani and 
Other Emryi, 3r<1 ed. (New York: 1947). 



Mother countries established colonies in the fi.rst instance to displace 
non-imperial sources of supply, not to serve as markets. In the words of the 
historian George Louis Beer, "the ideal colony was one which would have freed 
England from the necessity of importing anything from her competitors;' 7 

who would have demanded payment in bullion rather than accepting English 
manufactures. "If England imported the raw materials from her colonies, she 
could pay for the same in manufactures, the precious metals would not be 
drained from England, but míght even flow thither from the colonies."8 

The British Empire established a self-sufficient trade and payments system, 
running a surplus with regions outside the Empire. Instead of emulating Spain's 
and Portugal's crude policy of grabbing foreign gold by force, England built up 
its domestic and colonial production so as to earn the gold and silver of foreign 
countries. It used this money to finance further growth in domestic credit and 
investment-and to establish or protect its colonies militarily. 

Like the other imperial powers, England directed the economíc life of their 
colonies to dovetail into that of the mother country. ''As far as it was possible," 
writes Beer, "the colony was to differ from England in its economíc pursuits, 
producing nothing that interf'ered with the fullest development of any English 
industry or trade. It was to be the economíc complement of the mother country, 
both together constituting a self-sufficient commercial empire."9 

The time had not yet arrived to view trade in terms of cost savings. 
Nacional security and monetary considerations carne first. Mother countries 
enacted tariffs and bounties to render desired commodity lines profitable to 
produce in cases where colonial costs exceeded prices from non-imperial sources. 
France bought sugar from its West Indian possessions, and Britain bought naval 
stores from New England, for more than these commodities would have cost 
from outside their respective empires. Consumers had to pay more, but their 
payment usually remained within the imperial system, generally in the mother 
country itself where most colonial merchants kept their savings. 

7 George Louis Beer, The Old Coio11iai Systev1: 1660- 17 54 (New York: 1912), Vol. I, pp. 37-38. 
Historians have understood this process more clearly than economists. Mili (Principies oj 
Poiiticai Economy, p. 918) was not hiscorically accurate in accusing the mercantile system (in 
the spirit of Adam Smith's Wealth oj Nations, rv, i) of holding that "colonies were founded 
for the supposed advantage of compelling them to buy our commodities, or at all evenrs not 
to buy those of any foreign country: in return for which restrictions we were generally 
willing to come under an equivalent obligation with respect to the staple productions of the 
colonists." Relations actually developed in just the reverse order. 

8 Beer, The Covm1ercial Policy oj E11gland toward the A merican Colonies (New York: 1948), p. 43. 
9 Beer, Old Colonial Sy.rtem, Vol. 1, p. 38. See also p. 340. 



The strategy was for the imperial center to exchange manufactures for 
colonial raw materials. Colonial administrators suppressed production that 
threatened to displace imports from the mother country. (Not always success
fully. In New England espedally, smuggling seemed as rife as the erection of 
illegal iron milis and other manufactories.) Still, the idea was that colonial labor 
and capital would earn at least as much by producing raw materials as they 
would have from producing manufactures. After all, mosc colonies were founded 
as remunerative projects for investors in the colonizing corporations. The 
typical sanctimonious mother-country belief held that colonies were not ready 
for industrial production. Had not God ordained each country to produce what 
other countries want, so that all could be friends? Was it not natural for colonies 
to fulfill their natural destiny by producing the raw materials that consumers and 
producers in the mother country wanted? 

The small economic size of many colonies prevemed them from diversi
fying even if they had sought to do so. A one-way dependency developed, rein
forced by a political and military infrastructure highlighted by the mother 
country's protective tariffs and navigation acts. Colonies became reliant on 
metropolitan sources of· supply, beginning with textiles and extending to other 
industrial produces typically associated with technological learning curves and 
industrial capital accumulation. Little reverse dependency occurred. 

Regional characteristics of imperial trade and payments 
England's colonial trade fell into four major categories, each designed to dis
place a set of supplier nations outside the Empire. In the first place, she sought 
to become independent of her Baltic trade with Sweden, Russia, Poland and 
Germany for the naval stores necessary for her shipping and the potash used in 
woolen manufacturing, the leading industry in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. As G. L. Beer explains: "From the standpoint of nacional security and 
of economic growth, this trade was all-important. A stoppage of these supplies, 
either through war or through their control by a rival, would prevent England 
from puttíng a fleet to sea, and could also retard the development of her 
merchant marine." 

Queen Christina of Sweden had established a tar and pitch corporation in 
1648 that exploited its monopoly position to th.e utmost. Consequently, "the 
earliest and most strenuous efforts were devoted toward developing colonies 
that would be able to compete in these produces with northern Europe," 
cspecially in the production of masts, pitch, tar, hemp and potash. For these 
products England looked to its North American colonies. "At the time of the 
settlement of New England, it was expected that this regíon would supplant the 



Baltic countries as England's source of supply for naval stores and that an 
extensive fishery would be developed in this region." 10 

A more apt name for these colonies would have been New Balt:ia or New 
Scandia, for their function was to duplicate the economies of Northern Europe, 
not that of England. lt was a failure of British colonial policy that they ulti
mately became a new England. 

A second branch of E ngland's trade was with southern Europe in agri
cultura! products and luxuries such as wine, silk, salt, sugar and dried fruits. This 
trade was to be supplanted by the American colonies south of New England, 
where the climate was more temperate. 

In the third posítion carne more specíalized and tropical Oriental prod
ucts, hitherto "controlled by Portugal, and subsequently by the Dutch, who sold 
them to England at enhanced prices." 11 These products included "dyes, 
saltpetre, and . . . the spices that alone rendered the winter's stock of food 
palatable." India, the West Indies and England's southern American colonies
Virginia, the Carolinas, Maryland and Georgia-were to provide such com
moditíes. "Their climate to a _varying extent differed from that of the mother 
country, and consequently their products did not compete with those of 
England." The latter attempted to foster the production of tropical goods in 
Carolina by exempting from English customs ducies "all silks, wines, currants, 
raisins, capers, wax, almonds, oils, and olives" imported from that colony, so as 
to make it virtually a New Mediterranea. The list of exports exempted from 
British ducies "contained no one of the commodicies already afforded by the 
existing English colonies. The new settlements were expected to avoid such 

10 Beer, The Origi11s of the British Co/011ial System: 1578-1660 (New York: 1922), pp. 56. 76, 
and Old Co/011ial S.pte111, Vol. II, p. 231. Klaus Knorr points out (British Colonial The01ies: 
1570-1850 [foronto: 1944], p. 91) that 

This dear-cut division of economic functions between colonies and parent stale was not 
merely regarded as an automatic outcome of natural conditions. Its strict and rigid 
maintenance, enforced with the help of legal regulations, was deemed imperative 
because- according to the prevalent doctrine of the value of the plantations-the 
profits of Empire depended exactly on the perpetuation of this division of labor. 

Knorr adds (pp. 50ff.) that 
at the time in question, the problem of important raw materials frequently carried great 
political significance. Countries which possessed a quasi-monopoly of a particular 
produce or controlled the bulk of the world supply available to European nations, were 
often disposed to exploit that opportunity by boosting its price to foreign customers. 
Portugal, for exarnple, after she acquired Brazil, controlled more than half of the world 
production of sugar and thus was in a position to manipulate its price. 

On the kindred political aspects of Europe's salt trade see Henry Hauser, Les Origit1s 
historiques des problems eco110111iques act11els (Paris: 1930), pp. 17ff., 53-69. 

11 Beer, OTigins, p. 56. 
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Figure 2. 1 Britain's Imperial and Foreign-trade System 

products as sugar and tobacco, in order not to further depress their price. This 
point was significantly emphasized in the statements of the proprietors."12 In a 
similar vein William Penn attempted to introduce the cultivation of vineyards to 
Pennsylvania. 

Newfoundland, the oldest colony in the Empire, represented a fourth 
element in England's colonial trade strategy. lts herring fisheríes were estab
lished with the intention of making England and its colonies independent of 
the Dutch fisheries off the British isles. ' 'Just as it had been recognized in the 
Elizabethan age that the mines of America constituted Spain's chief source of 
strength, so statesmen of the following era perceived that D utch prosperity was 
founded on the herring fisheries." The Newfoundland fishing trade also served 

12 Beer, Orig;,1s, pp. 265, 86 and O/d Colonial Syste111, Vol. II, pp. t 78-79. 



as a nursery to train English seamen, "and hence the crew of every English 
fishing vessel had to be composed in part of inexperienced and untrained men." 

This latter consideration highlights the colonial system's military dimen
sion. After 1605 "the men of the day argued in a circle of sea power, commerce, 
and colonies. Sea power enabled England to expand and to protect her foreign 
ttade, while this increased commerce, in turn, augmented her naval strength."13 

Supporters of the East India Company argued that "The company's marine 
constitutes a sort of middle link between the Royal Navy and the Merchant 
service. Its officers joined the Company upon leaving the navy instead of entering 
the service of foreign countries ... . At the breaking out of war, the ten thousand 
seamen, composing the crews of the Company's ships, facilitate the manning of 
the Navy."14 

A leading airo of England's gold accumulation was to sustain troop support 
payments in the event of war. Gunboats in turn reinforced political domination 
to ensure colonial subservience to the desired trade and development patterns 
throughout Europe's imperial systems. This system was idealized under the 
concept of reciprocity-or what today is called, with no less hypocrisy, inter-
dependenc~ · 

Both the British and French empires established triangular trade patterns 
which C. R. Fay describes in bis Imperial Economy and its Place in the Formation 
of European Doctrine: 

The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries exhibit the economics of the trade 
triangle, which in its simplest form was: fishing fleet from England to Newfound
land; fish to the Spanish Península or the islands off Africa (Azores, Madeira, 
Canacies); wines and fruits to England. The emergence of the West Indies strength
ened and complicated the triangle; fish to the West Indies, sugar to Europe, 
supplies ro the fishery. And the triangle originating from England with the fishing 
fleet was met by a triangle in the reverse direction: Manchester cottons and 
Birmingham toys to the west coast of Africa; slaves to Barbados; sugar and cotton 
to Englanci ... Moreover the French had their own triangle, grounded on their own 
West Indies; and they sometimes enlarged the triangle by going out via Ireland, 
where they took on provisions. In this way Ireland escaped the worst conse
quences of exclusion from England's navigation code. Holland had no base for 
such triangular traffic, and she fell back into her original coastal role. Amsterdam 
was the emporium of the Baltic North and the Iberian South: here were granaries. 
Through Amsterdam timber and food (grain and fish) moved south; while salt and 
wines and fruits moved north. Into this coastal hegemony she injected the 

13 Beer, Origins, p. 62, and Ofd Colonial Syster11, Vol. 1, pp. 32, 16. 
14 "Cossim," Consideraliom on the Danger and Impolicy of Laying Open the Trade 1vith India and China 

... (2nd ed., London: 1813), pp. 124ff. 



proceeds of her eastern preserves, spíces, sugar, and the like. Right to the middle 
of the eighteenth century her mercanóle marine was growing, but on che West 
Atlantic shc hardly counted!15 

France's colonial system lacked the British Empire's self-sufficiency. 
Neither metropolitan France nor Canada could suppJy the food, lumber, live
stock and other staples needed by the French West Indies. These goods 
therefore had to be obta.ined from England's North American colonies. France 
furthermore lacked the temperate-zone colonies possessed by England, and had 
little significant presence in A frica to take advantage of the profitable slave trade. 
Despite Colbert's bese efforts in the eighteenth century, France was unable to 
spur trade between Canada and its West Indian colonies to anywhere near the 
extent that England's North American colonies traded with both the British and 
French West Indies. 

Indeed, France's payments to its colonies for sugar, rum and molasses 
passed out of its empire as the West lndies spent them on the products of Eng
land's temperate-zone colonies in North America, which in rurn spent these 
payments on British manufactures. Economically, the French West Indies became 
satellites of New England. While French consumers were taxed by the relatively 
high prices they had to pay for West lndian sugar, New England became a siphon 
by which Eogland obtained the benefits and wealth of France's empire, an 
illegal trade that France was unable to prevent.16 

The Spanish, Portuguese and Dutch empires were even less varied than that 
of France. Spa.in's looting of the New World thus was not an imperial exercise in 
the sophisticated mercantile sense, because it never created a self-sufficient and 
ínterdependent trading system. les seizure of lncan and Aztec gold was not a 
mutual interchange of commodities but merely a reduction of local populations 
to servitude. This brutal tributary system only could run clown once it had 
stripped away the native treasure. Spain paid the price for this economic barbarism 
by suffering the flow of bullion through its hands to other European countries. 
Early recipients of Spanish gold included the Netherlands, which had thrown off 
the Spanish yoke and were establishing colonies of their own in the East and West 
Indies and New Amsterdam (New York) during the early seventeenth century. 

15 C. R. Fay, !111periol Eco110111y a11d ils Place i11 the For111otio11 of Eco110111ic Doctrine: 1600-1932 
(Oxford: 1934), pp. 57-58. 

t6 Stewart L. Mims, Colbert's ílrest illdio Poliry (New Haven: 1912), pp. 334, 336. On this point 
see Beer, British Colonial Policy: 1754-1765, p. 292, and The Conlf11trcial Policy of E11gla11d 
To1n1rd the A111erica11 Colo11ies, pp. 116f( A similar development occurred in the rwenrietb 
ccnrury when the United States reaped the benefits of the British Empire's trade preference 
system. See Terence McCarthy, "British Empire Preference Aids U.S. Exports," Borron's, 
December 3, 1945. 



However, the Dutch trading entrepots and plantations never formed a coordi
nated admínistrative system of the degree achieved by England. 

To be sure, problems loomed on the horizon. England's landlords sought 
to produce the same goods in which the colonies were supposed to specialize. 
After the Restoration of Charles II in 1660 they won government protection for 
their relatively high-cost foodstuffs. The Corn Laws, established to block the 
importation of rye, barley, peas, beans, oats and wheat, and later of beef, pork, 
bacon, butter and other farm products, thwarted any hope for payments 
equilibrium within England's colonial system. Depriving New England of its 
markets in metropolitan England deprived the colonies of their means to 
purchase English manufactures, unless they could earn funds by exporting their 
produce to third countries. "Thus New England and later the Middle colonies, 
not being allowed to exchange their normal products for England's manu
factures, were forced to begin manufacturing for themselves."17 

Inward-looking English policy thus brought about the very thing it had 
been designed to prevent: the drive for commercial independence by its satellites. 
"In the beginning," observes Beer, "serious attempts were made to produce 
commodities desired in Engla.nd, because those promised the greatest profits," 
thanks in part to England's bounty system. "Potent economic forces were, 
however, arrayed against this development. New England did not belie its name, 
and in resources was largely a counterpart of the mother country." It produced 
grain in competition with English farmers, exported fish in competition with 
English fishermen, shipped timber in competition with British importers of 
Scandinavian forest products, and sold food to the West Indies in competition 
with British producers and merchants. "Despite persistent efforts, it could not 
be moulded into the proper economic shape. It remained always a center of 
disharmony, out of accord with the spirit of British imperialism until ultimately, 

17 Beer, The Col!lmercial Poliry of England To1JJard the American Cofonies, p. 75. 
18 Beer, Origi11s, p. 268, and O/d Colonial System, Vol. II, p. 234. See also Vol. I, pp. 52-53, and 

Vol. II, p. 306: New England's "entire elimination from the globe would probably have been 
welcomed," Beer concludes. (How modern ali this sounds even today.) 
Yet, for many reasons, England could not afford to !et the northern continental colonies 
renounce their allegiance. Under the prevailing co nditions, political independence was for 
these colonies an impossibili ty; freedom from England inevitably implied subjection to 
sorne other European power, in this instance France. To England this would have meant an 
incalculable loss of prestige, and moreover, as a French colony, New England would have 
been an even more vexatious thorn in the side of the Empire, rendering insecure the 
invaluable possessions to the north and south- Newfoundland, the nursery of seamen, and 
the tobacco colonies, Maryland and Virginia. Thus England clung to this region, and even 
sanctioned its further settlement, not for any cleady defined econornic advantages, but in 
order to obviare the greater negative political and military losses resulting from its 
dornination by others. 



when events were favorable, its secession and that of the other continental 
colonies disrupted the old commercial Empire."1ª 

The Earl of Sandwich was quick to perceive New England's potencial to 
rival the mother country, particularly in exporting manufactures to the British 
West lndies. He 

concluded that it was impossible "to prevent wholly their cncrease and arrivaJ at 
this power," and deemed it "advísable to hinder theír growth as much as can be." 
He suggested that further emigracion to the colonies be restricted, and that the 
northern colonies be removed to the southern plantations "where the produce 
of theire labours will not be commodities of the same narure with old England 
to out-trade us withall."19 

This may help explain why it was New E ngland that took the lead in 
breaking away from the mother country. 

New E ngland's ultimate economic advantage-which, from the stand
point o f imperial Britain, turned out to be a distinct disadvantage-was precisely 
that it was nota producer of exotic products and raw materials. Indeed, from a 
"natural" standpoint it was poor rather thao rich. Its inability to produce the 
tropical commodities needed by England left it with little option but to parallel 
the industrial economy o f the mother country. This laid the foundation of its 
future economic as well as political independence. 

England's objection to this independence stemmed from the fact that if 
its American colonies produced their own manufactures, they would have little 
need to recycle their export earnings (from their sales to Canada and the French 
West Indies) to Britain in payment for the latter's industrial products. Britain 
would earn less bullion. It therefore forbade its colonies to establish factories of 
their own, that is, to achieve industrial "factor endowments." 

The intencion of Parliament was expressed in an Act passed in 1719 declaring it 
unlawful to set up in any colony furnaces for the production of cast-iron or for 
che manufacture of iron because "the establishment of manufactories in the 
colonies tends to make them more independent of Great Britain." ... [A]s new 
occasions arose, or as the enterprise of the colonists manifested itself in new 
directions, the laws became more strict, the limitations upon colonial activities 

19 Quotecl by Beer, Old Co/011ial Syste111, Vol. ll, p. 234. 
20 Edward Stanwood, A 111erica11 Tari.ff Controversies in the Ninetemth Cenltiry (Boston: 1903), 

Vol. 1, p. 13. "No idea of the economic conditions of former days could be more 
erroneous," warns Eli Heckscher, "than that which is conveyed by the content of such 
prohibitions and retractions. The regulations, as a matter of fact, constirute merely an 
expression of what the holders of power wished to see realized, and accordingly may be said 
to illustrate, primarily, nothing more than the economic views of the time." (The Co11ti11enlal 
Syste111: A11 Econo1J1ic lnterpretatio11 !Oxford: 19221, p. 15.) 



became more numerous, and the execucion of all resttictive regulacions increased 
in severity.20 

This increasing strictness actually was an indication of England's inability 
to enforce its restrictions. lts regulations may be interpreted more as statements 
of intent than reflections of actual behavior. Still, the protection of domestic 
English industry laid the groundwork for its future supremacy. "Parliamentary 
action against manufacturing [in the colonies] first found expression in the textile 
industries," writes Witt Bowden. This was particularly the case with woolens, 
which were 

carefully shielded from every adverse wind. As early as 1699 a law was therefore 
passed forbidding the making for the market of any arrides whatsoever consis
cing in whole or in part of wool. Any ship or vessel, horse, can, or other carriage 
ladeo with such goods for transportaáon to market was subject ro confiscaáon, 
rogether with the manufactures; and in addiáon there was a fine of l500. The 
law was renewed in 1732. lt was obviously impossible ro prevenr household 
spinning and weaving, and concerning homespun the law was discreetly silent. 
In 1732 a similar enacrment forbade the making of hats for the market .... An 
incidental method of disco_uraging manufacturing in the colonies was by passing 
laws to keep industrial skilJ at home. The exportaáon of specified kinds of tools 
and machines to the colonies or elsewhere was prohibited, and skilled arásans 
were forbidden to leave the country.21 

These restrictions applied only to market output. Household manu
factures of clothing and other essencials were not banned, could not be banned, 
and would not have been banned if they could have been. Only the sale of mar
ketable produccion was regulated, for it was axiomacic that each region must 
produce its own common household necessities. The virtues of such self
sufficiency were demonstrated during the Napoleonic Wars when England 
withstood the French blockade. 

The essence of this trade pattern was that exports represented truly 
surplus output. In keeping with the prevailing vent-for-surplus view of foreign 
trade, when Adam Smith and his mercantilist predecessors spoke of the 
internacional division of labor, they referred to surplus production. The 
American colonies exported surplus tobacco and cotton, Portugal its surplus 
wine, Sweden its surplus iron and naval stores, France its surplus silks and wines, 
and England its surplus manufactures. Ali these economies remained self
sufficient in basic essencials, so that their exchange of mutually surplus products 
remained a more or less voluntary exchange rather than a life-or-death necessity. 

21 Witt Bowden, The lnd11sllial Hislory oj the U11ited Sta/es (New York 1930), pp. 99ff. See also 
James E. Thorold Rogers, The flld"slrial a11d Co111111ercial Hislory oj E11gla11d (London: 1892), 
esp. Parr JI, ch. x ("Home trade and internacional competition"). 



The specialization of production was far from reaching the extreme degree 
found in the late twentieth century. 

Taken as a unit, ..Europe's colonial systems favored England and íts satel
lites more than any other empire. And yet as the costs of defending and/ or 
subduing its colonies carne to cxceed their net economic value, the adminis
trative and military support costs of England's Old Colonial System rendered it 
less efficient than its seque!, the free trade policy toward which England moved 
following the American Revolution. Many English people viewed the loss of 
their North American colonies as a blessing. In Josiah Tucker's famous phrase, 
they had become an albatross around England's neck. 

The fear was that letting them go might leave them to branch into 
industries competing with those of England. But on closer examination it 
seemed that colonial ventures were not all that likely to pose a serious threat. 
Colonial "endowments" had been put in place and their raw-materials expon 
patterns were well established. Even more important, by 1776 industrial 
England had gained nearly a two-century head stan over its colonies, and indeed 
over the rest of the world as well. 

England gave its colonies their independence without more of a fight for 
two reasons: the heavy cost to English taxpayers of defraying the eJrpense of 
defending and subsidizing these colonies, and the fact that oven restrictions no 
longer seemed necessary to maintain the nation's economic supremacy. 
Mercantilist statecraft had accomplished its objectives. All that England needed 
to do was to keep its domestic taxes and other costs low, by avoiding colonialism 
and other costly projects of empire. Recognition of this fact, and of the 
political character of England's carefully acquired competitive advantages, 
become the foundation for the transition to free-trade imperialism. 

Befare turning to that strategy, however, it is necessary to review the often 
overlooked domestic economic effects of internacional trade and payments. The 
most important question concerned what would happen domestically to nations 
running trade surpluses. Would they gain permanently, or merely see their prices 
inflated? Chapter 3 reviews the domestic monetary, employment and investment 
effects of Britain's foreign trade in the eighteenth century, on the eve of its 
transition to laissez faire. 



3 

The Monetary Impact 

The subordinate but critica! role of money 

Tue pejorative catch-all label "mercantilism" derives from Adam Smith. In his 
chapter enticled "Of the Principies of the Commercial of Mercantile System" 
(Book N, ch. i of The Wealth of Nations) he accused its advocates of confusing 
the substance of wealth with its monetary counters and regulating foreign trade 
simply to accumulate silver and gold. His label stuck. The Oxford Dictionary (to 
choose just one example) defines mercantilism as "a term used by Adam Smith 
and later política! economists for the system of economic doctrine and legisla
tive policy based on the principie that money alone constituted wealth." 1 Most 
of Smith's predecessors except for the Physiocrats (who like Smith advocated 
laissez faire) are widely believed to have held this superficial view, seeming to 
justify their subsequent neglect. 

The political problem, according to Smith, was the role played by vested 
interests. Their trade monopolies and restrictions, colonialism and the wars it 
brought about, turned the system into a burden maintained at the expense of 
the economy at large. Like his liberal successors, Smith held out the ideal of a 
well-run economy not warped by trade restrictions, special-interest favoritism 
and other state intervention. Such an economy would be free of the high taxes 
and hence high prices needed to support the policies that economic liberals 
opposed. The result promised to be lower costs of production, and hence fuller 
and more profitable employment. 

Smith claimed that the mercantilist aim was to establish colonies merely 
to serve as markets. If the goal was to accumulate bullion, he argued, foreign 
markets could best be conquered through peaceful competition, not by an 
expensive military system. He granted that nacional security was an overriding 
concern, but asserted that "accumulation of gold and silver is not necessary for 
carrying on distant wars." What was needed was current output, and this was 
most efficiently produced by economies enjoying low taxes and freedom from 
government interference. Low taxes would result from avoiding foreign wars 
and the colonial rivalries that bred them. 

1 Quoted in R. L. Schuyler, The Fa// of the Old Colonial S;1ste111: A St111J in British Free Trade, 
1170-1870 (London: 1945), p. 4. 



"The cliscovery of America has benefited Europe not by the cheapening 
of gold and silver," wrote Smith, "but by opening up of a market which 
improved the productive powers of labor," by offering greater economies of 
scale for the clivision of labor (as opposed to the economic autonomy at which 
protectionist policies aimed). Silver and gold were sterile in themselves. To the 
new economic liberals, the money supply really clid not seem to matter. Once 
production achieved its maximum potencial, however, Smith warned that the 
effect of running trade surpluses for fully employed economies would be to 
ínflate their prices. 

Smith's accusations were a caricature of the sophisticated doctrines of 
statecraft developed by the third quarter of the eighteenth century. The mercan
tilists understood clearly that money was productive only when transformed 
into tangible capital. It was precisely for this reason that they excluded hoarded 
funds from their definition of the money supply, on the ground that such 
savings were unavailable for spencling or investing. The purpose of acquiring 
bullion was not to hoard it but to use it as the basis for expanding paper credit 
and tangible investment. This anti-hoarding ethic is what endeared the mercan
tilists to Keynes. 1t was not gold and silver that they sought to accumulate, but 
productive capital to employ the nation's labor aod land. A trade surplus simply 
was a precondition for obtaining the money need to finance investment and 
employment, and to hold clown interest rates. 

Mercantilism thus was ultimately a doctrine of productive powers. Smith 
acknowledged this in his accusation that "The mercantile system absurdly 
considers production and not consumption to be the end of industry and com
merce."2 With the exception of the word "absurdly," many of his predecessors 
would have agreed. When they endorsed higher consumption standards, as in 
providing luxuries to the labor force, it was not because they sought to raise 
consumption as such, but because they thought the availability of such goods 
would spur people to work harder to earn the money to buy them. The guiding 
idea was for output to grow by more than consumption, increasing the 
economy's net surplus. 

William Petty, John Law, George Berkeley, Jacob Vanderlint, Charles 
Davenant, Richard Cantillon, James Steuart, Josiah Tucker and their contem
poraries cannot be accused of being preoccupied with the balance of trade in 
itself. Their trade and monetary theories formed only a part of their bread 
analysis of England's nacional economy. Their objective in obtaining an 
adequate supply of money, whether gold or paper, was to finance domestic 

2 Adam Smüh, lf/ealth of Natio11s, Book IV, ch. viii, marginal gloss. 



jnvestment and full employment, and to bring clown interest rates so as to lower 
nacional debt-servicing charges. Typical of the view that money was a means to 
achieve higher production and employment was the admonishment of 
Governor Keith of Massachusetts in 1738: 

As the Value of every Thing we desire to possess must he compared from the Use and 
Conveniency of it, in comfortably preserving and prolonging human Life, there is no 
intrinsic Worth or Estimation can be put on Gold and Silver, further than that, by 
universal Consent, those solid and permanent Metals, are become the Medium of a!J 
Kinds of Excbange, and the only unalterable Measure, whereby we rate the present 
Value of any other Thing: They are not therefore to be considered in themselves as a 
Merchandise, but only as the Means of procuring in Trade whatSoever the Variety of our 
Wants and Inclinations may require. For although Spain, by possessing the Mines of 
Mexico and Pem, may be said to be richer in that respect than any other Nation; yet as 
those Riches consist only in holding a greater Share of that necessary medium for 
carrying on a profitable Exchange in Trade, it loses considerably of its Value for want of 
being employed in that way; and tho' it may furnish the Spaniards with al1 the Product of 
other Mens Labor, which the most exquisite Luxury can desire, in the main it destroys 
Industry, by encouraging Sloth and lndolence, which inevitably must introduce both a 
Neglect and Contempt of the Arts and Sciences; whereas an industrious 
Commonwealth, who keeps her subjects employed in Manufacturers, and Foreign Trade, 
by cominua!Jy furnishing Spain with such Things as there is a coostant Demand for, to 
supply that People's Conveniency, and feed their Pleasures, must needs in Return 
command as great a share of Spanish Bullion as they wam; so that in fact the Spa11ish 
Riches consist in digging up Gold and Silver out of the Earth for other People, wbose 
superior Skill and Industty, in applying it to its proper Use, absolutely determines the 
Value of that Kind of Wealth; which, if it be not kept in continua! Motion and employed 
in Trade, never fails to enervate the Owners, and render them unfit for relishing the 
superior and most nacional EnjoymentS of human Society. 3 

Berkeley, Cantillon and Steuart emphasized the mere nominalism of 
money. An "inflationist" school of writers led by John Law argued that if 
England would supplant gold with paper currency at home, it could insulate its 
economy from the vicissitudes of foreign trade. thereby reducing the need to 
run a positive balance of trade and payments. 4 

Schumpeter called the doctrine of the trade balance "the first step 
towards an analysis of the economic system." Haberler acknowledged that "lt 
was on the initiative of the mercantilists, and particularly of ffhomas] Mun 
himself, that the most burdensome of the restrictions on foreign trade were 
removed .... Many of the mercantilist writers referred explicitly to items in the 
balance of payments other than the trade balance." 5 However, a full re-exam
ination of the extent to which the pre-1776 literature contained the seeds of 

3 William Keith, History oJ the .British Pla11tatio11s in A merica (London: 1738), pp. 34-35. 
4 This was acknowledged even by Jacob Viner, Studies in the Theory of lntert1atio11al Trade, p. 4. 



dassical and modern economic thought occurred only after World War II, 
headed by the studies of R. L. Schuyler, William Grampp and D ouglas Vickers. 

In 1945, Schuyler elaborated how the caricature of mercantilism as being 
narrow rathcr than broad, particularly with regard to its alleged view of money 
as an end in itself, did not well describe the economic literature published 
bet\veen 1500 and 1750. In 1952, Grampp complained that although Viner 
(who had acknowledged that Smith had been harsh on the mercantilists but 
nonetheless endorsed his evaluation of them) "is charitable to the later writings 
for their traces of free trade theory," he selected from mercantilist literature only 
what he wanted to find: either its most childish errors such as bullionism and 
beggar-my-neighbor tariff restrictions, or íts anticípations of modero orthodoxy 
such as the quantity theory of money and the price-specie flow adjustment 
mechanism. In 1959, Vickers defended E. A. J. Johnson's estímate that "not ten 
percent of English mercantilist literature is devoted to the ill-fated doctrine of 
the balance of trade." 6 Subsequent scholarship has demonstrated that nearly ali 
the later "mercantilists" (or political arithmeticians as many called themselves) 
viewed the accumulation of bullion not as an end in itself but as a means to 
achieve nacional power via prosperity, investment and full employment. 

5 Joseph Schumpeter, Epoche11 der Dog111e11- 1111d Methodengeschichle (2"d ed.: 1924), p. 38, quoted 
in Gottfried Haberler, The Theory of lntemational Trade, p. 25. Schumpeter la ter expressed thís 
vicw in rus History of Eco110111ic A11a!Jsis (New York: 1954), pp. 352-53. 
Mercamilist wríters underscood che ímernat.ional transacrions chat muse be debited or 
credited to crade accounts as being funcrionally related to them. Canrillon recognized such 
non-trade items in the balance of paymems as 

the sum of money which one Sta te sends imo another for íts secret servíces and political 
aims, for subsidies to allies, for the upkeep of croops, Ambassadors, noblemen who travel, 
etc., Capital which the inhabitants of One State send to another to invest in public or 
privare funds, che ínterest whích these inhabitams receive annually from such invest
mems, etc. The exchanges vary with all these accidental causes and follow the rule of the 
transport of silver required ... They ha ve ver)' certainly an influence on the increase and 
decrease of circulacing money in a State and on its comparacive strength and power. 

Because these were essentially "accidental causes," however, Cantillon confined rus analysis 
"always to the simple views of commerce lest I should complicare my subject, which is too 
much encumbered by the mulciplicity of the faces which relate to it." (Essqy 011 the ature of 
Trade i11 Cmeral [17551, ed. Henry Higgs ¡London: 1931 ], pp. 263ff.) For the broad 
mercanáljsc recognition of non-trade items in the balance of payments see Viner, Studies i11 
the Theory of Internatio11a/ Trade, pp. 13ff. 

6 \Xlilliam D. Grampp, "The Liberal Elements in English Mercantilism," Quarler(y }011rnal oJ 
Eco1101J1ics, LXVI (1952), p. 466, and D ouglas Víckers, Studies i11 the Theory Mo11ey. 1690-1776 
(Philadelphia: 1959), pp. 33-34, 16, defendjng E. A. J. Johnson, Predecessors oJ Ada"' S111Ílh 
(New York: 1937) pp. 251-52. agaínst Víner, Studie.r, p. 56 andpassi1J1. Johnson was one of 
the first in modern times to decry "the unhappy word 'mercantilism'" and the difficulties of 
defining it meaníngfullr. 



These aims did not differ from those of subsequent British liberalism. 
Bvcn the means were becoming similar. By the late eighteenth century i:nost 
"Jllercantilists" had come to oppose England's overseas ventures and associated 
projects of state as being drains on the nation's gold. They increasingly believed 
that uade policy should favor small-scale merchants rather than the large Crown 
corporations founded as trading monopolies. As Schumpeter recognized, "free
uade forces did not simply assemble outside the mercantilist citadel and storm 
it . . . but to a much greater extent formed up inside it." 7 

Much of the interpretive problem was caused by arbitrarily describing the 
mercantilist "school" as having ended around 1750. This is the closest round 
date to avoid Hume's Political Discourses (1752), which led to a lively debate as 
to the nature of adjustment mechanisms in foreign trade. To laissez faire eyes 
the battle is settled by selecting sorne of H ume's statements out of context. But 
the fact is that his essays only fanned the flames of debate. D uring the quarter 
century that remained before Adam Smith published his Wealth of Nations, 
mcrcantilist political arithmetic achieved its great syntheses in Richard Can
tillon's Essqy on the Nature of Commerce (1775), Tucker's Elements of Commerce 
(1775) and his Four Tracts Together 1vith T1vo Sermons (1774), and James Steuart's 
Principies of Political Oecono11Jy: Being an Essqy on the S cien ce of Domestic Policy in 
Free Nations (1767). Yet free traders left their works in limbo, preferring to 
knock over straw men. 

In view of the fact that money did not play much of a role in the new 
liberal models, the balance of this chapter will discuss the pre-1776 theories that 
relate the balance of trade and payments to domestic monetary development, 
investment and output. Chapter 4 will relate these domestic developments to 
the underlying evolution of internacional productive powers. (Physiocracy, the 
French counterpart to this late mercantilist literature, had only a glancing 
concern with foreign trade.) 

The monetary dimension of foreign trade and payments 

Unlike their free-trade successors, mercantilist writers did not rreat mooey as a 
mere veil, a numeraire devoid of impact on the course of economic develop
ment. As Chapter 1 emphasized, foreign trade represented the way for nations 
without mines of their own to increase their monetary base of gold and silver 
coinage. lt was a precondition for credit expansion, which in turn was a 
precondition for setting in motion the wheels of employment and investment. 

7 Schumpeter, Histor:;r oJ Eco110111ic A11a(y1iJ, pp. 369- 70. He adds that "the adYance of anaJysis 
... was noc a macter of free crade and nascent liberalism ar all." 



Because they did not assume a fully employed economy as their starting 
point, early writers recogruzed leeway for monetary flows to operate in ways 
other than simply to push up prices. As for their alleged obsession with running 
a trade surplus, they refrained from making a blanket generalization about the 
impact of internacional payments and consequent growth in the money supply 
and prices. The result of a monetary inflow depended on the extent to which it 
was used to employ labor. There was general recogrution (to quote Schumpeter 
again) that "any satisfactory theory of the money supply implies a theory of the 
economic process in its entirety."8 

The result was a mid-eighteenth-century synthesis integrating the mon
etary and goods-producing sectors which, apart from that subsequently 
achieved by Marx's Capital, went unrivalled until Keynes reintegrated the theory 
of money and general economic activity in the 1930s. Indeed, the mercantilists 
laid the basis for the two-sector model distinguishing what Adam Smith called 
circulating capital-later called the wages fund-from fixed capital invested 
directly in plant and equipment. l t is an approach that has all but disappeared 
since Marx, having been revived only briefly by Keynes in his 1930 Treatise on 
Money to distinguish between a profit inflation and wage inflation. 

Mercantilists viewed money primarily as a constraint, a "scarce factor" in 
production. New investment and employment required financing, but the 
wotld's supply of silver and gold was limited. As long as paper money was 
convertible into these monetary metals on demand, its domestic issue would 
remain a function of the "money of the world" as Steuart called it. The use of 
paper money might increase relative to the bullion base as people became more 
accustomed to it, but the expansion of paper would have to retain sorne 
relationship to gold. "Credit that promises a Payment of Money," observed 
John Law in 1705, "cannot well be extended beyond a certain proportion it 
ought to have with the Money." 9 A drop in the ratio of silver or gold backing 
for bank credit would tend to inspire a run on the banks, leading to financia! 
crises and consequent interruption of economic activity. This "interna! drain" 
characterized the monetary systems of all countries prior to World War I, and 
was as important as the externa! drain to setde balance-of-payments deficits. 
These two types of monetary drain explain why foreign trade and its associated 
flow of bullion were vital factors in domestic economic development. 

8 Schumpeter, ibid., p. 286. 
9 Jobn Law, Nfo11ry a11d Trade Co11sidered, with a Proposal far S11pp(ying the Nation with Mo11ry 

(Edinburgh: t 705), p. 60. 



J,fonetary expansion increases emp/qyment befare prices 

Numerous writers prior to Hume enunciated what Frank Fetter termed the 
"price-specie flow" mechanism relating the trade balance directly to changes in 
the money supply and prices.10 This in turn rested on the quantity theory of 
money, which holds that changes in the money supply ( either upward or 
downward) are directly and symmetrically reflected in price changes. What is not 
generally recognized today, after a half-century of modern monetarism, is that 
only a minority of free traders such as John Locke and Isaac Gervaise accepted 
this as ageneraltheory. Most writers acknowledged that under normal eighteenth
century conditions of substancial unemployment, the first effect of more money 
was to enable more labor to be employed. Only under full employment would 
monetary inflows tend to increase prices. This "two-phase" view thus repre
sented as a special case today's view of money as affecting prices but not output. 

Many writers went so far as to deny outright that more money would raise 
prices. In 1650, William Potter asserted in The Kry of Wealth that output was 
elastic, needing only money to put labor and capital in motion: ''An encrease of 
money cannot possibly occasion an encrease in the price of commodities," 
because it would increase outf,ut proportionally. 11 Law and his fellow inflation
ists agreed. Their analysis often did tend to be too facile in assuming that more 
money would increase output ad infi11it11m, irrespective of any full-employment 
limit or other constraint. But by and large the mercantilists were responding to 
the circumstances of their day. The mainstream of writers, including Hume as 
well as Vanderlint and Law, recognized the price-specie flow mechanism as a 
special case, toward which the economy tended only under ful! employment
which was the exception, not the rule. As Law put matters, "the many Poor we 
have always had, [but ... ] we have never had Money enough." 12 

In 1734, Jacob Vanderlint emphasized money's role in increasing employ
ment and output, but acknowledged the irnpact of money on pcices in one 
major passage: 

no Inconvenience can arise by an unrestrained Trade, but very great Advantage; 
since if the Cash of the Nation be decreased by it, which Prohibitions are 

to Viner, Studiu i11 the ThtOf)' of ifltematio11al Trade, pp. 74ff. 
11 William Potter, The Key to lf/ealth (1650), p. 10, guoted in Vickers, Studies i11 the Theory of 

Money, p. 21. 
12 Law, Mo11ey a11d Trade Co111idered, p. 117. See also pp. 13-14, 105--06, 59-60. Law observed 

(p. 13) that "Domestic Trade depends on the Money. A grearer Quantity employes more 
people than a lesser Quantiry. A limired Sum can only act a number of people so Work 
proportion'd ro it, and 'tis with little success Laws are made, for Employing the Poor or !die 
in Countries where Money is scarce." This certainly seemed to be the case in France, and 
indeed throughout most of Europe in the early 1700s. 



dcsigoed to prevent, those Nations that gec the Cash will certainly find every 
thing advance in Price, as the Cash increases amongsc them. 

This was essentially the price-specie flow mechanism. Nonetheless, Van-
derlint went on to say: 

if we, who part with the Moncy, make our Plemy great enough to make Labour 
sufficiently cheap, which is always consciruted of the Price of Vicruals and 
Drink, our ~fanufacrures, and every thing else, will soon become so moderare as 
to turn the balance of Trade in our Favour, and thereby fetch the Money back 
again. Thus Moncy, on which Trade floats, like a Tide, by ebbing and flowing, 
wiU bring vast Business to our People, and furnish them with Employment and 
Happiness.13 

Vanderlim recognized (as would Hume) that a growing supply of bullion
and hence money and credit-could increase production as well as prices, while 
monetary outflows and consequent deflation tended to have adverse produc
tivity effects. \Xlithout money to finance new invescment, how could production 
costs be lowered? If England suffered a trade and payments deficit, "though 
this may be sorne small Encouragement to the Exportation o f our Commo
dities, because they come so much cheaper to the markets abroad, yet if our 
Trade goes on so, we shall certainly have very little Cash left." The trade balance 
would not automatically stabilize if the monetary drain resulting from a trade 
and payments deficit impaired industry and employment, creating a financia! 
crisis and increasing interest rates. Even 

those Nations that can work cheapest, must have the Money, as sure as they will 
have che Trade; to which, 1 will add, that the People will always flow into those 
Nations that get the Money (i.e. have the Ballance of Trade in their Favour) 
because Trade, which is the Meaos of gecting the Money, is that which employs 
and subsists them.14 

An inflow of bullion would lead to increased investment and employ
ment, more exportable output, an influx of immigrants, and generally higher 
employment and living standards. The greater employment and productiveness 
of the country's labor and land resources would lead to lower rather than higher 
production costs under properly managed conditions. And there would be more 
output to absorb the increase in money and purchasing power. Conversely, 
explained Law, "Most People think scarcity of Money is only the Consequence 
of a Ballance due [that is, of running a trade deficit]; but 'ris the Cause as well 
as the Consequence, and the effectual way to bring the Ballance to our side, is 
to add to the Money."15 

13 Jacob Vanderlim, Mo1101 A11s1vers Al/ Thi11gs (London: 1734), pp. 43-44. 
14 Vanderlinr, ibid., pp. 29-30. Viner quotes Vanderlint's earlier statement to assert his accept

ance of the price-specie flow mechanism, but ignores its later qualifications. 
15 Law, Mo11ey a11d Tmde Considered, pp. 11 5-16. 



J,{onetary theory and moral philosophy 
Such views concerning the positive effect of bullion inflows on employment 
and output set the stage for Hume's famous but extreme retort in his 1752 essay 
••of the Balance of Trade": 

Suppose four-fifths of ali the money in GREAT BRITAIN is to be annihilated in 
one night . . .. Must not the price of ali labour and commoclities sink in propor
tion, and everything be sold as cheap as they were in those ages? What nation 
could then dispute with us in any foreign market, or pretend to navigate or sell 
manufactures at the same price, which to us would afford sufficient profit? In 
how little time, therefore, must this bring back the money which we had lost, and 
raise us to the leve! of ali the neighboring nations? Where, after we have arrived, 
we immediately lose che advantage of the cheapness of labor and commodities; 
and the farther flowing in of money is stopped by our fullness and repletion. 

Again, suppose, that ali the money of GREAT BRITAlN were multiplied 
fivefold in a night, must not the contrary effect follow? Must not all Jabour and 
commodities rise to such an exorbitant height, that no neighbouring nations 
could afford to buy from us: while their commoclities, on the other hand, 
become comparacively so cheap, that, in spite of all the laws which couJd be 
formed, they would be run in upon us, and our money flow out; cill we fall to a 
level with foreigners, and lose that great superiority of riches, which had laid us 
under su ch disadvantages? 16 

Hume's essay "Of Money" illustrated the range of implications following 
from this fact, elevated to a central philosophical principle: 

There seems to be a happy concurrence of causes in human affairs, which checks 
the growth of trade and riches, and hinders them from being confined entirely 
to one people; as might naturally at first be dreaded from the advantages of an 
established commerce. Where one nacion has gotten the start of another in 
trade, it is very difficult for the latter to regain the ground it has lost; because of 
the superior industry and skill of the former, and the greater stocks, of which ics 
merchants are possessed, and which enable them to trade on so much smaller 
profits. But these advantages are compensated, in sorne measure, by the low 
price of labour in every nacion which has not an extensive commerce, and does 
not much abound in gold and silver. Manufacturers, therefore gradually shift 
their places, lea:ving those countries and provinces which they have already 
enriched, and flying to others, whither they are allured by the cheapness of 
provisions and labour; till they have enriched these also, and are again banished 
by the same causes. And, in general, we may observe, that the dearness of every
thing, from plenty of money, is a disadvantage, which attends an established 
commerce, and sets bounds to it in every country, by enabling the poorer states 
to undersell the richer in all foreign markets.17 

16 David Hume, "Of the Balance of Trade," Política/ Disco11rces (1752), reprinted in David 
Hume: Writi11gs on Econotnics, ed. E. Rorwein (Madison, Wis.: 1970), p. 63. See also "Of 
Money," p. 33. 

17 Hume, "Of Money', in Rotwein, David Hume: Writings 011 E conot11ics, pp. 34-35. 



By representing prices and wages as being proporcional to the money 
supply, this passage has endeared Hume to today's monetarists. But he also 
recognized that learning curves ("superior industry and skill"), inventory accu
mulation ("greater stocks") and economies of scale (affording "smaller profits') 
characterized the richest industrial economies. His mechanism thus did not deny 
that economic benefits would accrue to nations running payments surpluses. 

While Hume's monetary and trade theory turned on the inflationary 
impact of money under full employment conditions, he acknowledged the two
phase character of the relationship between money, output and prices. He thus 
retained the mercantilist emphasis on money, although downplaying its ability to 
expand employment and output. 

What he actually was warning against was the assumption that monetary 
inflows could increase output ad infinitum. A protectionist strategy ultimately 
would preve self-defeating once full employment was reached and further in
flows of money merely pushed up prices, preventing "in sorne measure" a few 
nations from aggrandizing their economic power at the expense of others. At 
the point where the m_ercantilist objective was achieved, precisely when the 
economy was fully employed and running a trade surplus, prices would rise until 
internacional payments felt back into balance. But below full-employment 
conditions an expansion of trade and its consequent monetary ínflows would 
produce definíte economic benefits. 

lt was as a political philosopher that Hume placed central emphasis on the 
quantity theory of money and prices. lt represented the buttress for his attack 
on bullionist mercantilism. Prolonged trade surpluses would be settled by mon
etary inflows that would generate inflationary pressures under full-employment 
conditions, pricing the nation's exports out of foreign and domestic markets. 
Money would flow out of the country, ending the commercial expansíon. 

Most free traders forget that this was not Hume's general theory, but only 
the culmination of a two-phase sequence. Although in a few famous passages 
he reasoned as if prices always were proporcional to the money supply, he 
granted that where underemployment conditioos existed, monetary inflows 
tended to be self-justifying to the extent that they spurred higher output and 
productivity. "We must consider," he acknowledged, 

that though the high price of commodities be a necessary consequence of the 
increase of gold and silver, yet it follows not immediately upon that increase; but 
sorne time is required before the money circulares chrough the whole stace, and 
makes its effect be felc on all ranks of people ... In every kingdom, inco which 
money begins to flow in greater abundance than formerly, everything takes a 
new face; labour and industry gain life; the merchant becomes more encerprising, 
the manufaccurer more diligenc and skilful, and even the farmer follows his 
plough with greater alacrity and attention. 



Increased money and income thus worked to increase employment and 
output before they increased prices. Manufacturers and merchants 

are thereby enabled to employ more workmen than formerly, who never dream 
of demanding higher wages, but are glad of employment from such good 
paymasters, If workmen become scarce, the manufacturer gives higher wages, 
but at first requires an increase of labour: and this is willingly submitted to by 
the artisan, who can now eat and drink better, to compensare his additional toil 
and fatigue. He carries his money to market, where he finds everything at the 
same price as formedy, but returns with greater quantity, and of better kinds, for 
the use of his family. The farmer and gardener, finding that ali their commodities 
are taken off, apply themselves with alacrity to the raising more; and at the same 
time can afford to take better and more clothes from their tradesmen, whose 
price is the same as formerly, and their industry only whetted by so much new 
gain. lt is easy to trace the money in its progress through the whole common
wealth; where we shall find that it must first quicken the diligence of every 
indivídual, before it increase the price of labour. 18 

Hume conceded elsewhere that paper money, like metallic currency, 
"gives encouragement to industry, during the intervals between the increase of 
money and the rise of prices.'~ Monetary expansion was associated with growth 
in production, employment, productivity and exports. But subsequent free-trade 
historians of economic thought have ignored these acknowledgments of its 
positive employment and productivity effects. Vickers has summarized Hume's 
views more accurately: "What we should call an elasticity of supply is postulated 
... The inflation initially is a profit inflation, rather than a price inflation. Rises 
in turnovers and profits are realized, rather than rises in prices. Changes occur 
in the 'manners and customs of the people.' " 19 

Vickers recognized the importance of one of Hume's footnotes studious
ly overlooked by Viner, Haberler and other free-trade advocates-a footnote 
that emphasized sorne far-reaching qualifications to the crude quantity theory of 
money and prices: "It must carefully be marked, that ... wherever I speak of the 
leve! of money, I mean always its proportional level to the commodities, labour, 
industry and skil~ Jvhich is in the severa/ states."20 Today's monetarists recognize a 
"proporcional" relationship, but limit it to that between money and commodity 
prices, ignoring "labour, industry, and skill." 

18 
Rorwein, ibid. pp. 283f. It was for this reason that Keynes observed that Hume "was still 
enough of a mercantilist nor ro overlook the fact that it is in the rransition that we actually 
have our being." (General Theory oj Money, Prices and Empl~111ent [London: 193GJ, p. 343n.). 

19 
Vickers, Studies in the Theory oj Mo11ry, p. 228. 

20 Hume, Econo111ic Writi11gs, p. 66 n. J talics added. 



Tucker's and Steuart's criticisms of Hume's adjustment mechanism 
The most rigorous alternative to the money-price adjustment mechanism that 
Hume postulated was sketched by the Reverend Josiah Tucker, who relayed his 
thoughts to Hume in 1758 through a mutual friend, Lord Henry Kames. Sixteen 
years later, in 1774, Tucker published these views as the first of his Four Tracts 
and Tivo Sermo11s, widcly reprinted over the next few years. In 1767, Sir James 
Steuart devoted Chapter 28 and sorne other passages of his Principies of Politica/ 
Oecononry to criticizing the limitations of the price-specie flow adjustment mech
anism. There followed a pamphlet literature on the character of internacional 
adjustment rnechanisms and their long-terrn developmental (at that time called 
"theological") implications. 

Steuart pointed out that the ebb and flow of inflation and deflation, 
prices and commodity demand was not as simple as Hume's full-ernployment 
price adjustment model implied. A country suffering a serious trade deficit, 
rnonetary drain and falling prices was likely to suffer financial crisis throwing 
industry into bankruptcy when economic activity fell below the break-even 
point. Producers couJd not opera te ata loss for long in the face of falling prices 
and still remain in business, nor couJd wages fall below subsistence levels and 
still maintain employment. "If a certain nurnber of inhabitants be employed in 
a necessary branch of consumption, there rnust be a certain dernand preserved 
for it; and whatever can render this precarious, will ruin the undertaking, and 
those employed in it."21 

Although profits and wages might fall less drastically in response to a 
milder monetary deflation, the decline might not be enough to restore the trade 
balance as Hume and his followers anticipated. In modero terminology, demand 
for the country's exports might not be sufficiently price-elastic for a price 
decline to excite much of an increase in foreign demand. 

Matters were complicated further by the fact that the flow of money 
influenced the migration of labor and related demographic responses. For 
countries running trade deficíts, monetary outflows led to falling income and 
employment levels, spurring emigration. Although price-adjustment mecha
nisms uJtirnately might re-establish balance, internacional payments would tend 
to stabilize at a lower level of activity, employment and popuJation. For this 
reason a deflationary monetary outflow was more likely to induce a collapse into 
poverty than to restore the pre-existing balance.22 

Conversely, for nations running trade surpluses, 

21 James Steuart, Principies of Politic(I/ Oeconomy (1767), Vol. 1, p. 424. 
22 Steuart, ibid., p. 417 
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no sooner will demand come from abroad, for a greater quantity of manufacrur
ers than formerly, than such demand will have the effect of gradually multiplying 
the inhabitants up to the proportion of the surplus above mentioned, provided 
the statesman be ali along careful to employ these additional numbers, which an 
useful multiplication must produce, in supplying the additional demand .. . 

An influx of foreign labor, especially skilled labor, would alleviate the full
employmenr consrraint. As long as employment and productivity kept pace with 
rising wages and monetary stocks, there need be no increase in the general price 
level, and hence no falling off of exports. Foreign labor and capital were not 
invariably waiting in the wings to compete as soon as prices changed marginally, 
because "in all new undertakings there is mismanagement and considerable loss; 
and nothing discourages mankind from new undertakings more than difficult 
beginnings." 23 

Steuart pointed out that the disrribution of wealth and monetary gains 
also affected the price effects of monetal)' inflows. The price of labor and pro
visions need not be bid up if increases in the money supply were hoarded by 
the rich or invested abroad rather than put into circulation to employ more 
workers. He cited Hume's own description of Alexander the Great and the 
Hellenistic successors, whose "rreasures were then . . . a real addition to the 
value of their kingdoms; but had nor the smallest influence upon prices:' 24 E ven 
when money earned abroad was spent domestically, its price effects depended 
largely "upon the occupation and distribution of the classes of inhabitants." 
The price of subsistence goods would vary according to the demand by the 
wealthy (presumably the exporters or other beneficiaries of foreign monetary 
inflows) to hire labor. If the export sector rested on only a narrow employment 
base, the monetary influx probably would have little general effect. 

Josiah Tucker agreed that matters depended on how the new money was 
used. This often depended partly on how it was obtained. Hume neglected to 
consider "How carne England to acquire this surplus of Wealth?" It made a great 
difference, Tucker pointed out, whether England earned foreign bullion from 
broadly based industry employing a large proportion of the population, or 
whether the money carne from commerce or piracy without indusrry, or by the 
brute robbing and looting of gold in which Spain and Portugal had engaged 
with such debilitating effects-"in short, by any other conceivable Method, 
wherein . . . very few Hands were employed in getting this Mass of Wealth (and 

23 Steuart, ibid., pp. 268, 235. 
24 Steuarr, ibid., p. 438 See also pp. 296, 402. For a similar favorable view of monetary 

sterilization, coupled with an explicit statement of the price-specie fl ow adjusrment 
mechanism that would tend to occur in the absence of such sterilization, see Cantillon, E ssqy 
011 the Nature of Trade i11 Gweral, pp. 209-10. 



they only by Fits and Starts, not constantly)-and fewer still are supposed to 
retain what is gotten." 25 

Such income tended to be spent unproductively rather than invested in 
domestic industry and employment. It was a seizure of money without securing 
a lasting foundation to continue earning and reproducing wealth over time-
and also without increasing domestic prices, because its owners were likely to 
turn around and buy foreign luxuries, or perhaps invest their money in foreign 
bonds, much as Dutch merchants put their money into British stocks. This 
remarkable scenario wouJd apply to many Third World and post-Soviet coun
tries today, but to eighteenth-century observers it was a special case, applicable 
only to countries devoid of the guiding hands of a wise statesman. 

In making these points, Steuart and Tucker objected to Hume's caeteris 
paribus mode of reasoning (already called that in their <lay) which assumed 
money to increase while holding "all other things equal." Hume's theories, 
observed Steuart, "are so pretty, and the theory they have laid clown for deter
mining the rise and fall of prices so simple, and so extensive, that it is no wonder 
to see it adopted by almost every one who has writ after them." However, he 
added, "l think I have di5covered, that in this as in every other part of the science 
of political oeconomy, there is hardJy such a thing as a general rule to be laid 
down."26 Like Cantillon, Tucker and most of their contemporaries, Steuart 
believed that the price-specie flow principie would not threaten nations which 
wisely managed their foreign commerce and domestic political institutions. The 
trade balance, internacional payments and price relationships depended more on 
political and social structures than on monetary inflows and outflows. 

This view became a fairly common. To pick just one example from the 
pamphlet literature of the time, an anonymous writer on population stated in 
1782 that the effect of monetary inflows thus depended largely on «how that 
wealth [is] acquired, whether by force or labor, by foreign conquest or interna} 
industry." If bullion flowed into a nation to pay for its industrial products, 
output was likely to increase and prices therefore would remain stable (assuming 
unemployment to exist). ' 'Each addition to the quantity of productive stock will 
create new demands for labor, and add new spurs to industry and ingenuity. The 
annual produce of the nation and the course of its power will be thus rapidJy 
increased." Only if this money were merely "acquired by foreign conquests, and 
paid in tribute to the public treasury," would its effect be similar to that 
suggested by Hume. 

25 Josiah Tucker, Four Trocts 011 Political a11d Co111mercia/ S11ijects (1774] (2nd ed., Gloucester 
1776), pp. 21-26. 

26 Steuart, Prí11ciples of Political Oeco110111y, pp. 394f. See also pp. 416, 429ff., and Tucker's letter 
to Lord Kames, July 6, 1758, in David H111ne, ll7ríti11gs on E co110111ics, p. 203. 
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The quantity of universal me.rchanclise [that is, monetary bullion] being violently 
and suddenly increased, the price of every commoclity is raised. Producrive labor 
is not increased with ir, consequently its comparative quanrity is lessened. Hence 
those nations, whose comparative quanriry of industry is greater, are enabled to 

undersell them. Their own people become idle by habit, while those, who supply 
them, become inured to labor. Thus their internaJ produce gradually diminishes, 
until at length they become dependent upon other nations, even for the necessaries 
of life, and are obliged to submit to whatever exacrions are imposed upon them.27 

Without taking into account the public policy of nations, Steuart conclud-
ed, "the riches of a countty [that is, its money supply] has no determined 
influence upon prices" that could be stated with certainty, "a fact which Mr. 
Hume has attended . .. on one occasion, although he has lost sight of it on 
several others." 28 

Suppose the specie of Europe to continue increasing in quantity every year, until 
it amounts to ten times the present quantity, would prices rise in proportion? 

I answer, that such an augmentation might happen, without the smallest alter
nation upon prices, or that it might occasion a very great one, according to 
circumstances. lf industry increases to ten times what it is at present, that is to 
say, were the produce of ·it increased to ten times its present value, according to 
the actual standard of prices, the value of every manufacture and produce might 
remain withour alteration .... 

While a favourable balance, therefore, is preserved upon foreign rrade, a 
nation grows richer daily; and still prices remain regulaced as before, by the 
complicated operations of demand and competition; and when one nation is 
grown richer, others must be growing poorer ... 29 

The above argument may be expressed in symbolic formulas to make it 
compatible with modero discussions of the relationship between money, prices 
and economic acrivity. In lrving Fisher's formularion of the quantity theory, 
MV=PT, the symbol M stands for the money supply in circulation (excluding 
prívate hoards), V for its velocity of turnover, P for price, and T for commodity 
(and service) transacrions in any given period. The main analytic problem arises 
from holding this output T constant, assuming a fixed employed labor force N, 
and assuming that higher wage rates (when they do occur) are not posirively 
correlated with labor productivity Z. 

Z1 [Anonymous], Political Observatio11s 011 the Pop11/atio11 oj Cou11lries (London: 1782), pp. 19, 
22-23. 

28 Steuart, Principies oj Political Oeco110111y, Vol. 1, p. 405. 
29 Steuarc, ibid., pp. 413-14, 422. Friedrich von Hayek remarks that "The suggestive and 

imeresring. but essenrially wrongheaded chapcers oo money in James Steuart's Politiral 
Oeco11011¡y had no very wide iníluence." (lntroduction to rhe 1939 reprint of Henry 
Thornton's E11q11iry into the Nat11re and Effict oj the Paper Credit oj Great Britai11 !Londoo: 
1802] .) However, Hayek does not begin to explain where Steuart's ideas were wrong. 



Viner has summarized what today is called a "cost-push" theory of infla
tion under fulJ employment in the following manner: 

Stock of money / number of persons = rate o f money wages 

= prices x average real income 

Substituting the term "circulating capital" for " money," this income ver
sion of the Quantity Theory undcrlies the classical Wages Fund D octrine. As 
the supply of money increases, wages rise and commodity prices follow suit. 
But as Hume noced, prices may remain stable below full-employment condi
tions if the change in M cquals that of N (6M= LlN, letting N stand for employ
ment) and hence of output T. Hume accepted neither an unqualified quantity 
theory of moncy and prices nor one of wage levels and prices. He believed that 
the money-wage-price parallelism occurred only when the limits of economic 
expansion were reached, a condition that rarely applied in the eighteenth 
centur y. T his explains why mosc economic writers did not assume a full-employ
ment or full-capacity constraint. 

Hume's theory of money and economic growth depended on the relation
ship between money, commodities, labor, industry and skill (see fn 20 above). A 
nation's output was the result of two sets of forces. Financially it depended on 
the availability of money and credit to set labor and industry in motion. From 
a "real economy" vantage point, output was a function of the size of the labor 
fo rce N multiplied by its per capita productivity Z. The variables recognized by 
Hume and his contemporaries may thus be represented as MV = PT = NZ. 
Potencial growth in output T was limited by the size of the labor force N and 
its productive power Z, as well as financially by the money supply M and its 
efficiency in supporting a paper-credit superstructure V 

It was generally recognized that growth in the labor force was composed 
of changes in the natural growth of population or its participation rate in labo r 
force (D0 , for " natural demographic growth), plus net immigration (D¡, with 
the prefix D standing for the D emographic variable). H owever, growtb of 
output was limitcd by the availability of monetary resources, because changes in 
the money supply influenced employment and productivity as well as prices. 
Higher wages and prices would increase labor-force participation, immigration, 
population growth and, to sorne cxtent, labor productivity. 

As Tucker o bserved, labor-especially skilled labor-tended to emigrate 
(along with money and investment capital) to high-wage nations, bolstering their 
technological lead: 
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The higher Wages of the rich Country, and the greater Scope and Encourage
ment given for the Exertion of Geruus, Industry, and Ambician, will naturally 
determine a great many Men of Spirit and Enterprise to forsake their own poor 
Country, and settle in the richer; so that the one will always draín the other of 
the Flower of its Inhabitants ... the richer Country being always endowed with 
the attractive Quality of the Loadstone, and the poor one with the repelling; And 
therefore, seeing that the poorer Country must necessarily be the least peopled 
Qf there is a free Intercourse between them) the Consequence would be, that in 
severa! Districts, and in many Instances, it would be impossible for certain 
Trades even to subsist; because the Scarcity and Poverty of the Inhabitants 
would not afford a sufficient Number of Customers to freguent the Shop, o r to 
take off the Goods of the Manufacturer. 30 

This acknowledgement of wage-responsive mobility of labor should have 
clispelled any thought of postulating an immobility of labor and capital across 
nacional boundaries, and hence of intrinsic "factor proportions." Economies 
were "open," gaining or losing money, labor and capital resources as a result of 
their nacional policies. 

Hume's friend James O~wald wrote to him in 17 49 that although amone
tary inflow and its associated "quick demand, in the first instance, tends to raise 
the rate of wages, yet, as it is corrected by the attraction of new inhabitants, it 
only produces permanently that good effect, while the want of it in poor 
countries destroys the manufacture themselves, and sends out the manufactur
ers."31 Hume's essay "Of the Balance of Trade" duly acknowledged that "a 
climinution of specie" is "in time commonly attended with the transport of 
people and industry." 32 Monetary deflation would spur emigration. By recogniz
ing this adverse employment and output effect of deflation, Vanderlint and 
Hume showed themselves to be more sophisticated than today's IMF practition
ers of austerity programs who neglect the degree to which deflationary policies 
aggravate the problems of poorer countries rather than stabilizing their balance 
of payments. 

The conclusion was that if a 1 O percent increase in England's money supply 
worked to increase wage rates by 1 O per cent, this would induce immigration. lt 
also would increase the participation of its domestic population in the labor force, 
raising the population's overall productivity. As long as these variables increased 
by 1 O per cent or more, the exportable surplus would grow and prices might actu
ally fall be/ow their original level. Assuming that all increases in nacional output 
were available for export, and as long as D¡, D 0 , b.Z and b.T are positive-as 
they tend to be in a growing economy-then b.P < b.M < !:!.B (letting B repre-

30 Tucker, fo11r Tmcts, pp. 32-33. 
3t V iner, Studies, p. 42n. 
32 James Oswald to Hume, October 10, 1749, in Hume, Eco110111ic Writings, pp. 195, 77. 



sent the balance of trade). Higher prices (at least initially) would enbance rather 
than impair the balance of trade in situations where internacional demand pat
terns tended to be "inelastic." England's terms of trade might even rise over 
time if these developments helped establish foreign dependency on its exports, 
enabling England (or other industrial lead nations) to exert monopoly power. 
However, eighteenth-century economists only hazily perceived the degree to which 
changes in the physical volume of exports might affect the terms of trade. 

The system-wide dynamics discussed by these writers suggests why Adam 
Smith elected to attack only the less sophisticated mercantilists, not mentioning 
Tucker or Steuart despite the fact that he was familiar with both men's books. 
Although he had endorsed the price-specie flow mechanism in his 1763 Lectures 
on Justice, Po/ice, Revenue and Amu, his Wealth of Nations abandoned all refer
ence to it. Viner finds this to be "one of the great mysteries of the history of 
economic thought."33 But the reason seems evident enough: Smith apparently 
judged the theory to have been controverted. He made much of labor mobility, 
but on liberal policical grounds, not economic wage grounds. (See Chapter 1, 
notes 14-16.) 

Tucker, Steuart and other leading advocates of active government policy 
made no attempt to deny that economic development tended to favor the lead 
nacions rather than being egalitarian. Indeed, they emphasized this principle. 
Properly administered, these nations could consolidate their head start over less 
developed countries. In this vein Steuart derided the idealistic Rousseauian 
"principles of an imaginary law of nature, ivhich makes ali mankind equa/: nature 
can never be in opposicion to common reason."34 The world was organized and 
integrated not on the basis of the brotherhood of man, but on the super
structure of nacional and personal self-interest. 

The unstated corollary was that if less developed economies (as England 
once had been) were to achieve economic equality with more advanced nacions, 
they required an active government policy to shape market forces. This is how 
England achieved internacional power, and how the United States would acquire 
it in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. For both E ngland and the United 
States, the objective of nacional policy was to secure an industrial head start to 
consolidate its long-term earning power. Nacional power carne to be identified 
less with crude military greatness or with populousness in itself (if the popula
tion had low economic productivity), much less with the possession of hoards 
of bullion to finance foreign wars. Spain had possessed these qualities in the 
sixteenth century only to end up the poorest country in Europe, dominated 
even by its ex-colony Holland. 

33 Viner, St11dies, pp. 99, 87, 1. 
34 Steuart, Principies of Political Oeconomy, p. 240. 
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Summary 
To summarize the "mercantilist" argument, increases in the money supply tended 
to spur employment and output when substancial labor was available to be hired. 
Even when no more free labor remained to be put to work, the high wage levels 
incident to monetary inflows might have a silver lining: Rising wage levels 
tended to increase productivity. lt did this by increasing the quality of labor and 
by spurring the substitution of capital for labor. 

Sorne of the higher output was consumed at home, but sorne was avail
able for export. Only as capacity strains developed did monetary expansion 
begin to ínflate prices-and only after this inflation had continued for sorne 
time did it impair the nation's trade balance, because trade patterns were hard to 
shift once they were established, and development of foreign competition took 
time to mature. Higher prices might even increase the trade balance if sufficient 
foreign dependency existed that customers abroad had little choice but to pay 
the higher prices. 

It was these dynamic principles, concluded Viner, whose "refutation was 
a necessary preliminary to successful formulation of free-trade doctrine. The 
formulation of the quantity theory of money and the criticisms and qualifica
tions of the balance of trade doctrine prepared the way, therefore, for the 
emergence of a comprehensive free-trade doctrine." 35 But instead of refuting 
the demographic and financia! variables cited above, free traders merely ignored 
them. Their strategy was to narrow the discussion by treating emigration and 
immigration, wages and productivity, credit and interest rates as variables 
"exogenous" to trade theory. The resulting free-trade logic became "compre
hensive" only by closing its eyes to the problem of resources going unemployed 
for want of money. As Schumpeter summarized the new liberal view: 

The Englishmen who started writing on monetary policy around 1800 knew very 
little about the English work of the seventeenth and even eighteenth centuries 
and still less, almost nothing in fact, of the non-English work of those centuries
an interesting example of how the advance of economics has been and is being 
impaired by those recurrent losses of previous accumulations of knowledge. In 
particular, they knew nothing about Cantillon and Galiani and not much about 
Steuart.36 

Nor about Tucker, Vanderlint and others, he might have added. 
According to the new view, money was a mere measuring device, a "counter," a 
mirror reflecting the "real" economy but with no direct impact on it. If mone
tary inflows from abroad had no positive effect, there was little need for state 
policy to try and manage the economy to generate trade surpluses. Just the 

35 Viner, Studies, p. 91. 
36 Schumpeter, History oj Economic A11a!ysis, p. 706. 



opposite: The on!J do111estic impact of the tmrcantilist drive to attract money from 
abroad 1vo1fld be price inflation. At least this would be the case under the full 
employment condjtions that free traders assumed. 

The reality, of course, was that economies with unemployed resources 
needed money to put their population to work. The effect of obtaining more 
"money of the world" (that is, the universally acceptable preóous metals) was 
to increase the monetary and crcrut base, setting in motion more labor and 
capital, increasing output accordingly. T rus laid the foundation for running even 
largcr trade surpluses. Nations running such surpluses would be able to pull 
ahead of o thers, attracting skilled labor and investment in a snowball effect 
from countries running payments deficits, polarizing the world economy. These 
conrutions justified- indeed, called for-an active statecraft making use of sub
sirues and tariffs. Even if sorne price inflation resulted, it might be passed on to 
one's customers if suitably strong trade ties had been formed. 

There was one conrution on wruch even mercantilists might agree to 
rusmantle statist restrictions. lt was a factor that Smith rud not acknowledge, but 
wruch Tucker and o ther writers described. The lead nation might refrain from 
exercising its statecraft ón the conrution that other countries would refrain from 
pursuing protectionist development programs of their own. Underlying thls 
bargain, at least from England's vantage point, was the conviction (well-founded 
as matters turned out) that as the world's learung economic nation, it had 
acquired sufficient advantages in underselling fo reign industrial labor and capital 
to more than make up for the relatively modest incursions that less developed 
countries might make into its own agricultura! market. 

This was a far cry from the merueval and modero utilitarian views that 
trade is justified because al1 parties gain. Like mercantilism, early British free
trade theorizing viewed the end result of commerce to be monopolization of 
world productive resources and economic power. England could run a perpetua! 
trade surplus that would finance increasingly productive capital investment in a 
self-feerung process, drawing in foreign skilled labor as well as money. Poorer 
countries would not benefit from their low wage rates if the rich and industrious 
nations possessed more than compensating productivity advantages. This argu
ment envisioned the world economy polarizing as wealthy nations drew to their 
shores the world's skilled labor, investment funds and other resources. 

Out of this initially monetary debate the idea of what conscituted com
petitivc advantage carne to include such ruverse elements as nurturing an urban 
industrial population with superior work habits, economies of scale and conse
quent perfection of skills resulting from a growing ruvision of labor. Higher 
domcscic incomes also supported wider markets, and hence more opportunity 
fo r the division of labor and its associated productivity gains. 
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How Mercantilism Evolved into Laissez Paire 

How wealthy nations consolidated their head start 

The preceding chapter has traced how a nation (England in particular) could run 
a favorable trade balance to draw in foreign silver and gold, yet not experience 
a price inflation as long as it still had underemployed labor and capital, or as long 
as it could continue to attract foreign labor and capital in proportion to foreign 
bullion. Under these conditions more money would find its counterpart in higher 
output. Befare countervailing forces-rising prices at home making exports less 
competitive, or new sources of competition from abroad-reversed the surplus 
and restored payments equilibrium, a trade-surplus nation might absorb foreign 
monetary resources for a coñsiderable period of time. The lead nation's trade 
surplus might even push rival economies into financia! depression, depriving 
them of the money needed to fund the capital investments needed to employ 
their low-wage labor. 

This chapter reviews the broader discussion of how the lead nations con
solidated head start, foreclosing industrialization in less developed countries
unless the latter withdrew from the free-trade system to protect their own infant 
industries. Tucker posed the issue as follows. Given a rich industrial economy 
and a poor country, ''Which of these two nations can afford to raise Provisions, 
and sell their Manufactures on the cheapest Terms?" His answer was that ócher 
nations had acquired sufficient commercial advantages so that they need not 
fear competition from poorer countries. Although the latter generally had 
cheaper raw mateóals, their manufacturers tended to be more expensive. Tucker 
concluded "that operose or compficated Manufactures are cheapest in rich coun
tries; and raw .M .. aterials in the poor ones." 1 

This threatened to leave poor countries with only their native endowment 
of climate and mineral resources as the basis for an export trade, providing a 
relatively narrow employment base. (And if their expon sector was largely 
foreign owned, they would suffer a monetary drain of repatriated profits.) 
Wealthy and more experienced nations had acquired superior capital stocks of 
all kinds- financial, physical and institucional, including what today is called 

1 Josiah Tucker, Fo11r Tracts 011 Political a11d Co!ll111ercial S11bjects [1 774] (2ºd ed., Gloucester: 
1776), p. 36. 



human capital in the form of labor skills and sophistication in applying the most 
advanced technology. 2 Wages in these industrial nations tended to rise as a 
result of growing prosperity, and this tended to support superior growth of 
labor productivity, by inducing higher investment in education and what today 
would be called research and development: 

The richer country is not only in Possession of the Things already made and 
sectled, but also of superior skill and Knowledge (acqufred by long Habit and 
Experience) for inventing and making of more . . . Now, if so, the poorer 
Councry, however willing to learn, cannot be supposed to be capable of making 
the same Progress in Learning with the Rich, for wam of equal Means of 
Instruction, equaUy good Models and Examples:-and therefore, tho' both may 
be improving every Day, yet the practica/ Knowledge of the poorer in Agriculture 
and Manufacturers will always be found to keep ata respectful Distance behind 
that of che richer country.3 

The basic perception was that relatively high wage levels reflected them
selves in even higher productivity advantages over competitors, and hence lower 
unit costs. "Is it not much cheaper to gíve 2s. 6d. a Day in the rich Country to 
the nimble and adroit Artist," Tucker asked, "than it is to give only 6d. in the 
poor one, to the tedióus, awkward Bunglar?" Productivity advantages thus 
would enable England's unit labor costs to undercut those of countries with 
ostensibly low-wage labor. In fact, the process of technological innovation was largefy 
a direct function oj income levels. For starters, Steuart pointed out, richer countries 
could risk more money in testing and introducing innovacions.4 

Over and above their economies of scale and experience, the richer 
nations had improved their lands and made more extensive roads, water 
transport and other interna! improvements (now called social capital or infra
structure). Also, reasoned Tucker, the London money market mobilized savings 
to lend out rather than hoard, contributing to "the low Interest of Money, 
[which] will insure the vending of all Goods on the cheapest Terms."5 Lower 
borrowing costs meant that lower profits were required to cover expenses and 
undertake new investment. 

A related factor giving wealthy nations superior competitive power was 
the fact that, ''As the richer Country has a greater Number of rival Tradesmen," 
and hence broader markets affording a higher degree of competition, it had fewer 
opportunities for monopoly. In poor countries lacking a broadly based industry 
it was "easy for one rich, over-grown Tradesman to monopolize the whole 
Trade to himself and consequently to set his own Price upon the Goods ... " 6 

2 Tucker, ibid., pp. 30, 34. 4 Tucker, ibid., p. 32. 
3 Tucker, ibid., p. 31. 5 Tucker, ibid., p. 34. 
6 Tucker, ibid., p. 34. On this poinr see also his E lemmts of Co111n1trce, in Schuyler (ed.), ]osiab 

THcker: Eco110111ic a11d Political IJYrili11gs (New York: 1931), p. 64. 



~y a broad distribution of property and income could provide a sound 
[oundation for economic development. Unequal distribution or monopolization 
f wealth and income would tend to be squandered on luxuries rather than 
~sted productively. 

Hence the Number of Coaches, Post-Chaises, and ali other Vehicles of Pleasure, 
would prodigiously increase; while the usual Sets of Farmer's Carts and Waggons 
proportionably decreased: The Sons of lower Tradesmen and Labourers would 
be converted into spruce, powdered Footmen; . . . So that from being a Nacion 
of Bees producing Honey, they would become a Nacion of Drones to eat it up.7 

In one of his letters to Hume, James Oswald emphasized that raw 
materials producers suffered unstable demand for their output: 

Poor countreys are ever at a great loss in the arride of cheap necessarys, by meaos 
of their little cultivation, which every now and then renders the price of them 
dearer than in rich countreys- a circumstance which the manufacturers of such 
poor countreys cannot long support; while rich countreys, on the other hand, by 
the variety of their cultivation, are rarely subject to such accidents, and are easily 
supplied at the leve! rate. 8 

Oswald concluded that a trade-surplus nation possessing rich financial 
resources "would, in sorne measure, be the capital of the world, while all 
neighbour countries would ... be as its provinces." Steuart and others also made 
this point, especially with regard to the dynamics between gold producers and 
industrial nations. Countries that could live well by producing gold (or by logical 
extension, other raw materials) were not compelled to put in place the industrial, 
agricultura! and commercial infrastructure that alone could earn nations 
ultimate possession of the world's money. They were cursed by the temptation 
to live in the short run, relying on their mineral endowment and natural climatic 
advantages rather than by industry. 

The industrial nations, which had little alternative but to develop the 
talents of their populations, thus seemed destined to garner the fruits of the divi
sion of world labor, rendering other countries increasingly dependent on them. 
As Jacob Vanderlint wrote in 1734, non-industrialized countries, especially raw 
materials exporters seemingly blessed with gold and silver mines, would 

certainly drop their Cultivacion and Manufactures; since Men will not easily be 
induced ro labor and toil, for what they can get with much less Trouble, by 
exchanging sorne of the Excess of their Gold and Silver for what they want. 
And if they should be supposed, as is natural enough in this Case, to drop their 
Cultivation, and especially of Manufactures, which are much the slowest and 
most laborious Way of supplying themselves with what they could so easily and 

7 

8 
Tucker, op. cit., pp. 21-22. 
Oswald to Hume, in Hume, Writings on Economics, p. 195. 



readily procure by exchanging Gold and Silver, which they too much abound in, 
they would certainly, in agrear Measure, by so doing lose the Arts of Cultivation, 
and especially of Manufactures; as it's thought Spain hath done, merely by the 
Accession of che Wealth which the Wcst lndies have produced them; whence 
thcy are becomc a poor Nation, and the Concluir-Pipes to disperse the Gold and 
SiJver ovcr thc World, which other r ations, by makíng Goods cheaper than they 
can do, are fecching from chem, to such a Degree, as that the Mines are scarcely 
sufficienc to answer cheir Occasions; and though they are sensible of this, yet 
they find by Expcrience chey can't prevenc it.9 

Natural wealth thus turned out to be a burden. It clistracted Spain and its 
colonies from laying a more lasting foundation for economic development by 
nurturing a skilled industrial labor force and entrepreneurial commercial class fit 
for higher tasks than mining and plantation work. Tucker concurred. Iberia's 
apparent wealth actually constituted "real Poverty, as the Spaniards and Portuguese 
are [experiencing] at present." lf England were to resort to such non-industrious 
meaos of gaining gold as the Spaniards had done in vanquishing the Inclians
and as Hume had assumed in postulating that England's gold supply might be 
multiplied overnight without requiring any productive investment-"our Fate 
and Punishment would have been by this time similar to theirs;-Pride elated 
with imaginary Wealth, and abject Poverty without Resource." 10 Hume's price
specie flow mechanism seemed to apply mainly to conclitions where more 
money was obtained without any corresponding growth in output-by purely 
exploitative conquest without domestic industry. 

Would free trade /ead to greater intemational equality or polarfaation? 

Hume acknowledged that rising wage rates and employment were associated 
with favorable productivity effects, but maintained that low-wage countries 
ultimate!y would enjoy production-cost advantages. Writing to Lord Kames in 
response to Tucker's points, he granted that ''Ali the advantages [to the rich 
nations] which the author insists are real," but refused to concede Tucker's 
conclusions. H e granted that 

great capital, extensive correspondence, skilful expedients of facilitating labor, 
dexterity, industry, &c., these circumstances give them lthe richer nations] an 
undisputed superiority over poor nations, who are ignorant and unexperienced. 
The question is, whether these advantages can go on, increasing rrade in infi11itu111, 
or whether they do noc at last come to a ne plus ultra, and check themselves, by 
begetting disadvantages, which ac first retard, and at Jase finally stop their 
progress.11 

9 Jacob Vanderlint, J\1011~1 A11swm A l/ Things (1734), pp. 52ff. 
10 Tucker, Four Tmrls, pp. 21-26. 
11 Hume to Lord Kames, March 4, 1758, in Hume, ll?ritings 011 Eco110111ics, pp. 200-01. 
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Over the long run, he believed, the advantages of cheap labor would 
tweigh its disadvantages (to say nothing of the food and raw materials 
~tages enjoyed by poor, sparsely populated countries). High-income 
nations would suffer a number of economic burdens, among which 

we may reckon the dear price of provisions and labor, which enables the poorer 
counrry to rival them, füst in the coarser manufactures, and then in those which 
are more elaborate. Were it otherwise, commerce, if not dissipated by violent 
conquests, would go on perpetually increasing, and one spot of the globe would 
engross the art and industry of the whole. 

This was the very strategy of mercantilism, of course. One might say that 
Divine Providence to Tucker was English, or at least had created a global state 
of affairs that favored England uniquely. (fhis attitude hard1y should be sur
prising. The Church of England was nationalistic from its inception under 
Henry VIII .) To Hume, God was more cosmopolitan in favoring the underdog. 
As Hume remarked of Tucker, 

The author, conformable to the character both of a divine and a philosopher, 
draws the argument from the goodness of Providence; bue I think it may be 
turned against him. It was-never surely the intention of Providence, that any one 
nation should be a monopolizer of wealth: and the growth of ali bodies, artificial 
as well as natural, is stopped by interna! causes, derived from their enormous size 
and greatness. Great empires, great cities, great commerce, ali of them receive a 
check, not from accidental events, but necessary principies. 

In H ume's Deist world view, the Lord had created a fair and equitable 
global economy that protected poor countries against the rich. In time, accord
ing to this reasoning, the comparative poverty suffered by England's colonies 
and those of other European nations would enable them, to undersell their 
mother countries- until the living standards of their own populations caught 
up with those of the metropolitan center. Economies that lost bullion and 
suffered unemployment would be able to undersell the more affluent nations, 
making poorer countries the major beneficiaries of free trade. This meant that 
their governments had no need to enact the kind of protectionist policies that 
had enabled England to overtake Holland. Just the opposite was implied: 
England's government should protect its economy. 

lf Hume's theory were correct, the richer nations would be wise to 
maintain their protecúve tariffs and colonial controls. Otherwise, Tucker and 
Steuart pointed out, their high living standards would tend to fall to a level with 
those of the poorer countries. In Steuart's words, rich nations would have cause 
to feel anxious, lest their incomes and prices "be brought to such an equality" 
with poorer countries as to dissipate the fruits of their head start: 



If, therefore, it be the interest of a nation, poor in respect of its neíghbours, to 
have trade laíd open, that wealth may, like a fluid, come to an equilibrium; I am 
sure it is the incerest of a rich nation, to cut off the communicarion of hurtful 
trade, by such impedimencs as restrictions, duties, and prohibitioos, upon 
importation; that thereby, as by dykes, its wealth may be kept above the level of 
the surrounding elemenc.12 

This harcily endorsed the liberal policy that Hume desired. But as matters 
turned out, it was not his logic that convinced England to adopt free trade 
nearly a century after be wrote. lronically, the logic was that of Tucker, Steuart 
and Vanderlint. 

Tucker <lid not disagree wíth Hume over the latter's advocacy of free 
trade. On th.e contrary, he believed that England could readily dominate world 
markets under laissez faire. As its labor force grew more skilled, the nation's 
superior accumulacion of capital and higher labor productivity would result in 
lower export prices despite higher money wages. llich nations would tend to get 
richer while poorer countries got poorer and more dependent. 

Phrasing matters starkly, Tucker pointed out that Hume's doctrine that 
wages and prices were proporcional to the money supply (by whkh he meant 
specie drawn in by a posicive balance of trade) implied that "every poor Country 
is the natural and unavoidable Enemy of a rich one." Hence, the latter could 
maintain prosperity only by enacting proteccive tariffs and even " to make War 
upon the poor one, and to endeavor to excirpate all its Inhabitants." This hardly 
seemed to be an order of things consistent with "the fundamental Principle of 
universal Benevolence" established by Divine Providence.13 

The pattern of global development suggested by Tucker and Steuart was 
scarcely more benevolent. lt implied that the richer nations posed a growing 
threat to poor countries. As wage and profit levels rose in nacions that had 
gained an industrial head start, their productive powers would grow even more, 
wídening the development gap. This would concentrate physical and fmance 
capital (along with the fruits of experience and technology generally) in these 
nations. Only protective tariffs by the poorer countries could stem this process. 
''True it is," Tucker wrote to Lord Kames in 1758, 

that caeteris paribus, the rich industrious country would always undersell the poor 
one; and by that means attract the trade of ali poorer countries to itself :-but it 
is equalJy true, that if either of these poor countries hath any peculiar produce 
of its own, it may prohibit its exportation tilJ it be wrought up into a complete 
manufacture. It is true likewise, that ali of them have it in their power to load the 
manufactures of the rich country &om encering their territories, with such high 

12 James Steuart, Principies of Politicnl Orcono11ry (1767), Vol. 1, pp. 423-24. 
13 Tucker, Fo11r Trncts, p. 19. 
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duties as shall turn the scale in favour of their own manufactures .... Thus it is, 
in my poor apprehension, that the rich may be prevented from swallowing up 

14 the poor ... 

l t was for this reason that Viner called Tucker "a protectionist of a some-
hat extreme protectionist type." 15 But Tucker was not protectionist as far as 

~s own nation was concerned! Just the opposite. He believed that free trade 
would give England the best of both worlds. lt would free the economy from 
the burden of its overseas colonial defense, while opening world markets to 

English exporters. Why entail the cost of acquiring and holding foreign markets 
by force when they could be gained by the much less expensive bonds of market 
forces? Ali that England need do was to persuade its raw-materials suppliers to 
follow a policy of free trade. "We have at present," Tucker wrote 

the Means in our Power of treating with the Norchern Patentares of Europe on 
very advantageous Terms: That is, we may signify to each of them (as we did 
formerly to Portugal) that in what Proportion soever, they will favour che Intro
duction of che English Manufactures into their Territories by the Repeal or 
Diminution of Taxes; in che same Proportion will we admit their Bar Iron, 
Hemp, Pitch, Tar, Turpenrine, &c. into Great-Britain.16 

Rather than unilaterally dismantling its restrictions (which Tucker felt it 
should do in any event) England should strike a bargaín with other countries, 
offering to open its markets only to nations that did the same. Such a bargaín 
would bring about a free-trade world on conditions that would sharply reduce 
England's defense expenditures. 

14 Tucker to Lord Kames, July 6, 1758. in Hume, Writings on Economics, p. 203. Tucker was not 
particularly sympathetic to the plight of the poorer countries. He merely advised them to 
make use of whatever local endowments they might possess. "In the natural wotld," he 
wrote in a passage reminiscent of the medieval Schoolmen (Four Tracts, p. 75), "our boun
tiful Creacor hath formed different Soils, and appointed differem Climates; whereby the 
Inhabitams of differem Coumries may supply each other with their respective Fruits and 
Products; so that by exciting a reciproca! Industry, they may carry on an lntercourse mutually 
beneficia!, and universally benevolem." But this beautiful era implicitly lay beyond an 
interregnum of tariff protection. Under conditions as they then stood, free trade would 
weaken the position of less developed countries, not help them. 

1s V iner, St11dies in the Theo1y of lnternational Trade, pp. 99, 87. Viner acknowledged the fre-
quently voiced desire by mercantilists to see higher wages on humanitarian grounds, but 
neglected entirely the "economy of high wages" doctrine enunciated by the more sophisti
cated protecúonists who viewed high wage rates and the provision of serni-luxuries as a 
means to consolidate England's industrial supremacy as its domestic workers labored harder 
to improve their station in life and buy petty luxuries such as ribbons. 

16 Tucker, A Series of Answers to Certain Pop11lar Oijections against Separati11g From the Rebellious 
Colonies, a11d Discarding thelll Entire(y ... (Gloucester: 1776), p. 49, and Fo"r Tracts, p. 50. 



The indicated line of defense for poor coumries against falling into eco
nomic bondage would be to decline England's offer, and to "adopt ... severa! 
useful Regulations of its richer neighbouring state," for example, protective 
tariffs, or as Tucker phrased it, "judicious Taxes, to discourage the too great or 
excessive Consumption of alien Manufactures. . . . " Such protectionist policies 
might eoable less developed countries to use their raw materials advantage to 
acquire an industrial advantage over time. Berkeley had explained England's own 
logic in nurturing infant industries so as ro close the technology gap, and in time 
even to secure an economic lead. Berkeley suggested something akin to "learn
ing by doing" when he asked the following questions: 

Whether the use and the fashion will not soon make a manufacture? Whether 
faculties are not enlarged and improved by exercise? 

\.'V'hether the sum of the faculties put into act, or, in other words, the united 
action of a whole people, doth not constitute the momentum of a state? 

Whether such momentum be not the real stock or wealth of a state; and 
whether its credit be not proporcional thereumo? 

Whether the mind, like soil, doth not by disuse grow stiff; and whether rea
soning and study be not like stirring and dividing the globe? 

\.Vhether, if eacn of these towns were addicted to sorne particular manufac
ture, we should not find that the employing many hands together on the same 
work was the way to perfect our workmen? And whether all these things might 
not soon be provided by a domestic industty; if money were not wanting?17 

Cantillon indicated that the solution lay in industrial protectionism: 

If the Proprietors of Land and the Nobility of Poland would consume only the 
Manufactures of their own State, bad as they might be at the outset, they would 
soon become better and would keep a great Number of their own People to 
work there, instead of giving this advantage to Foreigners: and if all States had 
the like care not to be the dupes of other States in matters of Commerce, each 
State would be considerable only in proporcion to its Produce and the Industry 
of its People.18 

Steuart gave a classic argument for protecting domestic manufactures to 
obtain a head start: 

Infant trade, taken in a general acceptacion, may be understood to be that species, 
which has for its object the supplying the necessities of the inhabitants of a count
ry; because ir is commonly antecedent to the supplying the wants of sttangers ... 

A considerable time must of necessity be reguired to bring a people to a dex
terity in manufactures. The branches of these are many; . . . People do not 
perceive this inconveniency, in countries where they are already introduced; and 
many a projector has been ruined for want of attention to it.19 

17 George Berkeley, TheQuerist, Queries 537, 581, 582, 583, 196, 415. 
18 Richard Cantillon, E ssay on the Nat11re oj Tmde i11 General [1755], translated by Henry Higgs 

(London: 1931), p. 77. 
19 Steuart, Principies of Political Oeco11oflg (1767), Vol. 1, pp. 301, 303. 
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In the most simple manufacturing, Steuart observed, the apprentice 
system was not required. One man taught another, wíth the simple instruction 

do asyou see others do beforeyou. This is an advantage which an established industry 
has over another newly set on foot; and this I apprehend to be the reason why 
we see certain manufactures, after remaining long in a state of infancy, make in 
a few years a most astonishing progress. 

How rich nations might lose their economic lead 
Although "a taste for industry in the advancement of agriculture and of manu
factures" required protective tariffs in the beginning, Steuart warned that "the 
scaffolding must be taken away when the fabric is compleated." Statesmen must 
he prepared to move from an inward-looking protectionism to a more liberal 
export-oriented expansionism: 

[N]ow that he intends to supply foreign markets, he must multiply hands; set 
them in competition; bring clown the ptice both of subsistence and work; and 
when the luxury of his people render this difficult, he must attack the manners 
of the rich, and give a check to the domestic consumption of superfluity, in 
order to have the more hands for the supply of strangers.20 

Maintenance of an industrial head start required an ongoing direction of 
the economy to enhance labor productivity while minimizing luxury consump
tion. By following such policies, nations might 

amass great sums of wealth, far above the proporcion of it among their 
neighbours .... lt is not by the importation of foreign commodities, and by the 
exportacion of gold and silver, that a nation becomes poor; it is by consuming 
those commodities when imported. The moment the consumpcion begins, the 
balance turns ... 21 

The key was to invest the econornic surplus productively rather than con
surning it luxuriously-or as Tucker put it, to design a system "whereby the 
Drones of Society may be converted into Bees, and the Bees prevented from 
degenerating into D rones."22 Tucker elaborated this view in his Four Tracts: 

In one Word, the only possible Means of preventing a Rival Nation from 
running away with your Trade, is to prevent your own People from being more 
idle and vicíous than they are; ... So that the only War, which can be attended 
with Success in that Respect, is a War against Vice and Idleness; a War, whose 
Forces must consist of- not Fleets and Armies,-but such judicious Taxes and 
wise Regulations, as shall turn the Passion of prívate Self-Love into the Channel 
of public Good.23 

20 Steuarr, ibid., p. 475. 
21 Steuart, ibid., p . 418. 

22 Tucker, fo11rTracts, p. 29. See also pp. 21- 22. 
23 Tucker, ibid., pp. 44-45. 



Among these "judicious Taxes and wise Regulations" were protective 
tariffs-a logic that England's own commercial interests hardly wished to 
broadcast to other countries. As they carne to advocate universal free trade, they 
lost interest in theories suggesting that their potencial customers might benefit 
from enacting tariffs and industrial subsidies of their own on productivity 
grounds. This explains the eagerness to popularize Hume's internacional 
adjusttnent mechanism, and why Adam Smjth elected to attack only the less 
soprusticated mercantilists, not addressing the dynamics on wruch Tucker and 
Steuart focused. The focus of trade theory made a sruft that has lasted ever 
smce. 

lf world economic convergence ultimately were to be achjeved instead of 
English domination, it would be either because less developed economies would 
practice protectionism t0 achieve for themselves what England and other lead
ing nations had accomplished, or because the enervating effects of wealth and 
luxury undercut the position of leadillg nations from within (a "rise and fall" 
theory of progress and decay). Accordillg to Steuart, a wealthy nation's social 
and political decay was most likely to stem from its own domestic polarization, 
culminating in the monopolization of production. At first, the nation's seem
ingly impregnable profits 

will provide a fatal blow to che first undercakings of rival nacions. Bue when once 
they are fajrly so consolidated, chat prices can no more come clown of them
selves, and chat che scatesman will not lend his helping hand, chen che new 
beginners pluck up courage, and set out by maldng small profits. 

The wealthy nation's economic supremacy and luxurious living standards 
threaten to become its undoing: 

... when a nation begins to lose ground, chen che very columns which supporced 
her grandeur, begin, by their weight, to precipitate her decline ... 

Thus it happens, chat so soon as matters begin to go backward in a trading 
nacion, and chat by che increase of cheir riches, luxury and extravagance cake place 
of oeconomy and frugality among the industrious; when che inhabitants them
selves foolishly enter into competicion wich strangers for cheir own commodities; 
and when a statesman look cooly on, wich his arms across, or takes it inco his 
head, chat it is not his business to interpose, che prices of che dextrous workman 
will rise above che arnoum of che management, loss, and reasonable profits, of 
che new beginners; and when chis comes co be che case, ttade will decay where 
it flourished most, and take rooc in a new soil. This I call a competition between 
nations.24 

24 Steuan:, Principies of Politital Oeconomy, pp. 235-36. 
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Anti-colonialist tendencies within mercantilism 
English trade strategists worried that (in Steuart's words) the "most extravagant 
profits . . . [m_ight] be~ome cons~lid~ted" in ~e form of m?nopolies and 
luxurious habits, sappmg the nauon s econonuc strength. This led Steuart, 
Tucker and many of their contemporaries to oppose the East India Company 
and other nacional monopolies. This logic also had obvious implicacions for 
English colonial policy. Tucker argued that the world marketplace would 
naturally secure the colonial markets on which England was spending large 
sums of money to defend. To monopolize world markets and money, the nacion 
need merely stay out of wars (both European and colonial) and minimize its 
government overhead generally. The fewer military and colonial expenditures it 
had to make, the less it would need to increase its war-related public debt and 
the taxes required to service it. Lower taxes and interest rates would provide its 
producers with a cost advantage. 

England embraced free trade once it became convinced that this policy 
would serve its nacional interest. When Parliament finally dismantled the protec
tionist Corn Laws and Navig~tion Acts, its legislators had come to believe that 
free trade would favor their nation more than poorer, less industrialized 
countries. "Free market forces" promised to deter these countries from nurtur
ing their own industrial independence. The rhetoric was that of Hume and 
Smith, but the logic was that of Tucker and Steuart. 

Tucker presented as powerful an argument as any writer of his time as to 
why England should dismantle its colonial system, commercial monopolies and 
mercantile restriccions. Schuyler and Semmel rightly consider him to have 
enunciated what became the rationale for British strategists to endorse laissez 
faire. The nation might accomplish what Hume had believed to be impossible, 
namely, to obtain the lion's share of the world's bullion and other resources. But 
to do this, England would have to free itself from its costly colonial system, 
whose raison d'étre had faded away. The nation no longer needed to exert armed 
force or overt political control to secure foreign markets and sources of supply. 
(Tucker questioned whether it had needed its colonial projects in the first place.) 
lt certainly no longer needed to bear its colonies' defense costs, because the 
world was becoming more open to trade in any event. 

The French, Dutch, and Spaniards have ships, which carry Masts, and require 
Pitch and Tar, Hemp, Iron, and Cordage as well as English ships. And happily for 
them, they have no Northern Colonies. Yet these Nations are supplied with all 
these Arrides at a moderate price, and without Bounties. What therefore should 
prevent the English from being supplied from the same source, and on as good 
Terms? 



If England were to lose its West lndies, it still could purchase its tropical 
supplies "at the best and cheapest market." Better yet, it might build up supple
mcntary sources of supply. 

We shouJd teach rhe much injured Natives of Africa, which might easily be done, 
and at a small Expence, to cultivare their own luxuriant and spontaneous Sugar 
Canes, and to manufacture Sugars, and several other Commodities, and more 
especiallr Rice and Indigo, in their own native Country; you would then 
exchange such Produce for our E uropean goods and Manufactures:-Instead of 
this, we makc Slaves o f these poor Wretches, contrary to every Principie, not 
only of H umanity and Justice, but also of nacional Pro fit and Advantage . .. 25 

Even if England did not promete raw materials production in such areas, 
it could rest assured that íts vital supplies would not be cut off, and that it could 
buy in the cheapest markct without beíng obliged to sustain overseas military 
and related colonial spending. The North American colonies had little choice 
but to 

send their Pitch and Tar, their Masts and Naval Stores ... to the English ... it is 
a Fact, that were we to withdraw our Bounties, it would be an exceeding difficult 
Matter fo r thc C?lonics to find any vent at ali for these Articles. 

Europe's colonial systems had outlived their usefulness. The militar}' 
expenses attendant on England's overseas ventures, especially the costs of 
holding and defending its American colonies, prompted Tucker to make his 
famous complaint in 1783 that America "was a Milstone hanging about the 
Neck of this country, to weigh it clown: And as we ourselves had not the 
Wisdom to cut the Rope, and to let the Burthen fall off, the Americans have 
kindly done it for us."26 

Once England freed itself from the tax burden of having to support these 
projects of state, its commercial strength would secure the natioa's position as 
workshop of the world. The locus of industrial power and the internacional 
distribution of money was becoming less a function of state projects than of 
prívate-sector competition. Free trade would earn gold and silver without the 
expense of colonialism and its wars. Natural market forces would achieve what 
princely fiat earlier had sought. 

As Steuart put matters, the spread of trade and industry "owed their 
establishment to the ambition of princes, who supported and favoured the plan 
in the beginning, principally with a view to enrich themselves, and thereby to 
become formidable to their neighbours." But the spirit of the industry they 
fostered took on a life of its own: 

25 Tucker, A Series oJ A11.r111trs, pp. 34, 32, 21. See also pp. 38-39. 
26 Tucker, Fo11r Lttters to Shtlbo11r11t 011 I111porta11t Natio11(1/ S11bject.r (London: 1783), pp. 7-8. 
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[A)n opulent, bold, and spicited people, having the fund of the prince's wealth in 
cheir own hands, have it also in cheir own power, when it becomes strongly cheir 
inclination, to shake off his auchocity. The consequence of this change has been 
the incroduction of a more mild, and a more reguJar plan of adminiscration ... 

When once a state begins ro subsist by the consequenccs of industry, there is 
less danger to be apprehended from the power of the sovereign. The mechanism 
of his administration becomes more complex, and ... he finds himself so bound 
up by the laws of his poücical oeconomy, that every transgrcssion of them runs 
him into new clifficulties . 

I say, therefore, chat from the time states have begun to be supported by the 
consequences of industry, the plan of adm.inistration had become more moder
are; has been changing and refining by degrees.27 

The result was that although "so powerful an influence over the opera
tions of a whole people, vests an authority in a modern statesman, which was 
unknown in former ages, under the most absolute governments," yet "the 
sovereígn power is extremely limited, as to every arbitrary exercise of it, and 
whcre, at the same time, that very power is found to operate over the wealth of 
thc inhabitants, in a manner far more efficacious than the most despotic and 
arbitrary authority can possíbly do . .. " Steuart concluded optimistically that 

che legislative power is only exerted in acguiring an influence over the actions of 
inclividuals, in arder to promote a scheme of political occonomy ... absolutely 
inconsistent with every arbicrary measure ... it will at length come co resemble 
the watch, which is good for no other purpose than to mark the progression of 
time, and which is immecliately descroyed, if put to any other use, or touched by 
any but che gentlest hand.28 

This was a remarkable form of mercantilism indeed! I ts new task was to 
explain the marketplace and its evolution. More broadly than today's economics, 
this political economy delved beneath the surface of supply and demand to deal 
with the laws of global development, in an epoch quite comfortable in believing 
that inequality was a normal characteristic of economic nature. 

It was their forthrightness in acknowledging inequality and polarizacion 
dynamics that made these early political economists of Tucker's and Steuart's 
generation so repellent to subsequem liberals, in contrast to the happier writings 
of Hume. But as to the substance of their theorizing, they were as convinced 
as subsequem liberals that commercial restrictions and monopoly privileges had 
outlived their original aims. Henceforth, rising employment and investment 
would require their dismantling, just as pressure was growing to dissolve thc 
legacy of medieval economic juscice represented by usury laws and labor guilds. 

27 Steuarc, Pri11ciples of Política/ Ouo110111y, pp. 247ff. See also footnote 19 above for a similar 
Sta temen t. 

28 Steuart, ibid., pp. 321-22. 



The aim was for individualistic drives to serve the nacional interest without 
having to be clirected any longer. 

Mercantile economists had long advised the wealthy classes to eschew luxu
ries that did not contribute on balance to the nation's surplus-producing powers. 
Among the luxuries ultimately to be opposed was colonial empire, along with its 
associated commercial monopolies and military overhead, as well as the drive to 
remain self-sufficient in food behind protective tariff walls. Food, tea and other 
colonial products could be secured more efficiently through freer trade and a 
dismantling of colonial monopolies. Such monopolies, and the colonial systems 
associated with them, were perceived to be costly, rigid, inefficient, overbearing 
and riddled with corruption at the hands of the aristocracy and court favorites 
empowered to manage them. Anti-colonialist sentiment increased, while resent
ment grew against the East India Company for extorting high prices and bloclcing 
smaUer merchants from participating in foreign trade and investment. Among 
the trading monopolies that carne under special attack were those dealing in 
African slaves, a trade originally organized by the British and French governments 
largely to help pay off their nacional war debts, headed by the notorious South 
Sea and Mississippi Companies. 

Led by the East and West India Companies of Holland, England and France, 
trading monopolies had been given exclusive trading rights as part of a bargain 
in which they were to bear the costs of defending their colonial regions. Their 
monopoly position obliged consumers to bear these costs indirectly, by paying 
higher prices for colonial goods. The alternatives were to pay higher domestic 
taxes to finance colonial military spending directly, or to tax the colonies to cover 
the expense of defending them. But taxing the domestic economy would have 
spurred a protest against colonialism, while taxing the colonies spurred rebellion, 
most notably in the North American response to England's Stamp Acts. Neither the 
colonies nor the mother countries wanted to bear these military costs. Anti-war 
and anti-tax liberals therefore aimed at greater transparency in order to mobilize 
opposition to military expansion, empire-building and its associated colonialism. 

The liberal ideal was a cosmopolitan world economy with no inherent 
conflict among nacional intereses. "The whole World as to Trade," wrote D udley 
North in 1690, "is but one Nation or People, and therein Nations are as per
sons."29 Adam Smith had described the drive for monetary gain as a universal 
instinct. The question was whether nations were to maneuver like individuals, 
within an existing status quo in a world they hardly could expect to change, o r 
whether nations should exert active policy ro shape markets so as to obtain the 
best advantage. Should they passively accept the existing array of productive 
powers, or seek to enhance these powers by public subsidies and tariffs? 

29 Dudley North, Disco11ms upon Trade (London: 1691), p. viü. 
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The free-trade movement based its analysis of foreign commerce on the 
fact that production costs differed among countries. But instead of these cost 
differentials reflecting the government policies on which mercantilist writers 
had placed such emphasis, free traders attributed them to "nature" or "nacional 
genius" in the form of differing productivity of soils, mines and labor. Sorne 
countries (like sorne lands) were naturaliy suited to produce certain products. 
This focus on natural rather than political factors implied that productivity 
differences - and hence a specialization of production conforming to these 
differences-were as intrinsic as, say, differences in soil fertility. 

Steuart had reminded his audience that "industry and labor are not 
properties attached to place, any more than oeconomy and sobriety." But free 
traders were unwilling to grant that princes and their advisors could lead their 
country well. This would have opened the gates to interference with market 
mechanisms of the sort that might have offset England's acquired advantages. 
So economic structures were taken as givens, and the political dimension of 
political economy was repressed. In this respect the globalist free-trade view was 
fatalistic rather than transformative. In rationalizing the status quo, liberalism 
became panglossian in its view that ali was for the best in this best of ali possible 
worlds. Opponents of state regulation shied away from analyzing differences in 
nacional policies and political institutions because their ideal world was one in 
which differences in trade policy would cease to exist. If ali nations embraced 
laissez faire, they would dismantle their nacional regulatory and tariff apparatus. 

Liberal political tendencies in most countries were leading to greater 
religious toleration, personal self-interest and freedom in general for the grow
ing urban mercantile and industrial classes. Appealing to the universal principie 
of economic efficiency, liberals set to work dismantling government inter
vention in both internacional and domescic commerce. Their victory became 
complete when Britain repealed the last of its Corn Laws in 1846, and two years 
later the United States adopted a free-trade policy based on the assumpcion that 
it could obtain its industrial manufactures with least effort from Britain in 
exchange for its surplus crops, mainly plantation crops produced in the 
Southern slave states. Protectionist critics did not miss the irony: Slave 
production was accepted as part of the liberal view of nacional productivity 
differences that underlay Ricardo's postulated gains from free trade. 

The emerging liberal view ignored the tendency for countries with the 
richest natural endowments to be associated with the widest disparities in wealth 
and income. Conversely, what initially appeared to be a regime of "natural" 
hardship, such as characterized the New England colonies, turned out to be an 
inducement to industrialization. This led to a more egalitarian prosperity than 
characterized mining and plantation economies. Only protectionists discussed 



how adverse monoculture trade patterns rnight shrink or distort the home 
market and deplcte the soil. Subsequent free traders ignored the correlation 
betwcen trade patterns and political-econornic structure. They also ignored the 
impact of foreign trade on the evolution of productivity, save for the single 
example of trade offering wider markets for the division of labor to proceed. 

Having passed from the Church into the hands of nacional governments, 
moralistic views of trade and society had given way to more worldly approaches 
that paid increasing attention to individual material welfare. Mercantilism's evo
lution into classical liberalism followed this trend, but claimed that government 
regulations no longer were needed to steer personal gain-seelcing to serve the 
nacional interest in industrial growth. The long period of mercantilist incubation 
had achieved this. 

Medieval Church doctrine described trade as increasing the prosperity and 
abundance of all nacions together. Hume's Deist view asserted that no econo
mies could long monopolize the gains from this trade, because of automatic 
adjustment mechanisms embedded in the way the world economy worked. 
Tucker and Steuart were free of the prejudice that the global economy was 
characterized by inherently egalitarian dynamics. Subsequent free traders cannot 
be said to have become more realistic in accepting the view that private self
interest must coincide with nacional interest. Something vital was lost in the 
process of insisting that laissez faire would serve tradicional social objeccives 
and private business interests simultaneously. Schumpeter has wisely remarked 
that as the "liberals" supplanted the "mercantilists" (his quotation marks), 

therc was not only scrapping of outmoded error but also needless waste compa
rable to the waste that would result if successive teams of workmen smashed the 
products of their predecessors whenever they disliked the latter's politics. If 
Smith and his followers had refined and developed the "mercantilisr" propo
sitions instead of throwing them away, a much rruer and much richer theory of 
internacional economic relations could have been developed by 1848 ... 30 

But such realism was not the objeccive of free traders. Smith and his 
followers were not mercly being naive in ignoring the mercantilist points. Their 
abandonment of the most sophisticated mercantilist analysis served politically 
to avoid discussion of assumptions that would produce protectionist rather than 
free-trade policy conclusions for poorer countries. For the past two centuries, 
free traders have shied away from introducing productivity analysis or realistic 
capital-transfer theorizing into their discussions, or acknowledging internacional 

30 Joseph Schumpeter, Hütory of Eco110111ic A11afysis (New York: 1954), p. 376. This is reminis
cent of Kuhn's observation that imeUecrual revolutions inevitably involve a suppression of 
pre-revolutionary theorizing. Schumpetcr seems to have been unfamiliar with Tucker's work 
at first band, mentioning him only in passing in three scattered sentences. 
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i:novements of skilled and unskilled labor or capital. Viner goes so far as to 
itnply censorially that the debate between Hume and Tucker was unfortunate 
for having touched on these issues at ali! In the course of attempting to refute 
ffome's argurnent, he accuses, Tucker 

shifts unconsciously from a discussion of the effects on trade of more money 
to the effects of more wealth, and proceeds to a djscussion of whether a rich 
country can compete successfully with a poor one, and Hume, in an unsatisfac
tory reply, himself follows this shift of issues.31 

But what was "unsatisfactory"? The growing inequality among nations 
became the crux of the debate. It suggested that if poor countries refrained 
from protecting and actively steering their economic development, they would 
suffer a growing dependency and consequent loss of economic options--exact
ly what has happened in practice. To avoid coming to this conclusion, free-trade 
theory ever since has narrowed its scope to become a caricature of global reality. 

Haberler is likewise one-sided in stating that "Mercantilism received its 
death-blow in 1752 when Hume published his Política/ Discourses." As for his 
assertion that Hume's "classical theory ... was later refined and extended by 
Adam Smith, Thornton, Ricardo, Senior, John Stuart Mili, Cairnes, Bastable, 
Taussig, &c.;' 32 it would be more accurate to say that this line of theorizing 
became oversimplified and more narrow, as subsequent chapters of this book 
will demonstrate. The preceding chapter has described how mercantilists in the 
quarter-century following Hume's Discourses treated his full-employment "classi
cal theory'' as representing only a special case, as Hume acknowledged it to be. 
But free-trade theorists writing after the Napoleonic Wars ignored underem
ployment conditions. They assumed a fully employed economy operating at its 
lirnits, with no ability to draw in foreign skilled labor or capital. 

Although diverging productivity and wage levels have characterized 
internacional development for many centuries now, free-trade orthodoxy since 
Hume and Smith has described convergence. And although labor and capital 
were becoming more mobile across internacional boundaries, subsequent free
trade orthodoxy presumed them to be immobile. This negated the idea of a 
"brain drain" of skilled labor or capital flight such as actually has occurred. 

Free trade as a strategy of English nationalism 

Given the state of productive powers as they stood in 1776, and even more by 
1815, pursuit of the principle of commercial self-interest in each country 
helped consolidare English economic supremacy. T he nation's trade strategists 
therefore welcomed Adam Smith for defining nacional wealth as the sum of 
31 Viner, Studies, p. 87. 
32 Gottfried Haberler, Theo1y ef lnterf1atio11al Trade, p. 26. 



individual riches, and for advocating that a policy of laissez faire would leave 
individuals to pursue their own self-interest. His Wealth oj Nations, published 
justa few months before the American Revolution, systematized liberal doctrines 
that had been gaining momentum since the 1690s. 

Smith recognized that workers displaced by import competition might 
not readily find alternative employment. He conceded that nacional defense was 
more important than opulence, acknowledging the tradicional argument for 
protectionism on grounds of nacional security and self-sufficiency. He also 
acknowledged that vested interests should be protected, retaliatory tariffs might 
be justified, and it might be wise to impose tariffs on arrides that were taxed at 
home so as to ensure their continued production, sale and hence tax paymems. 
As John Shield Nicholson observed in 1918, 

the present-day Free Trader will find in his Adam Smith a series of shocks and 
surprises. Instead of being cosmopolitan, Adam Smith was intensely nationalist, 
or rather Imperialist. This part of his work, after being entirely neglected, is now 
bearing fruit. Adam Smith wrote on the eve of the disruption of the British 
Empire by che severance of che North American colonies. He propounded as an 
aJternative a great federation with a ttuly Imperial Parliament.33 

It was above all the American Revolution that catalyzed Britain's evolution 
into the laissez faire phase of its world expansionism. For Britain, the problem 
became one of how to make colonial independence merely nominal, ending the 
nation's colonial overhead costs but not its export revenues and economic domi
nation. Free trade enabled it to shed its obligations under le pacte colonial. When 
the American colonies gained their freedom, they lost their military subsidies 
from Britain, which easily retained the new United States as a market for its 
industrial manufactures. Seemingly natural economic bonds took the place of 
overt political trammels. 

Under freer market relations, trade was conducted along basically the same 
lines of specialization that the old colonial systems had brought into being. Market 
forces induced citizens in the liberated colonies to produce the foodstuffs and raw 
materials they had been led to produce under England's trade and navigation 
acts. The legacy of colonial regulations, in conjunction with the sparsely populated 
condition of Europe's white colonies and the squalid plantation organization of 
its colored colonies, had nurtured a specializatioo of world labor and dependency 
that henceforth was maintained by market incentives alone. The New World, Africa 
and Asia became thriving agricultura! or mining regions rather than industrial 
rivals to Europe- until the Uoited States adopted protectionist policies after its 
Civil War. 

33 John Shield Nicholson, t!Var Fi11a11ce (London: 1918), 2nd ed, p. 416. On these points see 
George Crompton, The Tarijf: A 11 Interpretalio11 of a Bewildering Proble111 (New York: 1927), 
p. 45, citing Smith, The ll?ealth of N atio11s, Book IV, ch. ii. 



What was novel was the political-economic strategy by which the 
specialization of world labor was to be maintained. Britain abandoned its costly 
assertions of armed force, protective tariffs and navígation acts in favor of 
permitting the free play of personal and commercial self-interest in world 
markets. (Not until the 1870s <lid a new European scramble for colonies erupt.) 
Bernard Semmel's phrase "free-trade imperialism" is apt. Britain's objective in 
dismantling its colonial and commercial regulations was identical to that of its 
Old Colonial System, namely to maintain its status as workshop of the world 
while inducing its ex-colonies and other less developed regions to remain 
''bewers of wood and drawers of water." 

While England built up its domestic industry after defeating France in 1763, 
France did just the opposite. Its Physiocrats held that only agriculture could create 
a net produit, an economic surplus. Industrial labor was deemed unproductive of 
such a surplus, subsisting off the bounty of agriculture created by nature work
ing through the land. This doctrine, the opposite of mercantilism, led the French 
to sign the Eden Treaty with Britain in 1787, exporting crops and opening their 
markets to the products of British industry. It was an auspicious beginning for 
British confidence that free trade would promete its nacional interests. 

Warfare between Britain and France !asted from 1793 through the end of 
the Napoleonic Wars in 1815. When the return to peace normalized foreign 
trade and caused widespread industrial distress outside of Britain, free-trade 
economists turned to the task of convincing less developed countries to join 
with Britain to dismantle tariff barriers. 

Free trade obviously could not be defended by the nationalistic arguments 
that earlier had been directed to the British public. An exploitative theory of free
trade imperialism hardly would inspire the rest of the world to adopt laissez faire. 
A new generation of economic writers emerged, led by David Ricardo, claiming 
that all countries would gain equitably from freer trade, at least collectively if not 
individually. They held that as far as the wealth of nations was concerned, it made 
no difference whether countries industrialized or produced raw materials. Britain 
had chosen to industrialize, but other countries could maxirnize their incomes by 
providing it with raw materials-and thereby avoid the urban squalor that Britain 
had to endure the process of becoming an industrial economy. Ali countries were 
supposed to eruich themselves and each other under a regime of free trade. It was 
assumed that the gains from trade would be shared equitably, although no real 
attempt was made to empirically verify or quantify this assumption. 

Francis Horner, a liberal Whig member of Parliament sympathetic to 
Lauderdale's críticism of Smith's doctrine of the invisible hand equating public 
and prívate interests, thought it prudent to keep his qualms to himself: "I should 
be reluctant to expose Smith's errors," he wrote to a friend, 



before his work has operated its full effect. We owe much at present to the 
superstitious worship of Smith's name; and we must not impair that feeling, tiJl 
the victory is more complete. There are few practica! errors in the "\Vealth of 
Nations," at least of any great consequence; and, until we can give a correct and 
precise theory of the narure and origin of wealth, his popular and plausible and 
loose hypothesis is as good for the vulgar as any other.34 

What was wanted no longer was an argument showing how international 
free trade worked to England's advantage. The new aim was to show its advan
tage for the less developed trading partners. Soon these countries would vie with 
one another to supply England with raw materials, and also with their money. 
Britain emerged as the world's preeminent industrial producer, merchant and 
banker. The lineaments of world control became its army of manufacturers and 
traders, securing commercial supremacy by means of individual self-interest. 

At any given moment, merchants throughout the world found their self
interest to lie in trading in accordance with the self-endowment and head start 
England had secured under its earlier colonial system. As the Ricardian popu
larizer John Ramsay McCulloch emphasized: 

Our establishments for spinning, weav.ing, printing, bleaching, &c., are infinitely 
more complete and perfect than that exist elsewhere; the division of labour in 
them is carried toan incomparably greater extent; the workmen are trained from 
infancy to industrious habits .. . . Why, then, hav.ing all these advanrages on our 
side, should we not keep the start we have gained? Every other people that 
attempt to set up manufactures must obviously labour under the greatest diffi
culties, as compared with us. Their establishments can not, at first, be sufficiently 
large to enable the division of employments to be carried to any considerable 
extent; at the same time that expertness in manipulation, and in the details of the 
various processes, can only be attained by slow degrees. It appears, therefore, 
reasonable to conclude, that such new beginners, having to withstand the com
perition of those who have already arrived at a very high perfeccion in the are, 
must be immediately driven out of every market equally accessible to both parties; 
and that nothing but the aid derived from restrictive regulations and prohibitions, 
will be effectual to prevent the total destruction of their establishments.35 

This statement by a free-trader is striking confirmation of the polarization 
mechanisms that Tucker and Steuart described. But its free-trade conclusion for 
Britain had protectionist implications for less developed countries. As Steuart 
had put matters: 

34 Francis Horner, Me111oirs and Correspo11dence (London: 1843). Vol. 1, p. 229. 
35 John Ramsay McCulloch, Co111111erciai Dictio11ary (London: 1830), quoted in Calvin Colton, 

Public Eco110111y Jor ihe U 11ited S lates (New York: 1848), pp. 93-94. 
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Mankind daiJy profit by experience, and acquire knowledge at their own cost. We 
have said that what lays the foundation of foreign trade, is the ease and conve
niency which strangers .find in having their wants supplied by those who have set 
industry on foot. The natural consequence of this foreign demand is to bring in 
wealth, and to promote augmentations of every kind. As long as these go on, it 
will be impossible for other nations to rival the traders, because their situation is 
every day growing better: dexterity increasing, diminishes the ptice of work; every 
circumstance, in short, becomes more favourable; the balance never vibrates, but 
by one of the scales growing positively heavier, and it is constantly coming even 
by an increase of weight on the other side.36 

In other words, every economic imbalance set in motion countervailing 
forces. 

Having endowed England with the world's preeminent manufacturing 
plant, the nation's protectionism had run its course. If England kept its own 
markets closed, how could it expect other countries to open their markets to its 
exports? As the parliamentary architect of English free trade, William Huskisson, 
summarized the issue in 1826: 

36 

If the system of discriminating Duties for the encouragement of Shipping, were 
a secret known to this country alone; if a similar system were not, or could not 
be, put in force in every other country, I should not be standing here to vindicate 
the measure to which I have just referred, and the present policy of his Majesty's 
Government .. . But is this the present state of the world? Did the United Staces 
of America, in the first instance, for the purpose of raising to themselves a great 
commercial Marine, and of counteracring our Navigation Laws, adopt, in their 
utmost rigour, the rules of those laws, and carry, even further than we had ever 
done, in respect to foreign Ships, this principle of discriminating duties against 
our Shipping? Can we shut our eyes to the fact that other nations have followed, 
or are following their example? Do we not see them, one after the other, taking 
a leaf out of our own book? Is not every Government in Europe, if possessed of 
sea-ports, now using its utmost endeavours to force a trade, and ro raise up for 
itself a commercial Marine? Have we not boasted of our Navigarion Laws, till 
we have taught other nations to believe (however erroneous that belief), that they 
are almost the only requisite, or, at least, the sine q11a non, of commercial wealth 
and of maritime power? Did these vauntings excite no envy, no spirit of rivalry, 
no countervailing opposition in other countries? Did the success of the United 
States of America create no desire in those countries to follow her example? 

Under what circumstances did England found her Navigation System? When 
her commercial Marine was, comparacively, insignificant, her wealth inconsider
able, before manufactures were established, and when she exponed corn, wool, 
and other raw materials. When, on the other hand, Holland and the Netherlands 
were rich, possessed of great manufactures, and of the largest porrion of the 

Steuart, Principies of Política/ Oeco110111y, p. 232. 



carrying trade of Europe and the wodd. What has followed? The commercial 
Marine of the latter countries has dwindled away, and that of Grear Britain is now 
immense. But, in the progress of the change, England is become the great seat 
of manufactures and trading wealth, freguently importing, and never exporting, 
corn; drawing raw materials from, and sending out manufactured goods to, aJJ 
parrs of the world. This was our state, though in a far less degree than at presem, 
when America became independent. She started by applying towards us the sys
tem, which we had applied cowards Holland. She was then poor, with a very 
small commercial Marine, wirhouc manufactures, having corn and raw materials 
ro exporr;-and we know what her shipping now is. Lec Gentlemen reflect on 
these circumsrances, before they decide that it is necessarily wise to center upon 
a similar contest with other poor and unmanufacturing countties. Let them seci
ously consider whether a system of discriminating duties,-now that the exclusive 
patent by which we held that system is expired,-is not the expediem of such a 
country as I have described, rather than the resource of one which already 
possesses the largest commercial Marine in the world. They will then see, that it 
may possibly be a wise policy to divert such countcies from that system, rather 
than to goad them on, or even leave them a pretext for going imo it.37 

This perception pressed the old mercantilism to a new phase. England 
might augment its power by economic rather than military methods, appealing 
to market forces rather than using overt political control. lts trade surplus and 
the associated monetary inflows increased domestic employment, population, 
immigration, investment, productivity and output. England absorbed a rising 
portien of the world's gold, skilled labor and capital, and became the world's 
major banker and foreign investor-and in the 1880s the leading neo-colonialist 
power in Africa and Asía. 

The nationalistic ideal of Brítish free trade, like that of earlier mercanti
lism, held that strong economies would grow stronger while poor countries 
would become more dependent. This view was epitomízed during the Corn Law 
debates in 1846, when (as Semmel quotes), "one Whig, speaking before the 
House of Commons . . . described free trade as the beneficent 'príncíple' by 
which 'foreign nations would become valuable Colonies to us, wíthout imposing 
on us the responsíbility of governing them.'" Ali that was necessary was for 
England to repeal íts Corn Laws "to create a vast English market for foreign 
grain; in this way, the agricultural nations of the world might be given a stake in 
England's Empire of Free Trade."38 

37 William Huskisson, "Exposirion of the State of the Navigacion of the United Kingdom" 
(May 12. 1826), in The Spmhu of lht Right Ho11011rable ll?illian1 H11skisso11 (London: 1831), 
Vol. m, pp. 29-32. 

38 Bernard Semmel, The Rise of Free Tradt ln1perialis111, pp. 8, 205. quoting Parlianm1lary Debates, 
3rd Series, LXXXlll (February 23, 1846), pp. 1399-1400. 
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This is the kind of admission-almost a secret knowledge-that subse
quen t free traders have been eager to forget. The British economist L~onel 
}lobbins, to be sure, acknowledged that free trade first emerged as a naaonal 
rather than cosmopolitan economic strategy, and finds little evidence that the 
ciassical economists 

went beyond the test of nacional advantage as a criterion of poUcy, scill less that 
they were prepared to contemplare the dissolution of nacional bonds. If you 
examine the ground on which they recommended free trade, you will find that it 
is always in terms of a more productive use of nacional resources .... I find no 
trace anywhere in their wricings of the vague cosmopolitanism with which they 
are o ften crediced by continental writers. I do not claim this as a virtue--0r as a 
deficiency; the quescion of the excent to which, at the stage of history, it was 
incumbent oo political thinkers to cranscend the ideas and the criteria of the 
nation-state is a matter of great difficulty. A11 thac I contend is that we get our 
picture wrong if we suppose that the English Classical Economists would have 
recommended, because ir was good for the world at large, a measure which they 
thought would be harmful to their own community.39 

In other words, increasing the world's wealth as a whole does not 
necessarily increase that of eách nacional part. The economics discipline thus 
has come a long way from Adam Smith's idea of perso nal gain as representing 
that of the eco nomy as a whole-or o ne nation's wealth as increasing that of 
the whole world accordingly. 

Most of the technical concepts and comparative-cost mechanisms dis
cussed in Part II of this book tend co endorse passive free trade rather than 
protectionist policy. Ricardo and his followers constructed their logic in such a 
way as to imply a natural internacio nal tendency toward convergence. More real
istic perceptions dating from mercantilist times easily convert these assumptions 
into polarization dynamics in the internacional economy. 

39 
Llonel Robbins, The Theoo• of Eco110111i& Poli9• (London: 1952), pp. 1 Off. 



PART 11 

The Creation and Division of World Product and Income 

Cecily: That certainly seems a satisfactory explanation, does it not? 

Gwendolyn: Yes, dear, if you can believe him. 

Cecily: 1 don't. But that doesn't affect the wonderful beauty of 
his answer. 

C?scar Wilde, The Importance of Being Ernest, Act 111 
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Comparative Costs and the Gains from Trade 

As Chapter 1 has reviewed, Richard of Middleton in the thirteenth century 
described gains from trade based on the relative cheapness of importing specific 
products from abroad. Where these products were cheaper, he attributed their 
low price to their greater abundance in their country of origin. The causes of a 
country's superior cost efficiency hardly could be analyzed more deeply ata time 
when labor was not yet a homogeneous common denominator from town to 
town or between town and country. Production costs- and hence, a theory of 
value and price formation-could not be standardized as long as feudal society 
was divided into separate localities, each possessing its own distincr set of taxes, 
rents and prices. Economic life had to become more fluid and national in scope 
before common denominators such as labor time and productivity could be 
abstracted from the maze of local variations in wages and guild regulations, land 
tenure, living costs and profits. 

Cost value, política/ institutions and the specializa.tion of labor 

Gradually, economists developed a more refined theory of value reducible to 
commodities' labor content and other common costs. In 1662, William Petty 
illustrated his labor theory of value by describing the exchange of gold and silver 
for other commodities. In an example that referred explicitly to relative interna
cional costs, his Treatise on Taxes and Contributions explained that English grain 

is worth ... so much as the money which another single man can save, within the 
same time, over and above his expence, íf he imployed himself wholly to prod
uce and make it; viz. Let another man go travel to a Countrey where is Silver, 
there Dig it, Refine it, bring it to the same place where the other man planted his 
Corn; Coyn it, &c. the same person, alJ the while of his working for Silver, 
gathering also food for his necessary livelihood, and procuring himself covering, 
etc. I say, the Silver of the one, must be esteemed of egual value with the Corn 
of the other: the one beíng perhaps twenty ounces and the other twenty Bushels. 
From whence it follows, that the price of a Bushel of this Corn to be an Ounce 
of Silver .. . If a man can bring to London an ounce of Silver out of the Earth 
in Peru, in the same time that he can produce a bushel of Corn, then one is the 



for che Value of all Manufactures is chíeíly constituted of che Price or Charge 
of che Labour besrowed thereon . . .. che Price of Labour is always constítured of 
the Price of Necessaries, and che Price of all other Thíngs chieíly of che Price 
of Labour.6 

Vanderlint concluded that labor's power to create profits for its employer 
and for the nacional economy as a whole '\vill be greater, when the Necessities 
of Life are so much cheaper, that a fourth Part less Wages will purchase near 
half as man y more Necessaries as the present Rates of Labour will do." 7 This 
seemed to be near the maximum degree of improvement possible by extending 
Britain's enclosures. 

Recognition that political and social institutions affected prices and the 
size of the net surplus led to early discussions of the virtues of the republican 
relative to monarchical forms of government, of free relative to slave societies, 
and of industrial states relative to more socially rigidified plantacion economies 
and raw-materials exporters. 

There was general agreement that specialization would give countries an 
opportunity to economize on resource allocation. Industrial England sought a 
division of world labor that would provide opportunities for it to import raw 
materials in exchange for its manufactures. As the preceding chapters have shown, 
its mercantilists not only endorsed the internacional specialization of labor, th~ 
hoped to bring about an increasing dissimilarity of economic str11cture and specialization 
patterns among nations in a way that would increase England's opportunities to gain 
from its foreign trade. The Industrial Revolution greatly intensified this idea. 

The return to peace after the Napoleonic Wars spurs a tari.ff debate 
The more severe the war, the more serious will be the postwar adjustment. 
Commercial isolation during periods of hostility nurtures domestic self-reliance, 
creating vested interests which, upon the return to peace, seek to retain their 
home market. But not since medieval times was economic isolation as pro
nounced as the twenty-one year struggle berween England and France during 
1793-1814. 

In 1806, Napoleon imposed the Continental System to blockade Britain, 
prohibit the importation of British goods into French-controlled ports, and to 
exclude from these ports any neutral-country ships that had landed in Britain. 
England retaliated with O rders of Council that rendered ali vessels trading with 
France liable to seizure, Napoleon responded with his Milan Decree fo rbadding 
neutrals to trade in any arrides imponed from the British Empire. 

6 Vanderlint, ibid., pp. 6-9, 15. 7 Vanderlint, ibid., p. 87. 



This interruption of trade obliged England to increase agricultural 
production to meet domestic needs. The rise in food costs was aggravated by a 
oumber of crop failures that almost doubled grain prices between 1804 and 
1813. After the Treaty of Ghent ended hostilities in December 1814, England's 
}anded aristocracy used its control of Parliament to keep the domestic market 
for itself at the high wartime leve! of grain prices. New Corn Laws forbid grain 
imports if the price of home-grown wheat sank below a given target leve!. Riots 
broke out in London, and the industrial and commercial classes sponsored 
parliamentary reform to ':rest politic~l con~o_l from_ the aristocracy. The 
ensuing Corn Law debate p1t free-trade mdustrialists agamst landowners. 

A mirror-image struggle was waged abroad, where the positions of agri
culture and industry were reversed. Overseas manufacturers became the 
protectionist counterpart to England's landlord class, demanding tariff barriers to 
enable them to charge prices high enough to protect their industries. Agricultura! 
interests (in the majority in ali countries) fought to block these tariffs, hoping to 
huy less costly English manufactures. The upshot was that high-cost producers
agriculturalists in England, industrialists abroad-argued for tariff protection of 
their home markets, while low-cost producers-industry in England, farmers 
abroad-urged free trade so as to buy products in the cheapest market. 

Each country was obliged to choose whether its trade policy would sup
port agriculture or industry, ushering in a new form of domes tic conflict. Under 
mercantilism the agricultura! and industrial classes had spoken of a harmony of 
interest inasmuch as they afforded reciproca! markets for each other's output. 
Only after 1815 did they become set against each other over trade policy and its 
implications for food costs, wage levels, industrial pricing and general industrial 
competitiveness. 

English free traders pointed to how much more cheaply the nation could 
obtain its grain abroad and therefore feed its labor, enabling its manufacturers 
to underselling those of foreign countries. As a Member of Parliament, the 
stockbroker Ricardo took the lead in demonstrating the potencial gains England 
could reap from free trade by exporting textiles in exchange for foreign lower
cost wheat. Other countries likewise could save by depending on England for 
manufactures rather than on their own high-cost factories. Both British and 
foreign free traders thus argued for England to become and remain the 
workshop of the world. Shipping and banking interests also endorsed free trade, 
especially along the seacoasts and border areas. 

England's agricultura! protectionists were led by Thomas Robert Malthus, 
who emphasized the importance of domestic demand by landlords in sustaining 
a market for industrial output. His argument anticipated that of John Maynard 
Keynes's 1936 General Theory by shifting the focus from inherent costs of produc-



tion to market (i.e., money) demand. In the United States, industrial advocates 
described how a thriving urban labor force might provide a home market for 
domestic farmers so that they need not depend on England for sale of their 
crops. However, British manufacturers set their sights on foreign rather than 
domestic sources of demand, as did farmers in the United States and other 
countries. But for a generation, foreign industrialists were not as successful as 
English landlords in protecting their markets from a flood of imports. 

l nternational economics and domestic value theory 

Analysis of how internacional prices and the terms of trade evolve over time 
rests on ideas of how domestic economies function. Trade theory is iogicai!J 
presented as a product of domestic relationships. What is ironic is the degree to 
which theories of how the domestic economy works have been inspired largely 
by their implications for tariff policy. T his may seem to be a case of the tail 
wagging the dog, but the great debates over value, price and rent theory, as well 
as monetary theory, have stemmed from the application of these theories to 
internacional trade policy. The quantity theory of money was first popularized 
in its application to inter!'lational trade, playing a key role in Hume's price-specie 
flow mechanism. Similarly, in the decades leading up to 1846 the tariff 
controversy was the major domestic economic and political issue. 

The debate over England's protectionist Coro Laws spurred the contro
versy waged between Malthus and Ricardo over the theory of value and rent. 
The class conflict between agriculture and industry in almost every country 
became even more intense than the monetary struggle berween creditors and 
debtors-and the latter conflict itself resulted largely from the financia! 
convulsions following the return to peace as wartime inflations gave way to 
postwar deflations. 

Ricardo elaborated his theory of comparative advantage in the seventh 
and final theoretical core chapter of his Principies oJ Politicai Economy and T axation, 
published in 1817. His trade model was built on his theories of value and price, 
rent, wages and profits, which he presented first in the relative straightforward
ness of a closed economy before applying them to foreign trade. But it was the 
tariff debate that inspired his basic concepts. Protectionists likewise presented 
their tariff policy conclusions as following from the concepts of productivity, 
social utility and rent that backed up their theory of nacional development. 

Opposition between protectionist and free-trade theories ultimately reflect
ed differing views of the domestic economy, and especially whether econornies 
were characterized by increasing or diminishing returns. Free traders assumed 
djminishing returns, while protectionists (in good mercantilist tradition) 
assumed increasing returns to be the norm. The analysis also turned on rent and 



ta" theory as the struggle over England's Corn Laws became an occasion to 
explain tbe theory of the excess of price over production costs ("value," includ
ing normal profit). This theory was formulated almost simultaneously in five 
parnphlets published in February 1815, two by Malthus, the others by Ricardo, 
Edward West and Robert Torrens.8 

Agricultura! and industrial parties both in E ngland and abroad defended 
their tariff views by pointing to the implications for nacional development. Their 
arguments ranged afield to cover broad cultural issues. Opponents of industrial 
tariffs juxtaposed the idyllic character of rural life to what they considered to be 
the decadence of crowded urban industry. Aristocratic British writers reflected 
nostalgically on the ordered society of feudalism in a romanticism replete with 
ttaditions of a free yeomanry. In the United States, Jeffersonian democracy 
viewed agriculture as the bulwark of political freedom-with Jefferson himself 
spearheading the Louisiana Purchase to extend plantation cultivation westward. 
Industrial advocates saw an agricultura! destiny as being synonymous with 
maintenance of slavery, provincialism and soil depletion resulting from planta
tion monocultures "mining the soil." Advocates of protective tariffs and free 
ttade alike thus discussed the cultural, moral and social consequences of balanced 
industrial development as compared to that of an agricultura! destiny. 

Arguments of the tariff debate, 1815-1848 

Ricardo analyzed the price England would have to pay to maintain agricultura! 
self-sufficiency if it did not open its markets to foreign grain. A growing 
population would require more food, necessitating recourse to poorer and less 
accessible soils, largely through further enclosure of wastes and common lands. 
The higher cost of production on these marginal lands would push up food 
prices, creating superprofits- economic rents in the technical sense of the 
term-for landlords on richer and more accessible soils. Assuming real wages 
to remain near subsistence levels, Ricardo's distribution model juxtaposed 
industrial profits to agricultura! rents. E mployers would have to increase wages 

8 For a discussion of Ricardian economics in its political setting, see Wesley Clair Mitcbell, 
Types of Economic Theo1y (New York: 1967), and Edwin Cannan, Histo1y ef Theories ef Pro
d11ctio11 a11d Distrib11tio11 i11 English Political Ecot1ollly, frolll 1776 to 1848 (London: 1917), as 
well as his subsequent Re11ie111 ef Economic Theory (London: 1929). 
The literarure on England's Coro Law debates is immense. Good general reviews are C. R. Fay, 
The Com La111s and Socia/ Engla11d (Cambridge: 1932) and Donald G. Barnes, History of the 
English Corn L.,a1vs from 1660- 1846 (London: 1930), as well as the comprehensive repon 
issued by the Office of the Society for the Protection of Agriculrure and British Industry, 
The Battle for Na ti ve 1 ndustry: The Debate t1po11 the Com La1v ... a11d other Financia/ Measures 
of the Govemme11t, in S ession 1846. Repri11ted from ''Hansmd's ParliatJJentary Debates (London: 
1848), 2 volumes. 



to cover the rising price of subsistence, pricing the nation's manufacturers out 
of world markets as high domestic food prices transferred income to landlords. 
The economy would grind to a halt as countries with lower food prices 
undersold English producers. But under a regime of free commerce and low
priced grain imports, the world's industrial markets seemed to be England's for 
the taking. 

Agricultural protectionists in Britain, like their industrial counterparts in 
America, concentrated on the conditions necessary to realize increasing returns. 
Malthus argued that the Corn Laws enabled landlords to increase their invest
ment in agriculture, raising productivity and thereby bringing clown food prices. 
This reflected the realities of Europe's agricultura! revolution. In fact, the 
theory of economic rent was first put forth in 1777 by the Scottish agricultur
alist James Anderson specifically in reference to increasing returns. In assuming 
diminishing returns, Ricardian free-trade doctrine was based on a more pes
simistic analysis that degenerated into what Thomas Carlyle called the Dismal 
Science because it closed its eyes to the prospect of technological or institu
cional progress altering comparative-cost ratios. Free traders focus on prices and 
income distribution under existing conditions of production, not how to 
improve productivity ratios. This analytic framework is called comparative 
statics because it takes for granted the existing state of productive powers. The 
result is a model of how to distribute a fixed leve! of output and income, not 
how to produce a growing stream. 

Assuming cost structures to be inherent and presumably permanent, the 
Ricardians asked what the benefits of free trade were for each country, as 
opposed to the costs of protective tariffs. The answer was to measure how 
much more labor England would have to use to produce its own grain, as 
compared to the labor needed to export industrial manufactures in exchange for 
foreign wheat. In America, agricultural interests inverted this question: How 
much more would they have to pay for products of domestic industry than for 
similar goods from England? 

Protectionists urged a more long-term frame of reference. Like the mer
cantilists, they focused on increasing productive powers by tariffs and internal 
improvements. Also like the mercantilists, they presented their policy as 
benefiting all classes-industry and agriculture, labor and capital alike, whereas 
free-trade policies set these classes at odds. This harmony-of-interest approach 
explains why most socialists disdained the protectionists as spokesmen for 
industrial capital, despite their common advocacy of government intervention 
in economic life. 

Although England's industrial and commercial classes were radical in 
challenging the control of politics by the landed aristocracy and its groundrent, 



they adopted static technological models while the more conservative landed 
anstocracy framed the tariff debate in a more dynamic setting. This striking 
contrast is explained by the fact that agricultura! protectionists were eager to 
show that farm productivity was increasing as a result of investment in the 
tand-and later in the 19•h century, the application of the fertilizers and chemi
cals that were beginning to be marketed on a large scale. To undertake such 
investtnent, agriculturalists had to earn enough income to recoup their costs, 
and this required protective tariffs. By contrast, free traders assumed that the 
productivity of English land was fixed, and insisted that neither capital improve
ments nor artificial fertilizers could alter intrinsic soil fertility. Ricardo's facile 
assumption that soil fertility was inherent and permanent rather than requiring 
constant care and crop rotation gives an indication of the kind of farmer he 
would have made had he himself been obliged to relocate to the land. The 
Ricardians refused to acknowledge that tariff-supported incomes might fmance 
investment in agricultura! capital which, over time, might increase productivity 
and provide England with lower-cost food. They reasoned as if money paid for 
tariffs vanished into thin air rather than being invested or spent on public infra
sttucture--or used to cut other taxes. To have acknowledged that tariff-protected 
or public-financed investment could increase productivity would have opened 
the door to endorsing protectionism. 

America's industrial protectionists hoped to use tariff proceeds to build 
roads and canals, schools and other interna! improvements. Over time, they 
believed, tariffs and higher industrial incomes would reduce production costs 
for infant industries to those of England, and ultimately even to undersell its 
producers. Led by Mathew and Henry Carey, American protectionists 
developed a doctrine of class harmony to show that supporting urban industry 
would create a home market for farmers. By contrast, free trade and its 
consequent specialization of production was described as impairing farm 
productivity. By the 1840s and 1850s protectionists in the U.S. Patent Office 
were quantifying how export-oriented agriculture led to soil depletion and 
calculated its environmental costs. By focusing on the growth or impairment of 
productivity, and by emphasizing potencial rather than present cost structures, 
protectionists stressed the opportunity to reduce costs, given sufficient 
investment in new technology behind the price umbrella of protective tariffs. 

Assuming each country's productivity rates to be fixed, Ricardo's model 
demonstrates that when commodities can be produced less expensively in one 
country than others, each country's advantage lies in depending on others to 
produce whatever they can make with the greatest relative cost advantage. In 
contrast to mercantilist concerns with "favorable" and "unfavorable" trade and 
specialization patterns, free-trade doctrine implies that nations should live in the 



short run and follow the dictates of internacional cost differentials as they exist 
at any givcn moment in time rather than erecting trade barriers. Protectionists 
reply that this strands poor countries in low-productivity pursuits and leads to 
worsening terms of trade and deepening internacional dependency. 

The methodology of comparative-cost doctrine 

Ricardo illustrated his model of comparative costs with a hypothetical example 
of English cloth exchanging for Portuguese wine. Emphasizing that comparative 
advantage was a function of relative rather than absolute costs, he patronizíngly 
assumed for illustrative purposes that Portugal had an absolute cost advantage 
in producing both industrial and agricultura! goods, making both cloth and wine 
with less labo r per unit of output than England could. H owever, Portugal had 
a relalive/y greater advantage in producing wine. It therefore could improve its 
position by trading. 

Under a system of perfectly free commerce, each counrry nacurally devores ics 
capital and labor to such employments as are mosc beneficial to each. This 
pum.út of individua! advantage is admirably connected with the universal good 
of the whole. By stimuJating industry, by rewarding ingenuicy, and by using most 
efficaciously the peculiar powers bestowed by nacure, it distributes labor most 
effectively and most economically .... It is chis principie which determines that 
wine shalJ be made in France and Portugal, thac coro shall be grown in America 
and Poland, and that hardware and other goods shall be manufactured in 
England.9 

Ricardo's example of the labor costs of producing cloth and wme rn 
E ngland and Portugal is as follows: 

Man-ho11rs of JJJork Domeslic ptice ratios 
per gallon per yard wine to cloth cloch to wine 
of wine of cloch (gallon per yard) (yard per gallon) 

E ngland 120 100 1.20 0 .83 

Portugal 80 90 0.80 1.12 

011tp11t per 100 111an-ho11rs 
wine cloch difference 

England 0.83 1.00 0.17 cloth 

Portugal 1.25 1.11 014 wine 

9 Ricardo, Pri11ciples of Political Eco110111y a11d Taxatio11, ch. vii (Works, Vol. I), pp. 133-34. For 
a review of che nature and origin of che doctrine of comparative advancage see Viner, 
St11dies i11 tbt Theor.J of illlemalio11al Tradt, chapter viii, and Schumpeter, History of Eco1101nic 
A11a/ysis, pp. 373-74. Underlying Ricardo's cheory of internacional exchange is his labor 
theory of value: Exports exchange in proportion to cheir (marginal) manhour costs of pro
duction, including che labor embodied in che capital consumed in cheir produccion. 
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Ricardo assumed that Eng
land and Portugal were merely two 
nations in a world of many nations, 
so that shjfts in their output and 
trade did not affect world prices. For 
illustrative purposes he assumed that 
a gallon of wine exchanged for a yard 
of cloth. Given England's and Por
tugal's linear cost functions (neither 
increasing nor climirushjng returns), 
and assuming full domestic mobility 
of labor and capital between cloth-
making and wine-making, it will pay 
England to specialize in producing 
cloth (position A on the cloth axis in 
Fig. 5.1) and Portugal to specialize in 
wine (position Bon the wine axis). 

To quantify the improvement 
in England's and Portugal's posi
tions after specializing in production, 
the ratios at which wine is consumed 
relative to cloth must be specified. 
Assuming "wine" (representing agrí
cultu.ral products) and "cloth" (sigru
fying industrial manufactures) to be 
consumed in equal proportions, 
England will improve its position by 
shifting its production patterns 
from a to A (that is, producing all 
cloth and no wine) and then trading 
for the winc it no longer produces 
(A'). lt will use its 100 manhours to 
produce one yard of cloth and will 
trade half a yard for half a gallon of 
Portuguese \vine, rather than produc
ing the 0.4S yard of cloth and 0.4S 
gallons of wine that represents its 
domestic output in the absencc of 

Wine trade. England thus gains thc equi
valent of 12 manhours of labor that 
it would need to produce the addi
tional O.OS gallon of wine and O.OS 

Fig. 5.1: Ricardo's E xample of Compara ti ve Costs yard of cloth domestically. 



Portugal will shift its producti.oo pattem to produce al1 wine and no cloth, 
and will trade its surplus wine to buy cloth (reaching positi.oo B'). In Ricardo's 
example it uses its 100 manhours to produce 1.25 gallons of \vine. lt could, of 
course, trade al1 this wine fo r cloth. But inasmuch as it consumes agricultura} 
and industrial products in equal proportions, it will trade only half its wine 
(0.625, or Ys of a gallon) for 5/s of a yard of cloth (vs. the o/16, or 0.5625 gallon 
wine and o/i6 yard of cloth it cou.ld have produced of the absence in trade). Its net 
gain by moving from b to B to B' is thus V16 gallon of wine and 'lí6 yard of d oth. 

As long as England can buy a gallon of wine for less than 1.2 yards of 
cloth, it will do so. As long as Portugal can buy a yard of cloth for less than 1.12 
gallons of wine, it will do so, up to the limit of its specified consumption ratio. 
The price at which wine will exchange for cloth must fall within the trade-off 
lin f 1.00 yord cloth e E l d d 0.8 yard cloth e p al Ri d did es o 0.83 ¡plion v..U.c ior ng an , an 1.o ga11on "inc ror ortug . car o not 
say just where the internacional price would settle. His example of a gallon of 
wine exchanging for a yard of cloth slightly favored England but was roughly 
equitable for che rwo trading countries. (Dividing 1.20 by 1.12 yields 1.07 yard 
of cloth for each gallon of wine as an equal gain-sharing price.) 

Ricardo did not note that the 12 manhour equivalents Britain gained in bis 
example were t\VÍce the amount gained by Portugal. Ali he tried to show was 
that each trading party could achieve some improvement by the price settling 
anywhere between the two countries' cost lines. The internacional counterpart to 
Ricardo's concept of rentless lands would be a country trading on its own compa
rative-cost line. In this case there would be no gain from trade. There also would 
be no gain if all countries had identical cost ratios, although not necessarily 
identical absolute costs. Only if Portugal or other countries exchange goods at 
exactly the same comparative-cost ratios as those of their own domestic produc
tion would their after-trade position show no net improvement. This meaos that 
the more widespread technology becomes, the lower the gains from trade will 
be. The greater the disparity in domestic production coses among countries, the 
larger will be their potencial improvement in consumption levels through trade. 

This implies what would seem to be an anomaly. The more unbalanced 
economies-those \VÍth the narrowest range of production possibilities and 
hence the highest short-term cost of diversifying-seem to obtain the largest 
gains from trade. This meaos that they would have to make the largest relative 
sacrifice to produce the full range of commodities at home- for example, to set 
up their own textile industries alongside their export-oriented vineyards and 
other plantations. Yet by not sacrificing these "gains from trade," they will suffer 
the "opportunity cost" of not developing their own industry or agriculture. 

Ricardo ignored Hume's assertion that one party tended to "get command 
of the better commodity." England (the ostensibly high-cost country, contrary 



to economic reality at the time) was able to produce something. Had Ricardo used 
porwgal as his high-cost example, readers might have beeo quicker to recognize 
the prospect of countries suffering general unemployment or under-utilization 
f resources. After ali, only a portion of Portugal's labor and capital could be 
~evoted to wine-making, given the limited area of suitable soil and limited world 
dernand for its port and Madeira. What was the rest of its labor to do? 

As Gunnar Myrdal has observed, Ricardo revealed his genius in the precision 
with which he specified "the unrealistic assumptions which are required if this 
theory is to hold?' 10 Controversies over the doctrine of compara ti ve advantage 
}lave focused on the scope and nature of the eight most serious such assumptions: 
t. Constan! returns to sea/e. Ali countries are characterized by linear production functions, 

so that comparative-cost schedules remain unchanging over time. There are no 
increasing or diminishing returns (unlike Ricardo's domestic rent theory), no 
learning curves, technological obsolescence or resource depletion, nor does Ricardo 
distinguish between short-run (existing) and long-term (potencial) cost curves. 

2. The traded goods are produced in both countries. Without this assumption there are no 
relative cost functions to compare. In this case (as Malthus pointed out) 
internacional prices become a function of relative supply and demand. 

3 No frade in common inputs (ca piral goods, raw materials, etc.). Otherwise, comparative
cost schedules among nations would be linked into an absolute-cost system, with 
common worldwide prices for basic inputs such as fuels and other raw materials, 
capital goods, etc. Sorne countries might be pdced out of the world market and their 
own home market across che board. 

4. No underutilization oJ labor, capital or lamí, and no import-displacement oJ domestic labor and 
capital. Workers are presumed to be fully mobile throughout the domestic economy 
so that there is always full employment, regardless of trade shifts. (Ricardo later 
made sorne caveats to this full-employment assumption in his analysis of the domes
tic economy.) Capital displaced from one sector readily finds employment in another. 

S. No emigration or capital outflow. Each nation's resources remain constant, or at least are 
not affected by foreign trade patterns. 

6. No imbalance in international trade and ptgments. This assumption makes money and 
prices neutral. Otherwise, growing indebtedness and capital transfers would impair 
the terms of trade (as John Stuart Mili pointed out), as when debtor countries are 
forced to dump their exports in order to raise the funds to pay debt service. 

7. No impact oJ monetary inflation or def!ation, or oJ domestic and fareign debt on comparative costs. 
Inflation or deflation of costs and prices are supposed to occur evenly across the 
board- for wages, profits and rents alike, and for agricultura! and industrial prices. 
There are no leads and lags (such as che tendency for wages to lag behind the 
inflation rate, reducing "real" wage levels). Debt service and its associated taxes and 
duties are assumed to fall neutrally across the economic spectrum. 

8. No coeflict betwem private interests and general long-term social utiliry. Market prices are 
assumed to reflect social (use) values, so that the workings of the marketplace 
maximize output and general welfare as well as private forrunes. 

These assumptions may now be discussed in detail. 

to Gunnar Myrdal, The Politicaf Eletnent in the Develop1J1ent of Eco11011Jic Theory (London: 1953), p. 62. 



1. Constan! ret11ms to sea/e 

Ricardo's trade theory assumed that productíon functíons are constant 
and linear, with no economies or diseconomies of scale, increasing or diminish
ing returns. This assumption of stable cost functions reflected his underlying 
concept of "the peculiar powers bestowed by nature" and his equally static 
belief in "the original and indestructible powers of the soil." lnternational cost 
differences seemed to be products of nature, not policy. Trade had no impact 
on productivity, so that no soil or mineral depletion resulted from exporting raw 
materials, and no industrial productivity increase resulted from wider markets. 

In mak:ing these assumptions Ricardo failed to integra te his theory of for
eign trade with his bclicf that, over time, productivity would increase in industry 
and decline in agriculture. Most Ricardian-type models acknowledge only the 
prospect of diminishing returns. Haberler notes that this assumption implies 
that the more a country produces of any given commodity, the higher its cost 
of its production will be. This meaos that countries must lose their cost advan
tage in one product line after another as they increase their specialization. A 
country specializing in ag~culture will suffer diminishing returns until it reaches 
the point where its costs become as high as those of more densely populated 
economics. The implication is that all countries ultimately will reach similar 
comparative-cost ratios, presumably bringing the process of world specializa
tion and trade to an end.11 

Neither Ricardo nor other free traders analyzed what happens in the case 
of increosing returns as assumed by Tucker, Steuart and most nineteenth-century 
protectionists. The reality is that increasing returns have steadily widened the 
cost advantages enjoyed by wealthy industrial nations--in their agriculture as 
weU as in manufacturing. 

Agriculture and o ther primary production in the nineteenth century was 
characterized by moderately increasing rerurns, while industrial productivity 
increased by leaps and bounds. Even if agricultura! productivity did not in
crease, E ngland's production-possibilities curve in Ricardo's example would rise 
in cloth-mak.ing. By specializing in wine o r other agricultura! commodities under 
free trade, Portugal looses the opportunity to progress industrially-what today 
is called an opportunity c;ost. It could end up on the higher curve only by nur
turing its textile industry to diversify into cloth-making, that is, by not following 
its short-term comparative advantage. This option would require a cost in the 
form of higher tariffs and at least temporarily higher prices to finance the requi
site industrial investment. 

11 Haberler, The Theo1y of 111ternafio11al Trade, p. 142. 
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Assuming pure and equitable competition, Ricardo reasooed as if indus
uial economies would pass on the fruits of increased efficiency by rcducing 
prices to reflect productivity gains. This meant that wages and living standards 
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in agricuJture or other sectors 
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where productivity was relati
vely low or subject to diminish
ing returns would not suffer, 
because the fruits of increas
ing returns would be shared 
equitably arnong nations. But as 
RauJ Prebisch and other Latin 
American economists have 
pointed out, unit expon prices 
for the industrial nations have 
risen, affording their citizens 
considerably higher living 
standards than those of raw-
matcrials exponers. 

Wine Note: Portugal's 
production
possibilities curve 
remains unchanged 
at either B or C. 

Fig. 5.2: Assumptio n of 
Increasing Produccivity in 

Winc Industrial Manufactures 



2. The traded commodities are prod11ced in both countries 

In Ricardo's example Portugal enjoys a 1 O per cent productivity advantage 
over England in cloth-making, but a 33 per cent advantage in wine-making. lt 
follows that even though it had more efficient industry than England, Portugal 
should give up industry and specialize in wine-making. Economies were more 
diversified than they subsequently have become, so industrial advantage was not 
as absolute as it is today. By focusing on relative rather than absolute cost advan
tages, Ricardo assumed countries to have roughly similar production capabili
ties. Each economy can produce the entire range of traded commodities if need 
be, so that countries choose to specialize merely as a matter of efficiency. 

One reason why Ricardo believed the terms of trade would settle equitably 
may have been that no nation needed to trade as a life-or-death decision. Eng
land's economy would not grind to a halt for lack of wine, and Portugal could 
have made its own clothing if it lost its overseas wine markets. Today, more 
economies are seeking to diversify in order ro regain the choice of whether or 
not to trade. They are beginning to produce more of their basic needs such as 
food, steel and energy, over whose internacional pricing and marketing they have 
little influence. Diversification reduces their fo reign dependency, precisely to 
realize the Ricardian assumption that commerce is a matter of free choice under 
a system of fair rewards. 

By contrast, trade dependency would hook countries on basic imports 
regardless of the prices being charged. This is how trade in fact has developed 
between industrial nations and raw-materials exporters, largely the result of 
countries following free-trade policies rather than maintaining their diversifica
rion. The irony of Ricardo's compararive-cost doctrine is that it has served as a 
rationale for bringing about a world that stands increasingly ar odds with his under
lying assumprions! No comparative-cost ratios could be constructed if England 
could not produce wine and Portugal could not produce cloth. Malthus focused on 
trade among countries possessing absolute cose advantages in natural-resource 
products that sorne countries could not produce at all. Such cases, he pointed 
out, could be dealt with only by a supply-and-demand approach to pricing: 

The great mass of our imports consists of arcicles as to which there can be no 
kind of quescion about their comparacive cheapness, as raised abroad or at home. 
If we could not import from foreign countries our silk, cotton and indigo ... 
with many other arrides peculiar to foreign climates, it is quite certain that we 
should not have them at all. To estimare the advantage derived from their 
importation by their cheapness, compared with che quancity of labour and 
capital which they would have cose if we had attempted to raise them at home, 
would be perfectly preposterous.12 

12 Malthus, Pri11ciplu oj Political Eco110111y (London: 1820), pp. 461-62. On this point sce Viner, 
St11diu, pp. 527-34. 



Where prices for specialized commodicies could be determined only by 
jlJatket forces, the gains from tr~de were to be measure~ by their .ucility, that is, 
by "the increased [use] value which results from exchangtng what ts wanted less 
{or what is wanted more." 

3. No frade in common production inputs 

Ricardo's gains-from-trade model applies only to consumer goods, not 
capital goods, r~w material.s or other production input~. ~xporting capital goods 
wauld violate his assumptton of fixed factor producttvtty, because the purpose 
of importing machinery is to improve production functions. English economísts 
discussed whether the nation should export its machinery or keep it at home as 

1 technological monopoly. Protectionist wrirers feared that machinery exports 
rnight help lower-wage countries undersell its industrialists. But free traders con
vinced Parliament that exporting capital goods would help consolidate rather 
than threaten English leadership. The nation lifted its restrictions on machine 
exports in 1824, and those on textile machinery somewhat later. England's long 
experience and institutions, its commercial and banking infrastructure, 
cngineering skills and superior access to immense sums of long-term invest
ment capital and short-term trade financing provided it with real advantages 
that more than offset foreign cost advantages in producing food and raw 
materials, whose prices would be set by English demand under free trade. 

Quite apart from altering productivity, trade in capital goods, raw materi
als and other common inputs links comparative-cost schedules into a common set 
of absolute costs. By linking internacional cost schedules along absolute-cost lines, 
trade in common denominators opens up the path for high-cost producers to be 
11ncompetitive across the board, freezing them out of world markets. Today's world 
exports use energy, steel, grains and other production inputs that share a uniform 
price. This means that raw-materials producers have no advantage in producing 
industrial manufactures based on their own natural resources, for these are 
available to foreign buyers at the same price for which domestic can buy them. 

The essence of Ricardo's theorizing about comparative rather than absolute 
cost levels is that every country has something to export, even if it is in a high
cost position across the board, no matter how high its food prices, taxes, debt 
servicing charges or interese rates. Despite absolute cost disadvantages, a coun
try's exports will balance its imports automatically. For England, meanwhile, this 
same logic implied that with common world prices for gain and capital goods it 
could dominare world trade even with its higher wage levels. It would get the 
benefit of foreign natural resource efficiency, but would not need to share the 
fruits of its own industrial productivity. Ricardo's trade model thus neglected 
important factors that English policy makers well understood. One might al
most say that his theory itself was designed exclusively for export. 



What point is served by computing covlj>arative costs when food and raw 
macerials are commonly priced inputs at absol11te prices throughout mosc of the 
world? Thc purcly domestic cost variables are the prices and productivity of 
labor, real estate-and hence, housing and office space-and the mode of 
financing capital equipment. These are institucional in character, dependenr 
more on policy decisions than on nature. They are what make nacional econo
mies different from each other. 

4. Flil!J emplqyed and domestical!J mobi/e labor and capital 

Ricardo's theory of comparative costs assumes fully employed resources 
used to their optimum potencial. Labor and capital can readily be shifted from 
one sector to another, so there can be no unemployment resulting from import 
competition. There are no bankruptcies or scrapping of plant. 

But suppose that Portugal decides to take the model's advice and move 
from a diversified economy to one specializing in wine-making. Its urban labor 
will migrate back to the land to produce wine, while England's rural labor moves 
to urban factories to produce cloth. Capital sunk in either of these sectors is 
assumed to be transferred readily to the other, being perfectly homogeneous. 
''A manufacturer ncver can, whatever may be the restriction on importation, get, 
for any length of time, more than the general and ordinary rate of profit on his 
capital, and therefore if he could easily remove his capital from one trade to 
another his loss would be inconsiderable, from the removal of restriccions," 
wrote Ricardo.13 This is a big if. H e did not explain how to transform cloth
making machinery into wine-making capital. 

The reality is that labor and capital inflexibility imposes heavy retrench
ment costs and write-offs. Throughout the world, rural labor has migrated to 
the cities to seek industrial employment. But few Portuguese cloth-making 
workers moved back to the land to become grape pickers and wine pressers. 
True, in newly settled countries such as the United States, the 1817 industrial 
depression (caused mainly by renewed commerce with England) led many urban 
workers to move west in search of new means of livelihood. They supported 
themselves on the land to secure a standard of life they could no longer earn in 
industry. But Europe's land already was fully appropriated, affording little 
opportunity fo r an American-type demographic shift to the backwoods, except 

13 Ricardo, Totes 011 Ma!th11s, in 117"orks, Vol. JI, p. 200. T he more free-crade mercantilists also 
had denied that underemploymem could result because of labor immobility. Thus Tucker, 
in his Reflections 011 the Expedimce of a /aw far tht 1a/Hra/isation of Foreig11 Prolutanls (p. 13) 
asks "\Xlhether it is possible in the nature of thjngs for alJ trades and professions to be 
overstocked?" His answer is that "If a particular trade is at any time overstocked, will not 
the disease cure irself? That is, will not sorne persons take to other trades, and fewer young 
people be bred up to thac which is !case profitable?" (However, he urged the maintenance of 
consumer demand to ensure full employment.) 



for unemployed industrial workers willing to become low-paid seasonal laborers. 
Wbatever industrial skills urban workers had acquíred thus were rendered 
unmarketable when devoted to purely rural pursuits. 

What actually happened was that Portuguese cloth-makers and other 
industrial labor emigrated to England, or to America to pursue their industrial 
}ivelihood rather than move back to the countryside which they or their fore
bears had abandoned in search of bettering their station in life. Unlike his 
predecessors, Ricardo's analysis of the gains and losses resulting from free trade 
did not acknowledge this emigration, or the degree to which the opening up of 
Portugal's domestic market following the Methuen Treaty of 1703 thus reduced 
its material and human capital resources. Its cloth-making machinery could not 
be converted into pitchforks, and its skilled labor could not apply its mechanical 
skills to wine-making. 

American anti-Ricardians opposed the assumption of perpetually foil 
employment and labor mobility. Quantification of the gains from trade, asserted 
E. Peshine Smith in 1853, "evidently depends upon the question, whether or 
not [domestic labor and capital] could obtain employment or not." 

If there be a single individual in Connecticut who sits idle-able to make shoes, but 
incapable of any other species of productive industry-it presents a case where 
the advantage of a system of domestic exchanges which shall secure him the 
opportunfry is readily appreciable!14 

With regard to this linkage between trade patterns and market demand, 
Adam Smith had recognized that the sudden reliance on foreign sources of 
supply would divert spending away from the domestic economy. Writing from 
the vantage point of England buying goods from Portugal, it followed that the 
income that Portuguese wine-makers had spent to buy domestic cloth would be 
sent abroad to maintain foreign textile workers. 

The capital which is employed in purchasing in one part of the country in order 
to sell in another, the produce of the industry of that country, generally replaces 
by every such operation two distinct capitals . .. and thereby enables them to 
continue that employment . .. 

The capital employed in purchasing foreign goods for home consumption, 
when this purchase is made with the produce of domestic industry, replaces, too, 
by every such operation, two distinct capitals; but one of them only is employed 
in supporting domestic industry. The capital which sends British goods to 
Portugal, and brings back Portuguese goods to Great Britain, replaces by every 
such operation only one British capital. The other is a Portuguese one. Though 
the returns, therefore, of the foreign trade of consumption should be as quick 
as those of the home trade, it will give but one-half of the encouragement to 
the indusrry or productive labour of the country?15 

14 E. Peshine Smith, Man11a/ of Po/itical Eco11omy (New York: 1853), pp. 189, 182. 
15 J\dam Smith, The lf/ealth of N atio11s, Book II, ch. v. 



Ricardo reasoned more simplistically than Smith. Portuguese consumers 
could enjoy the full cost saving that resulted from buying their manufacturers in 
England. The domestic employment effect of this shift to foreign suppliers was 
supposed to be fully offset by a shift of Porrugal's cloth-making labor and 
capital into wine-making-assurning that (1) no dirninishing returns would 
occur in wine-making aod other agricultura! pursuits (contrary to Ricardo's own 
rent theory) and (2) ali the increased wine output could be sold abroad without 
impairing Porrugal's terms o f trade. But under conditions of labor and capital 
immobility, a shift of demand from domestic to foreign suppliers tends to 
reduce domestic employment and output. This extinguishes the supposed gains 
from trade by turning unemployed labor into a social-overhead expense. 

Unemployed labor either must be fed by those who remain employed, or 
it must ernigrate. Labor historically has shown itself to be more mobile among 
nations-but within the same profession-than it is among differing sectors 
within the same nation. Henry Sidgwick in 1883 described the laborer's real 
choice as being between working in a given industry or not working at all.16 To 
quantify the labor-transfer effect requires an estimate of occupational shifts, 
unemployment and ernigration. 

Likewise for the Portuguese cloth-making capital that must be abandoned 
with the onset of import displacement. Loss of this capital reduces the 
country's capital-to-labor ratio, impairing even further its comparative-cost 
advantage in capital-intensive "high technology" manufactures. 

S. No emigration or capital ouiflows 

The Ricardian assumption of domestic labor mobility but internacional 
immobility flies in the face of the great emigrations of the nineteenth and twen
tieth cenruries. It seems ironic that in the mercamilist era, when skilled artisans 
faced legal prohibitions against ernigrating and England banned exports of 
machinery, Tucker and Adam Srnith recogoized migration as an important 
feature of the world economy. This recognition faded in Ricardo's time, when 
artisans were freely perrnitted to emigrate. To a growing extent nineteenth
century emigration was from countries that pursued free trade at the cost of 
foregoing their own industrialization. Most notable was the ernigration within 
the British Empire, especially from India to British plantation enclaves (such as 
Africa and the Caribbean), and from Ireland to the United States. Indeed, a 
major aim of protective tariffs in the United States was to attract foreign artisans, 
as announced by Alexander Harnilton in his 1790 Report on Manufactures. Like 
English mercantilist policy in the eighteenth century, protectionist policy 
throughout the nineteenth century was formulated with specific reference to 
attracting skilled labor and investment capital. 

16 Henry Sidgwick, Principies of Politictil Eco110111y (Londo n: 1883), pp. 497-98. 



Droppíng the assumption of internacional labor immobility transforms 
the gaíns-from-trade computation. A shift to free trade (following the terms of 
}licardo's example in Figure 5.3) would induce producers of 50 manhours of 
Portuguese cloth-making labor to migrate to England rather than rnove to the 
local countryside. These manhours would be transferred from Portugal's 
production possibilities curve to that of England in a "brain drain" of its 
industrial labor. This is anything but a symrnetrical sharing of the gains from 
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6. No imbalance in international trade and pqyments 

H aberler similarly recognizes that "Our first modification must be the 
introduction of money. . . . The flow of internacional trade is determined 
clirectly by absolute differences in money-price and not by comparative differ
ences in labor-cost. Our first task will be to explain the mechanism by which the 
latter are ttansformed imo the former." 17 This is not something that can be 
done simplistically. 

Ricardian theory ignored alJ complications involving the monetary impact 
of trade. (Part IH wiU discuss this financia] dimension.) Although Wesley 
Mitchell has described Ricardo as showing himself in many essays to be "acutely 
conscious of the complications which the use of money introduces into 
economic theory," he elaborated his theory strictly on the basis of barter. "His 
first essay, The High Price of B11/lion, was an effort to prove that the currency and 
its purchasing power was variable, that it was not a constant factor in business." 
Bue he then set this problem aside, not only in his Principies but also in other 
works, chis being "one of the few suppositions which he makes explicitly-that 
the price level will not vary; that is, he makes the purchasing power of money a 
constant." This over-simplification meant that "Ricardo missed the whole range 
of fascinating problems concerning the bearing of the money economy on 
economic behavior."18 Mitchell notes that this was a chronic failing of classical 
British economists in the free-trade period. 

What made this dismissal of financia! considerations so striking was that 
Ricardo himself was a stockbroker. (In his day the term meam dealing more in 
bonds than in stocks, as England's public debt securities were called "stock.") At 
first glance it might be expected that he above alJ others should have taken the 
lead in explaining how debt affected foreign trade pricing. But for a sounder 
analysis of the impact of money and debt one must turn to Malthus, who 
observed that "we are much more likely to obscure our reasonings than to 
render them clearer, by throwing it [money] out of our consideration."19 He 
believed that Ricardo's reluctance to deal with financia! matters stemmed largely 
from his reaction against mercantilist concerns: 

Theoretical writers in Political Economy, from the fear of appearing to 
attach too much importance to money, have been too apt to throw it out of 
their consideration in their reasonings. . . . The circulating medium bears so 
important a part in the distribution of wealth, and the encouragement of 

17 Haberler, Theory of Jntematio11al Trade, p. 131. Habecler is referring only to cliffering wage 
rates, not to monetary consideracions in cheir fioanciaJ or inscirucional comext. 

18 \X'csley C. Micchell, Ijpu of Eco110111ir Theory, Vol. l, pp. 347-48. 
19 ~!althus, Pri11ciples, p. 324 n. 



industty, that it is hardly ever safe to set it aside in our reasonings, and ali 
atternpts at illustration, by supposing advances of a certain quantity of coro and 
clothing, instead of a certain quantity of money ... cannot fail to lead us wrong. 

7. No impact of domestic or foreign debt or monetary inflation or deflation on 
comparative costs 

What is important in evaluating Ricardo's trade theory is not only what he 
said, but what he did not say. He theorized as if the nacional debt, its interest 
charges and taxes had no relevance to the trade issue. This enabled him to avoid 
advocating that the moneyed interest be taxed, that interest rates be lowered, or 
that England's debt be paid off. His reasoning diverted attention from the 
financia! impact of domestic and foreign debt (at a time when about a third of 
England's public debt was held abroad, largely by the Dutch). This neglect was 
no mere oversight, nor can it be said that the times were not yet prepared for 
such theorizing. A debate had been raging for half a century over the economic 
consequences of England's massive war debts. D uring the Seven Years' War 
with France (1756-63), and especialiy after the Revolutionary War with America 
(which ended only in 1786), l:iberals such as Tucker and Adam Smith depicted 
the nacional debt as burdening English industry with taxes of over D million 
annually in interest to foreign bondholders. 

Given near-subsistence wage levels, it hardly was possible to tax labor, so 
either agriculturalists or industrialists had to bear the burden. Malachy Postle
thwait explained that debt service added to the economy's costs, threatening to 
price English manufactures out of world markets. The problem became more 
serious after the Napoleonic Wars. 

The reality is that internacional debt service, military subsidies and other 
payments affect relative costs among the rypes of goods exported. Taxes and 
debt service fall asymmetricaliy on wages, rent, profits and interest. But implicit 
in Ricardo's analysis was the assumption that any shift in prices and cost 
schedules resulting from monetary deflation or inflation would equally affect ali 
industries, commodity markets, wage and profit rates, so that relative production 
costs and incomes- the heart of Ricardian trade theory-would not be affect
ed. As he put matters: "The value of money cannot alter, without affecting, in 
the same degree, the prices of ali things."20 

Milton Friedman and his monetarist followers are still repeating this idea 
today, along lines that Chapter 14 will review in detail. Ricardo endorsed a crude 
Version of Say's Law in the internacional economy as in the domestic economy: 

20 Ricardo, Notes on Malth11s, p. 180. 



Supply created its own demand, with no balance-of-payments deficits or sur
pluses to complicate matters. Relative money prices and production costs are 
supposed to remain unaffected by inflation or deflation, internacional finance, 
domestic debt and taxes. 

Yet already at the time Ricardo wrote, che monetary debate in every coun
try turned on the debe question. To ignore its impact was essentially a defensive 
strategy as far as che financia] classes were concerned. In chis respect Ricardo's 
approach was censorial rather than enlightening. Like members of any class or pro
fession, those of che creclitor class contended that chey were heJping the economy 
develop. 1f harm was visibly being caused, it was blamed on sorne ocher class
usually the government. The ensuing blind spot concerning finance and che 
adverse consequences of .internacional debt service (and also che domestic debt 
overhead) has plagued above all che economists who carne from the financial pro
fession itseJf! Ricardo claimed chat foreign economies would not be hurt by the 
trade deficits that resulted from their growing dependence on English manufactures. 

Ricardo tread a dangerous politicaJ track in accusing the landJords of 
being rentiers who would benefit from rising prices in a merely passive and para
sitic manner as marginal lands were brought into cultivation. As che Scottish 
statistician James Sinclair pointed out, accusing landJords of being rentiers laid 
the groundwork for inclucling bondholders and bankers-Ricardo's class-in 
the same category. 

The American protectionist CaJvin Colton chided Ricarclian doctrine for 
implying chat it made no clifference to the farmer whether he sold his crop or 
his ploughs-his output or his capital inputs- to pay for his consumer goods. 
Referring to money as the "tools of trade," Colton defended protectionism on 
balance-of-payments grounds. "We want," he concluded, 

a system of public economy, which shall not only tend to keep in the country 
what is commonly reckoned enough of money, to carry on its trade and com
merce; but we want a system that shall tend to increase that amount, as far as 
may be, in a degree, commensurate with the development of the means for its 
profitable use.21 

Crop failures caused financia] convulsions in agricultural countries, which 
periodicaJJy found themselves without enough income to purchase foreign 
goods. Ricardo and his followers clid not touch on che instability of agriculturaJ 
and raw-materiaJs prices and incomes in response to che weacher and ocher 

21 Calvin Colton, P11blic Eco11on1y Jor the U11ited States, pp. 211, 227. Colron earlier had asserted 
(Lije a11d Times oJ Henry Clt!J ¡New York. 1946], Vol. II, p. 482) "that CURRENCY is a part 
of political economy necessarily connected with procection: that the very existence of a 
sound currency depends on an adequate procective syscem." 



environmental causes, but protectionists noted it. They defended industrial 
balance as a way to even out income streams and thus avoid nacional bankruptcy 
and its consequent property transfer from rural debtors to urban creclitors. 

8. No conjlict between private-sector interests and social uti/ity 

The doctrine of comparative advantage assumes that prívate-sector gains 
imply corresponding nacional gains. Exchange values are supposed to reflect use 
values. This assumption assigns nacional development policy over to the market
place as it is structured at any given moment of time. To elevate the theory of 
comparative costs to the status of doctrine guiding nacional policy, it thus is 
necessary to assume that ali imports and exports are in the economy's long-term 
interest. 

Lauderdale's 1804 lnquiry into the Nature and Origin of Pub/ic Wea/th 
demonstrated that the principies of exchange value often were opposed to 
those of use value, as when scarcity and consequent high prices enriched 
producers. Goods in prívate hands were deemed valuable not according to their 
use value, but according to their exchange value, which stemmed in large part 
from their scarcity. ' 'Yet the cofnmon sense of mankind," Lauderdale pointed out, 
"would revolt at the proposal for augmenting the wealth of a nation, by creating 
a scarcity of any commodity generally useful and necessary to man?' 22 The 
proper aim of a nacional economy was to increase the abundance of commo
dities, not pecuniary fortunes. Physical abundance often connoted low market 
prices, especially for price-inelastic commodities such as food and raw materials. 

Adam Srnith's doctrine of the invisible hand depicted the drive for priva te 
profit as working to maxirnize productive powers. The drive to build up prívate 
fortunes, he believed, would augment society's flow of use value. The American 
protectionist Daniel Raymond protested that industries often gained at society's 
expense, especially in the case of commercial monopolies, and went so far as to 
claim that "Individual riches are perpetually at variance with nacional inter
ests."23 Other protectionists satisfied themselves with distinguishing between 
the interests of the few and those of the many, as the German-American 
economist Friedrich List observed in 1828: 

In consequence of my researches, I found the component parrs of political 
economy to be (1) individual economy; (2) nacional economy; (3) economy of 
mankind. Adam Smith . . . teaches how an individual creares, increases, and 
consumes wealth in society w:ith other individuals, and how the industry and 

22 Lauderdale, lnq11iry into the Nat11re and Origin oJ P11blic Wealth (London: 1804), p. 43. 
23 Daniel Raymond, Elments of Politic(lf Econo1n)' (Baltimore: 1823), Vol. l, p. 45. See also pp. 

33-36. 



wealth of maokind influence the industry and wealth of the individual. He has 
enrirely forgotten what thc ritle of his book, "Wealth of Nations," promised to 
trcat.24 

List later asserted that "this is evidently nota system of nacional economy, 
but a system of the private economy of the human race."25 

Viewing trade in nacional terms rather than those of the private market 
economy made it possible to take into account implicit or "externa!" costs and 
benefits not reflected in the market pricing. This made it possible to give 
precedence to lo ng-term produccion consideracions as distinct from short-term 
commercial gains. "The proteccive system," asserted Willard Phillips in 1850, 

considers people, in thcir character of producers, as substanrially ali of ours are. 
They inquire, not merely how you may make a good bargain in the exchange of 
what you already have, which is a very proper inquiry; bue also, which is 
immeasurably more important, what course of policy is bese calculated to put 
you in the way of producing something more; that is to say, to give you a chance 
for industry.26 

This doctrine is reiterated today by such writers as W Arthur Lewis in his 
statement that "social costs and private costs will diverge significantly over large 
areas of the underdeveloped countries due to various market imperfeccions and 
structural rigidicies, parcicuJady those affeccing the allocacion of labor between 
rural and urban sectors."27 Free trade may involve lost opportunities for 
development, causing internacional dependency and poverty. 

By treating tariffs as a pure cost borne by the nacion's consumers, the free
trade model of comparative costs has nothing to say about social utility as such, 
dismissing it as an "externality," that is, of little importance to prívate-sector 
balance sheets. Tariff revenues are treated as if the money simply was excin-

24 Fciedrich Lisr, 011tli11es oJ A111erica11 Political Econo111y (18271 (New York: 1909), p. 152. See 
also John Rae, State111e11t of So111e New Principies on the S11bjecl oJ Polilical Econovry, Exposing 
!he Fallacies of the Syslt111 oJ Fm Tradt, and of So111t other Doctri11ts Mainlai11ed i11 lhe '11{/ealth 
of Nations" (1834), Book I: " Individual and laáonal Intereses are nor Idenácal"; Colron, 
P11blic Eco110111y far lht U11ited Slates, ch. :nrü: "Tbe Gain of individuals not always the Gain 
of the Community," esp. pp. 264f.; Willard Phillips, Proposilio11s Co11cemi11g Prolectio11 a11d Free 
Trade (Boston: 1850), Prop. IX: "Ir is not true thar the industry every individual, 
independently of any law, deems to be advanrageous so himself, is so to the public. Free 
trade asscrrs that it is so"; and E. Peshjne Smith, Ma1111al, pp. 21, 140-43. 

25 Friedrich List, Natio11al Sysle111 oJ Political Eco110111y [1841] (London: 1885), p. 170. Sce also 
pp. 356 and 137f., as weU as Raymond, Ele111ents, Vol. 1, pp. 406, '139, 34 and 173, and Coitan, 
P11blic Eco11011(], pp. 33-34. 

26 Willard Phillips, Propositions, p. 31. On this point see also Llst, 011tli11es, pp. 202, 212 and 214, 
and Nalio11al Syste111, pp. 259-60. 

'rl W Anhur Lewis, "Economic Development with Unlimired Supplies of Labor," in Agarwala 
and Singh, Tht Eco110111ics of U11derde11elopmt11I (New York: 1963), p. 185. 



guished, not to fmance interna! improvements and related economic infra
strucrure. Subsidies paid to domestic producers likewise are used to finance 
capital investment, not just wasted. Even Ricardo was careful to remind his 
p<>pularizer, John Ramsay McCulloch: 

You say that the corn laws have the same effect as if a tax of 24 millions 
and a half were levied from the consumers of corn for the public expenditure. 
1 should add, provided the 24 millions and a half received by the landlords be 
ali expended as revenue, and no part added to capital.28 

Protectionists pointed out that if tariffs played their proper role, the 
added revenue paid to purchase domestic products at higher prices would be 
invested to increase the nation's capital stock. 

Recasting Ricardo s .free-trade assumptions dynamically 
Just as free-trade theory took into account only the current costs of protectio
nism, not its long-term benefits, so the comparative-cost model acknowledged 
only the short-term gains from trade, not the long-term loss of opportunities 
by monocultures locked into trade dependency reinforced by financia! austerity. 
As the following chapters describe, their trade has become increasingly compul
sory ("price-inelastic") at declining terms of trade that force them deeply into 
debt in order to f eed their peo ple, carry on their basic economic activity, and 
obtain the foreign exchange to service their debts. 

Ricardo's theorizing overlooked too many real-world complications to 
accurately map reality. Yet his pedagogical model was taken as a policy guide for 
the real world. All but forgotten was the fact that it was largely for heuristic 
purposes that he assumed productivity disparities among nations to remain 
fixed over time. Rather than analyzing the ratios and productivity of capital and 
labor in commodity production, Ricardo examined the "comparative statics" of 
market exchange and income distribution ata given instant in time. As Mitchell's 
lecture notes spell out, Ricardo's logical method of exposition is 

better characterized by "imaginary experimentation" than by "deduction." 
Dangers lurking in this type of economic theory. At times Ricardo will recognize 
facts upon which he cannot theorize; at times he will theorize on assumptions 
that he knows distort the facts. (1) Misleads readers and even tbe writers 
themselves. (2) Temptation to adopta double standard of truth: Observation for 
facts. Logical consistency for theories. Keep the two things separate. (3) This 
attitude impedes scientific progress, because it excuses theorists from 
reconstructing their work when conclusions are out of line with facts. Tends to 
make economics an "idle" science. (4) Investigator may be deceived regarding 

28 Ricardo to McCuUoch, March 29, 1820, in Work.r, Vol. VIIl, p. 172. 



che represemative character of his assumptions. (5) Two stages of economic 
investigation. First, theorizing on assumed premises; second, inquiry whether 
theories explain facts. Second sea.ge seldom entered upon in practice.29 

Approaching the economy with a specific policy condusion in mind, 
Ricardo and other free-traders focused on certain aspects at the expense of 
others. It is normal for economists to begin by formulating intuitively what they 
believe to be a justifiable policy, and then to reason out the logic needed to 
defend it. A particular world view inspires the development of technical tools 
and methodology. This is how theoretical innovation historically has been made, 
in the natural sciences as well as in the social sciences. 

The problem is that Ricardo's viewpoim had narrow blinkers that were 
highly ideological in character. lt may have seemed logical enough for free 
traders to use a static rather than dynamic long-term analysis. But the perpetua
tion of this approach in modern times is much less forgivable, as it excludes and 
even censors discussíon of productivity, financia! and development issues. lts 
shortcomings and narrow scope have been pointed out agaín and agaín, these 
criticísms have been willfully ignored. The insistence by free traders on writing 
the history of trade . theory as if these criticísms never had been made is 
intellectual dishonesty of the first order. lt breeds a purposeful ignorance of the 
dynamic character of internacional trade and payments-problems whose 
solutions call for an economic methodology much broader in scope than free 
traders are willing to acknowledge. 

Ricardo's comparative-cost doctrine deftly sidestepped the world econ
omy's most dynamic changes and self-transformation, especially with regard to 
the monetary and financial dimension. lt ignored the emigration of labor and 
capital (and particularly of skílled labor) to the richest nations-precisely the 
movement about which Tucker and Steuart had promised EngJand would reap 
under free trade. In its triumphalist British form, free-trade doctrine excluded 
the nature and consequences of the technological changes resulting from the 
steam revolution, the chemical revolution and the general move toward more 
capital-intensive production based on increasingly skilled labor. Free-trade 
doctrine also neglected "external" benefits and economies of scale. The loss of 
such benefits represented an opportuníty cost to countries not industrializing. 
These countries also suffered "external" costs in the form of depletion of their 
natural mineral endowments. Instead of such indirect long-term costs being 
balanced against the Ricardian gaíns from free trade, they were left out of the 
calculation. 

29 Mitchell, Types of Econo111ic Theory, Vol. I, pp. 328-29. 



England's economies of scale resulted largely from its export markets, in 
particular the captive market of India. As with its other colonial possessions, 
this market was securcd in the first instance by military force, not by superior 
English industrial efficiency. Nearly all histories of India have traced how the 
country enjoyed an absolute cose advamage over England in producing textiles 
as well as other manufactures. England prohibited India from rivaling the 
mother country in any commodity that its own producers desired to export. Bue 
gunboats do not appear in Ricardian trade theory. 

Far from being intrinsic as implied by Ricardo, England acquired its 
compecicive advantage in industrial manufactures by government policy
protectionism at home and colonial restriccions abroad. Comparacive-cost 
models could quantify this acquired advantage once it was gained, but was silent 
as to the process by which it was secured. It failed to acknowledge the extent to 
which market forces are themselves the product of government strategy and 
diplomacy. 

Like most other classical economists, Ricardo assumed that fuli domescic 
employment would be ensured by the free mobility of domestic labor and 
capital. It is now recognized that government accion is required to prevent 
trade-induced unemployment. In the nineteenth century the United States led 
the way in prohibiting imports or subjecting them to quotas. Today, Europeans 
and North Americans are erecting barriers against Asían imports in order to 
prevent unemployment in their heavy industry. 

Ricardo's model assumed that the terms of trade would settle at price 
levels providing eacb nacion with an equitable share of the gains resulting from 
tbe internacional specialization of production. He also anticipated that raw 
materials would tend to be priced near their high-cost margin of production. 
But foreign investment-backed by U.S. and European foreign-aid diplomacy 
and internacional financia] consorcia-has created a sufficient abundance of raw 
materials and manual-labor produces to depress their internacional prices near 
their low-cost margin of produccion, at substantially less than their replacement 
cost will be when these non-renewable endowments are exhausted. Raw
materials exporters can share equitably in the gains from trade only if they exert 
a countervailing coordination by meaos of producer-nation agreements such 
as OPEC. 

In sum, the assumpcions underlying Ricardo's model of comparative costs 
have not applied from 1815 to the present day. The underlying theory at best 
can serve as a foil against which to measure how far the condicions necessary 
for equitable world trade to occur are rnissing. The irony is that if reality is to 
conform to the Ricardian logic, it requires proteccionist policies and an active 
economic diplomacy. Only through nacional development policies can the 



urnptions underlying laissez faire doctrine be realized in practice to achieve 
af1 equitable division of world production. If nations are to have comparative
c:ost ratios to compare, they must diversify their economies- and this can be 
done only by government subsidy. If nacional economies are to behave as if 
i,bor is flexible, they must protect employmenr, job retraining and public 
education. This calls for a strategy more akin to that of the mercancilist epoch. 
But laissez faire doctrine seeks to strip away the power of government to pursuc 
these policies. 

Classical economists assumed that free markets work automacically to 
rnaximize nacional wealth. The reality is that the lead nacions have established a 
iegulatory environment to steer enterprise to serve social ends. Headed by the 
United States, they increased their productive powers and stabilized 
employment to achieve self-sufficiency in essencials, improved their tcrms of 
trade, and guided the allocacion of nacional resources toward the most 
dcvelopment-oriented sectors by using tariff o r quota protcction to finance 
economic infrastructure. Any modero study of internacional trade therefore 
rnust include an analysis of government diplomacy, its objectives and its 
successes or failure. 



6 

Terms-of-Trade Analysis in its Historical Context 

Mül expla.ins how supply and demand ajfect internationa/ prices 
Ricardo was interested mainly in intrinsic value reflecting costs and productivity, 
not changes in market demand or how shifts in the supply and demand for 
exports aod imports influenced their prices. He assumed that a yard of English 
cloth would exchange for a gallon of Portuguese wine and left matters at that. 
These terms of trade provided an approximately equal gain for both England 
and Portugal. But was this necessarily the case in practice? John Stuart Mili 
tackled the problem of how internacional prices actually were determined. 

We know the limits, within which the variation [of internacional prices] is con
fined, are the ratio betweeñ their costs of production in the one country, and the 
ratio between their costs of production in the other ... [but] what is it which, in 
the case supposed, causes a pipe of wine ... to be exchanged in England for 
exactly that quantity of cloth? We must accordingly ... fall back upon an ante
cedent law, that of supply and demand.1 

Mill's appeal to market forces more in line with Malthusian price theory. 
His analysis of how shifting volumes of exports, imports and capital transfers 
affected the terms of trade was (in Viner's words) "in the main a pioneer 
achievement, and probably constitutes his chief claim to originality in the field 
of economics."2 

Ricardo believed that over time English food prices would rise as 
population growth and urbanization forced recourse to less fertile, less well
situated and hence higher-cost land. This was why the nation needed to import 
its grain from countries that could produce it more cheaply. In discussing 
Malthus's protectionist views, Ricardo acknowledged that tariffs such as the 
Corn Laws would reduce England's demand for foreign commodities, causing 
an inflow of gold that would raise prices generally. l t was for this monetary 
reason that he believed England could sel! its exports "at a high money price 

2 

Mili, Ptinciples ef Polilical Eco11011g, Ashley ed., pp. 587, 584, 592. He originally composed his 
analysis in 1829, and published ir as the first of his Essqys 011 So111e U11settledQ11estio11s ef Politicai 
Econovg (1844). He further elaborated it in Book III, ch. xviii ("Of internationa1 values") of 
his 1848 P1inciples ef Political Econo"D'· 
Viner, St11dies in the Theory ef lnternalional Trade, p. 535. 



and buy foreign ones at a low money price." However, he added, agricultura] 
tariffs would deprive the economy of the potencial gains from trade stemming 
from higher efficiency. lt thcrefore "may well be doubted whether this [terms
of-tradc] advantage wili not be purchased at many times its value, for to obtain 
it we must be content with a diminished production of home commodities; with 
a high price of labor, and a low rate of profits."3 

Emphasis on supply and demand was not original to Mili. What was original 
was his clarity of expression in analyzing the impact of tariffs and transpon 
costs on quantitative import dcmand and the terms of trade. Within the con
straints of his limiting assumptions, Mili applied this analysis of demand 
elasticity and shifts in supply curves to the problems of monopoly pricing, the 
incidence of transpon coses and protective tariffs, and how the gains from 
internacional trade were shared. The resulting array of possibilities constitutes 
what Edgeworth has termed the pure theory of internacional trade. 

In Mill's model, England and Portugal became the only two trading 
countries, so that shifts in their supply and demand wcre large enough to 
influence import and export prices. Cloth and wine were the only two com
modities produced and traded- the two-commodity, two-country model taught 
in classrooms ever since. A rising English demand for imported grain would bid 
up its world price, unless foreign demand for English manufactures grew even 
more rapidly. 

Mill's analysis may bese be traced by means of F. Y. Edgeworth's graphic 
representation of bis argument, on which Figure 6.1 is based.4 

Emphasizing supply and demand purely in themselves, without explicit 
reference to shifting costs of production as between the cost ratios of England 
(OE) and Portugal (OP), Mili traced che market supply and demand curves of 
varying quantities of Portuguese wine exchanging for English cloth (line OW, 
Portugal's offer curve) and of English cloth exchanging for Portuguese wine 
(line OC, England's offer curve). Any price ratio of cloth to wine falling to che 
righc of (below) line OE will be to England's advantage. Its residents may obtain 
more wine for cheir doth chan chey could produce at home. Conversely, any 
price ratio to che left of (above) line OP will be to Portugal's advantage. Its 
residcnts may obtain more cloth per galloo of wine (and by implication, per 
manhour of their labor) than they could obtain in domestic production. 

3 Ricardo, 'oles 011 Malth11s, in llYorks, Vol. II, p. 155. 
4 E Y. Edgewonh, ''The Pure Theory oí Internaóonal Trade," Econo111ic ]01m1al, IV (1894), 

rcpr. in his Pnpers Relnli11g lo Political Eco110111y, Vol. II (London: 1925). 
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Fig. 6.1 Edgeworth's Graphic Treatment of Reciproca] Demand Applied to Ricardo's Example 

Key: Line OE: England's price ratio in the absence of foreign trade 
Line OP Portugal's price-rario in the absence of foreign trade 
Llne OC: England's offer curve of cloth 
Line OW: Porrugal's offer curie of wine in exchange for English cloth 

When Portugal or other countries have comparatively little wine to export 
(OX1 amount) or a small demand for English cloth, they will enjoy favorable 
terms of trade- that is, a price ratio closer to the English production coefficient 
line (OE) than to their own. This means that Portugal may reap for itself most 
of the cost savings in exchanging wine for cloth. 

However, as Portugal increases its wine exports (oras other countries in
crease their own exportable surplus of wine), oras its demand for cloth (or that 
of other countries) increases, it must give more wine per unit of E nglish cloth 
in order to clear the market. The exchange ratio of wine for cloth will move in 
England's favor. The more cloth Portugal buys from England, the more wine it 
must give per yard. This is indicated in Figure 6.1 by moving from OX1 to OX2 

(where the benefits of internacional specialization of labor are equally shared) 
and on to OX3, where Portugal finds the terms of trade forced back onto its 
own cost-constraint line where it receives none of the gains from trade. 



If, therefore, it be asked what country draws to itself the greatest share of the 
advantage of any trade it carries on, the answer is, the country for whose pro
ductions there is in other countries the greatest demand, and a demand the mosr 
susceptible of increase from additional cheapness ... It also gets irs imports 
cheaper, the less the extenr and intensity of its own demand for them. The mar
ket is cheapesr to those whose demand is small. A country which desires few 
foreign productions, and only a limited guantity of them, while its own commo
dities are in great reguest in foreign countries, will obtain its limited imports at 
extremely small cose ... in exchange for the produce of a very small guantity of 
its labor and capital.5 

Mili couched his inicial discussion in terms of two countries, but its essen
tial point of reference is trade in two commodities, or in general commodity 
groupings such as agricultural and industrial products. Countries find in practice 
that the products of other nations compete w1th their own exports, exerting 
downward price pressure. (fhe degree to which prices respond to shifts in supply 
and demand is called price eiasticiry.) Meanwhile, consumer demand in other 
countries supplements their own demand, bidding up the price of foreign 
supplies. This supply-a~d-demand analysis applies to the overall trade patterns 
of industrial nations vis-a-vis raw-materials exporters. 

Mill's supply-and-demand approach retained a number of over-simplifying 
assumptions from Ricardian trade theory, such as linear production functions, 
full domestic mobility of labor and capital, but little internacional mobility, 
''because persons do not usually remove themselves or their capitals to a distant 
place w1thout a very strong motive." 6 Mili did not analyze how foreign trade 
affected productivity, or its impact on long-term "external" economies or domes
tic economic transformation. He acknowledged the technological and 
institucional aspects of production to the extent that they influenced the relative 
supply of products, but not how trade might influence productivity. 

Although Mili played a pioneering role in 1829-1844 in analyzing the im
pact of debt service and other capital transfers on the terms of trade (as Part Ill 
will review) his 1848 analysis retrogressed and treated money merely as a veil, so 
that all "real" variables in the economic system were determined independently 
of the financial system. He treated monetary gold as a normal commodity 
import. This meant that debt payments or military spending would influence the 
terms of trade simply by increasing a country's need to export goods for gold. 
Money (at least the gold by which trade balances were settled) appeared as 
neutral in its economic effects, part of a vast barter system rather than an insti
tucional entity whose impact on general prices altered the relationships between 
wages, profits, rent and interest. "All trade is in reali ty barter," Mili claimed, 

5 Mili, Pri11ciplts, p. 591. 6 !bid., p. 575. 



"money being a mere instrument for exchanging things against one another." In 
fact, he went so far as to adopt an extreme 

law which . . . may be appropriately named, the Equation of International 
Demand. It may be concisely stated as follows. The produce of a country ex
changes for the produce of other countries, at such values as are required in order 
that the whole of her exports may exactly pay for the whole of her imporrs.7 

The política[ context of early tenns-of trade theorizing 

As industrial nations increased their productivity, could they exchange their 
manufactures for raw materials at the pre-existing price ratios (the monopoly 
case)? Or would competition force clown the price of manufactures to reflect 
their lower production costs (the no-monopoly case)? Mili showed that supply 
and demand conditions would determine whether economies could monopolize 
the fruits of their technological progress rather than passing them on in the 
form of falling prices. As he put the problern, suppose "an irnprovement, for 
example, in the process of manufacture. Will the benefit of the irnprovement 
be fully participated in by other countries?" 8 

The Ricardians played clown the issue of how productivity shifts affected 
the terms of trade. Assuming pure competition, they advocated that England 
industrialize simply to avoid the increasing costs of producing its food and 
other raw materials at home. Yet as noted earlier, until 1824, England prohibited 
the exportation of textile machinery so as to rnaintain its monopoly power in 
clothing manufacture and extort high prices frorn consumers abroad. Mili 
accordingly did not close his mind to the possibility that one nation or group of 
nations might monopolize the fruits of world technological progress. "lt is even 
possible to conceive of an extreme case," he rernarked, 

in which the whole of the advantage resulting from the interchange would be 
reaped by one party, the other gaining nothing at ali. There is no absurdity in the 
hypothesis of that, of sorne given commodity, a certain quantity is ali that is 
wanted at any price; and that, when that quantity is obtained, no fali in the 
exchange value would induce other consumers ro come forward, or those who 
are already supplied to take more.9 

Today's economic jargon calls this "price-inelastic trade." Its analysis 
along the lines suggested by Mili is an example of "elasticity pessirnisrn." If 
world demand for English cloth is price-inelastic, then the added export volume 
thrown onto world markets as a result of increased English productivity will 
force prices clown more than proportionally to the productivity gain. This leaves 
England worse off than before (OC, in Figure 6.2), until such time as it shifts 
its industrial labor to produce commodities more in demand. 

7 Jbid., pp. 583, 592. 8 !bid., p. 593. 9 /bid., p. 587. 



In the case of unitary demand elasticity, Englaod's increased exportation 
of doth would be just offset by its proporcional decline in price, so that its 
overall export revenue would remain constant (OCi). Only when the increased 
supply at a lower pricc substantially extends the realm of consumers would the 
"elastic demand" case be in effect, enabling England to gain somewhat more 
wine per unit of cloth-making labor (OC3) . 

Price inclasticity occurs when only a given amount of output is wanted 
regardless of how low prices may fall-or how high they may rise. Populations 
need to eat, tbey need energy and often are willing to pay exorbitant prices for 

Fig. 6.2: Effect on England's Terms of 'frade of Doubl
ing its Industrial Produc1frity (Based on Edge
worth's diagram from "Tbe Pure Theory of 
lnternational Trade," p. 293). 
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tional commodíties. Shipping costs were a kind of overhead to be paid for out 
of the overall gains from trade. The effect was like a tariff, narrowing the width 
of cost dífferentials among nations. "I t may seem at first," Mili remarked, 

that every country will pay its own cost of carriage; that is, the carriage of the 
article it imports: ... This, however, cannot be affirmed with certainty ... . No 
absolute rule, therefore, can be laid clown for the division of the cost [of 
transport], no more than for the division of the advantage.10 

The incidence of transport charges depended on the laws of supply and 
demand. Countries exporting products in relatively abundant supply (for 
instance, food and other raw materials) tended to bear the incidence of trans
part costs, a point that Mill's protectionist contemporaries in the United States 
sttessed in arguing how American farmers suffered from existing trade patterns. 

Terms-of-trade analysis indicated that forward-looking economies should 
specialize in the production of industrial products whose long-term demand 
was rising relative to th.eir supply. Tariff protection was required to render such 
investment and employment profitable. Initially lower industrial efficiency (and 
hence higher domestic prices) would be partially compensated by the positive 
impact on the terms of trade-for the crop output that remained after satisfying 
domestic urban demand. This was the ground on which Henry Clay argued for 
protective tariffs to transform the United States from a raw materials exporter 
into a self-sufficient industrial power. "If we do not create sorne new market, if 
we persevere in the existing pursuits of agriculture," he argued in 1824, "the 
inevitable consequences must be, to augment greatly the quantity of our 
produce [to be exported], and to lessen its value in the foreign market." 11 

Matters were aggravated by the fact that population growth-and hence, 
the number of producers-in the "newer" countries that expotted raw 
materials tended to outsttip demographic growth in Europe's more densely 
populated industrial nations. Producing a world surplus of primary commodí
ties relative to that of manufactures would lead to chronic weakness in the price 
of primary commodíties reJative to industrial goods. And in 1820, Clay 
anticipated Mill's reasoning that the smaller the exportable surplus for any given 
commodíty, the better its terms of trade would be. 

The actual state of our population, and the ratio of its progressive in
crease, when compared with the ratio of the increase of the population of the 
countries that have hitherto consumed our raw produce, seem, to me, alone to 
demonstrate the necessity of díverting sorne portien of our industry from its 
accustomed channel. We doubJe our popuJation in about the term of twenty-

to Ibid., p. 589. 
11 In Colton, Lije and Tillles oJ Heno' Clqy, Vol. II (New York: 1846), p. 264. 



five years. If there be no change in the mode of exerting our industry, we shall 
double, during the same term, the amount of our exportable produce. Europe, 
including such of her colonies as we have free access to, taken altogether, <loes 
not duplicate her population in a shorter term, probably, than one hundred 
years. The ratio of the increase of her capacicy of consumption, therefore, is, to 
that of our capacity of production, as one is to four. And ít ís manifest, from 
the simple exhibition of the powers of the consuming countries, compared with 
those of the supplying country, that the former ate inadequate to the latter. It ís 
certaínly true, that a portion of the mass of our raw produce, which we transmit 
to her, reverts to us in a fabricated form, and that this return augments with our 
increasing population. This ís, however, a very inconsiderable addition to her 
actual ability to afford a market for the produce of our country.12 

Assuming no net change in factor productivity between Britain and the 
Uníted States, Clay's model depicted the balance between world supply and 
demand as depending on the rate of population growth and output in the raw
materials exporters as compared with that in the industrial nations: 

!l (populationus_\ = !l ( outputus ) = !l c exportus )- !l ( export pr~ces05food) 
populaoon60;J · exportSEng exportEng export pacesEng'ºd 

Productivíty factors also had to be considered, of course. If agricultura! 
countries were characterized by diminishing returns, their export surplus would 
not keep pace with their population growth. World food prices would indeed 
rise, as the Ricardians feared. Conversely, despite slower population growth in 
the industrial nations, their exportable surplus of manufactures might keep pace 
with the volume of world raw-materials exports, thaoks to techoological 
progress and its increasing returos in iodustry. 

The question was, what would grow more rapidly: industrial relative to 
agricultura! productivity, or the world's agricultura! population and its output 
relative to the supply of industrial exports? Protectionísts developed the "home 
market" argument urging America to nurture an urban population to consume 
the West's farm surpluses, thereby removing this output from world markets so 
that it would not force clown the price of food relative to that of industrial 
manufactures. Por the industrial terms of trade to decline, industrial pro
ductivity would have to grow as rapidly (or exceed) the rate of population 
growth and output in the agricultura! countries, and the demand for industrial 
products would have to be elastic relative to that for food and raw materials. 

Along these lines sorne protectionists in the Uníted States-most promi
nently Alexander Everett, a Bostonían assocíate of Jobo Quincy Adams and 
Daniel Webster-projected a strategy for exploitative U.S. trade. In a debate 

12 Speech of ApáJ 20, 1820, quoted in Colton, ibid., p. 147. 



with Professor George Tucker of Virginia, an opponent of industrialization, 
Everett asserted that if industrial productivity in the United States increased 
(which he thought would occur automatically in proportion to the nation's rising 
p<>pulation density), and even if domestic prices declined in keeping with these 
Iower production costs, industrial export prices need not necessarily fall. Supply 
and demand conditions, he hoped, might enable industrialized America to avoid 
sbaring the benefits of its productivity gains. 

Everett's logic was that the relative command of industrial-nation labor 
over that in agricultura! countries would increase in proportion to its producti
vity gains- assuming productivity in agricultura! countries to remain unchanged 
while their growing rural populations increased food production to meet (and 
even surpass) the growth of food demand in the industrial nations. Under these 
assumptions America's manufacturing productivity would double with every 
doubling of its population, enabling the nation to import twice as much food 
or raw materials from other countries per industrial worker. 

To this argument Prof. Tucker replied in typically Ricardian fashion: 
As soon as the improve~ent [in industrial produccivity] has lost its temporary 
character of monopoly, and becomes diffused, the arcicle produced falls in price 
according to the amount of that saving, and it will take a proportionately greater 
amount of it to purchase the same quantity of raw produce.14 

Everett conceded the point, and the remainder of his argument was basi
cally Ricardian. Because of diminishing returns in agriculture, the United States 
must become an industrial power simply in order to obtain cheap foodstuffs 
once its land carne to be "fully occupied" to the point where diminishing returns 
threatened to characterize its agriculture. Whereas this prospect formed an 
argument for English free trade to minimize that nation's labor costs of 
production, it thus formed an argument for protective tariffs in the United 
States. The idea was to develop an industrial potencial to export manufactures 
ata future date when the United States would become like England, a high-cost 
producer of raw materials. 

Marx held that "most agricultural peoples are forced to sell their product 
below its value," that is, below the high-cost margin of production in the indus
trial nations, "whereas in countries with advanced capitalist production the 

13 Furthermore, elabotated Colton (ibid., p. 316): "AJJ who work at manufactures and trades 
established by a protective policy, are withdrawn from agricultural pursuits, and give to the 
residue employed in agriculrure better chances for a ready market and high prices." 

14 "The Malthusian Theory-Discussed in a Correspondence between Alex H. Everett and 
Professor George Tucker, of the University of Virginia," The United States Magazine and 
Democratic Revie1v, XVII (November 1845), p. 381. Everett's fellow Boston protectionist, 
Francis Bowen, reiterated his ideas in his Prínciples of Political Eco110!lry, applied to the 
Condition, the Reso11rces, and the lnstit11tions of the A merican People (Boston: 1856). 



agricultural product rises to its value." 15 This meant that less developed 
countries had to expend more labor of low industrial produccivity (or high raw
materials productivity) to produce a product that exchanged for one requiring 
less labor of higher industrial productivity (or using high-productivity capital) in 
thc industrial lead nations. (To make matters worse, sugar produced by tropical 
countries is sold today below the price that U.S. sugar brings in the American 
market, much as American oil companies in the Middle East bought oil for 
many years at prices far below that which domestic U.S. oil was bringing in its 
own protected market.) As long as labor time was the measure of value, high
prod uctivity industrial nations would receive more labor in any internacional 
exchange. Marx and the protectionists were in agreement in this conclusion. 
The solution was for agricultura! peoples to develop their own urban markets. 

With regard to the cost of tariff protection, the question was the extent 
to which its favorable impact on the terms of trade would compensate for its 
cost to consumers. In a 1903 memorandum to Parliament, Alfred Marshall applied 
a supply-and-demand analysis to the question of which foreign countries might 
be made to bear the incidence of English tariffs. For a country "to throw any 
considerable share of · the burden of her tariff on other countries," Marshall 
analyzed, she (using the feminine pronoun for Mother England) must be 

in a position to dispense with a great part of the goods which she imports from 
them; whiJe she is at the same time in the possession of such large and firmly 
established parcial monopolies, that those countries cannot easily dispense with 
any considerable past of their imports from her. So far as the latter condicion is 
concerned, England was in a strong position early in [the] Jast century. 

The issue turned on the relative "urgencies of these reciproca! demands 
The burden of these [unport) taxes will be thrown mainly on B in the 

excepcional case in which B's demand for A's goods is very urgent (and inelascic) 
while .Ns demand for B's goods is not." England had approached such a 
favorable position when it sold wool to Flanders, and in the early nineteenth 
century when it exported "manufactures made by steam machinery, which was 
not in general use anywhere else." Meanwhile, England easily obtained tropical 
products from cconomies that faced the alternative cost of producing 
manufactures at prices increasingly beyond their means, so that it did not seem 
worthwhile to begin industrializing. Indeed, concluded Marshall, "it is possible 
that che rest of the world would have given twice as much of their own goods 
as it did give .. . rather than go wholly without" English manufactures.16 

15 l\farx, Theories of Smpl11s Va/11e, Vol. II, p. 475. 
16 AJ fred MarshaU, "Mcmorandum on Fiscal Policy of lnternational Trade" (1903), in Offlcial 

Pnpm (London: 1926), pp. 372-73, 376. 



By putting industry further out of the reach of non-industrialized 
countries, wider cost disparities among nations increased the opportunity to 
exert monopoly power. The wider the cost divergences, the larger the Ricardian 
"gains from trade," but also the opportunity for exploitative trade. Conversely, 
England's ability to shift the burden of its tariffs onto the shoulders of foreig
ners would be eroded if industrial technology spread to other countries, while 
the growth of its own domestic population required higher imports of food and 
other raw materials. But Marshall concluded that the industrial nations seemed 
Iikely to secure most of the gains from trade. Lower transport costs also would 
work to the advantage of industrial nations (much as did their rising produc
tivity), by leaving a wider range in which to extort an economic rent ("super
profit'') on their exports. "In so far as the increasing economy of transpon and 
manufacture enables Western goods to be disposed of in backward countries 
where before they could not compete with handmade produces, the exporting 
country gets a great share of the benefit."17 

Even if the commodity terms of trade were to decline in response to 
higher productivity, countries experiencing increasing returns would gain as long 
as the decline in their export prires 1JJas fess than their productivity gain. They would 
produce a given export volume with less labor, capital and land, enabling these 
inputs to purchase a larger quantity of imports for each unit of input. 

The factora/ terms of trade 
Mili incorporated productivity shifts into bis terms-of-trade analysis by 
emphasizing that 

a coumry gets a commodity cheaper when it obtains a greater quantity of the 
commodity with the same expenditure of labor and capital. In this sense of the 
term, cheapness in a great measure depends upon a cause of a different nature: 
a country gets its imports cheaper, in proporcion to the general producciveness 
of its domestic industry; to the general efficiency of its labor.18 

An exporting economy would gain if its industrial, agricultura! or mining 
productivity were to double (wage rates remaining constant) while export prices 
for these sectors declined by less than 50 per cent. Although its commodity 
terms of trade would fall, the return to its factors of production would increase. 

Classical economists did not leave capital investment out of account in 
calculating labor productivity. They recognized capital inputs as well as direct 
labor content. In 1937,Jacob Viner followed this approach in recognizing total fac
tor costs-that is, the overall labor, capital and land costs of producing exports 

17 Marshall, Olficit1! Papers, p. 403. 18 Mili, Principies, p. 604. 



(but not "external" costs such as econornic infrastructure or the replacement 
cost of depletable mínerals)-in elaborating this distinction between tbe com
modity terms of trade (sometimes called the barter terms of trade) and the 
factora/ terms of trade, which trace the ratio at which the products of a country's 
"factor inputs" (labor and capital, and sometimes land) exchange for those of 
other countries. 

Using modero syrnbols, Jet N represent the commodity terms of trade, P, 
the expon price index, and P m the import price index, so that N = PJP m· Viner 
defines the single factoral terms of ttade (S) as representing the commodity 
terms of trade (t\T) adjusted for "the index of cost in terms of the quantity of 
factors of production used per unit of export," that is, F., (factor productivity 
in the export sector). Thus, S = N(F,). Even if N declines, a net improvement 
in S occurs as long as the increase in F, exceeds the decline in N-that is, as long 
as productivity gains in the expon sector surpass the decline in expon prices 
relative to the price of imports. And in fact, the factora! terms of trade have 
diverged steadily from the commodity terms of trade as productivity rates have 
diverged throughout the world. 

Today's writers often use a simple labor-productivity concept in terms of 
output per manhour that relates productivity changes only to direct labor costs, 
not total factor costs. This leaves the cost of capital out of account, as well as 
social infrasttucture and other inputs. If output per manhour is termed Z (after 
Gerald Meier's usage), and z. represeots output per manhour in the export 
sector, then the formula for the single factora! terms of trade S, = N(Z.) treats 
capital as a cost-free production input. To trace shifts in the exchange of one 
country's labor and other prod11ctive jactors for those of other countries, Viner 
pointed to what he termed the "double factora! terms of trade" (D), so that 
D = N(FJF ,J, or in Meier's more limited usage, D 2 = N(Z./Z,J,with Zm 
representing labor productivity in the supplier countries exporting to the 
country whose terms of trade are under analysis. 

The older writers usually accepted the double factoral terms of trade as 
identical in their trend with the commodity terms of trade, which would be 
correct under their assumptions of production under conditions of constant 
costs and historically stable costs. But with cost variable, whether in respect to 
output or to time, the trends of the two indices could be substantially divergent. 
The double factoral terms of trade index would approach more closely to an 
index of the internacional division of gain than to an index of the absolute 
amount of gain for either country.19 

19 Viner, St11diu, pp. 561-62. 



The double factora! terms of trade increase when a unit of domestic 
fl¡ctors exchanges for more units of foreign factors embodied in imports. This 
is the ultimate measure of equity in export pricing, because rising output per 
rnanhour does not result from cost-free technology, after all. Capital costs 
rnoney, and any measure of the "fair" terms of trade must reflect returns to the 
jnvesonent embodied in capital-intensive exports. To use modero terminology, 
only íf labor were the sole input would the double factora! terms of trade 
rernain constant among nations under an equitable exchange, that is, one in 
which the barter terms of trade deteriorate to reflect increases in output per 
rnanhour. Capital entering the production process requires compensation by 
depreciation (the return of capital) as well as profit (the return to capital). The 
higher the capital/labor ratio, the greater will be depreciation and profit as a 
proportion of total value. Even under the purest competition, the commodity 
rerms of trade will decline more slowly than the increase in output per man
bour, because a higher capital investment is required per unit of output. 

Meier contends that a country's position improves if it obtains a rising 
volume of imports per unit of labor embodied in its exports, regardless of 
whether workers in its tracling partners obtain an even greater bargain. ''What 
matters to the importing country is whether it receives more goods per unit of 
its 'exported factor input' (an improvement in S [the single factora! terms of 
trade])," 20 not whether these imports happen to contain more or less foreign 
factor input units than before. He therefore finds the single factora! terms of 
ttade to be the most appropriate welfare measure. 

Mili and his contemporaries would not have agreed. In discussing how 
productivity gains were shared, they adhered to the double factora! terms of 
trade as an indicator of exploitation of one labor force by another. Since then, 
less developed countries have suffered more from deteriorating double factora! 
terms of trade than from falling commodity terms of trade. This is because 
productivity gains in the industrial nations have outstripped those in Third 
World countries, in agriculture as well as industry, but the commodity terms of 
trade have not fallen to reflect these gains. 

Raul Prebisch views this as an index of exploitation. While rising produc
tivity in the industrial nations tends to support rising incomes, union labor in 
these nations secures the fruits of productivity gains, exploiting low-wage non
union labor in Third World countries where surplus agricultura! labor and 
chronic inflation depresses real wages and impedes the development of labor 
unions. 

20 Gerald Meier, The Intemational Economics of Development (New York 1968), p. 44. 



Furthermore, the United States and E urope support farm income with 
price supports to provide farmers with income parity vis-a-vis industrial labor. 
Third World countries enjoy no such supports, to the detriment of their agricul
tura! investment. T hese "structural dynamics" depress Third World income, 
while thei r dcclining terms of trade cause trade deficits that spur currency 
depreciation and hence domestic inflation. Prebisch's United Nations repon 
concludes that "the great industrial centers not only keep for themselves the 
benefit of the use of new techniques in their economy, but are in a favorable 
position to obmin a share of that deriving from the technical progress of the 
periphery."21 

Prebisch <loes not explain why low-wage Third World labor cannot under
sell the union labor of the industrial nations, or how high-wage labor drives low
wage labor out of the market. He points to the fact that industrial economies 
can produce many raw materials or industrial substitutes (such as oil and rubber) 
at considerably less expense than the cost to less developed countries of 
undertaking the investment and creating the infrastructure necessary to produce 
fo r themselvcs the food and manufactures they now import from the more 
sophisticated and evenJy balanced economies. 

Prebisch is reminiscent of Henry Clay in attributing the deterioration in 
the Third World's terms of trade to "the relatively slow rate at which world 
demand for primary commodities grows in comparison with that of industrial 
products." 22 Industrial economies tend to become more self-sufficient and 
broadly diversified over time, while raw-materials monocultures become more 
dependent on foreign trade. This renders them more prone to exploitation by 
their suppliers. But whereas Clay pointed to the different rates of population 
growth as between the periphery and industrial center, Prebisch cites Engel's 
Law, which smtes that as incomes rise, a diminishing proportion is spent on 
food and dothing, and a rising share on services and manufactures. T he 
substitution of low-cost industrial synthetics for raw materials-for example, 
plastics for stecl-suggests that Third World exports are relatively income
inelastic. 

Hans Singer has observed that " Technical progress, while it operates 
unequivocally in favor of manufactures-since the rise in real incomes gener
ates a more than proportionate increase in the demand for manufactures-has 

21 United lations Economic Commíssíon for Latín Ameríca, The Eco110111ir Denlop111e11t of 
Lati11 A111ericn n11d its Politicnl Problu111 (Lake Success, 1 ew York: 1950), p. 14. 

22 United Nations, To1vnrds n DyJ1n111ir DenlopJ11t11t Policy for Lati11 America (New York: 1963), 
p. 78. 



oot tbe same effect on the demand for food and raw materials."23 (fhis repre
sents Edgeworth's case OC3 in Figure 6.2.) These technological and income
eiastidty dynamics create a structural problem for raw-materials exporters, 
whose income cannot grow as fast as those in the industrial nations "without 
generating a chronic defi~it in the ~alance of p~y~ents." 24 ~ss industrialized 
countties become more 1mport onented as their mcomes nse and consumer 
spending shifts toward industrial products, while the industrial nations import 
fewer raw materials relative to their growth in income. Although their incomes 
rise more rapidly than those of less developed countries, their demand fo r raw 
materials lags behind world demand for manufactures. (Werner Sombart postu
Iated this as a "law" of the falling importance of foreign trade as nacional 
income increases.)25 

Haberler counters that although Engel's Law "is well established as a 
description of household behavior in homogeneous populations" as applied to 
food, "it is a long way from there" to generalize about price relationships 
between primary and manufactured comodities.26 He argues that the declining 
share of world trade represented by primary commodities results mainly from 
(1) specific classes of raw marerials being replaced by synthetics or experiencing 
substancial cost reductions for their production; (2) cyclical swings around trend 
lines whose slope depends largely on one's choice of where the trend should 
start; and (3) a decline in shipping costs and other overhead charges. It may be 
added that for many Third World countries, especially those exporting copper 
and oil, their food deficits have tended to outstrip their dependency on indus
trial products. This is just the opposite of what Engel's Law would suggest. The 
problem stems mainly from their agricultura! backwardness. 

Contrary ro Ricardian expectations, the industrial nations have become 
major food exporters. Since the early 1960s the most rapid rise in U.S. exports 
(next to arms sales) has been in grain, while rural India has found the most 
active component of its export growth to be manufactured goods and, most 
recently, information services! In view of the chronic food deficits that tend to 

accompany monoculture export patterns, it is simplistic to view the specializa
tion of world labor as representing an industrial center and a raw-materials 
exporting periphery. 

23 Hans Singer, "The Distribution of Gains between Investing and Borrowing Countries," 
A merican Economic Rev11e, Pt1pers t1nd Proceedi11gs, Vol. IJ (May 1950), repr. in James T heberge 
ed., Eco110111ics of Tmde a11d Developme11t (New York: 1968), p. 242. 

24 M. June Flanders, "Prebisch on Protectionism: An Evaluation," Eco110JJJic ]011mal (1964), 
repr. Theberge, op. cit., p. 31 7. 

25 On this point see Habetler, "Terms of Trade and Economic Development'' (1961), 
reprinred in Theberge, op. cit., p. 333. 

26 Haberler, "Terms o f Trade . . . ,"in Theberge, op. cit., pp. 331- 32. 



Although Prebisch points to the fact that wage levels and living standards 
have risen more rapidly in the industrial nacions, not alJ of the terms-of-trade 
benefits enjoyed by them stem exclusively from wage differentials. They result 
increasingly from the returns to (and of) capital. Comparison of internacional 
ttends in total factor productivity therefore mutes the Prebisch "wage diver
gence" measure of exploitation. Sorne of the failure of industrial export prices 
to reflect reductions in cost of output per manhour is "earned" by the capital 
responsible for this saving of labor. A similar over-simplification negleccing the 
need for investors to earn profits and depreciation on their capital characterizes 
the popular view that domestic wage rates should rise in proportion to increases 
in output per manhour. As noted above, thís assumes capital to be a cost-free 
factor of production. lt therefore is necessary to move away from Prebisch's 
factor-productivity Zm/Zx measure to the more appropriate Mill-Viner factora! 
Fm/F, measure. 

Over and above these capital costs of production are "externa!" costs in 
the form of social infrastructure spendíng. These should be recaptured largely 
out of export proceeds if the host country has to borrow from the World Bank 
or other internationa) consortia to put in place an extractive infrastructure 
(power, roads, harbor facilities and so forth) to induce multinacional cor
porations to engage in mineral depletion, these social costs should be 
recognized and treated as a subtrahend from what the firm or industry brings 
into the country. But today's pro-business Jaissez faire models avoid taking such 
costs into account. 

Labor in the United States or Germany is highly productive partly because 
of expensive educacional to obtain technological skills. Sorne portian of labor's 
higher wage levels in the industrial nations represems compensation for these 
costs educacional and other costs needed to achieve superior productivity. 
Oligarchic Third World governments are as responsible for this state of affairs 
as are labor unions in the industrial nations. Higher education in repressive 
countties is associated with political instability stemming from student revolts 
and the spread of modero political values that stand at odds with the regressive 
social and political institutions imposed on these countries. 

Properly used, the factora! terms of trade can focus attention on produc
tivity rather than only on commodity prices. To the extent that falling terms of 
ttade reflect technological progress, they enable countties to undersell their 
competitors in world markets. Rather than signifying a deterioration in the inter
nacional position o f innovative economies, cost-cutting becomes a policy aim. 

Today's orthodox theorizing tends to pigeonhole technology as an "exo
genous" topic lying outside the boundaries of economics proper. Neglect o f its 
institucional aspect has led Prebisch and the United Nations Conference on 



e and D evelopment (UNCTAD) to urge terms-of-trade compensation as a 
bsidy to provide agricultural and o ther raw-materials exporters with a 
uansfer [o~ whatever income they may have lost through the operation of 

JllS!ket forces whose action has been preventing the leveling-up of their income 
with that of the urban sectors."27 The problem is that such income-transfer 
schemes leave in place existing production and dependency patterns. They 
wauld subsidize the lack of domestic self-sufficiency rather than reallocate 
resources away from the expon sector to focus on domestic development as the 
United States did in the 19th century. 

27 Raul Prebisch, ' 'Developmenr Problems of the PeripheraJ Councries and the Terms oí 
Trade," repr. in Tbeberge, op. cit., p. 294. 



7 

Technology and Trade Theory 

By the early nineteenth century most .ºb~ervers rec~gnized that capital was 
displacing labor and even land. Protecaorusts used th1s to argue that govern-
111ents should subsidize capital accumulation by tariffs and subsidies. Marxists 
saw a class struggle between capital and labor. Free traders sought to avoid such 
conclusions simply by not talking about technology. One result was the factor
proportions model discussed in the next chapter. The present chapter reviews 
how broadly technology was perceived in the Industrial Revolution's early years, 
and how free-trade and protectionist models have differing concepts of capital 
and technology, and hence of what constitutes the productive services of labor, 
capital and the soil. 

The substitution of capital far labor at declining cost 

As early as 1804, Lauderdale pointed out that Hume's wage-equalization and 
price-specie flow mechanism failed to take into account the industrial 
technology that was repJacing labor with capital. 

When Mr H UME, in the middle of last century, supposed that the progress of human 
industry, in any country, was bounded and confined by the check it must receive 
from the augmemacion of wages, and "that manufactures gradually shift their places, 
leaving those countries and provinces which they have already enriched, and flying 
to others, whither they are allured by the cheapness of provisions and labour, cill they 
have enriched these also, and are again banished by the same causes"; he did not 
sufficiently attend to the unlimited resources that are to be found in the ingenuity of 
man in invencing means of supplancing labour by capital; for any possible augmenta
cion of wages that increased opulence can occa.sion, is but a trifling drawback on the 
great advantages a country derives, not only from the ingenuity of man in 
supplancing labour by machinery, but from capital laid out in roads, canals, bridges, 
inclosures, shipping; and employed in the conduct of home and foreign trade, all of 
which is alike engaged in supplancing the necessity of paying the wages of labour.1 

Lauderdale, lnq11iry in to the Nat11re and Origi11 o/ Pub/ic Wealth (1804), pp. 298-99, quocing 
David Hume, Discourse 011 Monry (Eclinbu.rgh: 1752), p. 43. On the evolution of the concept 
of capital, see Eugen von Bóhm-Bawerk, Capital at1d lnterest: A Critica! History of Economic
al Theory (1890), Karl Marx, Theories of S11rpl11s Va/11e, and Edwin Cannan, A History of 
Theories of Prod11ctio11 a11d Distrib11tion (London: 1917), esp. Chapter 4. 



If labor alone created products, and if it were equally productive through
out the world, then wages and profits in one country could not long surpass 
those in other countries under free trade. However, capital-intensive production 
complicates the analysis of how wage differentials and variations in output per 
manhour influence internacional coses. England's power looms produced 
textiles at a much lower price (and in far greater quantiry) than even India's low
paid subsistence workers could match, emerging victorious over foreign and 
domestic cottage industry alike, including skilled workers operating spinning 
jennies in their homes. Industrial looms provided great profits for English 
manufacturers even in the face of rising subsistence wage costs. And in time, 
technology enabled well-equipped and protected high-wage American and 
German labor to undersell the produces of English industry, despite the latters 
stagnant wage levels. 

The distinguishing feature of the Industrial Revolution was that machin
ery performed production services hitherto supplied by manual labor, at only a 
fraction of the cost. As early as 1691 (in a passage probably written in 1665), 
William Petty anticipated that labor-saving technology would become an 
alternacive to increasing the populacion: "introducing the Compendium, and 
Facilitations of Art," he wrote, "is equivalent to what men vainly hoped for 
from Po(ygamy. For as much as he that can do the Work of five men by one, 
effects the same as the begetting of four adult Workmen."2 By 1695, John Cary 
"considered the introduction of machinery as the means whereby the cost 
disadvantage of high wages could be avoided in foreign competition."3 In 1757, 
Josiah Tucker forecast that the 

System of Machines, wruch so greatly reduces the Price of Labor, as to enable 
the Generality of a people to become Purchasers of Goods, will in the End, 
though not immediately, employ more Hands in the Manufacture, than couJd 
possibly have found Employment, had no such Machines been invented.4 

Citing the occupations of machine tenders, makers and bookkeepers as 
being spurred by capital-intensive production, Tucker pointed out that an ex
panding economy would hire more workers as machine builders and tenders 
than were displaced by mechanized production. 

James Steuart likewise found that mechanization posed no inherent threat 
to labor. "Machines," he wrote, "l consideras a method of augmenting (virtually) 
the number of the industrious, without the expence of feeding an additionaJ 

2 William Perty, Verb11111 Sapienli (1691), in Eco110111ic ¡l{/'riti11gs, HulJ ed., Vol. I, p. 118. See aJso 
Steuart, Principies oj Polilical Oeco110111y, Vol. I, p. 159 (quored below in Ch. 10). 

3 John Cary, A 11 E mry 011 tht Sta/e oj E11gla11d i11 Rtlatio11 to its Trade (1695), cited in E dgar 
Furniss, The Positio11 oj tht Labortr i11 a Syste111 oj íatio11alis111 (Bosron: 1920), p. 176 n. 

4 Tucker, lnstmctions for Travtllers (1757), in lf!/rití11gs, Schuyler ed., pp. 241-42. (cited in 
Samuel Hollander, Tht Economics of A daH1 S1nith [Toro mo: 1973], p. 66). 



ber." Machines provided work effort at a lower cost than would be neces
to enable the human laborer to perform a similar amount, but "this by no 
5 obstructs natural and useful population . . .. We have shewn how popula

Uon must go on, in proportion to subsistence, and in proportion to industry." 
c.pital accumulation led to more output, and hence to greater opportunities to 
esport manufactures for che crops needed to feed the growing population. 

Steuart emphasized chat "the machine eats nothing, so does not diminish 
subsistence," which formed the ultimate cost of wages. lt followed that "industry 
(Ul our age at least) is in no danger of being overstocked [with capital) in any 
wd1 governed state." Population would proportion itself to the growing capital 
stOCk racher than being impaired by it. There was no solid ground for viewing 
Jabor-abridging machines as a "scheme for starving the poor." What England 
needed was a plan 

enabling che industrious co feed chemselves at che expense of foreigners. The 
incroduction of machines is found to reduce prices in a surprising manner. And 
if chey have che effecc of caking bread from hundreds, formerly employed in 
perforrning cheir simple operations, chey have that also of giving bread co 
chousands, by extending numberless branches of ingenuity which, wichout che 
machines, would have remained circumscribed within very narrow lirnits. What 
progress has not building made within these hundred years? Who doubts that 
che conveniency of great iron works, and saw milis, prompts many to build? And 
this taste has greatly contributed to increase, not dirninish, che number boch of 
srniths and carpenters, as well as to extend navigation ... che first invencors gain 
chereby a superiority which nothing but adopting che same invention can 
counterbalance. 5 

Adam Smich likewise believed chat more capital would increased employ
ment. "The number of useful and productive labourers .. . is every where in 
proportion to the quantity of capital stock which is employed in setting chem to 
work." More machinery or other types of capital would require additional workers 
to be hired. 

Smith attributed productivity g rowch and hence industrial advantage to 
the division of labor, which, "so far as it can be introduced, occasions, in every 
are, a proporcionable increase in che productive powers of labor." He fur ther 
viewed the division of labor as a function of market size, chereby endorsing che 
extension of world markets chrough freer trade.6 Smich defined che productive 

5 
Steuart, Prínciples of Political Oeco110111y (1767), Vol. I, pp. 123, 295. 

6 Smith, UYealth of Nations, Book J, Ch. i. On Smith's v1ews see Hollander, Ada111 S111ith, pp. 
217, 209. Marx was one of the first economists to criticize Smith for "the subordinare pan 
which he assigns to machinery" and perceiving no factor in economic or technologicaJ 
progress save the di,;sion of labor. See Capital, Vol. 1 (New York: 1906), quoted in Hollan
der, Ada111 Slllilh, p. 215. 



powers of capital in terms of its ability to save labor, but said little about the 
role played by capital in mechanizing the production process or whether this 
might displace or compete with labor. His view of technology thus was 
essentially pre-industrial. Instead of noting the steam-powered production just 
then getting underway, he focused on pin making, a process that used labor 
almost unaided by capital! The implication was that productivity gains derived 
from the efforts of labor alone, aided only by simple tool-like capital. As Samuel 
Hollander has observed, this assumed merely marginal technological break
throughs taking the forro of minar changes generated by machine users.7 

But was capital in the for ro of simple tools such as hammers the same as 
more complex, steam-powered machinery? Capital hitherto had not seriously 
threatencd to compete with and displace human labor, but it was shifting from 
being a labor-supplementing to a labor-supplanting tool. Although Smith made 
specific reference to the steam engine (then called a fire-engine) and was a friend 
of bis fellow ScotJames Watt (who invented the principie of separate condensa
tion in Glasgow in 1765), he did not perceive the radical transformation brought 
about by this invention ushering in an epoch of mechanized production. 

Lauderdale posed the question of whether employment would necessarily 
keep pace with the rate of capital accumulation and output as employers installed 
machines to save and "abridge" labor: 

The idea, that capital puts labour into motion, that it adds to the productive 
powers of labour, gives rise to the opinion that labour . . . is every where 
proportioned to the c¡uantity of existing capital; thac the general industry of a 
country is aJways proportioned co the capital that employs it; and therefore 
authorises the inference, that the increase of capital is the sovereign and 
unbounded means of augmenting wealth.8 

Far from this being the case, he warned, capital might well be a source of 
unemployment, as when machinery was introduced to save the cost of hiring 
labor. 

7 

Sorne fire-cngines draw more water from a coal-pit in one day, than could be 
conveyed on the shoulders of 300 men, even assisted by the machinery of 
buckets; and a fire-engine undoubtedly performs its labour at a much smaller 

Hollander, Ado111 S111ith, pp. 212ff., citing Smith's u&tum p. 385 (Cannan ed., pp. 167-68), 
and IJ?eolth oj J olions, p. 10. Ho!Jander observes (p. 226) with reference to Book I, ch. viii 
of The IVeolth oj atiom) that Smith confused the size of individual funds with society's 
aggregate of capital stock in stating that the average production unit would expand as the 
nacional stock of capital increased. "The argumem of Smith implies strongly that an 
increase in the wage rate, if unaccompanied by increased scale of plant (or by externa! 
economies), would 1101 in itself lead tO the generation of labour-saving inventions or the 
adoprion of existing labour-saving processes." 

8 Lauderdale, fot¡11ir:;'. pp. 203-04. See also p. 161. 



expense than the amount of wages of those whose labor it supplants. This is, in 
auth, the case with ali machinery.9 

Lauderdale concluded that 
capital, whether fixed or circulating, whether embarked in the home or in foreign 
uade, far from being employed in putting labour into motion, or in adcling to the 
productive powers of [unaided] labour, is, on the conrrary, alone useful and 
pro6table to ma~d, from the circumstance º.f its either supplanting the 
necessity of a portion of Jabour, that would otherwtse be performed by the hand 
of man,--or of its executíng a portian of labour, beyond the reach of the power 
of man to accomplish ... 

Ricardo likewise acknowledged that mechanized production could result 
in unemployment. In 1817, during the industrial depression that followed the 
Napoleonic Wars, he wrote: "Thus then is the public benefited by machinery: 
these mute agents are always the produce of much less labour than that which 
they displace even when they are of the same money value." That is, a more 
productive machine cost less to operate than to buy an equivalent sum of work 
pcrformed by manual labor.10 

The result was that while England's rural exodus from the land supplied 
loom fodder for the Industrial Revolution, its population of steam engines and 
other machinery performed work tasks at a fraction of what it would have cost 
human labor to subsist while performing a similar production service. Employ
ment increased, but wage rates did not rise to reflect the higher productivity, 
thanks to capital's labor-competing powers. Profits were invested in machinery 
and equipment rather than used to hire more labor, although sorne compen
sation existed in the fact that more labor was employed to produce capital goods 
and perform the new types of tasks associated with mechanized production. 

In contrast to Smith's emphasis on labor productivity resulting from the 
extension of markets, Lauderdale was almost alone among the major British 
economists in retaining the mercantilist stress on capital's role in increasing the 
nation's productive powers. This approach was picked up primarily outside of 
England. American protectionists in particular pointed out that the labor
displacing powers of capital could create compensating employment opportu
nities among machine builders and operators only in a broadly industrialized 
economy. They further advocated industrial tariffs to f111ance the accumulation 
of such capital. Such tariffs, they promised, would protect domestic labor from 
having its wage rates reduced to the leve! at which E ngland's machine power 
could perform a similar quantum of work effort. 

9 Lauderdale, ibid., pp. 166-67. 
to Ricardo, Principies of Political Eco11omy a11d Taxation, p. 42. 



American and continental European labor was threatened not as much by 
England's low-paid labor as by its growing population of steam engines, which 
provided production services at a far lower price than even the lowest paid 
Indian worker could match. ''The employment of machinery," wrote Alexander 
Hamilron in 1790, 

forms an icem of great importance in the general mass of nacional industry. It is 
an artificial force brought in aid of the natural force of man, and, to all the 
purposes of labor, is an increase of hands, an accession of strength, unencum
bered, too, by the expense of maintaining the laborer ... 

To illustrate this last idea, lec it be supposed that the difference in price in two 
countries of a given quantiry of manual labor requisite to the fabácation of a 
given arride is as ten, and that sorne MECHANIC power is introduced into both 
countries which, performing half the necessary labor, leaves only half to be 
done by hand, it is evident that the difference in the cose of fabrication of the 
arride in question in the two coumries, as far as it is connected with the price of 
labor, will be reduced from ten to five in consequence of the introduction of 
that POWER.11 

Hamilton pointed out that Smith's argument as to the superior opportu
nicies offered by industry for the division of labor was a good reason not to 
apply the principle of specializacion of production internationally. If the United 
States depended on England to be the workshop of the world, it would have to 
become England's granary and cotton supplier, foregoing its own opportunities 
for industrial division of labor. Specializing in agricultura! pursuits would oblige 
women and children to remain idle a large part of the time, and also would lose 
much male labor potencial during the winter months when farming was slow. 
Manufacturing would afford employment to "persons who would otherwise be 
idle (and in many cases a burden on the community), either from the bias of 
temper, habit, infirmity of body, or sorne other cause, indisposing or disqualify
ing them from the toils of the country." Each nation should provide as wide a 
field as possible to exploit the diversity of character of its inhabitants. To realize 
the maximum range of personal specialization, tariffs and subsidies were 
required to establish industry on a nacional scale.12 

England widened its industrial advantage over the United States by 
substituting steam engines for manual labor with increasing efficiency. "Mr. Clay 
had occasion to note, as long ago as 1824," wrote his biographer Calvin Colton 
in 1848: 

11 Alexander Hamilton, Report on !he S11iject oJ Man11/ac/11res (1790), reprinted in Frank W. 
Taussig, ed., Sta/e Papers a11d Spm hes 011 the Tari.ff(Cambridge, Mass.: 1893), pp. 17, 35. 

12 Taussig, Sta/e Papers, pp. 8, 15, 19. 
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that sorne British authorities estimated the machine power of Great Britain as 
equal to two hundred millions of men. The number of operatives to apply this 
machinery has never amounted to one million. Here, then, is a nation, with a 
population of sorne rwenty-five millions, with a producing power of rwo hund
red millions. lts capabilities of producing wealth by artificial means, is so greac, 
that its natural power is scarcely worthy of being brought into the account. ... 
One man at home did the work of two hundred, less o r more ... Science, which 
makes one man as powerfuJ as two hundred, or a thousand, left ro their natural 
powers, will and must prevail against numbers. That nation which cultivares the 
useful, mechanic, and manufacturing ares, all of whkh have their foundacion in 
science, and which excels in them, other things being ec:¡uaJ, will excel in strength, 
and maintain a superiority.13 

Trus type of comparison between man and macrune permeated U.S. 
economic doctrine throughout the nineteenth century, resuJting in a view of inter
national trade in which capital, operated by increasingly skilled labor, emerged 
victorious in competition with the efforts of unskilled low-wage workers. 

The English social observer Henry Mayhew computed that by 1850 his 
nation's machine power had r~sen to the equivalent labor power of 600 million 
human beings).14 Citing his computation, American protectionists argued that 
their nation's relatively high wage levels had to be defended against English 
industrial technology which threatened to undersell, by a widening margin, the 
employment of the human body as a supplier of raw work effort. Justas raiJ
roads powered by steam locomotives were rendering the horse population 
obsolete, so 11nskilled man11al labor wo11/d become obsolete in world markets un/ess 
provided with an appropriate complement of industrial capital. Nations that did not 
mise their labor with sufficient skills to operate machine-driven mass production 
faced the prospect of a widening economic gap separating them from the lead
ing industrial powers. No matter how little their labor might be paid, its price of 
sustenance would still exceed the machine costs of supplying a comparable 
volume of work effort. The result wouJd be unemployment and poverty in 
countries that faiJed to introduce modero production techniques. 

The American school of technologically oriented economists co-measured 
labor and capital in terms of their output of work effort-horsepower, man
power, or energy measures such as joules, ergs or kilowatt-hours. The key measure 
was work output relative to cost. Ricardian analysis evaluated capital simply in 
terms of its manhour costs of construction and operation, not so much for its 
technological role in production. To the extent that Ricardo presented his gains-

u Colton, Lije a11d Ti111es of Henry Clay, Vol. JI (New York: 1846), pp. 159-60. By "narural 
power" Colcon referred to manual labor effort. 

14 
Henry Mayhew, Lo11do11 Labor a11d tht L1mdo11 Poor (London: 1851), p. 439, quoted in E. 
Peshine Smith, M.a1111al of Política/ E co110111J• (New York 1853), p. 72. 



from-trade analysis as a branch of distribution theory, he neglected to consider 
the productive potencial rcsuJting from technological transformation. Llke 
Smith, the Ricardians treated the hammer and the steam engine, the hand-fed 
loom and the steam-powered loom as similar forms of capital. Rising capital 
productivity would generate more output, but it would not produce more 
cxchange value once the innovation spread into general use-unless nations 
were able to charge monopoly prices. Protectionists pointed out that they could 
do this only if their customers refrained from industrializing. 

Smith defined capital as that portian of a nation's assets used to generate 
a nct profit (income). This capital consisted of "circulating capital"-money, 
inventaries of raw materials and finished goods, plus the "wages fund" or 
provisions used to pay laborers, and "fixed capital"-machinery and the stock 
of tools used by workers, buildings generaúng net income and, in the case of 
agriculture, the farm tools and livestock used by the farmer as well as 
improvements of Land. Also included in Smith's notion of capital was what 
today is called human capital in the form of labor skills, that is "the acquired 
and useful abilities of all the inhabitants or members of the society."15 

Being opposed to mercantilism and protective tariffs, Smith <lid not include 
the interna! improvements undertaken by the state such as those cited by 
Lauderdale in the form of "roads, canals, bridges, indosures, shipping," unless 
they were profit-making investments by privare businessmen. This led Friedrich 
List in 1841 to write that Smith 

has merely taken the word capital in that sense in which it is necessarily taken by 
matters or merchants in their bookkeeping and their balance sheets .... He has 
forgotten that the ability of the whole nation to increase the sum of its material 
capital consists mainly in the possibility of converting unused natural powers 
into material capital, into valuable and income-producing instruments, and that 
in the case of the merely agricultura! nation a mass of natural powers lies idle or 
dead which can be quickened into activity only by manufactures.16 

In other words, sorne countries had more potencial than they were using, 
which <lid not appear on private-seccor balance sheets. The key to realizing this 
potencial was nacional policy. 

Failure by less developed countries to accumulate industrial capital repre
scnted a logical complement to England's remarkable industrial growth. Displaced 
English industrial labor might find new employment in building machines or 
cntering service professions, but such a shift abroad would be foreclosed in the 
abscncc of proteccive tariffs. This helps explain why technological analysis 

15 Smith, lff'ea/th of Nt1tio11s, Book II, Ch. i. 
16 Friedrich Llsr, 1\ 't1IÍ011t1I Systt111 of Politiral Eco110111y [1841 l (London: 1885), pp. 227-28. 



tended to be concentrated in the United States and Germany, whose pro
cectionists were more concerned with what the growth of productive powers 
irJlplied for int.ernational wage and employment tren~s -~an . with income 
distribution as it would occur under the constant or d1m1rushing returns of 
Ricardian analysis. From their analysis of technology, they concluded that 
protective tariffs were a precondition for securing an Economy of High Wages 
feedback principle through investment in capital goods and skilled labor 
(discussed in Chapter 9). 

that 

Smith endorsed the Economy of High Wages doctrine in his observation 

The same cause . .. which raises the wages of labour, the increase of stock, tends 
to increase its produccive powers, and to make a smaller quamity of labour 
produce a greater quancity of work .. . . There are many commodities, therefore, 
which, in consequence of these improvements, come to be produced by so 
much less labour than before, that the increase of its price is more than 
compensated by the diminution of its quancity?17 

High-productivity labor reduced unit labor costs even though it might 
earn higher per diem wages.- In making this observation Smith implied that 
larger-scale and higher-wage production tended to be more capital-intensive 
(that is, following "the increase of stock") . But he did not follow up the impli
cation of this for trade strategy, or note that the converse of this principle was 
an Economy of Low Wages syndrome suffered by countries that failed to indus
trialize. This was the problem thatJosiah Tucker described when he observed in 
1776 that 

The inhabitants of a poor country, who ... generally live from hand to mouth, 
dare not make such costly experiments or embark on such expensive or long
winded undertakings as the inhabitants of a rich country can attempt and 
execute with ease?18 

Such countries could not afford to apply the capital-intensive modes of 
production used by industrial nations. Their workers would face difficulty find
ing employment unless they could achieve the skill levels needed to enable them 
to use the increasingly sophisticated capital required for high-productivity labor. 
Attainment of such skills required relatively high incomes, and also government 
spending on public education supported by protective tariffs. Without such 
tariffs, less developed countries would have to export increasing amounts of 
raw materials and low-wage manufactures to pay for their industrial imports. 
The world economy would experience an Economy of High Wages alongside a 
Low-Wage obsolescence syndrome. 

17 Smith, Wealth of Nalio11s, Book I, Ch, viii, p. 86. 
18 Tucker, F'o11r Tracts, p. 24. 



Technology and the terms of trade 

A debate ensued as to how capitalists and their employees (along with landlords) 
wouJd divide the output and income provided by the new technology. Stearn
powered capital and related technology greatly increased the power of industri
alists, heralcling an era of great combines and trusts. This had far-reaching 
internacional as well as domescic consequences with regard to how the gains 
from internacional trade were divided. In both cases suppJy and demand factors 
played a role, as clid monopoly power. It was recognized that technological inno
vators wouJd reap inicial superprofits until market compecicion drove returns 
back clown to normal levels. For instance, when Gutenberg invented movable 
type, he sought to sell his printed bibles at the same high price as hand-copied 
ones. Prices dropped only gradually until printing returned normal profits. But 
with the great internacional trusts that were emerging, instead of industries 
being brought from infancy to maturity and then lowering their prices once 
tariffs no longer were necessary, they tended to evolve into vested interests seek
ing to retain their monopoly profits. Often this was done by cooperating with 
other monopolies to control the world market across nacional boundaries. 

It seems increclibie that free-trade economists remained blind to the fact 
that instead of the products of English labor being thrown onto the world market 
in compecicion with those of foreign labor, manufactures produced increasingly 
by capital were competing with labor-intensive foreign products. This was clearest 
in textile production. Even if the innovating nations and their customers shared 
the gains from trade equally (with export prices reflecting about half the cost 
savings), English producers wouJd enjoy a widening internacional lead under 
condicions of increasing returns. 

A paralleJ phenomenon existed in the domescic market. "It is true that the 
capitalist and labourer share in the producciveness of capitalist undertaking," 
noted the Austrian economist Eugen von Bohm-Bawerk, " but they share in this 
way, that the worker usually receives little-indeed very little-while the under
taker receives much." By contrast, "In the old hanclicrafts, entrepreneur and 
wage-earner, master and apprencice, belonged not so much to clifferent social 
classes as simply to clifferent generations. What the one was the other might be, 
and would be." However, 

It is quite differenc in great capitalist industry ... . Capital had gradually become 
a power. Machinery had appeared on the scene and won its great triumphs; and 
machinery everywhere helped to extend business on a great scale, and to give 
productíon more and more of a capitalist character. But this very introduction 
of machinery had begun to revea! an opposition which was forced on economic 
life with the development of capital, and daily grew in importance-the 
opposition berween capital and labour. 
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Capitalist and worker belonged to different classes with opposing inter
ests. "Machinery had shown how sharp could be the collision of interest between 
capital and labour. Those machines which bore golden fruit to the capitalist 
entrcpreneur had, on their introduction, deprived thousands of workers of their 
bread." 19 Industrialists aggravated matters by failing to pass on their producti
vity gains to consumers. 

A similar statement could have been made for the internacional economy 
as industrial nations kept the fruits of their technology at home rather than 
passing on their productivity gains to less developed countries through falling 
export prices. By maintaining their monopoly position in world markets, 
producers extracted the price which their customers would have had to expend 
to produce similar products for themselves. England's industrial monopoly thus 
threatened to put the rest of the world in the same unenviable position as its 
own working class. And upward mobility was becoming more difficult. The 
entry price fo r less developed countries to join the ranks of the industrial 
nations was becoming too high, given the industrial technology's critica! mass 
and indivisibilities of scale. 

Tht sociological dimension of industrial technology 
Capital-intensive investment has shaped the distribution of income, the concen
tration of savings, and public spending needs for education and infrastructure, 
as well as foreign investment patterns. Each of these economic dimensions pit 
protectionism and socialism against laissez faire doctrine. 

William Nassau Senior attributed profits to the capitalist's "abstinence" 
from spending on consumption. In his view capitalists earned more than workers 
because they were thrifty and used their income for productive purposes rather 
than for immediate gratification. By logical extension, this view attributed 
wealth and technological differences among nations to social and cultural habits 
of thriftiness, bringing the Protestant Ethic into play. Also on the cultural plane, 
free-trade proponents of agricultura! monocultures in the southern slave states 
of America prior to 1860 opposed industry by decrying the brutalizing effects 
of urbanization, its loss of family self-sufficiency and rejection of pre-industrial 
values. While Marx lauded the new industrial epoch as freeing mankind from 
"the idiocy of rural life" it was left to protectionists to describe how industrial 
progress supplanted manual labor with increasingly skilled labor and power
driven capital . 

19 Bohm-Bawerk. Capital and lnltrul, p. 175. 



Such considerations were what made economic thought truly politica/ 
economy prior to the 1870s. At issue were social and political attitudes, govern
ment spencling patterns, tax and trade policy. Laissez faire theory downplayed 
the role of such policy, and avoided c:Liscussion of how thc existing status quo 
carne into being. 

Senior's theory, for instance, failed to explain why capitalists had so much 
incomc to allocate between consumption and investment in the first place, while 
workers could barely make ends meet. Sirnilarly, the theory of comparative costs 
failed to explain how sorne nacions had come into the possession of more 
capital than others. Merely noting that England grew richer by saving and 
investing more of its income than c:Lid less industrialized economies begged the 
question of what provided it with the inicial surplus income over and above its 
consumption needs. Why did o ther economies not possess equally large capital 
surpluses? To what extent was this a matter of nacional policy, as the mercan
tilists explained a century earlier? 

Economies that operated near subsistence levels could not invest as much 
as England did. If corrupt colonial or former colonized regions did generate a 
economic surplus, their oligarchies tended to appropriate it and spend it on 
personal consumption (largely to emulate their counterparts in the mother 
countries in what sociologists have termed the "demonstration effect'') rather 
than to invest it in new means of production at home. Industrial progress is 
difficult where aristocracies are entrenched, where land ownership patterns are 
polarized between latifundia and microfundia, and where political freedom and 
economic mobility is lacking. 

A special problem with labor in less developed countries has been the 
tendency to improve one's status and income by going into public service, the 
church, law, medicine or other service professions rather than industry or 
commerce. Labor that seeks commercial or engineering training tends to emigrate 
as part of the "brain drain." Such industry as peripheral countries do establish 
is likely to be fo reign financed or foreign owned, so that its profits, depreciation, 
depletion and other revenues are sent abroad. D omestic investment in any case 
tends to be export-oriented, contributing to the world oversupply of raw 
materials and low-wage manufactu.res whose profits are offset by externa! 
discconomies such as mineral depletion and a malformed economic strucrure. 
Thcre is less and less attempt for dependent economies to be more self-reliant. 
Taken together, thcse tendencies leave the gains from trade mainly for the 
industrial lead nations. 
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Summary: l nternational implications of the technological revolution 
The Steam Revolution and its associated revolutions in chemistry, agriculture, 
transport and electricity transformed the world economy far beyond what 
Adam Smith had envisioned. Pro tectionists accused free trade and the special
izacion of world production of helping England's industrial and finance capital 
threatened to widen its industrial head start over raw-materials exporters that 
did not insulate their markets to modernize themselves. E. Peshine Smith, Jacob 
Schoenhof, Simon Parten and a handful of other economists cited in Chapter 9 
recognized that instead of promoting world income equality, free trade split the 
world economy between technological leaders and laggards. As high-productivity 
lead-nation labor and capital competed with less productive peripheral labor and 
capital, the more efficient production methods rendered inefficient producers 
obsolete and unemployable. The counterpart to technological progress and ris
ing incomes in the most advanced nations thus was an obsolescence of labor, 
capital and land tenure in countries failing to participare fully in this progress. 
This Obsolescence Syndrome concentrated industrial and agricultura! develop
ment in the most technologically advanced nations, whose high-wage labor was 
able to undersell less skilled Iabor throughout the world, thanks largely to the 
machinery it operated. 

The analysis of technology along these lines passed into the hands of 
protectionists mainly because their objective was to maximize produccivity 
growth over time, not merely to maximize consumption at a given moment of 
time by purchasing goods in the cheapest market. They sought to concentrate 
resources in commodity lines characterized by increasing returns and /or 
improving terms of trade. In the United States and continental E urope, protec
tionists warned that unless employers provided their workers with power-driven 
capital, and unless their governments supplied appropriate educacional facilities 
and related social infrastructure, their incomes would lag behind those of 
England and other lead nations. Wage differentials might widen, yet the world 
economy still be in "equilibrium" on a productivity-adjusted basis, because low
productivity labor simply was not worth as much as high-productivity labor. The 
affluence and technological innovation of England and other capital-rich 
nations thus found its counterpart in the backwardness, dependency and 
political instability of less developed "capital-scarce" countries. 

The protectionist argument was that direct investment in industrial and 
agricultura! capital required not only a government-financed infrastructure, it 
also needed prices high enough to enable investors to recoup their industrial 
investment until native industry achieved parity with the lead nations. Prices 
could be supported most readily by protective tariffs, whose proceeds should be 
invested in interna! improvements and subsidies to compensate latecomers for 



the head start and economic infrastructure that the leading industrial nations 
already had put in place. Taríffs paid by consurners did not disappear into dun 
air. By subsidizing growth in public infrastructure and capital investment, tariffs 
financed a nacional learning curve. 

Free traders refused to accept lines of reasoning that might lead to this 
conclusion-and this obliged them to ignore the implications of technology for 
inter-factoral competition between capital, labor and land. Although earlier 
liberals had used the "head start" argument to convince England's parliarnent to 
enact free trade without fear of losing the nation's leading industrial position (as 
described in Chapter 4), they narrowed their argument once they had won the 
battle. Henceforth their fight was to convince less industrialized countries to 
adopt free trade rather than to emulate England's protectionist mercantilist 
experience. To acknowledge cross-competition between capital and labor would 
suggest that efficient lead-nation capital might drive clown Third World wage 
rates below subsistence levels, rendering manual labor as obsolete an economic 
input as horsepower. To avoid this conclusion, free traders put forth a more 
superficial view of market competition, described in the next two chapters. 

Against warningS" by free traders that protective tariffs would nurture 
monopolies, U.S. protectionists replied that to the extent that free trade con
solidated the gains from trade in the leading industrial nations, it would bolster 
their own global industrial cartels. This seemed especially the case in view of the 
foreign investment patterns by the leading nations, not to speak of Europe's 
renewed wave of colonial rivalries in the 1880s. Protectionists depicted free 
trade as non-progressive in the sense that it bolstered systems of economic 
dependency and pauper labor in less developed countries. Economic progress 
in the lead nations tended to exclude populations in poorer countries from 
employment in the education- and technology-intensive industries of the future 
where increasing returns were concentrated. In the popular bíblica! phrase of 
the time, free ttade dictated that poorer countries should remain "hewers of 
wood and drawers of water." 

In making these warnings, protectionists in the United States and Germany 
developed an increasingly sophisticated technological rationale that even 
achieved a note of social idealism. The new protectionism sought to transform 
the internacional status quo in favor of Jess developed economies, much as 
socialism sought to modernize economic and social structures. Internationally, 
protectionism was needed to protect the poor from the rich. Many socialists felt 
a kinship with the protectionism on this ground. Although they supported labor 
rather than capital and concentrated on domestic reforms rather than interna
cional inequality, socialists leveled many similar criticisms against laissez faire 
orthodoxy. Marx acknowledged that if an alternative to Ricardian economics 



ts was to be developed, it probably would come from Henry Carey's technology-
n oriented American School.2º 
s Protectionists as well as socialists drew heavily on historical analysis, 

suessing the importance of social and cultural institutions in shaping develop
rnent in the face of the technological revolution on which free-trade orthodoxy 
curned its back. But like the socialists, protectionists found trouble getting their 
views heard. In fact, the major reason why business schools were formed in the 
United States (headed by the Wharton School at the University of Pennsylvania) 
was to provide a broader body of teaching than free-trade academia offered. 
free traders accused these business schools of being anti-intellectual for reject
ing the English liberal doctrine, and deemed protectionist concerns with 
technology and social structures to lie outside the boundaries of economics 
proper. No longer called political economy, the discipline narrowed to become 
synonymous with free-trade orothodoxy. 

Given the fact that it was apparent overa century ago (indeed, more than 
two centuries ago) that as the world economy already experiencing inter-factoral 
competition between capital, labor and land, skilled labor tended to undersell 
lower-paid manual labor thanks to its superior productivity, why did economic 
theory in the cwentieth century not use this perception as its takeoff point? The 
explanation lies in the free-trade school's success in blocking consideration of 
these complexities. The complex long-term development problems they tackled 
required protectionists to elaborate a much more dynamic and comprehensive 
system of analysis than did the comparative statics of free-trade theorizing, 
forcing protectionist writers to make their points in new interdisciplinary fields 
such as sociology. This academic discipline was established Jargely by protec
tionists in America (the institutionalists, among whose leaders were Simon 
Patten and Thorstein VebJen) and in Germany, whose Historical School was 
likewise protectionist. 

20 farx, Gm11drisst. Fo1mdatio11s of lhe Critiq11e of Polilical Eco110111y (London: 1973), pp. 883-89. 
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The Factor Proportions Theory of Comparative Costs 

To protectionists, the Industrial Revolution called for tariffs to prevent interna
cional polarization resulting from England's emergence as the workshop of the 
world and major financia! power. Socialists meanwhile urged government regula
cion to counteract domestic exploitation. Free traders replied that no government 
action was necessary, because inherent tendencies worked to promete interna
cional equality among nations and domestic harmony between labor and capital. 

To less developed countries they explained that the gains from trade paid 
them not to "artificially'' nurture their industry. The implication was that these 
countries should provide raw materials for European industry. Free traders did 
not acknowledge the extent tó which subsidies, tariffs and public infrastructure 
spending influenced capital investment and productivity. Each country was 
supposed to have a distinctive ratio of capital to labor- its "factor endow
ment"-which provided a relative advantage in products that happened to be 
naturally characterized by the wage and profit rates resulting from this 
capital/labor ratio. 

The underlying assumption was that capital competed only with other 
capital, and labor only with other labor. Instead of a doctrine of class warfare 
and internacional exploitation, competition was held to occur only 1vithin classes, 
not between capital and labor. More capital was depicted as increasing the demand 
for domestic labor and lowering the export prices of capital-intensive products. 
Capital accumulation was supposed to depress profits, not wage levels, and was 
not supposed to grow so large as to develop monopoly power. 

Nineteenth-century discussions of factor p roportions 

During England's Corn Law debates the Ricardians focused on the man/land 
and capital/population ratios as determining whether a nation would be more 
efficient at exporting industrial or primary products. Capital-rich countries were 
deemed to be industrial exporters primarily because they were densely popu
lated, giving them a "nacional genius" for manufacturing. T heir natural policy 
was to exchange manufactures for the food and other raw materials of less Jand
scarce countries. This trade would increase profits for England's relatively 
abundant resource-capital-while lowering rents on its relatively scarce land. 



Land-rich countries were said to be natural food exporters. Income for 
their abundant land and mines would rise in response to the demand for their 
products by more densely settled countries, whose land was fully occupied and 
whose mines were Jargely depleted. Meanwhile, importing manufactures from 
the older European nations would lower profits fo r the comparatively scarce 
capital of sparsely settled countries. A11 open world econO"!J' Jvordd bid up the price 
of each country '.r relativefy abundan! resource, while moderating in comes for its "scarce" 
resource and thereby maki11g income proportions similar thro1¡gho11t the Jvorld. 

In this spirit U.S. free traders attributed labor's high wage rates to the low 
man/ land ratio, pointing to the accessibility of the great American backwoods. 
The idea was that if facto ries did not offer high wages, workers could set out as 
pioneers on the continent's western lands and annex new territories (in practice, 
mainly for slave plantations). Sophisticated protectionists replied that free 
availability of land might have been an early precondition for high living stan
dards, high industrial wage rates could not be paid unless American factories were 
sufficientfy productive to sustain them. lt followed that urban labor's interest lay in 
fostering high-productivity capital accumulation, not in annexing more Mexican 
and other western territories under the program of Manifest Destiny. Workers 
should support what Henry Clay called the American System of tariff protection, 
interna! improvements and a nacional bank to provide credit to finance industry. 

America's labor shortage (relative to land) and relatively high wage levels 
catalyzed investment in the labor-saving capital that ulcimately provided the 
nation with its industrial advantage. The fact that high wage and profit levels 
went together rather than being mutually opposed became the basis for what 
Henry Carey called the harmony of interests among labor, capital and land. 
Portraying high income levels as increasing labor and capital productivity, he 
argued that this positive wage/productivity and profit/productivity feedback 
would widen U.S. industrial advantage over time. The resulting industrialization 
would nurture a home market for farmers, who would use their rising income 
to improve their lands and augment soil fertility. 

In contrast to Carey's optimistic doctrine that rising income levels would 
raise productivity and enhance rather than undercut the competicive advantage 
of prosperous nations, Ricardians endorsed the class warfare that characterized 
England by praising the competitive power of low wages. The Ricardians also 
assumed diminishing returns in agriculture. Although Malthus, Richard Jones, 
Justus Llebig, Peshine Smith, Marx and other writers controverted the assump
tion that capital could have only a minor impact on soil fertility, the idea 
remained central to the Dismal Science. Soil and other inputs were supposed to 
become less productive as the man/land ratio increased and they were used 
more intensively. 



The American anti-Ricardians added that agriculture as well as industry 
experienced increasing returns with the application of capital, fertilizers and 
rnechanization (see Chapter 9). However, they warned, raw-materials monocul
cures such as the southern United States exporting tobacco and cotton suffered 
soil depletion. Fertility needed to be maintained by crop rotation and hence 
diversification. E . Peshine Smith's Manual of Political Econonry (1853) explained 
that balanced growth between industry and the countryside, with an urban labor 
force growing up alongside the nation's farm communities and consuming meat, 
would support animal herds that would supply natural fertilizer for the soil, 
along with urban "nightsoil" refuse. The inference was that government policy 
should promote investment in high-productivity production. 

Malthus and Marx agreed with the protectionist position that agricultural 
productivity tended to increase with industrialization and its associated rising 
population density. The implication was that industrial nations actually might 
improve their agricultura! powers relative to those of the poorer countries. As 
income levels rose, their farm output would increase while their rate of popu
lation growth would taper off. Lower-income countries would suffer from 
industrial and agricultura! stagñation and hence a deteriorating ability to compete 
in wotld markets. 

Still, the general view was that industrial growth in the wealthiest nations 
would provide an agricultura! advantage to poorer countries, whose populations 
were supposed to increase more slowly as a result of their lower incomes. Fewer 
people would put less pressure on marginal soil fertility than would the more 
rapidly growing populations of high-income nacions. This doctrine was reminis
cent of Hume's views of automacic mechanisms promoting the economic 
destiny of poorer countries. Few observers anticipated that less industrialized 
countries would face an over-populacion problem. The essence of Malthusian 
theory was that higher incomes would spur populacion growth, while low 
incomes would deter it. The impliccion was that labor scarcity and overpopula
tion would be self-curing. Scarce labor would see its wages bid up, spurring higher 
fertility rates and hence reducing wage rates. But American anti-Malthusians 
such as Peshine Smith pointed out that high rates of population growth were a 
funccion of relacive poverty, not prosperity. Population grows most rapidly in 
the poorest countries, while in any given country it is the lowest income groups 
that have the highest rates of reproduction. 

Throughout the nineteenth century there was lively discussion over the 
relative productivity of high-wage versus low-wage labor, sophisticated power
driven capital versus simple tools, and scientific agriculture versus the exploitation 
of raw virgin land. Protectionists took the lead in investigating the nature of 
competitive advantage in the world economy, and how capital was competing with 



both labor and land domestically. A primary premise was that high-wage labor 
working with high-productivity capital was able to undersell low-wage labor. 

And indeed, sincc the nineteenth century an increasing clisparity in factor 
proportions has emerged bet\veen capital-rich and capital-peor countries. 
Nations with high invcstment per capita have become more self-sufficient in 
food as well as in manufactured products. Countries with little capital have 
bccome relatively poorcr, with high population growth rates. This has shrunk 
thcir capital/labor ratio, but not increased their competitive advantage in labor
intensive products. Few such lines exist, as agriculture and mineral production 
havc become more capital intensive, along with manufacturing. 

A laissez faire reaction explained the return to capital in a way that avoided 
supporting protectionist policies. It depicted wage and profit levels as reflecring 
purely quantitative supplies of labor and capital unadjusted for productivity 
differentials. This attributed high profits simply to a scarcity of capital, not to 
its labor-displacing ability and to the fact noted by Adam Smith, that profits 
often were highest in countries going fastest to ruin, being largely in the 
character of monopoJy rents. To free traders, the prescribed way to reduce high 
profits was to prevent fabor unions, reduce wages and to lower tariffs, not raise 
the incomes of capital and labor. 

Ricardo's theory of comparative costs at least credited countries as en
joying a comparative advantage because of productivity criteria. Portugal could 
produce a gallan of wine with a third fewer manhours than could England. 
Wage and profit differences among the t\vo countries did not play a role, nor did 
the proportion of capital to labor matter. Ricardo believed that the profitability 
of English capital would fall over time, but not because of its abundance. In the 
absence of free trade in grain, the price of subsistence would rise, raising wage 
levels-assuming diminishing returns in agriculture. Ricardo feared that English 
capitalists could not pass on these costs in the face of competition from less 
densely populated countries whose soil fertility was higher and food-wages 
consequently lower. Profit rates in England therefore would fall because of a cost 
squeeze stemming from deteriorating soil fertility, not because of an increasing 
supply of capital relative to labor as such. 

The factor proportions tbeory depicted incomes as stemming mere(y from the 
re/olive scarciry or ab1mdance oj capital and labor, not from relative productiviry, 
government policíes to increase it or the labor-displacing trend resulting from 
technological progress. Countries are supposed to be "endowed" with their 
proportions presumably by nature, not self-endowed by government policy. The 
theory thus avoids discussing protective tariffs, subsidies or other policies to 
shape market forces, o r even the training and education of labor to use 
sophisticated capfral. 



'['he ''factor entÚJwment" approach of Heckscher and Oh/in 

TWo Swedish economists developed an extreme formulation of the new theory. 
In 1919 Eli Heckscher published his essay on "The Effect of Foreign Trade on 
tbc Distribution of Income," and four years later his pupil, Bertil Ohlin, wrote 
bis dissertation on Heckscher's theories. He then traveled to the United States 
to srudy under the free trader Frank Taussig at Harvard, and in 1933 elaborated 
tbe factor endowment theory in his lnterregional and Internationa/ Trade. Paul 
samuelson of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MI1) mathematized 
the theory to give it pseudoscientific garb. In 1953 and 1956, Wassily Leontief 
tried to test it empirically, sticking to che unrealiscic assumption that the produc
tivity and factor proportions of labor and capital within any given industry 
tbroughout the world were identical. l t hardly is surprising that he obtained 
nonsensical results-his famous "paradox." 

Nonetheless, free-trade orthodoxy has retained the theory as a standard 
textbook paradigm. Internacional cost and price variations are attributed to the 
relative incomes accruing to labor and capital, based solely on variations in their 
relative supply: "The prerequisites for initiating internacional trade," wrote 
Heckscher, "may thus be summarized as different relative scarciry, i.e., different 
relative prices of the factors of prod1-1ction in the exchanging cotmtries, as well as 
different proportíons behveen tbe Jactors oJ production in dif.ferent cotmtries." 1 "Each 
region," Ohlin reiterated, "has an advantage in the prod11ction oJ cotmnodities into 
which enter considerable amounts oJ factors ab1-1ndant and cbeap in tbat region," The 
basic functioo of trade is to place "the demand of one region in touch with the 
supply of productive factors in another." 2 

From this vantage poiot it would seem that Portugal has a comparative
cost advantage in making wine because that is a labor-and land-inteosive product 
and Portugal is a labor-rich and laod-rich (that is, capital-poor) country, so that 
its labor and land are cheaper relative to capital. Cloth is a capital-intensive good, 
and the profits earned by capital are relatively low in capital-rich England. lt is 
as if England and Portugal can each produce wine and cloth with identical 
expenditures of manhours, acres of land and "units" of capital, at constant 
returns to scale. But profits are held to be lower, relative to wages, where capital 
is abundant, giving such countries a comparative advantage in capital-intensive 
exports. Likewise, agricultura! countries possess more land relative to capital and 
labor-but not necessarily more fertiJe soil as the R.icardians had assumed. 

1 Eli Heckscher, "The Effect of Fo reign Trade on the Distribution of lncome" (1919), 
translated in Ellis and Metzler eds., Readi11gs in the Theory of /n/mJ(l/io11a/ Trade (American 
Economic Associacion, Philadclphia: 1949), p. 274. 

2 BerciJ Ohlin, Interregio11al a11d Jnternatio11al Trade (Cambridge: 1935), pp. 20, 22. See aJso pp. 
24-29. 



Productivity is depicted neither as declining as postu/ated by the Ricardians, nor as 
increasing as he/d by protectionists. 

Under free trade, countries will tend to export commodities produced by 
industries that employ a mix of labor and capital whose optimum factor propor
tions just happen to be unique to that country. Each industrial sector is 
supposed to be characterized by a single most efficient labor/ capital ratio. This 
suggests that each country may specialize in quite a narrow range of products. 
One recent factor-proportions theorist acknowledges that "there is every a priori 
reason to believe that specialization rather than diversification must result from 
their factor proportions .... Given the observed difference in factor endowments 
between developing coumries and the industrialized world, it seems reasonable 
to develop a model of complete specialization rather than one of factor-price 
equalization?3 lnstead of recognizing that this condusion invalidates the theory's 
practica! meaning, it often is insisted that reality actually would tend towards this 
extreme position if not impeded by protectionist policies. 

lt may not be unrealistic to suspect that where labor is abundant, its wages 
will be relatively low. But this would gjve a cost advantage in labor-intensive 
products only if there were product lines that were inherently labor-intensive. A 
country with a gjven proportion of capital to labor is supposed to be ideally 
suited to produce the goods of industries calling for this particular capital/ labor 
rate. The factor-endowment theory implies that each economy has its own 
capital/labor ratio, which is deemed appropriate for specializing in sorne parti
cular industry characterized by a specific and unique ratio. 

Calling labor and capital "endowments" suggests a natural source of each 
economy's factor proportions. Fixed proportions would be intrinsic only if there 
were no factor mobility across internacional boundaries and no variations in 
domestic investment and population growth rates. This assumption of immobile 
labor and capital across nacional boundaries (in contrast to their presumed full 
mobility within countries) has become the distinguishing contrast between 
internationaJ and domestic economics today. Factor immobility is supposed to 
perpetua/e existingfactor proportions and to be responsible for prod11ction patterns and 
variations in relative 11Jage and pro.fil levels among countries. 

The factor proportions theory has tried to modernize itself not in terms 
of economic realism but in adopting a mathematicaJ and pseudo-statisticaJ 
rreatment. It reaches free-trade conclusions by meaos of the general equilibrium 
supply-and-demand apparatus of Walras and Cassel- a vast system of simulta
neous equations to determine relative factor incomes and prices at a gjven 

3 Anne O. Krueger, Gro111th, Distortio11s, and Pattems of Trade A 111ong Mt1l!J CM11tries (Prince
con: Srudies in Internacional Finance, No. 40, 1977), pp. 43, 1. 



ment of time on the basis of quantitative relationships. The resulting 
;oaJysis is comple_x in mathei:natical de~, but its assumption~ are ~oo simplis~c 
CO explain dynanucally evolvmg econorrues. Thus, when Ohlin clauned that his 
pde theory was "in harmony with the mutual interdependence theory of 

·cing-the universally accepted price theory today and thus independent of re classical about theory of value;' 4 he accepted the shortcoming of price and 
jncome models that view the world's operative ratios as being technologically 
{rozen. 

Ltontief tests the factor-proportions theory and finds a statistical paradox 

The factor-proportions theory assumes that a common set of production func
tions exist among nations, with each industry characterized worldwide by its 
own "optimum" capital/labor ratio. It assumes equal factor productivity among 
countries, no interfactoral competition, constant returns to scale, and presum
ably constant relative factor proportions over time. The unreality of this 
assumption became apparent in 19 53, when Wassily Leontief u sed 194 7 U.S. 
input-output data to test wh,ether the theory could explain existing trade 
patterns. Largely because inpu_t-output statistics and capital/labor ratios were 
available at that time only for the U.S. economy, he assumed-in keeping with 
the factor proportions theory- that capital/labor ratios for America's trading 
partners in specífies industrial and agricultura! sectors were identical to those of 
the United States. Without this assumption no link could be made between an 
economy's capital/labor ratio and its alleged advantage in producing and expor
ting certain types of products. 

Inasmuch as the United States was the world's most capital-rich economy, 
Leontief anticipated that his data would show the nation to export capital
intensive products and import labor-intensive ones. But the statistics seemed to 
indicare just the opposite: 

an average million dollars' worth of our exports embodies considerably less 
capital and somewhat more labor than would be required to replace from 
domestic production an equivalent amount of our competitive imports. . . . 
America's participation in the internacional division of labor is based on its 
specialization on labor intensive, rather than capital-intensive, lines of 
production . . .. The widely held opinion that-as compared with the rest of the 
world- the United States economy is characterized by a relative surplus of 
capital and a relative shortage of labor proves to be wrong. As a matter of fact, 
the opposite is true. 

4 Ohlin, lllterregio11al and International Trade, p. vii. For Ohlin's critique of Ricardian value 
theory see pp. 34, 571-72, 30-33, 23n. 



Despite the fact that a major factor in America's capital-intensive modes 
of production seemed to be an attempt to economize on scarce ("high wage") 
labor, Leontief concluded rather brashly that "in terms of the relative produc
tion possibilities here and abroad, the United States is rich in manpower and 
poor in capital. This country resorts to foreign trade to save its capital and 
dispose of its relative surplus labor."5 

This finding was his "paradox"-or more accurately, a simplistic misuse 
of input-output tables. They can be helpful in tracing how input-output and 
capital/ labor ratios evolve over time, or how they differ among countries. U.S. 
input-output ratios might be compared with those of foreign economies on an 
industry by industry basis to highlight differences in capital and labor produc
tivity. But foreign input-output and capital/labor data was not yet available. 
Instead of using this "compare and contrast'' method to analyze America's trade 
patterns, Leontief simply assumed that the entire world's input-output and 
capital/labor ratios were identical to those of the United States on an industry
by-industry basis. His " paradox" (that is, a seeming contradiction to reality) thus 
stemmed from an absence of sufficient realistic data. 

Common sense told Leontief that the United States actually used capital
intensive production methods. How then could it be viewed as having a labor 
surplus relative to other economies? He saved appearances by arbitrarily adjust
ing the data to fit the theory: "Let us .. . make the plausible ... assumption that 
in any combination with a given quantity of capital, ooe man year of American 
labor is equivalent to, say, three man years of foreign labor." 6 This number, 
virtually plucked out of the air, tripled the labor content of U.S. imports by 
deeming American labor to be three times as intensive as foreign labor. But if 
one is going to pluck a figure out of the air with no statistical attempt to defend 
this factora! increase on the basis of either productivity or wage differentials, 
why be so careful about the underlying empirical or "objective" statistical foun
dation to begin with? 

The way in which Leontief saved appearances actually undercut the essence 
of the theory he was trying to defend. His solution implied that production 
functions (and hence factor productivity) did differ among nations. If American 
labor were three times more productive than that of its trading partners, the 
whole point of the factor-proportions model went out the window, because 
productivity relations overshadowed factor proportions. 

5 Wassily Leontief, ' 'Domestic Producrion and Foreign Trade: The American Capital Position Re
examined," Proceedings of the A11mican Philosophical Society, September 1953, reprinted in Caves 
and Johnson, eds., Readi11gs i11 Intel'llalio11al Eco110111ics (Ho mewood, llJ.: 1968), pp. 522-23. 

6 Leontief, "Domestic Production." He updated his views in "Factor Proportions and the 
Structure of American Trade: Further Theoretical and EmpiricaJ AnaJysis," Revie111 of 
Eco110111ics and Statistics, XXJ{VlIT (November 1956), pp. 386-407. 



Sorne balance might retained by assuming that American labor was paid 
three times as much, bue there was little way to incorporate this kind of correc
tion factor into the syscem. Leontief díd not define his "average" unit of capital 
or labor input in reference to productivity or to any other measure. One may 
readilY acknowledge that U.S. labor historically has been more productive, being 
JJlore highly educated and skilled, better fed and housed than foreign labor. Bue 
JJlodern economic orthodoxy does not explain why it is more productive. 

Two causes suggest themselves: higher wages and more capital equipment 
per capita than its foreign counterparts. But to acknowledge these causes would 
open the floodga tes of reality, which would be fatal fo r the factor-proportions 
theory. If U.S. labor productivity can be expressed in terms of global-average 
Jabor equivalents, why not make a similar adjustment fo r capital or land 
productivity? T his would raise the question of whether to emphasize labor-time 
equivalents or a labor- and capital-productivity approach such as E. Peshine 
Smith proposed-a common energy measure of value such as horsepower per 
production worker, or the kilowatt-hours or ergs per unit of output suggested 
by the Technocrats in the 1920s and 1930s. But chis line of analysis would 
endorse policies to upgrade 1-abor and capital productivity, whkh the factor
proportions model set out to reject in the first place! 

Erroneous assumptions underlying the factor-proportions theory 

Six major fallacies underlying the Leontief "paradox" indicare what is wrong 
with the factor-proportions theory and the lengths to which its defenders were 
willing to go to retain it. 

1. The entire JJJorld is supposed to share the same set of production functions for 
each industry. Leontief 's methodology took U.S. output per manhour and capital/ 
output ratios (and hence labor productivity) on a sector-by-sector basis as 
proxies for the entire world economy. Agriculture was the largest single trade 
category in his study, comprising one-quarter of U.S. exports and one-tenth of 
its imports in 1947. Although U.S. farmers <lid not produce coffee, rubber or 
other tropical crops, their capital/ output ratios for producing grain and other 
farm crops were held to coincide with those of foreign countries producing U.S. 
imports of coffee, sugar and other plantation crops, which tend to be more 
labor-intensive. 

l t is a caricature of reality to assume that commodities are produced in ali 
countries with identical capital/ labor ratios. P. T. Ellsworth pointed out that 
those for foreign economies were considerably lower than those of the United 
States in any given sector.7 Boris Swerling singled out agriculture in observing 
1 P. T. Ellsworth, "The Strucrure of American Trade: A New View Re-Examined," Revie1v of 

Efo110111ics ""d St"listics, XXV1 (August 1954). 



that U.S. input-output data for 1947 were unduly weighted by the capital/labor 
positions of a few industries with high export or irnport positions,8 making it 
unlikely that foreign agriculture was (or is) as capital intensive as that of the 
United States. Recomputing Leontief's statistics on the basis of 1958 input
output ratios and 1962 trade patterns, Robert Baldwin reversed Leontief 's find
ings for U.S. trade with western Europe and Japan, finding exports based on U.S. 
natural resources to be less capital intensive than import-competing commo
dicies.9 

For the factor-proportions model underlying Leontief 's approach to be 
valid, other countries would have had to increase their capital investment per 
agricultura! worker and per acre as rapidly as U.S. farmers have done. This is 
known not to be the case, just as foreign industry countries was not as capital
intensive as U.S. industry until fairly recently (and even then, primarily in host 
countries to U.S., European or Japanese investment). Anne Krueger, one of 
factor proporcions theory's erstwhile defenders, has acknowledged that "If pro
duction functions are significantly different in any meaningful sense, it is by no 
meaos obvious that comparative advantage will bear any systematic relationship 
to factor endowments ... " 1º This awareness of differing internacional input/ 
output and capital/ labor ratios is enough in itself to render the factor proportions 
theory obsolete. 

2. Inadequate recognition of the number of factors of production. The model 
recognizes only two factors of production, labor and capital. But the interna
cional economy is characterized by a widening range of labor qualities and 
categories. Employment may be divided into white-and blue-collar categories at 
various skill levels, as well as into distribution and other non-production tasks. 
Similatly with regard to capital, a labor-complementing tool such as a hammer is 
different from labor-displacing machinery such as a power loom or word 
processor. 

Baldwin observed that "the straightforward application of the two-factor 
(capital and labor) factor-proporcions model along Heckscher-Ohlin lines is 
inadequate for understanding the partero of U.S. trade." 11 Numerous other fac-

Boris C. Swerling, "Capital Shonage and Labor Surplus in the United States," Rtview of 
Eco110111ics a11d Statistics, XXVl (August 1954). 

9 Robert E. Baldwin, "Determinants of the Commodity Strucrure of U.S. Trade," A111erica11 
Eco110111ic Revie111, LXJ (March 1971 ), p. 141. 

IO Krueger, Gro111th ... a11d Pattmu of Trade, p. 43. She adds (p. 3) that the model's policy con
clusion that "all industries would employ more labor-intensive techniques at a lower wage
rental ratio under any efficient allocation" is not empirically useful in view of "the 
impossibility of idencifying homogeneous factors across countries." 

11 Baldwin, "Determinants of the Commodity Structure of U.S. Trade." 



iors must be taken into account to explain trade, such as mineral endowments. 
ManY U.S. imports in any case are raw materials that cannot be produced in the 
United States in sufficient quantities to meet domestic demand, or are pur
chased from abroad to conserve U.S. resources over time, such as oil. 

Another type of input that differs widely from country to country 
consists of public infrastructure such as roads, power and educacional systems. 
This tends to be capital intensive, although it may be provided as a free service 
and thus not show up on input/ output tables at cost. Recently built 
infrastructure is more expensive than that installed long ago, giving a statistical 
iJlusion of more infrastructure per unit of output for economies that have 
financed it most recently, e.g., OPEC economies since the 1970s. 

Llke the factor-price model, Leontief 's statistics leave out of account the 
role played by finance capital, debt/ equity ratios, interest rates and the way in 
which capital costs are reported for tax purposes. Ecological cleanup costs also 
are not recognized, while other external economies are dismissed by treating 
them as "exogenous." 

3. Failure to perceive the gamut of economic proportions for any given nation. 
The factor-proportions theory confuses each country's average capital/labor 
ratio with the racios for specific sectors. But it is misleading to imply that each 
country's economic activity is concentrated around an average number, or that 
factor proportions are not changing steadily. Nations possess industries 
covering a broad range of capital/labor ratios. A wide range of ratios may exist 
within a given industry, as well as a wide range of wage and profit levels, as in 
the U.S. auto and textile industries. 

4. Failure to ackn01vledge the tendency for production to become more capital 
intensive. Industrial, agricultura! and mining production throughout the world 
has become increasingly capital intensive in arder to reduce production costs. In 
sorne cases labor-saving investment is made to reduce labor costs with no plans 
to increase output at all. But the assumption of constant factor proportions
that is, fixed capital investment per worker-implies that new investment will 
increase output proportionately, not displace labor. By neglecting the tendency 
for productivity to increase by substituting capital for labor and land, the factor 
proportions theory leaves no basis for acknowledging widening productivity 
gaps among nations. Heckscher and Ohlin failed to acknowledge this long-term 
rise in capital/labor or capital/land ratios. They were unwilling to grant the 
seemingJy obvious fact that capital, labor and land provided competing 
production services, as described in the preceding chapter. In the third (1821) 
edition of his Principies of Política/ E conomy and T axation, Ricardo acknowledged 
that capital occasionally competed directly with labor. By denying this, the factor 
proportions theory blocks itself from explaining the world economy. 



Krueger recognizes that capital per worker is increasing throughout the 
world, but draws the simplistic conclusion that this creates an oversupply of 
capüal that will bid up wages. She points out that factor-proportions theorists 
imply "decreasing food output throughout the capital-accumulation process 
(and, perhaps, a shift from food exports to food imports)." 12 The implication is 
that countries progress from specializing in agriculture to industry. lt seems that 
the model is stuck back in the early nineteenth-century world when agriculture 
was still thought of as carried on with hoes rather than combines and other 
sophisticated forros of capital that agribusiness has introduced. But Malthus has 
been preved correct in his claim against Ricardo that given sufficiently high 
income incentives, farmers invest their earnings in productivity-increasing 
capital, not to mention pesticides, herbicides and improved seeds. In recent 
decades the most rapidly growing U.S. trade surplus has been in agriculture, not 
industry-while grov.rth in American agricultural productivity has surpassed 
that of industry, thanks to the rate at which capital has been substituted for land 
and farm labor. 

l t is most realistic to view wages as increasing as a result of rising produc
tivity enabling workers to share in the fruits of economic progress. lt certainly 
is necessary to recognize that reported profits may fall with rising levels of 
investment and debt because of depreciation and interest charges, so that a 
rising proportion of revenue takes a tax-exempt form. 

5. Implication of dual economies for the factor proportions theory. lt is naive to 
assume that factor proportions in the export sector reflect those in the domestic 
sector. Third World "dual economies" have modern foreign-owned export sectors 
insulated from labor-intensive subsistence economies in their hinterland. 
Mineral enclaves in particular are capital intensive in earth-moving and extrac
tion, refining and shipping copper, iron ore and nitrates (from Chile), petroleum 
and iron ore (from Venezuela), tin (from Bolivia), and copper (from Zambia and 
Zaire). Although the domestic economies of these mineral exporters are capital
poor, the seemingly obvious fact that they do not possess a single uniform (or 
"homogeneous") capital/labor ratio contradicts the thrust of the factor 
proportions theory and invalida tes mu ch of Leontief 's "empirical" evidence. It 
seems absurd to say that Chile engages in foreign trade to conserve its "scarce" 
labor and use up its "abundant" capital. 

Ohlin might reply that Chile's truly abundant factor is mineral ore, but this 
cannot be depicted by an input-output table of capital/labor coefficients. 
Factor-proportions models count mineral endowments as "free." To take ore
bodies into account as a factor of production would imply a depletion function 

12 Krueger, Gronlfh ... and Pattems oj Trade, p. 15. 



sociated with internacional trade-and thus, the possibility of trade being 
c:onducted atan economic loss in failing to replace the value of mineral exhaus
tion, so that countries end up ~ooking like West .Virginia. (Extractive comp~es 
Jteep depletion allowances to mvest elsewhere m the world rather than paymg 
therD to host countries for leaving holes in the ground.) 

6. Neglect of foreign investment's role in dual economies. By the 1970s a number 
of academics had made reputations by explaining why the factor-proportions 
inodel had little relevance to how the real world works. Krueger conceded that 
tbe theory did not apply to Third World or other economies across the fuli 
spectrum (including trade in agricultural or mineral products), but only to 
IJWlufacturing.13 

One reason is that ali U.S. petroleum imports prior to 1973 carne from 
foreign affiliates of U.S. firms, as weli as most of the nation's mineral imports 
and nearly 25 percent of its manufactured imports. Inasmuch as the production 
of these primary commodities requires heavy capital investments in drilling and 
mining machinery sunk into foreign countries' soil, these investments rejfect U.S. 
#thnology rather than the factor proportions of host countries. Had Leontief adjusted 
bis data to represent these foreign affiliates (and indeed, entire foreign export 
enclaves) as being functionally part of the U.S. economy, he would have found 
tbat domestically-owned sectors of host countries produce relatively labor
mtensive products in keeping with the subsistence economy's factor propor
tions, while the foreign-owned sectors export capital-intensive products. Once 
this is recognized, Leontief's paradox turns out to be less paradoxical, and 
simply a case of semantic confusion as to what constitutes a "domestic" or 
"foreign" sector. 

To take advantage of the domestic U.S. depletion allowance on their for
eign operations, U.S. mining and oil companies consolidate the balance sheets 
of their foreign branches into the reported figures for the paren! companies. 
This is realistic if one views foreign raw-materials enclaves as functionally part 
of the U.S. economy rather than that of their host countries. John Stuart Mili 
tnade a good agument for this in 1848: 

u 

There is a class of trading and exporting communities, on which a few words of 
explanation seem to be required. These are hardJy to be looked upan as 
countries, carrying on an exchange of commodities with other countries, but 
more properly as outlying agricultura] or manufacturing establishments 

Krueger, Gro1vth . ., and Patterns of Trade, pp. 1, 24, 43, 20. Seeking to explain why sparsely 
populated land-rich countries such as the United States and Argentina in the nineteenth 
century had high capitaJ-labor ratios and became capital-intensive industrial producers, 
~ueger states (p. 20) that "Judgment of a coumry's factor proportions should be based o n 
lts manufacturing capital-labor ratio and not o n itS overall endowment." 



bclonging to a larger community. Our West India colonies, for example, cannot 
be regarded as countries, with a productive capital of their own. If Manchestec, 
instead of being whece it is, were on a rock in the North Sea, (its presenc industry 
nevertheless concinuing), it would still be bue a town of England, not a country 
trading with England; it would be mecely, as now, a place where England finds it 
convenient to carry on her cotton manufacture. The West lndies, in Jike manner 
are the place where England finds it convenienc to carry on the production of 
sugar, coffee, and a few other tropical commoditíes. All the capital employed is 
English capital; almost all the industry is carried on foc English uses; there is 
little production of anything except the staple commodities, and these are sent 
to England, not to be exchanged for things exponed to the colony and consumed 
by ics inhabicams, but to be sold in England for the benefit of the proprietors 
there. The trade with the West Indies is therefore hardly to be considered as 
externa! trade, but more resembles the traffic between town and country, and is 
amenable to the principies of the home trade. The rate of profit in the colonies 
will be regulated by English profics ... with the addition of compensation for the 
disadvantages attending che more discant and hazardous employment; ... 14 

Large internacional corporations whose head offices are domiciled in the 
industrial creditor nations have provided most of the capital for today's Third 
World export sectors. This investment has gone hand in hand with a growing 
agricultura! and industrial dependency. The problem is not simply one of 
econornic proportions. lt involves a complex of government policies, lending 
and U.S. foreign food aid and diplomacy that has worked to retard 
modernization of land tenure and property taxation. 

7. Failure to consider government policy and institutional blockages or cata!Jsts. 
A major reason not to expect the factor-proportions model to apply to U.S. 
agriculture is that it is one of the most highly protected sectors in the world. 
Quotas limit crop irnports to whatever marginal amounts U.S. farms cannot 
produce. While U.S. price supports may seem absurd at times (as when potatoes 
were dyed blue and dumped in the ocean), the program has resulted in the most 
rapid productivity gains for any industry in history. High farm incomes have 
enabled U.S. agriculrure to become more highly capitalized than that of any 
other country. By the time the Nixon administration began to phase out price 
supports after 1970, the family farm was on its way to becoming a vested 
agribusiness interese. 

14 Mili, Pri11ciples of Política/ Eco11omy, Book Ill, ch. xxv, para 5 (Ashley ed., pp. 685-86). 
Jonathan Levin (The Export Eco110111ies [Cambridge. Mass.; 19601, repr. in James T. Theberge, 
ed. The Eco11omics of Trade a11d De11elop111ent, pp. 11 ff.) has analyzed dual econornies and 
noted the fact that factor proportions "clearly could not have determined the location of the 
overseas raw material export industries .... The location of these expert industries followed 
the same general principies as did the location of domesric industry, being determined by 
the location of the least mobile faccors of production-such as climate, soil conditions, or 
mineral deposics-and accessibility to market." 



Not acknowledging the role played by programs to upgrade capital/labor 
·os, the factor-proportions theory depicts countries as "endowed" with 
ital as if by nature. The basis for competitive advantage thus does not appear 

to be policy. ~n thís politically quiescent _spirit, Heckscher gr~ted that "no 
aicenrion is pai~ to the ~dvantages ~ne parucular country may achieve by meaos 
f protection, m altenng the relat:lon between the supply and demand of a 
~ commodity" and in the factors responsible for its production.15 Yet as 
tbe preceding chapters have traced, today's leading industrial nations, whatever 
tbeir inicial factor proporcions, attained their head starts by interfering with 
"free" trade. 

How else can one explain why the world's first two great industrial 
powers, England and the United States, evolved from among the most densely 
Populated and the most sparsely populated countries respectively? The factor
proportions theory attributes England's early accumulation of industrial capital 
not to its mercantilist policies but to the fact that its labor force was in sufficient 
oversupply to depress wage rates, contributing to relatively high profit oppor
tunities and hence capital investment. But U.S. industry had relatively high wages 
behind protectionist tariff barriers whose revenue was used to finance public 
infrastructure investment. The common denominator was a policy of com
mercial, industrial and monetary nationalism, with tariffs playing a major role in 
cndowing England, the United States, Germany and Japan with capital. Yet 
orthodox trade theory has dropped consideration of long-term demographic 
and technological change, capital accumulation, increasing returns and wage
productivity feedback, along with the role played by government policies to 
shape these dynamics. 

Without recognizing the extent to which production patterns depend 
ultimately on government policy and social institutions, no a priori conclusions 
can be drawn as to how economies will evolve. Chile has the world's most abun
dant deposits of natural nitrates as fertilizer, and also substancial unemployed 
rural labor. These endowments would suggest that it should be a food exponer. 
But its land tenure was long polarized between latifundia and microfundia, and 
Chile's food imports have exceeded the foreign exchange derived from its copper 
exports. Factor-proportions statistics do not reflect this kind of institucional 
malformation. 

Ohlin's reference to "varying natural aptitudes"16 recalls Ricardo's unfor
tunate concept of "the peculiar powers bestowed by nature." Ignoring the 
political causes of differing internacional rates of capital accumulation, it fails to 
explain the internacional divergence in labor and capital productivity. lt almost 

15 
Heckscher, "Effect of Foreign Trade," p. 274. 

16 
Ohlin, Interregiot1al a11d Internatiot1al Trade, p. 10. 



seems that industrial and finance capital were deposited by nature in machine 
mines or money mines, like copper or coal. The fact that capital has grown at a 
more prolific rate in the most politically active nations, while population has 
increased most rapidly in poorer and more labor-intensive countries, is more a 
result of policy and social institutions than of nature. Theories that ignore 
government's policy role will fail to explain how differing "endowments" were 
first brought into being along the lines described in Chapter 2. Capital 
"originally" was scarce in all countries. Sorne began with little and remained in 
that state; others advanced. 

There is more at work in misleadingly narrow economic models than 
innocent "learned ignorance." By not applying to economies whose govern
ments intervene to shape market forces, the model's limited scope is designed 
to avoid discussing the social, política! and financia! dynamics required to achieve 
technological competitiveness in the modern world along the lines undertaken 
by England, the United States, Germany and Japan in their rise to industrial and 
financiaJ leadership. The result is stupidity with a political purpose. A191 array of 
capital-per-worker proportions is supposed to give each country a competitive 
advantage in some industry. Each economy's technological profile is depicted in 
terms of an abstract proportion (capital per worker) without questioning how it 
carne into being or what educacional systems, public infrastructure, tax laws, 
environmental regulations and associated policy preconditions are required to 
keep labor and capital (and even the land) internationally competitive. 

Polícy shortcomíngs of factor-proportíons ídeolog;y 

Despite criticisms that the factor-proportions model is irrelevant because it 
neglects government policies to spur investment and train skilled labor or attract 
it from abroad, free traders have used it as a normative guide to how countries 
should behave. Krueger argues that its thesis still 

could be correct, while observed production patterns ran counter to them owing 
to inefficient production patterns ... . When factor market distortions are signi
ficam, all sorts of possibilities arise. . .. A variery of devices can provide the 
needed protection: credit allocations or tax exemptions to the favored industries, 
public enterprizes operating at losses financed through tax revenues, tariffs, 
quotas, and so on .... Subsidies can make any industry an export industry, even 
one that would not produce at all in an efficient allocation. Similarly, taxes can 
be levied on an industry that has comparative advantage which will penalize it 
enough to render domestic production entirely unprofitable.17 

17 Krueger, Cro1vth .. ., and Patterns of Trade, pp. 2, 42, 27. See also \Y/. P. Travis, The Theo1y of 
Trade a11d Protectio11 (Cambridge: 1964). 



According to Krueger these taxes, tarjffs and subsidies, along with 
currency overvaluation, import licensing or differential exchange rates may lead 
countries to produce and export the "wrong" commodities. Treating protec
tionism as an econornic "distortion," the argument says in effect, ''Alas, 
governments interfere with existing factor proportions and market forces to 
steer resources into 'uneconornic' sectors for which the factor-proportions 
rnodel says they are not naturally favored." 

Just what is an economic distorcion? To define the normas an unimpeded 
working of "market forces" means then any subsidy, trade barrier or policical 
decision to influence the economy in any way is a distortion. This semantic twist 
rnakes the term "distortion" a synonym for any policy planning! It is an 
ideological label with a negacive value judgment regarding what governments are 
supposed to do. 

The model's implicit factor-price equalization theorem (discussed in the 
next chapter) defines "normal" internacional development as a pattern of con
verging incomes. Por this to occur, economies must have similar produccivity 
levels. The factor-proporcions model assumes this at the outset, but in today's 
world-not unlike that of the 19th and 20th centuries-it requires active govern
ment tariff or subsidy policies for less developed countries to avoid the 
"distortion" of internacional economic polarization. If "normal" behavior is 
convergence, then free trade and laissez faire distort by impairing capital 
accumulation in capital-peor countries and promoting the transfer of resources 
from these countries to the wealthier nations. 

Ideology is much like a factor of production in its effect on econornic 
development, because it is the logic that guides public policy. Governments that 
refrain from shaping market forces in the nacional interest let their econornies 
become malformed by nations pursuing a more active econornic diplomacy. If 
the world is steered by what K.rueger calls distortions, then for any given country 
to drop these government policies is to allow its economy and domestic resources to be 
steered ry those of nations with more nationalistic and protectionist frade regulations, 
foreign aid strategy and diplomacy via the IMF and World Bank. 

It is for ideological reasons that factor-proportions theorists disrniss 
government regulation as a distortion rather than asking what the world's 
pattern of regulation is and what its effects are. Krueger gives the game away 
when she criticizes the policy of favorable exchange rates for capital-goods 
imports, saying that it is wrong--or in econornic jargon, "inefficient"-for 
countries to industrialize prematurely (as if every sector, even agriculture, were 
not being industrialized by higher capital intensiveness today). She is especially 
hard on countries seeking to upgrade the quality of thei.r labor. Minimum wage 
laws, company housing, union agreements "and even the 'guilty' consciences of 



multinacional corporations may alJ result in the payment of higher effective 
wages to workers than would obtain in a competitive market." 18 So unions 
should be broken, industrial wage rates ground clown to a properly low ratio to 
profits, and the consciences of the multinationals assuaged int0 believing that 
they are only pursuing what is natural and, by reducing wage levels, helping poor 
countries achieve their optimum economic position. 

The real issue is not whether governments should shape market forces
obviously they do, because that is the proper role of governments. The key is 
what they seek and how to best intervene to shape these forces. Successful 
governments have promoted self-sufficiency in essentials such as energy, grains 
and other basic needs, raised living standards, and often supported farm 
incomes to finance agricultural modernization, as the United States has done 
since 1933 and the European Comrnunity since 1957. Governments also may 
promote domestic food production to bolster their trade balance and prevem 
their terms of trade from deteriorating. Yet they are told to avoid ali such 
policies by economists trained in nations whose own governments historically 
have pursued them. 

Diverging factor productivity 
The factor-proportions model represents a retreat from more than two centuries 
of recognizing interfactoral competition between labor and capital, and specifi
cally the tendency for capital to displace labor (and land) in production. A 1951 
srudy by G. D. A. MacD ougall showed that the U.S. export structure relative to 
that of England was a function of relative labor productivity in the two 
countries, not differences in factor incomes under conditions of similar techno
logkal production functions. U.S. exports in each industrial category reflected 
higher ratios of output per manhour than characterized England. Countries 
with productivity advantages in given industries export goods from these high
productivity sectors, subject to appropriate qualifications for wage differences, 
tax patterns and financing costs, and the availability of public infrastructure.19 

18 Krueger, ibid., p. 31. 
19 G. D. A. MacDougall, "British and American Expons: A Srudy Suggested by the Theory of 

Comparative Costs," Eco110111ic ]01m1al, LXI (December 1951), repr. in Caves and Johnson, 
Retldings in lllter11ational Eco110111ics. Similar findings were reponed by Robert Stern, "British 
and American Productiviry and Comparacive Costs in International Trade," Oxford Eco110111ic 
Papm, October 1962, and Bela Balassa, ''A.n Empirical D emonstration of Classical Compa
racive Cosr Theory," Revie1v of Econo111ics and Stalistics, August 1963. Jagdish Bhagwati 
quescions the value of this evidence in ''The Pure Tbeory of Internacional Trade; A Survey," 
Eco110111ic Jo"mal, March 1964. 



Another key consideation should be the rate at which savings are trans
formed into new direct investment, and the role played by the "information 
revolution." Communications technology, which remains concentrated in the 
industrial nations, promises to revolutionize world cost structures as much as did 
the Industrial Revolution in steam power two centuries ago. But the measuring 
rod of factor proportions does not deal with this economic dimension. 

The "product-cycle" theory of internacional trade patterns is not much 
more helpful. It depicts technological advantage as resulting not from favorable 
factor proportions or generally high productivity, but in novel innovations that 
afford monopoly profits. Innovators eníoy a transitory monopoly for new 
products, but are superseded by foreign emulators (exemplified by Japan). The 
fact that Japan and West Germany have displaced U.S. and British automotive, 
shipbuilding, consumer electronics, capital goods and steel producers but have 
few Nobel Prize-winning scientists is cited as evidence for the product-cycle 
approach. This observation does not address what specific policies produce an 
innovative investment climate and high capital/labor ratios. 

Where do these lines of theorizing leave us? Current "factor endowment" 
trends threaten to congest population in less developed countries while the 
industrial nations substitute capital with growing efficiency for Third World 
labor, land and mines. Foreign investment by the industrial nations reinforces 
rather than offsets this polarization by aggravating the deteriorating terms of 
trade for Third World raw materials. As Chapter 11 will elaborate, the factor
proportions model does not acknowledge the internacional movement of 
capital, nor <loes it recognize the migration of skilled and low-wage labor to the 
wealthier economies. 

One may wonder why Heckscher, Ohlin and their followers were so un
willing to note the existence of productivity differences. Why not simply propose 
that different relative factor incomes might result either from relative scarcity or 
productivity? To recognize productivity as well as income differentials would 
open up such interesting questions as whether high incomes offset or support 
productivity advantages. This would suggest an investigation of whether there 
is a limit to the ability of high wage levels to lead to more-than-increasing produc
tivity advantages and thus "pay for" the higher wage rates. This line of analysis 
was formerly pursued. But from the 1970s onward, a1l we really find are re
workings of post-classical theorizing- which is why I see little reason to devote 
further chapters of this book to internacional economic theorizing since the 
1960s. 

A narrow scope of theorizing leads to short-sighted policy conclusions. 
The assumption that a country's "endowment" of factor proportions will persist 
over time- a major premise underlying laissez faire doctrine-suggests that 
sparsely populated, land-rich countries should export raw materials in exchange 



for foreign manufactures and grains. Trade is supposed to raise the incomes of 
thcsc countries' most abundant resources (land and mines) and that is that 
What is lacking is a calculation of how such trade may impair income-earníng 
abiliries over rime, for instance, by the monoculture syndxome. 

By attríburing relative income Jevels uniquely to factor proportions, the 
theory diverts attention from how investment incentives may increase produc
tivity. Even if the United States might be expected to impon Jabor-intensive 
commodities under conditions of free trade, its tariff policy has counteracted 
this tendency, as demonstrated since 1970 by its protectionist textile quotas and 
agricultura! price supports. The Leontief paradox is explained largely by the fact 
that the United States has erectcd the world's higheset agricultura! trade barriers 
since the 1940s-quotas and tariffs still in effect. But the factor-proportions 
modcl both presumes a free-market economy and is an argument for it. Like 
Ricardo's comparative-cost model, the factor-endowment theory assumes that 
labor and capital are flexible enough to be fully employed with no need for 
rising investment per capita to save them from becoming obsolete. 

Attributing income Jevels to labor's scarcity rather than to its productivity 
implies that nacional economies as well as individual employers find their 
advantage in having low-paid labor rather than raising productivity by paying 
highcr wages. The theory also suggests that austerity programs can improve an 
economy's internacional position. Yet in terms of foregone productivity, such 
economizing impairs rather than aids modernization, while discouraging invest
ment incentives and spending on infrastructure, research and development. 

In sum, implying a tendency for internacional incomes to equalize under 
free trade, the factor-proportions model assumes no correlation between wage 
levels and labor productivity. Low wages are supposed to favor employment, 
not aggravate the technological obsolescence of labor. Low wages also are 
supposed to imply high profits, without taking into account their depressing 
effect on market demand. Contrary to the rosy picture the model suggests, the 
world economy is not settling at an equitable equilibrium as foreign trade evens 
out wage and profit disparities among countries. Free trade prome tes 
internacional polarization dynamics, as the next chapter discusses in more detail. 



not necessarily absolute income equality, unless there is trade in common 
denominators such as raw macerials and capital goods ata uniform world price. 
But there is such trade, of course. As Chapter 5 has established, comparative 
coses or income proportions between labor and capital would become actual 
coses and income levels wuld be equalized throughout the world under this 
condition. Yet incomes are not equalizing, and have not for hundreds of years, 
despite common prices for world raw materials and capital goods, and despite 
large-scale internacional investment. Evidently sorne key determining 
considerations need to be brought into play to expla.in matters. 

"Free trade," continues Heckscher, "only guarantees, under certain condi
tions, the same relative prices of the factors of production in different countries; 
the mobility of the factors of prod11ction guarantees the same (absolute] prices of 
the factors in different countries, not proportionality among the amounts of 
these factors." 1 And just as the free emigration of labor across nacional bound
aries helps equalize wage lcvels, so foreign direct investment is supposed to 
equalize profit rates (adjusted for local variations in risk, liquidity and related 
investment considerations). 

The roa.in neglected- factor here is the productivity of capital and labor. 
Paul Samuelson seemed to acknowledge productivity differentials when he 
observed that "Europeans plead 'Protect us from the "unfair competition" of 
high-paid, efficient American workers who have skill and machinery far better 
than out own."' But he used this only to argue aga.inst the pauper-labor rationale 
for protectionism, pointing out that American labor needed no tariff protection 
against foreign "pauper labor," thanks to the high productivity of well-paid 
labor. Yet this very point controverts the factor-price equilibrium theorem 
which Samuelson has promoted so vigorously. 

Samuelson also asserts that an emigration of labor-including presum
ably skilled labor-works to raise wages for countries losing it, while lowering 
wages in nations gaining it. If this were true, Third World countries would have 
little reason to complain when their best students rema.in abroad in a "brain 
drain." 

If surplus population could have ali migrated from Belgium to the United 
States, the law of diminishing returns implies that real wages here [in the United 
States] would fati toward equality with rising wage rates there [in Belgium]; and 
high land rents there wouJd fall toward equality with rising wage rates here.2 

Heckscher, "Effect of Foreign Trade ... " pp. 286, 296. Sec also Bertil Ohlin's neacly 
identicaJ scatement in lnterrtgio11al and Inter11atio11al Tradt, p. 15, as well as Jacob Viner's 
cliscussion in St"dies in the Theory of /tJtemational Trade, pp. 501 ff. 

2 Paul Samuelson, Econol!lics. An lntrod11rtory A najysis, 7m ed. (New York: 1967), pp. 672, 648. 



On the other hand, if economic life is characterized by increasing returns 
to scale, it follows that when countries suffer a flight of labor-especially skilled 
labor-they are /ess able to increase their income, while countries receiving it are 
better able to build up their employment and high technology functions. And 
a}though it may seem counter-intuitive, high wage levels may be self-financing if 
highly paid labor is even more highly productive. For instance, the high wage 
Jevels of U.S. workers in the nineteenth century enabled them to invest sub
stancial portions of their income in themselves and in educating their children. 
This set a positive feedback process in motion, enabling labor, Jand and capital 
in lead nations to become increasingly well remunerated relative to less productive 
factors in other countries. Factor proportions in such cases become irrelevant. 

The factor-price equalization theorem is turned into a doctrine by advis
ing Third World countries not to protect and upgrade their agriculture or industry. 
They are to accept their lot and specialize in low-wage labor-intensive pursuits, 
on the logic that this optimizes their economic potencial by "doing what they're 
best at." Their low wage rates are supposed to favor employment, not thwart it by 
low productivi ty. Austerity programs are supposed to help by keeping wage 
levels clown. 

The reality is that Third World poverty curtails domestic investment, 
maintaining food dependency on the industrial nations. To acknowledge a cor
relation between high income levels and high productivity would mean that the 
austerity programs that the IMF and World Bank imposes on Third World 
countries retard their development rather than helping them. 

False analogi.es between the international economy and thermodynamic entropy 

Much of the attraction felt by economists toward the factor-price equalization 
theorem stems from its parallelism with what muse be the most misleading 
analogies ever foisted on the economics profession: a superficial analogy with 
the second law of thermodynamics, the law of entropy. The hope of free-trade 
economics is to make itself appear scientific by borrowing a paradigm from the 
physical sciences. lt then dresses up the thermodynamic analogy of economic 
entropy in suitably abstruse mathematical symbols where no statistical evidence 
can be cited for the theories of internacional income and price equalization 
developed by Heckscher, Ohlin, Samuelson and their followers. 

E ntropic analogies might be valid if economic theory had as much rele
vance to the real world as thermodynamic theories have to physical nature. But 
the assumptions underlying economic convergence theories are not empírica! but 
purely hypothetical. In the natural scicnces, a theory must be empirically verified 
as well as internally consistent. Psychopathic mental patients are internally 
consistent, but not realistic. In economics, interna! consistency is ali important, 
as it is in any good science fiction. 



The second law of thermodynamics states that heat flows from hotter to 
colder bodies. ''Admitting heat to be a form of energy," writes Clerk Maxwell, 
" the second law asserts that it is impossible, by the unaided action of natural 
proccsses, to transform an)' part of the heat of a body into mechanical work, 
except by allowing heat to pass from that body into another ata lower tempera
ture." 3 By analogy, exports are supposed to flow from "hot" high-income 
cconomies to "cold" low-income and hence presumably low-cost regions, 
unless blocked by trade barriers such as tariffs or quotas. 

In a price-competitive world, economic activity rnay be converted into 
export trade when a nation's productive factors are less expensive-or, what 
would seem to be the same thing, more efficient than those of other countries. 
Bue inasmuch as the factor-proporcions model ignores different produccivity 
rates, the only recognized variable is income. This constraining assumpcion only 
permits the conclusion that free trade will even out internacional disparicies in 
wage and profit rates. 

The reason why percepcion of the wage-productivity feedback has fallen 
out of favor for over a century is that it opens the Pandora's Box of interna
cional economic polarization. lf the appropriate analogy for the internacional 
economy is an expanding system characterized by widening inequality in income 
and produccivity (bolstered by monopoly power and financia! leverage), then 
less developed economies should renounce free trade and austerity in favor of 
protectionist development programs. It certainly would be more realiscic to 
explain why high incomes in the most advanced nacions have enhanced rather 
than undercut their export compecitiveness. Recognicion of posicive wage
productivity feedback would counter the doctrine that if only governments do 
nothing to interfere with "free markets," an unseen benevolent hand will guide 
nations toward increasing equality. 

Why not start off in the right direction? lf a realiscic analogy is to be drawn 
between internacional economics and the laws of physics, sorne new law of cosmol
ogy would have to be hypothesized on the basis of an expanding (negentropic) 
rather than an enttopic universe. The amount of economic heat is growing 
steadily, and is flowing from colder so hotter bodies in seeming violacion of the 
first and second thermodyoamic laws as the rich natioos grow rícher with much 
greater case and success than poorer countties. These "colder" low-income eco
nomies su ffer their resources to flow to the "hotter," more highly industrialized 
high-income nations in the form of trade deficits, flight capital and the brain 
drain. This tendency of trade to concentrate the world's produccive resources in 

3 Clerk i\Ia.xwell, Heal (New York: n.d.) p. 152, The first law of thermodynamics stares that 
work is transformed imo heac and vice versa, abstracting all loss from frictioo. 



the richest nations is just the opposite of the diffusionist inercia principie impli
cit in the second Jaw of thermodynamics. An optimizing activity is indeed at 
work, but it is not the one depicted by the economics of entropy. 

Early refutations of income equalization tendencies 

Chapters 3 and 4 described the major eighteenth-century debates between 
convergence and polarization theories. Hume's 1753 essay "Of the Balance of 
Trade" epitomized the convergence analogy: ''Ali water, wherever it communi
cates, remain always at a level." 4 Tucker paraphrased this idea in 1774: "It has 
been a Notion universally received, that Trade and Manufactures, if left at /11// 
Uberry, will always desccnd from a richer to a poorer Statc; somewhat in the 
same Manner as a Stream of Water falls form higher to lower Grounds." But 
water seems to flow uphill in the world economy. Already in 1758, Tucker claimed 
that it was merely a "vulgar error" to hold the view "that rival nations cannot ali 
flourish at the same time; that poorer nations will draw trade from the rich; that 
low wages create cheap manufacture."5 

In 1848 thc American protectionist Calvin Colton reformulated H ume's 
views to argue that free trade would impair the nation's high wage levels: 

le is manifesc, chat '1.vhen the produces of American labor ... are brought into the 
free and open markec with che produces of European and other foreign labor of 
the same kind, the labor itself is in the same market; and thac the cendency is co 
reduce che price of American labor co chac of foreign labor. \V/e say che cendency 
... \Y/e have before indicated the reason why American labor, in such a case, wiU 
noc come entirely clown to che old leve) of European labor. The water of one 
cisccrn which is higher chan thac of anocher, will raise the ocher, by being let off 
into it, before both come to a common leve!. If che capacity of the cwo cisterns 
were equal, the common leve! would be found midway of the difference. But the 
American ciscern is a very smaU one compared with ali che resc of che world, and 
being lec off, would faU immensely, while che ocher would scarcely seem to rise.6 

This carne to be known as the "pauper labor" argument, and remained in 
the repertory of protectionist politicians for over eighty years. (fhe Republican 
Party Platform was still repeating it as late as the 1932 elections.) "The avowed 
object of protective tariffs," criticized Francis Amasa Walker in 1876, 

4 Hume, "Of the Balance of Trade" in Econo11lic lfYritings, p. 63. 
5 Tucker, Four Tmcls, p. 17. and marginal note to part V. of his Ele111mls of Co111111erce (1755), 

quoted in Edgar S. Furniss, The Positio11 of the Labourer i11 a SJ1ste111 of Natio11alis111 (Boston. 
1920), p. 173. 

6 Colton, P11blic Ero110111y for the Unittd Stalts (New York: 1848), pp. 429-30. See also pp. 65, 
178-79. For a modern restatemem of this theory see Samuelson, Eco110111ics, p. 667. 



has been to keep wages from sinking to the leve! of Europe and Asia. The allu
sions to "pauper labor" which crowd the speeches of (Henry] Clay, [Rep. Andrew) 
Stewart and (Rep. William] Kelley have significance only as it is assumed that a 
day's labor in one place is the economic equivalent of a day's Labor anywhere, and 
that one man's labor is effective in the same degree as that of any other man.7 

\Xi'alker controverted this premise by citing the example of an English 
wood-sawyer able to perform as much work in a given day as thirty-two East 
Indians. He concluded that American workers had little to fear from foreign 
low-wage competition inasmuch as pauper labor turned out to be more expen
sive on a unit-cost basis. "In the contests of industry the civilized, organized, 
disciplined and highly-equipped nations may safely entertain much the same 
contempt for barbarous antagonists as in the contests of war." 

This was no new idea. The title page of Vanderlint's Money Answers A l/ 
Things (1734) quoted from Proverbs x: 15: "The destruction of the poor is their 
poverty." The opposite, a buildup of human and material capital via policies of 
high wage levels and high-technology investment, had brought about cost 
advantages for the most sophisticated industrial nations The advanced 
economies did not need-protective tariffs. 

This was a more sophisticated free-trade argument than the subsequent 
factor-price equalization theorem. But it was designed to appeal to the wealthy 
nations as an argument for their free trade, not holding out free-trade promises 
to poorer countries. 

The Economy of High Wages doctrine 
The sixteenth-century economist John Hales observed in his Discourse of the 
Common Weal of this Realm of England that "the workman never travails but as 
the master provokes him with good wages." 8 Under normal conditions higher 
wages would motivate workers more, thereby increasing labor productivity. This 
would prove disadvantageous only if workers labored less intensively or for fewer 
days per week, or when their quality of labor deteriorated through luxurious 
living. "It has been observed," remarked Tucker in 1748, "that one of our labor
ing men who eats beef and pudding will do twice the work of one of these 
finical gentlemen who live upon herbs and roots, and if one of the natives can 
do as much work as two foreigners, he may afford to live better than a foreigner 
and sell his work cheaper." 9 The only redeeming feature of low wages was that 
7 Francis Amasa Walker, The Wages Question (New York: 1876), p. 41. 
8 John Hales, Disco11rse of the Com1no11 Weal of this Realm of England (repr. 1893), p. 59, quoted 

in William D. Grampp, "The Liberal E lements in English Mercantilism," Q11arter!J Journal of 
Eco11omics, LXVI (November 1952), p. 487. 

9 Tucker, Co11siderations of the Bill for General Nat11ralizatio11 (1748), p. 3, quoted in Furniss, 
Position oJ the Laborer ... , p. 184. 



in sorne cases they might tend "to enforce industry and sobriety." But later 
observers noted that a more frequent result was the profligacy of hopelessness. 

By the late nineteenth century the United States adopted this line of analy
sis as government policy. In Grover Cleveland's two Democratic administrations 
the State Department employed Jacob Schoenhof, a free-trade Democrat who 
had immigrated from Germany in 1861, to travel around the world comparing 
wage rates and labor productivity. His statistics confirmed that favorable 
productivity advantages more than offset America's high wage levels. This, the 
Democrats contended, obviated the need for protective tariffs to support wage 
Ievels. "It is not by reducing wages that America is making her conquests," 
wrote Schoenhof in 1884, 

but by her superior organization, greater efficiency of labor consequent upon 
the higher standard of living ruling in the country. High-priced labor means 
better food and better living, and these supply the American workman with the 
energy and nerve-power for which he is so juscly celebrated. High-priced labor 
countries are everywhere beating "pauper labor" countries.10 

America's industrial strategy should ride the crest of its high-wage and 
productivity levels, a feedback system that increased the nation's competitive 
advantage in world markets. "The survival of the fittest," Schoenhof concluded, 
"is, therefore . .. the resúlt of a higb wage rate; and a high standard of living in 
industrial countries, becomes a prerequisite to a low cost of production."11 

Instead of conjuring up the image of competition from foreign pauper 
labor, the Economy of High Wages model focuses on the need to raise living 
standards and accumulate sophisticated high-productivity capital. As production 
becomes more capital intensive, profits are reinvested under conditions of 
increasing returns. This enables firms in high-productivity economies to keep 
on underselling their rivals, whose relatively low profits deprive them of the 
funds necessary to keep pace with world-class capital productivity. 

If labor in low-wage countries is less productive than in high-wage nations, 
then wage disparities do not necessarily indicate economic disequilibrium. For
eign trade equalizes unit costs of production, not wage levels. Trade may be in 
equilibrium on a unit-cost basis even as wages and profit rates diverged among 
nations. Under conditions of unequal productivity the ideal of stabilizing the 
factora! terms of trade is illusory. If labor exchanges for its manhour equivalent 
throughout the world, this would entail paying as much for inefficient labor as 
for high-productivity labor. 

10 Jacob Schoenhof, tV'ages a11d Trade in Ma1111fact11ri11g lndmtries in A111erica and E urope (New 
York: 1884), p. 19. See also Schoenhofs The Eco11ot11y of High IV'ages (New York: 1892), p. 385. 

11 Schoenhof, Eco110111y of High Wages, p. 39. 



Limüs obviously existcd as to just how far living standards in the United 
States o r other leacling nations could pull ahead of those in poorer economies 
and still generate a surplus out of which to pay higher wages and profits. 
Beyond sorne point higher wage levels would cease to be reflected in higher 
labor productivity. Luxury would become overgrown, as the early mercantilists 
had warned. But as long as the overall surplus grew, wages and profits could rise 
in tandcm rather than being at odds with each other as in Ricarclian and factor
proportions models. This perception underlay Henry Carey's postulated 
harmony between capital and labor: Enlightened employers would raise wage 
levels to reduce unit-labor costs. However, Carey emphasized, in order for rising 
wages in be associated with cven greater productivity gains, employers might 
need protection of their capital investment in new technology. It thus was 
capital above all that needed to be protected to maintain a high-wage economy. 

Obsolescence far low-productivity factors of production 

A productivity approach to internacional trade and income analysis suggests that 
modero capital-intens~ve production may render sorne types of labor obsolete. 
The world's horse population affords an instance of absolute uncompetitiveness 
since the invention of steam transport (especially in agriculture) and the interna! 
combustion engine. Horses traditionally earned more than manual laborers, 
because their subsistence costs were higher. But by the turn of the twentieth 
century they were losing their economic functions. Their survival as economic 
inputs would require that the value of their services exceed their basic upkeep 
costs. The spread of steam-driven tractors, the automobile and other mechan
i:.ced forms of transpon left fewer tasks for horses to provide at rates that could 
cover these maintenance costs. 

If resources always are fully employed, why were horses not simply 
shifted to tasks other than pulling carriages, milk wagons o r tractors, or carrying 
cavalry officers? The answer (as Lauderdale pointed out; see Chapter 7, pp. 
140f.) is that they could not perform these tasks as inexpensively or as 
competently as autos, tanks and other machines. In due course land that had 
grown hay and oats to feed the nation's horse population was used to grow more 
remunerative crops, enabling farmers to use the proceeds to purchase 
mechanized capital to sustain the horse-displacement dynamic. Producers that 
enjoyed a comparative advantage in "horse-intensive" products lost this 
advantage in the face of shifts to mechanized modes of production. 

There may be a parallel here with unskilled labo r. Like horses, manual 
labor in factories and farms was supplanted by steam engines, electric generators 
and interna! combustion engines. Machines have driven manual labor from 
many ficJds as the cost of mechanically supplying work effort has fallen below 



the wages that must be paid to perform these tasks. In the race between machine 
and human, labor as a raw supply of manual work effort or performance of 
repetitive mechanical tasks is becoming as uneconomic as the horse. Unskilled 
Workers are withdrawn from production as their minimum wage--their price of 
subsistence-exceeds the cost of machinery able to provide similar work effort. 
Jndeed, the ability of machines to supplant human labor (not to mention draft 
animals) in the drudgery of production not only has freed men and women for 
higher tasks, it compels them either to elevate their status in production or 
become obsolete, remaining unemployed until they acquire working skills to 
elevate their skill status. 

Fig. 9.1: Relatíve costs of producing industrial work effort 
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In Figure 9.1, line WW1 represents the rising real wage rate for manual labor as 
it evolves in an industrial economy. Wages rise in response to the scarcity of 
labor during industrialization, and subsequently because of social welfare consi
derations. Line EE1 represents the declining costs over time of producing a 
manpower-equivalent of industrial energy or servomechanism tasks by means 
of capital equipment. Already in the nineteenth century these costs felt below 
the cost of using the human body to convert the worker's fuel"- food, clothing 
and related necessities-into a given flow of caloric work effort. 

In Ricardo's day, all that was required of rural migrants newly arrived in 
the city was the ability to exert manual effort with a modicum of intelligence. 
Children worked as servo-mechanisms at their looms. But today the willingness 
and ability to perform such simple tasks no longer qualifies one for employ
ment. The exodus of farro boys and their sisters that contributed so strongly to 

Britain's industrial power two centuries ago represents a demographic burden 
for today's poorer economies. 



The obsolescence of specific types of production factors---horses, unskilled 
labor, etc.-makes today's internacional economy more problematic than liberal 
economists recognized. While free-trade doctrine clairns that what little advan
tage less developed countries may enjoy derives from their low wage levels, this 
conclusion follows only on the assumption that labor productivity is uniform 
internationally. The possibility exists that lead-nation capital may drive clown 
T hird World wage rates below subsistence reproduction levels, rendering more 
primitive forros of labor uneconomic as the increasing energy use per produc
tion worker raises labor productivity.12 

A corollary to the Obsolescence Function may be termed the Comple
mentarity Function with human and material capital. To be employable, workers 
require an appropriate complement of training and education, as well as high
productivity capital to operate. Failure to acquire skills or the requisite comple
mentary capital results in an obsolete work force. In 1853 the American 
protectionist E. Peshine Smith observed that "as we rise to labor in connection 
with more complicated machinery the value of general intelligence becomes 
distinctly apparent." 13 Forty years la ter Schoenhof observed that 

In almost every employment of an industrial nature a very great amount of 
training is requisite to make it effective or to make it serviceable at all. Only in 
times of a very great demand and scarcity of labor would anyone employ crude 
labor in factories where skill is required.14 

This minimum necessary educational rises over time as labor requires more 
intensive training and education as a precondition far employment. Wages must 
increase accordingly. Improved educacional, dietary and other social standards 
thus are not mere consumer luxuries adding to costs without benefiting 
productivity and output. Investment in the quality of labor is a precondition for 
increasing the capital intensive character of production. The further the lead 
nations elevate their social standards, the further low-wage austerity-plagued 
economies will fall behind in their self-endowment of capital and competitive
ness of their labor. The problem occurs when l01v-paid workers cannot afford to 
acquire the training and/ or education needed to raise their status in production at the 
rate required lry modern technology. This occurs when governments do not provide 
the basic education and other infrastructure necessary to make their economies 
competitive. Much labor finds itself unemployed as trade throws it into competi
áon with more efficient production abroad. Rather than representing productive 
potencial, such labor becomes a welfare charge on society. 

12 See for instance Seymour Melrnan, Dynamic Factors in lndlfstriai Prodlfctivity (New York: 
1956), pp. 40-44. 

13 E. Peshine Smith, Man11ai oj Politica/ Eco11011ry (New York: 1853), p. 107. 
14 Schoenhof, Eco1101J1y oj High Wages, p. 27. 



Obsof.escence in agriculture and mining 

A similar example of economic obsolescence occurs in agriculture. The productive 
powers of "original" or "natural" soil fertility throughout the world have been 
undersold by the far less costly powers of U.S. and European farm machinery 
and related improvements, aided by fertilizers and pesticides. Natural or virgin 
soil fer tility has become as obsolete an input as raw unskilled labor. This is why 
the industrial nations have emerged as major grain exporters. 

Fig. 9.2: Cultivation Coses: Land-intensive vs. Capiral-intensive Production 
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Figure 9.2 illustrates the falling cost of augmenting soil fertility by means of 
chemical additives, improved seed varieties, pesticides and herbicides as com
pared to production costs on vfrgin land where land-extensive modes of cultivation 
deplete the soil. In the nineteenth century it was common in sparsely cultivated 
countries such as the United States for transient cultivators to "mine the soil," 
exhausting it in one district and then moving on to new areas. This was a major 
ímpetus for America's westward expansion. 

Fortunately the process is reversible by applying nutrients. For the indus
trial economies, line KK1 represents the unit cost of producing a similar market 
basket of crops with modero capital-intensive farm techniques, and line CC1 the 
cost of producing a similar volume of crops on virgin land (aggravated by the 
upward trend in land prices generally). Technology supplants soil muchas it has 
supplanted manual labor, transforming the land into a capital instrument. 

A similar development has occurred in mining. Naturally rich African 
copper mines where 4 to 5 per cent copper ore is the norm have become rela
tively high-cost as North American mines have substituted heavy earth-moving 
equipment for declining ore purity (and labor). Mining operations in the United 
States now handle ores whose copper content may average as little as 0.4 and 



0.6 per cent, ata lower expense per ton of finished copper than the more labor
intensive operations in Zambia and Zaire. A similar cost reduction has occurred 
in iron mining as pelletizing has made it possible to exploit lower-grade ores 
with greater cost effectiveness. In recent decades one can say that the iower the 
mineral content (generally that of the more recently opened mines), the lower 
the unit costs of production tend to be, given sufficiem commercial motivation 
for research and developmem. Likewise in the rubber industry, synthetics under
sell natural products with increasing ease. These examples recall Henry Carey's 
anti-Ricardian law of cultivation: Society progresses from the worst to the best 
soils and mines. These technological innovations have been developed precisely 
because the quality of copper and iron ore has declined throughout the world. 

Rather than being anomalous, increasing returns are the rule in both mining 
and agriculture. The corollary is that the opportuoity cost of not capitalizing 
industry, agriculture and mining is to lapse into a position of economic obsoles
cence. Thanks to capital investment and labor upgrading, the nations least 
endowed with natural resources have economically conquered the most naturally 
endowed economies. This is the lesson of the past three hundred years. Under 
these conditions free tra:de undercuts the ability of less productive economies 
to develop their own industrial and agricultural capital. Yet the income effects 
of trade are supposed to have no income-productivity linkage. Heckscher admits 
that "changes induced by foreign trade in the natu.re of the factors of produc
tion ("dynamic changes") [are) completely disregarded." 15 Only by ignoring 
nearly two hundred years of more tradicional economic theorizing could so 
narrow a set of intellectual blinders be proposed and taken seriously. 

The dik mma of international ghettos 

The preceding pages have established that economic obsolescence in less devel
oped countries is a function of more rapid rates of capital formation, research 
and technological development in the lead nations. Resources that are not mod
emized will not be employed under free trade. Substancial subsidies and trade 
barriers are needed to modernize obsolete labor, land and capital. IMF austerity 
programs block such investment in the future, yet not to undertake such public 
spending is to doom the least developed countries to a fate of mendicancy. 

The experience of England's weaving towns during the first half-century 
of its industrial revolution illustrates this principle. Ironically, the most highly 
skilled labor was tl1e füst to be displaced by machines. Power-looms supplanted 
the male hand-weavers, whose jobs were taken over by less highly skilled machine
tending women. Many observers concluded that the spread of machine pro
duction would degrade rather than elevare the quality of life. Yet England's 
15 Heckscher, "Effecr of Foreign Trade ... ,"p. 274. 



industrial economy ultimately entered a more advanced phase of mechaniz
ation. As its capital became increasingly skill-intensive it called for a new white
collar complement as well as for better ttained blue-collar operatives. Contrary 
to forecasts by underconsumptionists, no vast displacement of labor ensued. 
Jnstead there developed a chronic tendency towards full employment of skilled 
labor. The Luddites and their machine-wrecker contemporaries were wrong. 
Technological progress ended up elevacing the social and economic horizons of 
the working class by increasing output and hence making possible higher living 
standards. 

However, this has been the case only in the advanced nacions, whose social 
programs were designed to economically upgrade the population. Technology 
evolved evenly enough so that no great gap developed between modernity and 
obsolescence. By contrast, today's less developed countries have experienced a 
rural exodus that represents a social overhead of low-productivity labor. This 
places a growing burden on their economies. A burgeoning mass of consumers 
who are not producers must be fed and otherwise supported out of domestic 
output as they are displaced from their tradicional living areas to flood the 
industrial and commercial citres. This population also imposes indirect costs by 
its impact on crime rates, ill health and general quality of life. Rising welfare 
taxes and spending on social amelioration increase prívate-sector produccion 
costs, eating into the surplus otherwise available to finance the educacional 
system and other infrastructure needed to help prepare labor find employment 
in the modern world. 

Although sorne effort is being made to modernize minority populations 
in the United States and other industrial nations, the situation in much of Latin 
America and Africa threatens a prolonged state of poverty as the internacional 
economy throws their labor and land into uneven competition with more 
modern producers abroad. The advanced nations enjoy economies of scale in 
marketing as well as production, creating a feedback effect of increasing sales 
and capital accumulation while less developed countries lose even their own 
home markets. 

The debates over England's and lreland's Poor Laws a century ago give an 
indication of the cruelty this situation inflicts. Upon inspecting the living habits 
of Manchester workers, Dr. James Phillips Kay, a physician, wrote that 

the introduction of an uncivilized race <loes not rend even primarily to increase 
the power of producing wealth, in a ratio by any means commensurate with the 
cheapness of irs labour, and may ultimately retard the increase of rhe fund for 
the maintenance of that labour. Such a race is useful only as a mass of animal 
organization, which consumes the smallesr amount of wages. The low price of 
the labour of such people depends, however, on the paucity of their wants, and 
their savage habits. When they assist the production of wealth, therefore, their 



barbarous habits and consequent moral depression must form a part of the 
equation. They are only ncccssary to a stace of commerce incon.ri.rtenl with such 
a reward for labor, as is calculated co maincain the standard of dvilization. A few 
years pass, and they become burdens to a community whosc morals and physical 
power they have depressed; and dissipace wealth which they did not accu
mulate.16 

The aJternative would have been to transform the society that put them 
in this state. But only the radical socialists advocated this. Outdoing today's most 
reactionary attacks on welfare spencüng, Dr. Kay quoted from William Nassau 
Senior's Letter to Lord HeuJick on a Legal Provision fo r the I rish Poor. To maintain 
and extend the Poor Laws, Senior asserted, would 

divide Ireland into as many discinct countries as there are parishes, each peopled 
by a population a.rcripta gleboe mulciplying without forethought; impelled to labor 
principally by the fear of punishment; drawing allowance for their children, and 
throwing their parencs on the parish; considering wages noc a matter of contraer 
but of right; attribucing every evil to the injuscice of their superiors, and, when 
their own idleness or improvidence has occasioned a fall of wages, avenging it 
by firing the dwellings, maiming the cattle, or murdering the persons of the land
lo rds and overseers; combining, in short, the insubordinacion of the freeman 
with the sloth and recklessness of the slave.17 

The logical culmination of this polarization process was described in 1864 
by the Rev. W Winwood Reade with regard to the African population: 

This vast concinent ... will finally be divided almost equally between France and 
E ngland. 

In Northern Africa, France already possesses the germ of a great military 
empire. She will ally herself with the Mohammedan powers. With a Moham
medan army she will overrun Africa .. . while England, pursuing a more peaceful 
course, will colonize Angola by means of black emigrants, run a railway across 
Mozambique, and grow on che tablelands of Southern Central Africa the finest 
wool and cotton in the world. 

Africa shall be redeemed. Her children shall perform chis mighty work. Her 
morasses shall be drained; her deserts shall be watered by canals; her forests shall 
be reduced to firewood. Her children shall do all chis. They shall pour an elixir 
vitae into the vein of their mother, now withered and diseased. They shall restare 
her to youth and to immortal beauty. 

16 James Phillips Kay, Tht Moral and Pl!JIÍcal Conditio11 of the 111'01:king Cla.r.re.r, Emplqyed i11 tbt 
Collon Ma111¡fact11rt i11 Mancbesltr (London: 1832), p. 52. 

17 William Nassau Senior, Ltlltr lo Lord Htwick on a Legal Pro11i.rio11 far the lrish Poor, quoted 
by Kay, Moral and Physical Condilion.r .. . , pp. 53-54. 



In this amiable cask they may possibly be extermínaeed. \Y/e muse learn to Jook 
on this result with composure. lt illuscrates the beneficent law of Narure, that 
the weak muse be dcvoured by the srrong. 

Bue a grateful Posecrity will cherish their memories. \Y/hen the Cockneys of 
Timbuctoo have thcir tea-gardens in the Oases of the Sahara; when hotels and 
guide-books are established at the sources of che Nilc; when it becomes fashion
able to go yachting on the lakes of the Great Plateau; whcn noblemen, building 
seaes in Central Africa, will have their elephant parks and their hippopoeamí 
waeers, young ladies on camp-seools under palm-trees will read with eears The 
Lost of the 1 egroes, and the Níger will become as romancic a riveras the Rhine.18 

These quotations are not merely antiquarian documents of the past, they 
are scenarios for the future. Market forces may be cited as reason to starve out 
populations that fail to join the course of economic progress. Droughts and 
famine will be blamed on nature rather than on deforestation, inadequate 
irrigation and related shortfalls in infrastructure spending. The ultimate 
question is not whether Third World labor is cheap enough, but whether it is so 
low-priced as to deprive it of earning the income necessary to invest in 
education and related human capital skills at a rate sufficient to make itself 
competitive in today's high-technology world. 

t8 \Y/. Winwood Reade, Sal'fJge Africa: Bei11g the arrative of a Tour i11 Eq11atorial, So11tbwuler11, 
a11d Northeastem Africa (New York: 1864), pp. 451-52. 
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The Changing Role of Foreign Trade in Economic Development 

Theories of how foreign trade evolves depend on the assumptions one makes 
about trends in population; in the productivity of agriculture and industry; in 
wages, rents and profits; and, most important, in government policy. Export 
surpluses and import needs are, by definicion, residual functions of domestic 
supply and demand balances. But these trade patterns in turn affect the course 
of domestic industry and primary production, as well as the type of economic 
infrastructure put in place. The prececüng chapters have focused on the short
run microanalysis of foreign trade-the principles of comparative costs and the 
cüstribution of the gains from trade. This summary chapter makes a transicion 
to a view of trade's role in long-term economic development. 

"Stages of development" theories purport to describe how foreign trade 
and domestic development interact with each other in the industrial center vis
a-vis the less densely populated periphery producing raw materials. Being 
strategic in design, these theories are as politically motivated as is trade theory. 
James Steuart in 1767, Aclaro Smith in 1776, David Ricardo in 1817, Friedrich 
List in 1841, and Karl Marx in 1848 and 1864 supported their política! programs 
with long-term views of how economies evolved, generally through three stages 
beginning with agriculture and then passing through the domescic "infant" 
industrial stage to culminate in an internacional commercial stage. Each body of 
theory focused either on an imminent or a "final" stage for which it recommen 
ded either protectionism or free trade, high wages or austerity, stacist controls or 
market allocacion of resources. 

For Steuart the key was government policy. Once other countries learned 
how to develop by enaccing protective tariffs, industrial England would have to 
fall back on autarky to maintain íts living standards. Free trade should be 
prolonged as long as it benefited England, but ultimately would be thwarted by 
foreign protectionism, to which England would have to respond in like fashion. 
So free trade was only a transitional intermecüate stage. 

Smith held that free trade and laissez faire could sustain prosperity indef
initely, thanks to the productivity gains resulcing from a greatcr division of labor 
as a result of specialization of world production. Unlike Steuart, he viewed state 
management as wasteful and inherently corrupt, at least as it was when politics 
was dominated by the vested interests of his day. 



The Ricardians also urged free trade, but unlike Smith and Steuart they 
did so in a technologically pessimistic context of diminishing returns (at least in 
agriculture). Free trade could put off the day of reckoning by enabling England 
to buy low-cost food abroad. But ultimately diminishing returns would plague 
Jess developed countries as they became as densely populated as England. 

Protectionists outside of England argued that free trade thwarted the devel
opment of their infant industries while the specialization of labor endorsed by 
Smith, Ricardo and their followers would lead to depletion of their soil and 
mines. Friedrich List viewed protectionism as an intermediate stage to nurture 
infant industries. Only after protective tariffs had done their work and all 
nations were on an equal technological footing would the world be ready for a 
cosmopolitan free-trade stage. 

Marx agreed with the protectionists that free trade served England, but 
nonetheless endorsed it on the ground that trade was more than a mere ex
change of commodities. It established a relationship between people and their 
social systems. What were being similarized were not merely prices and incomes, 
but entire systems of production and distribution. The victory of English 
industrial exports implied an exportation of England's industrial capitalism as a 
mode of production. Market forces under free trade compelled less developed 
countries to conform to its dictates, and thus promised to move the colonial 
periphery from a state of bad.-wardness to one of mature capitalism-from 
which it presumably would evolve into socialism. 

Despite their different policy projections, the above economists shared 
certain underlying premises. Each recognized agriculture to be the starting point 
for economic evolution. An economy's ability to support a non-agricultura! 
population was a function of the productive powers of its land. Industry 
developed within the bosom of agriculture, and drew its urban employment 
from the rural exodus. But each writer differed as to the consequences of 
industrial development for lead nations and less developed economies, and the 
ability of the industrial nations to monopolize the gains from trade under 
conditions of increasing returns. 

james Steuart's view of ultimate autarky 

Steuart's Prínciples oj Political Oecono11ry represents the last great mercantilist 
work advocating a managed economy culminating in a protected high-wage 
domestic market. As described above in Chapters 3 and 4, Steuart agreed with 
Josiah Tucker that under a regime of free trade, England would be an economic 
magnet for the world's money, skilled labor and capital. But he did not imagine 
that foreign countries would tolerate this state of affairs for long. They would 
adopt protectionism to embark on the same path that England herself had 



•011eered in overtaking Holland and France. Tlús would force England (and 
t:tier industrial nations at a similar stage of maturity) to fall back on autarky, 

wbose policy objective would be to maintain demand for the products of 
doJilescic labor and land. There was no limit to how high demand might be 
jncreased, assuming an underlying momentum of technological progress to 

concinue. 
Trade, considered in this view, divides itself into ... three stages of life, as it were, 
infancy, 111anhood, and old age. 

During the infancy of trade, the statesman should lay the foundation of 
industry [and] must exclude all importation of foreign work. While luxury tends 
only co banish idleness, to give bread to those who are in want, and to advance 
dexterity, ic is productive of the best effects. 

When a people have fairly taken a laborious turn ... the scaffolding muse be 
taken away when the fabric is completed. These incumbrances are high prices, at 
which he has been obliged to wink, while he was inspiring a taste for industry in 
the advancement of agriculture and of manufactures; but now that he intends 
to supply foreign markets, he muse multiply hands; set them in competition; 
bring clown the price both of subsistence and work; and when the luxury of his 
people render this difficult, he must attack the manners of che rich, and give a 
check to domestic consumption of superfluity, in arder to have the more hands 
for the supply of strangers. 

The last stage of trade is by far the most brilliant; when, upon the extinccion 
of foreign trade, the wealth acquired comes to circulate at home.1 

Each of these three stages of development required the statesman's guid
ing hand, If the populacion were instilled with a desire to possess semi-luxuries, 
they would work harder to earn the requisite funds to purchase them. "Wants 
promote industry, industry gives food, food increases numbers: the next 
question is, how numbers are to be well employed?,. Statesmen should 

encourage the manufacturing of every branch of natural productions, by 
extending the home-consumption of them; by excluding all competition wich 
strangers, by permitcing the rise of profits, so far as to promote dexterity and 
emulacion in invention and improvement ... To spare no expense in procuring 
che ablest masters in every branch of industry, nor any cose in making the first 
establishment; providing machines, and every other thing necessary or useful to 

make the undertaking succeed. To keep constantly an eye upon the profits made 
in every branch of industry; and so soon as he finds, that the real value [that is, 
cose] of the manufacture comes so low as to render it exportable, to employ the 
hands .. . and to put an end to these profits he had permitted only as a means of 
bringing the manufacture to its perfection.2 

1 Steuart, Principies oj Politicai Oeconomy, Vol. 1, pp. 499f. 
2 Steuart, ibid., pp. 59, 85, 304. 



If the first impulse to foreign ttade was to dispose of the industrial sur
plus in exchange for money to fuel the expanding domestic circular flow, th 
second aim was to obtain food to feed the growing population and raw materiai: 
to work up into more industrial output. Regarding the pressure of population 
growth on thc means of subsistence, Steuart leaned on the views of Robert 
W~Uace, fr?m whom Malthus also. drew (although from an a.nti-lab?r vantage 
pomt). As 1t bccame necessary to tmport food from abroad, mdustnal nations 
might have to roll back their unfr-labor costs and profit tates. However, the 
domestic market need not be depressed if rising labor productivity enabled 
wages to rise without increasing unit production costs. But population growth 
might have to come to a halt once agricultura! productivity had reached its lower 
limit and the nation no longer could export manufactures in exchange for food.l 

An economy would evolve from the stage of infant industty (Steuart's 
own term, calling for rising wage and profit levels to upgrade labor and capital) 
to that of foreign trade (which required either lower incomes of rising 
productivity to ensure competitive production), and then to autarky ("inland 
trade") as its labor and goods were priced o ut of world markets. Steuart's 
forecast for this isolationist stage was notas pessimistic as what John Stuart Mili 
called the stationary state of zero population growth, because Steuart (in tbe 
spirit of Petty) depicted the growing productive powers o f machinery rather 
than population as being a mainspring of economic development: 

When they cannot augmenc cheir numbers, they will introduce machines into 
many manufactures; and these will supply the want, without adding to the 
consumption of their food. Foreigners, astonished at a novelty which lowers 
prices, and checks their growing industry, will copy the inventions; but being no 
more than scholars, who go awJ...-wardly to work, this improvement will throw 
man y of their hands in to idleness: the machines will be cried clown ... 4 

Still, the consequence of this process would be that less developed coun
tries ultimately could undersell prosperous nations by emulating their innovations 
and nacional policies. To participate in this process, countries throughout the 
world would adopt government direction of economic life. Even the inter
vening stage of foreign trade was not conceived by Steuart as one of true laissez 
faire, because the economy was to be managed throughout. 

3 Steuart, ibid., pp. 491, 118, 116. Malthus was inspired by Sceuart's suggesrion that the growth 
of industry would spur agricuJrural productivity as a result of rising "effeccual demand" by 
the non-agriculrural classes. 

4 Steuart, ibid., p. 159. See also pp. 305, 11 9, as well as William Petty's observation cited in 
Chapter 7. 



AJ¡zm Smith s laissez faire view of economic progress 

To Smith, commerce and its associated specialization of production representcd 
the mainspring for each phase of European development. He believed that 
productive powers in agriculture and industry grew in keeping with population 
and the development of towns. The latter drew much of thcir prosperity from 
trade, and also "benefited the country because they afforded (1) a ready market 
for its produce, (2) because merchants bought land in the country and improved 
it, and (3) because arder and good government were introduced" as towns 
became the bastion of freedom at a time when rural institutions were still 
characterized by serfdom and slavery.5 People were free in the towns, and their 
spirít of freedom spread throughout the country. To be sure, Smith granted: 

According to the na rural course of things ... thc g reacer pare of the capital of 
every growing sociecy is, first, directed to agricuJrure, afterwards to manu
factures, and last of ali to foreign commerce ... 

But though this natural order of things muse have taken place in sorne degree 
in every such societ)', it has, in aJJ the modern scaces of Europe, been, in many 
respects, encirely inverted. The foreign commerce of sorne of their cities has 
introduced aJJ their finer .manufactures, or such as were fit for distam sale; and 
manufactures and foreign commerce cogether, have given birth to the principal 
improvemems of agriculrure ... 6 

Like Steuart and Malthus, Smith held that rising income levels would spur 
population growth. This growth, along with a widening of foreign markets, 
would increase productivity by offering greater economies of scale. In this 
respect Smith (like Steuart and most of his predecessors) was a technological 
optirnist. Not only did higher-wage labor Jend to be more efficient than low
wage production but the associated increase in population density would 
facilitate the division of labor: 

The poor, in order to obtain food, exerc themselves to gracify those fancies of 
the rich; and to obtain it more certainty, they vie with one another in the cheap
ness and perfeccion of their work. The number of workmen increases with the 
increasing quancity of food, or with the growing improvement and cultivation of 
the Jands; and as the narure of cheir business admits of the utmost subdivisions 
of labours, che quanti ty of materials which they can work up increases in a much 
greater proportion than their numbers.7 

Like Malthus (and unlike Ricardo), Smith believed that agricuJturaJ im
provements would be made even after the lands were filled up. Thus, whereas 
Steuart held that higher income levels required economic isolationism beyond a 

5 Smith, Wealth of Natio11s, Book III: "Of the different Progress of Opulence in differenr 
Nations" (Cannan ed., pp. 402, 428f., 432). 

6 Smith, ibid., pp. 405f. See also p. 428. 
7 Smith, ibid., Bk. I, ch. xi, pt. ii (Vol. I, p. 165). 



poinc, Smith believed that foreign trade would remain the lead sector from the 
beginning to the end of the economic development process. 

Widening the scope for commerce called for dismantling protectionism 
for it diverted income into the hands of vested interests, depriving the rest of 
the economy of the gains from trade. If foreign countries erected protective 
tariffs (the prospect that haunted Steuart), this would only slow their 
development, not help them catch up. Economic development throughout the 
world would therefore tend increasingly to become export-oriented and liberal 
in order to take advantage of the specialization of labor. 

Smith neglected the monetary developments associated with trade and 
commerce. His three-stage schema said little about money putting industry in 
motion, in contrast to the mercantilists who perceived that the availability of 
financing was critica} to extending commence and industry. Praise for money's 
role in economic expansion and facilitating the division of labor was left exclu
sively to the mercantilism and to subsequent protectionists outside of England.8 

Smith acknowledged that protective tariffs served as a catalyst to domestic 
industry in its early stages, but feared (for sound historical reasons) that over 
time the guiding hand of state regulation would tend to discourage industry. 
Governments were prone to corrupt management and favoritism, so economic 
development was best served by leaving private self-interest to its own devices, 
subject tO a modicum of social-welfare oversight. 

David Ricardo s pessimistic modification of Smith s principies 
Ricardo viewed economic development in terms of a static technology subject 
to diminishing returns, especially in agriculture. Refusing to acknowledge any 
positive effect of industry on agricultura! investment and productivity, he was 
more doctrinaire than either Steuart or Smith in insisting that population growth 
would push up food pcices as recourse was made to lower-grade soils. The land 
had fixed and static "original and indestructible" powers, and that was that. lf 
densely populated nations did not abolish their agricultural tariffs, the domestic 
landlord class would monopolize their incomes. Conversely, they could obtain 
relatively low-priced supplies of food and raw materials in exchange for 
industrial exports, which less developed countries should be glad to receive 
inasmuch as they could use their labor and capital to produce what they were 
relatively best at producing: food grain on land notas fully and densely occupied 
as that of England. 

Unlike Smith, Ricardo refused to recognize even a temporary benefit to 
result from protective tariffs. They involved a loss of the potencial gains from 

8 For Smith's oeglect of the role played by money, see ibid., Vol. 1, pp. 176f. 



e, and had no compensating long-term advantages. However, Ricardo's 
{ollower John Stuart Mili (followed by Alfred Marshall) acknowledged that 
protectionism might hav~ positive effects: 'whe.re in~ustry has not come up to 
the Jimit imposed by capital, governments may 1Il various ways, for example, by 
únp<>rring additional laborers, bring it nearer to that limit." 9 (Here Mili clearly 
r:ecognized the internacional mobility of labor that subsequent free-trade theo
rists have denied that he perceived.) Capital also could be imported, subsidized, 
nurtured or protected where land and labor were available. But Mili did not 
really pursue the idea of goverrunent aid for industrialization, fearing that tariffs 
might remain entrenched long after they had outlived their usefulness. Toward 
che close of the nineteenth century, tariffs indeed threatened to consolidate the 
pawer of monopolies and trusts. 

The Ricardians expected the comparative advantage of nations to evolve 
&om agriculture to industry not because of protective tariffs but simply from 
the growth of population and its concentration in cities. As the industrial center 
increased its demand for food and raw materials, less developed countries would 
find their interest to líe in not industrializing. By importing manufactured goods 
in exchange for their raw materials (whose internacional prices might he dictated 
by production costs on the highest-cost soils or ore bodies) they would gain an 
economic renr or super-profit as the world price was set above local marginal costs of 
production in most of these co1mtries. They thus should remain raw-materials mono
cultures rather than emulate England's industrial (and protectionist) experience. 

The specialization of world labor would increase as long as comparative
cost ratios continued to diverge between industrial and agricultura! economies. 
However, as the latter became fully populated, they themselves would begin to 
experience diminishing returns, and hence, rising food costs. Comparative-cost 
differentials would shrink, until there was little remaining reason for commerce 
to occur. Less developed countries would find that as their populations grew, 
agricultura! (and mining) cost differentials would widen within their domestic 
economies, creating their own rentier class much as had occurred in England. 
Unable to export food as readily as before, they would be driven to industrialize 
to produce their own manufactures as their populations congested in urban 
centers. Ricardian free traders in the United States accordingly warned that 
industrialization was hardly a destiny to be welcomed, much less hastened by 
protective tariffs.10 

9 Mili, Pri11ciplu of Political Eco11omy, Book I, ch. v. 
10 This poinr was made in particular by the Jeffersonian Democrat, George Tucker of the 

University of Virginia, in a 1844-45 debate with the American procectionisr Alexander 
Everett. 1 have summarized the arguments in Eco11omics a11d Trch110/ogy i11 19th-Centmy 
A111rrica11 Thought (New York: 1975), pp. 160-65. See also pp. 48-51. 



As for England, its industrial exports would suffer deteriorating terms of 
tradc as the worldwide cost of producing food and other raw materials climbed. 
More rapid industrial investment and new technology would not help matters. 
According to Thomas Chalmers, Robert Torrens and other Ricardians, capital 
accumulacion and produccivity gains in excess of the rate of populacion growth 
wouJd tend to displace labor and thus bring about its unemployment. John 
Stuart Mili depicted this process as culminating in his "stationary state" in which 
capital accumulation had run clown and the population no longer was able to 
expand, merely to reproduce itself. Free trade was only a temporary means to 
postponc this day of reckoning. 

According to Malthus, higher farm incomes or industrial wages resulting 
from favorable natural situation or technology would spur population growth, 
which would absorb the higher income. To the extent that economic convergence 
occurred among 11ations, it 1JJ011/d reS11lt main!J from the leading ind11strial economies 
mn11i11g do11m (as a result of diminishing returns in agriculture, first at home and 
then in the less populous countries), not by the industrial nations or less developed 
countries upgrading the prod11ctivity of their factors of prod11ction. 

This view underestimated the progress of industrial and agricultural 
productivity. Apart from Andrew Ure and Charles Babbage, it was the protec
tionist and socialist writers who developed the most realistic analysis of the 
economic impact of the industrial, agricultura!, transpon and commercial 
revolutions then underway. 

Friedrich List's historical approach 
The main concern of economists in less industrialized countries, in particular 
the United States, Germany and Ireland, was with how free trade impaired their 
industrial development by throwing them into competition with more advanced 
industrial naáons. Holland, Europe's first industrial leader, had not been obliged 
to facc this problem because there was no first-comer ahead of it. But beginning 
with England, ali subsequent powers industrialized largely by means of protec
aorusm. 

Drawing on Adam Smith's observation that urban industry provided a 
home market for local farmers, List warned that premature free trade, by stifling 
infant industries in their cradle, would impair the emergence of a thriving urban 
population. This in turn would hold clown farm incomes. For example, 

Ircland is merely an outlying farm of England, cultivated mcrely to suir thc trade 
with England, and not with a view to the best intereses of the population; thar 
is, such arrides are cultivared as will bear transportation to, and sell in England. 
The industry of the country is narrowed down to agriculture, and that is nar
rowed to the consumption of Great Bótain. T he increasíng population being 



confined to husbanclry, agricultura! labor increased and cheapened, until it could 
scarcely live on land producing abundance; that is, although the land produced 
sufficient to feed the inhabitants, they could not earn enough at agricultura] 
wages to purchase food .. . 11 

In the absence of industry, countries would lose the normal benefit of a 
home market. This would warp their agricultura! development by preventing the 
diversification of crops. Fruits and vegetables could not be grown in commercial 
quantities because their perishable or bulky nature prevented their exportation. 
Meat had to be dried and salted or tinned to be shipped over long distances, 
reducing its appeal. This prevented the use of fields for fallow and grazing or 
using animals as a source of natural fertilizer. If a growing population was 
obliged to pursue agriculture exclusively, the result would be "a subdivision of 
farms and a small culture, both as prejudicial to the power and the civilization 
of a country as to its wealth." 

Based on this disparity of development patterns between lead nations and 
latecomers, List summarized the phases through which less developed economies 
would have to evolve: 

At first ... by free trade wíth nations of higher culture, [countries] emerge from 
barbarism, and ímprove their agriculture; then, by means of restrictions, they give 
an impulse to manufactures, fisheries, oavigation, aod foreigo commerce; then, 
finally, after having reached the highest degree of skill, wealth, and power, by a 
gradual return to the principie of free trade aod free compecition in their owo aod 
foreígo markets, they keep their agriculturalists from ioaccion, their manufacturers 
and their merchants from indolence, and scimulate them to wholesome activity, 
that they may maintain the supremacy which they have acquired. In the first of these 
stages we see Spain, Portugal., and Naples, in the second, Germany and North 
America; Fraoce appears to be on the limits of the latter; but England alone has 
not only reached, but maintains an industrial and commercial supremacy.12 

List did not claim that the protective system would be permanent. Nations 
would reach maturity to join England in an ultimately cosmopolitan free-trade 
world. But for the time being only England had reached this mature stage of 
free trade. 

Whereas the Ricardians (like subsequent "factor proportions" theorists) 
viewed less developed countries as enjoying a competitive advantage in the form 
of low food prices and hence subsistence costs, List and other protectionists 
viewed physical capital (especially steam-powered machinery) as being the key 
to increasing nacional wealth, in agriculture as well as industry. Countries lacking 
such capital (along with its requisite social institutions) would become 
increasingly dependent: 

11 Friedrich List, Natio11al System of Politicaf Eco110111y (New York: 1856), p. 195. 
12 List, ibid., pp. 81, 188. See also pp. 72, 77, 



A universal association, proceeding frorn the overbearing influence and wealth 
of a single nation, based, consequently, upon the subjectíon and dependence of 
ali o thers, wouJd resuJc in the annihilarion of separare narionalities ... such an 
associarion wouJd only be a repetition of what has aJready occurred in the 
atcempt to subjugace the world, made by the Romans; an accempt thac wouJd be 
more successfuJ in o ur days, by means of manufactures and commerce, inscead 
of, as formerly, by che sword: though either mode would restare the wodd to 
barbarism.13 

Free trade was a declaration of economic war by England on the rest of 
the world, promoting class warfare in country after country. Ricardian theory 
had focused on the tendency fo r the landlord class to monopolize society's 
growth in income. But pro tectionists warned that this monopolization would 
occur only under conditions of technological stagnation of the sort caused by 
free trade for less developed countries. Ricardian economics, postulating a stag
nant Jevel of real income, impLied that one class's gain would have to be 
another's loss. List and subsequent protectionists recalled the mercantilists in 
maintaining the harmony of interests between farmers, workers and indus
trialists. Under conditio?s of balanced economic development, rising incomes 
for each class would spur demand for the products of other classes,. But free 
trade would lead to specialization patterns that would block this mutual demand. 
It would foster industrial monopolies in the lead nations (primarily England), 
preventing other nations from enjoying normal growth in industrial productivity 
and markets, and hence rising agricultura! productivity. 

Karl Marx's views on foreign trade 
Numerous parallels existed between Marxian socialism and protectionism. Both 
doctrines emphasized the importance of money, technology, historical 
institutions and structural transformation in the context of economic progress 
rather than stagnation. Both also depicted glowing visions of the future if 
guided by appropriate state poLicies. And thanks to their repudiation of laissez 
fai re and its rationalization of the status quo, socialism and protectionism had 
many points of contact. French protectionists merged easily \vith the Saint
Simonians to advocate a state-directed industrialization. Charles Fourier, an early 
follower of Saint-Simon, integrated his own brand of utopian socialism with 
industrial protectionism. Marx himself worked for many years as foreign corre
spondent for Horace Greeley's protectionist New York Tribune, edited by the 
quasi-socialist Charles Dana. In Germany the "socialists of the chair'' repre
sented the emerging protectionist Historical School of economics. 

13 Llst, ibid., p. 71. 



But in contrast to the protectionists, Marx emphasized the rivalry rather 
than harmony of interests between labor and capital. His warnings were borne 
out after protectionism's success in the United States nurtured trusts and their 
uoion-busting activities. While protectionists were advocates of less developed 
countries in the internacional arena, Marxists defended the lower classes in each 
country. Protectionism carne from above, and often became a means to block 
rising living standards (if industrialists controlled the state), whereas socialist 
statism "from below" focused on uplifting the working class. This prompted 
friedrich Engels to warn against the simplistic identification of statism with 
socialism. 

To describe every interference of the State into free cornpetition-protective 
tariffs. guilds, tobacco rnonopoly, nationalizacion of branches of industry, the 
Prussian State Bank, the royal porcelain factory-as "Socialisrn" is a sheer falsi
ficacion by the Manchester bourgeoisie in their own interests . . . this alleged 
Socialism is nothing but, on the one hand, feudal reaction and, on the other, a 
pretext for squeezing out rnoney, with the subordinate intention of converting 
as many proletarians as possible into officials and pensioners dependent upon 
the State, of organizing al~>ngside of the disciplined army of soldiers and civil 
officials a similar army of workers. Pressure on voters exercized by superiors in 
the state apparatus instead of by factory overseers- a fine sort of Socialism! But 
that's where you geí: if you believe the bourgeoisie [saying) what they don't 
believe themselves but only pretend to believe: that the State meaos Socialism. 

Engels shared Mill's misgivings concerning protectionism: "the worst of 
protection is that when you once have got it you cannot easily get rid of it." 14 

At sorne point protective tariffs tended to entrench privilege rather than to 
promete progress. 

Like his predecessors, Marx based his theory of stages on his prior analysis 
of domestic industry and agriculture. "With the advent of industrial produc
tion," he emphasized, "agriculture itself is revolutionized" by the application of 
agricultura! capital and fertilizer. His 1857 Grundrisse notes and his drafts of 
Theories of S urplus Value ( originally conceived as the introductory volume of 
Capital) contained numerous quotations from Justus Liebig, James Finley W. 
Johnston and other agriculturalists, in addition to Richard Jones who was quite 
explicit as to how agricultura! productivity increased rather than diminished 
over time. Unlike the Ricardians he held that comparative-cost differentials 
among countries would naturally tend to be greater in industry than in agri
culture, and that agricultura! investment might even give land in industrial 
nations a growing productivity advantage over the unimproved soils of less 
developed countries. However, Marx confined these departures from Ricardo 

14 Engels to Edward Bernstein, March 12, 1881, in Marx and E 11geis on Britain, 2ºd ed. 
(Moscow: 1962), p. 557. 



largely to his notebooks rather than elaborate them into a central tenet of his 
doctrine. Although he granted that the principle of diminishing returns was a 
source of economic rents during a transitional stage, he suggested a technologi
caUy optimistic g rand sequence in the evolution of agricultura! productivity 
relative to that of industry. "On the whole," he wrote, 

it can be assumed that under che cruder, pre-capitalist mode of production, agri
cu.lrure is more p1·oducfive chan industry, because nature assists here as a machine 
and an o rganism, whereas in industry che powers of narure are sti.ll almost entirely 
replaced by human action (as in che craft type of industry etc.). In che period of 
che scormy growch of capitalist production, productivity in industry develops rapidly 
as compared with agricu.lture, alchough its development presupposes chata significanr 
change between constant and variable capital has already caken place in agricu.lture, 
chat is, a large nurnber of people have been driven off the land. Later, productivity 
advances in both, alchough atan u.neven pace. Bue when industry reaches a certain 
level che disproportion muse diminish, in other words, productivity in agriculture 
must increase relatively more rapidly chan in industry. This requires: 1. The replace
ment of che easy-going cencer by the businessman, the farrning capitalist; i.e., 
wich concentrated capitals. 2. In particular however: Mechanics, che really scientific 
basis of large-scale .industry, had reached a certain degree of perfection during 
the eighteenth cencury. The development of chemistry, geology and physiology 
the sciences chat direCt/y form che specific basis of agriculture rather than industry, 
does not cake place till the nineteenth century and especially the later decades.15 

Marx also added a new dimension to the population discussion, upon 
which mu.ch trade theory ultimately rested. Wage levels were influenced not as 
much by rates of population growth as by the more rapid increase in machinery. 
If machines were labor substitutes pure and simple, then their rapid introduc
tion would depress wages as Ricardo and the Luddite machine wreckers held. But 
Marx recalled Steuart in rejecting the view that more rapid capital accumulation 
would aggravate unemployment. Machinery required labor for its production 
and operation, and opened up entire new industries. Although capital investment 
might render labor in oversupply in specific industries, on balance, capital accumu
lation was a precondition for sustaining employment growth. This primary focus 
on the productive powers and positive employment effect of capital over threw 

the whole of the absurd theory of popu.lation, that the workers must strive to keep 
their mu.ltiplication below the standard of the accumulation of capital. The oppo
site follows from Barton's and Ricardo's presemation, namely that to keep clown 
the laboring population, chus climinishing the supply of labor, and, consequently, 
raising its price, would only accelerate the application of machinery, the conver
sion of circulating into fixed capital (that is, of wage payments inco expenditures 
on machinery], and, hence, make the population artificially "redundant."16 

15 Marx, Tbeories oJ S111pl11s Va/11e, Pan II (Moscow: 1968), pp. 109f. 
16 Marx, ihid., p. 578. On this poim see Steuart, Principies of Political Oeco110111y, Vol. I, p. 295 

(quoted in Chapter 7, p. 173). 



This reasoning had important implications far subscquent trade theories 
based on factor proportions. The fact that high wage levels spurred capital 
accumulation all the more rapidly in high-wage countries such as the United 
States suggested to Marx a new grand econornic dynamics: 

During the second half of the eighteenth century ... wages fell continuously, 
population grew amazingly- and (so did) machinery. But it was precisely the 
machinery which on the one hand made the existing population superfluous, 
thus reducing wages, and on the other hand, as a result of the rapid development 
of the world market, absorbed the population again, made it redundant once 
more and then absorbed it again; while at the same time, it speeded up the 
accumulation of capital to an extraordinary extent, and increased the a11101111I of 
variable capital lthat is, wage payments], although variable capital fell relatively, 
both compared with the total value of the product and also compared with the 
number of workers it employed, to the first half of the eighteenth century, 
however, large-scale induscry did not as yet exist, but only 111an11fact11re based 011 
the divisio11 of labor. The principal component pare of capital was still variable 
capital laid out in wages. The productiviry of labor developed slowly, compared 
with the second half of the century. The demand for labor, and therefore also 
wages, rose almost proportionately to the accumulation of capital. England was 
as yet essentially an agricultura! nation and a very extensive cottage industry
spinning and weaving-which was carried on by the agricultural population, 
continued to exist, and even to expand ... In the first half of the eighteench 
century, variable capital was relacively dominant; in the second, fixed capital; bue 
the latter requires a large mass of human material. lts introduction on a large 
scale must be preceded by an increase of population.17 

Above all, the progress of capital and technological innovation altered the 
types of labor in demand: 

There are two tendencies which constantly cut across one another; (firstly,) to 
employ as little labor as possible, in a rder to produce the same or a greater 
quantity of commodities, in arder to produce the same ora greater net produce, 
surplus-value, net revenue; secondly, to employ the largest possible number of 
workers (although as few as possible in proportion to the guantity of 
commodities produced by them), because at a given leve! of productiviry-the 
mass of surplus-value and of surplus produce grows with the amount of labor 
employed. The one tendency throws the laborers on ro the streecs and makes a 
pan of the population redundant, the other absorbs them again and extends 
wage slavery absolutely, so that the lor of the worker is always fluctuating but he 
never escapes from ir. The worker, therefore, justifiably regards the development 
of the productivc power of his own labor as hostile to himself; the capitalist, on 
the ocher hand, always treats him as an element to be eliminated from 
production.18 

17 ~larx, ibid., p. 583. 18 Marx, ibid., p. 573. 



Ricardo had pointed out that sorne of the displaced labor was transferred 
into machine-making industries. Another large portion, Marx added (in agree
ment with Malthus), became service-industry workers, whose incomes were 
paid out of society's net surplus. In any case, "the demand for labor will 
continue to increase with an increase of capital, but not in proportion to its 
increase: the ratio will necessarily be a diminishing ratio as the labor/ capital ratio 
rises." This clid not necessarily mean growth in unemployment, but merely that 
physical capital investment (and its associated growth in productive powers) 
would outstrip the rate of population growth as a rising proportion of 
corporate revenue was spent on accumulating more machinery and investing 
abroad. This was a far cry from Ricardo's antidpation that profits would dry up 
under conditions of agricultural protectionism at home and industrial 
protectionism in foreign countries. 

In his critique of Ricardo in Part Il of Theories of Surplus Value, Marx 
described how produccion tended to expand continually under capitalism, "firstly 
because the capital invested in produccion is continually growing: secondly 
because the capital is constantly used more productively; in the course of repro
duction and accumulacion small improvements are continually building up, 
which eventually alter the whole level of production." What stopped the 
investment process was not technologically diminishing returns but monetary 
and purchasing-power constraints. Marx's theory of the falling rate of profit 
was more accurately one of the rising capital intensiveness of production, or as 
he put it, the evolving organic composition of capital. Profits might fallas a pro
portion of total price (although the rate of return would not necessarily decline), 
but surplus value would grow steadily as investors increasingly derived their 
funds from the depreciacion (or capital recapture) component of what account
ants now call interna! cash flow, "a fund for the continuous introduction of 
improvements, expansion, etc . . .. This accumulation fund does not exist at levels 
of production and in nations where there is not much fixed capital." Capital
intensive economics thus tended to accumulate more and more capital relative 
to less industrialized countries. "The higher the development of production, the 
greater will be that part of surplus-value [profits plus depreciation and amorti
zation] which is transformed into constant capital," that is, investment in plant 
and equipment.19 

Revenue from domestic and export sales sought new investment outlets, 
promptingJohn Hobson, Rudolf Hilferding and V. l. Lenin to develop theories of 
financia! imperialism. "Nota single responsible economist of the post-Ricardian 
period denies the plethora of capital," Marx observed. ''It is ... in the nature of capi
talist produccion to produce without regard to the limits of the market." Indeed, 

19 Marx, ibid., pp. 480, 497. See also p. 492. 



In the crises of the wocld marker, the comradictions and amagorúsms of bour
geois production are strikingly revealed. Instead of investigating the nature of 
che conflicting elements which erupt in the catastrophe, the apologists content 
themselves with denying the catastrophe itself and insjsting, in the face of their 
reguJar and periodk recurrencc, that if production were carried on accorrung to 
the textbooks, crises would never occur·2º 
Marx granted the protectionist argument that England and other industrial 

nations would widen their productivity advantages over less developed countries 
under a regime of free trade, at least in its inicial phases. But the United States, 
Jreland and continental Europe could counteract this trend and catch up by 
enacting protectionist policies. "What the lrish need," he wrote to Engels, was 

(1) Self-governmenc and independence from England. 
(2) .An agradan revolution. With the best intentions in the world the English 

cannot accomplish thls for them, but they can give them the legal means of 
accomplishlng it for themselves. 

(3) Prolective tarifls agai11st England. Between 1783 and 1801 every branch of 
industry began to flourish. The Urúon, which overthrew the protective tariffs 
established by the Irish parliament, destroyed all industrial life in Ireland. The 
bit of linen industry is. no compensation whatever. The Urúon of 1801 had 
just the same effect on Irish industry as the measures for the suppression of 
the Irish woolen industry, e tc., taken by the English Parliament under Anne, 
George U, and others. Once the Irish are independent, necessicy will turn 
them into protectiorústs, as ir rud Canada, Australia, ecc.21 

Engels agreed thac for England free trade was nationalistic, self-serving, 
and retarded the industrial development of Europe and North America.22 The 
policy soughc to consolidare English industrial hegemony, justas protectionism 
reflected Irish and American nationalism. Engels believed that the Uniced States 
was destined to outstrip England as the world's leadíng industrial power. The 
question was whether the nation should 

carry on, for, !et us say, fifty years, under free trade an extremely competitive war 
against the English manufacturers that have got nearly a hundred years' start; or 
else to shut out, by protective duties, English manufacturers for, say, twenty-five 
}'ears, with the almost absolute certainty that ar the end of che twenty-five years 
she will he able to ho ld her own in the open market of the world.23 

20 Marx, ibid., pp. 497, 522, 500. Oo this poim see Ricardo, Principlu oJ Political Econonry, p. 
294, quoóng Smith, Weallh of atio11s, Book ll, ch. v (Cannan ed., Vol. I, p. 395) that "when 
the capital stock of any country is increased to such a degree, that it cannot be aU employed 
in supplying the consumpóon, and supporcing the producóve labor of that parcicular 
country, the surplus part of ir narurally disgorges itself inro the carrying trade, and is 
employed in performing the same offices to other countries." 

21 Marx co Engels, November 30, 1867, in Marx a11d Enge/J 011 Britai11, p. 544. 
22 Engels, The Co11ditio11 oj the lt7orki1~ Class i11 E1~ia11d, quoted in Marx a11d E11gel.s 011 Brilaitr, PP. 29f. 
23 Engels, introducóon written in 1888 to "Karl Marx, An Address: Free Trade," delivered in 

Brussels. January 9, 1848 (Brooklyn: Socialist Labor Party. 1966), p. 20. 



To take an express train, one had to pay a higher fare in the form of pro
tective tariffs. But by the end of a protectionist interlude the United States might 
adopt free trade in its turn, probably outstripping England withina generation
a remarkable forecast! 

Marx emphasized that just as England's Navigation Acts and associated 
mercantilist regulations had fostered its foreign trade, so in general "The system 
of protection was an artificial means of manufacturing manufactures, of expro
priating independent laborers, of capitalizing the nacional means of produccion 
and subsistence, and of forcibly abbreviating the transicion from the medieval 
to the modern mode of production." Proteccionism remained progressive in 
England and other countries as long as ir accelerated the development of 
nacional capitalism. By contrast, free trade could be progressive in peripheral 
areas of the world if it dissolved back:ward modes of production. 

As noted earlier, whereas the bourgeois economists (as Marx called them) 
viewed internacional compecition merely as equalizing market prices, Marx 
viewed it as similarizing modes of produccion: "Price is a relationship between 
people disguised as a relationship between things." The key to analyzing the 
impact of foreign trade- on development lay in the political dimension of 
bringing different peopks and their social systems in competition with each 
other. In many countries foreign trade and colonial investment created a market 
to put their stagnant sociecies in motion, especially those plagued by Asiatic 
despotism. For these regions the greatest threat blocking capital accumulation 
was their protectionism. (In the lead nations the main threat was a perpetuation 
of capitalist forms that had become overgrown.) 

Thus, even though Marx recognized that free-trade doctrine served as a 
form of British apologetics seeking to pry open foreign markets, he held that 
the struggle by English free traders " is resuméd in the watchword: Produce as 
cheap as you can, and do away with all the faux frais of production, with a11 
superfluous, unnecessary expenses of production."24 As he wrote in Volume Ill 
of Capital: 

The sudden expansion of the world market, the multiplication of the circulating 
commodüies, the zeal displayed among the European nations in the race after 
the products of Asia and the treasures of America, the colonial system, mate
rially contributed toward the destruction of the feudal barriers of production. 
. . . The obstacles presented by the interna! solidity and articulation of pre
capitalistic, nacional, modes of production to the corrosive influence of commerce 
is strikingly shown in the inrercourse of the English with India and China . .. In 

24 Marx, Capital: A Critica/ A11a(ysis oj Capitaiist Production l 18671 (London: 1987), p. 782, and 
Marx, "The Chartists" (August 1 O, 1852), in Marx a11d E11gels 011 Britai11, pp. 358f. On this 
point see Bernard Semmel, The Rise of Free Trade lmperialism, p. 210. 



India, the English exerted simultaneously their dfrect política! and economic 
power as rulers and landlords, for the purpose of disrupting these small 
economic organizations. The English commerce exerts a revolutionary influence 
on these organizations and tears them apart only tO the extent that it destroys by 
the low prices of its goods the spinning and weaving industries, which are an 
archaic and integral pan of this unity. And even so this work of dissolution is 
proceeding ver y slowly. 25 

In choosing his position in the tariff controversy Marx asked which policy 
would most rapidly promete economic evolution under existing local conditions 
throughout the world. Would the transmutation of world capitalism into 
socialism be prometed more by concentrating internacional productive powers 
in a single country (England), or by the broader but often slower growth of 
competing bourgeoisies abroad, typically in the context of vested interests 
reflecting precapitalist forms and centralist, quasi-feudal oligarchic power as in 
Prussia and much of Asia? Whereas nations relatively free of domestic oligar
chies, such as the United States and Ireland, were ready for protective tariffs, 
India and Africa were not. What would be "protected" was their backward, 
quasi-feudal economic social ipstitutions and that Marx hoped to see dissolved, 

The protectionist system conserves, while the free trade system destroys. It 
dissolves nationalism and forces the struggle between bourgeoisie and 
proletariat to its limits. In a word, che system of free trade hastens the social 
revolution. It is only because of this revolutionary impetus, gentlemen, that I 
vote in favour of free crade?26 

Marx thus perceived the hypocrisy of free-trade doctrine and sympa
thized with Britain's exploited trading partners. But inasmuch as he believed that 
socialism would establish itself first in the most highly industrialized nations, 
not in the hinterland, at sorne point England's commercial victory would become 
that of socialism. To be sure, the process of integrating the world economy 
through trade often would be as painful as was the earlier breakup of feudal 
Europe's tradicional harmony between towns and their neighboring countryside. 
Marx observed that England was the first country to experience this split. 

Now, externally, as the commanding power of the world market England 
distorts the harmony of economic relations in ali che countries of the world .... 
The harmony of economic relations rests, according to [Henry C.] Carey, on the 

25 Marx, Capital, Vol. III (Chicago: 1909), pp. 391 ff. 
26 Marx, "An Address: Free Trade," p. 41. See also his Gm11drisse: Foundations oJ the Critiqt1e oJ 

Politicaf E co11on1y (London: 1973), p. 858: "Trade will naturally react back to varying degrees 
upon the communities berween which it is carried on. It will subjugate production more and 
more to exchange value; push clirect use value more and more imo the background; in that 
it makes subsistence more dependent on the sale than on the immediate use of the product. 
Dissolves the old relations. Thereby increases money circu.lation. First seizes hold of the 
overflow of production; lictle by lictle lays hands on the latter icself." 



harmonious cooperation of town and counttyside, industry and agrículture. 
Having dissolved this fundamental harmony in its own interior, England, by its 
compecition, proceeds an destroy it throughout the world market, and is thus the 
destructive element of the general harmony. 27 

The demise of "stages of development" theorizing 

After the 1870s, just as Europe initiated a new colonialist expansion that culmi
nated in World War I, orthodox economics stopped theorizing about the stages 
of development and its foreign-policy aspects. So inextricably had Marx identified 
the evolution of capitalism with the emergence of socialist institutions that the 
minds of orthodox economists snapped shut. A kind of fatalism, epitomized by 
the factor endowment view of comparative advantage, supplanted doctrines of 
active government development strategy. In advocating the avoidance of active 
government policy, economists dropped their concerns with technology and 
productivity. Henceforth their theories were marginal in a pejorative sense. 

The term "marginalism" indicates its short time frame, precluding the 
analysis of structural (that is, more than marginal) change. Marginalist models 
lead to a stable equilibriu~ only by assuming diminishing returns, the very anti
thesis of trade's developmental implications. The trade theories of Alfred Marshall, 
F. Y Edgeworth and their followers, clown through Paul Samuelson and James 
Meade in modern times, have deemed technological and social innovation "exo
genous" considerations. Like the classical "dismal economics" of Ricardo and 
Malthus, modero equilibrium analysis is based on theories of economic entropy. 
The essence of factor-price equilibrium is the assumption that ali countries are 
at a similar stage of industrial and agricultural technology, which presumably 
has diffused throughout the entire world. This assumption precludes the 
analysis of trade among countries at different stages of development, or how 
trade may impair or upgrade the productivity of a nation's resources. 

At best we have business-cycle models: if one country happens to pull 
ahead and earn more than others by entering a boom phase, then employment 
will expand and push up wages while putting upward price pressure on raw 
materials. Imports will increase as domestic capacity constraints are approached. 
The balance of trade will fall into deficit, interest rates will rise to stabilize inter
nacional payments, direct investment will decline and the business cycle will 
enter its recession phase in which incomes decline, imports fall back and 
equilibrium is restored. This marginalist behavior is supposed to follow a more 
or less "steady state" ebb and flow, subject to certain empirical trend projections 
in exports and imports relative to income growth. But there is no longer an 
analysis of structural transformation of these trade and production patterns. 

27 Marx, Gmndrisse, p. 886 



Notwühstanding this doctrinal preference, England and other leading 
industrial nations undertook a great colonialist expansion after the 1870s, 
marked by forejgn lending and direct investment that did much more than 
commodity trade to transform world production patterns. Attempts were made 
to incorporate the description of this investment behavior into econornic 
theory, as Chapter 12 will describe. But such writers were accused of leaving the 
internacional econornics discipline. Before dealing with theories of internacional 
investment and finance it thus is appropriate to review how far the definicion of 
internacional economics has narrowed to rule out this type of consideracion at 
the outset-in contrast to the breadth of mercantilist theorizing. 



11 

The N arrowing Scope of Trade Theory 

Not ali historians of economic doctrine find virtue in analyzing its scope and 
methodology. "It is indeed arguable," claims Jacob Viner, "that energy spent in 
trying to define the proper limits of disciplines is often worse than energy 
wasted." 1 But methodology is important because it determines content. Defining 
a discipline's scope determines the kind of quescions it asks, and hence its 
subject matter. 

For the past t:wo hundred years or so, free traders have promoted an 
economic methodology designed to limit the content and conclusions of 
internacional economics. Liberal conclusions are pre-cooked by recognizing 
fewer and fewer variables as affecting compecicive advantage, and focusing only 
on a short time frame. The history of internacional economics has been re
written to exclude broader approaches and theories of how the global economy 
has evolved. 

How methodology determines content 

To define the scope and methodology of internacional economics is a policical 
act. It implies at the outset whether the subject's conclusions will be laissez faire 
or protectionist, pro-creditor or pro-debtor. By taking for granted rather than 
questioning social institutions, productivity and other characteristics that rightly 
should be viewed as variables, a narrow scope and methodology restricts canten! to an 
ana!Jsis oJ the status qua, endorsing it as an implicit "given." Similarly, to assume 
negacive-feedback (entropic) rather than posicive-feedback (negentropic) mech
anisms is to pre-determine that the conclusions will oppose rather than endorse 
active government policies. By assuming that the world economy tends auto
matically to readjust to the mythical concept of normal balance after any 
disturbance, equilibrium economics discourages government policies from 
counteracting market forces even as the world economy polarizes between rich 
and poor countries. 

Chapters 8 and 9 have reviewed how the scope and methodology of trade 
theory has narrowed so drastically as to define itself today merely as location 
theory. Countries and regions are depicted as differing from each other simply 
in having different quancities of labor relative to capital. Dropped from analysis 



is the differing productivity from one economy to the next, the effect of trade 
on the overall economy and its demographic patterns (especially emigracion or 
immigration), and the differing financia! characteristics that Part III will discuss. 

This modern line of theorizing views trade as barter, in which the com
modicies being exchanged are superfluities, that is, in excess of domestic 
requirements for the trading parcies. There consequently is no absolute need to 
trade- dependency. One finds little inquiry into how nacional endowments have 
come to be supplied in their existing amounts. There is no acknowledgement of 
cartel power backed up by diplomacy, no gunboats, no invisible hand of 
foreign-inspired coups d'etat against regimes seeking to change their economic 
policies. The image conjured up is that of a world not troubled by major debt 
obligations or coercion. The financing of business throughout the globe is 
assumed to be homogeneous, as if all producers enjoy similar interest rates and 
debt/ equity ratios. These assumptions are what economists call pure, meaning 
that global reality has been distilled out of them. 

The result is a model that early economists hardly would have considered 
internacional at all. It fails to <leal with what were the major concerns of their 
time: diverging productive powers among nations, capital-transfer problems, 
and how governments can best shape the economic environment in which labor 
and capital operate. Modern factor-endowment and general equilibrium 
theorizing leaves little room to <leal with such quescions. 

Twentieth-century trade theorists have defined the scope of their subject 
in ever more limited terms. The residue of this narrowing methodology is a 
phenomenological approach based on surface appearances without inquiring 
into their underlying causes. The most serious consequence is to exclude policy 
from consideration as something "exogenous" to the relevant analytic variables. 
Any given status quo is assumed to be beyond the pale of policy to influence. 
The supply of capital is taken for granted, without examining how an economy 
may pursue policies to build it up. Also taken for granted are the supply and 
quality of labor. Government steps to encourage education, investment, research 
and development are neglected. This gives the resulcing theory a partisan slant 
in favor of free trade and policy passivity. 

Rewriting the history of international economics 

Justas internacional economic theorizing is political by its nature, so histories of 
the subject tend to be partisan- much more so, in fact, than histories of 
economic thought in general. This hardly is surprising, for each epoch writes 
history in accordance with its own prejudices, depicting earlier ideas as little 

1 Jacob Viner, St11dies in the The01y of lnternational Trade (New York: 1937), p. 594. 



more tban prelude to existing orthodoxy. As Thomas Kuhn has observed in 
reference to the history of scientific thought in general: "The temptation to 
write history backward is both omnipresent and perennial ... . Why dignify what 
science's best and most persistent efforts have made it possible to discard?" 
References to the great minds of earlier ages are designed primarily to make 

both students and professionals come to feel like participants in a long-standing 
historical tradition .. . The result is a persistent tendency to make the history of 
science look linear or cumulative ... [as i~ science has reached its present state 
by a series of individual discoveries and inventions that, when gathered together, 
constitute the modern body of technical knowledge. From the beginning of the 
scientific enterprise, a textbook presentation implies, scientists have str1ven for 
the particular objectives that are embodied in today's paradigms.2 

Reviews of internacional trade and financia! theory are no exception. The 
best known studies remain those written in the 1930s by men committed to laissez 
faire, and hence to a narrow view of what internacional economies is ali about. 
In what amounts to a doctrinaire expurgacion of their subject, they ignored the 
history of differing views. Schumpeter aptly attributed their misrepresentacion 
of Adam Smith's predecessors: Any contribution made by someone not a free 
trader was deemed a non-event by "interpreters of the history of economic 
analysis who were interested in nothing but free trade and knew no canon of 
criticism except the distance that separares an author from free trade." 3 Mercan
tilism has been misrepresented as mere bullionism and a beggar-my-neighbor, 
zero-sum activity, not as a theory of productive powers. A similar intellectual 
blackout is imposed on subsequent protectionist thought and the structuralist 
schooJ of capital transfers that developed in the 1920s. 

This censoria! tendency is apparent in the two majar existing reviews of 
trade theory, Gottfried Haberler's Theory of lnternational Trade (1933), and Viner's 
Studies in the Theory of lnternational Trade (1937). "The only really systematic 
theory of internacional trade we possess," wrote Haberler, 

is the so-called classical theory, of which practically all the component parts were 
worked out by such early writers as Hume, Adam Smith and Ricardo. It is 
characterized, on the one hand, by the doctrine of comparative costs and, on the 
other hand, by the principie that prices, exchange rates and money flows provide 
a mechanism which links together the money systems of different countties and 
ensures the auromatic adjustment of the balance of payments. 

Criticisms of these theories have been frequent, he granted, "but the critics 
have not succeeded in substituting for ít anything that deserves to be called a 

2 Thomas S. Kuhn, The Stmcture of Scientijic Revofutions (1962), znd ed. (Chicago: 1970), pp. 
137-40. 

3 Schumpeter, History of Eco11ot11ic Anafysis, p. 369. 



new theory of internacional trade."4 Like his fellow free traders, Haberler fa 
oversimplifies the views of Hume, Smith and their contemporaries by us· 
only thcir full-employment models with no internacional emigracion and inv 

N r: d · . . est~ 
mer:it: o reLerence was ~a. e to the Am~ncan prot~cttoru~ts~ or the analysis of 
pos1tJvc-fcedback (polanzatton) tendenc1es developmg w1thin English theo 
itself, or to Marxian analysis or to the structural analysis of internacional de~ 
problems. 

Sorne writers acknowledge their limitations. Viner, like Haberler, limited 
his survey to theories of automatic balance-of-payments adjustment mechan. 
isms (an exercise in strictly monetary and income analysis) and to the theory of 
comparative costs and its corollary gains-from-trade doctrine. At the outset of 
his work he stated its purpose as being sirnply 

to trace, in a series of stuclies of the contemporary source-material, the 
evolution of the modero "orthodox" theory of internacional trade . . . to its 
present-day form ... My objectives have been ... to resurrect forgotten or 
ovcrlooked material worthy of resurrecrion, to trace the origin and developmem 
of the doctrines which were later to become familiar, and to examine the claims 
to acceptance of familiar doctrine.5 

In this attempt he provided an exhaustive work, but not one that seeks to be 
comprehensive in areas lying beyond the narrow pale of free-trade orthodoxy. 

Most histories of internacional economics give a false impression of 
comprehensiveness. James W Angel's Theory of lnternational Prices (1925) and 
Chi-Yuen Wu's 011tline of Intemational Price Theories (1939) review demand
oriented theories of equilibrium pricing in keeping with the so-called mutual 
interdependency theory, which also characterizes Carl lversen's Aspects of the 
Theory of International Capital Movements (1935). These books combed the history 
of internacional economic thought to examine simply how price formation 
under a system of fixed exchange rates cied to gold differs from a regime of 
flexible exchange rates under an inconvertible paper standard. 

Given their pressing monetary concerns in a period of financia! break
down and nacional bankruptcy, one can understand why economists in the 
interwar period approached the theory of balance-of-payments and monetary 
equilibrium \vith ccrtain simplif)ring productivity assumptions so as to concen
trate on the seemingly majar problem at hand. What is curious is that more 
pressurc has not bccn felt in recent decades to re-examine the history of 
theories analyzing thc interaction between trade and development. Economists 
in today's debtor countries have not yet adopted an economic theory capable of 
tackling their most pressing problems. 

4 Habcrler, Theo1y of /11tematio11al Tmde (London: 1936), p.4. 
5 Viner, S111dies in the Theoi]' of I11tematio11al Trade, p. xiii. 



A major reason for this omission is the odd conceit tbat the interaction 
between trade and development was neither perceived nor discussed prior to 
World War II. This belief stands as testimony to how thoroughly laissez faire 
advocates have succeeded in expurgating the content of mercantilist and 
protectionist literature from the currículum. Raymond Vernon, for instance, 
observed that the 1949 Readings in the Theory of International Trade, sponsored 
by the American Economic Association, "contained not so much as a single 
arride on the subject of economic development." This was not even remarked 
upon at the time, inasmuch as "there simply was no body of systematic ideas ... 
sufficiently developed two decades ago to merit a place in the book." Not until 
the 1960s, he asserts, did interest awaken to the developmental aspects of trade 
theory. To defend this remarkable statement Vernon goes so far as to suggest 
that "development theory" was not enunciated by Marshall and his 
contemporaries because they lived in "an environment in which the assumption 
of swift technological and physical change was not yet taken for granted."6 

This view may appear plausible only to those unfamiliar with the great 
technological changes taking place during the sixteenth, seventeenth, eighteenth, 
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, or to those unaware of the dynamic 
role historically played by foreign trade in transforming nacional economies during 
these five centuries. It is quite true, as Professor Vernon states, that economic 
theory issues from the problems of its time. But l hope that Chapters 3, 4 and 
7 have shown that it is wrong to believe that the phenomena of technological 
change and development are only of post-1945 origin, and have just been 
perceived by economists writing during the past three decades. What has 
happened is that the earlier theorizing has been forgotten or ignored--deliber
ately, not by accidental oversight. "If the eye offends thee, pluck it out." 

Breadth of early international economics 

At the outset of economic theorizing in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, 
the world's dynamic political, imperial, technological and monetary factors 
hardly could have been ignored. Colonialism, foreign trade and investment were 
radically transforming the world economy. Markets were shaped by active 
government policy, and trade was anything but barter. It was the source of 
monetary metals for nations without mines of their own. In an epoch when 
money and credit remained based on silver and gold bullion, internacional 
commerce distinguished itself from domestic exchange primarily by its 
settlement of payments balances in monetary specie, thereby serving as the 

6 Raymond Vernon, forward to James D. Theberge, Eco110111ics of Trade (l/1d Deuelopment (New 
York: 1968), p. v: 



unique foundation for domestic creclit expansion. Steuart's Principies of Política/ 
Oeconomy, the great synthesis of advanced mercantilist thought, drew the dis
tinction "between the principies of fareign and domestic commerce" in the fact 
that "foreign trade, well conducted, has the necessary effect of drawing wealth 
from ali other nations."7 

To the nation as a whole, exports were viewed as more advantageous than 
domestic sales, for the gold and silver they earned was "the money of the world,, 
in contrast to domestic transactions settled by mere transfers of existing purcha~
ing power. To be sure, mercantilists recognized that nacional wealth depended 
ultimately on the productive powers capable of earning gold and silver. But they 
stressed that these productive powers could not be put in morion without an 
adequate supply of money and credit, which rested ultimately on a metallic base. 

Emigrarion of Protestants and other persecuted workers skilled in dyeing 
and textiles, glass-making and other industrial arts represented the major form 
of technology transfer. Chapter 1 has illustrated how mercantilism recognized 
this emigrarion as being more a function of political considerations than of 
wage differentials. Simultaneously, the slave trade between Africa and the New 
World created a racial underclass throughout Europe's colonial systems. Chapter 
2 has shown that this colonial settlement and investment was not simply a 
search for high profit. It was the result of government designs to achieve a self
sufficient imperial division of labor. Prices reflected the impact of subsidies, 
tariffs and other state policies, while internacional competition also was affected 
by wars and the debts they brought into being. In short, the world's econornic 
and political structures were not simply a response to existing costs and prices. 
They transformed competitive relationships by direccing (or at least trying to 
direct) the path of internacional monetary flows, colonization and emigration. 

What has awkwardly been termed "mercantilist theory" (1 prefer Petty's 
term "political arithmetic") dealt with these transformarion processes. l ts theo
reticians addressed themselves more to governments than to merchants, 
although they saw commerce and colonizarion as major levers of nacional 
power. They analyzed the strategy and preconditions necessary to secure 
balance-of-payments inflows and acquire technological leadership by designing 
an internacional diplomacy and what might be called social engineering, treating 
privare enterprise and commerce as means to achieve nacional ends. 

Discussing how nations could draw the world's gold, silver and skilled 
labor to their own shores, economists prior to Adam Smith asked how govern
ment policy might steer personal incentives s to best shape the development of 
productive powers. The theory of internacional trade viewed nations as political 

7 James Steuart, lnq11iry i11lo the Pri11ciplu of Política/ Ouo110111.J (London: 1767), Vol. 1, pp. 494, 
327. 



encicies above all. 1n 1755 Josiah Tucker defined internacional economics as a 
distinct area of analysis as follows: 

When a set of Families, be they many or few in Nurnber, are under the same 
Legislature, and constirute one People or political Society, the Commerce carried 
on between the Members of this State among themselves, is called interna! or 
domestic: But when they traffic with the subjects of different States or 
Legislatures, such Intercourse with other Nations, and exchange of 
Commodities, is termed Foreign Commerce. Hence therefore it is very apparent, 
that the Ideas of Foreign and Domestic Commerce do not arise from the 
Distance or Nearness of Siruation of one Place to another, but from the 
different Legislatures which there Places may be respectively under.8 

Defined as a policy-malcing entity, the nation was the basic unit of inter
nacional economics. Although the distance from Dover to Calais was only one
fiftieth of that which separated London from Newcastle, the differing economic 
institutions and regulations between England and France distinguished the Dover
Calais trade from domestic commerce. 

Chapter 4 has traced how the early concerns with state policy, widening 
technological disparities among nations, immigration and internacional invest
ment were dropped as mercantilism evolved into a doctrine of laissez faire. 
Largely to deter less industrialized countries from pursuing protectionist policies 
of their own, economic liberalism depicted world advantage- and inequality
as being the result of nature rather than of man-rnade social and economic 
policies. Internacional econornics ever since has excluded discussion of these 
policies- along with labor and capital rnobility and inter-factoral competition
frorn its scope of analysis, on the ground that they are exogenous, non-eco
nomic factors. The mercantilists recognized them as belonging at the center of 
internacional economic analysis. Nacional economies were expected to improve 
existing production structures, not merely to trade within their confines. The 
mercantilists' purpose accordingly was to determine which government policies 
were the best to follow by nacions intent on building up their produccive powers. 

To be sure, free-trade doctrine originally dealt with the evolution of pro
ductive powers and nacional development. Indeed, it did so under conditions of 
increasing returns. Chapters 3 and 4 have described how, from 1750 to 1775, 
Hume, Tucker and Steuart Qoined by Cantillon and other conternporaries) 
debated how long a nacion could go on drawing in foreign wealth without 
suffering inflacionary pressures anda dissipation of its early advantage. Both the 
English mercantilists and their free-trade successors saw that a favorable trade 
balance would provide rnoney to fmance addicional investment and employ-

8 Josiah Tucker, The E leme11ts oj Co111111erce and Theory of Taxes [1 755], repr. in R. L. Schuyler, 
ed.: Josiah Tucker: A Selection from bis Economic and Political Writi11gs (New York: 1931), p. 
127. See also p. 140. 



ment. Membcrs of Parliament followed economic writers in defending free 
trade as a more effective policy to achieve a sustained trade surplus and hence 
to support domestic credit and investment functions by providing economies of 
scale and extending the division of labor in a positive-feedback process which 
presumably could continue indefinitely, to the benefit of all countries. Free
traders acknowledged that their policy would make industrial nations more 
industrial while inducing raw-materials exporters to specialize further in their 
existing production and trade patterns. Chapter 5 has shown how, as this 
specialization increased and internacional production costs diverged, Ricardian 
tautology depicted the apparent gains from trade as rising steadily for all parties. 

The resolution of England's tariff debate ultimately was pragmatic: Which 
policy-free trade or protectionism-would contribute most to English econo
mic power? Eighteenth century free-traders focused attencion on how a wider 
internacional commerce would influence the division of labor and provide 
economies of scale. Liberals argued that EngJand need not fear free trade, 
because its protectionist policies of the sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries had succeeded in consolidating a technological lead that now could 
maintain itself under its own momentum. 

Free-trade anti-colonialists such as Tucker foresaw that England,s head start 
destined it to take the lead in a world transition to laissez faire. lts internacional 
payrnents surplus would increase rather than diminish as aristocratic privileges, 
state-sponsored monopolies, the Old Colonial System and its vested interests 
were phased out. A sizeable portien of English leadership favored giving America 
its independence even before the Revolutionary War forced the issue and 
became the watershed ending Britain's Old Colonial System. From 1776 through 
1846, England dismantled its navigation acts, Corn Laws and other impedi
ments to free commerce, inducing other countries to refrain from protecring 
nascent industry of their own. 

Ricardo s distinction between domestic value and international prices 
Chapter 5 has traced how Ricardo tried to reconcile the labor theory of intrinsic 
value with thc fact that trade was characterized by variations in the labor time 
necessary to produce given types of commodities. Where domestic costs varied 
widely, as in agriculture, the price would be set by the marginal cost of 
production on the highest-cost, least fertile land. A rising price of food gave 
better situated low-cost producers an economic rent or "super profit," defined 
as the excess of sales price over produccion costs including normal profit. 

Thesc economic renes were more pronounced in internacional trade than 
within thc domescic economy. This restricted the labor-time theory of value 
(and related cost theories) to a merely nacional scope, and became for Ricardo 



the distinction between internacional and domestic economics, because it en
tailed abandoning the daim to find a universal labor theory of value. As Ricardo 
ack.nowledged to Malthus: 

The same rule which regulates the relative value of commodities in one country 
does not regulate the relative value of the commodities exchanged bet\\reen two 
or more countries. . . . The quantity of wine whkh [Porruga~ shall give in 
exchange for the cloth of E ngland, is not determined by the respective quantities 
of labour devoted to the production of each, as it would be, if both commodi
cies were manufacrured in England, or both in Porrugal.9 

Whereas domestic prices were determined by che marginal labor time 
needed to produce a given commodity, internacional prices were escablished 
J.argdy by supply and demand. This was clearesc in the case of goods produced 
only in sorne countries. In such cases, as Malthus had poinred out, there were 
no cost ratios to compare, unless sorne lcind of import substitutes could be 
produced at home. 

Just as Ricardo attributed agricultura! rent differentials to the allegedly 
"original and indestructible" powers of the soil, so he attributed internacional 
comparative-cost differences to "the peculiar powers bestowed by nature." This 
view of "nature" was central to his doctrine of comparative adventage, but it 
had a serious problem. He viewed the evolution of internacional productivity 
differentials as being subject to climinishlng rather than to increasing returns, 
above all in agriculture. This assumption had erroneous implications concerning 
how the terms of trade would evolve over time. The Ricardians and their 
successors seemed to be describing a different world from the dynamic and self
transforming one in which they actually lived. Malthus was more realiscic in 
arguing that in a well-run world, costs would fall as increasing returns resulted 
&om the application of capital in agriculture and industry. Ricardo argued that 
cost and productivity differentials either would remain fixed or (at least in 
agriculture) or would succumb to diminishing returns. Both men agreed that for 
internationally traded commodities, supply and demand factors determined 
whether their prices would be set near the high- or low-cost margin of 
production. 

In arguing that cost differentials enabled countries to maximize their 
consumption by buying in the cheapest market, Ricardo cacitly assumed that 
trade had neither an adverse nor a positive effect on the development of 
productive powers. In malcing this assumption he and most economists of his 
time showed little concern with the transformation of productive powers 
underway since the industrial revolution and its parallel agricultura) revolution. 

9 
Ricardo, Pti11cipies of Política/ Eco11omy and Taxation, [t 81 71, (repr. Cambridge: 1957), pp. 
133ff. See also l\1ill, Pri11riples of Política/ Eco11011ry, pp. 574( 



lt was as íf these revolutions in productivity occurred without being 
influenced by government policíes. But if countries outside of England were to 
catch up, they needed public infrastructure spendíng, subsidíes, and, protective 
tariffs. Alexander Hamilton drove home this point in his 1791 Report on Manu-
fact"res delivered to the U.S. Congress. But neither Ricardo nor other free 
traders paid much attention to the impact of state policy on immigration, internal 
improvements or other factors promoting the accumulation of capital or 
increasing labor's productivity and educacional attainments. They glossed over the 
analysis of evolving political and social distinccions among nacions that had 
been central to mercantilist thought as underlying internacional cost differences. 

The marginalists redefine international economics in temis of factor immobility 

John Stuart Mili was the transition figure from classical to marginalist trade theory. 
Following Ma.lthus and Ricardo he distinguished internacional from domestic 
economic analysis on the ground that internacional prices would settle some
where within the range of relacive comparative costs, at a point determined by 
supply and demand, in conµast to domestic prices reflecting labor-based value. 

Ricardo's concept of cost referred to labor time, not hourly wage remu
neracion. To have used money cost would have deviated from his objective of 
finding an intrinsic labor-time basis of value. In any event, he tacitly assumed a 
tendency for wage rates to settle at subsistence levels (the so-called Iron Law of 
Wages). Mill brought supply and demand factors into play to determine not only 
the price of internationally exchanged goods but also to explain variations in the 
wages and profits. He described these disparities as being maintained by the 
reluctance of labor and capital to move across nacional boundaries. Within the 
domestic economy, by contrast, labor and capital mobility worked to equalize 
income levels. True, he observed, capital was "becoming more and more 
cosmopolitan," and "among the civilized countries . . . both population and 
capital now move from one of these countries to another on much less 
temptation than heretofore. But there are still extraordinary differences, both of 
wages and of profits, between parts of the world."1º 

Mill's successors attributed internacional differences in wage and profit 
levels not to skill or productivity differences, but to variation in the relative 
supplies (oras they carne to put it, "endowments") of labor and capital within 
each country. Nations with abundant labor (relative to capital) were character
ized by low wages and high profits, supposedly giving them a comparative-cost 
advantage in producing and exporting labor-intensive goods. Wages would be 
relacively high where labor was scarce, so that the comparative advantage for 

16 Mili, Pri11ciplu of Política/ Eco110111y, p. 575. 



such countries would lie in producing capital-intensive goods-unless capital 
happened to be even scarcer than the scarce labor. High-wage countries tended 
to have relatively abundant land and other natural resources, for not every factor 
of production could be scarce simultaneously. "Young" countries such as the 
United States had land and mines in quancity, but were viewed as being both 
labor- and capital-scarce by European standards. This suggested that they 
should depend mainly on England for capital-intensive industrial manufactures, 
exchanging the food and minerals produced by their abundant lands and mines. 

Factor immobility was held to be the underlying cause of (rather than 
merely a precondition for) wage and income disparicies within the world economy, 
in contrast to the equally unrealistic assumpcion of ful/ factor mobiliry within 
domestic economies. In 1874, to be sure,J. E. Cairnes developed his theory of non
competing groups to acknowledge that labor and capital often faced structural 
barriers and rigidities within their own economies. He also acknowledged, with 
Mill, that labor was becoming "less nacional and more cosmopolitan." 
Nonetheless, he held that labor's relative immobility across nacional boundaries 
was sufficient to distinguish internacional from domestic economics. C. F. 
Bastable, F. Y. Edgeworth and ·subsequent writers endorsed this view.11 

What occurred was a revolution against cost-of-production principies. 
The use to which Marx put Ricardo's labor theory of value rendered it anathema, 
while the protectionists took over capital-produccivity theories. An alternative 
body of economics was developed, a theory of marginal psychological utility 
rather than focusing on produccion functions and active government policy. The 
major figures were Stanley Jevons in England, Anton Menger and Friedrich von 
Wieser in Austria, and Leon Walras in Switzerland in the 1870s and '80s, 
followed by Alfred Marshall in the 1890s. Harking back to the ideas of Jeremy 
Bentham, their liberal utilitarian theorizing took individuals out of the social 
context that shaped and mocivated personal drives. 

According to laissez faire ideology a country's first objective should be to 

maximize consumer utility at any given moment of time, as evaluated by current 
(rather than potencial) market prices. There was no concept of losses suffered 
through trade, such as mineral deplecion or forgone opportunities to develop. 
Looking at the status quo in static Ricardian gains-from-trade fashion, Marshall, 
Walras and their followers clown to the present day ignored the widening of 
internacional productivity differentials. For overa century, "labor," "capital" and 
" land" of presumably equal quality in every country have been held to be mixed 
together to produce commodities under condicions of diminishing returns-

11 J. E . Cairnes, Some Leading Principies oj Política/ Eco11omy Ne111!J Expormded (London: 1874), 
p. 362, and C. F. Bastable, The Tbeo1y of lntemational Trade, 111ith So111e oj its Applicatio11s to 
Eco110J11ic Policy (Dublin: 1887), pp. 9f. 



during an epoch in which industry, agriculture and mining have achieved 
unprecedented breakthroughs in increasing returns. 

The reason for assuming diminishing returns was not because this charac
terized economic reality. Rather, it was logically necessary to "clase" heuristic 
economic models so as to mathematically determine a single optimum mix of 
labor, capital and land for each commodity and an optimum specialization of 
production for each country. The new academic vogue of scientific economics 
was to translate argumems into mathematical terms, in ways that suggested neat 
equilibrium solutions to each hypothetical problem. 

The real world was in no such equilibrium. Part I has shown how Tucker, 
Steuart and other economic writers as eatly as the 1770s foresaw an explosive 
dynamic of increasing returns and positive-feedback relationships that would 
enable rich nations to increase their advantage over less developed latecomers. 
Nineteenth-century protectionists outside of England greatly elaborated the 
prospect of internacional polarization of productive powers and income. They 
perceived that as England gained a world monopoly position by virtue of its 
self-reinforcing head start, economies of scale and financia! efficiency, less 
active government diplomacy was needed-as long as other countries refrained 
from subsidizing their own industrial development. (A few gunboats often were 
ali that was needed, not formal imperialism.) 

The industrial and agricultura! revolutions implied government policíes to 
coordinate the training and education of labor and other infrastructure spend
ing. But free traders excluded the analysis and consequences of increasing returns 
from the realm of internacional economícs, and from that of domestic 
economics as well. I ts dynamics were beyond the abílity of simple arithmetic 
formulas to handle, at a time when mathematical treatment of subject matter 
had become the very symbol of scientific method. Increasing returns implied a 
plethora of choices in an explosive world, not a single stable solution in an 
entropic world. It implied a focus on change, not preservation of the status quo. 
It suggested inherent tendencies toward monopolization of production, both 
for nations enjoying a head start and within each country. (By contrast, small
scale competitive production was supposed to be ensured by assuming 
diseconomies oj sea/e, as if the twentieth century still were operating in Adam 
Smith's epoch of cottage industry.) Finally, the prospect of increasing returns 
implied the corollary concept of opportunity cost for countries failing to 
participate in economic and technological progress. 

D espite these realities, free traders claimed an unwarranted generality for 
their conclusions by limiting the number of factors considered in describing 
economic development. Stripping economics of its classical política!, social and 
technological concerns, they narrowed economic methodology even further 



than the Ricardians had done in their debate with Malthus and his fellow 
protectionists. The assertion that free trade results in an optirnum development 
policy for ali countries, irrespective of their level of development and produc
tivity differences, can be defended only by dropping the technological, historical 
and institucional aspects of trade theory. 

The factor-endowment theory of comparative advantage 

The factor-endowment approach to internacional economics inverted classical 
analysis based on productivity differences in the context of similar absolute 
(subsistence) wage levels in most "older" nations. Labor was able to emigrate, 
internacional investment was occurring, capital was being accumulated at 
differing rates among nations, and technological change was being induced by 
both political and economic motivations. Yet the factor-endowment theory 
postulated uniform productivity but differing relative incomes resulting solely from 
differing factor proportions (and hence, wage and profit relations) within a 
uniform technological, political and social environment. 

Differing factor endowments-to which wage and profit variations among 
countries henceforth were attributed-were accepted as a priori phenomena, to 
be taken as the starting point for internacional economic analysis to the exclu
sion of nacional differences in productivity or government policies. No attempt 
was made to attribute the world's accelerating technological revolution to 
programs of government support or even to infrastructure spending on interna! 
improvements and transport, education, research subsidies, or to the social and 
political environment. 

Eli Heckscher in 1914, followed by his student Bertil Ohlin in 1935, pressed 
the postclassical line of theorizing to its logical conclusion. They redefined the 
concept of nationhood so that countries seemed to differ from one another 
main!J in the sense of having different factor proportions. T hese proportions were 
supposed to persist as long as labor and capital remained relatively immobile 
among countries. Productivity disparities were ignored, as were the political and 
social differences that influenced their evolution. Nations were defined as 
aggregations of labor, capital and land within a common worldwide production 
function. The characteristic feature of the internacional economy remained 
differing cost functions among nations, but instead of attributing these cost 
variations to differences in labor and capital productivity as in Ricardian and 
pre-Rícardian tradition, the marginalists attributed cost differences to dijfe1'ing market 
wage rates and profit levels resulting from variations in the quantity of 1vorkers and 
other resources relative to that of capital. Absolute cost functions and differentials, 
government policy and diplomatic leverage were given no role to play). The new 
trade theorists denied any structural problems underlying divergences in 
internacional incomes. 



As early as 1887 Bastable suggested the term "interregional trade" to take 
the place of internacional trade. u This attitude was reflected in the cicle of 
Ohlin's 1935 Interregio11al and International Trade. According to Ohlin, "the 
theory of internacional trade is only part of a general localizacion theory," that 
is, "a branch of Standortslehre." 13 Cart !versen followed Ohlin in reasoning that 
as long as the assumpcion of factor immobility remained the characteristic 
feature of internacional trade theory, "it becomes evident that internacional 
trade is mere!y one form of interlocal trade."14 This denied the essential phenomena 
of nacionhood: policy-making power such as taxation, infrastructure spending 
and financial policy, along with the productivity of labor and land, social climate 
and so forth. 

Viner acknowledged that "the theory of internacional trade has not dealt 
nor pretended to deal ... with the myriad long-term economic effects of the 
internacional migration of capital, or of labor." 15 These broader issues were left 
co specialists whose writing remained segregated from the body of orthodox 
internacional economics. Chi-Yuen Wu surnmed up the new theory, insisting that 

The classical economists never claimed that their detirucion of "nacion" coincid
ed with the political or the generally accepted defirucion of "nacion." They only 
clairned that their theory was applicable to trade between "non-competing 
groups," i.e. groups between which labour and capital did not flow freely. 
Whether the immobility of labour and capital applies to nations or co regions is 
unimporrant if we remcmber that the classical theOt)' is a theory of tradc 
becween non-competing groups.16 

This definicion, at odds with the actual views of Adam Smith, Ricardo 
and Mili, ignored divergences in rates of technological change and the conse
quent development of internacional competicion and dependency relationships. 
Although the new theory represented itself as being the intellectual heir to the 
classical theories of Smith and Ricardo, it actually was an abandonment of their 

12 Bastable, Theory of lntemational Trade, p. 12n. 
13 Ohlin, lnterregional a11d lntm1atio11al Trade (Cambridge. Mass.: 1935), pp. viii, 589. 
14 Cad 1 versen, Aspects of the Theory of lfltemational Capital Mo11t11m1ts (New York: 1935), p. 3. 

Theodore Ocis Yntema (A Refor11111/ation of the General Theory of lntemational Trade 
[Chicago: 19321, p. 3), also defined internacional rrade as being essencially interregional rrade 
and expounded how it "is in the pure case distinguished from internacional or intra-regional 
trade by immobility of the produccive agents between the countries or regions. Only the 
exchange of prod11cts takes place between counrries." Although he granted (as had !versen) 
that this idealizarion did not find its counterpart in economic reality, he confined his 
allegedly "general" theory of internacional rrade to this "simplified, ideal case. We shall 
hereafter see the term 'country' as indicacive of a region within which the produccive factors 
are in compecicion. bue beyond the limirs of which they cannoc move." 

15 Viner, St11dies, p. 600. 
16 Chi-Yuen Wu, A 11 011tli11t of flllematio11al Price Theories (London: 1939), p. 155. 



emphasis on differing produccive powers among nations. As Edgeworth wryly 
observed the new approach in 1894: 

Internacional crade meaning in plajn English trade becween nations, it is not 
surprisíng that the term should mean somethlng else in Political Economy. In 
cechnícal usage internacional trade is rustinguished from home trade by che 
existence of barriers wruch prevenc owners of che means of produccion in one 
region-or, more generally, sphere of industry- from employing chose means 
in anocher sphere.17 

Although Srnith and Ricardo indeed discussed the relative hesitancy of 
labor and capital to move abroad, it was an incidental observation rather than a 
central pivot of their theorizing. When Srnith observed that "a man is of ali 
sorts of luggage the most difficult to be transported;' 18 he was referring to 
domestic labor mobility, contrascing it rigidly with the easier movement of 
goods from one market to another in response to price differentials. Ricardo's 
remark about "the natural disinclination which every man has to quit the 
country of his birth and connexions, and in trust himself with ali his habits 
fixed, to a strange government and new laws;' 19 acknowledged that these 
differences in nacional habits, culture and laws were critica!, justas when Tucker 
designated them as represencing the distinguishing feature of internacional 
economics in 1755. To be sure, Ricardo said little about what kind of laws rnight 
be most appealing to the many emigrants who were leaving Europe for the 
United States, precisely because its laws were different--and better. 

It cannot be overemphasized that writers prior to and including Mili placed 
central emphasis on productivity differentials. The classic comparison of the 
labor costs of producing wine and cloth in England and Portugal was based on 
differential manhour inputs, not differing wage rates or on profit levels. As for 
the post-classical attempt to distinguish between internacional and domestic 
econornics in terms of differing degrees of "factor mobility'' (and subsequently 
of factor endowments), Srnith no more believed that labor was fully mobile 
domestically than Ricardo or Mili believed it to be immobile internationally. 
17 F. Y. Edgeworth, "The Pure Theory of lnternarional Trade" (1894) repr. in Papm Relating 

to Po/itical Economy (London: 1925), Vol. ll, p. 5. Haberler, in Tbe Tbeory of I nlematio11ai 
Trade (p. 4), helped spread thjs misleading pecligree for the new theory, artriburing to Smith 
and Ricardo an extreme view to which not even J.S. Mili would have subscribed fully: 

The classical school believed . . . that there was a fundamental difference berween home 
ttade and foreign trade. They pointed out that labor and capital moved freely from one 
branch of production and from one district to another within a single country. Between 
clifferent countries, on the other hand, mobiliry was totally, or at any rate to a great extent, 
laclcing. In the latter case, complete adjustment (i.e. the establishment of the same rate of 
wages and the same rate of interest everywhere) clid not cake place. lmmobiliry was accepted 
c¡uite naively by the classical school as the criterion of internacional trade. 

18 Smith, ll?tallh of ations, Book I, ch. \rÜi, p. 14. 
19 Ricardo, Principlu of Political Econo111y, p. 136. 



lnasmuch as this was an epoch of great internacional emigration and investment, 
Smith, Ricardo and Mili would have been derided had they dung to the extreme 
asscrtions attributed to them by Viner, Haberler and their post-dassical followers. 

One corollary of the unrealistic assumption of foil factor mobility within 
domestic cconomies was its implication that unemployment could not exceed 
merely frictional levels. If imports or other causes displaced labor, it was 
supposed to be sufficiently flexible to find new work. At least Ricardo was 
realistic enough to acknowledge the prospect of serious unemployment, in the 
third edition of his Principies of Politica/ Economy and Taxation, published in 
1821 in the face of the dislocations resulting from the resumption of tradc 
following the end of the Napoleonic Wars six years earlier. Labor clearly was 
being thrown out of work as a result of import competition. Skilled workers in 
particular were moving to countties where they could find work in their own 
professions rather than having to shift into new lines of employment at home. 

Ali this was forgotten by the 1930s. Ricardo's and Mill's shift in emphasis 
from absollfte costs to merely relative costs implied that each countty, even if it 
had absolute high-cost positions across the board, could export something, and 
indeed enough to keep its i~ternationa1 payments in balance perpetually! High
cost producers were held to be able to exchange their relatively "least high-cost" 
output for relatively higher-cost products. This approach recognized no com
mon denominators such as capital goods or raw materials, or even a common 
interest rate determining capital costs linking the worlcl economy to a single cost 
system. To have acknowledged such línkages would have meant opening the 
possibility of analysing how high-cost countries might suffer chronic unemploy
ment culminating at sorne point in economic and technological obsolescence, 
and consequent sttuctural unemployment. 

In assuming the factor-endowment theory in the first place, and totally 
flexible domestic mobility of labor and capital in the second place, the new 
approach to ttade theory ruled out the analysis of what now are called dual 
economies-raw-matcrials monocultures whose export sectors may be highly 
capital intensive despite a massive "overpopulation" of underemployed labor in 
the local subsistence economy. These dual economies have become a character
istic feature of today's world. The capital invested in their export sectors is not 
domestic but foreign-owned, mainly by multinacional firms in the lead nations. 
Furthermorc, much domestic capital is held abroad (seemingly anomalous from 
a purely economic point of view). This generalization holds for Canada as well 
as for Latin America and Africa. The phenomenon of capital flight on the part 
of wealthy Third World and post-Soviet citizens (especially those in the 
uppermost government positions) has become as well known as that of dual 
economics. To view labor as a resource that invariably can be employed at some
thing remunerative flies in the face of today's structural unemployment. 



The root of these errors is the assumption (discussed in Chapters 7, 8 and 
9) that sorne types of products are inherently Jabor-intensive while others are 
capital intensive. The reality is that capital has been displacing labor in production 
in all sectors since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. This is especially 
the case in agriculture, not to mention the industrial synthetics that have dis
placed Third World land and other natural resources (rubber and índigo, as well 
as copper and other metals whose place is now being taken by plastics). The 
factor-endowment theory collapses once we recognize capital as substituting its 
productive powers for those of labor and land. It is a non-technological theory 
constructed by minds eager to find sorne way in which given patterns of econo
mic activity can be construed as working out for the best in this best of all 
possible worlds. 

Taking technology imo account suggests that low productivity levels in 
economies that fail to modernize prevent them from balancing their trade and 
payments. Ironically, to the extent that an internacional balance-of-payments 
problem was anticipated at ali, deficits were forecast for the industrial nations 
rather than for Third World countries exporting raw materials! 

lncome disparities resulting from underdevelopment 

As discussed in Chapter 1 O, Ricardo's rent theory gave less developed countries 
little reason to interfere in the trade process. Ricardo expected them to bene.ftt from 
economic rent in raiv-materials production l?J more than thry would suffer from industrial 
cost disadvantages. As the world's population grew and became more industrial
ized, it would force resort to ever poorer soils and mines, shifting internacional 
prices in favor of raw materials exporters. It seemed that they need do nothing 
actively to reap this natural consequence of the world's growing demand for food 
and raw materials, assuming diminishing returns to characterize the agricultura! and 
mining sectors of the industrial nations. As England's growing population forced 
less fertile, higher-cost soils to be brought into cultivation, food prices would 
rise, unless the nation could obtain lower-cost food from more sparsely popu
lated, rural countries. Mill's analysis implied that such imports would improve 
the terms of trade for these countries' food and other raw materials. 

No one expected the raw-materials exporters to become food-deficit regions. 
As comparative-cost ratios widened over time, countries exporting raw materials 
were supposed to increase their export incomes more rapidly than could indus
trial exporters. Competition among E nglish capitalists would pass on the benefits 
of cost-cutting innovations to their customers, while food prices would be pushed 
up toward the world's high-cost margin. Even though-indeed, precisely because
less developed countries would suffer diminishing returns in their agricultura! 
and raw-macerials production in time, price trends would favor them more than 
industrial exporters. 



Ricardian analysis failed to appreciate the degree to which the industrial 
nations might increase their productivity in agriculture and mining as well as in 
industrial pursuits. For thls failure he was chastised by Malthus and other pro
tectionist spokesmen for England's landlord dass. But no classical economist 
anticipated a chronic oversupply of world raw materials and a one-sided mono
polization of industrial and farm technology by the lead nations. 

Yet the supply-and-demand elaboration of trade theory did provide grounds 
for doubting that the terms of trade would favor less industrialized countries. 
England and other industrial nations tended to specialize in the production of 
commodities for which demand tended to rise more rapid!J than wor/d income. This 
was in accord with what subsequently was called Engel's law. As incomes rose, 
a rising proportion was spent on industrial goods and luxuries, while spending on 
food, rent and other essentials remained relatively fixed (that is, income 
inelastic) . As long as England could remain the workshop of the world, it would 
be in a position to monopolize the supply of products for which demand was 
growing most rapidly. It might sell its manufactures at the hlgh cost that its 
customer countries would have to pay to produce similar goods by their own 
infant industries. This méant that agricultura! countries would buy an ever 
expanding range of industrial manufactures, while England's growth in food 
imports would be limited by the size of the human stomach, and the relatively 
slow rate of population increase in industrial (implicitly low-wage) economies. 

Finance always has sought to be unseen, in order to be left alone and 
unregulated. lt is significant that the bond broker and financia! lobbyist Ricardo 
was most guilty of diverting attention away from money and finance. He acknow
ledged rentier income only in the form of groundrent, not interest and other 
financia! charges. His monetarist shortcomings have plagued theories of inter
nacional finance and the balance of payments clown to the present day. lt therefore 
is necessary to explain how the scope of internacional finance carne to be so limited. 

Mili re-introduced the financia! dimension to Ricardian "barter" theory by 
tracing how capital movements- international lending and investment, and the 
return flow of earnings, interest and principal- turned the terms of trade against 
debtor countries. While exchanging their exports for those of creditor nations, 
they had to run an additiona/ export surplus to finance their capital payments. This 
debt service required extra transfers of raw materials as a terms-of-trade penalty. 
If investors in the industrial nations purchased direct ownership of colonial 
mines, plantations and other natural resources, then even if the price of these raw 
materials increased, the profits on their production (or more technically accurate, 
their economic rents or "super profits") 1vou/d be remitted to investors in the indus
tria/ creditor nations! This would create a balance-of-payments dependency on 
lead nation investment, enabling them to monopolize the gains for themselves, 
as investors if notas exporters. 



nations for their means of subsistence. Foreign trade no longer is merely an 
cxchange of superfluities among self-sufficient regions. Today's Third World 
countries are absolutcly dependent on imponed food, fuels and a widening 
range of industrial essentials, not to speak of foreign credit. 

This "need to buy" is the converse of Adam Smith's "vent for surplus" 
concept. Less developed countries unable ro feed and otherwise supply their 
populations must import their necessities in exchange fo r whatever the indus
trial nations will take-mainly non-renewable raw materials or ownership of 
local resources. Meanwhile, the rich nations have maintained and even intensi
fied protection of their own industries! Thus, neither the political promises nor 
the economic forecasts made by free-traders to less developed countries a 
century ago have been fulfilled. The Third World's trade balance has fallen inro 
deficit financed by foreign borrowings whose carrying charges push their overall 
balance of payments even further into deficit. 

Institucional and political factors have further complicated matters. Large
scale mineral and plantation production in less developed countries generally 
bolsters the conservative poLitical power of their landed oligarchies and export
oriented cosmopoLitan families. This political alliance has rendered land reform 
and other agriculture modernization all the more difficult. It also has discour
aged development of the democratic political structures on which English 
eighteenth-century theorists placed such emphasis. Without personal freedom, 
education and opportunity, the climate for industrialization is thwarted. T he 
approach of neoclassical marginalist analysis ignores the fact that cLient 
oligarchies act more as cosmopolitan aliens than as nationalists. 

The capstone of dependency is a chronic balance-of-payments deficit that 
imposes domestic monetary austerity. Today's orthodoxy is prevented from 
recognizing this problem by treating the internacional economy as if it operated 
on a barter basis, devoid of monetary and debt problems. Free-trade theory since 
Ricardo's day has gone to the opposite extreme of the alleged mercantilist 
obsession with bullion by stripping away all discussion of the problem! As Part 
lll will show, the laissez faire view depicts internacional debt problems as being 
self-curing under condicions of monetary and fiscal austerity. As matters have 
turned out, internacional polarizacion has become as pronounced in the financia! 
sphere as it has in thc technological area. D ebtor countries are stripped of the 
resources needed to modernize their economies. 

The need far a theory of international economic p ola.rization 

Disparitics in internacional incomes and terms of trade have widened between 
industrial creditor nations and indebted raw-materials exporters. Yet no body of 
theory now extant has explained why. There has been a description of various 



measures (the factoral and other terms of trade, net payments imbalances, debt 
service and so forth), but this is not the same thing as an explanatory model. To 
help rectify this situation, Part III of this book argues that the Third World's 
commodity terms of trade have worsened in part by having to raise an 
increasing volume of foreign exchange to service their foreign debts, whose 
repayment has obliged them to export a chronic surplus of raw materials in the 
face of limited world demand. 

Although these economies borrowed enough new money to cover their 
debt service through the 1980s, this credit was made available on highly political 
conditions. Its recipients have been obliged to stifle domestic investment and 
consumption functions by imposing domestic austerity. Third World countries 
have been obliged to service their $1.3 trillion in foreign debt (as of yearend 
1989) and to finance growing structural trade deficits by borrowing more, obliging 
themselves to transfer yet more interest and principal in future years. With the 
hearty approval of the internacional economics profession, they have climbed onto 
a treadmill of austerity and dependency. Investment outflows from the industrial 
creditor nations to purchase raw-materials resources in Third World economies 
have been recouped by their effect on holding clown the terms of trade for host
country economies. The result has been a free ride for the investor nations. 

The doctrine of productive powers voiced prior to World War I has all 
but disappeared from the history of economic thought, as protectionism has 
been abandoned in theory even as it has been adopted in practice. This is the 
great irony today. The United States and other industrial creditor nations 
adopted protectionism in the 1930s and continue to apply it, but defense of this 
policy has come mainly from politicians, lawyers and journalists not programmed 
to think "economically." As in the eighteenth century, protectionism's pragmatic 
basis emphasizes self-sufficiency in food, minerals and other essentials on 
nacional security grounds. Such measures are adopted largely as the result of 
lobbying by entrenched vested interests. 

The result is that today's internacional economic orthodoxy seems mainly 
for export to less developed countries. It hardly can be said to describe today's 
world. The academic models underlying trade or capital-transfer exercises may 
call their trading parties Nation A and Nation B, or even "England" and "Portu
gal," but the behavior of these parties does not reflect that of actual nations. 
The real world is evolving in dynamic technological and institucional ways at 
odds with the static assumptions made by today's internacional price theory. As 
John Williams observed in 1929, orthodox theory "assumes as fixed, for the 
purposes of the reasoning, the very things which . . . should be the chief objects 
of study if what we wish to know is the effects and causes of internacional 
trade." As he subsequently quipped (after having benefited from the experience 
of serving as chief internacional consultant to the New York Federal Reserve 



Bank): ''.About the practica) usefulness of theory, l have often felt like the man 
who stammered and finally learned to say, 'Peter Piper picked a peck of pickled 
peppers,' but found it hard to work into conversation."21 

The alternative is for internacional economics to address the problem of 
how to develop in an evolving world. One of its first tasks should be to define the 
consequences of debt service, military spending and other capital transfers. It 
also should spell out the costs required to achieve self-sufficiency in vital sectors 
such as agriculcure, and to compare these costs with those of retaining existing 
dependency patterns. This would show how pursuing the short-term Ricardian 
gains from trade has led to deteriorating terms of trade, dependency, deepening 
foreign debt, economic obsolescence, and the loss of economic autonomy. For 
less developed countries, a racional choice as to whether the gains from 
protectionism outweigh the gains from free trade cannot be made until free 
traders and protectionists agree to talk about the same thing rather than at 
cross-purposes using different measures of economic well-being. 

Those who are concerned with analyzing internacional economics from this 
broad vantage point must feel a lcinship with the founders of political economy, 
whose central concern was nothing less than the wealth of nations. 1 have spent 
so much time revie,ving the history of mercantilist thought because it was the 
matrix out of which both free-trade and protectionist theory evolved. In Adam 
Smith's <lay a lively debate sought to explain how foreign debts, milita!)' spend
ing, colonialism and its associated growth in the domestic nacional debt would 
influence the course of economic development, monetary relations, investment 
functions and productive powers. This breadth of scope made the debate 
between English mercantilists and their free-trade successors not an effete aca
demic exercise but vitally important. lt centered on the prospeccs of running a 
sustained trade surplus providing lead nations with money to finance additional 
investment and employment, at a time when they were just beginning to pull 
ahead of the rest of the world. 

To explain the resulting polarization I have tried to put the process in its 
broad historical perspective. Part Il traces the protectionist and free-trade 
responses to the technological transformation of agriculture, industry and com
merce in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Part III discusses the impact of 
capital transfers and the broad financia! setting of world development. Chapter 
12 forms a bridge by tracing how the classical economists recognized inter
nacional investment, although today's historians of thought deny that they <lid. 
Investment in the world's less developed areas was in fact a precondition for tbe 
division of internacional labor and production they sought to shape. 

Zl John H. Williams, "The Theory of lnternational Trade Reconsidered," (1929), reprinted in 
Postwar Monetary Plans and Other E ssays, 3rd ed. (New York: 1947), pp. 134f. 



PART 111 

The Impact of Foreign Debt on Trade and Development 

And when he reaches early adolescence he must become possessed with 
an ardent love for truth, like one inspired, neither day or night may be cease to 
urge and strain himself in order to learn thoroughly all that has been said by the 
most illustrious of the Ancients. And when he has learnt this, then for a 
prolonged period he must test and preve it, and observe what part is in 
agreement, and what in disagreement with obvious facts; thus he will choose 
this and turn away from that, To such a person my hope has been that my 
treatise would preve of the very greatest assistance. Still, such people may be 
expected to be quite few jn number, while as for the others, this book will be as 
superfluous to them as a tale told to an ass. 

Galen, On the Natural Faculties, Book iii, ch. 1 O. 

(The Loeb Classical Library, pp. 279ff.) 

We know, of course that history incessantly repeats itself. But it is amazing 
and perhaps a little sad to observe that economists, swayed by the prevailing 
humors of the hour, also repeat themselves and that, blissfully ignorant of their 
predecessors, they believe in each case that they are making unheard-of discov
eries and builrung up a brand-new monetary science. 

Joseph Schumpeter, History of Economic Ana/ysis, p. 712. 
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How lnternational lnvestment and Lending Follow Trade 

The practica/ need far foreign investment by industrial economies 

Europe's Industrial Revolution involved a parallel revolution in the mass 
production of food, mineraJs and plantation products throughout the world. 
Adam Smith explained how the division of labor required an extraordinary 
growth in stocks of raw materials and other inputs on hand: 

. . . when the clivision of labour has once been thoroughly introduced, the 
produce of a man's own labour can supply but a very small part of his occasional 
wants. The far greater part of them are supplied by the produce of other men's 
Iabour .... A stock of goods of different kinds, therefore, most be stored up 
somewhere sufficient to maintain him, and to supply him with the materials and 
tools of his work. . .. As the.accumuJation of stock must, in the nature of things, 
be previous to the clivision of labour, so labour can be more and more subcli
vided in proportion only as stock is previously more and more accumulated. The 
quantity of materials which the same number of people can work up, increases 
in a great proportion as labour comes to be more and more subclivided; and as 
the operations of each workman are gradually reduced to a greater degree of 
simplicity, a variety of new machines come to be invented for facilitating and 
abridging those operations. As the division of labour advances, therefore, in 
order to give constant employment to an equal number of workmen a egua! stock 
of provisions, and a greater stock of materials and tools than would have been 
necessary in a ruder state of things, must be accumulated beforehand.1 

Increased industrial productivity and employment thus presupposed a grow-
ing availability of raw materials. !ron and steel factories, for instance, require 
large stocks of ore and coal as well as finished output for sale to distributors 
throughout the world. Marx made this point in his 1858 Grundrisse notebooks: 

The increased productivity of labour requires a greater ouclay for raw material 
and instrument[s] ... 

Since the growing productivity of labour would lead capital to encounter a 
barrier in the not-growing mass of raw material and machinery, industrial devel
opment takes the following course: the introduction of Jabour on a large scale, 
as well as the employment of machinery, begins in the branches which are 
closest to being production of raw materials for industry ... Thus, in spinning 

Smith, The II7ealth oJ N atio11s, Book II, inttoduction (Cannan ed), pp. 291f. 



before in weaving, in weaving before printing etc. First of all in the production 
of metals, which are the chief raw material for the insttuments of labor them
selves. lf the actual raw product which makes up the raw material for industry 
ar the lowest srage cannot itself be rapidly increased, then refuge is sought in 
more rapidly increasable substitutes. (Cotton for Jinen, wool and silk.) The same 
happens foc the necessaries of Jife in the substitution of potatoes foc grain.2 

This explains why stearn engines were employed in mining before industry. 
Bottlenecks in the primary raw materials production had to be solved before 
industrial specialization could proceed smoothly. In an attempt to alleviate this 
constraint as much as possible, the industrial nations took the lead in developing 
raw-materials supplies throughout the world to sustain their industrial 
expansion without running into the steep cost pressures that otherwise would 
have kept their business upswings on a tight leash. 

The question was, which nations would get the main benefit of the rent
like gains from trade resulting from the natural resources of primary-producing 
countries? Adarn Smith noted that ecooomic expansion in the industrial nations 
would tend to bid up the price of food, fuels and other raw materials, first at home 
(to the benefit of domestic laodlords and other resource owners, as Ricardo 
emphasized) and theo abroad. As Sarnuel Hollander has summarized Smith's 
views, " the operative restriction upoo increased labor productivity due to 
technical progress is not the previous availability of wages goods [e.g., the wages 
fund] but that of raw materials (and simple tools) ."3 

Prices for raw materials vary much more sharply than for food, whose 
demand remains fairly stable relative to the size of the population as a whole. 
This prompted the industrial economies to do what they could to avoid chronic 
raw-materials shortages leading to scarcity-rents accruing to countries 
possessing key commodities. 

The short run problem was the tendency for price increases for primary 
commodities to exceed the decline in "real" production costs stemming from 
risiog labor and capital productivity. As Smith put it: 

There are ... a few manufactures, in which the necessary rise in the real price of 
the rude marerials will more than compensare [that is, cancel out] all the 
advanrages which improvement can introduce into the execution of the work. In 
carpenters and joiners work, and in the coarser sorc of cabinet work, the 
necessary rise in the real price of barren timber, in consequence of the 
improvement of land, will more than compensare aJJ the advantages which can 

2 Marx, Grt111drim [1858] (London: 1973), pp. 773, 775. Marx pointed out that invemories 
were more in the character of overhead than productive capitaJ, and hence tended to lower 
the rate of profit. 

3 Hollander, Tbe E conomics of Adt1111 Smitb (foromo: 1973), p. 153. 



be derived from the best machinery, the greatest dexterity, and the most proper 
division and disttibution of work.4 

Industrialization thus threatened to provide an economic rent for resource 
owners Qandlords, mine owners and plantation operators), turning the terms of 
the trade in favor of raw materials exporters. On balance, Smith concluded: 

every improvement in the circumstances of the society tends either directly or 
indirectly to raise the real rent of land, to increase the real wealth of the landlord, 
his power of purchasing his labour, or the produce of the labour of other 
people . .. That produce, after the rise in its real price, requires no more labour 
to collect it than befare. A smaller proportion of it will, therefore, be sufficient 
to replace, with the ordinary profit, the stock which employs that labour. A 
greater proportion of it must, consequently, belong to the landlord.5 

A key strategy of industrial capitalism therefore was to maintain prices for 
food, raw materials and other primary commodities at their low-cost margin of 
production rather than at a high monopoly price. And indeed, over time the 
agricultura! landlord's share of nacional income has declined, thanks to rising 
soil productivity (and hence falling production costs) reinforced by growing 
competition among world suppliers. The tendency for raw-materials supply to 
outrun demand likewise has led to market prices falling in keeping with 
production and transport costs in mining as well as in agriculture. Largely 
responsible has been the widespread development and exploitation of minerals 
and plantation crops in less developed economies. 

Many raw materials had to be supplied by regions with only limited capital 
to develop their own resources. The industrial nations therefore had to take the 
lead in financing internacional mining and plantation production, and this re
quired a combination of colonialism and foreign investment-colonialism to 
carve out spheres of influence under mother-country control, and investment 
to provide resources to extract or produce and transport them-all in a way that 
remunerated investors in the companies engaged in these activities. 

The colonial economy itself was of less interest than its exports to the 
mother country or at least under mother-country control. As Chapter 2 has 
described, the colonies were not intended to replicate the economic structures 
of their mother countries. They were to develop raw-materials resources and 
their associated commercial and transport infrastructure, not an industrial 
capability beyond basic local needs. This biased their economic development in 
an export-oriented manner, laying the seeds for today's monoculture syndrome. 

Fearing diminishing returns in the production of food and other raw 
materials over time, Ricardo and his followers were concerned that price trends 

4 Smith, 11/'ealth oj Natio11s, Book I, ch, xi. part III, p. 269. 
Smith, p. 275. 



would favor of the world's under-populated countries rather the more densely 
populated industrial nations. Furthermore, it seemed plausible that the latter, less 
developed regions might transform their raw materials advantages into indus
trial cost advantages. Wage levels would reflect their still relatively low food costs 

' while their industrial prices would reflect an equally low cost of domestic pri-
mary materials- assuming these to be kept at home by export embargoes or taxes. 

The problem for industrial lead nations such as England was threefold: 
first, how to monopolize the fruits of their industrial technology in the form of 
higher nacional profits and, in sorne instances, higher wage levels; second, how 
to secure a secure on-going supply of raw materials; and third, how to benefit 
from the raw-materials productivity gains occurring in less developed countries 
by purchasing these rnaterials at their low-cost margin of production. 

The first task of industrial-nation diplomacy was to induce the world's 
Jess populated countries to supply (indeed, to oversupply) them with raw 
materials. By the 19'h century, Europe's former colonial powers no longer could 
use overt force or política! fiat and legal restraints to prohibit factory production 
in their dependencies. Instead, they simply channeled their investment mainly 
into the purchase of farmland, plantations and mineral resources throughout 
the less developed regions, increasing world output of food, minerals, cotton, 
tobacco, dyestuffs and other primary products-and their transportation to 
ports and vía the great internacional canals of Panama and Suez. 

The result was to supply Europe's factories with an abundance of rela
tively low-priced food and raw materials to work up into finished manufactures. 
Sorne of the latter could be resold to less developed countries at favorable terms 
of trade, enabling the industrial nations to finance yet further investment in 
foreign mines and plantations, as well as in their own domestic factories. 

Over the past two centuries, internacional investment has been associated 
with government lending and foreign aid to install a transpon infrastructure to 
facilitate raw-materials production, not to develop domestic industrial strength 
or otherwise achieve economic autonomy. The basic thrust has been to encour
age raw-materials producers to become more industrially dependent, not self
sufficient. 

The second objective of industrial-nation economic diplomacy was to 

create a single world market and common world price system for raw materials 
and manufactures. A common 1vorld price for raw materials denied less developed 
countries the abifiry to utilize the special advantages resultingfrom their favorable ra1v
materials endo1vments. Without the ability to make use of this advantage (and 
without high industrial prices behind protective tariff barriers), less industrial
ized regions could not overcome the productivity advantages of Europe's lead 
nations and work up their own primary materials into finished manufactures. 



"Market forces" shaped in this free-trade manner helped ensure that former 
colonies would provide the industrial center with raw materials at the same 
relatively low price that local industrialists had to pay for these commodities. 

Internacional investment thus became a major factor guiding the develop
ment of less developed areas along djfferent lines than those followed by the 
industrial nations. Only the latter were characterized by relatively balanced 
growth and modernization of their food-producing powers to support their 
domestic populations. Resources in less developed countries were ruverted away 
from creating a complementary investment in industry and social infrastructure, 
and from the institucional modernization that occurred in Europe and North 
America (and subsequently in Japan and the Soviet Union). Growth in the 
productive powers of former colonies was limüed to those sectors that comple
mented production needs in the industrial nations, not sectors that threatened 
to compete with them. 

The theory that falling profits in the industrial nations spur foreign investment 

Whereas internacional trade theory deals with world prices for primary commo
ruties vis-a-vis prices for manufactures, theories of in ternacional investment deal 
with how world trade patterns create profit opportunities for investors and 
crerutors. The standard classical view was that a falling rate of profit in the 
industrial nations would lead their investors to seek higher returns in "younger" 
countries. 

The concept of a mounting surplus of finance-capital was not rarucal. 
Semmel cites how Henry Brougham observed in 1803 that "the ancient world 
had seen many colonies established from 'overflowing populations . . . the 
modern world alone had reached such a pitch of wealth, as to give rise to an 
overflowing capital' as well."6 

By the end of the nineteenth century this view had become commonplace 
in the writings of Walter Bagehot and other economic journalists. Capital was 
supposed to flow from the industrial nations to less developed countries where 
profits had not yet fallen and where the margin of cultivation and whose mineral 
wealth permitted a high level of economic rent to be extract by exploiting natu
ral resources. 

Economists envisioned nations as growing more capital-intensive over 
time. As investors recaptured their original capital out of sales proceeds, they 
would reinvest it at home or abroad. If living standards (and hence the market 

6 Harry Brougham, lnquily into Colonial Policy (Edinburgh: 1803), Vol. I, pp. 217f., 222, cited 
in Bernard Semmel, The Rise of Free Trade I111perialism: Cfauical Poiitical Economy and the 
E111pire of Free Trade and llllperialis111, 1750-1850 (Cambridge: 1970), p. 222. 



for consumer goods) were kept clown, profit-seekers would be induced to invest 
in less developed countries, where rates of return were higher and consumer
goods markets were newly opening up or being won from native producers. 

Mercantilist theorizing had been limited largely to trade relationships. 
When Semmel referred to the economics of Josiah Tucker and his successors 
as "free-trade irnperialism," he had in mind monopolization of the gains from 
trade by increasingly efficient, high-wage, high-productivity economies (first 
England and subsequently other nacions). Less densely-populated countries 
would produce a chronic world oversupply of raw materials, exporting them in 
exchange for manufactures priced relacively high by the industrial nations. 

This trade pattern presupposed a large flow of internacional investment 
to bring it into being. In addicion to assuming free trade in commodities it 
assumed an open <loor to internacional investors appropriating the land and 
subsoil resources of less developed countries, as well as their emerging manu
facturing. This became the essence of John Hobson's theory of imperialism in 
1902: "It is not too much to say that the modern foreign policy of Great Britain 
has been primarily a struggle for profitable markets of investment." He 
elaborated that -

as one nacion after another enters the machine economy and adopts advanced 
industrial methods, it becomes more difficult for its manufacturers, merchants 
and financiers to dispose profitably of their economic resources, and they are 
tempted more and more to use their Governments in arder to secure for their 
particular use sorne distant undeveloped country by annexacion and proteccion.7 

He called this compecition for internacional investments the New Imper-
ialism, and found it supported by government diplomacy. Lenin summarized 
Hobson's view in 1916: "Typical of the old capitalism, when free competition 
held undivided sway, was the export of goods. Typical of the latest stage of 
capitalism, when monopolies rule, is the export of capitai."8 

New investment was financed largely out of earnings on the growing mass 
of existing capital investment. The internacional investment process was aided 
by governments providing military and diplomacic support, and even helping to 
finance the export infrastructure and import dependency of less developed 
countries. Lenin simply was reflecting orthodox views when he wrote: 

In the backward countries profits are usually high, far capital is scarce, the price 
of land is relatively low, wages are low, raw materials are cheap .. . The need to 
export capital [from the industrial nations] arises from the fact that in a few 
countries capitalism has become "overripe" and (owing to the backward state of 

7 John A. Hobson, lt11perialism: A Stu4J (3'd ed., London: 1938), pp. 53, 80f. 
8 Vladimir Ilych Lenin, Imperialism: The Highest Stage of Capitalis111, in Collected Works, XXII 

(Moscow: 1964), p. 240. 



agricuJture and che poverty of the masses) capital cannot find a field for 
"profitable" invescment ... The more capitalism is developed, che more strongly 
the shorcage of raw materials is felt, che more intense che comperirioo and che 
hum for sources of raw materials throughout the whole world, the more 
desperate the struggle for the acquisition of colonies.9 

The theory of imperialism thus followed from that of internaáonal 
investment as developed by market economists themselves. 

The theory that investment helps less developed countries catch up 

Like orthodox economic theory, the theory of imperialism assumed that inter
nacional investment would accelerate the development of countries receiving it. 
This would increase their ability to compete with the more "mature" nations 
(assuming most economies to follow a similar development pattern). Although 
a calculated self-interest for the industrial nations might lie in keeping less 
developed countries retarded, wrote Rosa Luxemburg in 1913, "the imperialistic 
phase of capitalist accumulacion which implies universal competicion [to invest] 
comprises the industrializacion and capitalist emancipacion of the hinterland 
where capital formerly realized its surplus value." 10 Thus, to the extent that 
cricics reject neoclassical theory as praising free trade as if it were in the interest 
of raw-materials exporters as well as the industrial nacions, they also must rebel 
against the Lenin-Luxemburg paradigm of imperialism. Neoclassical and 
Leninist formulations both viewed internacional investment as working to 
maximize profit potencial and aggregate world output, to the benefit of 
investing and capital-recipient countries alike. 

Lenin viewed governments in the industrial nations as represencing the 
"board of directors" of their nacional business communities. As evidence for 
this view, his followers have pointed out that monopolies-often granted to 
government insiders-have dominated Europe's foreign trade and investment 
since the begínning of the modero epoch with its "colonial patents." The 
tendency has been for colonial monopolies to be run by the same elite families 
that held the reins of government. 

One reason why governments spurred private investment in the colonies 
was that the cost of providing naval and military protection was initially so high 
that governments were unable to finance it from their own modest tax revenues. 
The task was "farmed out" to large trading companies given monopoly privi
leges. England's Moscovy Company bore the cost of Russia's embassy to 
England, as well as financing the latter's embassy to Russia. "The large profits 
required to meet these extraordinary charges," remarks George Beer, "could not 

9 Lenin, l111perialism, pp. 241, 260. 
lO Rosa Luxemburg, The Am111111/atio11 of Capital (London: 1951), p. 419. 



have been earned, if the trade had been opened to the free competition of ali 
Englishmen, and consequently excluding privileges were essential to the success 
of these companies." 

Nacional colonization companies likewise had to sustain high costs of 
transport, settlement and protection, "Had the English government been in a 
position to undertake che work of colonizacion," Beer concludes, "it would have 
been possible to avoid granting chese monopolistic trading privileges, The Crown's 
revenue, however, was totally inadequate even for domescic purposes . .. " 11 

Imperial-nation governments therefore granted monopolies with a view toward 
che long-term nacional interese, which somecimes turned against those of che 
monopolies in question (as witnessed by che long debate over whecher to renew 
che monopoly powers of che British East India Company). 

Lenin held that governments had become servants of private enterprise 
racher chan the other way around. Even so, he believed, prívate enterprise would 
develop the world in a technologically racional way, paving che way for a 
relatively easy transition to industrial socialism. 

When a big enterprise assumes gigantic proportions, and .. . organizes the supply 
of primary raw materials to tens of millions of people; when the raw materials 
are transporced in a syscematic and organized manner to the most suitable places 
of production . . . when a single center directs all the consecutive states of 
processing the material right up to che manufacture of numerous varieties of 
finished arrides; when these produces are distributed according to a single plan 
among tens and hundreds of millions of consumers (the marketing of oil in 
America and Germany by the American oil trust)- then it becomes evident that 
we have socialization of production, and not mere "interlocking"; that economic 
and privare property relations constitute a shell which no longer fits its contents, 
a shelJ which must inevitably decay .. . 12 

Luxemburg agreed that 

the achievement of capitalist autonomy in the hinterland and backward colonies 
is attained amidst wars and revolutions. Revolution is an essential for the process 
of capitalist emancipation. The backward countries muse shed their obsolete poli
tical organizations, relics of natural and simple commodity economy, and create 
a modern state machinery adapted to the purposes of capitalist production.13 

Governments need not intervene to change che investment and trade 
patterns sponsored by internacional investment capital. Large mineral and 
industrial cartels would install a productive infrastructure throughout the world. 
lo sum, che effect of foreign investment would be to put in place che 
infrastructure for a ripening, increasingly compecitive capitalism. 

11 George Louis Seer, The Origit1s qf the British Coioniaf Syste111: 1578-1660 (New York: 1922), 
p. 222. 

12 Lenjn, l111perialis111, pp. 302f. 13 Luxemburg, The Acmv1t1lalio11 oj Capital, p. 419. 



Unlike the case with free-trade imperialism discussed in chapter 4, there 
was no theory as to how free internacional investment might retard the 
development of less populated regions. From Marx, Hobson and Lenin through 
Keynes and his followers, the major economists did not address the problem of 
underdevelopment and the emergence of impaired dual economies. R.ather, they 
held that internacional investment would stimulate the overall development of 
less industrialized countries, bringing them toward a state of cconomic and polit
ical similarity with the industrial economies, despite the fact that internacional 
investment was concentrated (at lcast initially) in their raw-materials export 
sectors. 

1t therefore is appropriate to examine more closely thc consequences of 
internacional investment over the centuries in order to explain why less devel
oped economies have failed to modernize their domescic subsistence sectors, 
resulcing in widening produccivity gaps and balance-of-payment disparities 
berween the industrial nations and the periphery. It also is necessary to explain 
why trade and investment have grown primarily among the industrial nations 
themselves (that is, among erstwhile rivals) while colonial trade and investment 
was stagnating already in 1902 when Hobson published his book. Indeed, as 
Hobson himself noted, mother countries were purchasing a declining share of 
their own colonies' exports. 

Internacional investment (and hence debt) has been concentrated among 
the industrial nations because they are the most thriving and creditworthy 
economies. As Ragnar Nurske has remarked: "Had [Hobson] tried to do what 
he did for trade, that is, to show the geographical distribution of overseas 
investment, he would have found that Bricish capital tended to bypass the 
primitive tropical economies and flowed mainly to the regions of recent 
settlement outside as well as inside the British empire."14 

By the 1940s, colonial empires, particularly the backward tropical areas of 
the world, long since had ceased to be paying propositions. D espite such 
institutions of colonial privilege as Britain's Imperial Preference System and the 

14 D. K. Fieldhouse, " lmperialism: A Historiographic Revision," Eco110111ir History Revie1v, 2°d 
Ser., XIV (1961), p. 199, quoting Ragnar Nurkse, Patterns oj Trade a11d Develop111ent (Stock
holm: 1959), p. 19, and referring to Hobson, lmperiali.r111, pp. 23, 369, 32-39, 67 and 78. 
George Paish, "Great Britain's foreign investments," jolfrll(d of the Rqyal S!atistical Sociery, 
LXXIV (1911), p. 186, published statistics demonstrating that most of Britain's investmenrs 
(to quore Fieldhouse's summary) lay in thc United States ([688 m.) followed by "South 
America, l587 m.; Canada, [382 m.; Australia, [380 m.; India and Ceylon, 065 m.; and 
Somh Africa, [351 m. By comrast, Wesc Africa had recei\•ed only [29 m., the Srraits and 
:O.falay Scates, j:J.2 m., and che remaining Briósh possessions [,33 m .... Hence, co maintain 
that Britain had found it necessary to acquire these territories because of an urgem need for 
new fields for investmeot is simply unrealisóc." 



Sterling Area, its colonial markets and those of other European were being won 
by the most efficient industrial nations, headed by the United States. 

Nearly all the theories of internacional investment voiced prior to the 
1950s indicated that such investment would help less developed countries catch 
up with the industrial nations. lnstead, the Latin American, African and Asiatic 
peripheries tended to become service economies to the industrial nations. The 
impact of internacional investment turned out to be as one-sided as earlier, 
more politically overt forms of mercantilist and colonialist control. Productivity 
has increased much more in the export sectors than in the domestic economy. 

From trade and investment rivalries to war 

Liberal economists in the mid-nineceentb century believed that the growth of 
commerce would render wars a thing of the pase. Trade and investment were 
supposed to replace the rivalries that hitherto had governed humankind with 
enlightened and peacefuJ self-interested linkages. But it was precisely in their 
rivalry to create such linkages between core and periphery that internacional 
investors prompted new forms of rivalries. 

Recognizing that competition among industrial nations to expand their 
colonial empires and spheres of influence had been gaining momentum since 
the 1870s, Hobson hoped to see England develop an alternative by building up 
its home market based on growth of domestic consumption standards rather 
than one based on exploiting less developed countries and leading to 
internacional wars. Income redistribution at home could supply the needed 
investment and sales outlets. 

Lenin replied that if capitalism gave workers a higher standard of life, it 
wou1d no longer be capitalism. He claimed that imperialism and its wars were 
an intrinsic feature of capitalism, not a discretionary policy choice. Governments 
were less able than private corporations to reach businesslike compromises on 
how to carve up and renegotiate world markets. Corporate cartels might be 
flexible when necessary, but governments were not. Competition for investment 
outlets in less developed countries would culminate in imperialist wars among 
the industrial nations as the Law of U neven Development would irnpose strains 
on whatever political arrangements governments might negotiate. Lenin thus 
depicted as a utopian dream Karl Kautsky's view of "ultra-imperialism" or 
"super-imperialism" in which governments would administer a peacefol 
centralization of world relations. 



Keynes's synthesis oftrade and investment processes 

The financia! convulsions following World War I and the a debate over Germany's 
capacity to pay reparations (analyzed in Chapter 16) inspired John Maynard 
Keynes to develop a structural analysis of Germany's balance of payments by 
integrating the theory of internacional investment with that of the overall 
balance of payments and domestic economic balance. In his 1930 Treatise on 
Money, Keynes pointed out that the factors determining the trade balance were 
different from those determining the balance on capital account. Trade was a 
function of relative production costs, elasticities of demand and price levels, 
while internacional investment depended largely on relative interest and profit 
rates. There 111as no intrinsic reason 111h)' these disparate factors shoHld resu/t in precise!J 
o.fftetting balances. Attempts to improve the long-term trade balance by spurring 
domestic investment called for a policy of low interest rates. But this would spur 
capital outflows in the short run. Hence, economists could not simply assume 
that the trade balance automatically should equate with the balance on capital 
account, especially when the latter was defined to include monetary movements, 
reparations and debt payments. 

The problem was not simply one of how to balance trade and investment 
functions with each other, but how to balance the internacional accounts as a 
whole with domestic production and employment functions. One could not simply 
assume that the price changes and interest-rate adjustments that balanced 
internacional payments would just happen simultaneously to promote domestic 
full-employment equilibrium. This perception inspired Keynes to recommend 
economic nationalism to subordinate balance-of-payments considerations to 
domestic employment and investment objectives. 

Over and above the tendency for profits to be higher in less developed 
countries, attracting capital from the industrial nations, Keynes pointed out that 
matters would be further complicated if less developed economies stimulated 
their industrial self-sufficiency by the kind of protectionist policies that Europe, 
the United States and Japan had employed during their own formative industrial 
periods. He worried about the "pickle a country might get into if a higher rate 
of interese abroad than can be earned at home leads to most of its savings being 
lent abroad, whilst at the same time there are tariffs abroad against most of its 
exports and a tendency to raise these tariffs from time to time to balance the 
gradually rising leve! of costs in the protected countries due to the outflow of 
gold from the lending country." 15 Labor-union pressures for higher wages in the 
industrial nations would exacerbate this problem. 

15 J. M. Keynes, A Treatise 011 Monry (London: 1930) Vol. I, p. 34 7. See also Vol. JI, p. 185. 



These nations for their part needed to sustain direct investment outflows 
to less devcloped countries to ensure the continued supply of abundant low
priccd raw matcrials. This investment would have to be financed by a corre
sponcüng trade surplus at least the rerurn flow of foreign earnings sufficed to 
finance new investment outflows. However, a trade surplus for the industrial 
nations might not be achievable if less developed countries adopted a counter
vailing protection of their own. If that occurred, their self-feeding development 
would drain monetary and gold resources from the industrial nations, producing 
monctary deflation and economic depression. A new kind of cumulacive decline 
in the economic activity of the industrial narions seemed imminent, especially 
for England, bccause 

the business losses resulting from the Profic Deflation served to increase still 
further the relative attractiveness of foreign investment, thus mak.ing it still more 
necessary to maintain an artificially high rate of interese and so riveting still more 
firmly on our necks the Profit Deflation, consequent on the deficiency of total 
invescment relatfrely to savíngs, and the Unemployment which Profic Deflation 
brings.16 

The inference was that England and other industrial nacions seemed des
tined to lose their favored historical posirion. Monetary authorities could avert 
investment outflows only by abandoning the gold standard in favor of managed 
currency systcms subject to strict capital controls. Keynes believed that this 
would occur, signalling the end of laissez faire. 

It seemed dear to him that the balance of payments no longer could be 
stabilized simply by interest rate adjustments. Rising rates would destabilize 
domestic saving, investment and employment over the intermediate and longer 
term. ffigher domestic investment was needed to produce more exports, cüsplace 
imports and cut costs generally. The financing of such investment required 
favorably low interese rates. This easy-money policy would create a profit 
inflarion-but would tend to impair the tradc balance and spur capital outflows 
(in the absencc of capital controls). The high interest rates required to ensure 
balance-of-payments equilibrium thus threatened to exceed the going profit rate 
on direct investment, curtailing it as industrial companies hardly could be 
expected to borrow at interese rates in excess of their prospective earnings. 

The financia! dilemma for England was that the conditions required for 
short- and long-cerro stability seemed to be at odds with each other. Stabilizing 
the balance of payments by the tradicional policy of raising interese rates would 
undermine thc long-term trade balance by discouraging new direct investmenc. 
But if England cüd 11ot raise rates and even prohibit investment outflows, it 

16 Keynes, ibid.. Vol. 11, pp. 185f. 



would lose gold and experience monetary stringency, pushing the economy into 
depression. 

Four policies suggested themselves, each beset by its own inner contra
dictions. First, higher productivity might come to the rescue, improving the 
balance of trade for industrial nations. But would technical innovation occur 
more rapidly at home than abroad? This seemed to be a precondition for wage 
rates and living standards in the industrial nations to remain intact. New 
investment required relatively low interest rates, or subsidies (Keynes's second 
proposal), as well as tariff protection (his third policy), and possibly restrictions 
on capital outflows to keep savings at home. 

Keynes felt that the problem with aU these policies was that they would 
inspire less developed economies to make their own countervailing moves 
toward autonomy, perhaps to an even greater extent than the industrial nations 
could match. Protective tariffs and subsidies enacted by less developed countries 
would likely attract foreign investment from manufacturing companies in the 
industrial nations as these firms sought to relocate behind foreign trade barriers. 
As for capital controls, they were a tricky game that could backfire. 

As events have worked out, Europe and America have played the game 
quite adroitly. Third \Xlorld policy consciousness has been instilled with a free
trade view that existing world relationships are natural rather than subject to 
change. This indoctrination has effectively denationalized their economic per
spective, subordinating it to lead-nation nationalism. This is why Keynes's 
fourth suggested policy has not had to be called into play: an internacional cheap
money policy encouraging world inflation. This was what Keynes believed 
would be the most likely ultimare outcome. 

In the context of these policy alternatives Keynes reviewed the classical 
scenario for England's long-term economic prospects: "Great Britain is an old 
country with a higher standard of working-class life than exists in most other 
parts of the world. The population will soon cease to grow." 17 England thus 
faced the prospect of what Mili had called the stationary state. It saved about 
10 per cent of its income- high enough to result in low domestic interest rates 
and to prompt investment in less developed countries. Keynes concluded that 
"equilibrium under /aissezjaire will, therefore, require that a large and increasing 
proportion of our savings must find its outlet in foreign investment." 

The only hope was that England's investment earnings might suffice to 
finance its trade deficit. In fact, a silver lining to the industrial nations' crade 
dependency was that British investors had established themselves solidly 
throughout their empire and in other less developed couno:ies, and thus would 

17 Keynes, ibid., p. 188. 



secure most of the earnings on any shift in the terms of trade favoring these 
countries. Britain's low domestic imerest rates would help it retain its 
comparative advantage in capital-intensive manufactures. Still, the rate of 
interest that would balance the capital account with the trade balance probably 
was higher than that which would equate domestic savings and investment at 
full employment levels. Keynes believed that this problem would spell the end 
of laissez faire. 

Six years after his Treatise on Monry, Keynes developed his income analysis 
in his General Theory of Empíoyment, Interest and Monry (1936). There seemed 
sorne hope that investment outílows might "multiply" foreign incomes to spur 
a demand for imports from England and other investor nations. This perception 
underlay Fritz Machlup's observation that "the use of multiplier theory (afforded] 
an argument for generous foreign lending," a policy implemented following 
World War II by the Internacional Monetary Fund, the World Bank, and bilateral 
foreign aid programs by the United States and other nations.18 

However, loans were extended to less developed countries to build them 
upas markets (especially for grains and arms), notas competitors, that is, to steer 
them to become raw-materials satellites, not to promote their evolution into 
self-reliant industrial rivals. This investment helped produce an oversupply of 
raw materials, contributing to steady downward pressure on the terms of trade 
of "capital-recipient" economies. Keynes's fears of foreign moves toward economic 
nationalism did not materialize. The industrial nations not only maintained their 
technological superiority but extended it to agriculture behind high trade barriers, 
without spurring similar moves abroad, except where the protected sectors 
happened to be foreign-owned. 

Where trade theory went wrong 

None of the internacional scenarios developed from Hume and Ricardo through 
Lenin and Keynes have materialized. Fears voiced by economists in the indus
trial nations regarding comperition from less developed countries have preved 
to be unjustified. Instead of catching up with the industrial nations as in the 
scenarios drawn by Hume and subsequent free traders, the experience of these 
countries has been closer to what Tucker and Steuart anticipated. Theories 
describing how less developed countries might benefit from world trade and 
investment trends resemble the probability models designed to analyze the 
struggles of Pizarra and Cortes against the Incas and Aztecs. Herman Kahn 
once told me that in every model the Spaniards lose, the natives win. Today's 
trade models likewise predice the wrong outcome. 

IS Fritz Machlup, Internalio11al Trade a11d lhe 'atio11al lnco111t M11lliplier (Philadelphia, 1943), p. 
216. 



What has happened? lnstead of the industrial lead nations letting their 
crade surpluses and consequent monetary inflows inflate their prices as Hume 
anticipated, they have used these inflows to purchase ownership of world raw
materials resources and to make other profitable investments abroad. Instead of 
diminishing returns in European agriculture and mining leading to widening 
crade deficits with less industrialized countries as Ricardo believed, the industrial 
oations have become growing net grain exporters. And instead of their higher 
incomes spurring proportionally higher rates of population growth as forecast 
by Malthusian models, rising incomes and living standards have universally been 
associated with declining rates of population increase. 

Domestic investment in the industrial nations has not been dried up by 
capital outtlows to less deveJoped economies. Rather, the flow of capital, interest 
and earnings in recent years has been from these countries to the industrial 
nations, largely in the form of debt service and flight capital).19 Even in the case of 
foreign aid, repayment by debtor countries on past aid lending (mainly export
financing) exceeds the inflow of new liquid U.S. and European forcign-aid credits."20 

Economic orthodoxy has not troubled to explain these "surprising'' 
deveJopments. I t has not replaced the economics of "pessimism" (from the 
vantage point of the industrial nations-or "optimism" from the Third World's 
point of view) with an explanation of why the industrial capital-rich, high-wage 
nations have extended their lead over less developed debtor countries. 
Economists prefer to deal merely with shifts at the margin. T he future of the 
world economy is supposed to retain the same basic general structure as the 
present, merely to be larger-and somehow to be in an increasingly equitable 
global economic and political convergence. 

A major dimension of reality whose neglect contributes to this orthodox 
misassessment concerns the impact of multinacional firms on world trade and 
investment. Third World exports are produced largely by foreign owned 

19 Speech of World Bank President A. W Clausen, January 25, 1984, reported in The New York 
Ti111es, Jan. 26, 1984: "in 1982 the net transfer lfrom Third World countries to the rest of the 
wocld] was a negative S7 billion, and thjs expanded to a negative $21 billion in 1983." 
Meanwhile, priva te sector rurecc investment in Third World coumries declined from S14 
billion in 1981 to Sl3 billion in 1982 and Sl O billion in 1983. On balance, Third World foreign 
debe climbed to S810 mj}lion in 1983, up 33 per cent in a year. By 1989 it had reached Sl.3 
trillion, largely the result of accruing interese charges. 

20 Statistics on the net balance-of-payments effect of U.S. foreign aid are published quarterly 
in Table 5 of the repons on the U.S. balance of payrnents published in the Commerce Depart
ment's S11rVt)' of C11rrt11t B11sinus. I have ruscussed the balance-of-payrnents drain on Third 
World economjes by U.S. foreign aid in Suptr Imperialis111: The Econo111ic Slralegy of American 
Empire (1972), The Myth of Aid (1971 ), and ''A Payments-Flow Analysis o f U.S. Imernational 
Transaccions: 1960- 1968," New York University, Graduate School of Business J\dmjnjscra
tion, The Bulleti11, Nos. 61-63 (March 1970). 



companies with imported capital goods, foreign managerial labor and leased 
technology. Prices for these exports are fixed in dollars (sometimes in sterling) 
by the world minerals and plantation product cartels. When countries devalue 
their currency, they do not necessarily lower the price of these exports, because 
copper, oil, grains and other ra1JJ n1aterials are priced in dollars or other kry currencies. 
No matter how great the deflation or inflation in Third World countries, 
devaluation has little direct impact on the export pricing of these commodities. 
Even domestic costs are affected only minimally, because a large component of 
minerals exports represents imported capital equipment and payments for 
imported fuels and other hard-currency operating costs. 

lt is a paradox of free-trade orthodoxy that internacional trade and invest
ment have been an "engine of growth" only for the industrial lead nacions, not 
for the primary commodity exporters whose internacional trade and investment 
has warped their overall development. Each country is supposed to have a fixed 
set of transformation curves between industry and agriculture, "cloth" and "wine." 
No adverse impact of foreign trade on the evolution of these productive powers 
is recognized, no resource depletion or are other ecological considerations. 
There are no externa! economies or diseconomies, no contradictions between 
short- and long-term objectives, or between profitability for private-sector 
investors and the physical growth of the economy as a whole. Capital inflows 
or outflows are assumed to relate exclusively to direct investment, not to lending 
and subsequent debt service. In sum, this academic theory portrays inter
nacional investment and lending in an exclusively favorable light by 
compartmentalizing the scope of analysis rather than acknowledging how broad 
global reality is and the extent of the Third World's economic devastation. 

The debt legacy of foreign traáe and investment 

Internacional lending and investment, foreign aid, trade dependency and wars 
have given birth to foreign debts that have come to far exceed the ability or 
willingness of countries to pay. T his poses the question of structural limits to 
the payment of debt service in this long legacy of economic imbalance. Most 
textbook depictions of internacional economic relations ignore this problem. 
Balance-of-payments equilibrium is treated simply as a problem of establishing 
an appropriate exchange rate to spur the trade balance by enough to cover the 
outflow for debt service, capital flight and military spending. 

The problem is that debt service is unlike import and export trade. It is not 
responsive to changes in price and income levels, but has become built-in as a struc
tural fact of life that can be alleviated only by debt rescheduling or outright 
cancellation. The former is a highly policical process requiring negotiations with 
the Internacional Monetary Fund, the U. S. Treasury and other industrial-nation 



governments. Creditor-nation officials insist that debtor governments shift 
resources and the tax burden off raw-materials exports, even at falling world 
prices. "Aid" recipients and borrowers are told not only to provide a friendly 
environment for foreign investment, but since 1980 to start selling off their 
public domain and natural monopolies to creditor-nation investors in what is 
essentially a bankruptcy sale. 

The volume of debt currently owed by Third World countries far exceeds 
their foreseeable ability to pay out of export earnings. This explains the demand 
that these countries sell off their public enterprises. As long as they remain part 
of the world's "market economy," they must capitulate to commercial policies 
handed clown by industrial-nation governments. D ebtor countries that do not 
go along with this approach face exclusion of the sort imposed on the Soviet 
Union after 1917 and Cuba after 1959. lf they start to deviate from free-ttade 
policy (as economists from Tucker and Steuart through Keynes feared they 
someday would do), the industrial-nation retaliation is typified by the U.S. denial 
of favorable tariff treatment to Venezuela and other Latin American oil
exporting countries until such time as they agreed to withdraw from OPEC. 

Today's terms of debt refinancing require countries to export the raw 
materials desired by creditor nations, and even (under the kind of regime 
dictated by World Bank President Robert McNamara in the early 1970s) to 
curtail their rates of population growth to minimize consumption of their own 
resources. They must not subsidize industries to compete with those already 
established in the creditor nations, but must submit to monetary austerity 
blocking new ínvestment in social infrastructure and domestic industries that 
would work up their own raw materials into finished manufactures. They must 
not protect their agriculture or undertake meaningful land reform or associated 
rural modernization. Only under these conditions wilJ industrial-nation 
governments, the World Bank, the IMF and major commercial banks agree to 
further debt rescheduling or "development funding." 

This kind of non-military lending among governments has become a new 
form of internacional control in steering the world's resource allocation. The 
calculated political terms on which official loans and debe rescheduling are 
negotiated rarely are acknowledged, nor is the burden of debt service on 
payments-deficit economies. To explain the workings of this debt burden, the 
balance of Part III concentrates on thfa financia} context for internacional trade 
and development. 
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Structuralist vs. Monetarist Financia! Analysis 

"Free market" theorizing overlooks the degree to which policical factors under
lie world trade, investment and debt relacionships. Part I has shown that "factor 
endowments," capital formacion and economic infrastructure have been 
brought into being more by policy than by nature. Among the industrial nations, 
debts have arisen primarily from wars. Debts for the less developed economies 
stem increasingly from their trade dependency and capital flight resulting from 
the backward inscitucions associated with their legacy of colonialism and its 
seque!, export monocultures. 

Since World War I the buildup of foreign debt has been coordinated by 
three highly policicized internacional agencies: the IMF and the World Bank 
(founded in 1944 as World War JI was drawing to a close) and the Bank for 
Internacional Settlements, founded in 1929 to handle the transfer of German 
reparacions. Also playing major bilateral roles are the U.S. State D epartment and 
its Agency for Internacional D evelopment (AID), the Treasury, Federal Reserve 
System and their European counterparts. Acting in concert, these inscitucions 
impose economic austerity on debtor countries. 

Refinancing debt obligacions serves as a lever to limit Third World options 
vía today's array of "market forces." As a condicion for extending foreign credit, 
they oblige these countries to service their foreign liabilities by reducing 
domescic incomes. Since 1980, debtor economies have been told to sell off their 
public enterprises and other assets and to steer their produccion and export 
patterns to benefit of the creditor-investor nacions. 

Given the tendency of internacional finance to reinforce world trade and 
dependency patterns, it hardly is surprising that monetarism should join forces 
with laissez faire economics. The common motto is that "what is, is natural," 
whether referring to labor/ capital racios, assets or debts. All countries should 
"adjust" to be "in equilibrium" with the exiscing status quo. 

The remaining chapters of Part III therefore examine internacional 
financia! orthodoxy as it has paralleled the narrowness of free-trade doctrine. By 
no accident, Ricardo and Ohlin, two of the leading free-trade advocates dis
cussed in Part JI, reappear here as creditor-oriented monetarists, along with 
Milton Friedman as spokesman for the Chicago School of laissez faire, Jacob 



Viner and Harry Johnson. Conversely, Thomas Malthus, an early opponent of 
Ricardo's theory of comparative costs, appears also as one of the most 
trenchant critics of his bullionism, just as Keynes criticized the monetarist and 
free-trade views of the 1920s and '30s. For that matter, the alignment of 
protectionism and anti-monetarism goes back to James Steuart in his 1767 
critique of Hume. 

lf the views of these critics are not better known, it is because most 
surveys of internacional economics neglect to repon that historically, in every 
epoch, free-trade theories and their associated creditor-oriented monetarist 
doctrines have been controverted by more comprehensive and dynamic theories 
that place financia! and trade variables in the context of the economy's 
technological, demographic and political dimensions. Yet since the 1930s anti
monetarist views have been unable to get a hearing, save for Keynes's 1936 
General Theory. And even the latter's income approach has been mobilized in 
recent years by austerity theorists in a spirit opposed to that of Keynes. 

The non-aligned nations have formally opposed the philosophy of eco
nomic austerity since th~ir 1979 Havana meeting. But they have not put forth 
an alternative doctrine to explain why monetarist programs do not work. I t is as 
if the world has forgotten the long history of anti-monetarist theorizing, which 
reached its most recent high point in the 1920s in the debate over German 
reparations and inter-Ally debts. (So much for the idea that circumstances 
invariably call forth appropriate bodies of theory to deal with them!) 

Thanks largely to the academic endowment of Ricardian-type mone
tarism, the creditor nations have been able to thwart attempts by less developed 
economies to meaningfully renegotiate their debts in the interest of 
modernizing and upgrading their agriculture, industry and labor force. The 
result is that an advanced protectionist center-the United States, Europe and 
Japan -juxtaposes itself to indebted low-technology economies. Debt pressures 
tie a financia! strait-jacket imposing social and technological poverty on the 
Third World, forcing it to live in the short run under a chronic emergency 
program of high interest rates and fiscal austerity. The associated currency 
devaluations do not make Third World products more competitive, but merely 
shift resources to the export sector in such a way that products of low-wage 
labor and high-interest capital are exchanged for goods produced by high-wage 
labor and low-interest capital in the lead nations. Ali this is depicted as part of 
economic nature, and as such, as more efficient than the alternative of 
government tariff policies and capital controls to change the terms of trade, 
productivity and debtor/ creditor relationships. 



Nine shortcomings of monetarist analysis 
Before turning to a chronological review of capital-transfer theory (the jargon 
masks the subject's political impact), it may help to put the discussion in per
spective by alerting readers to sorne of the tacit and hldden assumptions that 
monetarist economists make, and to point out why they are unrealistic. 

1. Mo11etaris1J1 ignores the polarization between creditor and debtor economies 
that omm as the latter ja// into debt-ridden auste1it¡y. l t thus suffers from the same 
prejudice as free-trade o rthodoxy in assuming that if only governments refrain 
from intervening, the balance o f payments and exchange rates will settle ata fair 
and stable equilibrium. The balance of payments is supposed to return auto
matically to equilibrium if disturbed, along the same lines that are postulated by 
the price-specie flow mechanism's monetary, price and income adjustments. 
These adjustments are supposed to generate a trade surplus capable of balanc
ing the capital outflow by debtor countries. 

Refusing to concede that debt service, military spending or othcr capital 
transfers can create more than marginal problems, monetarists deny that there 
is a valid logic for governme?tS to impose capital controls, subsidize investment, 
refuse to submit to IMF austerity programs or negotiate a moratorium o n their 
foreign debt service. D ebtor-country governments are advised to tighten the 
money supply and raise taxes on labor so as to reduce consumptio n and hence 
prices, and raise interest rates to attract short-term capital until such time as 
trade balance is restored. The fact that this happy outcomc rarely materializes 
has not dented creditor ideology.1 The buildup (or perhaps we should say "endow
ment' ') of debts involves onerous transfers of intercst and principal, pushlng 
the balance of payments into chronic deficit, impairing the terms of trade, 
stripping economies of already scarce capital resources, and imposing domes tic 
austerity and its Economy of Low Wages trap. D ebtor economies can retain 
borrowed money only by keeping their interest rates high. T his discourages new 
investment and employment, aggravating foreign dependency and tending 
ultimately to raise rather than lower prices. 

2. The monetary sector is held to be mere!y a veil for the "real" goods-and service
producing sectors. The terminology of "real output" suggests that financia! con
siderations are somehow less real. Monry is assumed to infl11ence on!y prices, not 
011tp11t. Even deflationary austerity o r a currency collapse is not acknowledged 
to derange direct investment and employment. If anything, such distress condi
tions are assumed to make expor ts more attractive by lowering prices. 

See for instance Haberler, TheoiJ' of lntematio11al Trade, p. 58. 



3. Monetarism fails to acknowledge how capital ouifíows adverse!J ajject produ 
tivity. Justas orthodox trade theory neglects the feedback between rising wa~ 
levels and labor productivity, so monetarism recognizes no impact of monetru 
expansion (or contraction) on the level of investment and output. Ali that 
supposed to change are the "counters," not the goods and services an 
resources being counted.2 Countries are supposed to produce and export mo1 
by keeping their prices and incomes low through a program of financi 
stringency and curtailed infrastructure spending, not by more abundant crecli 
rising wage levels, educational upgrading, infrastructure spending and sul 
siclized technological innovation. 

The reality is that countries submitting to austerity are unable to fo: 
themselves from internacional dependency. Their low wage levels are unable t 
provide them with the promised competitive parity with high-wage, capita 
intensive economies. Currency depreciation destroys purchasing power an 
transfers income from debtors to creclitors, lowering the rate at which labc 
exchanges for products and capital. High interest rates with relatively short del 
maturities make Third World capital even higher priced than comparable inves 
ments financed on more favorable debt and stock-market terms in the Unite 
States, western Europe and Japan. 

4. Monetarism shares with free-trade orthodoxy the belief that mere 
marginal monetary, price and income adjustments can rectify payments deftcits or oth 
forms oj economic imbalance, regardless of their magnitude. In reality, price adjus 
ments are able to work only within fairly narrow limits, and cannot overcon: 
underlying structural problems. 

S. Monetarism fails to recognize how capital transjers impose a terms-oftra. 
penalty and are subject to limits to the capacity to pcry. Monetarists argue that a cour 
try can transfer abroad an amount equal to however much it can tax or borrow fro. 
its residents in domestic currency. No transfer problem is recognized independent 
of this domes tic budgetary problem. As long as governments can limit purcha: 
ing power by taxing incomes or reducing the money supply, goods will 1: 
"freed" for export,presumab!J at stable terms oj trade and without impairing curre; 
production. This is the theory of Ricardo, Ohlin, Rueff, and today's Chicag 
School monetarists. 

Yet as early as England's Napoleonic Wars, economists such as Heru 
Thornton (1802) and Malthus (1811), followed by Mili (1829 and 1844), showe 
how capital transfers adversely affect the paying country's terms of trade. Th 

2 The free trader Frank Taussig (Intemational Trade [New York: 1927], pp. 339-40) ackno-; 
ledged that the Ricardians "regarded monetary disturbances as of little substantive importanc 
whether for domestic or internacional trade; the only significant consequence of inflat( 
prices was that a new set of counters carne to be used." 



poses a transfer problem over and above the domestic budgetary problem. 
At going prices, markets may not exist for the added exports needed to finance the 
capital transjer. This is especially the case if creditor nations erect tariffs against 
the anticipated exports, as the United States has done in recent decades. 

6. Monetarist policies lead to eco11omic crisis and govemme11t repression. Osten
sible stabilization programs disrupt economies with a plague of what orthodox 
economists dismiss as "exogenous" phenomena-strikes and political upheavals, 
"IMF riots" and a collapse of domestic investment. Democratically elected 
governments imposing such austerity programs rarely are able to remain in 
office as large-scale unemployment, escalating inflation rates, capital flight, a 
collapse of currency values and chronic political crisis call forth emergency 
measures that centralize authoritarian power, usually in the finance department 
and central bank acting on behalf of the IMF and World Bank. 

7. Mo11etarisn1 views economic activiry as limited to curren/ production and trade, 
which are assumed to respond quickly to market shifts. In reality, lead times are 
required for output to respond to prices. For raw-materials production these 
lead times typically extend up to five or six years for exploration, development, 
refining and transport. This rñeans that balance-of-payments adjustment in the 
short run must come in sorne form other than that of higher exports, because 
it often is difficult to divert current output to foreign markets. In many cases 
new internacional distribution systems must be put in place. 

High interest rates increase the break-even points and "costing" of capital, 
making it all the harder to compete with creditor nations in world markets. A 
falling currency and/ or rising ínterest rates may prompt foreign takeovers of 
domestic companies, real estate and movable assets, as stock and bond prices 
collapse and assets are sold under distress conditions. 

8. Monetarism ignores how currencies are used for reasons other than to buy 
exports. Debt servíce has come to domínate the balance of payments of many 
countries, just as military spending periodically swamped the economies of 
industrial nations in the past. Foreígn debt servíce causes currency values to 
diverge from internacional purchasing-power ratios. 

9. Monetarism holds that international transactions are voltmtary anda matter 
oj choice, free of prior commitments. Raw materials exports face a price-inelastic world 
demand, and many debtor economies are absolutely dependent on imported 
necessities. Foreign debt has become the dominant a priori constraínt. It must be 
paíd regardless of shifts in currency parities and relative prices. In general, every 
economy's balance of payments is constraíned by such basic needs and commit
ments, including contractual debt service and long-term purchase contracts at 
fixed prices. Many countries are dependent on food, replacement parts and 
other essentials that must be ímported regardless of cost. 



WHAT A MONETAJUST B t::LIEVES 

1. Elasticity opti111is1JJ 

Ali internacional rransactions are price
elastic, and prices are a direct function 
of thc rate of money creation. Hence, if 
the balance of payments falls into 
dcficit, an appropriately deílationary 
monerary policy can restorc balance. 

2. Disturbances are mere/y 111argi11al 

Most problems can be solved by mar
ginal price and income adjustmenrs 
wichout needing to restruccure produc
tion functions or cancel unpayable 
debts. The economy has a high degree 
of ílexibilicy, few rigidities. 

3. E111phasis 011 (short-ter111) 111011etary solutiom 

The rate of money creation is the source 
o f any country's inflation. H ence, 
financia] austerity can cure payments 
imbalance by reducing price levels and 
freeing domestic output for export. If 
an economy lives in the short run in this 
war, the long run will cake care of itself. 

4. Doctrine ef austeriry 

Thc way to stabilize internacional pay
mcnts is to hold interese rates high 
cnough to attract foreign capital, and to 
hold incomes low enough to free ourput 
for expon and discourage imporcs. 

S. LaissezJaire 

Things will lake care of themselves if 
market forces are Jeft alone. Govern
mcnt action can only be counterpro
ductive. EquiJibrium will automatically 
be cnsured by price, interest-ratc and 
income adjustments. 

Wl-LAT A STRUCTURALJST B ELIEVES 

Elaslicity pessimism 

D ebe service muse be paid irrespeccive 
of price and income levels, and essential 
imporcs must be purchased whatever the 
monetary state of affairs. This is why 
internacional trade and payments imbal
ance is increasingly structural in character. 

Structural problems are more serious 

Structural constraints limit the degree of 
choice. Trade and debe dependency may 
require a higher volume of imports and 
debe service than expon earnings can 
cover. 

E111phasis 011 (lo11g-ter111) p roductive po111ers 

Inílation is caused largely by currency 
depreciation as debt service and other 
capital transfers are the price to be paid 
for past trade dependency. These pay
ments put downward pressure on ex
change rates, leading to higher domestic 
prices for imponed commoclities. Short
cerm policies ro atcracc foreign loans by 
raising interese rates deter long-term 
invesonent that self-reliance requires. 

Doctline ef prosperiry 

High interest rates discourage new in
vestment, slowing growth in productivity 
and output, leaclin g to import depen
dency and pushing the trade balance 
into chronic deficit. 

I11terut11tion 

A long-term cure for most countries' 
economic problems involves restructur
ing their production functions and 
institutions. It also may require debe sus
pension. Thcse policies require active 
government efforts, as well as tariffs and 
subsidies to shape the economic environ
ment in which market incentives operare. 



Balance-of-payments projections for debtor countries typically start by 
analyzing volurne trends in commodity trade, and then factor in expected prices 
for the major imports and exports, based on anticipated worldwide supply and 
demand. Contractual debt service and more or less stablc trends in service pay
ments for passenger travel, immigrants' remittances or retircc income, licensing 
fees and so forth are then added on. The question is how much the economy 
can export (and earn on its foreign investments) to scrvice its debts, pay for 
necessary imports and cover normal trend levels of internacional payments for 
transport and other services. 

Usually these trends and scheduled debt service are in net deficit, which 
must be financed by satis fying the political conditions laid clown by creditor 
nations and their multinacional agencies to extend new short-term loans. The 
deflationary conditions imposed by this financia! dcpendency increases the 
need to borrow yet more in future years to pay the mounúng debt service. The 
effect is to put chronic downward pressure on the currency, causing a deter
iorating spiral of payments deficits, austerity and deepening internacional 
dependency. 

The monetary debates -reviewed in the following chapters have been 
fought over the question of just what ca11ses gold prices and other internacional 
indices to rise (or stated the other way around, what causes the currency to fall) 
relative to domestic prices. The answer to this question is the starting point, for 
the supposed "cause" dictates the recommended policy "cure." 

There are two schools and two directions of causation at work, not just 
one. Monetarism tends to be reductionist in asserting that any economic imbal
ance, whatever its causes, can be cured by rolling back the money supply and 
hence income and price levels. Ali problems supposedly have a common cause 
in inflationary money creation. Deflation is supposed to save a corresponding 
amount of foreign exchange-without shrinking the leve! of economic activity. 

Structuralist analysis is based on long-term growth models that see the 
basic problem in terms of inadequate investment, produccivity, output and 
domestic credit creation. Imbalance in an economy's internacional accounts 
stems characteriscically from domescic production shortfalls in essentials (above 
all food production) and contractual obligations such as foreign debts (or 
military spending) relative to internacional earning power based on the ability to 
prouduce exports and replace imports with domestic output. These types of 
transaction tend to operate independently of domestic money creation, fiscal 
policy or price developments. 



What causes payments deficits and injlation? 
In recent years there has been a tendency to view internacional trade and fmance 
as a passive residual of the domestic economy. Falling exchange rates are attri
buted to unwarranted domestic money creation or government budget deficits, 
or to foreign borrowing to finance domestic spending- but rarely to the burden 
of foreign debt service or trade dependency. The econornic "problem" is 
defined so as to recognize only the monetary variable. The result is a "one-size
fits-all" monetary solution. 

At issue between structuralists and monetarists is not merely whether 
payments imbalance stems from causes associated with external obligations 
rather than domestic monetary overissue, but whether foreign problems can be 
cured by treating their purely domestic monetary symptoms. 

Monetarists daim that payments deficits could not have been sustained 
without central banks creating the money to spend, or governments failing to 
tax incomes which then are paid abroad. This point is true as far as it goes 
(much like the point that econornic activity could not be created without oxygen 
in the air), but it <loes not penetrate to the heart of matters. The basic issue is 
one of whether to attack the cause (the balance of payments and its associated 
trade and debt structures) or the symptoms (domestic money creation and 
budget deficits). 

Was it always domestic monetary over-issue that impaired the balance of 
trade (and hence the exchange rate) by forcing up prices to discourage exports 
and encourage imports? Or, rnight export proceeds decline because of autono
mous changes in foreign demand unrelated to econornic conditions at home? 

England's bullion debate (reviewed in Chapter 14) is a case in point. I t 
concerned whether gold prices rose (and hence sterling's exchange rate fell) 
because the nation's military subsidies abroad in the war against Napoleon 
overwhelmed the balance of payments, or because the Bank of England over
issued paper money after the gold cover was removed in 1797. A century later 
the German reparations debate (summarized in Chapter 16) argued over 
whether the German mark's collapse stemmed from the attempt to make 
reparations payments far in excess of the ability of German export earnings to 
cover, or merely from domestic credit overissue and foreign borrowing. All 
observers agreed that money creation, price increases and falling exchange rates 
were related, but they differed as to the causal sequence at work. Anti
monetarists claimed that more money was created simply to pay for the higher 
valuation of transactions, and hence was a response, not a cause. A falling 
exchange rate forced up domestic prices, requiring more money and credit 
merely to transact business. A balance-of-payments deficit thus rnight spur a 
domestic monetary expansion rather than the other way around. In ali 



documented statistical srudies, the decline in the exchange rate exceeds (and 
leads) the rate of domestic price inflation, which in turn exceeds (and leads) 
growth in the money supply. 

No greater error can be made than to imagine that an inflation stemming 
from domestic monetary overissue produces the same specific pattern of price 
increases as does a fall in the currency's foreign exchange value. The pattern of 
hyperinflation stemming from capital transfers differs basically from domestic 
monetary overissue stemming from local-currency budget deficits. The inability 
of foreign exchange receipts to cover payments leads to a decline in the cur
rency's value, making irnport prices higher. This makes domestic goods more 
attractive-just the opposite from what happens in the case of domestic 
monetary overissue! If the inflation were a purely domestic monetary or fiscal 
phenomenon, it could be stopped before it became "hyper." But it cannot be 
stopped nearly as readily when ic stems basically from externa! faccors. 

le is characteristic of classicaJ hyperinflations that an increasing monry suppfy 
tends to be a response to the more fundamental balance-ofpr:ryments problem of currency 
depreciation. The theory of hyperinflation accordingly analyzes how an adverse 
balance of paymencs causes domestic monetary and fiscal responses. 

The price-inelastic character of debt service 
Creditor-oriented economists insist that monetary deflation can salve structural 
trade deficits and meet any Jevel of contractual debe service. For rwo decades 
IMF austerity programs based on chis assumption have aggravated rather than 
stabilized the balance of payments of debtor countries. This has not deterred 
Milton Friedman from defending flexible (that is, falling) exchange rates on the 
ground that devaluation will alter market preferences so as to reduce al/ out
flows, including even debt service denominated in foreign currency! 

Holders of foreign currencies wa11t to exchange them for the currency of a 
particular country in order to purchase commodities produced in that country, 
or to purchase securities or other capital assets in that country, or to P'!Y interest 
011 or repay debts to that co1111try, or to make gifts to ciázens of that country, or 
símply to hold for one of these uses o r for sale .... Other things the same, the 
more expensive a given currency, that is, the higher the exchange rate, the less of 
that currency will in general be demanded for each of these purposes.3 (Italics 
added.) 

This suggests that countries elect to pay less on their foreign debt as the 
currencies in which it is denominated become more expensive. Bue do they 

3 Milton Fciedman, "The Case for Flexible Exchange Rates," Emrys i11 Political Eco110111ics 
(Chicago: 1953), reprinted in Caves and Johnson, eds., &adi11gs i11 lnttmatio11al Eco110111ics 
(Homewood: 1968), p. 415. 



rcally have a choice? They cannot pay less without being held in default anc 
confronted with internacional sanctions including a cutoff of future credit anc 
probably trade barriers and consequent loss of foreign markets. 

Of all the price-inelastic categories of internacional payments, debt servicc 
has become the least voluntary and most inexorable class of payments. Steuar 
pcrceived this two cencuries ago in classifying payments according to thei: 
relative price elasticity: "l t is only the circulation of the industrious, of the rich 
in short buying, that is to say, voluntary circulation, which is stopped for wanc o: 
currency: paying, that is, involtmtary circulation, never can he stopped; debtor! 
lllt1St find money, as long as there is any in the country, were they to give an acre 
for a shilling, o r a house for half a crown."4 

What the purchasing-power parity theory of exchange rates leaves out of accoun; 

If domestic money creation occurs in the context of balanced internationa 
payments, domestic goods are the first to rise in price, making foreign good~ 
more attractive. The price inflation thus leads rather than follows the advers~ 
shift in the terms of trade and the balance of payments. But when a currenq 
comes under pressure because internacional payments exceed current receipt~ 
(without there necessarily being any domestic monetary overissue), the price ol 
imports rises first, making them become more expensive in domestic currency 
In both cases impon prices and domestic prices rise, but the causal sequence i~ 
reversed. As John Williams observed with regard to Germany's hyperinflarior. 
of the early 1920s: 

The German price siruation thus bears out che view that in a period o l 
depreciating exchange expon and import prices rise first and in close sympath) 
with the exchangc, whereas the rise in interna! prices follows more slowly, the 
gap between the two providing a stimulus to exporcs and a burden upon imports. 
It indicares unrrüstakably a]so that the price changes follow the changes in the 
exchange rate. It is equally clear that in chis instance the increase in note issue 
has follo111ed the decline in exchange and the consequent rise of prices .... The 
greatest rate of increase in note issue yet recorded was in the first half of 1920, 
when the circulation rose from 49,807,000,000 marks ro 67,608,000,000; yet in 
those six months the mark exchange rose from SO to 38 for the dollar, and 
becween the end of January and the end of May when inflation was most pro
nounced of all the mark recovered from 104 to 35 .... 

So far as the German case is concerned, it is evident that to demand resrric
tion of inconvertible paperas the fundamental cure for depreciating exchange is 
to beg the question: thc Reichsbank has not inflated for irs own amusement. The 
same may be said of che view that the fundamenta] cure muse be to "balance che 
budgec"; that budgerary deficits necessirate further note issue to cover the 

Steuart, Pri11ciplu of Polilical Otco110n!J', Vol. JI, p. 181. 



deficit, and that the increased issue causes further incrcase of prices and hence 
depreciation of exchange. Tbe first pare of the starement is true so far as ir goes, 
bur ic does noc start far enough back. \Xlhac causes che budgecary deficit?5 

In the summer of 1926, Hjalmar Schacht attributed the entire increase in 
Germany's note circulation (sorne 300 million marks) to an increased 
conversion of foreign borrowings into domestic currency, with consequent 
inflationary effects.6 Similarly •vith regard to France, James Rogers concludes: 

The general tendency of prices to lag slightly behind exchange rates would seem 
ro signify tbac during much of tbe [1924-26] period tbe exchange value of tbe 
franc was moving under influences unconnected directly witb internal price move
ments in France and tbat the changing rates of exchangc, on the contrary, were 
causing prices to adjust tbemselves to new international values of the franc.7 

The free trader Frank Taussig acknowledged that structural payment 
deficits were the major cause of monetary inflation, in a statement akin to the 
anri-bullionist position of 1810-11: 

merchandise movements, inscead of following variations in tbe foreign exchanges, 
may set in of tbeir own accord; they may precede tbe exchange variations .. . The 
essential point is that th~ price of foreign exchange, the purchasing power of 
one currency in cerms of the otber, depends at any givcn time on the respective 
volumes of remittances ... The price of foreign exchange thus may change 
without any movement in the general range of prices in eitber country.8 

Ignoring the leads and lags at work, the purchasing-power parity theory of 
exchange rates holds that currency values change in direct proportion to their 
general domestic price levels. Haberler traces this idea back to Ricardo, in whose 
writings "there seems nowhere to be a hint that price-movements and move
ments of the exchange may temporarily diverge." 9 But that is what occurs when 
foreign currency is needed for purposes that have nothing to do with current 
relarive prices, e.g., to pay foreign debts or make military transfers. Haberler con
cludes that "One should not say-as supporters of the theory of purchasing
power parity are fond of doing-that the rise in prices is the primary pheno
menon, and that the depreciation of the exchange is merely an effect on this." 10 

5 Williams, "German Foreign Trade and Repararions Paymems," Qlfarler(y joumal of Eco1101nics, 
XXXVI (May 1922). pp. 501 f. See also his arride on "Foreign Exchange prefer Depreciated 
Paper: A criticism of Cassell's doctrine of purchasing power pari ty," ]011mal of J/;e A111erica11 
Ba11kers A.rsociatio11, January t 922. 
Salomen J. Flink, Tbe Ger111a11 Reichsba11k tllld Ecollofllic Gemumy (New York, 1930), p. 189. 

7 James Harvey Rogers, The Process of lnflatio11 i11 Fra11ce (New York: 1929). 
8 Taussig, !llternatio11al Trade, pp. 363, 45. 

6 

9 Haberler, Thtof)' of Íltlemalio11al Trade, p. 60n. 
IO !bid., p. 60. Bue Haberler srill insists that "the cwo changes bear a funcrional relarion so one 

another and are both effects of the same cause. This is the increase in the quantity of money, 
which in its curn is the effect of the budget deficit." 



Germany's hyperinflation stemmed from reparations payments and the 
consequent plunge in the mark's exchange rate, not the other way around. 
Haberler quotes with approval Helfferich's observation: 

In considering the monec:ary conditions in Germany, the view widely helcl, 
especially abroad, is based on the pure quancity theory, and accordingly regards 
the increase in the circulacion of paper-currency in Germany as the cause of the 
rise in the level of German prices and of the depreciation of the currency. On 
closer examination, however, we find that cause and effecc are here interchanged, 
and that the increase in the amount of paper money circulating in Germany is 
not in fact the cause bue the result of the fall of che German exchanges and of 
che consequential rise in wages and prices.11 

Recognizing that during a domestic monetary inflation the prices of 
home goods rise most, and impon prices the least, Viner and Wu follow Taussig 
and Haberler in distinguishing between "domestic," impon" and "expon" price 
levels.12 Yet Friedman states stubbornly that all prices change at the same rate 
during inflations and devaluation: 

In principle, changes in interna! prices could produce the same effects on trade 
as changes in the exchange race. Por example, a decline of 10 percent in every 
interna! price in Germany (including wages, rents, etc.) with an unchanged dollar 
price of the mark would have identically the same effects on the relative coses of 
domestic and foreign goods as a decline of 10 percent in the dollar price of the 
mark, with all interna! prices unchanged.13 

But Germany's interna! incomes, costs and prices do not all respond equally, 
nor does such symmetry occur when the mark rises against the dollar. In the 
latter case of upward revaluation (more typical over the past 40 years), Ger
many's import costs fall (in mark terms) by the amount of the revaluation. (In 
theory there may be a marginal adjustment if this spurs more German demand 
for imports.) The price of domestic import-competing goods, especially grain 
and other farm products, should come under downward pressure, although in 
practice Germany protects farm incomes via the European Community's 
Common Agricultura! Policy. 

Appreciation of the mark may or may not oblige German exporters to 
lower their prices to hold onto foreign markets. lt all depends on the elasticity 
of internacional demand for Mercedes, Volkswagen and other German exports. 
Mark prices for luxury cars tend to hold steady, especially if they are held abroad 
as appreciating stores of value in an inflationary world. Demand for these high
priced status symbols may even increase as the mark rises, although Volkswagen 

11 /bid., quoring Helfferich, Money, pp. 598f. 
12 Chi-Yuen Wu, An 0111/ine of Intemolionol Price Theories (London: t939), p. 84. 
13 Friedman, "Flexible Exchange Rates," p. 419. 



sales may come under pressure. In any case, mark príces for exports are unlikely 
to fall fully in keepíng with import prices. To the extent that they may decline, 
they reduce the profits of German exporters, shifting the nation's investment 
functions toward satisfyíng the home market. 

As for the capital account, if Germans have borrowed funds denomin
ated in U.S. dollars, the domes tic mark-costs of servicing these debts will decline 
in keeping with the mark's revaluation. Foreign funds may move into German 
stocks, bonds and bank deposíts precisely to benefit from mark appreciation. 
These ways tend to make currency appreciation a cumulative self-feedíng phe
nomenon. 

Wben the U.S. dollar declines against the mark or yen, prices for U.S. imports 
from Europe and Japan are the first to rise, but not prices for raw materials, 
which are denominated in dollars. From the 1960s through the 1970s the decline 
in the dollar's internacional value reduced the purchasing power of Third World 
exports, irrespective of changes in their own domestic money supply and price 
levels. Dollar depreciation made oil and metals cheaper in German marks and 
Japanese yen-and increased the cost of servicing borrowings denominated in 
currencies that were appreciating. Meanwhile, in the United States, rising import 
prices for manufactured goods acted as an umbrella to increase the prices (and 
hence profits) for competing local products such as cars. This increased 
domestic investment in import-competing industries. 

Friedman and his fellow monetarists try to explain away the fact that 
increases in the money supply are not as large as price increases (which in turn 
are not as large as the foreign-exchange depreciation) by focusing on domestic 
financia! lags. As príces rise, people naturally try to economize on their money 
balances. This increases the velocity (that is, turnover) of money, in accordance 
with the formula MV=PT (see Chapter 3), with V= f(6P). Prices therefore rise 
more rapidly than the money supply. Depreciation of the foreign exchange rate 
is attributed tautologically to "anticipations," covering or hoardíng. Everything 
is made to turn on domestic money creation as causal. 

Monetarist vs. structuralist policy responses to payments deficits and price inflarion 
Why is "too much" money created? To finance domestic budget deficits, says 
Friedman. During the Great Depression of the 1930s Latín American govern
ments found that as their raw materials exports declined in price and volume, 
their tax revenues based on these exports also fell. They did not cut back on 
their spendíng proportionally, because it had become a political and economic 
necessiry. Latín American governments simply printed the money to cover 
expenditures in excess of tax revenues. Monetarists conclude that if only these 
governments had been willing to live within their (shrinking) meaos, there 



would have been no such deficits to monetize. Hence, there would have been 
that much less money available to spend on imports. Recem budget deficits in 
the United States Ukewise have been attributed to structural rigidities on which 
inflation is blamed.14 

This logic <loes not ask whether it is counterproductive to cut back public 
spending on education and other basic infrastructure needs. To reduce food 
subsidies and other transfer payments may lead to strikes and food riots in many 
countries, further impairing the economy's overall position. Such questions are 
dismissed as "exogenous" to the monetarist monomanía of focusing only on a 
few variables that can be used to rationalize their tight-money policy of financial 
austerity. 

In many cases the initiating disturbance causing budget deficits stems 
from internacional forces altering the balance-of-payments position beyond the 
control or range of domestic options. Latin America's fiscal problem of the 
1930s stemmed primarily from less tax revenue being collected from the 
minerals sector. Domestic price increases resulted largely from falling exchange 
rates as exports shrunk. The domestic inflation and budget deficits were mainly 
a response to the payments deficit, not the other way around. 

If a problem's cure should address its cause, then the solution to domestic 
inflation stemming from chronic payments deficits should lake the forro of 
restructuring trade and payments. Monetary deflation discourages investment to 
upgrade productivity and replace imports, to upgrade the educacional and general 
econornic level of the labor force, and to provide the basic infrastructure needed 
to rninirnize domestic costs across the board. Such investment is not indicated 
if the root causes of balance-of-payments deficits are attributed only to excess 
credit creation and government spending. 

Historical explanations often clarify economic understanding. During 
World War II most Latin American countries became self-sufficient in food and 
other essentials under force of necessity resulting from the interruption of 
trade. Indeed, they built up dollar and sterling balances by supplying raw 
materials to the Allies. But upon the return to peace they lapsed back into the 
specialization pattern of increased dependency on imported food and other 
essentials. Their raw-materials exports rose in volume, but their food deficits 
widened even more. Foreign borrowing financed the resulting trade deficits, 
subsidizing the failure to modernize their agriculture. As interest rates rose 

14 See for insrance the 1984 Eco110111ic Report to the Presiden! ef the United States (Washington: 
1984), pp. 35f. For the monetarist position on budget deficits see Philip Cagan, "The 
Monetary D ynamics of Hyperinflation," in Milton Friedman, ed., Studies i11 the Q11a11tity 
Theo1y oJ Momy (Chicago: 1956), pp. 25-117. 



steadily from 1945 to 1980, the cost of servicing foreign debt has imposed 
increasingly severe burdeos on the balance of payments, to the point where it 
became a majar cause of hyperinflation from Latín Amedca to Africa. 

Harry Johnson recognizes two basic approaches to curing payments deficits. 
The problem can be posed "as a real problem or as a 111011eta1y problem." The 
long-term "real" approach is to increase output. This may involve restructuring 
the economy to make it more competitive. The short-term approach is just the 
opposite-to reduce expencLiture, specifically federal spending and the money 
supply that are most directly under the control of policy makers. This policy 
involves tight crecLit, discouraging che cLirect investment which holds the only 
long-term promise of increasing exports, cLisplacing imports and hence 
balancing internacional payments by growth and development rather than 
economk shrinkage. 

However,Johnson and his fcllow monecarists prefer short-term "demand 
management" to investment to increase productivity, especially if the latter 
involves subsicLized long-term credit for capital-intensive industries: "Since out
put is governed by demand for it, a change in output can only be brought about 
by a change in the demand for it: a policy of increasing domestic output can 
only be effected by operating on expencLiture (either foreign or domestic) on 
that output." 15 But demand <loes not automatically call forth output, especially 
if local producers are not internationally competitive. Neither Johnson nor 
other monetariscs inquire into just what the concLitions of competitive 
advantage are in today's capital-intensive world, particularly in the financia! area 
of capital casting. 

\X/hen Friedman commented in the early 1970s that "we are ali Keynes
ians," he meant this in the macroeconomic sense of translating income trends 
into their monetary preconcLitions or effects. Economic activity obviously needs 
money and crecLit to expand, and even to be transacted, as John Law emphasized 
eady in the eighteenth century. How then can monetary deflation automatically 
cure chronic payments deficits? lt certainly can curtail domcstic spencLing and 
investment. But will this reduce imports by an equivalent amount (that is, by 
reducing the apparent gap between domestic purchasing power and output)? If 
demand for imports is price-inelastic-as in the case of food, replacement parts 
and (so it seems) arms-then what is curtailed will be primarily spending on the 
domestic output, not spencLing on imports. It hardly can be assumed that ali 
such output not bought at home will automatically be exported. 

15 Harry G. Johnson, "The Transfer Problem of Exchange Stabiliry," ]011mal oJ Política/ 
Eco110111y, LXIV Qune 1956), in fnltfl1t1/io11al Trade a11d Ero110111ir Cro111th: St11dies i11 P11re 
ThtOI)' 119581 (Cambridge: 1967), p. 169, and ''Towards a General Theory of the Balance of 
Payments," ibid., pp. 161( 



Chapter 3 has described how additional money and spending tends to 
increase output more than prices when labor and other resources are unem
ployed-and the corollary principle that monetary deflation in unemployment 
conditions tends to curtail output more than imports. By destabilizing economic 
life it leads to higher impon dependency. As Salomen Flink noted with regard 
to the German experience of the 1920s, "credit restriction . .. results in credit 
crises."16 Businesses that have financed their capital requirements with short
term funds are unable to meet their debts. If they cannot increase their credit 
lines, they must liquidate their reserves and inventories, sell out, or declare bank
ruptcy. The rnonetarist austerity solution thus creates an even larger problem. 

The process of deflation thus is asymmetrical with that of inflation. 
Wbile inflation represents a transfer of income from creditors to debtors, defla
tion represents a ttansfer of proper!J from debtors to creditors, via the foreclosure 
process. Phenomena much more important than mere "counters" are affected 
by these asymmetries. 

The following chapters describe how the primary issues in monetary 
debates for two centuries have concerned the cause of inflation and deflation, 
and whether the domestic rnoney supply or the balance of payments is 
responsible. Also at issue are the proposed solutions: monetary deflation or a 
resttucturing of trade and investment. 

l t should be noted that wars have been the major "exogenous" phenomena 
transforming trade and financia! relations over the centuries. In the monetary 
sphere, history's major inflations have been associated with wars-and also the 
major deflations. Foreign military spending throws the balance of payrnents into 
deficit and forces the currency off gold, while monetization of wartime budget 
deficits tends to produce inflation. The major deflation have resulted frorn 
postwar attempts to re-establish the convertibility of paper into gold, while the 
reopening of foreign commerce under peacetime conditions threatens high-cost 
domestic industty and agriculture established during the years of wartime 
isolation. Repaying nacional and internacional debts alters the distribution of 
income and wealth between taxpayers and bondholders. Debtor interests and 
protectionism have tended to go together, just as creditor interests usually advo
cate laissez faire. The result is that debates in internacional finance have been 
linked closely to those concerning foreign trade, with the same sets of economic 
writers arguing with each other. 

Wars brought into being the largest early domestic and foreign debts
along with capital markets to fund them. Wars also have been the major vehicle 
forcing governments to suspend laissez faire. The Bank of England suspended 

16 Flink, The Gem1011 &ichsba11/e a11d Eco110111ic Ger11101ry, pp 11 Sf. 



convertibility of sterling in 1797, and after the war the great fight was to repeal 
the Coro Laws that protected the vested agricultural interests that grew during 
the Napoleonic Wars. Meanwhile, England suffered a postwar deflation by 
(needlessly) restoring the price of gold to íts pre-war level-as the United States 
would do in a similarly painful exercíse after its Civil War. 

During the Vietnam War years 1960-72, foreign military spencling 
represented the entire U.S. balance-of-payments deficit. Thís was reflected in a 
$100 billion debt run up by the U.S. Treasury to foreign central banks. It became 
the lever that transformed internacional financial relationships after 1971 when 
the U.S. Treasury-bill (public debt) standard replaced the internacional gold 
(asset) standard. All these developments transformed the undeclying structure 
of the internacional financíal system. 



14 
The N apoleonic Wars and England's Bullion Debate 

Wars consume more resources than they generate. Quite apart from the lives 
lost and the money spent on armaments, the financial impact usually lasts long 
after military hostilities are over. Having thrown the balance of payments for 
belligerent powers into deficit and forced their currencies off gold, wars leave a 
legacy of domestic and internacional debt to be paid off. Postwar economies are 
further burdened if countries roll back their price levels and exchange rates to 
their prewar (allegedly natural) level. This currency deflation and appreciation of 
exchange rates to repay the debts run up during the war tend to be much more 
traumatic than the wartime inflation. 

England's war with Frañce following the latter's 1789 Revolution affords 
a classic example of these war-related strains and postwar financia! realign
ments. In February 1793, almost immediately after executing Louis XVI, France 
declared war on England, Prussia and Austria, which had formed an anti-French 
alliance the previous year. For two decades Europe was embroiled in its most 
intensive war yet, highlighted by the French blockade of England (called the 
Continental System), widespread seizure of the ships of non-belligerent 
countries, and troop movements on an unprecedemed scale. 

England's subsidies to its continental European allies drained its gold 
reserves and pushed its nacional budget more than [,30 million into deficit 
during 1795 and 1796. Meanwhile, two successive crop failures helped push grain 
prices 25 per cent above their 1794 levels. This paved the way for monetary 
crisis in February 1797, when rumors of an imminent French invasion of the 
British Isles triggered a run on country banks (an "interna! drain" of gold). The 
Restriction Act suspended Sterling convertibility, and remained in effect until 
1821, six years after hostilities ended. 

Through the centuries a major objective in suspending convertibility has 
been to conserve gold for overseas military spending and subsidies. (This was, 
after ali, what forced the United States off gold in 1971, and with it the en tire 
world economy.) A domestic effect of the suspension was that the Bank of 
England could create paper credit without being obliged to convert its bank 
notes into gold on demand. They sold at a discount against gold after 1799, 
when Napoleon carne to power and hostilities escalated. 



The ensuing inflation, in particular the rising price of gold, inspired a 
debate over whether the rise in gold prices was caused by a domestic overissue 
of paper money or by the extraorclinary demand for gold to settle balance-of
payment deficits stemming from Britain's military subsidies, other capital trans
fers and unusually high imports. The early literature was headed by Henry 
Thornton's Enquiry into the Nature and Effects oj the Paper Credit of Great Britain 
(1802) and less monetarist pamphlets such as Walter Boyd's Letter to . . . Wi/liam 
Pitt (1801) and Peter King's proto-Ricardian Thoughts on the Efjects oj the Bank 
Restriction (1803). 

The discussion subsided as the price of gold fell back near normal during 
1804-08, but broke out anew in the autumn of 1809 when the largest trade 
deficit since 1799 pushed up gold prices once again. By 1810, France's blockade 
against England was at its peak, throwing the country back on its domestic 
resources and forcing it to become more agriculturally self-sufficient. General 
prices rose more than the price of gold, which increased by 13.5 per cent. 
Acceptable index numbers were not yet compiled for English commodity prices 
in general, so the discussion focused on the price of gold. Meanwhile, the 
annual budget deficit receded to "only" DO million-a level that had preved 
quite tolerable during 1793-94. The inflation was mild by modern standards
mild enough to confuse the issue of just what factors caused it. Parliament 
issued a report in the midst of the bullion debate in 181 O, and the following year 
Malthus summarízed the pamphlet literature emerging from the controversy.1 

The new controversy was touched off by a series of letters from Ricardo in the Morning 
Chronide in September 1809, followed by his 1810 pamphlet on The High Price of Bullion, a 
Proof of the Depreciation o/ Bank Notes. Parliament issued che Bullion Report onJune 8, 1810, 
composed by Francis Horner, William Huskisson and Henry Thornton, who had come to 
believe that an overissue of paper currency had become a more pressing threat to economic 
stabilicy than the balance-of-payments pressures and other non-monetary causes he had 
stressed in his 1802 Paper Credit of Great Britain. Both in the B111lion Report and in his 
speeches during the parliamentary debate over this report (which occurred in 1811, ayear 
after its release), Thornton emphasized that price levels and exchange rates were determined 
by autonomous balance-of-payments functions as well as by increases in the money supply. 

Edwin Cannan's The Paper Pound of 1797-1821 (London: 1919) reprints tbe Bullion 
Report. Charles Rist, History of Monetary and Credit Theory,from ]ohn Law to the Present Dqy 
(London: 1940), and Joseph Schumpeter, History of Economic Ana!ysis (New York: 1954), 
Chapter 7, provide excellent background material and a summary of the debate in the 
context of its times. 

The more broadminded Malthus criticized Ricardo's metallist views in the February 
and August 1811 issues of the Edinb11rgh Revie111. Ricardo answered these criticisms in an 
appenclix to the fourth edition of his High Price of Bullion. During the course of this debate 
Malthus introduced himself to Ricardo, paving the way for a long friendship that has left a 
rich correspondence detailing their points of clisagreement. 

The anti-bullionists in Parliament were led by Nicholas Vansittart and Prime Ministet 
Spencer Perceval, who also was Chancellor of the Exchequer. They acknowledged that 



The Bank of England avoided a shortage of money by issuing more than 
enough paper to take the place of the gold flowing out of the economy. Coun
try banks also stepped up their currency issue, enabling trade to continue. 
Meanwhile, the most visible factor depressing exchange markets was England's 
military subsidy to its allies, financed by selling Exchequer bilis on world 
markets. These subsidies were independent of relative prices, the money supply 
or other purely market-related factors. 

England's balance of trade and payments was deteriorating both for 
monetary and non-monetary reasons. The bullionists blamed the increase in 
gold prices on the Bank of England for increasing the money supply while the 
volume of gold support was shrinking. The anti-bullionists defended the Bank 
of England for acting as responsibly as it could in the face of wartime govern
ment borrowing and domestic credit needs. They attributed the rise in gold and 
commodity prices to England's balance-of-payments deficits resulting from 
military spending and subsidies to its allies, as well as to a few bad harvests. 
Food had to be imported irrespective of monetary and price considerations. Gold 
accordingly rose because it was used to settle the resulting payments deficits. 

Both parties acknowlecfged that resumption of convertibility at the 1797 
rate would require a deflation of the currency, inasmuch as there was not 
enough gold to cover the existing note issue. Monetary deflation meant 
economic austerity and lower prices. This threatened to transfer wealth from 
taxpayers and debtors to creditors. 

The policy issue was whether the return to gold convertibility should 
occur upon the return to peace or be deferred. Would monetary deflation cure 
England's payments deficits by reducing prices? Or, would it impair production 
and hence export functions by even more than it would curtail imports? 

What makes this debate so relevant to modern times is that the same issue 
is being debated today with respect to the JJ.V1F's monetarist rationale for defla
tion. The bullionist principies set forth by Ricardo are the direct antecedents of 
those which Milton Friedman and his monetarist followers have enunciated in 
recent decades. In this respect Ricardo's bullionist writings of 1809-1 1 represent 
the starting point for today's monetarism. They stripped away from the analysis 
of prices and the balance of payments all elements except changes in the money 
supply, urging repeal of the 1797 Restriction Act so that the paper currency 
would be covered 100 per cent by gold. 

resurnprioo should be approved as sooo as ir was practica!, bur they opposed it in 181 O. 
Parliamentary majoriries o f about two to one upheld their position. Vansinart's resolurions 
defeated those of the bullionist Horner, and resumption of specie payments was deferred. 
Vansinarr himself was appoinred Chancellor of che Exchequer during 1812-23. Yer from the 
attention lavished on them by many one-sided monetarisr historians, one would ger the 
impression thar the bullionists won che debate! 



The bullionist position 

Bullionists- who also were called metallists, and today would be called mone
tarists-were so named because they insisted that paper currency should be 
limited to the volume of bank notes that could be converted into gold bullion 
on demand. This was supposed to stabilize prices and thereby balance England's 
internacional payments by prevencing a credit superstructure. Like most defla
tionists, the bullionists were what Schumpeter called "monetary monomaniacs." 
They believed that prices rose for one reason only: "an Excess of Paper 
Currency" (in the words of the Bullion Reporf), which could be "cured by the 
resumption of Cash Payments by the Bank." This made them the hard-money 
party. As Ricardo summarized his diagnosis in The High Price oj Bullion (1810): 

The onJy legitimate security which the public can possess against the indiscretion 
of the Bank is to oblige them to pay their notes on demand in specie; and this 
can onJy be effected by diminishing the amount of bank-notes in circulation till 
the nominal price of gold be lowered to the mint price.2 

To today's monetarists, the key ratio is the supply of money relative to the 
quantity of goods and services available to absorb this purchasing power. 
Lacking a suitable measure of the economy's overall volume of output (nacional 
income and product accounts were not yet compiled), England's bullionists 
focused on the surplus of paper money over what could be covered under a 
convertible gold standard. Their position would agree with that of today's 
monetarists if gold supplies happened to increase by precisely enough to enable 
economic activity to expand in the context of stable price conditions and bal
anced internacional payments. This coincidence was taken for granted rather 
than demonstrated. Each country was supposed to have a natural proporcion of 
the circulacing medium to output.3 

Ricardo and his fellow bullionists took gold prices as a proxy both for the 
general price level and for the foreign exchange premium. They assumed that 
exchange rates directly reflected internacional price levels, which in turn were a 
direct funccion of each country's money supply. The gold premium was 
supposed to reflect the general exchange rate, which in turn reflected the 
general domestic inflacion, as in the purchasing-power theory of exchange rates. 

2 Schumpeter, History of Eco11011Jic A na!ysis, p. 712, 8f{//io11 Report, p. 52, and Ricardo, Th f 
High Price oj Bullion, A Proof of the Depreciatio11 of Bank N otes (London: 1810), ceprinted 
in IP'orks, III: Pa111phlets and Papm, 1809-1811 (Cambridge: 1951), p. 99. 

3 B111iio11 Reporl, pp. 52f.: "When the currency consists entirely of the precious metals, or of 
papee currency convertible at will into the precious metals, the natural process of commerce, 
by establishing Exchanges among ali the different countries of the world, adjusts, in every 
panicular country, the proportion of circulating medium to its actual occasion, according to 

the supply of the precious metals which the mines furnish to the general macket of the 
world." 



This implied that exchange rates were not influenced by autonomous capital 
movements such as the need to purchase foreign exchange to make military 
payments, or trade movements deriving from autonomous demand such as crop 
failures or other inadequate production powers. It was as if general prices, gold 
prices and foreign exchaoge rates moved together in paralJel motion.4 

Ricardo wrote to Francis Horner that foreign exchange rates were the 
result of cwo functions. The first was the quantity theory of money as it 
appeared in the price-specie flow mechanism, so that "an apprehended 
alternacion, in the relative prices of commodities in the two countries . . . is in 
most cases to be traced to sorne augmenracion or diminution in the amount of 
the currency of one of them." The second factor at work was "an increased or 
diminished difficulty and expense (or the ancicipation of such), attending the 
transmission of money." This factor, representing "the dífficulties which our 
enemy has interposed in the way of exportation," was responsible for the excess 
depreciation of the currency, that is, the rise in general commodity prices 
beyond that of the price of gold.5 

This is as close as Ricardo carne to recognízing a terms-of-trade shift. No
where in his published writings cLid he acknowledge this awareness. He criticized 
H orner for acknowledging that "other factors besides the superabundance of 
the paper circulation had contributed to the high price of gold," and that the 
combinacion of England's interrupted export trade and the suspension of gold 
shipments from South America had driven up world gold prices independently 
of the increase in England's money supply. He insisted that "no point can be 
more sacisfactorily established, than that the excess of the market above the 
mint price of gold bullion, is, at present, wholly and solely, owing to the too 
abundant quantity of paper circulation." 6 The only qualification he granted to 
the purchasing-power parity theory of foreign exchange values was the role 
played by transport costs, which funccioned like a defacto tariff. Even here he had 
no idea of the incidence of transport costs díscussed in Chapter 6. 

Horner acknowledged that "the adverse circumstances of our Trade, 
together with the large amount of our Military Expendítures Abroad, may have 

4 To be sure, Ricardo acknowledged ro Malthus Ouly 17, 1811, in IP'ork.r, VI: Lettm: 1810-1815 
[Cambridge: 1952], p. 39, hereafter referred to as L.etters), " I do not mean to contend that a 
convulsed state of the exchange, such as would be caused by a subsidy granced to a foreign 
power, would accurately measure the value of the currency" in terms of commodities 
produced and traded. However, England's demand for foreign currency would "have the 
effect of forcing the exporrs of commodities by means of the boumy which the exchange 
would afford." In other words, the capital transfer would somewhat impair Britain's terms 
of trade, but this shift would work to maintain eguilibrium. 

s Ricardo to Homer,January 4, 1812, in Letters, pp. 79f. 
6 Ricardo ro Horner, Februarr 5, 1810, in T~tters, pp. lf. 



contributed to render our Exchanges with the Continent of Europe unfavour
able." Still, the Bullion Report insisted that "no increased demand for Gold 
from other parts of the wotld, however great, or from whatever cause arising, can 
have the effect of producing here, for a considerable period of time, a material 
rise in the market price of gold." 7 Only an increase in the money supply could 
do this. If there indeed were an extraordinary demand for gold, its commaod 
over other commodities would rise. But this had not been the case: general 
prices had risen by considerably more than the price of gold. 

The anti-bullionist position 

Anti-bullionists pointed out that England's overseas military spending and crop 
failures were unrelated to the volume of note issue or price movements, except 
to cause them by turning the balance of payments against England. Price 
increases for gold and other commodities thus were independent of increases 
in the domestic money supply. Hence, the quantity theory of money could not 
explain either the fall in the price of sterling or the rise in the price of gold. 

Nicholas Vansitta.rt, head of the Parliamentary anti-bullionists, noted that 
gold prices normally rose to a prernium in periods of balance-of-payments 
deficits, "and that such circumstances have usually occurred when expensive 
Naval and Military operations have been carried on abroad, and in times of 
public danger or alarm, or when large importations of grain have taken place."8 

The extraordinary need for gold to cover such foreign payments was respon
sible for the premium of gold over paper, not the latter's overissue. Already in 
1802, Thornton had observed that quite independently of domestic monetary 
developments and price levels, "numerous stores were shipped during the war, 
for the support of our navy and army in foreign parts. Remittances were made, 
in the way of loan and subsidy, to our allies. Sorne dividends may be supposed 
to have been transrnitted to the foreign proprietors of British stock," as well as 
foreign investment leaving England for the East and West Indies and other parts 
of the world.9 

What forced sterling off gold was military-related capital transfers not 
initially connected with the monetary, price and trade movements emphasized 

7 Horner's 13'h Resolution, and the Bttflion Report, p. 6. 
8 Vansittart's 4th Resolution, introduced in answer to those of Francis Horner (repr. in the 

Bulfion Report). Vansittart cited " the wars carried on by King William the Third, Queen 
Anne, the Seven Years War, the American War, and during the War and Scarcity of grain in 
1795 and 1796." 

9 Thornton, A n E nq11io1 i11to the Nature and Effects of the Paper Credit of Great Britain 
(London: 1802), pp. 144, 157, 147f., citing Smith, Wealth of Natio11s, Book ll, ch. ü (Canaan 
ed., p. 320). 



by the price-specie flow mechanism. The currency cr1s1s peaked when 
internacional investors started a run on sterling by calling in their loans and 
selling their investments in English securities, much like the run on America's 
gold stock as the Vietnam War pushed the U.S. balance of payments deeper into 
deficit in the late 1960s. Under these condítions the balance of payments (and 
hence the rise in the price of gold) hardly could be blamed on domestic 
monetary policy, and Adam Smith had been unfair in criticizing the Bank of 
England for having "issued too many notes" in similar earlier periods. 

Malthus protested to H orner that he remained "quite unconvinced
indeed there is no point on which 1 feel more sure than of the incorrectness of 
attributing the variations of the exchange exclusively to redundancy or deficiency 
of currency."1º He wrote to Ricardo (apparently to no avail) urging him toread 
Steuart's Principies of Política/ OeconontJ, Book 11, Chapter 18 for an example of "a 
comparative rise of prices not occasioned by a comparative redundancy of 
currency." Steuart had written that food and other necessities tended to rise 
relative to other goods as a result of industrialization, just as the rise in labor 
productivity and the introduction of machinery tended to reduce prices quite 
independently of changes in the money supply. 11 Ironically, this was the econo
mic rent argument Ricardo used against Malthus to urge abolirion of the Corn 
Laws after the war ended. 

In his published review of the bullion debate, Malthus singled out Ricardo 
for taking the most extreme position and attributing "a favourable or an 
unfavourable exchange exclusively to a redundant or deficient currency, and 
overlook[ing] the varying desires and wants of dífferent societies, as an original 
cause of a temporary excess of imports above exports, or exports above im
ports." 12 But Ricardo insisted (in a personal letter) that all fluctuations in the 
value of gold and silver were ultimately the result of 

one cause, namely, a redundancy of currency ... and not ... the demand for 
particular commodities. These demands ... are not causes but effects ... you 
admit that a relatively redundant currency may be and frequently is a cause of an 
unfavourable balance of trade but you contend that it is not the only cause. Now 
I ... contend that it is the invariable cause. 

In his published answer to Malthus's criticisms (the appendíx to the 
fourth edítion of his High Price of B11/lio11), Ricardo insisted that "abad harvest 
wiU not occasion the export of money, unless money is relatively cheap in the 

IO Malthus to Horner, April 7, 1810, and to Ricardo,July 14, 1811, in Letters, pp. 12, 134. 
11 Steuart, Principies of Polilical Oeconol/ly, Vol. 1, pp. 283-300. 
12 Arride V in the February 1811 issue of the Edi11bHrgh Rtview, republished in the Occasio11al 

Papers oJ T. R. MallhHs, 011 Irela11d, Pop11lalio11 a11d Political Eco110111y, Bernard Semmcl ed. 
(New York: 1963), p. 75. 



exporting country." Jj the price oj grain rose relative to other commodities as a result 
oj a crop failure, the cormtry 1vould export these other products in exchange for food. 
lncluded among these other products was monetary gold, in the same propor
tion to which it circulated domestically (about one-fiftieth). To export gold in 
excess of this average proportioo to other products would signify an excess rate 
of money creation in the payments-deficit country: 

If we consent to give coin in exchange for goods, it must be from choice, not 
necessity. We should not import more goods than we export, unless we had a 
redundancy of currency, which ir therefore suits us ro make a part of our 
exports. The exportation of the coin is caused by its cheapness, and is not the 
effect, but the cause of an unfavourable balance.13 

The monetary metals were merely commoclities, not the tools of trade. 
Even as commoclities they had little real importance. Ricardo quoted with 
approval Adam Smitl1's claim "that the most abundant mines of the precious 
metals would add little to the wealth of the world. A produce of which the value 
is principaUy derived from its scarcity is necessarily degraded by its 
abundance." 14 He clid not acknowledge any favorable "real" economic impact to 
the result from new gold cliscoveries or other monetary inflows. When 
monetized, he insisted, "gold ( or silver) is not productive to us nor does it 
augment our riches-but to obtain this unproductive commoclity we should in 
return export commoclities which may be considered as really effective capital." 
He reiterated that 

Money is precisely that article which till it is re-exchaoged never adds to the 
wealth of a country: accordingly we find, that to increase the amount is never 
the voluntary act of any country any more than it is that of any individual .. . the 
augmented currency ... will be of no more real value than the original amount 
of currency. Thus then will this industrious nation become tributary to those 
nations which are in possession of the mines, and will carry on a trade in which 
it gains nothing and loses everything.15 

A more extreme statement would be hard to find. It recognized no 
positive or negative influence of monetary movements on the level and struc
ture of economic activity. Ricardo approached the financia! sector in a spirit of 
barter based on relative supply and demand-the supply of money relative to 

13 Ricardo to Maltbus,June 18, 1811, in Letters, p. 26, and The High P1ice oj 81dlio11, pp. 100, 
61. 

14 The High Price oj 8111/ion, p. 53, quoting Smith, Wealth oj Nations, Book I, ch. xi, part ii 
(Cannan ed., Vol. 1, p. 173). 

15 Ricardo to James Mill,January 1, 1811 (Letters, p. 17) and The High Price oj B11/lion, pp. 108f. 
(See also pp. 555 aod 61.) In addition see Malthus to Ricardo, February 23,1812, and Ricardo 
to Malthus,June 18, 1811, March 22, 1813, and March 24, 1813 (Letters, pp. 83, 24, 90f.). 



output. The price of bullion was held to be subject to the same laws tbat 
governed commodities in general. He refused to acknowledge that gold func
tioned as a monetary inscitution supporting the credit superstructure, having an 
institucional demand that made it critically important in settling balance-of
payments deficits or runs on the banking system (the "externa!" and "interna!" 
monetary drains, respectiveJy). 

Capital payments, the terms of trade and income adjustments 

In refusing to attribute food imports to absolute need, Ricardo reasoned as if 
the supply and demand of ali commodities were highly elastic. This meant that 
their purchase was simpJy a matter of price, and hence of choice. Increased 
English exports to pay for food, or foreign exchange to make military payments, 
wouJd not entail a terms-of-trade penalty. Trade would remain in balance, 
assuming no problem of relative elasticities of internacional demand. 

Ricardo never understood this elasticities problem, which remained for 
Mili to elucidate, and which Thornton and Malthus began to explain. Even in 
the case of military subsidies, Ricardo believed, "money would not be exported 
whiJst there were any goods which could more cheaply discharge the payment. 
The interest of individuals would render the exportation of the money 
unnecessary." He asked whether, 

After comparing the relative value of coffee, sugar, ivory, índigo, and all other 
exportable commodities in the two markets (England and France), if I persist in 
sending money, what further proof can be required of money being accually the 
cheapest of all these commodities in the English market, in relation to the 
foreign markets, and therefore the most profitable to be exported?16 

Foreign countries indeed might be willing to purchase more E nglish 
exports, but at what price? Thornton posed the case of foreigners only being 
interested in buying English exports at a severe price discount. Ricardo denied 
that this was realistic. If they took gold, it was because this was the commodity 
in greatest over-supply relative to other produces, not because it was what 
Steuart had called the money of the wotld. This begged the question of price 
and income elasticities for specific commodities, as Thornton pointed out: 

At the time of a very unfavourable balance produced through a failure of the 
harvest a country has occasion for a large supply of coro from abroad .. . but 
the goods which the country is able to furnish as meaos of cancelling its debt 
are not in such demand as to afford the prospect of a tempting or even of a 

16 Ricardo, The 1-ligb Price oJ Bl(//io11, pp. 63, 105. 



Table 14.1 Contrast between the Bullionist and Anti-Bullionist Positions 

BULLIONISTS 
(Ricardo, Horner, Wheatley) 

1. Reductionist: Price increases are 
caused by issuing money beyond the 
volume of bank notes that could be 
converted freely into gold. 

2. A Purchasing-Power Parity theory of 
foreign-exchange rates (subject to trans
port-cost margins). Changes in the price 
of gold and foreign exchange reflect 
domestic inflation rates. 

3. If internacional payments fall into 
deficit, a "typical cross-section" of money 
and goods is exponed. 

4. Internacional payments will remain in 
balance even in the face of crop failures, 
military spending and subsidies if sound 
monetary policies are followed. 

S. Gold is a cof!lmodiry subject to the 
same laws that determine the value of 
any other commodity. 

6. No terms-of-trade penalty is recogn
ized for increased commodity exports. 

7. Gold inflows do not add to the 
wealth of nations. Just the opposite, 
they absorb this wealth by being a sterile 
form of capital. 

8. Reducing the money supply can cure 
inflation, and also balance-of-payments 
deficits. Austerity smoothly reverses the 
inflationary process. 

9. All imports and foreign payments, 
including debt service, are a matter of 
choice based on price differentials, 
which are a direct function of relative 
internacional rates of money creation. 
(fhere is no recognition of price
inelastic trade and payments.) 

1 O. Debts improve a nation's economic 
position; otherwise, they would not be 
contracted. Debt service does not 
impair a nation's terms of trade. 

ANTI-BULLIONISTS 
(Vansittart, Malthus, Thornton in 1802) 

Price increases frequently result from 
non-monetary causes, including crop 
failures, foreign military spending, capital 
transfers and debt service. 

A balance-of-payments explanation of 
exchange rates. Gold prices tend to vary 
independently of money-supply changes 
and general commodity prices. 

Trade imbalances must be financed 
mainly in gold, creating an extraordinary 
demand for that metal. 

Foreigners may not purchase enough of 
England's exports to cover its capital 
transfers, except at highly unfavorable 
terms of trade to England. 

Gold functions as a financia! institution 
with its own demand, over and above its 
use as an industrial commodity. 

If capital transfers are settled by com
modity exports, export prices will fall. 

Gold adds to the wealth of nations and 
is a precondition for this wealth by 
enabling more investment, credit and 
economic activity to be financed. 

Deflation tends to derange economic 
activity, reducing output by even more 
than the money supply. This spurs 
shortage-induced price increases and 
payments deficits. 

Sorne foreign payments- in particular, 
debt service-are based on structural 
needs, rather than a matter of free 
choice, e.g., food imports during crop 
failures. (If England tries to export 
more, it may have to lower its export 
prices.) 

Once a debt is entered into, debt service 
no longer is a matter of free choice. It 
may impair a nation's terms of trade, re
quiring more exports. This causes domes
tic shortages, spurring príce inflation. 



tolerable price .... In order then to induce the country having the favourable 
balance to take all its paymenrs in goods and no part of it in gold it wouJd be 
requjsjte ... to render them excessively cheap.17 

Malthus followed in Thornton's steps by observing that to sustain military 
spending and subsidies (orto pay for urgently needed food irnports after abad 
harvest), England was obliged to export goods for which markets might be 
Jacking unless export prices fell sharply. Thus, "The prices of commodities are 
liable to great depressions from a glut in the market." 18 A growing supply of 
English exports might force clown their prices so far that gold might be the 
most economic product to transfer, especially inasmuch as it was the accepted 
money of the world. In this line of reasoning Malthus anticipated Mili, whose 
views will be discussed in the next chapter. 

Ricardo had dismissed this terms-of-trade argument with the comment 
that "No mistake can be greater than to suppose that a nation can ever be without 
wants for commodities oJ some sort ... no country ever possessed a general glut of 
all commodities." He insisted thac ic was only paper money glutting the domestic 
market, not goods in foreign markets: "money will never be exponed, unless it's 
relatively abundant with commodities, as compared with other countries."19 If 
internacional payments happened to fall into deficit, the balance would be 
settled almost entirely in commodities vía a pro rata volume of goods, including 
some aliquot portian of money, namely- the amount of monetary gold nor
mally needed to satisfy the transactions demand for these exports: 

If the circulating meclium of England consisted wholly of the precious metals, 
and were a fiftieth part of the value of the commodities which it circulated, the 
whole amount of money which would under the circumstances supposed be 
exported in exchange for corn, would be a fiftieth pare of the value of such corn: 
for the rest we should export commoclities, and thus would the proportion 
becween money and commodities be equally preserved in both countries. 
England, in consequence of a bad harvest, would come under the case ... of a 
country having been deprived of a part of its commoclities, and therefore 
requiring a diminished amount of circulating meclium. The currency whlch was 
before equal to her payments would now become superabundant and relatively 
cheap, in the proportion of one-fiftieth pare of her diminished production; the 
exportacion of thls sum, therefore, would restore the value of her currency to 
the value of the currencies of other countries. Thus it appears to be sacisfactorily 
proved that a bad harvest operares on the exchange in no other way than by 

17 Thornton, Paper Credit of Great Britain (London: 1939), p. 151. 
IS Ricardo, The High Price oJ Bullion, p. 101, referring to Malthus's cricicism in the Edi11b11rgh 

Review (Occasio11al Papm, p. 77). See also pp. 112f. 
19 Ricardo, Lettm, p. 108, and Tht High Price of 811//ion, p. 61. 



causing the currcncy which was before at its just leve! to become redundant, an. 
thus is the principie that an unfavourable exchange may always be ttaced to 
relath·elr redundant currcncy most fully exemplified.20 

According to this view, gold wouJd represent only one-fiftieth of th 
required military subsidy or other capital transfer. A crop failure would result ¡1 

fewer bushels of wheat ("transactions") having to be financed by money, whicl 
thcrefore could be exponed. Ricardo assuflled that countries receiving mbsidies 0 

export proceeds automaticai(y 111ouid increase their deflland for imports from the natío. 
making these pqyments, at the existing terms of trade. This assumed a 100 per ceo 
marginal propensity to impon for ali increases in their purchasing powe1 

(Chapter 18 shows how a similar assumption underlies today's IMF austerit: 
programs.) 

Malthus followed Steuart and other earlier writers in emphasizing th, 
favorable impact of an increasing money supply on spurring production. H 
described how 

A merchant, o r manufacturer obtains a loan in paper from a bank; and, with thi 
loan, he is able to command materials to work upon, tools to work with, an< 
wherewithal to pay the wages of labor; and yet, he is told (by the bullionists) tha 
this transaction dues not tend, in the slightest degree, to increase thc capital o 
the country. 

In reality, not onJy <lid increases in the money supply spur output (as lon! 
as labor and capital resources were available), but the inflation, if and when i 
<lid make place, served indirectly to spur capital accumulation, as long as wage: 
lagged behind profits. The resu1t of monetary inflows on balance was frequentl: 
to give 

20 Ricardo, The High Price of B11/fio11, pp. 106f. Today's monetacists have gone so far as to cit• 
his authoricr for the view that paymems deficits should be settled by an income-transfe 
mechanism not requiring an}' gold or foreign exchange to be transferred at alll Ohlii 
(l11terngio11al a11d illlematio11al Trade, pp. 403f.) claimed that Ricardo alone among th• 
prominem classical economists "never accepted the orthodox price leve! variatio1 
mechanism in the case of subsidies and crop failures, but attempted to show that a mor• 
aucomatic and smoother adjuscmem would take place. Although he was not verr explicit 01 
has question and made certain untenable statements, it seems probable that he had in min< 
that reactions on the demand side would reduce the need for gold flows and price leve 
changes." 

Chi-Yuen Wu (/1 11 011lli11e of lntematio11al P1ice Theories, p. 274) says that Ricardc 
insisted that even in the short run " there was no reason to cxpect a transfer to cause ar 
outflow of gold from the paying country." Although Ricardo did not go as far as Ohlin anc 
Wu have claimed (in particular he did not refine bis view of internacional income demand) 
he denied that gold would be exporced for any reason other than itS relative oversupply o 
" redundancy." Bascable later followed Ricardo's reasoning rather than the terms-of-trad• 
anal}•sis of Thormon, Malthus and l'\1ill. 



such a stimulus to the productive powers of the country, that, in a short time, 
the balance between commodities and currency is restored, by the great 
multiplication of the former- and prices return to their former level. We cannot 
help thinking, that an effect of this kind took place in Scotland in the interval of 
two periods alluded to by Hume and Smith. In 1751 and 1752, when Hume 
published his Political Discourses, and soon after the great multiplication of 
paper money in Scotland, there was a very sensible rise in the price of 
provisions; and this was naturally, and probably justly, attributed by him, in part, 
to the abundance of paper. In 1759, when the paper currency had probably not 
been climinished, Dr. Smith notices a different state of prices; and observes that, 
for a long period, provisions had never been cheaper. The dearness at the time 
that Hume wrote, he attributes carelessly, and without any inquiry about the fact, 
to the badness of the seasons; and intimares, that it could not be occasioned by 
the multiplication of paper money. The probability, however, seems to be, that 
the high prices of 1751 and 1752 were influenced by the paper-as we do not 
see how it is possible for the substitution of paper for coin to take place, without 
an increase of prices; but that the new scimulus given to industry by this increase 
of capital, had so increased the quancity of commodities in the interval between 
1752 and 1759, as to rest<?re them to a level with the increased currency.21 

Thornton s synthesis of the monetarist and balance-o[ payments positions 

By 1810 the anti-bullionists had become so antagonistic to the one-sided Ricardian 
arguments that they swung to the opposite extreme. Vansittart went so far as to 
neglect altogether the monetary causes of price inflation and payments deficits. 
Thornton, who had originated many of the anti-bullionist arguments in 1802, 
acknowledged that during the intervening decade an inflationary overissue of 
paper credit had become a problem, and that at the very least, the quantity 
theory of money carne into play once full employment was reached. One 
certainly could not claim "that indefinitely to increase our paper, was the way 
indefinitely to improve its value in exchange for the circulating medium of other 
countries, as well as in exchange for bullion and for ali commodities:' Yet of the 

21 Malthus, Occasionaf Papers, pp. 95, 98. Malthus saw (p. 101) that this line of reasoning might 
remind one of John Law, whose Money and Tmde Considered (Glasgow: 1750, p. 167) held 
that if money were lent out against "real bills," that is, commercial paper, no inflation could 
take place, because M/O would remain constant (higher money responding to and spurring 
more output). Malthus poinced out that 

This ... is precisely the language of the present Bank Directors; and they in no respect 
fall short of Mr. Law in the grand mistake, of confounding the quanti ty of good security in 
the country, and the quantity of money which people may want to borrow at the legal 
interest, particularly during a time o f mercantile speculation or distress, with the quantity 
necessary for the circulation, so as to keep it on a leve! with the precious metals, and the 
currencies of the surrounding councries. 



various circumstances to which Vansittart looked for the means of producing 
an improvement of the exchange, nooe included mooetary policy. H e cited 
"first, a continental peace: secondly, a better understanding, and, consequently, 
an open trade with America; thirdly, sorne extension of our commercial 
intercourse with Europe ... but it was remarkable that he totally omitted any 
mention of a limitation of paper, in this enumeration of the means of 
meliorating our exchanges."22 

Already in 1802 Thornton had warned that to push the anti-bullionist 
principie to the extreme of oeglecting the potentially inflationary influence of 
domestic money creation, would provide a rationale to overissue domestic 
paper. 

The evil of an unfavourable exchange, and of a consequent high price of gold 
arises from an unfavourable balance of trade, and from that cause only. The true 
mode of preventing this evil, or of remedying it, if unfortunateJy ir exisrs, is to 
increase the nacional industry. The way to encourage industry is to give full scope 
to trade and manufacrurers by a liberal emission of paper. The balance of trade 
will not fail to be rendered favourable by that abundance of exportable articles 
which the labor tbus excited muse necessarily create. The course of exchange 
will, consequently, be supported . . . and thus che value of our paper will be 
sustained by che very means of ics increase.23 

By 1810 this indeed had become the approach of Lord Castlereaigh and 
othcrs. Although it contained an important kernel of truth, it was dangerously 
one-sided. 

The fact of the matter was that the balance of payments, and hence the 
depreciation of paper relative to gold, stemmed from two causes: on the one 
hand, the balance of trade reflecting in turn the state of Britain's productive 
powers (output) relative to its consumption needs, and on the other hand the 
rate of domestic money creation relative to output. This dual set of relation
ships recalls the two-phase economic models used by Steuart, Tucker, Hume 
and their late eighteenth-century contemporaries to distinguish between under
employment and full employment conditions (Chapter 3). In this more general 
theory of money, prices and exchange rates, more money excites industry at 
first, but its productivity effect dwindles as full employment conditions are 
approached and prices begin to rise. The anti-bullionist princíple, according to 
which more money increases output rather than prices, thus is limited to under
employment situations: 

22 Thornton's speech of May 14, 1811, reprinted in Paper Credit, ed. Friedrich A. von Hayek 
ed. (London: 1939), p. 347. 

23 \Ion Hayek, Paper Credit, p. 231. See also Thormon's speech of May 14, 1811, p. 353. 



. . . it is obvious, that the antecedently idle persons to whom we may suppose the 
new capital to give employ, are limited in number; and that, therefore, if the 
encreased issue is indefinite, it will set to work labourers, of whom a part will be 
drawn from other, perhaps, no less useful occupations. l t may be inferred from 
this consideration, that there are sorne bounds to the benefit which is to be 
derived from an augmencation of paper.24 

To sum up, trade surpluses often went hand in hand with monetary 
increases. In 1811 Malthus criticized the bullionists for being unable 

to explain an improving exchange (that is, a favourable balance of payments) 
under an obviously increasing issue of notes; an event that not infrequently 
happens, and was much insisted upon by the Deputy-governor of the Bank, as 
a proof that our foreign exchanges had no connexion with the state of our 
currency.25 

As for autonomous trade developments not caused by price differentials 
or antecedent changes in the money supply- such as imports after a domestic 
crop failure, or the opening of new export markets-"the exportation (or 
importation) of bullion was the effect of a balance of frade, originating in causes 
which may exist without any relation whatever to redundancy or deficiency of 
curren cy. "26 

Schumpeter has called this position the Balance-of-Payments Theory of 
foreign exchange, in contrast to Ricardo's Relative Inflation explanation 
focusing on "variations in the value of a country's monetary unit, in relation to 
the value of other countries' monetary units." The bullionist theory attributed 
payments deficits to the overissue of money. But what about the case where the 
trade deficit resulted from the production side of the equation, as in a crop 
failure? And could monetary deflation alone really ensure trade surpluses? 

Wheatley and Ricardo denied that a crop failure will create "redundancy" of 
currency, though Ricardo admitted this in a letter to Malthus. But Wheatley .. . 
said boldly that, in spite of ali the subsidies and other sums sent abroad during 
the Napoleonic Wars, it would have been possible to enforce "influx of money 
to any extent,"27 

simply by monetary deflation of England's domestic economy. This assertion 
contains the basic thrust of the IMF austerity programs since the 1960s. 

Thornton inverted Ricardo's monetarist line of causation: payments 
deficits led to currency depreciation, rising import prices, higher domestic prices 
in general and hence a need for more money as a means of payment. In his 

24 Von Hayek, ibid., p. 236. 
25 Malthus, Occasio11al Papers, p. 91. 
26 Malthus, ibid., p. 74. 
27 Schumpeter, l-:listory oj Eco11omic A11a!Jsis, pp. 735, 737, quocing Wheatley, E ssqy 011 the 

Tbeory of Monry, Vol. I, p. 194. 



words the bullionists mistook "the effect for the cause . .. the encrease of Bank 
of England paper [is] the effect and not the cause of an advanced price of 
commodities." 28 More money was needed to finance commerce at higher price 
levels. T he inference that "an excess of the market price above the mint price 
of goJd" is always caused solely by 

a too great issoe of paper ... is one which .. . should always be very cautiously 
made; for ir is to be borne in mind, that the excess may arise from other causes 
besides that of a too great emission of paper. 

The balance of payments was much more than the trade balance, and 
Thornton emphasized that both balances were affected by numerous factors 
other than relative prices. In particufat~ exports and imports reflected refative 
productive po1vers among nations, whose balance Jvas thrown into disequifibrium by 
Engfand's flvo major crop faifures in the mid-1790s. On this ground he concluded 
that deficits in England's balance of payments "may arise when there is no 
encrease of bank paper." These deficits would be 

the more obvious causes of a fall an our exchange, and, therefore, also of a high 
price of bulJion. 

We are thus led back to the point (that) our two defective harvests, and the 
interruptions experienced in our export trade, very sufficiently account for the 
later fluctuation of our exchanges ... while there has been nothing which ought 
to be deemed extraordinary in the guantity of paper issued by the Bank of 
England?29 

Arguments against monetary austerity 

''There is no unfavourable exchange which may not be corrected by a diminu
tion in the amount of currency," Ricardo wrote to Malthus in 1812, looking 
forward to a postwar deflation and its consequent rise in bond prices.30 Ever 
since, one of the most perverse applications of the quantity doctrine of money 
has been its attribution of economic recovery, especially following wars, to 
financia! austerity rather than to modernization and prosperity. 

The quantity theory's limited number of variables left no room to acknowl
edge the productivity improvement that enabled a rising stream of English 
exports of textiles and other products of industry to earn sufficient gold to enable 
convertibility to be resumed. Nor did Ricardo's bullionist theory acknowledge 
the adverse impact of monetary deflation on the country's production func
tions. England's recovery was as needlessly deflationary and poverty-ridden as 
was that following World War l. 

28 Thormon, Paper Credit, pp. 221, 230. 
29 !bid., pp. 225f. 
30 Ricardo to Malthus, December 17, 1812, in Letters, p. 88. 



Such recovery as occurred was not he resuJt of a curtailed issue of 
domestic paper money leading to fewer imports. Growth in industrial exports 
in fact required rising imports of raw materials. "And what had the Bank done 
to atttact gold, or to raise the value of its notes?" asks the French historian of 
economic thought Charles Rist. "Nothing at all!" Thus, what 

many prominent economists have adopted (as) an "orthodox" truth . .. is, in 
fact, nothing but a legendl ... le was through the foreign exchange market- and 
not by a policy of intense deflation-that Great Britain returned to the gold 
standard, as the United States was to do later, 

after the Civil War, when "it was not reduction in the quantity of paper money 
which brought the famous 'greenbacks' up to parity with gold, but an influx of 
gold."31 

Determination of whether a payments deficit was caused by structural 
factors o r by monetary inflation is always crucial for diagnosing the appropriate 
mode of adjustment. Monetary deflation wouJd be called for only if a domestic 
overissue of paper money alone were responsible for pushing up domestic prices 
relative to foreign prices. But a trade deficit in itself was not sufficient indication 
of an overissue of paper. In any event, deflation wouJd not be an appropriate 
response to trade deficits that resulted primarily from inadequate productive 
capacity such as crop failures. It would not substantially reduce food imports 
during such periods. Basic subsistence needs would have to be met regardless of 
how low England's domestic prices fell relative to internacional levels. 

Monetary deflation threatened to cause more problems than it cured, by 
reducing prices at the cost of impairing trade and production. The danger was 
that output and exports might fall by even more than the money supply was 
reduced. Thornton thus warned that "in proceeding to limit our paper with a 
view to the improvement of the exchange, we ought to avoid that severity of 
pressure by which manufacturing industry might be seriously interrupted."32 

In short, inflation and deflation posed different sets of problems: "We 
have been lately placed between two dangers; between that of a depreciated 
paper currency on the one hand, and that of an interruption of our paper 
credit, and consequent stagnation of our commerce and manufacturers on the 
other." Faced with this Hobson's choice between inflation and deflation, the 
directors of the Bank of England had shown themselves courageous in bucking 
"political and popular (monetarist) prejudices on this subject" and refusing to 
deflate the volume of paper currency as called for by the bullionists.33 

31 Charles Rist, HistorJ' oj .Mo11ela1J' a11d Crtdit Theoo•, (London: 1940), pp. 193, 195, 157. 
32 Thornron, Paper Credil, p. 353. 
33 Thornton, ibid., p. 226. 



Additions to the money supply might set industry in motion if unemploy
ment existed, or they might push up prices under full employment conditions. 
But monetary deflation generally tended to impair production, quite apart from 
whether or not it reduced the puce level. It could work only within narrow limits 
before it began to stifle the economy's production functions and hence export 
potencial. If the central bank attempted to stabilize domestic prices by contrac
ting the money supply in the face of higher import prices for grain and other 
raw materials, this might derange the financia! system before it reduced 
consumption levels (which were not very price-elastic to begin with, at least in 
economies whose workers lived near subsistence levels, as they did in England). 
Thornton warned that if England adopted the monetarist policies advocated by 
Ricardo, commodity prices would fall as a result of distress. The long-term 
impact would be one of internacional dependency and higher prices. 

Domestic monetary policy, prices and the foreign exchange rate might not 
be able to restare equilibrium no matter how low they fell if the problem lay 
either in production functions or in capital-transfer needs. If the Bank of Eng
land imposed financia! austerity in the belief that this would have no other 
effect than to reduce prices, 

theo there will arise those other questions, which Dr. Smith leaves totally out of 
his consideration oamely, whether the bank, in the attempt to produce this very 
low price, may not . . . so exceedingly distress trade and discourage 
manufacrurers as to impair ... those sources of our returning wealth to which 
we must chiefly trust for the restoration of our balance of trade, and for 
bringing back the cicle of gold into Great Britain. 

On this basis Thornton concluded that "the bank ought to avoid too 
contracted an issue of bank notes." 34 But Ricardo advocated precisely this when 
he wrote to Prime Minister Perceval to allay fears that a reduction in the volume 
of bank notes "could not be effected without impairing our resources, cramping 
our trade, and distressing our commerce."35 

The monetarist views of Ricardo were controverted long before Milton 
Friedman and his followers revived them in modero times. As far back as 1767, 
Steuart rejected the doctrine that banks should respond to balance-of-payments 
deficits by reducing the money supply or, what was virtually the same thing, 
their loan volume: "lt is inconsistent with their principles and interest," he 
wrote, "to withhold lending and giving credit, so far as is necessary for keeping 
up the fund of circulation to that standard which alienation and ready money 
demands require." Money that was lent out tended to create its own demand, 

34 Thornton, ibid., pp. 151 ff. 
35 Ricardo tO Perceval,July 27, 1811, in Letters, p. 43. 



for by increasing employment and output it led to more goods being produced 
to absorb the money. By contrast, a monetary outflow reduced bank loans and 
output, and hence seemed to lessen the need for money, but only because the 
country suffered from unemployment and below-potential production. This hardly 
was the way to improve its long-term balance of trade and payments. Monetary 
deflation, Steuart concluded, was a self-defeating policy. By refusing credit the 
central bank prevented the means to set labor and industry in motion. By calling 
in bank loans "it is active in destroying both itself and the country." And by 
letting an adverse balance of payments strip the economy of money, the central 
bank "only appears passive in allowing natural causes to destroy both the bank 
and the nation." Of what possible benefit could monetary deflation be to the 
economy, Steuart asked; "nay, what benefit can it ever reap from withholding its 
notes from those who can give good security for theml Every penny it borrows, 
or calls in, circumscribes its own profits, while it distresses the country."36 

The indicated strategy for improving England's balance of trade and pay
ments after 1815 was to lower its cost structure by increasing productivity. 
Enhancing production functions was the only lasting way to overcome a struc
tural payments deficit. The ide:t was that new money would be created primarily 
to finance new means of produccion. And as matters worked out following the 
Napoleonic Wars, it was through industrial innovation that England stabilized its 
internacional payments. Upon the reopening of foreign markets, the export 
surge was led by textiles, whose production costs had been dramatically lowered 
by the steam-powered mechanization of production. Improved technology and 
higher output was reflected in higher unit earnings (that is, the factora! terms of 
trade) despite the fall in money prices for English exports. However, this price 
decline was utterly different from the monetary deflation and falling terms of 
trade implicit in the price-specie flow mechanism. By leaving productivity out of 
account, the latter tacitly implied that incomes in the export sector would have 
to decline in proportion to money and prices. No attencion was paid to how 
money and bank credit for industrial innovation would lower long-term produc
tion costs or enable more favorable terms of export credit to be extended. 
Higher credit availability was supposed to increase prices, not lower them. 

On the other side of the internacional equation, England's export surge 
pushed foreign economies into a postwar depression, aggravated by the general 
worldwide deflation. Economic recovery was achieved only by proteccionism, 
most notably in the United States. Countries failing to protect the industries that 
had begun to flourish during the war became skewed into raw-materials 
suppliers. None of this was acknowledged by bullionist-monetarist doctrine. 

36 Sreuart, Principies of Pofitical Oeco110J11y, Vol. II, pp. 179, 181, 184. 



Even the monetarist von Hayek has criticized Ricardo's "unwillingness to 
recognize that the excess of the circulation might be an effect as well as a cause 
of the unfavorable balance of trade." This insistence "caused the theory to remain 
for a long time in a much more rigid and unsatisfactory" form than that which 
it had originally received at the hands of Thornton."37 Rist has gone further: 

There are few more striking examples of the persistence of a theory that has 
been exploded by the facts, simply because it appears to be supported by logical 
reasoning. Cannot deflation undo what inflation has done? Those who reason 
on these lines fo rget one important fact, that economic phenornena are 
"irreversible." After inflation has raised prices to a far higher leve! than they were 
before, it is impossible to return to the starting point except by destroying the 
income represented by the money withdrawn frorn circulation.38 

Ricardo and his followers neglected the "arrow of time" and its associated 
irreversibility of economic process. This blindness has crippled monetarism in 
Britain and the United States for more than a century and a half. Austerity in 
England, France and other countries after World War I was as disastrous in its 
day as are IMF programs today. "In all these cases," evaluates Rist, "attempts 
were at first made to apply Ricardo's policy, only to be given up in the face of 
the obstinate refusal of the facts to accommodate themselves to this policy." 

To Ricardo, cheap gold (that is, a high internacional currency value) meant 
scarce paper currency. This was something quite different from the effects of 
overly abundant gold stemming from a trade surplus, new discoveries or techno
logical innovation in gold production. Expensive gold meant simply that the 
metal was scarce relative to paper money, not to commodicies in general. 
Ricardo attributed gold exports exclusively to the relative abundance" of gold 
bullion or to paper money driving gold out of circulation. But this was only an 
after-the-fact rationalization achieved by tautologies. As noted above, Ricardo 
did not trace its high price to balance-of-payments deficits draining gold. "The 
fact that Ricardo made no distinction between .. . dearness or cheapness, and 
scarcity or abundance, is very important," points out Rist. It "vitiates his entire 
theory of the distribution of the precious metals." 

Rist attributes this narrowness to Ricardo's posicion as a foreign exchange 
broker. Rather than making him a man of broad experience, Ricardo's position 
led him to take a narrow broker's-eye view of the world. 

As a broker, Ricardo was correct in saying that gold exports always origi
oate in a rise on the exchange, that is to say in a rise in the price (in nacional 
currency) of gold in other countries. But as an economist he was mistaken in 
thinking that there is an equilibrium- impossible to imagine or to define-

37 Von Hayek, introduction to Thornton's Paper Credit, pp. 48f. 
38 Rist, Mo11eta1y and Credit Theo1y, p. 195, 



between a country's gold "requirements" and the actual quantity of gold which 
that country acquires.39 

In his monetary theory Ricardo was guilty of precisely what he accused 
Malthus of doing in the realm of trade theory, namely, taking a simplistic supply
and-demand approach without peering beneath the surface into the factors 
underlying supply and demand-especially demand. "The concept of quantity 
completely dominates Ricardo's monetary theory," continues Rist: 

. .. the level of prices depends on che quantity of money, whether that money is 
metallic or paper ... Exchange rates are determined solely by the quantity of 
paper money issued in a country with a paper currency, the changes in the rate 
being an exact measure of the depreciation consequent upon an increase in 
quanti ty.40 

Ricardo left out of account the causes of why the money supply changed 
in the first place. Rist suggests that the quantity theory of money and its asso
ciated notion of balance-of-payments adjustment should be called the Ricardian 
rather than the classical theory, because it was an "astonishing digression" from 
the truly classical thought of Thomton and Thomas Tooke. "After Ricardo one 
rigid conception-the quantity of money in circulation, and the limitation of 
that quantity-took the place of all others in the explanation of monetary 
phenomena." 41 

The extreme spirit that characterized both bullionists and anti-bullionists 
was perhaps best summed up by Malthus in the introduction to bis 1820 
Principies of Political Economy: 

The principal cause of error, and of the differences which prevail at present 
among the scientific writers on political economy, appears to me to be a 
precipitate attempt to simplify and generalize ... 

In political economy the desire to simplify has occasioned an unwillingness 
to acknowledge the operacion of more causes than one in the production of 
particular effects; . . . I have always thought that the late controversy on the 
bullion question presented a signal instance of this kind of error. Each party 
being possessed of a theory which would account for an unfavourable exchange, 
and an excess of the market price above the mint páce of bullion, adhered to 
that single view of the questions, which it had been accustomed to consider as 
correct; and scarcely one writer seemed willing to admit of the operation of 
both theories, the combination of which, sometimes acting in conjunction and 
sometimes in opposicion, could alone adequately account for the variable and 
complicated phenomena observable .. . . 

39 Rist, ibid., pp. 163, 165. Rist was particularly sensitive on this latter point, noting that 
countries might peg their currencies at low enough levels to attract gold, as France did in the 
1920s and the U nited Sta tes in the 1930s. 

40 Rist, ibid., p. 170. See also pp. 345. 349f. 41 Risr, ibid., pp. 173, 180, 175. 



The same tendency to simplify and generalize, produces a still greater disincli
nation to allow of modifications, limitations, and exceptions to any rule or 
proposition, than to admit the operation of more causes than one .. . . 

The tendency to premature generalization occasions also, in sorne of the 
principal writers on political economy, an unwillingness to bring their theories to 
the test of experience .... A theory may appear to be correct, and may really be 
correct under given premises; it may further appear that these premises are the 
same as those under which the theory is about to be applied, but a difference 
which might before have been unobserved, may shew itself in the difference of 
the results from those which were expected.42 

Monetary reasoning alter the bullion debate 

Following in the steps of Thornton, Ricardo, Malthus and their contemporaries, 
the major bearer of the anti-bullionist tradition was Thomas Tooke. His anti
Ricardian financia! principies demonstrated how the supply and demand for 
English and foreign currencies were functions not only of trade movements 
resulting from price changes, but also of trade that was not price-responsive 
(that is, where structural-dependency existed or trade was monopolized), as well 
as capital transfers such as foreign military spending, investment and debt 
service. As Tooke summarized his balance-of-payments orientation, "it was gold 
that, by increased demand departed from the paper, and not the paper by 
increased quantity from the gold." The destabilizing impulse carne from the 
balance of payments, not from the domestic money and credit system. Tooke's 
follower Newmarch added that one cannot usefully take a caeteris paribus view 
of the price effects of changing quantities of money, because 

it is precisely these omitted elements which constitute the essence of the ques
tion ... we have found .. . that by the process of the D iffusion there are brought 
into operation causes which go very far to invalidare the a priori inferences 
adopted on abstract grounds.43 

Rist has criticized the errors of monetarism even more clearly. I t "made 
the mistake of regarding money as the mechanism which is superimposed on a 
pre-existing exchange system, whereas in fact it constitutes an integral part of 
the economic system."44 The result is a travesty of scientific method inasmuch 

42 Malthus, Principies of Po/iticai Eco11ol)Jy (London: 1820), pp. 4ff., 8f. 
43 R.ist, Monetary and Credit Theory, pp. 189, 191, 243, citing Tooke and Newmarch, A Histoty 

of Prices, Vol. VI, pp. 194f. As Rist has summarized Tooke's position: "The rise in prices is 
thus effected not through one channel alone, as Ricardo imagined, but through two different 
channels-expansion of the home demand for goods due to successive increases in the 
amoum of paper money put imo circulation, and a rise in the price of goods imported due 
to the depreciation of the paper 111ot1ey 011 the foreign exchange market, the latter deriving from 
many causes independent of the quantity of money." 

44 Rist, ibid., p. 162. 



as it is based on a parcial rather than a holiscic view of the economic system. 
Schumpeter cricicizes the methodology of monetarism in similar terms. His 
own discussion begins by "building up the analysis of money, currency and 
banking" and then adding complicacions in the credit and paper-money 
superstructure. "But logically, it is by no means clear that the most useful 
method is to start from the coin ... praccically and analytically a credit theory of 
money is possibly preferable to a monetary theory of credit."45 

The reasons why money is created, and the conditions under which it is 
created, are as important as the bare fact of its creation. If credit is extended to 
increase output, it tends to be self-justifying and self-amortizing. It need not 
inflate prices if it is issued under conditions of unemployed resources. Only if 
it is issued for consumption purposes or under ful! employment conditions is it 
likely to be inflationary in the manner the monetarists anticípate. Gold may be 
drained from the monetary system for reasons unrelated to price cbanges, for 
example to finance structural payments deficits or capital transfers. Schumpeter 
concludes: 

The commodity-trade theory of internacional finance is thus open to the 
cricicism-as is the theory of internacional values-that its concepcion of the 
phenomena with which it undertakes to deal is much too narrow. ... A theory of 
internacional finance that pivots on commodity trade will narurally emphasize 
the equilibracing role of variacions in relacive prices. 

By contrast, the role of capital transfers 
such as the South American loans and mining stocks, for instance, that were 
being issued in 1824 and that for the time being dominated the London money 
market left no footprints in basic theory. For us, the exactly opposite approach 
seems more natural: we are likely to Jook upon internacional capital transactions 
as the basic phenomenon to which commodity trade is subsidiary, by which it is 
controlled, from which it must be understood. And this point ... would suffice 
in itself to divorce modern analysis from what may be described as the 
Commodity-Trade Theory of internacional finance (or of internacional 
payments or of internacional gold movemenrs).46 

Why did monetarism make these oversimplifications? Why were they 
accepted and popularized to the exclusion of more realistic analysis? The 
theory's self-justification has been that its methodology is the logical step-by
step way to proceed. But it was not logic applied to the real world, merely to the 
parallel universe in which Ricardo and other creditor spokesmen wanted to 
believe. lt is a caricature of sciencific method, as Malthus perceived in the 
passages quoted above. 

45 Schumpeter, Hislory of Eco110111ic A11a!Jsis, p. 717. 
46 /bid., pp. 732f. 



The explanacion for monetarism's success líes mainly in the extent to 
whkh it has served creditor interests and opponents of state intervencion. As 
Part IJ has traced, the key to the spirit of laissez faire-of which monetarism is 
a major anti-government branch- is to assume that economic intervencion can 
only aggravate society's problems, and that more money can only inflate prices 
and worsen the trade balance. Starting with this conclusion-one that leads in 
practice to world polarization rather than convergence-monetarism works 
backwards logically to construct a set of assumptions and theories that will 
support its argument. 

In assuming that changes in the money supply cannot influence the leve! 
of employment and output (save in excepcional depression situations) the 
bullionist theory implies that money creation can only influence prices. 
Assuming velocity and output to remain stable, money and prices are held to 
move together. This approach reflects the build-up of productive powers. It 
leaves less developed countries in the unenviable position of being credit
starved raw-materials exporters who must sel! off ownership of their resources 
to pay their foreign debts. 

The reason why monetarism achieves in practice just the opposite of what 
it promises to achieve in · principie is that it takes for granted society's existing 
technological and institucional structure rather than recognizing that this is 
subject to transformation, given adequate financing and protection. Monetarism 
assumes foil employment to occur automatically, and to maintain itself at 
equitable world levels without any need for government action. 

Why should anyone accept these narrow assumptions? The alternative 
view, that a growing money supply may spur higher output, provides a motive 
for nations to regulare their economic activity and foreign trade so as to run 
balance-of-payments surpluses which in turn will support their money and 
credit systems. This though is anathema to free traders, who urged governments 
to leave business-and especially finance- alone. 



15 

Debt Service and the Terms of Trade 

The hundred years spanning the end of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 and the 
outbreak of World War I in 1914 were unique for their military and financia! 
tranquility. The world's monetary and balance-of-payments needs were sacisfied 
by major new gold discoveries beginning in the 1840s, and by a rising flow of 
internacional lending. 

At the Congress of Vienna in 1815 England did not demand repayment 
of the loans and subsidies it had granted its allies. The Treaty of Paris did not 
even impose damages on France. But the allies did levy reparacions after 
Napoleon broke the peace. Occupying France with 150,000 troops, they obliged 
France to pay support costs for the military force. Although its treasury was 
bare, France was able to handle the situation by turning over bonds for the 
entire sum to the allied powers after a reparacions conference held in January 
1817. Alexander Baring and the Hopes banking family then sold these bonds to 
the public in London. Prices started at 55 per cent of par in February 1817 and 
rose to 7 4 percent by October 1818 as the idea of funding internacional obliga
tions gained acceptance. By servicing these bonds conscienciously, France helped 
establish a market for internacional loans that expanded throughout the remain
der of the century. After ali, if nearly bankrupt France with its historically bad 
payments record could handle such loans, so could other countries, it seemed.1 

Within domestic economies, paper money and bank credit supplemented 
gold and silver to a growing degree. The role of stock and bond markets expanded 
along with that of the banks, which extended loans- at least in principle-for 
self-amorcizing projects capable of generating the funds to pay off the loans 
with interest. When such payment could not be made, corporate and personal 
debtors were permitted to wipe their obligations off the books by declaring 
bankruptcy. Debtors' prisons were phased out, making palatable the dissolution 
of anci-usury laws. Inscitucionalized saving and investment developed on an 
unprecedented scale through such new facilities as savings banks and, in the 
latter half of the century, industrial investment banks. 

On Britain's willingness to cancel its wartime loans see J. H. Clapham, ' 'Loans and Subsidies 
in Time of War," Eco11omic Journtrl, XX.VII (1917), pp. 495-501. For a description of how 
France handJed its reparations see Otto Wolff, 0Hvrard: Spec11/ator oJ Get1i11s, 1770-1846 
(New York: 1962), pp. 133-46. 



A large proportion of savings was lent abroad, enabling capital-importing 
countries to finance their trade deficits and public infrastructure. An expansion 
of productive powers throughout the world economy helped carry a growing 
volume of internacional as well as domestic debt. 

Raw-materials exporters had not yet fallen into chronic food and energy 
deficits. Many, such as Canada, supplied savings to their mother countries as 
their export income exceeded domestic investment opportunities. Egypt, 
Turkey and Persia were despoiled, but that was largely because their rulers were 
more willing to accept creditor demands than, say, the American states that 
defaulted. Most debtor economies were not as readily sacrificed to meet their 
foreign obligations as is the case today. 

Only after World War I did nations begin to compile systemacic balance
of-payments statistics on foreign direct and indirect investment, the remission 
of earnings and interest to foreign investors, and the repatriation of funds by 
immigrants. John Williams of Harvard worked with sorne of the leading New 
York internacional banks in the 1920s to pave the way for the Commerce 
Department to assume responsibility for collecting U.S. data. Prior to this time 
the lack of statistics, alo'ng with an absence of serious debt-servicing problems, 
fostered a neglect of the impact of foreign lending, debt service, military spend
ing and other capital transfers. But economists could ignore the phenomena 
only as long as they remained relatively unproblemacic. 

The causes and consequences of postwar monetary deftations 

As countries returned to gold convertibility after the Napoleonic Wars, the 
world economy suffered from a general deflation. Instead of restoring gold 
convertibility at its postwar 1815 value, England targeted the prewar gold parity 
(as it would do again after World War I). This benefi.ted creditors-Ricardo's 
class-as prices for goods and labor declined by a quarter to a third of their 
wartime levels. This price deflation increased the purchasing power of bonds, 
but stifled credit creation in the face of the burgeoning Industrial Revolucion. 

D epressed conditions plagued England, save for industrial spurts in 1817, 
1824 and the early 1830s. This was the result of "real", that is physical, causes 
as well as purely monetary ones. Thomas Tooke cited six factors as operating 
during the years 1814-37: "good harvests Oowering crop prices], favourable 
foreign exchange, removal of obstruccions to foreign supplies and the 
emergence of new sources of raw materials, falling rates of freight and 
insurance, technological progress, increasing supply of capital, hence lower rates 
of interest."2 

2 Schumpeter, History of Eco1101nic A11a!Jsis, p. 713, ciring Tooke, History of Prices, Vol. Il, pp. 
348-49. 



Parallel to the debate between free traders and protectionists over Eng
land's Corn Laws was that between advocates of monetary deflation and 
proponents of the policy they called "inflationary" because it clid not advocate 
rolling prices back to their 1797 position. Malthus pointed out that Tooke's data 
on wartime economic activity showed that "the products of the land, the labour 
and the capital of this country, never in any period of our history increased for 
twenty-two years together with the same rapiclity as in the twenty-two years 
from 1793 to 1814 inclusive." Population had grown between 25 and 33 per 
cent, and agricultura! output rose proportionaUy as capital was applied to the 
land with growing efficiency. Exports of manufactures actually doubled during 
these years, accompanied by an unprecedented "increase of draining and 
inclosures, roads and bridges, canals and harbours, paving and other local 
improvements, machinery, shipping and exciseable commoclities." 3 But despite 
the return to peace after 1815, the volume of British exports climinished, except 
for the products of cotton and wool "for which new and increasing markets 
have been opened." Imports also fell. 

The bullionists and their successors, the Currency School, refused to 
acknowledge any unfavorable economic impact resulting from shrinking the 
money supply. Ricardo went so far as to deny that the financia! sector had any 
impact on business conclitions. Commercial crises, he insisted, resulted from 
allocating resources along more efficient lines as trade patterns shifted: "The 
commencement of war after a long peace, or of peace after a long war, generaUy 
produces considerable clistress in trade. It changes in a great degree the nature 
of the employments to which the respective capitals of countries were being 
devoted." Prosperity would resume once resources were cliverted to their most 
efficient peacetime channels. 

Ricardo rationalized that industrial nations suffered more from business 
crises than agricultura! societies because their physical capital and industrial 
labor force were less flexible than was labor working with simple tools, not 
because their industries were more capital intensive and their creclit systems 
more highly leveraged. The severity of business crises would tend to increase as 
the clivision of labor proceeded, making labor and capital less mobile from one 
sector to another. 

3 

In rich and powerful countries, where large capitals are invested in machinery, 
more distress will be experienced from a revulsion in trade, than in poorer coun
tries where there is proportionally a much smaller amount of fixed, and a much 
larger amount of circulating capital, and where consequently more work is done 
by the labour of men. lt is not so difficult to withdraw a circulating as a fixed 
capital, from any employment in which ir may be engaged. It is often impossible 

Malthus, "Tooke on High and Low Prices," Quarter(y Reuie11J, April 1823, reprinted in 
Occasio11al Papers, pp. 158-59. 



to divert the machinery which may have been erected for one manufacture, to 
the purpose of another; but the clothing, the food, and the lodging of the 
labourer in one employment may be devoted to the support of the labourer in 
another .. .. This, however, is an evil to which a rich nation muse submit; and it 
would not be more reasonable to complain of it, than it would be in a rich 
merchant to lament that his ship was exposed to the dangers of the sea, whilst 
his poor neighbour's cottage was safe from alJ such hazard.4 

This view ignored the financial complications wíth which Ricardo should 
have been most familiar in his profession of stockbroker. The Currency School 
followed his doctrines in promísing that countries could overcome business cycles 
or "overbanking" and enable economíc growth to proceed smoothly if they 
only would refrain from "overissuíng" money and causing gold prices to rise. 

It was widely recognized that trade and payments deficits occasionally 
míght oblige countries to borrow, but the general impression was that such in
debtedness was not problematic. According to Thornton, it could not continue 
for long. "To suppose large and successive balances to be formed into a debt, 
is to assume an accumulation of debt, which is almost equally incredible."5 

Creditor nations wou)d not lend unless they were convinced that debtor 
countries could pay. Inasmuch as foreign loans were less secure than domestic 
investment, T hormon believed that prosperous nations would prefer to invest 
their growing wealth at home rather than lend it abroad. Payments-deficit 
countries for their part had a healthy "disinclination to borrow" in the face of 
their limited ability to service foreign debts. 

Ricardo made no mention of borrowing to impon food to feed people 
who otherwise would starve, and also ignored war spending and reparations 
debts. Borro\.ving was supposed to be contracted only for sound business pur
poses. Whereas Malthus insisted to Ricardo that debt service and other capital 
transfers could depress exchange rates (and hence gold prices), Ricardo assumed 
that such transfers were for productive loans invested in projects that generated 
the revenue to repay the creditor with interest, so there would be no debt 
problem. As he put the crux of his argument with Malthus: 

You appear to me not sufficiently to consider the circumstances which induce 
one country to contraer a debt to another. In alJ the cases you bring forward you 
always suppose the debt already contracted, forgetting that I uniformly contend 
that it is the relative state of the currency which is the motive to the contraer 
itself. The corn, 1 say, will not be bought unless money be relatively redundant; 
you answer me by supposing it already bought and the guestion to be only 
concerning the payment. A merchant will not contract a debt for coro to a 
foreign country unless he is fully convinced that he shalJ obtain for that corn 

4 Ricardo, Principies of Política/ Eco11omy, p. 265. 
5 T hornton, Paper Credit oj Gmit füitai11, p. 142. 



more money than he contracts to pay for it, and if the commerce of the two 
countries were limited to these transactions it would as satisfactorily prove to me 
that money was redundant in onc country as that corn was rcdundant in the 
other. It would prove too that nothing but money was redundam.6 

Thornton recognized that for borrowings that were 1101 seJf-amortizing in 
a relatively short period of time, payment in the form of gold would, beyond a 
point, impair the credit foundation of domestic production. Whereas monetary 
inflows-or a domestic credit inflation-mjght push up prices, monetary out
flows or deflation tended to reduce output and income. whiJe payment in the 
form of exports would impair the terms of trade, as the goods "which the 
country is able to furnish as means of canceling its debt are not in such demand 
as to afford the prospect of a tempting or even of a tolerable price." In the 
passage quoted in the preceding chapter (fo 17), he pointed out that in order to 
sell more exports, the capital-paying country might need to lower its prices by 
so much as "to render them excessively cheap. It would be necessary, therefore, 
that the bank [of England] should . . . very greatly diminish" its paper 
circulation. "But the bank in the attempt to produce this very low price may so 
exceedingly distress trade and discourage manufacturers as to impair . . . the 
restoration of our balance of trade."7 

Paying foreign debts in gold would reduce the money supply. Paying in 
England's own currency would depreciate the price of sterling, lowering the gold 
value of sterling-denominated expon prices. The SJ1jJjJ(y a11d de111a11d situation in 
foreign exchange markets thtu threatened to overshado1v co1J1paratiue-cost disparities, 
making currency shifts increasingly important in determining internacional 
pnces. 

Mill's theory of how capital transfers influence the terms of trade 

John Stuart Mili developed the theoreticaJ basis for analyzing the impact of debt 
payments along these lines. Following Malthus in emphasizing supply 
conditions, he traced how capital transfers led currency values to diverge from 
their relative purchasing-power ratios, he demonstrated how financia! payments 
("capital'') from one country to another influenced comparative prices l!J over
lqying a m11t11al def!land far commodities 1vith an extraordinary de111a11d for currencies 
l!J debtor coimtries to meet their joreign obligations. Instead of commodities being 
exchanged for one another in accordance with their relative labor content, they 
were sold for money, which also was being used to pay debts, for military 
purposes and for other non-trade transactions. These transactions often were 
not subject to price considerations, and did not involve any labor content. 

6 Ricardo co Malthus,June 18, 1811, in Ricardo, ullm, p. 27. 
7 Thormon, Paper Credit of Great Britai11, pp. 151-52. 



In keeping with the wine/ cloth exarnple so often used for expository 
purposes, Figure 15.1 illustrates Portugal's and England's offer curves. As 
Chapter 5 has reviewed, OE represents England's offer curve of cloth for wine, 
while OP, represents Portugal's offer curve of port for English cloth. As Portu
gal exports more wine, it will receive less and less cloth (or English sterling) per 
unit of wine as markets become glutted. 

Matters are complicated by the fact that products are not really bartered, 
but are sold for foreign currency or on credit (OP2) . Countries no longer need 
to stop importing when they run out of goods to export. By throwing more 
escudos onto internacional currency markets, Portugal may keep buying English 
cloth in the face of falling sterling receipts for its wine exports. This will depress 
the price of escudos, to be sure. Also making escudos cheaper relative to sterling 
would be Portugal's need to pay debts to England. This lowers the sterling price 
of escudo-denorninated wine exports. To pay in sterling, Portugal must export 
an extra (Otv;-OW¡) worth of port. 

Figure 15.1 Portugal's and England's Offer Curves 

Foreign exchange 
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Sales on credit lead to settlement payments less than the nominal value of the 
wine and cloth being exchanged, but will reappear at sorne future time, at a level 
that includes interest charges (about which financier Ricardo was silent). Matters 
are further complicated if Portugal services debts stemrning from past 
borrowings, or if it must rernit profits to English investors on their ownership 
of Portuguese vineyards or other assets. Portugal must fmance these transfers 
by either exporting more wine (Otv;-OW¡, turning the terms of trade against 
itself) or by curtailing its cloth imports and thus losing the gains from trade. 

Portugal may transfer capital directly in the form of gold, or may supply 
its currency to be converted into gold or creditor-nation currency. Either of 
these alternatives tends to turn the terms of trade against it. "Let us suppose a 



supply exceeding the demand," wrote Mili in his 1848 Principies ef Political 
Economy. The extra quantity of commodities or currency can find a market only 
by generating an additional demand at lower prices. "The value falls, and brings 
the arcicle within the reach of more numerous customers, or induces those who 
were already consumers to make increased purchases." 8 But will this enable the 
country to balance its internacional payments in the face of substancial capital 
transfers? Mili assumed that it would if a relacively mild price decline substan
tially extended the market (that is, if this trade remained highly price elastic). But 
this itself was a special condition. 

Under normal conditions, payment in gold has a deflationary monetary 
effect on interna! prices, lowering export prices. Payment in paper currency may 
be inflationary domestically, but on internacional currency markets it tends to 
depress the value of Portugal's escudo relative to that of sterling. This glutting 
of currency markets makes Portuguese exports less costly in internacional 
terms, and imports more costly in domestic escudo-prices. 

The upshot is that Portuguese winemakers must work longer to produce 
more exports to exchange for given quantities of English cloth or currency to 
make capital transfers. As the escudo is devalued, a widening foreign demand 
may support the price of Portugal's exports somewhat, so that they need not fall 
by the entire depreciation rate. But Mill's analysis showed that the added export 
volume falls in price to sorne degree, and in sorne cases dramatically. Domestic 
prices-and hence the terms of trade--will shift until they produce equilibrium 
in the balance of payments. Unless Portugal enacts protective tariffs to reduce 
its demand for imports or prometes import substitution, making capital trans
fers will depress its terms of trade. 

In his earlier Esscgs on Some UnsettledQuestions of Political Economy, Mili used 
the example of German linen instead of Portuguese wine. H e supposed that 
England had to pay money to Germany, and that it raised the money by selling 
gold. This would deflate its domestic prices, including the price of cloth, enabl
ing England to export the latter instead of money. Mili pointed out that this 
decline in English cloth prices also would reduce the price of cloth in Germany, 
while the rise (in sterling terms) of German lineo prices would increase linen prices 

in England also, and the demand for it will diminish. Although the increased 
exportation of cloth takes place ata lower price, and the diminished importation of 
lineo at a higher, yet the total mooey value of the exportation would probably in
crease, that of the importatioo diminish. As cloth fell in price and lineo rose, there 
would be sorne particular price of both articles at which the cloth exponed, and the 
lineo imported, would exactly pay for each other. At this point prices would 
remain, because money would then cease to move out of Eogland into Germany.9 

8 Mili, Principies oJ Política/ Economy, p. 447. 
9 Mili, Esscrys on S ome U nsett/ed Questio11s oJ Política/ Economy, pp. 15-16. 



However, Mili then cast doubt on the happy assumption that a price adjust
ment by itself would suffice to balance internacional payments. If trade were 
relatively price-inelastic-as much trade is in practice-international payments 
might achieve balance onJy with a g reat sacrifice by the capital-paying country 
(England in this case): 

If the fall of cloth djd not much increase the demand for it in Germany and the 
rise of linen rud not diminish very rapidly the demand for it in E ngland, much 
money must pass before the equilibrium is restorcd, cloth would fall very much, 
and Linen would rise, until England, perhaps, had to pay nearly as much for itas 
when she produced it hersel( 

"The greater thc efflux of money required to restore the equilibrium," 
MiU concluded, 

the greater will be the gain of Germany; both by the fall of cloth [prices], and by 
the rise of her general prices .... The result to the tributary country is a ruminu
tion of her share in the advantage o f foreign trade .. . she pays dearer fo r her 
imports, in cwo ways, because she pays more money, and because that money is of 
higher value, the money incomes of her inhabitants being of srnaller amount.10 

Ireland afforded an example of a tributary country that "pays dearer for 
her imports in consequence of her Uandlord] absentees" who remitted their 
rental income back to England. Commenting o n this phenomeoon already in 
1804, Leslie Foster contrasted the behavior of absentee English landowners to 
Irish landlords who tended to spend more of their rents at home: 

Perhaps the most correct mode of consjdering the effect of the absencees in the 
abstract would be, that, had they continued in Ireland, they would have given 
birth to a quantity of produce equaJ in value to their renes, and consumed it in 
lreland; but that living in England, they still gave birth to an equal amount of 
Irish produce lwhich was exported], but consume it in England .. . but though 
the quantities produced and consumed in both cases appear to be the same in 
value, they are certajnJy rufferent in the nature of the items of whkh they are 
composed. 

The Irish produce whjch would have been consumed in Ireland, had the 
proprietor remained at home ... on his emigration .. . become such as the foreign 
market shaU demand. The consumers also are rufferent; for it is not to be sup
posed that the absentee spends his incorne in the purchase of Irish comrnoruties: 
on the contrary, he spcnds hjs lrish rents in the encouragernent of E nglish 
induStr)7; but chen he is the cause that others become the consumers of Irish 
produce of another description, and to an equal arnount. The Irish producers 
are also rufferent. Had the proprietor remained at home, he would have called 
fo rth induscry probably on hjs own estate, and in its immeruate neighbourhood, 
but when settled in England, the proprietor of an estate in Munster may per-

IO /bid.,pp.1 7,43. 



haps, to a much greater degree, encourage the industry of Ulster .. . . lt is thls 
circumstance, perhaps more than any other, whlch has made the absentee the 
object of jealousy in Ireland.11 

The parallel with today's Third World countries hardly can be missed. Capital 
transfers depress the terms of trade. The more internacional funds a nation borrows 
today to finance its trade and payments deficit, the more costly it will be to pay 
these debts by exporcing relacively price-inelascic raw materials in years to come. 

In Figure 15.1, in addition to purchasing sterling to pay for its cloth imports 
(OE), Portugal must make capital transfers. At an inicial zero-import position it 
must give OWo in wine to pay for the capital transfer. But if it already is export
ing OJVi in wine for OC1 of cloth, it now must provide OU?; worth of wine. This 
payment typically would increase the price of sterling (or depreciate that of the 
Portuguese escudo) b'!Jond the commodity-price "barter" effects, ieading the two 
countries' exchange rates to diverge from their comparative purchasing-po1ver ratios. The 
goods of the capital-paying country would become a buy. 

Neither Mili nor his contemporaries addressed the unemployment condi
cions raised by Tucker and Steuart a century earlier. Their logic implied that if 
English labor and capital we-re unemployed, Portugal's capital transfer might 
increase English employment, investment and output without pushing up prices 
or reflecting itself in higher import demand. If England used its receipt of debt 
service to modernize its capital plant and increase output, no inflationary pres
sure need occur. 

A kindred example occurred in the United States in the 1950s. Foreign 
investment inflows into the stock market provided easy financing for corpora
tions, higher levels of domestic investment, more rapid productivity gains and 
technological leadership, and hence falling rather than rising prices for domescic 
and export goods. The effect was to improve the balance of trade and payments 
on private-sector account, although rising military spending pushed the overall 
balance of payments into deficit after 1951. Overseas military spending was 
undertaken partly to provide the world economy with more dollars to alleviate 
the dollar shortage in internacional reserves. Adjustment thus carne by govern
ment policy, not by "automacic market forces." 

Mill's analysis casts doubt on the ability of the classical adjustment 
mechanisms-monetary deflacion, currency depreciacion and cliverting produc
tion from domestic to foreign markets-to restore equilibrium in internacional 

11 Leslie Foster, An Essay ot1 the Principie of Commercial Exchanges, a11d more particttlar!J of the 
Exchange bet111m1 G"reat Britain a11d lreland (London: 1804), pp. 23-46, excerpted in John 
Ramsay McCulloch, The Uterattm of Pofitical Economy (London: 1845), pp. 171-72. In 1825 
the House of Commons appoinred a committee to discuss the problem of absencee 
expendí tu re. 



payments to virtually any degree. These three equilibrating mechanisms assume 
what has become known as "elasticity optimism" (see Chapter 13, p. 256), a 
belief that demand for a country's exports remains sufficiently dastic that 
increased foreign purchases will more than compensate for a fall in the capital
paying country's expon prices. A modest lowering of a country's pcices will 
substantially increase worJd demand for its expons and/ or substantially reduce 
its own demand for imports. 

Only on this condition can internacional equilibrium be achieved. But 
each of these adjustment processes has a limit-the point beyond which expon 
demand becomes inelastic. When the increase in foreign demand for exports is 
less than the decline in their prices (that is, as long as foreign demand elasticity 
for exports is less than unity), the balance of payments will be impaired rather 
than aided. Once expons (or paper currency issues) reach this point, further 
expon production (or supply of currency on exchange markets) will not raise 
more foreign exchange, but will set in motion a spiral of collapsing economic 
fortunes. 

This explains the debt and import dependency that burdened many coun
tries. But Ricardian theorists assumed that monetary movements, price and cost 
shifts were merely marginal. The happy and optimum balance was not supposed 
to be disturbed except temporarily. Neither debt overhead nor structural depen
dency mattered, and hence were deemed "exogenous." 

How international payments were balanced prior to Worlá War I 

Not until the 1920s were the limits to capital-transfer capacity for industrial 
nations probed. Until then, monetary and financia! developments did not pose 
severe problems of currency depreciation, inflation or deflation. As Rist has 
observed, Ricardo "has nothing to say about the influence of precious metals 
on the general prosperity of the world, a matter to which eighteenth-century 
writers gave considerable thought; as far as the abundance or scarcity of the 
precious metals is concerned, rus attitude approaches one of complete indiffer
ence; this was to become the gospel of his followers and was strongly criticized 
by Newmarch when the Californian and Australian gold discoveries were 
made." 12 Countries were assumed to be capable of running ongoing payments 
surpluses that would draw gold into their domestic monetary systems at a rate 
sufficient to finance new investment and economic expansion under full 
employment conditions. The majar new gold discoveries made after 1849 
ensured that economic activity and its necessary superstructure of paper credit 
would not suffer from a lack of gold backing. 

12 Rist, HislOfJ' of Mo11tlaf)' a11d Credit Theory, p. 160. 



The nineteenth century's largest capital transfer was France's $3 billion 
indemnity to Prussia in 1871 at the end of the Franco-Prussian War. France raised 
the funds neither by major increases in exports at falling prices nor by currency 
collapse as money flowed out. The govemment simply borrowed the funds (this 
time in large part domestically), in addition to selling off French foreign 
investments, much as it had done after the Napoleonic Wars. The adjustments 
assodated with this capital transfer were concentrated in the financial markets 
in the forro of high interest rates, not in the commodity markets via price 
responses. Germany invested its receipt of capital in economic infrastructure, 
so that the capital inflow increased its productivity. 

Most adverse internacional balances were settled by borrowing. This 
required higher interest rates to attract short-term funds from abroad, a policy 
described by Thornton in 1802 and Tooke in 1838. One reason why the adjust
ment carne on capital account rather than on trade account was that price 
adjustments took too long to lead to increased exports, as Malthus pointed out 
in 1811: 

The real state of the case seems to be, that though the effects of a redundancy 
of currency upon the excliange are sure, they are slow compared with the effects 
of those mercantile transactions not connected with the question of currency; 
and, while the former of these causes is proceeding in its operations with a 
steady and generally uniform pace, the more rapid movements of the latter are 
opposing, aggravating or modifying these operations in vadous ways, and 
producing all those complex, and seemingly inconsistent appearances, which are 
to be found in the computed exchange.13 

Schumpeter notes that in 1832, J. Horsely Palmer, bullionist governor of 
the Bank of England, pointed to the key role played by interest-rate adjustments 
in the workings of the price-specie flow mechanism. ''Accepting an unfavorable 
turn in foreign exchanges as a sign of an 'unduly' great expansion of credit, he 
averred that the Bank could prevent or stop an outflow of gold by raising its 
rate: the increased rate would reduce borrowing; reduced borrowing would 
mean a smaller volume of transactions and employment, and lower prices; 
reduced prices would increase exports and decrease imports; and this would 
turn the balance of payments, hence exchange rates."14 

But the price-specie flow mechanism remained out of favor until it was 
re-popularized around the turn of the twentieth century by Frank Taussig of 
Harvard University. Frank Fetter has described how Taussig established it as 
"part of the oral tradition in the United States," representing the mechanism as 

13 Malthus, review of the bullionist litera tu re, Quar1er!J Re11iei11, February 1811, in Occasional 
Papers, p. 92. See also Malthus's letter to Ricardo, February 23, 1812, in Ricardo, Letters, p. 
82. 

14 Schumpeter, I-Jisto1y of Eco11omic A11ab1sis, p. 698. 



"the accepted classical analysis" and associating it indelibly with the name of 
Hume (neglect:ing to note how Tucker, Steuart and other contemporaries of 
Hume had qualifi.ed thc bare theory). The mechanism was not accepted outside 
of academic circles in England or America, much less in continental Europe. 
"Witnesses before the [Parliamentary) committees of 1848, 1857, and 1858, and 
arrides in the Economist and Bankers' Magazine .. . scressed not commodity price 
changes but interese rate changes as the cause of internacional adjustment," 
influencing short-term banking and financia] movements by borrowing on 
capital account. "The dosest approach of any witness to an organized presen
tation of thc familiar stereotype of specie-flow price-adjustmenc carne from J. 
G. Hubbard, governor of thc Bank [of England) in 1853-1855, to the Com
mittce on Bank Acts of 1857. But Hubbard presented the analysis simply to 
ridicule it. Much of what he said is suggestive of modern criticism, based upon 
elasticity assumptions, that monetary policy cannot influence favorably the 
relation of thc value of exports and imports of goods and services."15 

H ubbard testified that the problem was not so much that declining prices 
and rising exports took time to respond to reductions in the money supply, but 
that price declines 111ouid not necessari!J have a favorable impact on the nef balance of 
trade at al/. Internacional demand was limited by the fact that so many exports 
were price-inelastic: 

If a drain of bullían <loes take place, and if, according to their theory, the vaJue 
of ali commodicíes were affecced, che resuJc would be, according to cheir idea, an 
export of goods in arder to restare che amount of our claims upon che rest of 
the commerciaJ world, and to recover our treasure; but if you measure che effect 
of a faJJ of prices upon the vaJue of such commodicíes, you will find chat it has 
che contrary effect, lowering the amount of our cJaims upon che rest of che 
world, instead of increasing it. 

Imagine, for instance, that our exports were [,100,000,000. annually, and that 
a fall of prices of 1 O per cent took place in conseguence of che expon of bullían, 
according to che prices theory, so far from our having a larger claim upon 
foreigners we should have a less claim, because we should reduce pro tanto the 
amount of vaJue of che goods sene to chem. And supposing that the prices of 
our exports would be Jessened, the effect which took place here (according to 
that notion of a faJJ of prices by the export of bullion) is reversed abroad. There 
they have got our bullíon, and therefore their prices would be higher ... so that 
the theory appears to me really to break clown with reference to the effects 
which are supposed. I believe that the effect of the expon of bullion upon the 
rate of prices has no reference whatever to the prices of commodities. It has an 
effect, and a vcry important one, upoo the price of interest-bearing securities, 
because, as the rate of interest varies the value of commodities which embodied 

15 Frank \'</. Ferter, Dei•tlop1nenl of British Mo11ela1J• Orthodoxy: 1797-1875 (Cambridge: 1965), 
pp. 228-29. 



that interest is necessarily powerfully affecred .... Bue the action upon prices I 
totally disbelieve; I think ir is untenable in theory, and irreconcilable with facts.16 

1t thus seemed plausible that payments-deficit countries might balance 
their accounts by raising their interest rates to attract foreign shorc-term money, 
while nations experiencing payments surpluses (and hence additions to their 
supply of loanable funds) would experience downward pressure on their interest 
rates, spurring capital outflows. This apparently equilibrating process might 
destabilize payments if trade-surplus econornies also experienced an influx of 
long-term investment capital. That would increase their production and export 
functions, while trade-deficit countries found that paying high interest rates to 
stabilize their exchange rate discouraged new domestic investment. This kind of 
problem became clearer after World War I, as Williams observed in 1932: 

A rise of prices in one country relative to others ... may in fact actract capital 
from abroad. Rising prices usually mean rising profits lat least, early in the 
business cycle], which attracr capital, which in turn is likely to cause further rise 
of prices, and hence more profits, and hence more capital inflow. This 
cumulative movement is more apt to be accompanied by gold inflow than by 
gold outflow, and the gold inflow provides a monetary basis for still further 
expansion. Recent investigations of the prewar movements of gold show, in the 
case of both England and the Unitcd Scates, a clearly defined tendency for gold 
to flow inward during prosperity and outward during depression.17 

Monetary inflows in boom conditions may become cumulative and self
feeding in a financially sophisticated economy. Interest rates fall and prices rise 
for stocks and bonds, attracting foreign capital, often in excess of the amount 
by which commodity-price inflation may impair the trade balance. These capital 
inflows spur new investment, lowering production costs. Even if commodity 
prices do respond, rising export prices may improve rather than reduce the 
balance of trade if foreign demand for exports is price-inelastic. 

lt may take a number of years for inflation to erode profits and spur a 
market outflow. For one thing, countries receiving payments inflows could 
choose to not monetize them. Taussig reminded his students that the Federal 
Reserve System 

was expected to protect the country's financia! and industrial strucrure againsr the 
impact of internacional gold movements .... A great reserve in thc Federal Banks 
obviously can serve as a buffer against externa! strain. Pressure from an inflow
ing gold supply may be easily absorbed by it. ... Conversely, an outflow may simply 
diminish che store held by them, again leaving the country at large undisturbed.18 

l6 Fetter, ibid., pp. 228-29. 
17 John \Xlilliams, "The Crisis of the Gold Standard," Foreig11 Affairs, January 1932, reprinted 

in Poslwar /'do11elary Pla11s a11d Other Essqys (3rd ed., r ew York 1947), p. 156. 
IS Frank Taussig, lntematio11a/Tradt (New York: 1827), pp. 21 3-14. See also pp. 331-32. 



As nations managed their domestic monetary systems with increasing 
skill, they insulated the domestic monetary base from foreign trade and 
payments. Williams explained how the Federal Reserve offset the Treasury's 
receipt of foreign gold by "sterilization," selling government securities in the 
open market to absorb enough funds to offset the nation's gold inflow. 

Our gold holdings are so large that the [Federal] Reserve banks can afford to 
ignore the effect of gold movements upon themselves. By offsetting the gold 
flow we keep our domestic price leve! stable and throw the entire strain of trade 
adjustment upon foreign price levels . .. . In 1925-29 la period of inflation, led 
by U.S. stock-market prices] our gold holdings did not increase, though there 
were some rather violent inward movements. From October 1929 to July 1931, 
we imported $573 million of gold [in the face of a sharp deflation].19 

The Fed reasoned that most of the subsequent inflow in the 1930s was 
refugee capital seeking a safe haven in anticipation of World War II rather than 
resulting from America's price competitiveness. As a result of such sterilization 
practices, the money supply of one country no longer is tied directly to that of 
others. 

Tendency far the capital account to finance the trade account 

The above caveats made theories of automatic trade balance quite tenuous. At 
best there was a rough pragmatic faith that capital inflows would finance trade 
deficits. In the 1920s this faith took the form of the so-called Law of Promo
rions and Detractions. Internacional payments in any given sector were supposed 
to generate compensating flows elsewhere. The receipt of interest and principal 
from Europe on its war debts to the United States, for instance, was held to 
"absorb" (that is, detract from) Europe's ability to purchase U.S. exports. 
Conversely, American investment abroad was supposed to promote E urope's 
international purchasing power for U.S. goods and services. 

This theory was developed prirnarily to evaluate whether the U.S. trade 
balance would remain in surplus or move into deficit in response to the receipt 
of inter-Ally debt service. Commerce Department economists held that 
America's trade surplus since 1873 had been "promoted" mainly by U.S. 
payments to European investors on their capital holdings in the United States. 
Balancing the receipt of new investment funds from Europe against the 
reciproca! flow of remitted earnings on existing investments in America, the 
economists hypothesized that tlús measure "has had more influence than any 
other in determining the nature and amount of our trade balance."2º 
19 Williams, "The Crisis of the Gold Standard," op. cit., pp. 1 59-60. See also Taussig, 

í11ternational Trade, pp. 213-14. 
20 U.S. Departtnent of Commerce, ''The Balance of lnternational Payments of the United 

States in 1922," p. 22. For greater detail on the Law of Promotions and Detractions in the 
context o f its time, see Appenctix A co Hudson, ''A Financia} Payments-Flow Analysis of 



The promotions and detractions theory governed U.S. official thinking for 
a number of years. Arms and raw-materials shipments and loans during World 
War I had enabled the United States to liquidate its net indebtedness to 
Europeans. The nation had entered the war a net debtor of sorne $3. 7 billion 
and emerged a net creditor by thfa same amount. By 1924 it had increased its 
net investment position to $7 billion. There was general belief that the United 
States must either move into trade deficit or increase foreign investment to 
provide Europe wíth funds to service íts debt to the United States. (Only in 
unofficial circles was it recommended that the United States solve the problem 
simply by suspending the inter-Ally debts, which finally occurred in 1931 under 
crisis conditions.) "If the European Governments that have not yet started to 
pay their debts to the United States Government should do so," the 1923 report 
speculated, " there can be little doubt that imports of merchandise would 
regularly equal or exceed exports, as is usually the case with creditor countries."21 

The U.S. trade balance did indeed decline from $4 billion in 1919 to $0. 7 
billion in 1922 and $0.4 billion in 1923. Thereafter, however, it increased, and 
by 1926 the Department of Commerce began to challenge the earlier view "that 
our Nation will presently enter a long era characterized by a constantly unfavor
able trade balance ... when the yield of our foreign investments actually does 
exceed the volume of our new investment abroad." 22 The Commerce Depart
ment acknowledged that "so-called creditor nations have usually had unfavor-

U.S. Internacional Transactions: 1960-1968," in New York University: Graduate School of 
Business Admirústration, The B11/leti11, triple issue Nos. 61-63 (March 1970). 

l t hardly is surprising that American prorectionists hada different view of matters. In the 
mid-1880s, Congressman John A. Kasson of Iowa viewed the nation's balance on capital 
account (including monetary transfers of gold) as a residual of its ttade balance and hence 
as a function of nacional tariff policy. In "Free Trade not the Internacional Law of tbe 
Almighty," published by the American 1ron and Steel Association (Tari.f! Tract No. 3 (18841, 
p. 7), he observed that "If money is not real wealth it is an enormously powerful insttument 
in the production of wealth." He traced how 

the change in our balance of ttade with foreign countries ... has caused a cessation 
in the paymem of interese to foreign countries, has swollen the contents of our 
savings banks and the credit balances of our depositors, has enabled us to resume 
specie payments, has reduced interese to the lowest point ever known in the history 
of the country, both for governments and individuals ... and has so magnified the 
capital oí the coumry that borrowers have ceased to seek lenders ... 

America's trade surplus freed che country from having to borrow from E ngland. lts gold 
output could be monetized at home to finance increasing prosperity as abundant credit and 
low interese rates would finance increasing domestic investment, employment and wage 
levels. 

21 U.S. Department oí Commerce, "The Balance oí Internacional Payments oí the United 
States in 1923," p. 19. 

22 U.S. Department of Commerce, "The Balance of Internacional Payments of the United 
States in 1926," p. 47. 



able balances of trade" (the outstanding case being England), but pointed out 
that by contrast, the United States traditionally ran a deficit in services. Its 
merchant marine was not as remunerative as that of Britain, showing a modest 
net deficit from 1925 onward. U.S. residents traveled and spent more abroad, 
resulting in a travel and tourism deficit of about $500 million annually. Its 
immigrants remitted about $250 million annually back to their families abroad, 
and U.S. enterprises paid a substancial flow of dividends and interest to foreign 
investors. The Commerce D epartment report concluded that ''When our 
investments abroad yield us more than we relend-and the time mayor may not 
be soon-.. . the effect may again be absorbed entirely by other invisibles or it 
may not. It is therefore impossible to predict with assurance that the United 
States will ever have an unfavorable balance of trade." 

Sorne attempts were made to project these internacional payments trends 
in terms of what K.eynes called the "theory of solids," that is, fixed trends with 
an economic inercia not very responsive to marginal changes in prices and 
interest rates. 

In fact, the Law of Promotions and D etractions sought to relate the capital 
account to the trade ·account without any reference to interest-rate or price 
adjustments. It also neglected credit creation and how the exponencial growth 
of internacional debt involved carrying charges that required debtor counties to 
run increasing trade surpluses. Like the marginalist approach, the Law of 
Promotions and Detractions assumed that the gold reserves of all countries 
would increase ata fairly steady albeit modest rate, seemingly automatically. 

What was not perceived was that imbalances in net payments or receipts 
among the basic categories of trade, services and capital movements might set 
in motion a cumulative disequilibrium deriving largely from short-term banking 
movements. By 1932, in the face of America's rising protectionism with the 
Hawley-Smoot tariff, it be.carne apparent that service transactions, investment 
outflows or a movement into trade deficit would not offset net U.S. receipts of 
income from abroad. European flight capital and gold moved at an accelerating 
pace into the United States after devaluation of the dollar in 1934, accelerating 
as the storm clouds of war gathered. 

How capital outflows impair investment and productive powers 

In order to finance trade deficits, overseas military spending, debt service or 
capital flight by borrowing, it is necessary to offer internacional lenders higher 
interest rates than they can get in their own economies. The prob1em is that high 
interest rates discourage domestic investment, as England discovered in the 
1920s. Strapped for funds because it had re-established the value of sterling at 
high prewar levels that brought on an industrial depression and general strike by 



1926, England found its export abilities limited. It kept its interest rates high 
enough to attract foreign capital, but this became increasingly difficult as U.S. 
interest rates rose as a result of boom conditions. 

When neither America's export trade nor its capital inflows reversed 
themselves as envisioned by the classical adjustment mechanisms, adjustment 
once again carne in the form of government intervention. In 1927 the Bank of 
England asked the U.S. Federal Reserve to pursue an easy money policy so that 
the United States would not bid funds away from England. Low U.S. interest 
rates would encourage the triangular flow of U.S. lending to German cities and 
other borrowers, which would turn the proceeds over to the Reichsbank to use in 
paying German reparations to England. The latter then turned ali of its repara
tions receipts over to the U.S. Government as inter-Ally debt service. 

What broke this triangular flow of payments was that easy U.S. credit 
conditions Qargely to accommodate England) fueled a stock-market boom, 
which attracted U.S. savings away from lending to Germany and other European 
countries. This made it impossible for the major nations to keep their payments 
in balance simply by raising rl:eir interest rates. 

Today, the problem still exists that high rates discourage domestic invest
ment, preventing debtor countries from being able to produce the exports that 
are the only way they can work their way out of debt over time. D eflation and 
economic recession impair rather than help the payments position as domestic 
as well as foreign investors dump their stocks and withdraw their money from 
markets that are not growing. The foreign debt burden grows larger, imposing 
a financia! overhead that aggravates trade dependency. 

Summary: The international economy's financia[ context 

Mili explained how making payments involved foreign currencies, not just the 
direct barter of exports for foreign products. Unless debtor countries could sell 
more to creditor nations at unchanged (or even higher) prices, their larger 
export volume would tend to lower unit prices. D ebt service thus involved a 
terms-of-trade penalty under normal conditions, in contrast to Ricardo's 
assumption that income shifts by themselves would handle the adjustment. 
Indeed, matters were aggravated by the fact that investment in such countries 
tended to be biased toward raw-materials production, which tends to glut 
markets in the manner demonstrated by Mili, Edgeworth and Marshall. 

Just as differing rates of labor productivity among nations rendered the 
world economy "internacional" according to the Ricardian theory of 
comparative costs, so dif.fering rafes oj domestic inflation and cun-enry depreciation
resulting largely from capital transfers and their terms-of-trade effects-rendered 



it international in the financia/ sense. In the twentieth century Carl !versen grasped 
that this monetary consideration remained the major reason for dealing with 
nations "as the main regional concept . ... Internacional trade may be defined, 
therefore, as trade between regíons niaíntaining currency qstems of their own."ZJ 
However, neither !versen nor his contemporaries defined this specifically as 
involving a disparity between internacional exchange rates and the evolution of 
domestic prices and incomes. 

Financial orthodoxy remained characterized by what Gustav Cassel called 
the purchasing-power parity theory of prices and foreign exchange. This theory 
stated that prices and exchange rates moved together, despite all the statistical 
demonstration to the contrary and the fact that Mili had disproved this by trac
ing how capital transfers led exchange rates to diverge from domestic inflation 
(or deflation) rates. 

One consequence of the tendency of inflation to lag behind the rate of 
currency depreciation has been that the purchasing power of wages falls as 
imported consumer goods become more expensive (as John Barton recognized 
early in the nineteenth century; see Chapter 18, note 16). This is a major reason 
why the IMF has endorsed hyperinflation and corresponding depreciation of 
Third World currencies. The idea is to shift incomes away from consumers, in 
the belief that this will "free" output for exportation. But not all output is 
exportable, and incomes are not shifted to the investment sector, because capital 
flight is a major consequence of chronic depreciation and depression. 

Non-structural theories of capital transfers assume that automatic adjust
ment processes will keep internacional payments in balance. Ali disturbances are 
merely marginal, so that balance-of-payments disequilibrium will not exceed the 
ability of price and monetary adjustments to cure. Boom conditions in capital
recipient economies lead to high prices and incomes (and hence, to higher 
demand for imports) or to investment outflows and trade deficits vis-a-vis the 
debtor economies. Exchange rates for countries operating on an inconvertible 
paper or floating-currency standard are supposed to shift in parallel with their 
domestic price levels (or somewhat more if they have to make capital transfers), 
until payments equilibrium is restored. 

Pressed to its logical conclusion, Mill's theory of capital transfers implies 
that industrial nations benefit in two extraordinary ways from world economic 
evolution. As exporters, they may monopolize the gains from trade, thanks to 
their favorable growth in industrial (and as matters have turned out, agricultura!) 
technology, enjoying the world's positive income-elasticity for their output. As 

23 Cacl !versen, l11ternatio11al Capital /\!011t111e11t1, p. S. !versen cites as defending this concept 
Gusrav Cassel, in Theoretische S oz.ialiko110111ie, 4th ed. (Leipzig: 1927), p. 609. 



creditors, they reap further terms-of-trade benefits as debtor countries are 
obliged to export more raw materials tO raise the foreign exchange to pay off 
their debts. These raw materíals fall in price as a result of relatívely income
inelastic demand on the part of the industrial nations. 

The implication is that countries should specialize in commodiry lines that 
promise to enjoy rising terms of trade and achieve technologicaJ breakthroughs 
over time. This normally involves restricting imports so as to avoid falling into 
foreign debt and suffering the terms-of-trade penalty associated with paying 
interest and principal transfers. lt also entails staying out of war, or at least not 
being on the losing side. The alternative is exemplified by Germany's tragic 
experience, discussed in the next chapter. 



16 
The German Reparations Debate 

Constraints on capital-transfer capacity were not clearly apparent prior to World 
War l. Industrial progress was so strong that most countries were able to carry 
a rising volume of debt without seriously impeding their development. By and 
large, world debts seemed to take care of themselves. Egypt and Turkey were 
ruined, but that was attributed to their political and social backwardness. The 
idea of structural limits to debt-paying capacity hardly could be developed until 
a major attempt was made to exceed such limits by major industrial nations. 

Only after World War I did the most pressing economic problems become 
monetary. German reparations and inter-Ally war debts caused an unprecedented 
financia! crisis which prompted a dispute between creditor and debtor interests 
that made the theory of capital transfers (debt service) as politically charged as 
the earlier debate between free traders and protectionists had been. 

Inasmuch as France had paid Germany the heaviest reparations bill in the 
nineteenth century, it seemed only natural to seek even higher reparations from 
Germany after World War I. l ts fellow Allies wanted to share, especially in view 
of their heavy debts to the United Srates, whose government insisted that it be 
paid for the $12 billion in arms it had supplied the Allies prior to its entry into 
the war and for its postwar reconstruction lending. The Allies turned to Germany 
to bear the cost of their debts and for the property destroyed in France and 
other countries- and even for the price paid for waging the war, which had cost 
$209 billion. The question was, just how much could Germany pay, and how 
much could the allies afford to pay Arnerica. 

The Allied governments acted as experimenters, with defeated Germany 
their economic laboratory, making ita dress rehearsal for the austerit:y programs 
that the Internacional Monetary Fund's imposes on today's Third World debtor 
economies. Germany was burdened with reparations so vast that their amount 
was not even specified by the Treaty of Versailles. The intention of the Allies as 
phrased by Eric Geddes, head of Britain's Admiralty, was to "squeeze Germany 
until the pips squeaked." 

Its indemnity was the first levied in excess of a defeated country's ability 
to pay on the spot. Liquidating Germany's portfolio of foreign investments and 
colonial possessions, transferring its land and capital goods and borrowing the 
balance-as France had done in 1817 and again in 1871 by raising interest 



rates-was the first step in what became a program to stripping Germany to 
such an extent that it led to collapse of the mark and hyperinflation by 1921. 

Germany's liability remained unlirnited. ''The Dawes Plan merely fixed what 
Germany should pay every year; it did not fix the total debt, or for how many 
years she had to go on paying, or what amount represented interest and what 
amount represented repayment of capital." 1 The economic questioo seemed 
simply to be how large a foreign-exchange surplus Germany could generate. 

Did any limit exist? Europe had adjusted its economic life to the demands 
of war beyond anyone's imagination. Many economists made fools of them
selves in the early months of the war by predicting that hostilities could not last 
long before Europe's economic resources were exhausted. But taxes were raised, 
government spending was monetized and massive shipments of arms were trans
ferred on unparalleled amounts of credit. In view of this seemingly unlirnited 
ability to wage the Great War, it appeared that defeated Germany's ability to pay 
reparations might likewise rise to meet the challenge of whatever sum was 
imposed. Most Germans initially shared the belief that their economy could 
make the appropriate adjustment to pay for the damage the nation had caused. 

The economic disruptions of the 1920s laid bare the financia! skeleton of 
internacional relations as the Allies pursued incompatible policies toward 
Germany. To prevent its further aggression they dismantled it economically and 
geographically. Stripped of its foreign investments, its colonial possessions, its 
Saar mining and manufacruring complex, its internacional financia! reserves, 
much of its rolling stuck and other resources, the nation was granted virtually 
no time in which to adjust its industry to the realities of postwar export markets. 
Yet the Allies insisted that Germany pay reparations as if its economy had not 
been dismantled. 

The only kind of economic theory that could have developed to justify this 
situation was one that denied the existence of any limit to the amount of debt 
that could be paid. This is what the leading creditor-oriented (essentially anti
German) monetarists in the Allied countries claimed. Bertil Ohlin, Jacques 
Rueff and Carl !versen asserted that no export-revenue limit existed apart fro111 
the abiliry of Germany's govemment to tax its citizens. The limit to capital transfers 
thus represented nothing less than the totality of income generated within 
Germany-presumably over and above minimum necessary subsistence costs, 
which might be ground clown quite low indeed. Germany could pay reparations 
by taxing its citizens in domestic reichsmarks and converting them into the 
foreign currencies in which the country's reparacions and debt service were due. 

Quoted in R. H. Brand, "The Repararion Problem," }011mal of the R<?J•al lnsti/11/e of lflltr· 
11alio11al Affairs (May 1929), pp. 204--07. For a general discussion of German repararions and 
incer-AUy debes see Hudson, S11per-l111ptria/ÍJ111 (200 ed., London 2002). 



Foreign exchange had to be earned by making exports, but Mill's terms
of-trade analysis (above, pp. 221 ff.) implied that the more Germany exported, 
the Jess it would earn. Beyond a certain limit its export revenue would begin to 
decline as export prices fell more rapidly than their volume increased. Keynes 
pointed out that one way out of this constraint was for Germany to restructure 
its economy to diversify its exports and increase its productivity. This would cost 
money, making it unavailable to pay reparations and other foreign debts. 

Monetarists denied thar countries making debt payments would suffer a 
terms-of-trade penalty, or that there was any need to invest in restructuring 
economic activity. Retaining an unwavering faith in automatic adjustment mech
anisms, they claimed that no transfer problem existed, if only Germany would 
tax its citizens heavily enough. The economy was supposed to face only the budget
ary problem of reducing its domestic incomes by the Reichsmark equivalent of 
whatever it owed. A million dollars worth of forgone German consumption of 
goods could realize a million dollars when these commodities were " freed" for 
sale on world markets. No downward price adjustment need be suffered by 
these increased exports, because Germany's capital transfer would increase the 
demand for goods (including German exports) in the capital-receiving economies 
by the amount needed to enable it to make its capital transfers! 

This income-demand effect of capital transfers was essentially Ricardo's 
position in the bullion debate a century earlier. The monetarists of the 1920s 
held that incomes would fall by however much was necessary to free enough 
exports to finance foreign debt serv:ice to virtually any degree called for, without 
the economy breaking stride. Even in the face of the hyperinflation to which 
the German and French economies succumbed in the early 1920s, every coun
try's export leve! was supposed to adjust to whatever capital-transfer needs 
might he imposed on it-assuming that creditor nations were willing to accept 
such exports. America's protectionist tariff policy showed this assumption to be 
erro neo u s. 

German manufactures were thrown onto world markets in a desperate 
attempt to raise foreign exchange to pay reparations far beyond the nation's 
capacity to pay except by bankrupting its economy and reducing investment below 
basic replacement levels. lts economic collapse showed the assumptions of 
monetarism to be extreme in restricting themselves to problems calling for merely 
marginal adjustments. The immense sums of foreign exchange needed to meet 
Germany's reparations liability and the inter-Ally war debts were beyond the 
capacity of marginal adjustments to generare. What was called for was for pay
ments to be reduced in recognition of existing productive powers and export 
capaCÍt)', subject to domestic consumption and investment needs, while trade 
and production (along with foreign tariffs) were restructured. Only this would 
have enabled Germany to transfer a higher level of net exports to its creditors. 



Germany's productive capacity was insufficient to create an export 
surplus of the magnitude needed to finance its scheduled reparations. And 
when the nation imposed austerity in the hope that this would free more output 
for export, it only stifled necessary industrial investment. Like today's Third 
World countries, the only option Germany could find was to borrow abroad to 
cover its balance-of-payments shortfall. But the more Germany borrowed, the 
more interest and principal it would have to pay in future years, putting even 
more downward pressure on its long-term payments position. As in today's 
world, German political instability led to an emigration of skilled labor and 
capital flight, creating bottlenecks that made it even more difficult to increase 
productive powers. The nation was bankrupted in a fucile attempt to pay. In the 
ensuing shambles Germany succumbed to authoritarian rule under the Nacional 
Socialists and their program of repudiating foreign creditor control. This was a 
major economic platform on which Hitler campaigned and was elected. 

Yet throughout the 1920s, successive German governments strove obedient
ly to make the scheduled reparations payments without regard for its capacity to 
earn the funds. The Reichsbank simply printed marks to purchase the foreign 
exchange to pay. Its currency soon collapsed more drastically than any other in 
history, succumbing to hyperinflation. The currency's falling value was supposed 
to discourage imports and other payments to foreigners and to spur exports. 
But Germany's essential impon needs and scheduled debt service were so high 
that currency depreciation did not succeed in balancing the country's interna
cional payments. By the time the mark was devalued a billion fold, the fallacy of 
the liberal faith in purely financia! adjustment mechanisms was demonstrated 
irrefutably. Instead of promoting payments equilibrium at a higher level of 
German exports and capital transfers, the economic collapse impoverished 
Germany and threw its balance of payments ever further into deficit. This was 
just the opposite of what was supposed to occur according to the price-specie 
flow mechanism and the Ricardian income-transfer theory. 

Payment of Germany's reparations debt called for much more than merely 
marginal adjustments to transfer capital under the conditions that Ricardo had 
described. The scheduled payments were so huge, Taussig observed, 

so vastly greater than had ever been imagined, that the theory of the case .. . 
must be revised and modified. . . . the ordinary mechanism of internacional 
trade-specie outflow, price changes and consequent changes in exports and 
imports-cannot cope with transactions so huge. 

If the German government were to undertake remittance by purchasing bills 
of exchange in the market, then allowing specie outflow to set in and to last until 
automaticaHy brought to a close, Germany's circulating medium would be com
pletely drained in a few months, at most in a year. Exports and imports of 
merchandise could not possibly accommodate themselves in short order to such 



overwhelming changes. . . . It could be doubtless argued that eventually there 
must come a readjustment in accord with the fundamentals of theory. But sucb 
drastic adjustment could be reached only after a period of monetary revolution 
and credit collapse that would affect not Germany alone, but the entire world. It 
would be idle to speculate on possibilities of this sort.2 

Yet this was precisely the policy advocated by the monetarists Rueff and 
Ohlin as late as 1929, and their successors ever since. "Bad theory has crowded 
out good," attesting to the ability of creditor interests to impose their worldview 
on an erstwhile scientific economics discipline. 

Appearances seemed to be saved for a while as Germany payed repara
tions in excess of its net trade balance by borrowing the funds abroad, mainly 
in the United States. Its inter-governmental reparations debt was being 
exchanged for the commercial debts run up by its municipalities, public agencies 
and corporations to foreign prívate lenders. These loans, spurred by high 
German interest rates and tight money, were converted into domestic currency 
for spending at home, with the Reichsbank turning the foreign exchange over 
to the Allies. Germany thus established a financia! triangle by raising private 
funds in the United States and paying them out as reparations to the Allied 
governments, which transferred them back to the United States as payments on 
their war debts. (Only France received more funds in reparations than it was 
obliged to pay the United States and other Allies.) 

This circular flow (if one can calla triangulation "circular") could continue 
as long as Germany's creditworthiness remained intact, and as long as German 
interest rates remained higher than those in the United States. The problem was 
that Germany was mortgaging its future to meet pressing demands that had no 
realistic prospect of being sustained over time. The new foreign debts had to be 
repaid by an increasingly impoverished and austerity-ridden German economy. 
Foreign borrowing thus could be only a short-term and indeed self-negating 
palliative, for the more Germany borrowed internationally, the more its credit 
rating was endangered. The higher it held its interest rates to induce its entities 
to borrow abroad, the more it undermined its long-term direct investment, and 
hence net, export prospects. 

Matters were complicated by artificially low U.S. interest rates stimulating 
stock-market credit that pushed up securities prices, attracting a rising inflow of 
foreign funds and discouraging new U.S. lending abroad. Failure by the United 
States to recycle its inter-Ally debt receipts to Germany (either in the form of 
new loans oras demand for German exports) made a breakdown of reparations 
payments inevitable. This led to payments deficits and consequent devaluation 

2 Frank Taussig, "Germany's Reparations Payments," American Eco110111ic Revie/11, X (March 
1920, suppl.), p. 37. 



for Allied currencies, a moratorium on Europe's inter-Ally debt service, a collapse 
of U.S. financial liquídity and stock-market prices, and a break in the chain of 
international and domestic payments that triggered the Great Depression and 
ushered in an era of militarized nationalism. 

lt was the American demand above all others that forced the Allies to insist 
on an unrealistically high level of German reparation payments. U.S. officials 
viewed matters in a self-righteously legalistic light. A debt was a debt, and that 
was that. They did not want to acknowledge the seemingly obvious fact that 
Germany's scheduled payments were uncollectible except at the price of higher 
German competition with creditor-nation industry. Such a perception would 
have called for winding down U.S. tariff protection, an action that Republican 
administrations were unwilling to take. \Vhen Germany and other debtor coun
tries sought to earn the dollars to make their stipulated payments, the United 
States and other nations raised tariffs to prevent imports from threatening their 
domestic producers. These trade barriers limited the ability of debtor countries 
to run trade surpluses, no matter how far they depreciated their currencies and 
how low their exports fell in price. 

In view of the fict that trade historically had followed the direction of 
internacional capital flows, it seemed logical that Germany's export trade would 
follow the course of its reparations payments. To the extent that the Allies 
passed these reparations on to the United States as inter-Ally debt service, 
German exports appeared likely to increase most sharply to North America. 
However, the United States blocked this solution. Specifically to thwart German 
competition it levied its tariffs on the basis of relatively high American selling 
prices rather than the foreign invoice value. "Much of the agitation in this country 
for higher duties and the American valuation plan," wrote John Williams con
cerning the American Selling Price method of computing tariffs, "has been 
aimed particularly against the expected flood of cheap imports from Germany; 
and similar legislation has been passed or is contemplated in Sweden, Denmark, 
Norway, Great Britain, Switzerland, Finland, Argentina, and Japan."3 Sorne 
Allied economists (including Williams and Ohlin) speculated that Germany 
might re-establish its prewar trade with Russia. But this was nota viable solution 
in view of the Soviet Union's own isolation and limited ability to pay. 

Could market forces be expected to cope with this rigged game? Ali 
parties hoped that Germany's trade balance somehow would adjust itself to 

finance its indemnity and thereby enable the European Allies to pay their own 
war debts to the United States. Yet no one was able to specify just how Germany 

3 John H. Williams, "German Foreign Trade and the Reparations Payments," Q"arter!J• Journal 
oj E co110111ics, XXXVI (May 1922), p. 483. 



was to earn the required foreign exchange. This was supposed to occur auto
matically, and at someone's expense-but whose? No major test ever had been 
made of whether any limit existed to a nation's export surplus needed to finance 
its capital transfers, irrespective of foreign protectionism or the leve! of domestic 
productive powers. 

Neither the direct recipients of German reparations (France, Britain, 
Belgium et al.) nor the United States (which received them indirectly in the form 
of inter-Ally debe service), nor the German people themselves faced the fact 
that there was no economicaliy feasible way for the nation to meet the judgment 
imposed by the Treaty of Versailles. A debt was a debt even when its principal 
sum was unspecified and unlimited. To hold otherwise seemed to threaten the 
concept of prívate property itself, anathema to property holders in ali countries. 

Only a handful of dissenters anticipated the world disaster that was loom
ing. To explain the basis for their warnings they developed a structural analysis 
to controvert the monetarists advocating German reparations and the feasibility 
of inter-Ally debts by specifying the constraints on how much Germany or other 
debtors could generate to service their foreign debts. John Maynard Keynes in 
Britain and Harold Moulton in the United States played the leading roles in 
distinguishing between the domeslic budgetary prob/en1 of absorbing spendable 
income by taxing citizens or borrowing from them, and the transfer prob/em of 
converting this domestic revenue into foreign exchange. This clarification was 
unpopular because it implied that Germany's reparations and imer-Ally debts 
should be reduced, being unpayable in practical terms. 

Contrasts between structuralist and monetarist analysis 

In asserting that Germany could pay its scheduled reparations, monetarists 
claimed that ali economic activity was fungible. Labor and capital producing any 
given product or service could turn readily to produce other goods and services. 
All products consumed domesticaliy could be readily exported as shifting prices 
and incomes made this economicaliy attractive and as income shifts made it 
possible. All that was needed was for output to exceed the sum of domestic 
consumption and investment plus government spending. The entire difference 
was exportable (a neat formulation, implying that no imports had to be made at 
ali, not even to make exports). Sorne monetarists went so far as to indulge in an 
elasticity optimism which assumed that any reduction in the demand for 
domestic products would free them for export at stab/e or near!J stab/e terms oj 
trade. Payments equilibrium thus could be established without having to make 
major new invesrmems to restructure export production. All that was needed 
was to reduce domestic demand-assuming output to remain stable. 



Structuralists noted that Germany had certain a priori needs. Various 
categories of imports could not be reduced, such as the basic essencials needed 
irrespeccive of price, and the raw materials needed to produce German output 
and exports. These categories were responsive primarily to long-term trends in 
produccion, population and export volume. Other basic categories of foreign 
payments included travel, transport and debt service. To use Keynes's famous 
metaphor, these categories of internacional payrnents behave more like solids 
than like the fluid, elastic phenomena described by rnonetarists. 

Monetarists and structuralists each used a vent-for-surplus approach to ana
lyze Germany's trade potencial. For structuralists, the first step was to view 
exports and irnports in specific product categories as residual functions-that is, the 
net differeoce between domesric production and consumption. Monetarists struck 
an overa!! balance in which the value of total output exceeded (or fell short of) 
domestic absorption in the form of consumption, investment plus government 
spending. The rnargin of output over absorption could be increased by raising 
taxes or by reducing direct investment and consumption. In effect, the govern
ment could rernove frorn domestic purchasing power a surn equal to Germany's 
trade balance, and could transfer it abroad dallar for dallar, so to speak. 

Structuralists pointed out that even if Germany produced more than it 
consurned and invested, sorne imports still would have to be made. D omestic 
production required a basic level of consumption needs to be met, needs that 
were associated with the growth in population. Sorne of these essentials had to 
be irnported. Also, investment and essential government support were needed to 
keep production and export functions intact, not to speak of increasing them. 
Sorne investment goods had to be imported, along with raw rnaterials and other 
primary production inputs and interrnediate goods. The trade balance thus de
pended not merely on overall domestic spending relative to income; it involved 
escimating import dependency for each major category of goods and servíces. 

The next step in estirnating Gerrnany's prospeccive trade balance was to 

assign prices to its physical volume of trade. Here a complication arase, accord
ing to the structuralists: German exports were suiject to deteriorating terms of frade 
as their supp!y increased 011 1vodd markets. Monetarists were unwilling to admit just 
how inelastic internacional demand was for these exports. Much as Ricardo had 
done, they insisted that the payrnent of reparacions would raise incomes in the 
capital receiving nacions and thus create an equivalent demand for German 
exports, thereby supporcing their terrns of trade. This suggested a 100 per cent 
propensity to import Gerrnan products with the added reparations income 
received from Germany. Structuralists replied that even if Gerrnan exports were 
increased (as consurnption, investrnent and government spending were reduced 
while output presumably was maintained), these experts could not be made at 



pre-existing internacional prices. Rather, increasing export volume would cause 
Germany's terms of trade to shift adversely. Thus, the more Germany tried to 
pay the Allies, the less would be its actual ability to pay, especially if a capital 
flight accompanied the decline in its terms of trade. 

Germany's import functions 

According to trade theory as it stood on the eve of the 1920s, a nation's imports 
represented a simple function of discretionary demand, capable of being 
foregone if they became too costly. No import dependency was recognized, no 
demand for imports in the form of hoarding (for example, as inflation hedges), 
or even a linkage between the volume of capital goods imports and the rate of 
domestic investrnent and modernization. As Harold Moulton put it 

Our illustracions usually run in terms of wheat and cloth and seldom in terms 
of raw materials, factory eguipment, etc. . . . According to the theory as thus 
expounded, no imports whatever are reguired ... The truth, of course, is that 
something like 15 million German people under the condicions of the modern 
world would starve to death if food imporrs were cut off and that the whole 
German factory system would break clown completely if imports of raw 
materials were wiped out. My purpose therefore was to show by a careful 
analysis of the nature of the German economic organizacion precisely what 
volume of imports conscituted the indispensable mínimum for nacional 
efficiency. Whatever a theory evolved before the days of internacional economic 
interdependence might imply as to import requirements, under exiscing 
conditions a very great volume of imports were indispensable.4 

Moulton and Keynes divided Germany's imports into four major cate
gories, each with its own distinct demand functions that existed independently 
of relative internacional prices and incomes. The first category represented 
absolutely necessary imports on which Germany was dependent- the míni
mum essential leve! of imported food, energy and other raw materials (including 
those embodied in its exports). No matter how low German incomes or the value 
of the mark might fall, these purchases would still be necessary. "The imports 
required to maintain the German population in a state of physical efficiency and 
to enable the German factories to operare at something like pre-war capacity," 
wrote Moulton, "total in value about 14 billion gold marks, as compared with 
actual imports in 1922 of only about 6.2 billion gold marks. German exports 
must therefore equal 14 billion gold marks merely for the purpose of paying for 
the necessary imports. In 1922 they were less than half this total."5 

4 Harold C. Moulton, "War Debts and International Trade Theory," A 111erica11 Economic 
Revie1JJ, XV (December 1925), p. 707. 

5 Moulton, ibid., p. 705. 



Williams observed that these essential price-inelastic imports 

have been dominated by the need of raw materials for manufacture and of food 
produces to sustain the industrial population, whicb has been so great as to offset 
the depressive effect of the depreciating mark. With reserve stocks exhausted 
and fixed plant and equipment deteriorated by che war, imports of this character 
are the necessary first step toward a return to a normal economic life . .. AJso, 
the loss of farming territory to Poland adds a permanent new element of food 
imports, to be offset evenrually by new manufactured exports; and losses of iron 
cerritory to France would make necessary, to maintain the iron and steel industry 
on the pre-war basis, iron-ore imports of nearly treble che pre-war figure. In 
1921 raw materials and food produces were 88 per cent of total imports.6 

The volurne of these basic needs tended to rise with the growth of Germany's 
population, income and production, unless the nation somehow could increase 
its domestic output of food, fuels and raw materials. This growth function 
represented the second category of German imports, After all, observed Williams, 
"no stimulus afforded by depreciating exchange rates, however powerful, could 
bring about a substancial increase of German exports for more than a brief 
period until the raw ma~erials for their manufacture had been provided." Moulton 
generalized that "the theory that in a .highly developed industrial country like 
Germany there is one group of "importing" industries and another distinct and 
unrelated group of "exporting'' industries has been ... completely refuted both 
in Germany's Capacity to Pay and in The Reparation Plan"8 published under bis 
direction. Imports formed a basic component of many German exports, and 
the latter could not be increased without increasing the former in a rather stable 
proportion. 

This perception became the inspiration for Keynes's structuralist (oras it 
was later termed, macroeconomic) emphasis on the established propensity to 
import, and of the associated propensities to consume, invest and spend stable 
proportions of income. The volume of investment- and income- correlated 
imports was derived by multiplying growth in output and income (L\ Y) by either 
a fixed or marginal propensity to import (Im/Y or L\Im/ L\Y). 

A third category of imports represented the capital goods required for 
new German investment and the associated restructuring of productive powers. 
Without such imports German production hardly could be expected to increase 
to satisfy export demand and/ or increase domestic output to displace imports. 
Failure to import capital goods would restrict export growth and lead the 

6 Williams, "German Foreign Trade," pp. 488f. 
7 Williams, ibid., p. 488. See also Allyn A. Young, "War Debts, Externa! and Inrernal," Foreign 

Aflairs 2 (1923: special suppl.), p. 399. 
8 Moulton, "War Debts," pp. 707f. 



German economy to become increasingly dependent on nations that could 
afford to undertake higher rates of new investment and innovation. (fo be sure, 
foreign supplier credits financed equipment imports, so that their balance-of
payments costs were deferred more readily than imports of consumer goods.) 

Figure 16.1: Structuralist Analysis of Gerrnan lrnports 
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Germany attempted to shift resources to the export sector by devaluing 
the mark. This made sales for foreign currency (rising in value) more attractive 
than production for the domestic market. Also made more attractive were 
foreign investment inflows to purchase German land, companies and other 
assets. On the other hand, depreciating paper may bring about the "flight of 
capital,'' observed Taussig. "Investors may become uneasy from continued 
depreciation, may fear complete collapse, and may wish to place their 
possessions in secure form. They will buy gold exchange, sending the funds to 
foreign banks; or may buy foreign securities."9 

This principle was a major reason why devaluation spurred imports and 
capital outflows even more than exports and capital inflows. Many Germans 
hoarded their savings in the form of imported commodities, especially world
class luxuries and foreign-currency investments that embodied a stable foreign
exchange value. This hoarding constituted the fourth category of German imports 
that not only was immune to but indeed, inversely reflected relative price shifts. 

The ensuing economic collapse was not conducive to increased invest
ment and production. I t dried up the conversion of domes tic savings into direct 
investment, the ultimate source of improving the balance of trade and pay
ments. Instead of investing at home, Germans sought to protect themselves against 

9 Taussig, International Tmde (New York: 1927), p. 391. See also Williams, "Gerrnan Foreign 
Trade," pp. 483, 498f. 



further currency depreciation by capital flight and by hoarding hard assets. The 
higher import prices rose, the more motivation there was to hoard imports
just the opposite from what the price-specie flow mechanism portrayed. Imports 
were purchased precisely because their prices were rising in terms of domestic 
currency! 

Germany s export functions 

As in the case of imports, sorne major components of German exports were 
relatively price-ineJastic. Emphasis on this fact led free traders to call the 
structuralist approach "elasticity pessimism," a negacive value-laden term. 
Realism is not the same thing as pessimism. It is a precondition for taking steps 
to escape from the kind of economic trap that produces circumstances warrant
ing the maJaise of pessimism. Only a view of internacional payments in terms 
of undedying trends and needs can explain (and hence warn) why countries 
often suffer even worse payments when they devalue, as did Germany in the 
1920s. It also explains the even higher payments surpluses which occur when 
they revalue their currency upwards, as Germany would do in the 1970s and '80s. 

Germany's prewar leve! of exports, averaging sorne 14 billion gold marks 
annually, seemed a reasonable the basis on which to project postwar trends. This 
sum happened to equal the estimated 14 billion marks needed for "basic" 
postwar imports. Hence, Germany was able to start off with a zero net trade 
balance once its economy revived from the war. What then had to be deter
mined was how much of its postwar growth in output would be available for 
export, after meeting its substancial domestic investment needs. 

As noted above, monetarists viewed Germany's exportable surplus as equal
ing total nacional product less domestic consumpcion. This made it appear that ali 
that was needed to increase the export surplus (and hence Germany's capacity 
to pay reparations) was to minimize income by reducing consumption. But that 
approach neglected to take account of the new investment needed to retool 
Germany's economy to produce the types of products most in demand in world 
markets. As Keynes pointed out in his 1920 Economic Consequences of the Peace: 

An annual surplus available for home investrnent can only be converted into a 
surplus available for export abroad by a radical change in the kind of work 
performed. . . . Labor can only be diverted into new channels with loss of 
efficiency, and a large expenditure of capital. The annual surplus which German 
labor can produce for capital improvements at home is no measure, either 
theoretically or practically, of the annuaJ tribute which she can pay abroad.1º 

10 J. M. Keynes, Econo111ic Co11seq11ences of the Peace (London: 1920), repr. in E ssqys in Pemwsio11 
[1931] (London: 1952), p. 17. See also Keynes, ''The German Transfer Problem," Econo111ic 
journal, XX...'CTX (March 1929), repr. in American Economic Association, Readings in the 
TheOIJ' of Internatio11al Trade (Philadelphia: 1949), pp. 161 ff. 



The appropriate measure of Germany's economic surplus therefore was 
thus equal to output minus consumprion and minus necessary direct investment. To 
expon the entire surplus of output less consumption would leave nothing to 
invest in maintaining (not to speak of building up) Germany's meaos of produc
tion. Moulton likewise recognized that 

the amount of expansion that can occur (in exports) represents but a small frac
tion of the excess of annual production over consumption. The theory that the 
entire excess can automatically be converted inco exports ignores sorne of the 
major and controlling elements in the situation. . . . If Germany could have 
exponed each year the goods which in fact went into the development of her 
railroads, harbors, factories, store buildings, apartmencs and houses, the interna} 
producing capacicy of the nation would have been tremendously alcered .. . in 
any given year a considerable part of the excess of production over consump
tion-the savings of the nation- cook the form of new farm buildings, ditches, 
and improved lands.11 

Exportation of this output of plant, equipment and other tangible capital 
would have impaired Germany's capacity to produce, thereby impairing the 
trade balance. 

The next issue, logically speaking, was what proportion of Germany's 
reparations payments actually would be recycled as a demand for additional 
German exports. Monetarists unrealistically assumed that ali reparations pay
ments to the European Allies (after adjusting for their own payment of war 
debts to the United States) would be recycled to purchase German exports. This 
implied a 100 per cent propensity to import specifically German goods with net 
reparations proceeds. Structuralists disputed this. It seemed more logical to 
expect German exports to respond somewhat to the growth of world income, 
but why should ali foreign income deriving from reparations receipts be spent 
differently from other types of income? Keynes argued that only a portien 
would be spent on imports (the foreign "propensity to import'') and that only a 
portian of this overall impon spending would be used to purchase specifically 
German products. The overall foreign propensity to import was more like 20 
per cent than 100 per cent. Por income growth in the United Sta tes, which became 
the ultimate recipient of German reparations via the inter-Ally debt phase of 
the reparations triangle, the propensity to import specifically German products 
may have been no larger than a fraction of a percentage point. What occurred 
instead was that a large proportion of U.S. receipts was recycled on capital 
account, in the form of loans to German municipalities and firms. 

The important point was that Germany's trade balance would not auto
matically equal its capital transfer. German exports were a function of world 

11 Moulton, "War Debts," pp. 708f. 



demand subject to relatively stable ratios of imports to overall income, and to a 
rather stable geograph.ic distribution of internacional import demand. This per
ception inspired Keynes's approach made in h.is General Theory that the propensi
ties to irnport, save and consume were fixed rather than fluidly price-responsive. 

A th.ird issue under debate concerned the extent to which Gerrnan exports 
could increase without impairing the terrns of trade, that is, without glutting 
world rnarkets in the face of an increasingly saciated and inelascic demand. The 
postulated monetarist identity berween Germany's trade balance and its balance 
on capital account-and thus between the transfer problem and the budgetary 
problem-would hold only if internacional prices (as determined by world 
supply and demand conditions) reflected stable underlying internacional values 
as measured by relative "real" production costs. 

In reality the terms of trade threatened to sh.ift adversely in response to 
increasing export volume. As shown in Figure 16.2, German exports would add 
to the nation's overall foreign exchange position as they increased toward the 
quancity OA, but they would not increase pari passu. The more Germany 
exported, the further its terms of trade would deteriorate. Beyond point OA, 
world demand for Ger.man exports was saciated and hence price-inelastic. Any 
attempt to make further exports actually would reduce Germany's foreign 
exchange position. If world demand for German exports had an elasticity of 
less than unity (100 per cent), Keynes concluded, then "the more she exports, 
the smaller will be the aggregate proceeds." The more accordions and harmon
icas Germany sold abroad to raise the funds to finance its reparations payments, 
the lower their unit price would fall on world markers. This was basic Mill
Edgeworth offer-curve analysis. 

Figure 16.2 Adverse Shifts in Terms of Trade in Response to Increasing Export Volume 
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Indeed, if the world's demand for German goods has an elasticity of less 
than unity, there is no quantity of German-produced goods, however great in 
volume, which has a sufficient selling-value on the world market, so that the 
only expedient open to Germany would be to cut clown her imports and 
consume home-produced substitutes, however inferior, and atan enhanced real
cost, however great.12 

Germany's transfer problem thus existed over and above its domestic 
budgetary problem of generating an exportable surplus. Its internacional posi
cion would improve only if world demand for its exports were sufficiently elastic 
that increased foreign purchases more than compensated for the fail in German 
e:xport prices, that is, if higher export volume more than offset the deterioration 
in the terms of trade. Modern economic jargon calls this the Marshall-Lerner 
condition, in which the demand elasticity for the exporting country's products 
exceeds unity. But if growth in foreign demand for German products failed to 
outstrip the decline in German export prices (that is, if foreign demand elasci
city for German exports were less than unity), then Germany's trade balance 
would suffer. Its attempt to finance capital transfers by exporcing more would 
be self-defeating. 

Monetarist free traders scoffed at this notion. Haberler insisted that 
"there is nothing excepcional about an inelastic demand in terms of money for 
a particular commodity. But it is most unlikely that the elasticity of demand of 
a country, as shown on a Marshallian curve, will in practice be less than unity. 
Marshall himself considers such a case to be quite excepcional and interesting 
more as a c11riosum than on account of its importance in practice." 

Yet this is the state of affairs that characterized postwar Germany and 
many other countries in the Great Depression. It has become the norm sioce 
World War II. Haberler acknowledged Dennis Robertson's belief "that the present 
depression is partly due to the demand of industrial countries for foodstuffs 
and raw materials being inelastic. He thinks this partly explains the sharp fall in 
the import-prices and the accompanying depression in their export industries." 

Haberler granted the possibility that "the breakdown in the export indus
tries sets up a vicious spiral of credit contraction" akin to that which Thornton 
had warned about at the beginning of the nineteenth century.13 But he hoped 

t2 Keynes, "The German Transfer Problem," Readi11gs, p. 162, and "Reply to Pro( Ohlin's Rejoin
der," Eco110111ic ]011mal (September 1929), p. 405. In tbe function describcd in Figs. '16.2 and 
16.3, B=b'(L), thc coefficienr b' was less than the 100 per cent that Ohlin belíeved. As the 
foreign income elasticíty of demand for German exports declined, the coefficienr d'in Xc,,. 
= d'(Y¡) wouJd fall ro mínimal levels and would even become negative beyond point OA .. 

l3 Haberler, Theory of Intemalio11al Trade, pp. 157f., ciáng Dennis Robertson, Econon11c 
Frag111mls (London: 1931), p. 13, St11d.J• of fod11strial F/11c/f(ation (pp. 131, 203ff.), and Banking 
Poliry a11d the Price Leve/ (London: 1926). 



that matters somehow things would stabilize if only they were left alone, despite 
the seemingly obvious fact that they were destabilizing as the wotld polarized 
bctween creclitor and debtor economies. 

A fourth controversy arose over how large an increase in German exports 
could be expected in the face of foreign proteccionism. As noted above, Germany's 
ability to expon was impaired by the tariffs hastily erected by the Allies. Even 
Ohlin admitted that "if the policy of protecrion and of preference to home
madc goods, which has been growing so much after the war, is intensified when 
German exports begin to grow, and is used consistently to prevent such exports, 
then the reparation paymems may become virtually impossible." Under these 
conditions only an organized delivery of German goods-in-kind by the Allies 
could guarancee payment of German reparations. Ohlin admitted that "unfor
tunately, such a policy is outside the range of practica! possibiliries. The inevit
able opposition of powerful American and British expon industries to any such 
plan is one of the real obstacles, perhaps the greatest of them all, which lie in the 
way of an organized solution of the reparation problem."14 

But then why persist in analyzing what might occur if the world were not 
so poljtical? lt might seem more beautiful and logical if matters were other than 
they were, but this hardly is relevam to govern economic reasoning in the real 
world, especially when its oversimplifications endorse policies that aggravate 
rather than alleviate internacional imbalance. 

Germany finally imposed strict currency controls in the form of blocked
mark accounts, that is, payment of marks for Brazilian cotton and other imports 
that could be spent only on specifically earmarked German exports such as 
accordions and harmonicas. There certainly was nothing automatic in this prin
cipie, and it was the antithesis of the free-market ideal that Ohlin and Rueff 
advocated. But it was the only practica! way to balance Germany's internacional 
accounts. The purchasing-power parity notion of exchange rates fell by the way
side as reparations payments caused the mark to depreciate, provicling an expon 
bounty. As Taussig observed, 

chere will be a cendency for the price of foreign exchange in Germany co be kepc 
higher chan would accord with che course of commodity prices. For a long time 
chere will be a divergence berween che general lGerman] price leve! and che races 
of foreign exchange. The divergence means chac exporcers will be in a posicion 
co profic. They can buy cheap (comparatively cheap) in Germany, sell che 
German goods abroad, draw on che foreign purchasers and sell che exchange co 
advantage at home.15 

14 Ohlin, ' 'Transfer Difficulries, Real and Jmagined:' Eco110111ic jo11mal Qune 1929), pp. 177, 179. 
15 Taussig, "Germany's Repararions Pa)•ments," p. 39. This discussion is analogous co that o f 

gold " export points" familiar to nincteenth-cenrury economists. 



This situation illustrated Mill's principle of how the rerníssion of capital 
from one country to another influenced price and currency ratios by transform
ing a mutual demand for commodities into an exchange of commodities for 
foreign currencies. Germany's foreign trade was not simply an exchange of 
products embodying its labor and capital for those of other countries. Rather, 
German expons exchanged for foreign currencies to meet reparations and debe 
service at falling terms of trade. The process widened the divergence of value 
from price, that is, of "real" cost racios from realized expon prices, imposing a 
terms-of-trade penalty on Germany over and above its reparacions and other 
foreign debt obligacions. 

Perception of the fact that product markets operated via the intermediary 
of currency payments opened the way to explain how the suppfy and demand 
situation in foreign-exchange matkets tended to overwhelm comparative-cost disparities, 
at least for countries paying substancial debt service. As Keynes summarized the 
situation: 

the process of paying the debt has the effect of causing the money in which the 
debt is expressed to be worth a larger quantity of German-produced goods than 
it was before or would have been apare from the payment of the debt; so that 
the population of the debtor State suffers a loss of purchasing power greater 
than the original equivalent of the amount of the debt. 16 

This was admitted by Taussig,17 who hoped that "once the transicion is 
over and the new state of equilibrium is reached, things will go smoothly." Ger
man goods would fall to whatever price was needed to balance the economy's 
internacional payments in the face of its reparations transfers. Lower expon 
prices would mean lower real incomes for the German people, and hence less 
domestic absorption of output, by just enough to meet the nation's scheduled 
capital transfer. 

How Germany actual/y obtained the funds to pay reparations 

Germany financed its reparations payments not through exports but by keeping 
domestic credit tight enough to induce its cicies and companies to borrow 
abroad, primarily in the United States. Ohlin and Rueff claimed that this 
borrowing prevented the economy from becoming deflated to the point where 
incomes or prices would decline by enough to discourage imports and to free 
goods for export to settle reparacions debe. " Is it not obvious," Ohlin argued, 
"that the buying power of a country, like that of an individual, will exceed its 
(his) income by the amount of gifts and loans, quite independently of any changes 

16 Keynes, " Reply ro Professor Ohlin's Rejoinder," Eco1101t1ic joumal, XX,"XIX. (September 1929), 
p. 405. 

17 Taussig, "Germany's Reparations Payments," p. 34. 



in price levels?" Germany's foreign borrowings were twice as large as its repa
rations transfers, so it had "not had the "benefit'' of a reduction in total buying 
power, but the "disadvantage" of an increase in the amount with which borrow
ings have exceeded reparations payments. This increased buying power must have 
tended to swell imports and to reduce exports."18 

Keynes acknowledged that Germany had borrowed more from America 
and other creditor nations than it had paid out in reparations, but pointed out 
that these borrowings werc largely for creditworthy purposes, not for con
sumption. They helped increase German productivity, which was the precon
dition for improving its balance of trade. Keynes added the legal detail that if 
its foreign borrowing fell off, so would its reparations obligation, because the 
D awes Commission was obliged not to transfer funds in siruations where this 
would collapse the internacional value of the mark.19 

The French spokesman Rueff objected to this aspect of the D awes Plan, 
claiming that it suspended the income adjustment mechanism. "The rate of 
exchange for foreign currencies is determíned artificially as a result of these 
foreign credits." All that was necessary to promote German reparations was to 
suspend internacional lending to Germany, for 

nothing can prevent the restoration or the maimenance of equilibrium in 
balance of payments, noc even the highesc tariffs . . . Jince lransfer possibilities 
precisef.y materialize al every point oj time into actual transfers. In these circum
stances, suspension of a transfer on the grounds thac one does not find in the 
exchange market the means necessary for effecting it simply amounts to a 
deliberare renunciation of the only measure that can make it feasible.20 

According to Rueff the problem was that the internacional financial 
managers appointed by the Dawes Commission in 1924 (and later by the Young 
Commission in 1929) took it upon themselves to decide that Germany could 
not service its reparacions debt at the scheduled rate. They permítted German 
borrowing and debt rescheduling to suspend the classical price adjustment 
mechanisms. Rueff demanded that G ermany tax its citizens by the full amount 
necessary to pay its reparacions, thereby abstraccing an equivalent amount of 
domescic purchasing power without borrowing or creating any offsetting credit 
at home. "If those products which cannot be sold domestically find a foreign 
purchaser immediately, balance-of-payments equilibríum will be restored. If not, 
prices will tend to fall in the deficit country [Germany] until they reach the leve} 

l8 Ohlin, "A Rejoinder," pp. 403f. 
19 Ohlin, "Transfer Difficulties, ReaJ and Imagined," pp. 172f., and Keynes's reply, p. 180. 
20 Jacques Rueff, Balance of Pay11m1t1: Propo1a/J for tht Ruo/11tio11 of the Mo1t Prmi11g ll?'orld 

Ero11omic Proble111 of O"r Time (New York: 1967), pp. 95, 98. 



where an equívalent part of the nacional product is exported," 21 irrespective of 
foreign trade barriers or shifts in the terms of trade and demand elasticities. 

Rueff thus denied Keynes's "notion of a 'natural' leve! of exports" and 
other structural inelasticities. "The trade balance has always been, in all circum
srances, what it had to be for the balance of payments to be in equilibrium." Not 
only did countries making capital transfers experience deflations, but those 
receiving this capital were supposed to experience credit inflations-a view that 
ígnored the practice of gold sterilization by the U.S. Federal Reserve System 
Sterilization occurred when the Fed borrowed enough money to "absorb" the 
balance-of-payments inflow. It followed that "a balance of payments can only be 
in lasting deficit if the monetary factors that tend to correct it have been 
elirninated or made inoperative." This was his "principie of the conservation of 
purchasing power," which "simply states that never in the course of the various 
economic transformations that occur is purchasing power lost or created, but 
that it always remains constant. The result is that in all cases one man's loss is 
another man's gain . . . " The implication was that German prices need not be 
affected by its capital transfers, "since the purchasing power of which the 
population has been deprived will be transferred to the sellers of foreign exchange 
and utilized by them." 22 Money paid abroad by the German government and 
other debtors would be returned to Germany in the form of foreign purchases 
of its exports. But foreign borrowing by Germany would reduce its trade balance 
by the direct equivalent. 

This "hydraulic" income-demand theory of capital transfers viewed inter
nacional shifts of purchasing power in terms of a steady-state system. The more 
income Germany transferred abroad, the more spending power foreign coun
tries would have. Assuming that this spending power found no response in 
investment, output or saving, it would have nowhere to go except to be recycled 
to buy German exports. The reduction and transfer of German purchasing power 
(by taxes on German consumers and businesses, turned over by the Reichsbank 
to foreign central banks as reparations) would reflect itself direcdy in higher 
exports or reduced German imports. Thus, if Germany levied the equivalent of 
$100 million in domestic taxes, and if its propensity to import were 20 per cent, 
then its imports would fall by $20 million, while demand for domestic output 
would be reduced by a further $80 million. Unless German residents borrowed 
offsetting amounts abroad, this output would be exported without impairing the 
terms of trade or exchange rates. If foreigners spent ali their receipts of German 
debt service and reparations to purchase German goods, they would recycle the 

21 Rueff, ibid., p. 134. 
22 Rueff, ibid., pp. 12, 126, and "Mr. Kcyncs' Views on the Transfer Problem," Econo111ic 

Jo11mal, XXXIX (September 1929), pp. 389f. 



money to Germany, supporcing its prices just as if the money had remained all 
the time within the domestic economyl But German internacional borrowing or 
domestic credit creation would red11ce the nation's trade balance by an equívalent 
amount. It followed that Germany should impose economic austerity. 

However, Moulton pointed out, "those who contend that an increase o f 
taxes will lower prices, have apparently forgotten theír taxation theory. Customs 
duties, excise taxes, and numerous other types of levies enter into the cost of 
production and can be added to the price of commodities." Furthermore, "as a 
result of the virtual destruction of the liquid capital supply of the country, 
German industries now have to borrow the bull< of their working capital at very 
hígh rates of interest. According to good economic doctrine, interest is an 
element in the cost of production, and consequently enters into the selling price 
of commodities."23 

Summary: The impact of economic austerity 

The monetarist approach to Germany's transfer problem was deflationary in 
urgíng the government to increase taxes, reduce spending and restrict German 
credit creation and borrowing abroad. It seemed incredible to Keynes that the 
resulting reduction in purchasing power (that is, income) was supposed to 
reduce imports and/ or increase exports wh.íte leaving output and the terms of 
trade unaffected. "le is the essence of my argument," he observed, 

chat the prices of home-produced goods in Germany should fall relatively to the 
prices of imports. For Ít is not simply a case of changing che value of money alJ 
round, but of changing the terms of internacional trade in a directíon 
unfavourable to Germany, so that a larger quantity of exports than befare will 
have to be offered for a given quantity of imports.24 

Germany's purchasing power would be reduced by the deterioration in its 
terms of trade and the change in its physical export volume. 

Keynes further criticized monetarism fo r overlook.ing the sector-by-sector 
and input-output aspect of matters. As he summarized matters, 

Those who think that the Transfer Problem is secondary argue chus: The 
Gerrnan people receives its income in return for its current output of goods and 
services. lf an appropriate part o f this income is sequestered chere will be no 
buyers for a corresponding amount of goods, which will therefore be available 
(in addition to what would be available otherwise) to expand exporcs or in 
diminution of irnports.25 

23 .\loulron, "\Xfar Debes," pp. 7 l 4f. 
24 1-:eynes, "A Reply," p. 405. 
25 Keynes, ' 'The German Transfer Problem," p. 161. 



Once it was recognized that new investment was needed to sustain a 
changeover in Germany's production patterns from one concrete form (based 
on satisfying domestic needs) to another (that of satisfying foreign demand), it 
became apparent that not ali the economic surplus over and above consumption 
was available to pay reparations. A tradeoff thus existed between the short run 
and the long run, between higher investment now but lower rates of reparations 
transfer, and a stripping of Germany's investable surplus leaving it less and less 
able to pay reparations over time. 

According to Rueff and Ohlin, if Germany's domestic taxes were increased 
to da in Figure 16.3, the level of German real wages (disposable personal income) 
plus necessary investment would be reduced to level A d. This would leave the 
volume da available for export and hence for payment of reparations. Moulton 
cited the Chase Nacional Bank's monetary economist B. M. Anderson's contention 

that there is ... a close mathematical connection between the amount of the 
budget surplus and the amount of the expon surplus, and he scouts the idea of 
any trade difficulties. Mr. [Benjamín] Graham observes that "far from causing 
any revolutionary disturbance in industry this process can go on almost insen
sibly." .. . he contends that tariffs will not prevent the receipt of reparations; for 
they also are automatically gotten around as a result of internacional price 
changes.26 

Rueff cited France's postwar experience to justify the assumption that 
Germany's overall rate of output would not be affected adversely by the pro
cesses of taxation and currency depreciation. Keynes retorted that "The violent 
social disturbances, the enormous redistribution of fortunes, and the wholesale 
disappointment of pre-existing contracts, which attended the prolonged and 
disastrous story of the depreciation of the franc to a fifth of its previous value, 
hardly afford a happy example of the ease of adjusting things."27 Moulton 
added that "postwar European experience has repeatedly demonstrated [that] 
continua! pressure upon the exchanges gives rise to other tendencies which 
shortly not only engulf the trade tendency but lead to a disorganization of the 
entire financia! and economic system of the country." 

Monetarists were simplistic, he concluded, in assuming that 
taking 2.5 billions of funds away from the German people would deprive them 
of the means of purchasing 2.5 billions of domestic purchasing power, would 
have no effect whatever on the volume of production and that this 2.5 billions 
of unpurchased goods would be in exportable form. No evidence has, however, 
been presented to show that production would remain unaffected by high taxes 
and declining prices.28 

26 Moulron, "\Var Debts," p. 703. 
27 Keynes, "A Reply," p. 406. 28 Mou!ton, "\X/ar Debts," pp, 716, 714. 



Monetarists viewed Germany's tax surplus and payment of reparations
that is, the working out of its budgetary and transfer problems respectively-as 
reducing the money supply, and hence Germany's price or income level, by 
enough to augment German exports, reduce imports and thereby balance its 
internacional payments. Ohlin's belief that a tax increase for reparations pur
poses would lower German prices was "based on the assumption that the 
payment of reparations will reduce the currency supply of the country." 

But there was a limit to this process, Keynes observed. If Germany had 
sufficient gold to turn over to Allied central banks, it "could set the ball rolling 
by exporting sufficiently large quantities of gold to have an appreciable effect 
on world prices" via the price-specie flow mechanism. However, he pointed out, 
"Professor Ohlin's analogy of capital movements between two districts with the 

Figure 16.3. The Effect of Increasing Germany's Domestic Taxes 
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same currency system would only apply if Germany were in a position to export 
enough gold to make a measurable difference to demand conditions in the rest 
of the world." But this clearly was not the case, for the Versailles Treaty had 
stripped Germany of its gold. Furthermore, prices would fall in countries 
whose exports were displaced by those of Germany, "So we are . . . brought 
back to the . .. crucial question of the extent of the elasticity of the world 
demand for German exports."29 

Keynes pointed out that austerity could not be expected to leave Germany's 
production functions untouched. Moulton agreed. ''Any attempt to force a vast 
reorganization of German industry and trade" by diverting German capital to 
pay reparations '\vould result in less rather than more reparation payments over 
time."30 German austerity would prevent the nation from upgrading its physical 
and human capital. If there were to be any hope of increasing Germany's export 
production, new investment would have to occur on an expanding scale. This 
meant a lower level of capital transfers to foreign countries in the short run. A 
federal budget surplus would impair the evolution of German productivity by 
discouraging government investment in necessary public infrastructure such as 
roads, transport, education and economic subsidies. Austerity would impair the 
rates of domestic investment and saving, interfering with the production process 
and the state of the currency. 

As matters turned out, Germany was forced to transfer payments beyond 
its "structural" ability, stripping the economy of the resources needed to increase 
its productive powers at competitive world rates. This resulted in a number of 
unstable mechanisms as the attempt to overtax German workers and industri
alists thus left financia! and economic wreckage in its path. The reduction in 
German wage levels eroded labor productivity, induced strikes and emigration 
(especially of skilled labor) and prevented young Germans from pursuing the 
technical and higher education that had enabled them to be so productive prior 
to the war. Meanwhile, falling profitability-resulting from high tax and interest 
rates, and a shrink.ing domestic market-deterred new capital formation. 
Austerity meant bankruptcy for many firms. 

What Haberler acknowledged to be a "vicious spiral of credit contraction" 
occurred as the need to make capital transfers stripped credit markets of their 
liquidity, pushed up interest rates, reduced new investment and slowed the 
growth of output. Discouragement of domestic investment historically has 
made capital-paying countries more commercially dependent on wealthier 
capita!-recipient nations. This situation tends to become chronic rather than 
curing itself, increasing import dependency and thus impairing the trade balance 
of debtor countries, aggravated by an accelerating capital flight. 

29 Ker nes, "J\ Reply," pp. 407f. 30 l\loulton, "\Var Debts," p. 714. 



Is there something familiar in ali this? Is it not what has happened to 
Third World countries in recent years? As domestic production falls off, the 
dcbtor economy's import needs and contractual debt service become so large 
that currency depreciar.ion has little effect in reducing these payments. Inter
nacional accounts can be balanced only by further borrowing, on increasingly 
onerous economic and political terms. 

The vital questions posed in this debate are stiU relevant. What proportion 
of capital transfers (reparations and debt service) would be "recycled" in the 
form of a demand for additional German exports? How large a volume of 
these exports could be made without glutting world markets in the face of an 
increasingly inelastic demand and rising tariff barriers by the creditor nations? 
To what extent would they be spurred by rising foreign income? What was the 
economy's maximum ability to produce a net expon surplus to convert into 
foreign exchange under world market conditions? What was its minimum level 
of necessary imports? By how much could it reduce domestic consumption and 
investment without impairing its long-term evolution of productivity and hence 
irs abili ty to genera te future trade surpluses? These questions are similar to those 
confronting Third World countries today. 



17 

Keynesian Income Approaches to the Balance of Payments 

In explaining why Germany could not afford to pay its schcduJed reparations, 
Keynes viewed necessary imports of food, energy and replacement parts, as 
more or less stable ratios of nacional income. H is 1936 General Theory of 
Empl<?Jment, lnterest and Money extended this idea to map nacional income in 
terms of fairly stable "propensities" to consume, import, invest, save and 
export. This macroeconomic view of the economy's structural proportions 
made it unnecessary to view saving, investment and consumption in terms of 
a myriad of microeconomic price-responsive decisions by individuals and 
companies. 

These stable trend ratios left government spending and taxation as the 
major variables. Fiscal policies could be shifted while prívate-sector ratios 
remained fixed. Income, investment and foreign-trade effects could be esti
mated in advance as the economy expanded or contracted in proportion to net 
injections of purchasing power in the form of government spending, private 
investment or export earnings. Conversely, nacional income would be 
diminished by leakages from the spending stream in the form of taxes, savings, 
and payments to fo reigners for imports or to make capital transfers. 

What Keynes called the "multiplier" was a ratio indicating the income 
enhancing effect of injections of purchasing power. Keynes defined it as the 
ratio by which aggregate income (Y) would increase for every dollar of new 
investment (I) or other increase in purchasing power (ó Y/ ól). This ratio was 
defined as the reciprocal of the marginal propensity to save C.,5) 6y) or what was 
the same thing, (i_~), with n¡pc representing the marginal propensity to con
sume (óC/ ó Y). Assuming an 80 per cent marginal propensity to consume, the 
domestic multiplier would be 1 -~.s, or 5. 

Imports and other payments to foreigners would reduce the multiplier. If 
imports account for 20 per cent of consumption (equa1 to 16 per cent of 
national income as a whole in the above example), thcn the multiplier would be 
reduced to l -(O.~. l 6)• that is, i-6.64 , for a value of 3.33+. Thus, wrote Keynes, 

a given flucruacion of invescmem will be associaced with a much less violeoc 
fluccuacion of employment in a councry in which foreign trade plays a large pare 
and unemployment relief is financed on a larger scale o ut o f borrowing (as was 



the case, e.g., in Great Britain in 1931), than in a country in which these factors 
are less important (as in the United States in 1932).1 

As income expands, so will imports (~Im/ l1 Y) in a more or less stable 
proportion. This "leakage" would become a source of demand for the exports 
of other countries, multiplying their incomes accordingly: 

In an open system with foreign-trade relations, sorne part of the multiplier of 
the increased investmem will accrue to the benefit of employment in foreign 
countries, since a proportion of the increased consumption will diminish our 
own country's favourable foreign balance; so that, if we consider only the effect 
on domestic employment as distinct from world employment, we must diminish 
the full figure of the multiplier. On the other hand our own country may recover 
a portion of this leakage through favourable repercussions due to the action of 
the multiplier in the foreign country in increasing its economic activity.2 

The result would be a reciproca! stimuJation of growth within the 
internacional economy. Countries experiencing a demand for their exports 
would enjoy economic expansion by the ratio ~Y/ !1Ex, which would behave in 
the same way as the domestic investment muJtiplier. As countries with substan
cial unemployment exported more, their incomes would rise by a multiple of 
their net export growth. And sorne portion of this higher income growth would 
be spent on imports, stimulating foreign economies. 

To Keynes, injections or leakages of purchasing power in the form of 
imports, exports and capital movements would be multiplied in keeping with 
each economy's spending stream and credit superstructure. Keynes's income 
multiplier found its counterpart in the banking system's credit-creation 
multiplier (the reciproca! of its reserve requirement ratio under the fractional 
reserve system of banking). If banks had to hold, say, 20 per cent of their 
deposits in the form of reserves, then the bank.ing system as a whole couJd 
create and lend out credit on a multiple of five to one. A country's income 
multiplier thus might be increased by reducing reserve requirements for the 
banking system or otherwise leveraging the credit superstructure. (However, 
Keynes himself did not draw this parallelism.) 

Recognizing the tendency for structural ratios to shift over time, Keynes 
feared that the marginal propensity to consume would decline as incomes rose. 
"The marginal propensity to consume is not constant for all levels of employ
ment, and it is probable that there will be, as a rule, a tendency for it to diminish 
as employment increases . .. " 3 T his threatened to reduce the multiplier over 
time, leading to secular stagnation as a result of over-saving. 

1 J. M. Keynes, General Theory of E mploy111e11t, lnterest and Money (London, 1936), pp. 120ff. 
See also Fricz Machlup, lntemational Trade and the Natio11al lllcome M11/tiplier (Philadelphia: 
1943), p. 8. 

2 Keynes, General Theory, p. 120. 3 Keynes, General Theory, p. 120. 



This acknowledgement of a shifting multiplier value was critica!, but 
neither Keynes nor his followers could pursue it without confusing the applied 
mathematics of their analysis. lf government spending had varying effects on the 
body politic, precise calculation of the impact of increased purchasing power 
would become less knowable. To be sure, its changes might occur et a predict
able rate within historically established parameters. Hoping to use multiplier 
analysis as a predictive tool to guide public policy, Keynesians downplayed the 
idea of shifting multiplier values. "If multiplier theory is to have any predictive 
values," admitted Fritz Machlup in his 1943 text on International Trade and the 
National Income M11ltiplier, "propensities must either be stable or their rules of 
change must be known." This created "a vested interest in stable marginal 
propensities." 4 

The essence of business cycle analysis is to trace the shifting shape of eco
nomic activity. It has long been apparent that during the course of the business 
cycle the foreign-trade multiplier (like the multiplier itself) falls as employment 
approaches full capacity and a growing proporrion of income is spent on 
imports. As the economy encounters capacity constraints its operative ratios 
shift, producing trade deficits: However, the General Theory concentrated on the 
depression phase of the cycle. This was what made it only a special theory. 
Keynes's followers--of whom Machlup occupies a paramount posirion with 
respect to trade theory-reasoned as if marginal propensities are equal to average 
propensities, so that economic growth appears linear. Machlup acknowledged 
that in view of the practica! difficulty of predicting changes in the multiplier, it 
could not really be used as a planning too!. l t was merely an expository device 
to trace spending streams through the economy under certain assumptions. What 
it "predicted" was more the outcome of an academic exercise than of reality. 

But in the depression-ridden 1930s, cyclical or long-term changes in pro
pensities and multiplier values were not a major concern, nor was inflation. In 
postulating depression conditions and large-scale unemployment, this theo
rizing neglected price effects, as well as terms-of-trade effects resulting from 
changing levels of imports and exports. 

With regard to the pricing and terms-of-trade effects of exports and capital 
transfers, Keynes found little reason in his General Theory to review what he had 
elaborated in his writings on German reparations and his Treatise on Money. In 
the boom conditions of the late 1920s he had cited investment and productivity 
as the major long-term determinant of Germany's economic position. But the 
task of his General Theory was to focus on those aspects of fo reign trade that 

4 Machlup, lnlematio11al Trade a11d lht Natio11a/ lnco11Jt M11/tiplitr, pp. 19f., 198ff. For a clis
cussion of how che mulriplier might vary over the course of che business cyde see Habeder, 
Pro;ptrily a11d Deprmio11 (3rd ed.), pp. 228-31. 



could be addressed by multiplier theory regarding incorne and spending proces
ses, without reference to price adjustments. The "new economics" was a doctrine 
of how industrial economies might overcome depression conditions by reflating 
purchasing power. It cüd not deal with labor constraints or the impact of spend
ing on price changes and interest rates, or with the problem faced by raw
materials exporters as a result of the collapse of world prices. 

As full-capacity operations were approached, Machlup acknowledged, "an 
analysis based on the assumption of foil employment must be more, or almost 
exclusively, interested in relative price changes and in the barter terms of trade."~ 
What was important was to trace the impact of government deficit spencling 
and new investment on the economy's spencling stream and employment. 

Some shortcomings of multiplier analysis 

Two sets of problems stood in the way of statistically verifying the multiplier. 
Domestically, it was volatile over the course of the business cycle. Also, new 
investment was assumed to occur at existing capital/ output and labor/ output 
ratios rather than being labor-displacing (that is, increasing productivity). 
Internationally, foreign trade played "a double role in .. . multiplier theory: Once 
as multiplicand, and secondly as one of the determinants of the multiplier." 
Exports represented an injection of income, and higher overall income led to 
higher imports, making the net trade balance highly complex to estímate. "This 
double role of foreign trade," noted Machlup, along with the problem of segre
gating "autonomous" from income-induced shifts in foreign trade, "is likely to 
defeat every attempt at statistical verification of foreign-trade multiplier theory." 
But to drop Keynes's static assumptions dismissing the effects of foreign trade 
on prices, interest rates and productivity would render "the job of theorizing . .. 
rather horrible. And the results would hardly be worth the sacrifice of simpli
city."6 The alternative-to be more realistic-would render multiplier theory 
inappropriate as an economic planning tool. D espite these limiting assumptions, 
contended Machlup, "the explanatory and pedagogic value of the theory may 
be considerable even if its predictive value is small."7 

Machlup suggested extending the foreign trade multiplier to include a 
catchall category called "foreign repercussions of domestic income changes," 

5 Machlup, lntemational Trade, p.207. 
6 Machlup, ibid., p. 209. See also pp, 33, 13, 
7 Machlup, ibid., p. 9 See also pp. 59 and 199: "Despite the artificiality of the assumptions," 

Machlup concludes, "the real purpose of the formulas is not to 'know' what, for example, 
an additional meat expon wiU do to Argentina's income, but .. . to exhibir certain relation
ships between independent and dependent variables, to show whether they are positively or 
negatively correlated, to tell whether it is their magnitude or their proportions which matter, 
to indicare which ones are more important and which less." 



induding autonomous capital transfers. This required extending the multiplier 
from fr) to (.+~+r)· (In this equation s represents the propensity to save, tn the 
propensity to impon, and f the foreign repercussions factor.)8 Lcakages result
ing from impons, foreign investment or other spencling would mute the 
multiplier ratio. Hence, Keynes granted, the multiplier effect would be lowest in 
countries with the highest ratios of foreign trade to nacional iocome-for 
example, European countries, in contrast to the United States. 

While the U.S. economy had a lower proportion of foreign ttade to 
nacional income, and hence fewer leakages abroad, it also exhibited the world's 
highest ratio of debt to equity investment and economic activity. Financially, it 
was more seriously affected by the Great Depression than any other industrial 
economy. The problem was not only a high income multiplier (working in reverse 
on the downswing) but the fact that the nation was much more financially 
leveraged in using checking accounts and bank creclit. This pyramiding brought 
its financial life tumbling clown in the face of world economic breakdown. 

Debt leveraging was most apparent in the stock market. To a growing 
degree in the 1920s, more money was to be made by financial speculation 
(largely with borrowed funds) than through new direct investment in plant and 
equipment. This led Keynes to oppose the stock market in general. But by and 
large the General Theor:fs adherents ignored financial considerations. 

This theoretical framework for income analysis became rigiclified and 
conservative as it became a new orthodoxy. Each country's structural ratios were 
depicted as being unchanging " propensities" akin to what earlier generations 
called "natural." Yet of all the major ratios, imports and exports show the 
sharpest variations over the course of the business cycle. Furthermore, much 
ttade is financed on creclit. In such cases no money actually changes hands. The 
expon surplus is offset by a bookkeeping entry for a foreign investment 
"outflow" (defined asan increase in claims on foreigners for the money due for 
the expon). Putting this financial claim on capital account in the nacional income 
and product tables gives the impression that there has been a cash expon sale 
and an autonomous foreign loan. The nacional income accounting format thus 
diverges from reality. 

Multiplier analysis agrees with most existing ttade theory in suggesting 
that exports tend to promote imports and vice versa. The expansion of economic 
activity resulting from an export-induced multiplier effect leads to an increase in 
imports which tended to reach a new equilibrium position. "Fortunately," 
commented Machlup wryly, "nobody has as yet tried to make imports by defini
tion equal to exports" in the sense that Keynes defined savings as being equal 

8 Machlup, ibid., p. 330. See also p. 76. 



to investment.9 In contrast to the price-specie flow mechanism, equilibrium at 
higher income levels is not restored by exports declining as a result of rising 
prices, but by imports rising and foreign incomes multiplying. This is perhaps 
the major doctrinal impact of the theory of the foreign-trade multiplier. 

On the other hand, multiplier analysis did not recognize tendencies toward 
chronic ("autonomous") trade and payments imbalance. Although U.S. expan
sion increased the economy's imports after World War II, its other accivities 
offset this tendency to expand world demand. Much of the nacion's rising 
income was invested in the stock market, pushing up securicies prices and 
attraccing funds from countries already suffering trade deficits and downward 
pressure on their currencies. Such countries tended to suffer negacive "foreign 
repercussions" factors in direct proporcion to their trade deficits. 

On balance, of course, the balance of payments must "balance." That is 
why it technically is called the "balance of internacional transaccions." Either the 
export multiplier and propensity to import are exactly balanced by the foreign 
factor f (which in this case would be so general as not to be much help), or a 
balancing ítem is still necessary to "finance the deficit (surplus)." This balancing 
ítem typically consists- of net growth in foreign debt (or claims) or, net loss 
(growth) in internacional reserves. 

Inapplicability of multiplier analysis to "dual economies" 

T he analysis of Third World monocultures is complicated by the fact that their 
saving and investment are concentrated in their export sectors, which tend to be 
dominated by foreign investors who remit most of their export proceeds abroad 
rather than reinvesting them domestically. To use Machlup's terminology, the 
foreign repercussions factor offsets the foreign trade multiplier. Domestically, 
these dual economies and/ or economically small countries produce only a 
narrow range of commodities, and hence have a high propensity to import. 
Although this may be low for the domestic subsistence sector as a result of its 
low income levels and lack of access to foreign exchange, it is especially high in 
the export sector. In conjunction with the "foreign repercussions effect," it may 
approach unity, that is, a 100 percent leakage when flight capital is taken into 
account. This repercussions factor reflects the foreign-ownership leakage, 
coupled with the "demonstration effect," an emulacion of foreign consumpcion 
habits by individuals who can afford luxury irnports. 

Foreign owners of mines and plantations may transfer abroad as much as 
a third of the gross export income of Third World countries. Chile's foreign 
trade multiplier turns out to be negligible in view of the fact that most of its 

9 Machlup, ihid. , p. 33. 



export earnings are remitted in the forro of profits, interest and depreciation, or 
used to pay for the iroported roachinery, fuel, roanageroent and other imports 
needed to produce the nation's minerals exports. Most of the export proceeds 
retained at home are paid as taxes to the government, which itself has nearly a 
100 per cent propensity to spend this foreign exchange abroad as debt service 
or military spending. The remaining foreign exchange is converted into local 
currency to pay labor, but most hard currency is used to import necessities such 
as food. Throughout Latin America and Africa a few high-income recipients 
obtain most of the scarce foreign exchange, which they tend to hoard abroad in 
the form of flight capital. The fact that only a small portion of export income 
finds its way to the domestic sector for spending on local goods and services 
renders domestic multiplier analysis all but irrelevant. 

Keynes denied that the multiplier could have a negative value. But if the 
terms-of-trade penalty that often accompanies a rising export volume offsets 
the income effects, its effective value becomes negative. Countries actually may 
worsen their position by increasing their export production. Machlup contends 
that it is merely "a matter of taste whether we drop the assumption that prices 
are unchanged," pointing to the fact that supply curves are more elastic in 
depression periods, resulting in an absence of inflation in response to increased 
demand. But demand for exports of raw materials is price-inelastic. What 
promises at first glance to be positive income effects from rising export volume 
may be offset by negative price effects when these exports are thrown onto world 
markets. The pretended advantage turns out to be merely that of (over)sim
plicity. 

The terms of trade will deteriorate when increased export output faces a 
relacively inelascic world demand. This has characterized raw materials exports 
since the 1930s. Yet Machlup writes that ''This probability [of price inelastic 
exports) is not great," and adds that "The advantages of provisionally ruling out 
all these complications by the stable-price assumption are certainty great." 1º 
This oversimplificacion suggests wrongheaded economic policies for heavily 
indebted raw-materials exporters with major foreign investment, coupled with 
serious capital flight. 

Machlup suggests that an imperialistic interpretation of the theory of the 
roultiplier" may lie in its use "as an argument for generous foreign tending." 11 

Most U.S. "aid loans" are tied to export promotion and hence spur domestic 
income growth. In addition, much foreign investment turns out to be cost-free 
for creditor nations. Much of takes the forro of retained earnings used to build 
up investment, or of tangible goods shipped from the United States or other 

lO Machlup, ibid., pp. 183, 205, and Haberler, Prospetiry and Depressio11, p. 6. 
11 MachJup, ibid., p. 216. 



hard-currency nations. Foreign investment usually has a rapid payback period, 
especially in balance-of-payments terms as foreign income results in higher 
purchases from (or payments to) the nation making the investment. This rever
beratory export demand, remitted profits and depreciation spurs domestic 
income growth in the investing nation. 

From the Third World's vantage point, multiplier analysis is overly opti
mistic in stressing only the gross favorable impact of exports and foreign 
investment. Since 1951, foreign investment in Third World countries has 
contributed to deteriorating terms of trade for raw materials without having 
much positive effect on local economies, which have become increasingly 
dependent on imports of food and other necessities, and hence on new loans 
resulting in even higher debt service. The result has been economic austerity and 
a deepening loss of control over their domestic economies, along with an 
unsustainable debt burden that has stripped them of the fiscal resources needed 
to improve their economic position. 

Política! implications of multiplier analysis 

After World War JI, Keynesian income theory endorsed a policy of economic 
expansion, tax cuts and deficit spending, and lower trade barriers to ward off 
depression. The leve! of investment, spurred by public works programs but 
discouraged by taxation, was held to determine the course of the business cycle. 
In the 1970s, U.S. officials demanded that Europe and Japan reduce their 
unemployment and inflate their economies by running federal budget deficits, 
easing bank credit and lowering their tariffs to spur imports, especially from the 
United States-which itself is now running the largest budget and balance-of
payments deficits in history. U.S. officials claim that this spurs world expansion 
as an "engine of growth" from the demand side of the supply-and-demand 
equation. A byproduct has been to bid up the price of Third World raw 
materials in what seems to be a global trickle-down process. 

Multiplier analysis is optimistic in holding any nation's income expansion 
to be in the interest of all others in their capacity of exporters. But Malthus 
drew attention in his Principies of Political Economy to the competitive potencial 
of such expansion, posing the question of just what kind of growth or develop
ment is most desirable: 

1t is for instance, a just and general rule in political economy, that che wealch of 
a particular nation is increased by the increasing wealth and prosperity of 
surrounding states; and unquestionably chere cannot be a more obvious truch 
chan that, if these states are not successful competitors in chose branches of 
trade in which che particular nation had excelled, cheir increasing wealch muse 
tend to increase che demand for its products, and call forth more effectiveJy its 



resources, But if this rule be repeatedly insisted upon withouc noticíng the above 
mosr important Limitation, how is the srudent in poLitical economy to account 
for sorne of the mosc prominent and bese attested facts in tbe history of 
commerce. H ow is he to account for the rapid failure of thc resources of Venice 
under the increasing wealth of Porrugal and the rest of Europe, after the 
discovery of a passage to India by thc Cape of Good Hope; the stagnacion of 
rhc industry of Holland, when the surrounding nations grcw sufficiently rich to 

undercake their own carrring trades, the increasing tradc and wealth of Great 
Britain, during the war o f the French Revolution, under the diminishing trade 
and increasing poverry of the greatest pan of Europe, and the comparacive 
distress of America, when other states were enabled to participare in those 
trades, which as a neutral she had carried on during a grcat part of the late war 
with such signal success .... It is surely much better that such a rule should be 
laid clown at first with its Limitations. Nothing can tend so strongly to bring 
theories and general principies into discredit as the occurrence of consequences, 
from particular premises, which have not been foresecn ... and with che mass of 
mankind this will pass for an impeachment of general principies, and of thc 
knowledge or good faith of those who are in the habit of inculcating them.12 

While Keynesian analysis viewed fo reign expansion as favoring the United 
States after World War II to the extent that foreign economies developed as 
export markets, U. S. foreign-aid policies and internacional lending thwarted 
their evolurion as industrial and agricultura! comperitors. Meanwhile, the 
favorable depicrion of expon sales as such, irrespecrive of their developmental 
consequences, has hindered the development of Third World countries by 
promoting their export monoculture syndrome. 

In the 1950s two types of Latin American economists developed trade 
theories based on structural balance-of-payments analysis. Both schools ana
lyzed Larin America's trade in terms of "the weakness in commodity markets, 
the population boom, and rising economic ambirions." 13 But taking existing 
economic structures for granted, a conservative school sought to accommodate 

12 Malthus, Principies of Political Eco110111y, pp. 10f. 
13 Dudler Seers, "A Theory of Inflation and Growth m Under-Developed Economies Based 

on the Experience of Latin America.," Oxford Eco110111ic Papen, XIV Qune 1962), p. 192. This 
paper conrains a bibliography of the Latin American strucruralist school. As Seers describes 
the dichotomy between its left and right wings, both refer to the "strucrures" of income, 
demand, output, industry, exports, imporrs, admínistration, politics, society, etc. Broadly 
speaking the more leftists mean by the word f strucruresl aU these things, because each of 
them is considered in sorne way ao impediment to economic growth and the achievement 
oí a more equalitarian sociecy. The conclusion may be drawn that social revolurion is a 
necessary condition for an adequate rate of economic growth. On the other hand, the more 
conservative adherents usually put the maín, íf not the exclusive, emphasis on tbe strucrur~s 
of producrion and trade, sínce they are naturally less inclined to stress the need for social 
change. (In Marxist terms they are "commodíty fetish isrs.") 



internacional trade and investment to the inequitable status quo and its rigidities 
("structures") rather than modernizing economic institutions to increase pro
ductive powers. A more reformist school sought to transform Latin American 
social and economic institutions along more productive lines. Left-wing struc
turalists pointed to institucional and economic rigidjties limiting agricultura! and 
industrial developmeot. 

The Chi/.ean experience 
Structuralist analysis was inspired largely by the need to take account of the 
impact of foreign ownership of Latin America's export sectors. I t harclly is an 
accident that Chile became the home of most structuralist literature. Its export 
monoculture is divided into two disparate sectors: a foreign-owned mining 
industry that for many years accounted for sorne 80 percent of Chilean exports, 
and a much less capital-intensive domestic economy. 

The country's exports are dominated by copper, which for many decades 
was mined primarily by three large companies (Anaconda, Kennecott and 
Cerro), which were "Chilearuzed" by the Frei administration in the late 1960s 
when the government purchased ownership of the Chilean mines from their 
U.S. parents. Chile's nitrate and iodine sectors also are mostly foreign owned. 
The result is that when Chile exports copper, nitrates or iodine, about a third of 
the proceeds are retained abroad in the forro of profits and interest, payment 
for non-Chilean capital goods and other production inputs, shipping charges, 
payments to parent comparues for managerial services and related fees, and in 
recent years the Chilean government's payment for the mines it bought from 
their U.S. owners. Subsequent remittances to pay for the official buyouts 
represent funds previously retained in Chile as tax revenues on export sales. 

These export-sector transactions were segregated from those of the 
domestic economy by Chile's central bank in its annual balance-of-payments 
accounts, in recognition of the functionally different variables at work. Net 
balance-of-payments revenues of the export sector could be rendered on a per
ton or per-pound basis for copper, or projected as economic trends in 
themselves where appropriate. Macroeconomic ratios had little relevance as far 
as multiplier effects are concerned. 

The remaining two-thirds of the nominal export value remains within the 
Chilean economy in two forms: wage payments to domestic labor (converted 
into local currency by the central bank) and tax payments by the mirung com
parues to the Chilean government. Wage payments to labor involved in copper 
production form only a minor proportion of the total income generated by this 
capital-intensive sector. The fact that the ore is mined in high Andean regions, 



distant from Chile's other economk activity, means that wage payments do not 
automacically rise when copper-export prices increase. As fo r the government's 
taX revenues and profit-sharing, thjs fo reign exchange is recycled abroad as the 
central bank pays foreign debts and buys arms, food and other imports (and of 
course, the usual capital flight by Mr. Pinochet and his milita.ry junta. during their 
years in power). There thus is barely any foreign-trade multiplier effect on 
domestic economk activity from Chilean exports, as virtually ali the foreign 
exchange earned on Chile's raw materials is transferred abroad? Viewed in its 
institucional context, Chile suffered virtually a 100 per cent "leakage" of the 
export revenues deriving from its mirung sector. 

Much of the country's food was imported on credit (including U.S. foreign 
aid loans), while its arms were financed largely by inter-governmental military 
credit. Inter-governmental institutions, led by the IMF, coordinated a growing 
portion of Chile's foreign borrowing and import financing. This politicized the 
entire debt process, as well as the trade patterns sustained by this internacional 
lending. Like other countries, Chile was obliged to service its debts to foreign 
creditors and maintain an open environment to internacional investors in order 
to obtain IMF and World Bank loans. To the extent that debtor econornies are 
obligated to the IMF, the World Bank, the U.S. Government and private creditors, 
they are obliged to use their export proceeds to amortize their outstanding debts 
rather than to invest these funds domestically. In this respect the "foreign 
repercussions" and income effects of rising exports are nowhere near as favor
able as they might have been in 1945 befare these countries fe]] into chronic 
debtor status and import dependency. They have been obliged to Jet foreigners 
appropriate their leading sectors and natural resources, duly remitting abroad 
the profits and depreciation on such investments. 

It thus would be quixotic to abstract the analysis of Lacio America's trade 
patterns from the concrete behavioral system imposed by today's internacional 
financia! inscitutions and world diplomacy. A precondition for most countries 
receiving U.S. food aid has been that they refrain from modernizing their 
agriculture, on the logic that this would threaten export sales by U.S. farmers. 
American officials have considered land reform to be associatcd with a left-wing 
political shift deemed adverse to U.S. interests, When Chile balked at North 
American interference under its Allende regime, the domestic economy was 
destabilized, its leaders murdered and a police Sta.te installed. Its Social Security 
saving was turned over to U.S. and other foreign money managers, who 
siphoned off the lion's share of account earnings as management fees, while Mr. 
Pinochet buiJt up a nice U.S. bank account of his own. But such unpleasant 
realities are not the kind of phenomena that are incorporated into most trade 
and investment theorizing. 



One of the most pernicious effects of export monocultures has been that 
the saving and investment functions normally associated with production have 
become part of the U.S. and other creditor economies rather than a domestic 
part of the exporting economies. The income benefits "normally" associated with 
export growth are muted, despite the existence of relatively high unemployment 
rates in Latín America and other monoculture regions. The essence of 
monocultures is that "full" production capacity may be associated with as much 
as a 30 per cent rate of domestic unemployment given th typical shortages of 
specific types of labor, materials, capital and management. Such structural 
bottlenecks suggest that higher export earnings are likely to result in inflationary 
pressures rather than in expanding domestic employment and incomes. 

To sum up, political leverage is more responsible than strictly market
oriented factors for the internacional adjustment process imposed on Chile and 
other Third World countries. To obtain multinacional financing for infra
structure projects, debtor countries are obliged to encourage expon production, 
not domestic self-sufficiency. As president of the World Bank, Robert 
McNamara directed debtor countries to take active steps to retard their rates of 
population growth and curtail growth in the domestic consumption of their 
own raw materials, presumably making a larger volume of these commodities 
available for export. Such political realities cannot be made explicit and 
"endogenous" as long as economic theorizing confines itself to analyzing only 
private-sector market forces. Such theorizing is politically conservative at the 
expense of economic realism. 

Summary: The failure of multiplier and trickle-down prescriptions 

Almost regardless of world price and cost functions, two macroeconomics 
functions were supposed to help less developed economies expand in keeping 
with the industrial nations following World War II. First, expansion of nacional 
income was supposed to lead automatically to higher imports on a pro rata basis 
from supplier countries. General economic expansion in North America and 
E urope was projected as increasing the demand for imports, including Third 
World raw materials. Thanks to relatively stable propensities to import, the 
world economy was supposed to expand or contract so that rising fortunes in 
the United States and Europe would be a "demand engine" calling forth 
corresponding expansion in the periphery. The U.S. Baker and Brady plans 
claimed that Third World debt problems would be solved simply by the United 
States and other industrial nations expanding rapidly enough to create a thriving 
market for the exports of debtor countries. 



This line of argument is the same approach that holds that U.S. unem
ployment among, say, black urban teenagers can be reduced simply by economic 
recovery. Experience has shown how overly optimistic this liberal view is. It has 
become obvious that no such fixed propensities to spend a given proportion of 
income on imports are at work. The internacional trickle-down theory is a false 
model. Expansion in the high-technology center tends to occur independently 
of progress in the less developed periphery, and even at the latter's expense and 
deepening economic obsolescence. 

A second factor promising to catalyze the development of less developed 
countries was the tendency the industrial nations to invest more abroad as their 
incomes rose. This was supposed to provide productive capital to less devel
oped countries, helping to bid up thc relatively low wage levels and cheap land 
and mineral resources that made them attractive to internacional investors. Not 
acknowledged was the tendency for investment to underdevelop host economies, 
warping them into monocultures while aggravating their food deficits. Foreign 
investment led to an export-oriented pattern of growth rather than domestic 
diversification to achieve self-sufficiency through import displacement. 

The Third World's growing internacional dependency and inability to 
escape from its debt trap stems ultimately from limited production capacity. 
This in turn may be traced to such bottlenecks as agricultura! rigidities stemming 
from backward institutions of land tenure, and lack of adequate rural infra
structure. In the face of this institucional backwardness, increased consumption 
resulting from population growth and higher wage levels results in higher 
imports of food, fuels and other essentials. In the most rigidified economies this 
results in nearly a 100 per cent propensity to impon. Such a situation (in which 
no multiplier exists at ali) should not be accepted as a normal state of affairs. 
More income will not spur output or achieve balance in the internacional 
accounts unless existing bottlenecks are alleviated and social-economic life is 
restructured in less polarized and less debt-ridden ways. 
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How Monetarist Austerity Perpetuates Debt Peonage 

After World War II the world seemed to have learned its Jesson from the previous 
war and its transfer problems. Neither allies nor enemies were burdened with 
postwar arms and reparations debts. Marshall Plan aid to Europe took the fo rm 
of direct transfers of money, not loans. In the realm of economic theory, 
Keynesian income analysis urged the world to avert postwar depression by 
following expansionary rather than deflationary policies. Instead of deflating 
currencies and prices back to prewar levels as had been done following past 
wars, central banks sought currency parities. When taxes were raised, it was held 
desirable to levy them as much as possible on the wealthy, on special interests 
and on windfall gains. Governments committed themselves to use deficit spend
ing when necessary to promete full employment, and monetary supply also 
supported this aim. 

This was the golden age of Keynesian economics. It was made possible 
largely by the fact that nations emerged from the war with abundant resources 
of purchasing power (savings accumulated during the war with few consumer 
goods to buy), skilled labor, productive plant- and relatively little debt. The 
postwar expansion rodea wave of credit-financed spending by consumers, busi
ness and government. 

Nacional economies were to be integrated with each other on the founda
tion of mutual growth in demand. Postwar recovery in the industrial nations was 
envisioned as providing a market for Third World raw materials, while the en
suing multiplication of incomes in less developed countries would (it was hoped) 
sustain the purchase of industrial-nation exports in a self-expanding process. 
Meanwhile, the United States took the lead in using foreign aid as a diplomatic lever 
to deter the kind of protectionism that had fragmented the world in the 1930s. 

This internationalist optimism assumed that the elasticities of demand for 
raw materials and low-wage exports would be sufficiently high to maintain gen
erally balanced trade. lt also assumed that backward economic instirutions in 
Europe's former colonies would modernize themselves under the stimulus of 
political independence and freedom. After ali, social reform had occurred 
naturally enough in the industrial nations. It had been a struggle, but the liberal 
fight was won in country after country. 



However, eqwvalent political momentum and infrastructure was lacking 
in the less developed countries, above ali Africa and Latin America. T heir social 
and technological transformation was further discouraged by the Obsolescence 
Syndrome. Rising productivity in the industrial nations rendered much Third 
World labor and small-scale capital uncompetitive. By foreclosing opportunities 
for Europe's former colonies to compete in many high technology areas, free 
trade suspended the normal feedback process between economic development 
and political restructming. This is why these countries were called "backward" 
after World War II. The patronizing term "developing" would come later, as if 
they were hurrying to catch up rather than succumbing to underdevelopment. 

Most raw-materials producers even stopped growing the food needed to 
sustain their expanding populations, white not creating sufficient industry to 
employ them. Relatively few farmers were ready to become urban entrepreneurs 
as had been the case in Europe and the United States. Agriculture was not 
farnily-owned and operated but was organized on the latifundia plantation 
system in conjunction with microfundia. Mineral and plantation monocultUl"es 
were associated with widening food deficits and mounting foreign debts. 

The upshot was that productive powers and incomes polarized between rich 
and peor countries as a result of factors not touched on by the Genera/ Theoty. 
Keynes had focused on Britain's domestic problems of the 1930s, not those of 
its colonies or other less developed regions. High on the list of problems under
played by the Genera/ Theory was the growth of internacional dependency and 
structural payments deficits leading to a growing debt overhead. 

Expansionary income policies and democratic egalitarianism in the 
industrial nations thus went hand-in-hand with internacional inequality. Poor 
countries supplied raw materials at prices that did not reflect long-term 
replacement costs (for depletable resources) or ecological damage, while low
wage products were priced too low to support adequate levels of social 
spending to educate the population and in other ways modernize their societies. 
This was the dark reverse side of the coin of postwar industrial-nation 
prosperity. Raw materials were supplied by a backward periphery that has been 
unable to sustain its demand for industrial-nation exports. lts cumulative 
payments deficits have been financed by foreign borrowing, requiring a rising 
flow of debt service to be paid in a process that is mathematically unsustainable, 
and collapsed in 1982 with Mexico's insolvency. 

These problems were most serious in less developed countries, but 
Keynesianism became cliscredited primarily in the industrial nations, especially 
in the United States during the Vietnam War years. Largely in a reaction against 
inflationary demand and its associated payments deficits, monetarism made its 
comeback. The new generation of monetarists retained from Keynesianism its 



macroeconomic point of reference in terms of aggregate income variables, but 
administered them in a downward rather than upward direction. 

Meade 's marginalist approach to the balance of payments 

The British economist James Meade was a major figure in narrowing the scope 
of internacional trade theory. On the one hand he referred to macroeconomic 
income variables in tracing marginal adjustments under restrictive academic 
assumptions typical of the then popular Hicks-Harrod-Domar models of 
domestic economic balance. However, Meade ignored structural problems and 
opposed statism and direct economic controls. He argued that price and wage 
flexibility (by which he meant wage reductions and austerity) under free trade 
might balance internacional payments in the context of full employment, prima
rily by currency devaluation. The first volume of Meade's Theo1y oj lnternationaJ 
Economic PoJiry, entitled The BaJance oj Pqyments (1951 ), argued that 

the price adjustment mechanism of variable exchange rates or of flexible wage 
rates muse be used to adjust the balance of payments, so that che balance of 
payments is put into egui1:ibrium w:íthout any movement away from the modified 
free trade position.1 

Of course, this would not be the case if devaluation had the effect of 
reducing foreign exchange receipts, as occurs in cases where demand for a 
country's exports is price inelastic, or where falling incomes had adverse effects 
on productivity. And as Harry Johnson has aptly criticized, Meade's free-trade 
case further assumed "the pursuit of appropriate interna! control policies by the 
Government, without investigating what happens if the Government is not 
successful in maintaining knife-edge full employment with stable prices." 2 This 
assumption of a simplistic full-employment price leve! enabled ~1eade to con
clude that dirigiste policies such as credit allocation, subsidies or related societal 
planning were unnecessary. 

Meade's second volume, Trade and Welfare (1955), wedded Keynesianism 
and marginalism by using the methodology of comparative stories to argue that 
the world's real income would be maximized by a slightly modified system of 
free trade rather than by protectionism or other statist policies. As in his earlier 
volume, he assumed technological production functions to be given as inde
pendent facts of life. This fatal assumption ruled out what hitherto had been 
the most important objective of protectionist policy: to bring about dynamic 
changes in productivity. 

1 James E. Meade, The Theory of lt1ter11atio11al Econol!Jic Policy. Volume One: The Balance of 
Pa)'l!lef/ts (Oxford: 1951), p. 329. 

2 Harry G. Johnson, í\!Eo11v11 Trade a11d EconoHlic Croul/h: 5Jfrvry LectHres i11 Eco11omic Theory 
(Cambridge: 1962) p. 17. 



In assurning full employment and optimum technology to be "givens" for 
each country, Meade dealt with optimum tariff levels and exchange rates under 
severely limiting assumptions: no feedback was acknowledged to exist between 
income levels and productivity, and no institucional restructuring or modern
ization was deemed necessary. Trade and domestic spending was supposed to be 
conducted on a cash rather than a credit basis. If the resulting distribution of 
world income was felt to be inequitable, Meade suggested, the wealthy nations 
might elect to subsidize the poorer countries, but need not help modernize 
them and should not condone their protectionism and debt renegotiation. It 
was better for the rich nations to do what they were best at doing-earning as 
much money as possible-and then to share this surplus with poorer countries-
alms for the poor, as it were. 

Meade acknowledged that using foreign aid to compensate for free trade's 
reinforcement of an inequitable status quo probably was utopian, given the fact 
that internacional diplomacy operates on the adversary system of competing 
nacional self-interest. If the industrial nations really wanted to help enrich the 
poorer countries, they would not engage in such strong domestic protectionism 
and financia] nationalism promoted as the Washington Consensus has prometed 
since the 1990s. Perhaps it might have been more helpful to have written a book 
on policy describing how industrial nations in fact use protectionist tax incen
tives and other controls--as well as bilateral and multilateral foreign aid-to 
strengthen their internacional position and thereby contribute to internacional 
polarization. But such Realpolitik was not Meade's objective. 

Like all definitions of equilibrium, Johnson notes, Meade's is "by nature 
ideological." It is an abstract ideal consisting of "the absence of all controls and 
restrictions on trade." Any use of active policy is characterized by another value
laden term: "unnatural," disparaging the naturalness of policies aimed at stabiliz
ing the balance of payments or exchange rates by active government policy. In 
holding that balance-of-payments equilibrium could be achieved simply by 
shifts in exchange rates, prices and general wage levels, Meade used macro
economics for an anti-government argument against sectoral planning and 
technological upgrading. 

The conclusion (to quote Harry Johnson's summary) was that "a country 
must employ both sorne means of control over its aggregate expenditure and sorne 
means of control (the exchange rate or trade restrictions) over its internacional 
trade. . . . for each policy objective you need a policy instrument." But the 
instrument is blunt and broad rather than sharp, for Meade has cooked the 
books in advance. He defines payments disequilibrium not merely in terms of 
how much accommodating finance actually is made necessary by the payments 
deficit (by how much gold or foreign exchange the central bank must sell or 
borrow abroad), but by 



the amount of accommodating finance which it wo11/d hove been necessary to 
provide in any period in order to avoid any depreciation in the exchange rate 
witho11t the e111plqy111ent of exchange controls, import restrictions or other govern
mental measures especially devised to restrict the demand for foreign currencies. 

The question thus becomes one of how large the payments deficit would 
have been if the government did not do what governments are supposed 
to do-to use controls and related policy instruments. 

As matters turn out, Meade's definition "is so constructed that only a 
price-leveJ or exchange-rate adjustment can eliminate balance-of-payments dis
equilibrium-any other method of eliminating an 'actual' disequilibrium would 
create a 'potencial' disequilibrium."3 This hypothetical reasoning in terms of what 
a country's balance of payments would be if governments did not enact policies 
made the even more serious assumption that no such policies would be wielded 
by foreign governmems. But where <loes such reasoning lead? Why reason as if 
the real world were not one in which the United States protects its agriculrure 
with quotas and unilaterally demands "orderly marketing agreements" for tex
tiles and other industries? We are drawn into a just-pretend Cloud-cuckoo-land 
of speculation far removed from the actual behavior of nations in the modern 
adversaria! system of self-interested diplomacy. And how curious it is for a book 
purporting to be on policy to hold that direct controls over imports and credit, 
subsidies, special taxes and all other special government policies are unnatural. 

The result is a rather narrow-minded erudition. In the mathematical supple
ment to his work Meade "shows that his model allows 28,781, 143,379 possible 
'policy combinations.' " 4 But nowhere arnong these marginalist policies are to 

3 Johnson, Mon~, Trade a11d Eco110111ic Gro11Jth, p. 16, and "The Taxonornic Approach to 
Econornic Policy," Eco110111Íc ]oumal, 61 (December 1951), pp. 812ff., citing Meade, The 
Balance of Pay111ents, p. 15 (italics added). See also p. 823, citing Meade, p. 296 for an example 
of his opposition to direct controls. lnstead of endorsing exchange controls "as a means of 
dealing with hot-money movements ... Meade prefers coumer-speculation by the autbor
ities," assuming that the latter are able to out-guess the market. (On balance, as George 
Soros showed in rus 1992 raid on steding, official intenTention usually ends up subsidizing 
speculation, not penalizing it.) Meade admits "that comrols may not be in the world ioterest 
if nominal yields do not correspond to 'real productiviry'." But this normally is the case! It 
would be more reasonable to admir at the outset that imerest rates are held high for balance
of-payments reasons 11ot reflecting the "real rate of productivity," and then to examine 
comrols from a realistic point of view. Bue Meade's laissez faire prejudice leads him to 
assume a simplistic utopian world. 

4 Johnson, "The Taxonomic Approach," p. 830, citing Meade's Mathe111atical Supple111ent. He 
adds that "in order to choose between the impossible number of alternatives with which 
even a relatively simple analytical problem confronts him, the theorisc is strongly cempted to 
eliminate sorne of the cases by prejudging the results of measurements he <loes nor and 
perhaps could noc make." Meade distils these combinations down to a menu of 399 
preferred cases. 



be found strategies to modernize production or achieve structural transform
ation! There is no discussion of government strategies to renegotiate its foreign 
debts (for instance, on the ground that it is unable to service them wíthout cutting 
its own throat over the long term). There is merely a bald assertion that 
governments should devalue(margioally) to earn the foreign exchange to pay 
(marginally) rising levels of debt service. Existing social and economic institu
tions, however backward, inequitable, unprogressive, corrupt or self-defeating 
they may be, may be subsidized to help maintain employment, but are not to be 
changed. One therefore suspects that ali of Meade's nearly 29 billion policy combi
nations are merely just so many grain s of sand to throw in the eyes of observers 
wishing to know what governments in the dynamic real world can in fact do 
about their payments deficits and the structural problems underlying them. 

Johnson aptly has warned that "the theorist is strongly tempted to simpli fy 
his problems to the point at which bis results cannot be applied at ali to practica! 
problems. Thus Professor Meade conducts most of his analysis in terms of a 
world of two countries, each of wbich produces only one good-an assumption 
which . . . corresponds to no practica! problem in internacional economics 
whatsoever." lf four go·ods were produced instead of two (a single export good 
and a domestic good in each country), the result would be "a string of clumsy 
determinants without any very obvious conclusions to be drawn from them."5 

In other words, even this small <lose of realism would produce a dross of 
unquantifiable, over-elaborated mathematics and geometrics. 

Another pitfall of Meade's basic line of reasoning is bis use of "propen
sities" as fixed ratios taken to be causal in themselves rather than merely 
accommodating. The most questionable fixed propensity is that of foreign 
Jending. The implication-which goes much further than Keynes went- is that 
an economy lends or invests a fixed proportion of its savings abroad, presum
ably because it has got into the habit of doing so over the years. In reality, 
foreign investment is a volatile function depending on relative internacional 
interest rates, profit opportunities, military and economic destabilization 
spurring flight capital, tax dodging, criminal activities and so forth. Meade's neat 
analysis acknowledges none of these intrusions of ugly reality. Johnson notes 
that he also "assumes that domestic expenditure is affected by the home rate of 
interest but oot by the foreign rate of interest, though the difference between 
the two affects the amount of fo reign lending; it would seem more reasonablc 

5 Johnson, "The Taxonomic Approach," p. 827, citing Meade's Malhe111atical Supplement, p. 46. 
He adds (p. 828) that "This temptation [to oversimplifyl is particulatly dangerous when 
questions of economjc polk}' are involved, because then the desire for simpliciry may be 
reinforced by personaJ preferences in prompúng the exclusion of possible cases." Elasticity 
pessimism is the usual case ignored by free rraders, who also neglect foreign reactions and 
other responses ciced in the balance of thjs chapter. 



to assume that the foreign rate of interest will have sorne influence on domestic 
saving if residents can in fact lend their savings abroad."6 

1 have cited Johnson's criticisms at such length because he later became one 
of Meade's supporters, having perceived that Meade had grasped the last remaining 
available straws to defend free-trade policies. 

Alexanders absorptíon approach encourages devaluatíon 

While Meade was constructing his models in the early l 950s, the IMF economist 
Sidney Alexander developed crude macroeconomic formulae to suggest how 
devaluation might cure payments deficits via its impact on domes tic income and 
expenditure. This remains the foundation for IMF programs and condition
alities ever since. The idea is that by reducing real wages and direct investment
that is, domestic "absorption" of current output-devaluation is supposed to 
free output for export. 

The theory borrows its categories from Keynesian macroeconomics, but 
its spirit is that of the monetarism that Keynes controverted in the German 
reparations debate. Keynes v.iewed hoarding-that is, non-spending-as the 
major threat to prosperity, and hence to direct investment, and by logical exten
sion to the trade balance, inasmuch as the latter is a function of the economy's 
productive powers. Alexander's model recommends policies to maximize rather 
than minimize hoarding, in the hope that this will minimize wages and con-

6 Johnson, ibid., pp. 816, 829, citing Meade's Mathematical 5Jfpple111e11t, p. 10. Johnson further 
poims out (p. 817) that Meade assumes that a country's total domestic expenditure and gross 
foreign lending or investment are "affected by the price of its export goods but not by the 
price of its impom (or of its 'home-trade' goods, where these are dealt with)." This 
assumption is made ostensibly " for simplification," but when such simplifications are at 
odds with reality (not to speak of common sense) they are more accurately a distraction. 
Real income falls when the terms of trade decline as impon prices rise (for example, for 
grains and oil over the past decade). This suggests not only less domestic saving but also 
flight capital-a problem that Meade does not address. 

Johnson cites a number of studies indicating that the proportion of income saved declines 
as the terms of trade deteriorate. (See the 1949 United Nations repon on lnflatio11ary and 
Deflatio11ary Tendencies, 1946-48, pp. 5-14, and Arnold C. Harberger, "Currency Depre
ciation, lncome, and the Balance of Trade," journa/ of Politicaf Eco110111)', 58 [Feb. 1950], pp. 
47-60.) Pointing out that such narrow assumptions produce irrelevant results, Johnson 
concludes (p. 826) thac he "<loes not ... believe that much assistance could be rendered to 

practical economic policy by further development along the lines laid clown." 
In any case, Meade's theoretical categories do not lend themselves to statistical measure

ment. To cite a glaring example, his measure of exports is net of aU impon content. This 
becomes a statistical nightmare to guantify. In the case of machine tools or other products 
made of steel in economies producing sorne iron and steel, how should one define the 
impon content-on a pro rata basis (impuring an average míx of domestic and foreign 
steel), or on the basis of actual imports? What of the fuels used in production, or the foreign 
financing involved? 



sumption. His objective is not full employment. In fact, he states that his model 
only will work where substancial unemployment ex.ists. 

The absorption model defines a country's net trade balance (B) as a residual 
function, equal to the difference between total goods and services produced in 
that country (Y) and the value taken off the market domestically." The latter 
"absorption" (A) is equal to consumption plus investment (C+ I), with invest
ment being defined to include inventories. Machlup has pointed out that the 
government sector (G) should also be recognized as a distinct function, so that 
C + I + G =A. H owever, G may be negative if the government runs a budget 
surplus, which is called hoarding (H). In either case the government budget 
appears only as a net item. The key to success for austerity programs is the 
tendency for devaluation to reduce domestic absorption by increasing hoarding, 
that is, Y-A. 

This approach is reminiscent of the Ohlin-Rueff monetarism of the 1920s. 
In monetarist terminology, to solve the budgetary problem is to solve the 
transfer problem. Cutting back domestic income reduces consumption and 
investment, thereby freeing an eq11ivaient vaiue of outp11t for export. By absorbing 
purchasing power, the government sector is supposed to free this output for 
export. As noted earlier, this approach makes the fatal assumptions that output 
is not affected by declining income, and that there is no adverse terms-of-trade 
effect. Falling wages and profits are not supposed to push the federal budget 
into deficit, because taxes are to be raised while expenditures are cut. The 
budget surplus replaces direct investment as the major variable, in the context 
of a contracting rather than expanding domestic economy. 

Economic contraction is the consequence in practice, but the pretense is 
that less domestic demand "frees" more goods for export. As Alexander puts 
matters: "If a devaluation is to affect the foreign balance, it can do so in only 
two ways (1) it can lead to a change in the production of goods and services in 
the country," specifically a shift from home-market goods to exports by making 
the latter more profitable in domestic-currency terms; or (2) the devaluation 
may change the amount of real absorption associated with any given leve! of 
reaJ income:' 7 that is, by reducing employment and investment while making 
imponed capital goods more expensive. To be sure, devaJuation cannot employ 

Sidney S. Alexander, "Effect of a Devaluation on a Trade Balance," IMF Staff Papers, 2 
(April 1952), pp. 264f., 268f., and M. O. Clement, Richard L. Pfister and Kenneth J. 
Rothwell, Theoretical Jss11es in Inter11atio11al Eco110111ics (Boston: 1967), p. 307. The clearest 
cliscussion of Alexander's formulas that 1 have been able to find is Machlup's "Relative 
Prices and Aggregate Spencling in the Analysis of Devaluation," A111erican Eco110111ic Revitw, 
45 Qune 1955), pp. 255-78 (esp. p. 258 for the formulae in question). It is no coincidence 
that the working assumptions of bad theocies are laid out more clearly by their antagonists 
than by their originators. lf the proponent of a self-defeating theory had expressed himself 



resources more fully or better, because it discourages domestic investmeot. Its 
efficacy in reccifying balance-of-payments deficits thus works solely vía short
term price and income influences at the cost of longer term export and import
displacing capacity. 

Alexander's analysis, like that of Meade, portrays devaluation as reducing 
the demand for foreign exchange without using the direct controls so hated by free 
traders. One reason why such comrols are deemed unnecessary is the assump
tion that no autonomous capital movements take place-that is, no capital flight 
occurs as a result of the ongoing devaluation. Yet this is what occurs in practice. 
As Machlup has remarked: " These restricting conditions serve to present the 
problem in splendid isolation from certain very realistic conditions."8 

As the absorption theory stands, even though total output normally declines 
under the austerity conditions associated with chronic devaluation, purchasing 
power is supposed to fall even more sharply, enabling more output to be exported. 
''As long as the demand for imports is not perfectly inelastic," that is, an abso
lute dependency established without respect for income and price levels, "the 
quantity of imports purchased falls." Devaluation makes imports more costly, 
reducing overall income.9 Labor·and capital are shifted from the domestic sector 
(where prices are relatively low and falling) to the export sector, where prices 
and hence profit incentives are rising, at least until domestic productivity 
declines in response to falling incomes. 

Austerity models do not recognize this adverse productivity effect. Yet it 
seems obvious enough that falling incomes impede countries from investing 
capital in their agriculture and industry. This will aggravate their long-term 

more clearly, he would have seen his own contradicrions. Muddiness of expression usually 
results from shying away from perceiving the problem directly. 

Stated arithmetically, and lerting Y represent real output (somewhat confusingly called 
"income") while H represencs tbe domesric budget surplus (idenrical with "hoarding" or 
"non-absorption''), it follows that 

Y = C+I [+Gl+(X-M) 
(X.-M) = Y-(C+ I[+Gl) 
B=Y- A=H 
L\B = LW-L\A = L\H 
The trade balance B is defined as being equal w the budget surplus H (domestic non

absorption of output). Break.ing out G separately helps focus on certain fixed categories of 
government spending. They may be calied structural. In the 1984 U.S. EconoJJJic Report of the 
Presiden/ (Washington: 1984), pp. 35-39, these structural federal expenditures include 
entitlemencs and other non-discrerionary governmeat programs that Congress has no 
authority to cut back. Omitring G, as Alexander does, neglects the established momentum 
of such expendirures. lt thus may be unconsritutional-which perhaps explains why the 
theory can be applied better in dictatorships tban in democracies. 

8 Clement, Pfister and Rothwell, Theoretica/ lsmes, p. 307, and MachJup, ·~nalysis of 
Devaluarion," p. 255. 



impon depeodency, even if the trade balance shows a temporary improvement 
as production is diverted to expon markets. 

In addition tO overlooking the adverse investment effects of devaluation 
and austcrity, absorption models neglect social factors such as the disrupcion 
resulting from strikes and what have become known as IMF riots. Capital flight 
occurs as individuals and firms save abroad in the form of hard currencies. The 
hoarding al 1vhich Alexa11der ain1s th11s tends to take the form of a ba/ance-ofpayments 
drain, notan improvement. Yet he excludes this phenomenon from his model. 

The cash-balance ejfect 
To reduce domescic absorption of output, it is necessary to increase the propen
sity to savc, but not in the forro of flight capital. (Thís in itself presupposes capital 
controls and a vigilant federal police, both of which IMF financial philosophy 
discourage.) The objective is to spur hoarding, not dishoarding. This is difficult 
to achieve, because thc inflationary impact of devaluation reduces "the future 
value of savings and hence the incentive to save."1º If savings are spent on 
consumer goods, the CGOnomy wil1 have fewer goods left to export, whíle its 
demand for imports increases. 

Alexander suggcsts that if people aim to hold a given purchasing power 
in the form of cash balances (within the country, not abroad) rather than main
taining their consurnption levels, they will have to increase their rate of saving in 
the face of falling post-devaluation real incomes. 

If the money supply is inflexible, and if rnoney-holders desire to maintain 
cash holdings of a certain real value, they must, as prices rise, accumulate more 
cash. This will require a reduction in their real expenditures relative to their real 
incornes ... as long as the banking system or government does not create more 
money, except to the extent that goods or services may be sold abroad and the 
domestic money supply thereby increased.11 

By reducing the purchasing power of bank deposits, devaluation forces 
savers (including businesses) to set aside more income if they are to maintaio 
the same amount of purchasing power in their savings account and cash balance. 
Higher saving obliges them to reduce current consumption (or investment). But 
contra AJcxander, subsequent statistical studies have confirmed what Milton 

9 Jbid., p. 300. The terms-of-trade effect will be equal co zero only if devaluation either does 
not alter the terms of trade or if its inicial and secondary effects precisely offset each other. 
(See Machlup, "Analysis of Devaluation," pp. 26tf.) 

10 Johnson, Jntematio11al Trade a11d Eco110111ic Growth: S111dies i11 P11re Theory !1958], (Cambridge: 
1967), p. 163. Machlup (p. 264) calls this the "price expectations effect": individuals and 
firms may rush to increase their invemories before prices rise yet more. 

11 Alexander, "Effect of a Ocvaluation on a Trade Balance," p. 271. 



Friedman postulated in bis 1957 Theory of the Consumption Function: As inflation 
rises, people save iess and move into commodities as a hedge-often small port
able valuable objects such as gold or luxury cars. Alexander thus is on shaky 
ground in calling the "cash-balance impact" of devaluation "the best known of 
the indirect effects," supposedly increasing S/Y rather than C/Y as depreciating 
currency pushes up import prices, and hence overall domestic prices. 

The reality is that few people choose to increase their cash balances to 
maintain a constant sum of liquid purchasing power in inflationary situations. 
Friedman, Philip Cagan and other monetarists have traced how people reduce 
the proportion of income kept in the form of cash balances. The velocity of 
monetary turnover increases as the rate of inflation accelerates. Savers move out 
of cash balances and capital-market instruments into commodities, or keep 
their balances in hard currencies abroad, or shift their savings into "hard assets" 
of internacional purchasing power such as fine arts, gold, foreign automobiles 
and the like. The most typical response is for investors to shift their funds to 
capital markets in the industrial nations whose securities prices or other asset 
prices are rising. Yet Alexander baldly states that "Capital movements are ruled 
out here; if they were allowed' they might change or eliminate the cash-balance 
effect." 12 Capital flight has become an overriding factor in the balance of pay
ments of most Third World and post-Soviet economies. To acknowledge this 
would interfere with Alexander's laissez faire conclusions. By neglecting capital 
flight to the creditor nations, his IMF plan imposes a blind spot that becomes 
fatal for client Third World countries. Hoarding in countries with chronically 
depreciating currencies does not consist of directly productive assets, and thus 
does not bring new wealth into being. 

Alexander points out that raising cash by selling securities will depress 
their prices, thereby pushing up interest rates. This is true, ali other things equal, 
but that is irrelevant because interest rates in Third World countries have 
become primarily a function of central bank policy in response to balance-of
payments considerations under chronic crisis conditions. In 1990 these rates 
were over 40 percent annually-in dollarized terms-in Argentina and Brazil, 
and over 20 percent in Mexico. lt was these high rates that depressed asset 
prices in debtor countries that were turned into financial tributaries. Debt 
service was paid not only to creditors in hard-currency nations but also to the 
financial elites of the debtor countries themselves, typically operating out of 
offshore banking enclaves. 

Alexander and the IMF ignore the fact that while high interest rates attract 
foreign short-term capital to stabilize the balance of payments, they destabilize 
the domestic economy and aggravate intern~tional dependency by discouraging 

12 Alexander, ibid., p.271. 



new direct investrnent. As Machlup points out: "The offer of assets and debt 
securities at reduced prices would attract foreign buyers-which would greatly 
help matters [at least in the short run]-but we have excluded any autonomous 
capital movements from our analysis." In any event, foreign investment ínflows 
entail future outflows of remüted profits, thereby undercutting the balance of 
payments over time. Also, banks are ruled out as buyers of these securities 
"because we have excluded additional credit creation."13 

If local residents and businesses hoard their funds or buy the financial 
assets thrown omo the market, it is in preference to tmdertaking new direct investment. 
This is supposed to help matters by reducing domestic absorption: But how can 
this be expected to improve the trade balance over time? Without investrnent, 
purchasing new equipment and hiring new workers how can modernization take 
place and the economy produce more exports or import substitutes? It would 
seem that the long run is being sacrificed to scrape by in the short run. The capital 
flight that Alexander excludes from his analysis, and the reduced investrnent 
which he praises as if it helps rather than impairs matters, make the allegedly 
positive effects of devaluation appear doubtful, and in fact, counter
effective. The objective seems to be fo r the IMF to strip debtor-country assets 
to pay foreign bondholders, banks and other creditors, not to help the poor 
client countries. 

How wage la.gs erode living standards 
In contrast to Friedman's simple monetarism which assumes that ali prices 
change at the same rate, Alexander focuses on the long-known tendency for 
wage payments to lag behind the general rate of infl.ation, squeezing consump
tion accordingly. 

There may be a long lag of wages behind prices, and profits might therefore gain 
at the expense of wages as a resuJt of the devaluation .... Taxes, at least in the 
advanced countries, can be expected to take a larger share of given real income 
when the price level is higher. To the extent that income is shifted from those 

13 Machlup, "Analysis of Devaluation," p. 273. 
14 Alexander, "Effect o f a Devaluation," p. 273. On che logic that raising caxes will reduce 

overall purchasing power, presumably "freeing" ourput for expon, Alexander concludes: 
"The government can, in advanced countries, usually be expected to have a low marginal 
propensity so absorb." However, governmencs in Third World countries have a notoriously 
large internacional leakage. They use their revenues Jargely to repay forejgn debes and import 
arms and food. Governments thus may have an even higher "propensity" to turn over 
income to foreigners than does the privare sector, especially in ructat0rships such as 
Mobutu's Zaire, the Marcos's PhiLippines and the Shah's Iran. A budgetary surplus may 
result in 111ort foreign exchange transferred abroad, and perhaps even more imports made 
than would be the case if more were left in the hands of the domescic subsistence sector. 



with a high marginal propensity to absorb [that is, to spend] to those with a low 
propensity, the foreign balance will be improved by the devaluation.14 

And this foreign balance realiy is ali that the IMF cares about. Devaluation 
(and its consequent inflation) is supposed to redistribute income from wage 
earners and fixed-income (local-currency) recipients to profit recipients (employ
ers) and above ali to hard-currency creditors, that is "largely to people richer and 
thriftier than ... fixed-salary workers, and pensioners." 15 This is not supposed 
to increase investment, nor are governments supposed to use their higher tax 
revenue ro impon more arms, food or infrastructure-investment goods. The 
major impact occurs as real incomes decline for wage earners, especialiy as the 
government reduces subsidies for food and other essentials. 

This line of analysis was anticipated already at the beginning of the nine
teenth century. No less an econornic historian than Marx traced the genesis of 
Cantillon's two-sector analysis of economic activity-recognizing differential 
rates of inflation in the business and consumer sectors- through John Barton's 
1817 analysis of the role played by foreign trade in the evolution of prices, 
wages and profits. Emphasizing how the profitability of investment may be 
enhanced by inflation, Barton put his finger on why employers favored the price 
inflation that typicaliy accompanied currency depreciation: 

The remarkable increase of population which has taken place, not only in England, 
but in almost every European state, during the last fifty or sixty years, has perhaps 
proceeded chiefly from che increased productiveness of che American mines. An 
increased abundance of the precious metals raises che price of commoclities in a 
greater proportion chan che price of labour; it depresses che conclition of che labourer, 
and at che same time increases che gains of his employer, who is chus induced to 
enlarge his circulating capital to che utmost of his ability, to hire as many hands as 
he has che means to pay;--ll1d it has been seen chat this is precisely the state of things 
most favourable to che increase of people. That a fall in che value of money lowers che 
recompense of labour has been incidentally pointed out by several late writers.16 

This passage expresses the distinction (later emphasized by Keynes) 
between a profit inflation and an income or wage inflation. As Marx elaborated 
the monetary impact of the trade balance (and its consequent gold inflows 
creating inflationary pressures), 

che rise in wages was not proporcionare to che rise in the price of commoclities; (real) 
wages, cherefore, fell and chere followed an increase in relative surplus labour and 
consequently in the rate of profit, not because the labourers were become more produc
tive but because there had been a decline in absolute wages, that is, in the sum of the 

15 Machlup, "Analysis of Devaluation," p. 263. 
16 John Barton, Observations 011 the Cirt11t11stances 111hich lnfl11ence the Condition of the Labo11ring Classes 

of Socie!J (London: 1817), pp. 29ff. . 
17 Marx commenting o n the above passage, in A History of Eco110111ic Theories: Frol!l the Pf?yszo

crats to Adam Smitb (New York: 1952), p. 196. (fhis is Terence McCarthy's translarion o f Marx's 
Theories oj Surplm Value, the first English-language translation of that work.) 



Table 18.1: Balance-of-Paymems Impact of Devaluatioo and Austerity 

P OSITIVE EFFECTS NEGATIVE EFFECTS 

INFALTION-AsSOCIATED EFFECTS, as devaluarion increases import pcices and domesric price: 

1. Accorcling to the R EAL-B ALANCE EFFECT, In the face of falling real incomes (or slowei 
people increase their saving rate (S/Y) in growth) people try to maintain consumptior: 
order to maintain a constant purchasing standards by living off their saving (Fried
power of their liquid savings. This lowers man's " Permanent Income Hypothesis") 
the consumption rate (C/Y), leaving more This reduces the rate of saving and invest-
output available for export. ment, leaving less available for export. 

2. Devaluation makes imports more expen
sive, discouraging them (and spurring 
exports). 

3. Wage lags redistribute income away from 
workers (the "Barton effect''), freeing more 
output for export-assuming no adverse 
productivity effects of falling real income. 

PRODUCTMTY EFFECTS 

4. No produccivity impact recognized. 

D epreciation and inflation leads to hoard
ing of lu.."<.ury imports and, most important 
to capital flight. 

Falling living standards lead to strikes and 
political instability, interrupting economic 
activity, reducing output, and leading te 
bankruptcy of marginal firms. 

Slower growth in the domestic market leads 
to less investment, hence slower productivity 
growth and capital formation. Over time this 
increases import dependency. Even in the 
short run it leads to investment outflows to 
more thriving markets abroad. 

EFFECTS OF FINANCIAL AUSTERITY AND TIGHTENlNG BANK CREDIT 

S. Lower spending leaves more output to 

be exported. .Higher interest rates lead 
people to borrow abroad. 

EFFECT OF FISCAL AUSTERITY 

Less bank credit meaos less exporr credit, in a 
world where expon competitiveness has become 
largely a function of the credit-terms of ex
ports. Foreign borrowing builds in futu.re debt
service costs, which come to domínate the 
balance of payments. High interese rates also 
encourage foreign takeovers as domestic 6rms 
lack competitive financing. 

6. Higher taxes reduce domestic demand, Devaluation increases government needs to 
freeing an equivalent value of output for service foreign currency debt. This displaces 
export (assuming no transfer problem). government spencling on economic infrastruc-

ture, or it increases tax rates, which mean 

TERMS-OF-TRADE EFFECT 
higher operating and production costs. 

7. D evaluation rewards labor and capital em- More exports reduce the terms of trade. 
ployed in the export secror more than that This makes the transfer problem more com
used to produce domestic output. Hence, plex than the merely domestic budgetary 
resources are shifted to export produc- problem. 
tion- presumably at steady terms of trade. 



means of subsistence given to the labourer; because, in short, the position of the 
workingman had deteciorated. In such countrJes, labour in reality, had become more 
productive for its employers.17 

And also more productive of a trade surplus as well as profits, Alexander 
would add. But in Barton's day the modern phenomenon of capital flight had 
not appeared. 

In sum, lower wage levels are supposed to free an equivalent value of out
put for export, or perhaps spur direct investment by increasing profits by the 
amount of wages cut back (adjusted for business losses resulting from the 
devaluation). By contrast, as Chapter 9 has traced, the Economy of High Wages 
principle finds high wages to be a precondition for achieving high productivity, 
whi1e low wages are associated with low productivity and economic obsoles
cence. The result is capital flight and deepening foreign-currency debt. 

The money illusion 

Alexander acknowledges that the income-transfer effect of currency devalu
ation requires continual depre~iation. That is, it depends "on dynamic movements, 
on rising prices rather than ~n high prices." Matters turn on consumer and 
business anticipations and the willingness of workers to be fooled by the money 
illusion as they are preoccupied with their nominal money wages, not with the 
actual purchasing power of these wages. ''A small devaluation may take advan
tage of the money illusion, or impart a dynamic momentum to the wage inercia, 
or lead to modification of tax rates, etc."18 As long as people can be confused 
by illusion they may refrain from engaging in the strikes and riots that erode the 
trade balance by rendering resources idle. 

But it is axiomatic among practical trade analysts that the only way sub
stantially to improve in the trade balance is to devalue to excess. A quantum leap 
is necessary to alter trade patterns and win new markets. This is why the United 
States devalued the dollar by nearly 40 percent in 1933-hardly a marginal amount. 

Redeployment and investment ejfects of devaluation 

Devaluation's direct effect on absorption is defined as the switch from domestic 
to export production or the production of import substitutes. This switching, 
notes Machlup, "will depend chiefly on how the economy responds to price 
incentives," as well as on the mobility and flexibility of its labor and capital.19 

But as noted earlier, for resources to shift into export production, sorne 
retooling is necessary. This is particularly the case in Third World economies 

18 Alexander, "Effect of a Devaluation," p. 274. 
t9 Machlup, "Anal)'Sis of D evaluation," pp. 260, 262. 



whose export sectors are much more capital intensive than their domestic 
subsistence sectors. Government efforts to build up the export infrastructure 
may be needed-hardly gíving much hope for running a domestic budget surplus. 
Furthermore, labor displaced from domestic industries probably will be unable 
immediately to find work producing exports. This idling of resources and of 
new investment is likely to impair the trade balance at least in the short run
something fatal for a theory whose time frame in any event is only short-term. 

If the capital goods required for retooling the economy must be imported, 
the trade balance will be eroded. Machlup points to "the high cost of invest
ment effect" following devaluation, that is, "the discouragement which increased 
cost of imported investment goods may cause to investors. . . . Investment in 
imported labor-saving machinery, very profitable at predevaluation exchange 
rates, turned out to be too expensive relative to domestic labor once the exchange 
rates were corrected." 20 Devaluation thus impedes technological moderniza
tion. It often involves selling ownership of resources and public enterprises to 
foreigners, setting the stage for transferring profits, interest charges and other 
fees abroad in years to come. 

The efficacy of devaluation, like that of monetary inflation in mercantilist 
doctrine, boils clown to the " idle resources effect." By making domestic products 
cheaper on world markets, devaluation is supposed to spur employment in the 
export sector and possibly in sectors producing import substitutes. The reality 
is that by lowering real incomes it reduces demand, shrinks markets and contri
butes to unemployment in the domestic sector. If this labor receives unemploy
ment insurance or other transfer payments, absorption will not fall by as much 
as output, so that the trade balance will be eroded. Even so, the IMF holds that 
a state of unemployment is best suited to making the absorption approach 
work. Its logic is that resources are unlikely to be switched to the export sector 
as long as full-employment conditions persist. Alexander concludes that 
countries whose labor is fully employed should prefer monetary stringency and 
tight credit to devaluacion as a means to improve their trade balance. 

Adverse ejfect of devaluation on the foreign, debt burden 

A devaluation obliges government and prívate businesses that have borrowed in 
foreign currencies to use more local income to service these debts. When Canada's 
dollar fell in value from US$1.06 to $0.86 during 1978-79, its domestic-currency 
costs of servicing foreign debt denominated in U.S. dollars, German marks, 
Swiss francs and Japanese yen increased proportionally. The nacional government 

20 Machlup, ibid., pp. 264f. 



and provincial borrowers had to increase taxes to cover their higher debt servic
ing costs, or reduce spending in other areas such as development infrastructure. 

Higher taxes added to domestic cost structures while reducing the private 
sector's purchasing power. The resulting cost squeeze threatened to drive marginal 
businesses into bankruptcy, leading to a write-off of their capital. This is how 
debtor economies are stripped of their ability to promete long-term capital 
formation. 

Also aggravating inflation and impairing capital formation is the instab
ility associated with austerity programs. Output is reduced by the strikes and 
political disturbances noted earlier, by adding to costs through crime and urban 
decay, and by impairing the investment climate generally. Governments impos
ing such "stabilization" plans often are able to stay in power only by suspending 
the democratic process and overriding the institutions of parliamentary democracy. 
As the political situation polarizes, the economic structure ossifies. The class war 
is back in business, imposed at the internacional margin as a consequence of the 
foreign-debt quandary. 

False assumption that budgetary saving will p roduce a 1:1 trade improvement 

The critique of monetarist austerity models focuses on their unwarranted 
assumption that the trade balance will improve by increasing exports or 
reducing imports by the full amount of domestic austerity imposed. Instead of 
viewing spending on imports as a more or less fixed structural proportion of 
income (a propensity to import of between 3 percent for the United States, and 
25 per cent for much of Europe and many T hird World countries), the absorp
tion approach assumes that all income reduccion will either cut imports or free 
a corresponding value of output for export on a 100 percent basis. This is the 
equivalent of assuming a one-to-one ("unitary'') marginal propensity to import. 

As such, it represents a throwback to the theories of Ohlin and Rueff in 
the 1920s. Like their theories, it recognizes no linkages such as the need to 
import raw materials in order to produce industrial exports, or even to import 
capital equipment to produce more raw-materials exports. Also ignored is the 
fact that export prices probably must decline in order for the economy to win 
more foreign markets. Yet if the terms of trade decline, the foreign exchange 
earned by divercing domestic resources to export production will turn out to be 
less than the cutback of domestic incomes. 

Whether export volume rises by enough, while imports fall by enough to 
stabilize the balance of payments depends on (1) their relative elasticities of 
demand, and (2) the degree to which falling incomes will depress new direct 
investment in agriculture and industry below the rate needed to sustain the 



devaluing country's growing population and maintain competitive production 
functions with other economies. If the country has fallen into internacional 
dependency-that is, if its trade is price- and income-inelastic-and if IMF and 
World Bank austerity programs deprive it of the resources and incentives 
needed to modernize productivity in keeping with world rates, then austerity wili 
aggravate i11ternational dependenry, i111pair the balance of pcryments and exacerbate capital 
jlight. 

Adáitional shortcomings of the absorption approach 

Keynes hoped that devaluation would ínflate the economy and spur employ
ment vía the multiplicr process resulting from hjgher export sales. By contrast, 
the IMF's motive is to cut back domestic demand, inclurung direct investment. 
A shrinking income is to be redistributed from the domestic to the export sector, 
and from wage earners to employers. Such investment as does occur is to con
centrate on producing exports rather than satisfying domestic demand. There is 
little question of compctitive beggar-my-neighbor policy for Third World debtor 
economics engaging in such devaJuations, because their major exports are raw 
materiaJs priced in world currencies (dollars o r sterling) and non-competing 
low-wage produces. 

In cases where meaningful export competition actually is achieved with 
industries in the industrial nations, the Jatter are liable to retaliate. This is how 
the United States responded to Brazilian exports in the 1980s. When Brazil 
sought to promote its exports in an attempt to service its nearly unmanageable 
foreign debt, it achieved a 32.4 billion ttade surplus with the United States in 
1983. lt announced hopes to increase that amount in 1984 as part of its planned 
$9 billion worldwide trade surplus deemed necessary to service its foreign debts. 
But the United Statcs government brought dumping charges against Brazil,21 

creating problems for Brazilian exports of alcohol, textiles, auto pares, shoes and 
tobacco. Brazil became the only major Third World sugar exporter subjected to 

U.S. import duties. U.S. antidumping claims obliged Brazil to levy a 27 per cent 
export tax on its stecl, undercutting the nominal advantages of its currency 
devaluation. Yet the academic and IMF devaluation models look narrowly at 
countries being subjected to austerity, not foreign responses of this sort. The 
usual response is that an export-price war breaks out among debtor-countty 
produces, benefiting the industrial nations that domínate the IMF 

A government tax surplus is demanded despite the need for Third World 
countries to create more domestic infrastructure to modernize their economies. 
Rathcr than broadcning their economic base to build up self-dependency, this 

21 See for instance "Brazil Says Sanctions Imperil Trade," The Ne/11 York Times, March 19, 1984. 



pushes debtor countries to become raw-materials monocultures. By discour
aging new direct investment and infrastructure not associated with the export 
trade, by shrinking the domestic market and exacerbating capital flight, the fiscal 
surplus contributes to high unemployment rates which, in the industrial nations, 
would inspire chronic budget deficits to reflate the economy. Austerity programs 
end up making debtor countries more dependent on imports as the economy is 
choked by a lack of credit, rising taxes and falling government subsidies. 

To summarize the above criticisms, the absorption formulas neglect the 
wide range of factors that actually shape internacional economic behavior. They 
selecta few hypothetical relationships-largely unrealistic-while neglecting the 
institucional rigidities that impair the balance of trade, such as the absence of 
land reform or failure to upgrade the quality and productivity of labor. Finally, 
it should be added, such models ignore the correlation between low wage levels 
and high rates of population growth. 

The absorption app roach slips into monetarism 

The resurgent monetarism since the 1970s absorbed Keynesian macroeconomics 
by representing income and p~oduction functions as essentiaily monetary in 
character. The essence of JMF austerity programs since their inception has been 
that the trade balance cannot improve unless the central bank imposes monetary 
stringency, preferably in conjunction with a federal budget surplus.22 

Whereas Keynesian analysis and multiplier theory trace how foil employ
ment may be achieved by expanding income and investment, monetarism aims 
to achieve balance by shrinking the money supply. The phenomenon in which 
its advocates are most interested is not foil employment or economic modern
ization but price stability and internacional payments equilibrium sufficient to 
keep paying foreígn creditors. Foreign debt service and basic capital-flight trends 
to the creditor nations are to be sustained by belt-tightening, not by raising 
income and production levels. 

Alexander added that if people saved more in inflationary situations in 
arder to maintain a constant liquid purchasing power in the form of bank 
deposits, this would enable the banking system to increase its credit. Under the 
fracciona! reserve principie of banking, this would produce a multiplier effect 
for deposit growth (assuming no leakages). In order not to undo the "favorable" 

22 "An ideal Line o f policy," wrote AJexander in an update of his theorizing, "is to, with one 
hand guide the money supply so as to maintain ful] employment without inflation, and with 
the other hand set the exchange rate for foreign balance. Any change in the exchange rate 
would thus require a correlative change in the money supply." ("Effects of a Devaluation: A 
Simplified Synthesis of the Elasticities and Absorption Approaches," A merica11 Eco110111ic 
Review, 49 [March 1959], p. 25.) 



income reduction resulting from the devaluation, he recommended that the 
central bank should sterilize any such buildup of cash balances. This is reminis
cent of the demands made by Ohlin and Rueff in the 1920s that Germany not 
be permitted to borrow abroad, on the ground that this would offset the 
positive deflationary effects of its reparations transfers. The problem with a 
tight money policy of this sort is that increasing interest races push up capital 
costs, thereby reducing investment and potencial output. 

As long as trade theory remains couched in terms of short-term adjust
ments, it seems unnecessary to work on the production factors underlying the 
deficit. Everything depends on monetary policy. As Machlup recognized, 
"Nothing can be said about the effects of a devaluation unless exact specifica
tions are made regarding the supply of money and credit and the fiscal policy 
of the government." 23 On the other hand, there is no way of knowing in 
advance just how severe the currency depreciation must be, given the rigidities 
and inelasticities of much world trade. 

Harry Johnson was an important transitional figure in converting Alexan
der's absorption formulas into a monetarist format. Claiming to isolate "the 
initiating causes of disequilibrium" so that "the most appropriate type of 
remedia! policy can be followed," he sought to "illuminate the monetary aspects 
of balance-of-payments disequilibrium" by pointing out that the balance of 
payments may be viewed as equivalent to "the difference between aggregate 
receipts by residents and aggregate payments by residents." 24 But he did not 
distinguish between underlying long-term causes of payments deficits and their 
monetat)' preconditions in the forro of accommodating financing. Demand 
management was given preference over restructuring production. A policy of 
tightening the money supply was preferred to the longer-term strategy of 
enhancing productivity through land reform, anticorruption moves or better 
education and upgrading of the labor force. 

Johnson excludes production functions from consideration by insisting 
that "balance-of-payments problems are fundamentally monetary phenomena . 
. . . it is an obvious proposition, but one which is often overlooked." 25 Shifts in 
imports and exports are viewed as resulting only from changes in purchasing 
power. "It is evident that a balance-of-payments problem is monetary in nature 
and that it is fundamentally related to the fact that the banking system can crea te 
credit." 26 The monetary dimension of the balance-of-payments deficits thus is 

23 Machlup, "Analysis of Devaluation," pp. 272ff. 
24 Johnson, Intemational Trade a11d Economic Growth, pp. 156, 158. See also p. 162. 
25 Johnson, ibid., p. 167, and Mo11ey, Trade a11d Eco110111ic Gro1JJlh, p. 19. 
26 Johnson, llltematio11al Trade a11d Economic Cro11J/h, p. 18. 



viewed as their ultimate cause, calling for a solely monetary and financial cure
which ends up bleeding the patient to death. 

Monetarists assume that if the money supply can be kept tight enough, 
prices will fall. In essence, the Chicago School's slogan "Money matters" means 
that it can be made to matter by using itas a financial constraint. True, you cannot 
"push on a string" and expect monetary expansion automatically to spur pro
duction. But the monetary authorities can pul! on a string to reduce income and 
prices. So we are back to the price-specie flow mechanism with a macroeco
nomic face, imposed by government fiat under the direction of IMF central 
planners. 

Attempts were made to head off this aggressive kind of monetarism even 
before Johnson published his balance-of-payments analysis. Machlup warned 
that tackling only the monetary aspects might merely exacerbate production 
problems: 

If ... reduccion in absorpcion causes a net decline in employment (instead of the 
desired transfer of resources), a sequence of secondary nonspending will cut 
clown consumpcion and investment even further, depending on the propensity 
to absorb; and if the transfer of resources should scill fail to take place, at least 
che purchase of impons will be reduced, with a definitely positive effect on the 
trade balance. Needless to say, no government would want to have the 
improvement of the trade balance take this form, bue it is only fair to mencion 
that ir can happen.27 

It is exactly what has happened as a result of monetarism's Third World 
austerity programs. 

Summary: Believing is seeing 
General equilibrium analysis assumes no policy at ali, a laissez faire world subject 
only to inercia. The monetarist version deems only automatic responses to be 
purely "economic" in character, except for policy decisions concerning the 
money supply. The theory is now widely seen to be outmoded, and never was 

27 Machlup, "Analysis of Devaluation," pp. 271 f. He points out (p. 268) that ' 'The argument 
undedying the aggregate-spending approach has been developed from a "fundamental 
eguation" which represents more definitions. Such eguations usually serve a useful purpose 
in aiding the organization of the analysis. But this may easily tempt an analyst into "implicit 
theorizing," illegitimately deducing causal relationships, and overlookíng the shifting 
meanings of terms in different contexts." He singles out Alexander's absorption formulas 
for makíng this error. For instance (p. 275), much government expeoditure "is nota function 
of income but an independent variable that can be admin.istered in a direction opposite to 
that o f changes in income. 



very relevant in the first place. Central banks today focus on interest rates, and 
on loosening financia! regulations so as to spur asset-price inflation in ways that 
shift income from employees to rentiers. The latter are euphemized as "wealth
holders" so that the process can be called "wealth creation" rather than a process 
of debt peonage. 

Keynes wanted to subordinare creditor interests to the goal of fuU 
employment and direct investrnent. Monetarists sacrifice economic progress 
and prosperity on the altar of internacional debt. Keynes did not deny that to 
the extent that income expansion became inflacionary, it would erode the 
purchasing power of society's debt overhead, but he viewed these debts as being 
economic dead-weight in any event. Monetarism has as its alpha and omega the 
preservation of the domescic and internacional debt overhead in at least steady 
(preferably rising) purchasing power. This makes it the economic doctrine of 
the banking and financia! sectors, and of creditor nations vis-a-vis debtor 
economies. Growth in investrnent and living standards is to be permitted only 
to the extent that it honors the legacy of debt claims on society's wealth and 
income-literally the "dead hand" (mortgage) of the past weighing on the 
present. 

These financia! claims tend to grow at compound interest, that is, at rates 
in excess of going rates of profit and economic surplus-creation. The spirit of 
monetarism thus asserts the prerogatives of past financia! property distribution 
even at the cost of mass unemployment, foregone development and the imposi
tion of economic paralysis and political autocracy. 

What macroeconomic income-oriented approaches share in common 
with monetarism is a disregard for the need to upgrade productivity and hence 
wage levels to achieve internacional balance. Both approaches accept as given facts 
of nature the exiscing technological, financia!, social and political environment. 
They thus have become two sides of the same coin. When monetarism insists 
that shrinking incomes can rectify payments deficits, it assumes that this will 
lower production costs and/ or free erstwhile domescic consumer output 
(haircuts, groceries, etc.) for export. lnstead of viewing labor and business as 
production inputs subject to modernization, they treat them only as sources of 
demand, as recipients of income who will go on doing their job without their 
productivity being adversely affected by falling income levels. 

In preaching austerity rather than prosperity, monetarism sees the road to 
stability and wealth as entailing a deflacion of purchasing power, impoverishing 
the domestic market-while accusing government planning of paving the road 
to serfdom by trying to regulare or constrain finance. The problem with mone
tarist debt peonage is that to reduce wages requires sufficient unemployment to 
depress the general demand for labor. This wastes resources rather than utilizing 



the population and capital better. A trade surplus is to be crcated sufficient to 
paya country's exponencial growth in foreign debt and capital flight. "Balance" 
in internationaJ payments is supposcd to be achíeved at the cost of chronic 
impoverishmem of the labor market. Falling wage levels are assumed to cut 
costs proporrionally, not recognizing any adverse productivicy feedback. 

Medieval doctors bled patients, imagining that this helped restore a 
healthy balance. But it weakened them. Today, we think of chese physicians as 
well-meaning fools. But at least in medieval times, patients werc not forced to 
go to such doctors. That has not becn the case with lMF and World Bank 
practitioners. And there is less excuse for their imposition of monetarist 
austerity plans, because the identical assumptions that underlaid them were 
controverted in England's bullion debate in the early 1800s, in the German 
reparations debate in the 1920s, and during the half-century that IMF advice has 
created poverty and dependency. The lMF's monetarist models have been main
tained only by the most rigorous censorship of the history of economic thought, 
making the institution closer to the medieval Inquisition than to medicine. 

By the mid-1980s many debtor countries reached the point where debt 
service had come to absorb ali their net export proceeds left after foreign direct 
investors had retained their profits abroad, along with the foreign-currency 
costs of export production. The debt reductions that began with Mexico under 
the Brady Plan of 1989, followed by Venezuela in 1990, are only the preliminary 
acknowledgement that there is little realistic hope for these countries to export 
their way out of debt. They have been subjected for too many decades to 
austerity programs that sacrificed hopes for long-term growth. The high interese 
rates and credit constraints imposed by austericy disallow technology to be 
applied economically on financia/ grounds (the high cost of capital, and limited 
domestic market) as distinct from the direct production and opcrating costs on 
which most orthodox trade theory focuses. The concluding chapter turns to this 
problem, which has received little analysis since the eighteeneh century. 

This completes the review of economic orthodoxy concerning "real" and 
financia! aspects of internacional polarization and convergence. Part II stressed 
the interaction between trade and development. It showed how laggard 
countries tend to collapse in an Economy of Low Wages Syndrome rather than 
experience the normal feedback processes of rising wages and technolog]cal 
modernization. Part Ill has traccd ehe interaction between internacional finance 
and development. l e has shown how countries that fall into foreign debt are 
obliged to support their interese races for balance-of-payments rcasons at the 
cose of direct invesrment in the home markee. 



PART IV 

Toward the Future 

. . . che most fatally unpracrical thing in che world is to go on reaching 
methods by results which take every factor into accouot except che one upon 
which che whole result uJcimately depends. 

R. L. Nettleship, The Theory ~( Education in Plato's Rep11b/ic (1880), p. 27. 



19 

The Lessons of History 

These lectures place the history of internacional economics in the context of 
the policy debates that have shaped theories of trade and investment with regard 
to the nature of competicive advantage, productivity differences among nations, 
the achievement of technological and financial leads, the determinacion of inter
nacional prices and gains from trade, the migration of labor and capital, and the 
impact on exchange rates of debt service, military spending and other "capital 
trans f ers." 

From the English mercantilists through early free traders, and from pro
tectionists among English landowners to American and German industrialists, 
the most important policy inspiration has been the desire to understand the 
world's polarizacion tendencies-how nations pull ahead of others or get left 
behind in a posicion of economic and financial dependency. The aim has been 
either to put dynamics in place to consolidare one's lead, or to catch up by 
nurturing domestic technology and credit. From either perspective the basic 
task of internacional economics is to explain how rich nations may achieve 
widening produccivity and cost advantages for their industry and agriculture, 
compared to how the colonial and post-colonial periphery has been malformed 
by what I call the Monoculture Syndrome with its economically and policically 
obsolete labor, agriculture, capital and oligarchic governments. 

Placing the polarizacion vs. convergence debate in this historical and 
policy setting shows how its breadth of scope widens as we look further back 
in time. Early observers perceived with remarkable clarity the political context 
and posicive feedback character of England's industrial head start, as did 
subsequent protectionists in America and continental Europe in mapping out 
their own long-term nacional strategy. From the outset, English mercancilism 
and subsequent protectionism, traced the positive feedback and obsolescence 
processes that shape market relations, and extended the analysis of trade and 
development into the policical and social sphere. Most of these percepcions 
were voiced by men well placed in the policical leadership of their times. 

The subsequent narrowing of scope-away from long-term development 
to short-term market analysis, away from the monetary and financial context of 
trade to a "barter" theory, and away from a government policy-oriented focus 



to one of laissez faire-has been politically clictated by the success of England, 
the United States and subsequent lead nations in achieving domjnant intellectual 
as well as economic status. It seems ironic that the more successful a nation 
becomes, the narrower and more short-term tends to be the scope of its inter
nacional economic theorizing-almost as if it would pull up the policy ladder 
behind it. The aim is to impose a superficial trade theory and financia! austerity 
on the less developed periphery, treating their resources as "endowments" dealt 
out by nature rather than fostered actively by nacional policy. 

To place thls narrowing of intellectual scope in perspective, it is appro
priate in thls final chapter to summarize my overall argument. Central to almost 
all ethlcal cliscussion about trade has been the distinction between value and 
price, starting with how the thirteenth-century Schoolmen rationalized the 
benefits of trade. Their efforts show how invariant certain concerns have 
remained through the centuries. Ultimately at issue is the exchange of labor for 
commoclities, whether domestically or internationally. But the charging of 
interest on loans to finance this trade-or for war debts, for that matter-is 
independent of the labor process. Interest is an element that enters into price 
without involving value in the classical sense of being ultimately reducible to the 
cost of labor. 

It took nearly five centuries for medieval concerns to culminate in Ricarclian 
value theory, which based itself on an objective and universal standard by 
expressing all costs in terms of labor-time equivalents. This approach left little 
room for what subsequently was called the Economy of High Wages principie 
involving labor productivity and capital productivity, or how shifts in the supply 
and demand for labor and its products affected wage levels and internacional 
prices. The usual Malthusian assumption was that if wage levels rose, the 
working population would increase to a point where wages would fall back near 
subsistence levels. This was held to be an internacional as well as a domestic 
principie. Countries with rising wage levels might price themselves out of world 
markets, resulting in trade deficits, monetary outflows and unemployment that 
would return wages to basic subsistence levels. 

At the root of price and value theorizing, inclucling measures of the terms 
of trade, has been the quescion of what constitutes fair value. What was held to 
be "unfair" was a divergence of prices from underlying costs. This occurred 
most notably in the case of land rent, the "unearned increment" that landlords 
on well-situated fertile soils received by being able to produce crops at a lower 
price than farmers on less fertile soils, whose relacively high produccion costs 
tended to establish market prices. Applying thls idea to internacional trade in 
agricultural and mineral products, there seemed little reason to suspect that the 
terms of trade would shift in favor of the most densely populated nacions. If 
any set of countries would reap monopoly gains or "unearned increments," it 



was held to be the raw-materials producers. The flow of world labor was to 
these regions as emigrants sought to better their lot. Capital also flowed to the 
periphery in search of higher returns than could be earned at home. As a result 
of this labor and capital rnigration, it was widely assumed that the world 
economy would become more homogeneous. 

One phenomenon threatening this trend was the ability of industrial nations 
to monopolize high-technology capital and charge high prices to dependent and 
increasingly indebted econornies. Over time this monopoly rent accruing to 
industrial-nation labor and capital has grown to exceed the econornic rent of 
raw-materials producers that Ricardians feared would result from dirninishing 
returns. High-productivity labor and capital exchange for relatively low-paid 
labor and capital in the periphery, while many raw materials have been supplied 
at the low-cost rather than high-cost margin of production. 

To estímate "fair value" in internacional trade, the double factora! terms 
of trade adjusts import and export prices for the return to the labor going into 
their production. An equitable parity of exchange often is held to be that which 
would compensate the labor of ali trading parties equally. 

But how is such a balance to be brought into being in a world of differen
tial labor and capital productivity, investment per worker, populacion density 
and specializacion patterns? Is it fair that high-produccivity labor should earn no 
more than low-productivity labor? How should one treat the return to capital, 
especially when the latter is financed by borrowing? And is it "fair" for debt 
service and other capital transfer payments to impair the terms of trade? 

In view of the self-transforrning nature of the industrial, agricultura} and 
financia! revolutions, the main task of trade theory should be to enquire into the 
extent to which internacional trade and investment contribute to the equitable 
long-term development of the active trading parcies and their "host econo
mies." Much of Part II, culminating in Chapters 8, 9 and 10, therefore deals with 
the developmental aspect of trade in the context of foreign investment, debt 
service and technological modernization. 

The key issue is not merely one of values for goods and services as if they 
were being bartered, but what kinds of exports, investment and borrowing best 
develop a nacional economy over time. Fortunately, it is not necessary to 
reinvent the wheel in making this inquiry. At least for policymakers in the 
world's leading industrial nations, these concerns played a critica! role in the 
tariff and trade theorizing in the nineteenth century. Technologically minded 
economists took into account the various types of indirect or "off the balance
sheet" costs suffered by monocultures. These costs ranged from soil and mineral 
deplecion to the entrenchment of oligarchies such as still characterize many of 
today's raw-materials exporters. 



It secms obvious that historical experience-beaded by the history of 
policy-should be the starting point for theorizing about internacional develop
mem. A number of fairly rccent studies describe the historical setting for wotld 
economic cvolution. ImmanueJ Wallerstein has treated the modero (post-medieval) 
economy as a global economic system polarizing between the center and its 
periphery.1 Archaeologists such as Phi! Koh1 and Carl Lamberg-Karlovsky have 
extended this world-system approach back to the inception of bulk long-distance 
commercc in the fourth and third millennia BC, when the Sumerians took the 
lead in developing a raw-materials periphery from Asia Minor to the lranian 
highlands.2 Even in these Bronze Age millennia it was the industrial center that 
took the lead in developing a foreign capacity to supply metals, stone, wood and 
other geographically specific products not found at home. 

lt is significam that Bronze Age Mesopotamian industry was developed 
initially in public hands (the temples and palaces), later passing into prívate 
hands. The privatization of industry and policy tends to follow its public 
inception, bcing viable only when public enterprise and policy have done their 
jobs successfully by providing a basic economic and institucional structure. 

What has been central to explaining world economic evolution is not just 
nacional devclopment as such, but how nacional prices and incomes, exchange 
rates and investment patterns are determined, how this development relates to 
the world economy as a whole, and strategies to shape it. Chapter 2 paves the 
way for this world-historical mode of analysis by showing that leading elements 
of internacional cost structures and trade patterns are not inherently natural but 
have long historical and political roots. T he good news in this lesson is that just 
as the success of many nacional economies has been the result of active govern
ment policy to shape markets rather than passively to acquiesce to the dictates 
of nature, so poverty also is a result of policy. Today's poorer countries may 
ameliorate their condition by doing what England, the United States, Europe 
and Japan have done, and take control of their destiny. This involves shaping 
their market relations to promete greater self-reliance and upgrade the quality 
of their labor, land and capital. 

T he bad news is that the world's leading economies have spent generations 
reinforcing their head start, beginning with their policy of high-wage industrial
ization and capped by an array of internacional diplomacy and "foreign aid" 
programs. The World Bank and Internacional Monetary Fund now act as the 
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board of clirectors for industrial creditor nations to deal with less developed 
debtor countries. They have lent money for governments to provide 
infrastructure only along lines that have fed into European, North American 
and now East Asían development. The result has been to subsidize internacional 
polarization while indebting client Third World economies. 

The economic and political feedback processes that our modern world of 
increasing returns has put in place imply that the longer a maldeveloping economy 
defers agricultura! and industrial modernization, the higher will be the lost
opportunity cost of living in the free-trade present. For too many cenruries these 
countries have maximized short-term Ricardian gains from trade rather than pur
suing long-term objeccives. The costs of undoing this poücy are now falling due. 

The cost of overcoming the existing internacional system of social, eco
nomic and technological lags involves government subsidies whose expenses 
will raise costs in the short run. In the case of agrarian reform, modernization 
may reduce short-term output. To achieve internacional competitiveness in the 
types of goods that help countries upgrade the quality of their labor force 
probably requires tariffs and subsidies much like those which the United States 
has provided since its Civil Wir. These policies entail government spending
just the opposite of what austerity programs impose. 

Internacional economics logically needs to start with the failure of peri
pheral economies ro achieve parity with the metropolitan center, which almost 
always has pioneered raw-materials development. In an attempt to become self
sufficient centers, Europe's imperial powers carved out colonial spheres of 
influence and endowed them with African slaves and other "factors of 
produccion" concentrated in the export sector. The objective was to 
monopolize the world's productive capital and skilled labor, and hence silver and 
gold, and to deprive rivals of these resources. To promete the production of 
plamation crops, the imperial nations gave land grants to favored aristocratic 
families, establishing a latifundia/microfundia pattern of large export-oriented 
estates and subsistence smallholdings. This helped foster the industrialization of 
England and France while their colonies specialized in low-wage raw-materials 
exports, usually under entrenched oligarchic political systems. Colonial regimes 
typically were controlled to ensure that the periphery's development would 
conform to the internacional and domestic market mechanisms shaped by the 
mother countries. The development of competing industries was banned 
throughout colonial North and South America, India and other parts of Asia 
and Africa, highlighted by bans on iron and textile manufacturing. By the time 
these regions obtained their nominal política! freedom - in the early nineteenth 
century for Latín America and after World War II for much of Africa and 
Asia-market forces (reinforced by debt relationships) sufficed by themselves 
to ensure continuation of these production and tradc pattcrns. 



Internacional economics should begin with the failure of peripheral eco
nomies to achieve parity with the metropolitan center-with the notable 
excepcion of the United States, followed by Japan. Chapters 3 and 4 review early 
theorizing with regard to the economic, monetary, demographic, social and 
cultural feedback processes that have reinforced the industrial and technological 
head start achieved by lead nacions. Countervailing centrifugal tendencies come 
into play only with a change of policy- proteccive tariffs by the periphery, or 
as the mercantilists warned, decay in the industrial center. East Asia's economies 
have modernized their policies, but those of Lacin America and Africa have 
protected or subsidized their industry or agriculture mainly to benefit foreign
owned export enclaves, whose remission of earnings reinforces the head start 
achieved by the United States and Europe. 

A running theme throughout this book has been how the internacional 
mobility of labor and capital-the brain drain to the world's high-wage, politi
cally free economies, and the internacional investment protected by industrial
nation diplomacy from local regulatory efforts by host countries-has helped 
polarize the world economy. In today's increasingly capital-intensive world, 
financial cost advantages reinforce produccivity and cost advantages. An impor
tant aspect of financial advantage has been flight capital from the periphery to 
the industrial center. Much of this capital has been reinvested in lead-nation 
industry, while sorne has been re-lent to Third World borrowers at relatively 
high interest rates. 

Chapter 3 provides a basis for tracing the role of money in financing the 
investment and infrastructure necessary to provide industrial-nation labor with 
growing complements of physical and human capital. Hume's price-specie flow 
mechanism, voiced in 1752 and promptly controverted by Tucker, Steuart and 
others (and accordingly amended by Hume himself, at least in his private 
correspondence), was trotted out in hter decades to claim that any country 
trying to run a sustained trade surplus would suffer a monetary and price infla
tion which would undercut its export prices and restore balance-of-payments 
equilibrium. But most economists of the 1750-75 generation understood that 
the opposite was often more likely to be the case. Countries receiving monetary 
inflows would be able to increase employment, investment and hence produc
tivity, enbancing their balance-of-payments position. 

Chapter 4 shows how early economic observers sucb as Berkeley, Steuart 
and Tucker perceived the extent to which rising wage levels might become self
juscifying to the extent that they reflected themselves in even higher productivity 
gains. The upshot was a doctrine of how free trade would throw a growing 
economic advantage to the most advanced nations rather than to the poorest 
countries. 



From the vantage point of England and other imperial nations, the most 
serious threat was that a high level of military and related colonial spending 
might dissipate their resources. The best way to avoid this problem was to give 
America and other colonies their political independence. Nominal American 
independence would free England from having to provide for the colonies' 
costly military defense spending, while relying on market forces to maintain 
their dependency on the metropolitan center, which would concentrate its 
economic surplus on directly productive investment. 

It was with this idea in mind that during the century 1750-1848, England 
adopted free trade. This policy promised to achieve the same objective at which 
mercantilism earlier had aimed. Thanks to its head start, England could under
sell foreign producers and thus monopolize the world's monetary bullion and 
the gains from trade without having to bear the direct military expenses of overt 
colonialism. The free-trade Methuen treaty with Portugal and the Eden Treaty 
with France enabled English industry to vanquish native competition in these 
markets. Would it not be much easier to do this in its sparsely populated 
colonies and those of other European powers? 

Rather than inflating prices, the money England drew in was used to 
increase investment and employment. This expanded its export production. 
Only the cost of warfare threatened to drain England's balance of payments. 
Recognition of this fact by liberal policymakers spurred a drive to create a 
peaceful cosmopolitan world order as an arena in which England could compete 
better than on the battlefield. An informal empire of free trade thus became the 
nation's ultimate project of state. 

Having established free trade at home over the course of a century, Eng
land's strategic problem became one of how to export laissez faire ideology as 
a means to deter foreign protectionism and thereby keep foreign markets open 
to English industrial exports. The last thing called for in this ideological initiative 
was to repeat the arguments that had won over England's own Parliament, 
namely that free trade would uniquely benefit England as the leading industrial 
power at the expense of poorer economies. Henceforth free trade was supposed 
to make countries more equal and, in the process, to increase the resources of 
all trading "partners." But once hitherto protectionist countries opt for free trade, 
it usually is to close off advantageous lines of investment for less developed 
countries. 

Contrasting theories of internacional economic convergence with the 
reality of world polarization, Part II shows how more realistic assumptions can 
be introduced to modify the wine and cloth models of Ricardo, Mili and their 
followers. It explains the polarization tendency resulting from the internacional 
specialization defended by free-trade doctrine, headed by the theory of compar-



ative costs and the factor-price equalization theorem (Chapters 5 and 6). 
Chapter 5 shows how Ricardo's analytic format may be made more dynamic by 
recognizing factor mobility, increasing returns and the adverse unemployment 
and environmental depletion effects of over-specialization, as contrasted to 
diversification, basic self-sufficiency and balanced growth that characterized 
economies on the eve of the Industrial Revolution. What promised to improve 
Portugal's position under free trade turned out to result in a net loss of its cloth
making labor and capital, depriving it of the opportunity to participate in rising 
industrial productivity over time. The Ricardian model is unable to explain this 
impact. 

Ricardian theory depicts each country as having sorne production lines in 
which it is gifted at producing relative!J less expensively than others. If all trade 
were barter and there were no common absolute costs, each country might gain 
from free trade, at least in the short run. The implication is that there are 
sufficient markets for the economy to specialize entirely, save for the usual local 
niches. This would increase the division of world labor in keeping with Adam 
Smith's description of the virtues of specialization and its economies of scale. 
Protectionists replied that the laissez faire argument was unable to explain how 
the Industrial Revolution was transforming the character of world production, 
including labor and even agriculture, providing industrial nations with 
agricultura! productivity advantages and also industrial substitutes for many raw 
materials. Agricultura! productivity rose with population density, reflecting the 
proximity of urban industry. 

Ricardo's theory <lid not touch upon the effect of productivity shifting 
over time. The reality is that countries that forego industrialization and tech
nological modernization became part of a specialization of world production in 
which "market forces" induce skilled labor and capital to emigrate from the 
peripheral economies that fail to protect and nurture their own industry and 
food production. 

Ricardo's assumption of diminishing returns in agriculture denied the 
positive effects of substituting capital for land, and even ignored the consequences 
of increasing returns in industry. He did not acknowledge how industrialization 
and its associated revolution in agricultura! productivity tended to be a positive 
feedback process that accelerates the rate of innovation in the industrial nacions, 
and therefore widens internacional cost differentials. To the extent that such 
cost differentials increase, the gains from trade were supposed to rise accord
ingly. But Ricardo did not deal with how agricultura! and raw-materials 
specialization led to the Monoculture Syndrome and mineral depletion, unequal 
wealth and income distribution, and a tendency toward oligarchic control of the 
colonial periphery. These consequences of the world division of labor all but 



foreclosed industrialization in the periphery along the same lines as in the lead 
nations. For agricultural and raw-materials producers, the question was one of 
how to break out of the poverty syndrome. 

Internacional prices and income levels diverged from Ricardo's labor-time 
theory of value. And contrary to Malthusian population theory, high income 
levels have been associated with lower rather than increased fertility rates. 
Populations have grown most rapidly in the raw-materials producing periphery. 
More producers, coupled with a sharply rising "entry price" to industrialization, 
threaten a chronic world oversupply of certain raw materials relative to manu
factures and food grains. 

To trace the influence of shifting supply and demand on internacional 
pricing, John Stuart Mili developed a terms-of-trade analysis to show where the 
terms of trade might settle. As Chapter 6 describes, internacional prices are 
determined not only by direct production costs but by supply and demand
including monopoly power, achieved mainly by "head-start" nations. Their 
strategy under free trade retained the mercantilist aim of achieving monopoly 
power for their high-technology manufacturing and, especially since World War 
II, for basic food grains thanks to rising agricultura! productivity. As the 
agricultural protectionist Malthus had claimed against the free-trade Ricardians, 
price supports for farm income and import quotas have led to the substitution 
of capital for farmland with increasing productivity benefits. 

Mill's analysis of internacional pricing (mathematically represented by 
Edgeworth and refined by Alfred Marshall) showed what happens to economies 
for whose exports world demand is not elastic. Under conditions of relative 
world oversupply, continued export efforts by raw-materials producers and low
wage manufacturers are self-defeating. The more such countries export, the less 
overall foreign exchange they earn. The leading industrial nations work up low
priced raw-materials imports into relatively high-priced industrial exports. These 
conditions call for economic diversification and import substitution in the 
periphery, not further specialization in export industries. Production for the 
home market would create a circular flow of income and reciprocity of demand 
that is absent from export markets. 

Mili and Edgeworth doubted that such economic malformations would 
become a frequent case. It certainly seemed reasonabJe that domestic policy
makers would not let such a situation continue for long. Few nineteenth-century 
economists reckoned with the effective loss of self-determination found through
out much of today's Southern Hemisphere. Free-trade models downplay the 
prospect of "elasticity pessimism," yet it has become increasingly serious in 
today's real world. The industrial nations have gained the market for products in 
strong ("elastic") world demand, while former colonies are Jeft only with what 



"nature" provided, subject to restrictions dating from the colonial period steer
ing them to produce raw materials in relatively inelastic demand, earning less as 
world markets become glutted. 

Few free-trade economists have analyzed the economic consequences and 
preconditions of technology. Chapter 7 traces how the economic analysis of 
technology was left mainly to protectionists, whose doctrines emphasized 
potencial future cost reductions and capital accumulation rather than the short
term benefits of adhering to technological dependency. Technological leadership 
has long been an objective of nacional policy-making, using protective tariffs 
and subsidies to encourage investment in desirable sectors. 

Chapters 7, 8 and 9 describe why shifting terms of trade are inherent in 
the economics of industrial and agricultura! technology. Increasing returns have 
been the norm in every sector. Steam-powered (and later electrified) capital has 
replaced manual labor in production, just as agricultura! capital and the application 
of agrícultural chemistry and artificial fertilizers have transformed the allegedly 
inherent powers of the soil. Skilled high-wage labor working with sophisticated 
capital is able to undersell low-wage manual labor, much as Tucker and Steuart 
foresaw in the eighteenth century. Most industrial nations satisfy their own food 
needs rather than becoming more dependent on peripheral, less densely populated 
countries as Ricardo feared would be the case. The world is not characterized by 
diminishing returns in either industry or agriculture, or by an immobility of labor. 
Increasing retums have concentrated the gains from trade and internacional 
investmem in the most industrialized nations. Poor countries are in danger of 
becoming technologically obsolete, their labor and land unable to compete 
equitably with that of the more balanced industrial economies. 

Instead of attributing competitive advantage to productivity differentials 
(as had Ricardo, his predecessors and the sophisticated protectionists), post
classical orthodoxy at the hands of Eli Heckscher, Bertil Ohlin, Paul Samuelson 
and their followers focuses on wage and profit variations, which are traced simply 
to their raw quantitative "factor proportions" (Chapter 8). Countries with much 
capital relative to labor are supposed to have low profits (not necessarily more 
productive capital or labor!), giving them an advantage in capital-intensive prod
ucts. Much labor meaos cheap labor ipso facto, and this is held to be an econornic 
advantage, on the premise that labor is equally productive throughout the world. 
The inference is that economies suffering balance-of-payments deficits need 
Jower wages and financia! austerity, headed by cutbacks in public spending. But 
unfortunately, this policy is couoterproductive. Enforced poverty makes it even 
more difficult for less developed countries to install the economic infrastruc
ture and educacional systems required to upgrade their labor, agriculture and 
industry to world-class standards. 



Protectionist analysis showed that theories of internacional convergence 
rested on a number of anachronistic assumptions. For starters, there are no 
inherently labor- or even land-intensive goods. Capital competes with labor, land 
and even mineral resources with incrcasing efficiency. Meanwhile, the need to 
introduce newer and more productive machinery spurs the demand for machine
building labor in the industrial nations, but not in the less capital-intensive 
periphery. 

Another assumption made by free-trade doctrine is that lower-priced factors 
of production Qabor, land and low-interest capital) improve an economy's com
petitive advantage parí passt1. The Economy of High Wages doctrine demonstrates 
that rising money wages tend to be associated with even larger increases in labor 
productivity. The corolla!)' of this principie is the Economy of Low Wages syn
drome: Low wages and living standards tend to be associated with productivity 
shortfalls stemming from inadequate investment in education and other "human" 
capital and skills, and from a general subculture of poverty over time. Economic 
modernization requires rising levels of investment per worker by individuals, 
businesses and government. 

Acknowledgment of these trends should discourage theorizing along the 
lines of the factor-price equalization theorem. What really is brought into contact 
via trade is industrial-nation capital and more poorly remunerated Third World 
labor and land. To the extent that the products of high-wage labor compete 
with those of low-wage labor, it is more likely the latter that ends up unemployed. 
Low-wage manual labor may face the problem of becoming economically and 
culturally obsolete as investment in capital and educacional skills is substituted 
for economically and culturally unskilled labor and raw land with growing 
efficiency. Recognition of this economic imperative to upgrade the productivity 
of factor inputs converts the factor price equalization theorem into the kind of 
factor-price disparity mechanism posited by mid-nineteenth-century U.S. pro
tectionists in particular, with antecedents in the writings of Tucker and Steuart 
in the 1750-75 generation. 

Chapters 8 and 9 suggest that the lower an economy's wages are, the 
greater its productivity lag tends to be. Unit labor costs often are highest in low
wage countries than in high-wage economies using skill-intensive professional 
labor with high levels of capital per worker. This explains why nations with high 
living standards and active government educacional programs to train labor have 
been able to undersell low-wage economies. 

Another aspect of world polarization between a high-wage industrial 
center and a Jow-wage periphery producing prirnary commodities has been the 
emigration of skilled labor emphasized throughout Parts I and ll. Historically, 
many professionals have preferred to remain in their tradicional occupations 



even when this has involved moving abroad, rather than suffering wage cuts or 
shifting to low-wage sectors at home. Meanwhlle, the population explosion 
spurred by poverty leads to high fertility rates, and hence a heavy overhead of 
children not in the labor force. Poor economies lack the money to employ these 
individu~s as they ~ature and enter the labor force, o_r to train them along 
modero lines, or prov1de the necessary complement of pnvate and public-sector 
capital needed to set them to work in competition with the labor of higher
income nations. 

A final point that should discourage ali barter theories of internacional 
convergence based simply on ratios and comparative rather than absolute costs 
is the existence of numerous common denominators in internacional cost struc
tures. These common denominators-energy and raw materials, food, capital 
goods, sorne types of skilled labor, and so forth-plug comparative-cost ratios 
into a single worldwide absolute-cost system. 

Under conditions of increasing returns the world economy does not form 
an analogy to thermodynamic entropy. Wealth flows from poor (economically 
"cold") economies to wealthy ("hot'') ones, not the other way around. The path 
to wealth is via prosperity ánd capital accumulation, not austerity. Economies 
that let their income levels fall below the rates needed to sustain technological 
modernization run the danger of leaving their labor, land and capital econom
ically obsolete. Chapter 9 therefore summarizes how economic polarization 
results from economic negentropy, that is positive feedback, in contrast to the 
entropy-type "equilibrium" theorizing that underpins most internacional conver
gence theories. Once increasing returns are recognized as being the norm, a basic 
economic question becomes one of deciding what rates of prívate and public 
investment are needed to upgrade labor, land and capital to keep economies 
internationally competitive. This kind of projection may be done on an industry
by-industry basis for important new technologies, as the Japanese and other 
East Asians have recognized in the case of computer and electronic technology. 

A corollary is that once economies fall into a state of economic obsoles
cence, the Jevel of curative "catch-up" investment tends to grow geometrically. 
Yet poorer countries have Jess and less ability to generate the requisite investment 
surplus. The adverse política! and cultural by-products of economic polarization 
tend to lock in existing specialization patterns, largely by entrenching domestic 
oligarchies whose behavior is more in the character of a cosmopolitan class 
than the lcind of nationalism found in eighteenth-century, mercantilist E urope 
or nineteenth-century America. 

Under such conditions even industrial and agricultura! protectionism 
tends to be warped into the kind of monopolistic favoritism that led to the 
rejection of mercantilist statism in E nlightenment Europe and to the anti-trust 



legislation at the turn of the twentieth century in the United States. Today, 
privatizacion of Latin American public utilities is being put forth as a radical 
anti-oligarchic policy opposed to the excesses of corrupt protectionism. 

Most writers until quite recently believed that each economy would evolve 
through basically the same set of "stages of development" (Chapter 10). Not 
anticipated were the various economic, political and even cultural formations 
that have blocked economies from emulating the path taken by England, the 
United States and other lead nations that have progressed through these stages. 
D evelopment strategies based on enhancing the domestic market have been 
rejected in favor of export-oriented specializacion. 

Early writers seem to have expected that if England or any other nation 
succeeded in conquering the world economy, it would help industrialize less 
developed countries by example, and by foreign investment. A cosmopolitan 
homogeneity seemed likely, much as Rome established a common body of law 
and culture throughout its empire. But until recently, economic observers did 
not foresee that an increasingly industrialized center would use market forces 
and government diplomacy to shape a malformed periphery ruled by client 
oligarchies in Latin America, Africa and parts of Asia. T he principies of nacional 
self-determination were assumed to prevent this. Countries would adopt the 
most successful model before them. But in reality the lead nations have disturbed 
the development of the less developed countries, creating the phenomenon of 
institutionalized backwardness. 

Chapter 11 deals with the narrowing scope and unrealistic methodology 
of internacional trade theory over the past two hundred years. Free-trade 
histories of internacional economics reflect the degree to which manipulating 
the history of ideas may become a ploy to maintain the status quo. As George 
Orwell observed, whoever controls the past controls the present, and hence the 
future. The history of internacional trade and financia! theory has fallen prey to 
the censoria! spirit of free-trade ideology blocking knowledge of the devel
opment of rival theories. Protectionism for its part has relied more on policical 
lobbying than on academic theorizing, leaving the field of internacional econo
mics as a preserve for laissez faire advocates who brand alternative views as 
lying outside the subject matter of the discipline they have narrowly re-defined. 

Only a few writers on the outskirts of internacional economics have 
developed an alternative view. 3 A large part of the problem stems from trying 
to make economics a "natural science," treating society in much the same way 
one might view physical nature. We must beware of writers who use the term 
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"nature" (as in natural endowments) as a code word for the status quo. To 
follow nature has meant to acquiesce in the existing division of labor between 
lead nations and poor countries. This commitment to defend the status quo has 
led free-trade theory to treat international trade in isolation from finance, 
technology, demography, ecology, poLitics and the military dimension. 

Chapter 12 describes why internacional investment has not reversed the 
polarizing tendencies of the commodity trade and emigracion described in Part 
ll. Laissez faire economists hold that if industrial nacions gain wealth relacive to 
less developed countries, they will invest their trade surpluses in the latter, with 
the salutary effect of helping these countries catch up. Economists from Adam 
Smith through Marx traced how the industrial nacions moved to avoid bottle
necks by ensuring a smooth supply of raw materials from abroad. The problem 
has been that rather than being dispersed across the economic spectrum, 
foreign investment was concentrated in insulated export enclaves, creacing "dual 
economies" whose capital-intensive produccion enclaves stand in sharp contrast 
to relacively backward or malformed subsistence sectors. 

This pattern of internacional investment has the further effect of holding 
clown the terms of trade for raw materials, while backward systems of land 
tenure inherited from the colonial epochs retard food production throughout 
the Southern Hemisphere. These rigid institutions were adverse to optimum 
technological modes of production, but have been reinforced by world diplomacy 
working to entrench the status quo, underdeveloping Third World economies. 
Loans ("indirect investment") have subsidized unprogressive governments or 
concentrated on public infrastructure to support export production, thereby 
undercutting the long-term trade and payments posicion of debtor countries. 

Part III analyzes the impact of debt service, military spending and other 
capital transfers. From the Bullion D ebate during the Napoleonic Wars through 
the German reparations debate a century later, theories of internacional finance 
polarized between two irreconcilable approaches. Monetarists claimed that no 
real transfer problem existed. Indebted countries or others running payments 
deficits would experience monetary austerity automatically, reducing consumpcion 
and investment. Today this effect is achieved by governments tightening the 
money supply under IMF direction. For countries with inconvertible paper 
currencies, depreciation serves to divert domestic output fo r export. Although 
economists possessing a broader scope and more realistic principies refuted this 
creditor-oriented extremism, the bullionist-monetarist "hard money" view has 
risen to the status of academic orthodoxy. 

Chapter 13 compares the debate between monetarism and structuralism 
regarding internacional polarization tendencies in the financia! sphere to those 
in commodity trade. The modern theory of capital transfers starts with England's 



bullion debate over whether payments deficits were self-curing or not (Chapter 
14). Would England's transfer of military subsidies to its continental allies pay 
for themselves" by making exports less expensive and imports more costly, as 
implied by the price-specie flow mechanism? Would the adjustment involve 
income effects as capital transferred abroad became a reciproca! demand for 
English exports? To what degree would capital transfers distort internacional 
values and hence investment decisions? 

In answering these questions monetarists (the bullionists, led by Ricardo) 
emphasized marginal income adjustments, while the anti-bullionists (Thornton 
et al.) asked what happened when certain limits were bypassed. The "hard 
money" party urged the Bank of England to roll back the money supply until 
the sterling price of gold fell to its prewar 1797 level-as if stability could not 
be achieved just as well at the postwar level. (This would not have benefited 
bondholders by as much, because the purchasing power of their capital and 
interest would be less than would be the case under the deflationary policies 
called for by the stockbroker Ricardo.) Their anti-bullionist adversaries pointed 
out that the rise in the price of gold was caused not so much by domestic 
inflation as by England's military payments abroad and its need to import grain 
during two years of crop failure. 

Much as Chapter 14, dealing with Ricardo and the bullion debate, corre
sponds to Chapter 5 which reviewed his theory of comparative costs, so Chapter 15 
(dealing with the effect of capital transfers on the terms of trade as analyzed by 
Mili and rus successors) forros a natural extension of the supply and demand 
principies discussed in Chapter 6. The common denominator is Mill's qualifica
tion of Ricardian analysis by introducing market considerations of supply and 
demand. In addition to the shlfting supply and demand of commodities, inter
nacional prices diverged from underlying direct labor and capital values because 
of autonomous demand for foreign exchange. The demand for monetary gold, 
for instance, had far-reaching effects via inflationary or deflationary leads and 
lags. Prices do not change equally, but distort exfating relationships between 
labor, capital and land, and for debt and savings vis-a-vis current output and the 
valuation of assets. Import and export prices are overlayered by capital transfers 
that distort domestic monetary relations as well as internacional exchange. 

The "elasticity pessirnism" posed by Mili and Edgeworth with respect to 
commodity trade finds its counterpart in the price inelastic demand for foreign 
exchange. Here again Chapters 6 and 15 run along similar lines. At issue is 
whether monetary inflation or deflation resulting from capital transfers can be 
cured simply by reducing or increasing the money supply, or whether the under
lying problem is non-monetary and hence scructural. Mill's "offer'' curves show 
the extent to which payment for imports and exports is just one part of the 



supply and demand for foreign exchange. The need to make capital transfcrs, 
above ali those involving debt and military payments is a price-inelastic pheno
menon that threatens to lead to a deteriorating economic spiral. D ebt service 
works to depreciate thc currency, and hence the price of the indebted country's 
exports and assets. 

The first effect of monetary inflation or deflation is felt in the capital 
markets, and only later spiJls over into the goods markets. A booming stock and 
real estate market may pull in yet more foreign funds seeking to ride the infla
tionary investment wave in hopes of earning capital gains, thereby counteracting 
the alJeged price specie-flow mechanism.4 

Balance-of-payments stabilization usually is achieved not by commodity
price shifts leading to adjustments in exports and imports, but by the much 
faster-working policy of interest rate adjustments. Countries running deficits 
raise their interest rates to attract foreign capital. The problem is that by 
dcterring the new direct investment needed to increase exports and displace 
imports, this financia! response undercuts the 1ong-term trade position. 

Such capital-account problems did not become critica! until the 1920s, 
when the aftermath of World War I saw the German and French hyperinflations 
warp economic life to a degree far beyond anything hitherto experienced. As in 
the case of most hyperinflations until quite recently, those of the 1920s stemmed 
from capital transfers-German reparations and inter-Ally debes. The typical 
pattern was for foreign exchange to depreciate by more than domestic prices 
rose, and for the inflation rate to outstrip growth in the domestic money supply. 

During the German reparations debate Allied economists (Ohlin, Rueff et 
al.) put forth the Ricardian idea that to the extent that rising taxes could extract 
demand from the domestic market, they free an equivalent value of goods for 
export. Anti-monetarists (led by Keynes and Moulton) pointed out that highcr 
taxes increase production and distribution costs, as do the higher interese rates 
that resulted from inflation and /or tight money. E ven when more output is 
exported, therefore, the added volume may worsen the terms of trade-and 
foreign countries may defend against such expon s by increasing their own 
protectiorusm, as the Uruted States did in the 1920s. 

Foreign borrowing served as a balancing item in internacional payments 
to stabilize exchange rates in the nineteenth century. But foreign debe relation-

4 There is sorne anticipation of this counter-intuitive possibility in commodity price theocy. 
Lcad-nation exports such as prestige cars and other consumer goods often find markets 
precisely because thcy are more expensive and indeed, denominated in appreciating 
currencics that promise ro increase their (resale) value. Trus hedge effect spurred German 
Volkswagen sales in thc United States during the 1950s and 1960s, and sales of Mercedes
Benzes and B~fWs in che 1970s and 1980s. 



ships lead to financia! dependency, polarizing the world economy between 
creditor and debtor nations-a counterpart to the trade dependency discussed 
in Parts I and II of this book. 

Creclitor-nation economists argued that Germany's ability to pay repara
tions was not constrained by any limits to its balance-of-payments position, even 
though foreign economies were raising their tariffs against German exports. 
Germany could pay its reparation debts by imposing domestic monetary and 
fiscal austerity. It was not held necessary to upgrade the economy's productive 
powers (export-earning or import-displacing capacity), orto get creditor nations 
to change their policies so as to accept more exports from the debtor economy. 
These assumptions rationalized the policies that helped bring on the world 
financ1al crash of 1929 and the ensuing Great D epression. As Chapter 18 shows, 
these same monetarist assumptions are still being used to impose austerity 
programs that impair investment and income growth in Third World debtor 
countries, contributing to their economic and technological obsolescence. 

Structuralists pointed out that price and income changes in themselves 
cannot discourage many types of internacional payments. Debts must be paid to 
foreigners regardless of cost ratios or currency parities. Based on this structural 
imperative, along with military spencling and imports of food and other essen
tials, Keynes and Moulton in the 1920s and 1930s warned that the scheduled 
German reparations and inter-Ally debts could not be paid without bankrupting 
debtor economies countries and bringing clown the world economic system. 

Economists agreed that what is needed ro finance capital transfers ulti
mately is to improve the trade balance. This presupposes new direct investment, 
which often involves irnported capital goods, as well as energy and other raw 
materials to produce the added exports (or displace the imports). These expen
ditures threaten to aggravate the trade deficit in the short run. Foreign creclits 
burden the long-term balance-of-payments deficit as interest accrues on unpaid 
debt balances, requiring yet more borrowing on increasingly onerous terms. 

For many decades Latín American economies such as Argentina (emulated 
by the United States after 1971) sought to avoid the deflationary cliscipline of 
gold by moving onto an inconvertible paper standard. Their floating (i.e., sink
ing) currency was intended to devalue the economy's exports by enough to spur 
exports and discourage imports to the degree needed to finance the requisite 
capital transfer. But this impaired the debtor economies' long-term position as 
rising interest rates deterred domestic investment, and also increased the 
carrying charges of foreign debt. Hyperinflations spurred capital flight, and also 
political instability. Currency depreciation made debtor-country assets cheaper 
to foreign investors, whose purchases laid the basis for future remittances of 
earnings and dividends. 



Matters are complicated by the fact that much industry in the debtor 
economies is owned either by foreigners or by local oligarchies that block social 
investment in education and other infrastructure necessary to bring a modern 
labor force into being. Foreign investors are not much interested in allocating 
their assets in keeping with domestic needs and self-sufficiency. As noted earlier, 
they tend to invest in the export sector to provide raw materials for the industrial 
creditor-nation economies. This creates dual economies in the periphery, and 
concentrates mines and landholdings in export enclaves. Land use is shifted 
away from local subsistence production to export production. This is especially 
harmful for food production, an area in which indebted countries have become 
more dependent on the industrial nations. The result is a set of dual economies 
less able to feed and otherwise support themselves-just the opposite from 
what Ricardian analysis forecast- while unable to generate sufficient trade sur
pluses to carry their foreign debts. The need to borrow the interest that falls due 
locks these countries into the economic diplomacy that the creditor nations 
impose by the l1\1F and World Bank, which have evolved into the world's new 
centralized planning instirutions. 

Economywide ratios are not very helpful in analyzing dual economies 
whose export enclaves reflect the capital-per-worker ratios of the creditor nations 
rather than those of the host countries. Chapters 7 and 8 examine capital /labor 
ratios with high-wage vs. low-wage labor in light of the theory of factor endow
ments and factor-price equalization. The same issue arises with the so-called 
Leontief paradox, much as the contrast between investment and savings functions 
in the export sector vis-a-vis the domestic sector complicate the application of 
Keynesian-type macroeconomic ratios to trade theory. 

Modero structural models rightly begin with macroeconomic relationships. 
But it is necessary to make these functions specific rather than overly abstract, 
for example, as in failing to recognize that an economy's industrial profile is 
composed of numerous sectors, each having its own average ratio of invest
ment and saving (or profit) to output, employment and sales revenue. The 
criticisms made in Chapter 8 with regard to the factor proportions theory and 
the Leontief paradox (as being too general and abstract in their various economy
wide ratios) therefore apply also to Keynesian and monetarist macroeconomics 
discussed in Chapter 17. 

Falling into debt dependency typically leads to a loss of domestic control 
over foreign-owned sectors. This phenomenon may be supplemented by covert 
political intervention to support free-trade cosmopolitan parties against nation
alistic ones. The German-American support for Chile's Social Democrats in the 
1970s as against the socialists is a case in point, as are nominally popularist 
regimes that actually serve foreign interests in the most critica! areas, for instance 
the Peronist party in Argentina at various times. 



A further problem in applying multiplier analysis to internacional trade 
and investment is that it tends to be the creditor economies whose incomes are 
"multiplied" by revenue inflows from indebted raw-materials exporters. 
Remitted earnings and debt service are supplemented by enormous sums of 
flight capital, so that exports from dual economies do not multiply local income. 
In general, Third World economies have been warped so that when they grow, 
it is not as rivals but mainly as export markets for North America and Europe 
(and now Asia). Foreign aid and a broad array of diplomatic pressures bolster 
market forces in steering them into this cul-de-sac-much the same objective 
towards which mercantilist policy aimed in the eighteenth century. 

With regard to determining where the world should go from here, Part III 
shows that living in the short run hurts financially, much as the trade-structure 
considerations discussed in Part Il impaired long-term development. Debtor 
economies are obliged to keep their interest rates high, depreciate their curren
cies, cut back spending on public infrastrucrure (and even privatize it since the 
l 980s), and let foreigners take control of their natural resources and other assets 
at distress prices. 

Inflacion in the industrial creditor nacions has pushed up prices that often 
improve their terms of trade (as noted by Prebisch). Their monetary inflacion 
becomes further self-juscifying to the extent that it spills over into the stock 
market and property market, drawing in foreign funds and thus further polariz
ing world exchange rates. 

The failure to recognize the characteristics of today's capital-transfer 
problems detailed in Chapter 18 suggests that the IMF and World Bank are so 
doctrinaire as to be incapable of reform. Their lending policies reflecta narrow
minded lack of realism in pursuit of deflationary creditor-oriented policies which, 
since Ricardo's day, have gone hand in hand with an over-specialization of labor 
and growing internacional dependency. 

Whenever we find so great a degree of urueality to characterize a theory 
that backs an economic doctrine and its applied models, we should suspect 
special interests to be at work. It hardly is surprising that the ideology of today's 
global orthodoxy reflects the self-interest of the industrial credito r nacions. The 
great riddle is why Third World countries have been so willing to accept this 
self-serving body of internacional economics. 

The key lies in the class relacions of Lacin America and Africa. (Even 
England, known for its industrial antagonisms for the past two centuries, never 
had anything like the death squads found throughout Latín America.) When 
currency depreciacion works to transfer resources from the domescic to the 
export sector, it favors foreign investors and large exporters relative to those 
who produce food for the home market. Inflacion in Third World countries 



tends to impoverish workers as wages lag behind the rising cost of living. 
Unionizing does not help much, because currency depreciation causes a price 
inflation that wipes out domestic-currency wage gains. Local inflation also spurs 
capital flight, discouraging domestic saving and investment-except where 
governments pay local real interest rates of nearly 50 per cent annually, as Brazil 
and Argentina did in 1989-90, and Russia soon thereafter. 

Currency depreciation and its associated hyperinflation facilitates tax 
dodging by the wealthy classes in countries with weak fiscal regimes, enhancing 
the position of T hird World elites. The resuJt has been to favor a financia! layer 
lording it over the rest of society, especially as balance-of-payments deficits 
require high interese rates, much to rhe benefit of the creditor class. Meanwhile, 
low prices for many Third World exports are blamed on foreigners rather than 
on the local magnates who find that their interest lies with the polarizing wotld 
trade and financial arrangements sponsored by the IMF and World Bank 
doctrines of financjaJ and technological dependency. 

Today's internacional economic methodology pretends that free trade and 
capital markets under these arrangements promote economk convergence 
rather than polarización. Thjs doctrinaire theorizing supports policies that 
serve today's vested interests. In the past, countries being exploited juxtaposed 
an alternative economic canon. The fact that this has not occurred today reflects 
the success of monetarist free-trade theory in censoring the history of 
economic thought to conceal the degree to wruch sponsorsrup of official 
economic policy-and the academk theory mustered to support it-reflects 
these vested policy interests. 



20. Debt Peonage and the Neoliberal Road to Serfdom 

Trade theory has not made much advance since this book was published in 1992. 
Indeed, little has changed since 1969-72 when I gave the lectures on which it is 
based. The guardians of orthodoxy who author today's textbooks cover their 
eyes with blinders against any hint of the logic that underlay the protectionist 
policies by which England and America endowed themselves with capital prior 
to adopting free trade. Simplistic assumptions are retained even though long 
since controverted, with litde acknowledgement of the more realistic alternatives 
that have long been known. 

If insan.ity is doing the same thing over and over again in the expectation 
of a different result, then neoliberal trade theorists are at best useful lunatics for 
internacional predators. The usual term is "useful idiots,'' but it takes great 
intelligence to persist in wrongheaded, counter-productive policies in the face of 
consistent failure. The problem is learned ignorance, which typically goes hand 
in hand with an almost religious faith in ideological labels. "Nothing is so 
passionate as a vested interest disguised as an intellectual conviction," explained 
the main character in Sean O'Casey's play The White Plague. 

In the preface to his Foundations oj Economic Ana!ysis, Paul Samuelson wrote 
that "a scholar in economics who is fundamentally confused concerning the 
relationship of definition, tautology, logical implication, empirical hypothesis, and 
factual refutation may spend a lifetime shadow-boxing with reality." 1 Nowhere 
is this more the case than in his own factor-price equalization theorem. Llke the 
circular reasoning of most general equilibrium theorizing, it treats the status quo 
as natural and implies that government policies which "interfere with free markets" 
are ineffective in promoting long-term goals. A major shortcoming of such trade 
theorizing is the failure to recognize that if less prosperous economies are to raise 
their productivity and living standards to world levels, it can only be through 
nacional policies involving structural reform, not merely by marginal 
adjustments. 

By the same token, economies that protect their industry, agriculture and 
public domain from foreign takeover and steer clear of foreign debt will benefit 
when foreign governments accept neoliberal theory that depicts selling off the 
public domain and adopting free trade and capital movements as promoting 

Paul Samuelson, Fo1111datio11s of Economic A na!xris (Atheneum, 1964), p. ix. 



efficiency and prosperity, not dependency. That kind of nai"ve wrong-headedness 
and living for short-term gains is a prescription far disaster. 

Failure to protect, regulate and subsidize key sectors leads to a shut-down 
of manufacturing industry and impoverishment of agriculture. The pretense that 
government action to promete better employment, productivity and living 
standards is synonymous with paving the road to serfdom has become a myth 
that encourages financia!, trade and technological dependency. It ends up 
locking countries into debt service and chronic balance-of-payments drains to 
pay for imports and foreign loans. 

It should be clear by now that the financia! sector is the last interest group 
from which to expect greater realism. Attribucing the relacive value of commo
dities to labor and productivity alone, for example, Ricardo diverted attention 
away from the role of debt service in determining internacional prices, on the 
ground that debt was not a direct produccion cost. He also dropped from view 
the burden of taxes to carry the public debt. Recognizing that what is not 
analyzed is less likely to be criticized and regulated, the financia! sector has 
embraced this narrow approach of leaving the financia! dimension out of 
account. Also ignored is the fact that to the extent that foreign borrowing and 
speculacion finances a real estate and stock-market bubble, speculators and even 
normal buyers will find their interest to lie in borrowing abroad in the hope of 
making capital gains, but leave the economy more highly indebted. The temples 
of high finance promete this as the path to progress rather than debt peonage. 

To explain how nacions have achieved or lost an economic lead requires a 
policical and above ali financia! explanation of why internacional incomes and 
wealth are polarizing rather than equalizing. Take for example the populacion 
plunge and emigracion suffered by the former Soviet economies since the 
dismantling of their industry after 1991. Such demographic phenomena once 
were placed at the core of economic theory, as was the debt overhead. Yet most 
trade theorists fail to take into account the rentier charges imposed by financia! 
claims, or how economic polarization leads to social shrinkage. By treating 
financia! and populacion dynamics as exogenous, economists relinquish analysis 
of the real world to journalists and lobbyists. 

Trade theory will encourage warped policies if it is dominated by special
interest pleading. The guiding principle for lobbyists is that of trial lawyers: Find 
the best-credentialed experts willing to back your argument, and then build up 
their prestige ali the more. Nobel Prizes help. Such maneuvering turns trade 
theorists wittingly or unwittingly into policy lobbyists, providing slogans and 
nostrums for short sound bites. Instead of seeking to describe how the real 
world is evolving, sponsors of the policies at issue ignore whatever evidence 



does oot advance the policies being prometed. Economic logic thus becomes 
turned into something more in the character of fiction than a map of reality. 

Today's economic orthodoxy starts with a policy prescription opposing 
protective tariffs and capital controls, and then reasons backward to select the 
assumptions, definitions and concepts that will rationalize it. The narrow scope 
of this theorizing makes it difficult to see how protectionism may increase 
productivity and spur growth, increase employment and self-sufficiency 
(cspecially in food production) and hence reduce dependency. In a similar 
manner, mainstream lMF-style monetarists neglect how paying foreign debts 
depresses the currency and the terms of trade in the way that J. S. Mili described, 
or how financia! protectionism may protect against global lending whose effect 
is to inflate property prices and pusb up exchange rates. A rising debt overhead 
inflates the carrying charges for real estate and industry, raising the cost of living 
and doing business. Yet so thoroughly has this policy been embraced that asset
price inflation is welcomed as "wealth creation," as if it were not simultaneously 
debt creation entailing future payment of debt service that puts downward 
pressure on exchange rates. 

When the currency falls, import prices rise, adding to domestic price pressures. 
Central banks may respond by raising interest rates to stabilize the exchange 
rate. But high interest rates increase prices ali the more. Keynes called this 
Gibson's Paradox, which is not paradoxical at ali when one realizes that interest 
charges are as much a cost of doing business as are taxes. Ricardian trade theory 
and the labor theory of value diven attention from this problem, and Keynesian 
macroeconomics is not of much more helpful in today's world in which rising 
indebtedness and the tax shift off property onto labor threaten to add as much 
to the economy's price structure as technological progress lowers direct pro
duction costs. 

Ricardo's Bullionist school insisted that internacional debt service was self
financing. This early version of monetarism was controverted already in the 1810s, 
as Chapter 14 has described. The logical failings of subsequent monetarists were 
exposed a century later when John Maynard Keynes in England and Harold 
Moulton in the United States analyzed how lnter-Ally war debts and German 
reparations led to the world financia! crisis that brought on the Great D epression 
in the 1930s (Chapter 16). But only the monetarist side of this debate is 
reponed today. Pro-creditor historians of economic thought fail to include 
alternative logic and evidence when writing their narratives. A similar censorship 
has occurred with the arguments between protectionists and free traders over 
whether the global economy tends to polarize or converge in the absence of 



countervailing government policy to shape markets to promote or drain the 
wealth of naáons. 

Requirements for a modern theory of trade and finance 

Theories of internationaJ trade and payments are built on concepts of how 
domes tic economies operate. Most trade theory still focuses on direct production 
costs, but corporate, personal and public debt has become more important. A 
relevant theory therefore needs to take account of the fact that non-production 
costs have risen. Ricardo's depiction of comparative costs in terms of the labor 
theory of value seemed plausible enough in an epoch when food represented 
the major element in the worker's budget. Most outlays were for consumer 
goods whose prices could be resolved into labor costs. But today, housing costs 
(mainly for mortgage debt) and personal debt charges may amount to 40 
percent of the budgets of many families. Property prices are deterrnined largely 
by the supply of mortgage credit to finance their purchase. Charges for personal 
bank loans, credit-card debt and auto debt, plus forced savings for Social 
Security, pension-fund contributions and health insurance typically push non
commodfry costs to over half the basic budget for labor. 

For empJoyers, \vhereas Ricardo viewed the cost of capital in terms of the 
labor time needed for its production, the credit terms on which it is financed
in terms of interest rates, debt/ equity ratios and differing nacional tax 
treatment-make it appropriate to recognize the degree to which financia! and 
property charges have risen to domínate commodity export prices and hence 
the terms of trade. Across the board, debt service accounts for a rising share of 
capital and labor costs. Interest and principal payments on education loans, 
home mortgages, medica! debts, health insurance, and forced saving fo r retire
ment pensions are overshadowing nominal wage payments and labor produc
tivity in determining internacional competitiveness. The cost of medica! care in 
the United States, for instance, falls on individuals and their employers rather 
than being absorbed by the public sector. 

Governments throughout the world are shifting the tax burden off finance 
and property onto labor and industry. The effect is to promote financia! and real 
estate bubbles in which debt-financed purchases overshadow new capital invest
ment. These developments make the concept of "cost of production" much 
more complex today than it was during the fo rmative centuries of trade theory. 
In the balance of payments, property and financia! transactions have come to 
overshadow commodity exports and imports in deterrnining exchange rates. 

Analyzing trade in terms of raw labor/capital ratios is like formulating 
military strategy based on the polite eighteenth-century rules of warfare tl1at pit 
infantries against each othcr on the open field where cannon and cavalry were 
only a supplement to hand-to-hand combat. Modern econornic rivalry has become 



as capjtal-intensive as warfare. Technology is embodied more in capital equip
ment and patented rent-yielding "intellectual property rights" than in workers 
and their on-the-job skills as was the case when Adam Smith and Ricardo wrote. 
The major cost differentials in goods and services traded among nations derive 
from the financing of their physical capital, e.g., via interest rates, debt/equity 
ratios and cax treatment. As for the cost of labor, as noted above, housing now 
plays the role that food <lid in earlier times. The important difference is that 
whereas crops are traded at a common world price, housing reflects a combi
nation of domestic debt creation and tax favoritism for property owners. 

The debt overhead grows at compound rates of interest, outstripping the 
real economy's ability to increase production and consumption. The basic 
principle is that coined by U.S. President Nixon's economic advisor Herbert 
Stein: "A trend that can't go on forever, won't." lnterest and other carrying 
charges divert income from the circular flow of payments between producers 
and consumers. This debt service is a form of financia! and fiscal Jeakage.2 

The problem is that although finance has become the critica! element in 
production, most credit coday is extractive, not productive. Analyzing its carrying 
charges requires an updated conceptual framework to distinguish between direct 
investmenc (capital formation) and speculation in already-existing property and 
financia! securities in search of capital gains (asset-price inflation). 

Prices, incomes and exchange rates in a financialized world 

The purchasing-power parit)' theory asserts that exchange rates tend to reflect 
commodity prices. The dassical economists focused on grain prices as proxies 
for wages and hence for exchange rates. (Today, McDonald's hamburgers provide 
a familiar measure.) Mill's Essqys on some Unsettled Questions of Political Econonry 
qualified this commodity-trade approach by showing how military spending and 
debt service affected exchange rates. Although th.ere was still a tendency to treat 
the capital accounc and its associated flow of interest and dividends as marginal 
complications, most countries now find their balance of payments dominated by 
foreign investmenc in stocks, bonds and real estate. The analysis of exchange 
rates thus must take into account interest rates, foreign lending, and internacional 
rates of asset-price inflation for real estate, stocks and bonds. 

Take the case of McDonald's as a company. An attempt was made in 2005 
to raid it and separare its real estate from its hamburger business. The idea was 
to mortgage its property and pay out the loan proceeds as dividends in order to 
raise its stock price. This would have built interest charges in to the next generation 

2 I describe the problem in "Saving, Asset-Price Inflation, and Debt-Induced Deflation," ín 
L Randall Wray and Matthew Forstater, eds., Mo11ry, Fi11a11cial Instability and Stabilizatio11 
Policy (Edward Elgar, 2006), pp. 104-24. 



of hamburger prices. The raid failed, but across the econornic specttum an un
precedented !ayer of non-material production costs is growing. 

The easing of credit in the United States and other countties since 1980 
has fueled bond-market and stock market bubbles, followed by a global real estate 
bubble capitalizing econornic rent for real estate, monopoly rent and intellectual 
property rights at rising debt/ equity ratios. Asset-price inflation ("capital gains'') 
has loaded global assets and incomes with debt, without necessarily spurring 
new direct investment. 

Global financialization turns many traditional principies upside clown. 
Commodity-price inflation erodes competitiveness for imports and exports, but 
asset-price inflation attracts global funds into the stock, bond and real estate 
markets. As econornies become more financialized, rising rent, property and 
debt charges tend to offset wage advantages. One result is that instead of labor 
rnigrating to earn higher money wages to spend on goods and services having a 
fairly uniform global price, employees seek lower housing costs and less 
financia! overhead. A rising number of programmers and other information
technology professionals from Silicon Valley, for instance, have come to realize 
that housing costs and · taxes in California absorb so much of their paychecks 
that they can do better by moving back to India, buying land and hiring 
household servants for a fraction of what it would cost in the United States. A 
debt-and-property theory of commodity pricing and competitive advantage 
among nations is needed to take account of the non-production costs that form 
a growing component of prices and of nacional income. 

In conttast to material technology, which is fairly universal across nacional 
boundaries, debt, finance, taxes and property law are institucional characteristics. 
As such, they vary from one nation to another. It follows that internacional 
economics should emphasize the degree to which prices are shaped by govern
ment policy, not merely by material technology itself. An asymmetrical world 
calls for an institucional analysis of finance and debt to replace the symmetrical 
world of classical trade theory based on common production functions and 
labor costs. 

By treating the institucional context of fmance and property as "exogenous'' 
and lying more in the realm of sociology than economics, the neoclassical main
stream rules out what should be the very essence of the evolving character of 
competitive advantage among nations. By linking the world economy financially, 
the world's globalization since 1945 has linked what Ricardo analyzed as com
parative advantage into an absolute global cost schedule-in a world where the 
way to achieve prosperity and wealth is to borrow as much as one can to invest 
in assets that whose prices are rising more rapidly than the rate of interest so as 



to maximize "total returns." The result is a race into debt and highly financialized 
pricing that turns Adam Smith's concept of the wealth of nations upside clown. 

Economies polarize between creditors and debtors as the degree of 
financialization increases, even as technology raises productivity to lessen the 
materially necessary costs of produccion. The debt and property overhead tends 
to grow exponencially as interest payments accrue to savings and are recycled in 
the form of new loans against property already in place rather than being 
invested in new means of productíon. Interest charges and economic rents are 
extracted from the economy, shrínkíng the market for goods and services and 
thus reducing the incentive for new direct investment. Economies become 
financially "top-heavy," polarizing between savers and debtors as the 
produccion-and-consumption economy becomes increasingly indebted to the 
finance-and-property shell. 

Under these conditions there is little growth in net saving as measured in 
the nacional income accounts. The Keynesian multiplier becomes nearly infinite 
as banking systems break free of their tie to the precious metals. The foreign
trade multiplier loses ali functional meaning as the trade balance is decoupled 
from domestic credit creacioñ. This is the brave new world that a realistic 
modern-day theory of the internacional economy must analyze. 

Settling trade deficits in government debt, payable and unpayable 
The world that classical trade theorists analyzed was one of universally available 
technology and fairly standard consumption patterns. Gold and silver were the 
universal backing for banking and currency systems, as had been the case since 
classical anciquity. But since the U.S. dollar replaced gold as the "money of the 
world," and especially since American war spending in Southeast Asia drove the 
dollar off gold in August 1971, turning it into a fiat currency. Central bank reserves 
now take the form mainly of loans to the U.S. Treasury. 

This world has become increasingly unipolar, bolstered by the tendency 
to concentrate the world's savings in U.S. bond and stock markets and real estate. 
Oil-exporting countries from Saudi Arabia to Norway are especially noteworthy 
for investíng their trade surpluses more in U.S. stocks than in building up domescic 
infrastructure. 

What blocks economic theorizing from basing itself on these perceptíons 
is its retreat from addressing the rentier overhead of financial, property and 
monopoly claims. The internacional economy is made largely extractive by a 
combination of asset stripping and the right of key-currency countries (headed 
by the United States) to import goods and buy out foreign companies with 

3 I have explained the principies of dollar hegemony in Super lt11perialis11J (1972; 2"" ed., 2002) 
and Global Fracture (1977, 200 ed., 2004). 



paper IOUs whose prospect of repayment is of questionable quality.3 D ollar 
hegemony enables America to pay for its imports, foreign military adventures 
and the buyout of foreign assets simply with government bonds without limit. 
When the United States runs a trade and payments deficit, the dollars that its 
consumers pay for imports-and its investors pay to buy stocks, bonds and 
entire companies-end up in local central banks as dollar recipients exchange 
them for domestic currency. 

By accepting these dollars, countries exchange tangible exports and enter
prises for mere paper-the government bonds (that is, almost forced loans to 
the U.S. treasuries) in which central bank reserves now consist. lf countries do 
not recycle their dollar inflows in this way, their currency will soar, hurting their 
exporters in dollarized world markets. Central banks feel that they have little 
option but to turn around and send the dollars back to the United States by 
buying its Treasury bilis. In ejfect, America's balance-of-pqyments dejicit finances its 
federal budget deftcit 1vith foreign countries' export proceeds. 

Why should a nation want to earn dollars under these conditions? Under 
the gold standard, export surpluses provided the backing for an expansion of 
domestic currency and credit, and consequently for economic growth. The larger 
a nation's gold and hard-currency reserves, the longer its central bank could 
avoid raising interest rates to protect these reserves when incomes rose and led 
to higher imports in business-cycle upturns. But domestic money and credit no 
longer relies on gold and silver bullion backing. The fact that trade surpluses are 
settled in IOUs of the U.S. Treasury casts doubt on the benefit of producing for 
export, especially as these U.S. Government debts seem categorically unpayable 
since they passed the trillion-dollar mark in 2006. The dollar no longer is a hard 
currency as traditionally defined. No longer able to muster a balance-of-payment 
surplus, America's hollowed-out economy is obliged to rely on diplomatic arm
twisting, backed ultimately by military power and more covert operations. 

Internacional economic theory never before has been called on to <leal with 
such a situation. Removal of the gold backing to settle balance-of-payments 
deficits leaves no constraint on domestic credit creation, and hence opens the 
door to unprecedented asset-price inflation. A major effect is to raise property 
prices relative to wages. This has the unfortunate consequence of making gains 
in property prices (that is, riding the wave of asset-price inflation) the focus of 
investment. The effect is to divert savings away from creating wealth by investing 
in real capital that increases productive capacity. This is happening now on a 
global scale, not just domestically. Meanwhile, the United States is turning other 
nations into financia! and fiscal satellites. 

China affords the most successful example of a country using trade and 
foreign invesunent to accelerate its development. This success carne with problems, 
however, because of foreign invesunent in its export-driven manufacturing sector. 



What was China to do with the resulting dollars, and how could it best replace 
foreign markets by developing a more prosperous domestic market? 

China's response has been to use its trade surplus to buy property rights 
to assure a supply of raw materials for the future. These investments have been 
mainly in countries that seek dollars to service foreign debts they have accu
mulated by following orthodox trade theory and running trade deficits for 
decades. For such countries the textbook gains from trade have been swamped 
by the losses on debt service and the terms-of-trade penalty resulting from 
foreign dependency. 

China's maneuvering shows how much more complex today's global 
economy is than the old free-market models portray. Internacional relations no 
longer are primarily an exchange of goods by the most efficient producers as 
Ricardian trade theory described, nor do exporters receive gold for their trade 
surpluses. The precondition for industrial power is control of fuel, minerals and 
other basic raw materials and monopolized technology. Ownership of such 
resources now plays the role that nacional gold stocks did in times past. 

Ultimately at issue is hpw trade and investment are transforming world 
geopolitics. Structural analysis of the global economy requires a more empiri
cally accurate vision of how institutional behavior in the future will differ from 
today's world. Por hundreds of years the aim of trade and investment was to 
upgrade economies from primary production (food and raw materials) to manu
facturing. But since 1991 a major objective of neoliberal trade and investment 
policy has been tO convince the former members of the Soviet Union to reverse 
direction by dismantling their manufacturing and higher education, sending 
their skilled workers abroad and exporting fuels and minerals to pay for imported 
manufactures. Remarkably, the governing elites in these economies accepted 
this caricature of trade-oriented development as a reasonable application of 
comparative advantage. The problem was that the new narrowed-down trade 
rules gave them no advantage except (for Russia) raw-materials production and 
armaments, not manufacturing. What they did have were capital assets, headed 
by real estate and public infrastructure unencumbered with debt. This enabled 
trade deficits to be financed by real-estate borrowing and property sell-offs to 
foreigners. The tradeoff was not one kind of exports for another, but property 
and financia! claims for commodities. 

A manual of economic malpractice 

In the name of introducing more efficient free markets, application of the 
Washington Consensus devastated the former Soviet Union. By ending public 
enterprise and regulation, the policy managed to de-industrialize the world's 
former #2 superpower. Given a freer hand in Russia than in any other country, 



neoliberal planners endowed a narrow rentier class drawn mainly from the 
former nomenklatura bureaucracy. Instead of planning a self-reliant economy, 
their objective changed to one of squeezing out an export or financial surplus 
that could be transferred abroad. A remarkably similar experience occurred in 
nearly ali the post-Soviet couotries, from the Baltics to Central Asia. 

The aim of uprooting the industry of centrally planned economies was 
announced clearly enough. On D ecember 19, 1990, the IMF and World Bank, 
the Organization for Economic Cooperation and D evelopment (OECD) and 
the European Bank for Reconstruction and D evelopment (EBRD) produced a 
joint report on The Economy of the USSR. A study undertaken to a request by the 
Houston S ummit. Published by the IMF and reflecting its doctrinal leadership, the 
report's recommendations played much the same role for the Soviet Union that 
Versailles had done for Germany. Like that treaty, the plan delivered the coup de 
grace that settled a great war, in this case the Cold War that had lasted over forty 
years. But unlike Versailles and earlier military conquests that had parceled out 
the land and natural resources of Europe's feudal kingdoms, the Houston plan 
was not imposed by force. Promising to deliver prosperity, an extremist version 
of free-market ideology persuaded the post-Gorbachev "reformers" to relinquish 
what had been the public domain to a new elite in a quick give-away. Govem
ment enterprises were carved up into ownership rights and sold off in due 
course to foreign buyers. 

Under Communist planning Russia had little market feedback to guide 
production. lts bureaucracy was inefficient at best, corrupt at worst, but at least 
the economy functioned without a propertied rentier class taking rent and 
interest. This changed as Boris Yeltsin's "family" of supporters-mainly the old 
nomenklatura of former Communist Party members and its Komsomol youth 
groups-dismantled industrial planning in favor of free-market monetarism. 

In this remarkable conquest by ideology, free-market rhetoric played the 
role that religious authority had done in earlier times. Prometed first at gunpoint 
in Chile and later exported from the United States with heavy financia! subsidy 
to Russia and other countries, the neoliberal mantra held that public enterprise 
and even government regulation were wasteful. "There is no example of a success
ful modern centrally planned economy;' the IMF report asserted. It foreclosed 
discussion of ways "to enhance performance under the old system" by claiming 
that govemment planning had "proved to be counterproductive:' A mixed 
economy would not work, not even one with checks and balances of the sort 
found in the United States, Britain, Scandinavia, Germany or France. The report 
in fact read much like right-wing Republican campaign editorials attacking 
Roosevelt's New Deal programs. Unsuccessful in the United States, the neoliberals 
did succeed in wiping out pension security and related social support systems 



throughout the former Soviet bloc, and persuading its members to adopt a flat 
tax on earnings-with almost no property taxation. 

The report's policy proposals show that the dismantling of Russian industry 
was not an accidental result of bad administration. It was planned, by &ee
market fundamentalists whom Russian critics called Market Bolsheviks for their 
policy of uprooting existing connecrions and support systems. Reflecting today's 
received wisdom of trade and investment theory, the policy applications since 
1991 revea! how dangerous its theoretical shortcomings can be in practice. 

Anticipating what the American advisor Jef&ey Sachs called shock therapy, 
the report claimed not to know of any "path of gradual reform ... which would 
minimize economic disturbance and lead to an early harvesting of the fruits of 
economic efficiency." Only a radical Pinochet-type shock would do the trick. As 
in Chile, therapy took the forro of endowing an oligarchy of insiders '.vith 
privatized public enterprises, virtually for free. The expectation was that the new 
owners would find their interest to lie in selling off their ownership rights to 
Western buyers, who would become the decisive players in the transition to 
market conditions, not employees or government agencies. Revenue from 
privatized enterprises would be remitted abroad, requiring Russia either to borrow 
the money to make the capital transfer or to sell off even more public enterprises, 
mineral rights and real estate to foreigners so as to subsidize its economic 
shrinkage program. In such circumstances it is more appropriate to speak of the 
losses from trade and investment than the tautological "gains from trade." 

At issue is the degree to which theorerical models reflect how the real world 
actually works. Reacting against more than seventy years of bureaucratic planning, 
Russia was so ideologically dispirited that its politicians and indeed, the population 
at large accepted the notion that anything not Communism had to be capitalism. 
They did not realize how many kinds of markets exist, and hence how wide 
their policy choice really was. The distinction between industrial capitalism and 
finance capitalism <lid not become a topic for discussion. 

Envying Western consumerism, most Russians had long deemed America 
to be the paradigm of efficient capitalism. Their hope was that the advisors it 
supplied through the Agency for Economic Development (AID) and the Harvard 
Institute for Internacional Development (HIID) would help Russia emulate the 
U.S. mode of prosperity. As the Cold War gave way to peace, Russia presumably 
would be able to shift from military to consumer production. But as matters 
turned out, the notion of free enterprise being applied was so extreme as to 
exclude even the most basic principies of civil law; 

The moral is that misrepresentation of the real world's economic dynamics 
poses as great a danger to countries today as military conquest did in times past. 
The Norman Conquest created the landed aristocracy that has governed England 



for a thousand years by controlling the power of the land and its rental income. 
Spain's conquest of the New World created the land tenure arrangements that 
shaped the oligarchies that emerged in Latin America, and English colonialism 
shaped the Slave South of the United States. In a similar way today, the future 
of Russia and other post-Soviet states threatens to be determined by the 
inequitable way in which its land, mineral resources and public enterprises are 
being privatized. 

IMF planners prometed the model designed sorne for ty years earlier 
(described above in Chapter 18) to squeeze debt service out of Third World 
countries. The guiding idea is to shrink the domestic market by taxing labor and 
industry heavily, in the expectation that this will free output for export. The 
reality is that such austerity programs discourage new capital formation, and 
erode educacional and living standards. This increases dependency on foreign 
suppliers and creditors, impairing rather than helping the balance of payments. 

On the pretext of helping Russia's balance of payments by freeing output 
for export-and also "freeing" property ownership for sale to foreigners-the 
IMF report callously dismissed "the overhang problem," that is, purchasing 
power represented by the savings of individual citizens. Urging that an optimum 
market economy "must be accompanied by rapid and comprehensive price 
liberalization," it called for a wipeout of existing savings by hyperinflation. The 
idea was that reducing the population's purchasing power would leave more 
output to be exported, while rising prices would cure shortages by eliciting more 
output. What actually happened was that Russia's industry was closed clown. 

Opposing Russian proposals to democratize ownership by creating Yugo
slav-style worker-management of enterprises, the IMF warned that "workers' 
ownership in enterprises . .. would run counter to the desired objectives of 
enterprise reform." There were to be no employee constraints on management, 
much less employee stock ownership on any scale that would provide managerial 
rights. Instead of permitting domestic savers to buy into former state enter
prises, the IMF advisors rejected proposals to let people use their savings to buy 
shares in the industries being sold by the government, claiming that giving away 
state property to insiders would lead to greater efficiency.4 Public enterprises, 

4 The best general review to date is The Tragec!J of R11ssia'.r Reforfl!s: Market Bolshevist11 Against 
De111ocracy, by Peter Reddaway and Dmitri Glinski (\~ashington D.C.: 2001). Commenting on 
the fact that the IMF report "opposed pcivatization measures that would give large numbers 
of citizens a real stake in ownership, because that would 'result in widely scattered owner
ship' and 'ineffective monitoring and control of enterptise managers,'" the authors note (p. 
179) that "Because the separation of ownership from managemem is typical of man y American 
corporations, this reasoning is hard tO follow.'' 



mineral rights and the rest of the public domain accordingly were sold off to 
foreigners on premise that foreign management would make Russian companies 
more competitive, enabling rising productivity and earnings to provide more 
foreign exchange to buy imports. Encouraged by U.S. and World Bank advisors 
who presented a radical anti-government philosophy as if it were the height of 
scientific wisdom, Russian officials transferred hundreds of billions of dollars 
worth of oil, gas, minerals and public utilities to insiders at little or no cost, 
simply to have it privately administered by supporters of the Yeltsin regime. 

By insisting that managers operate free of worker control and even from 
public regulation, the IMF and World Bank accused government rules to prevent 
managerial abuses of interfering with "free markets:' Their advisors encouraged 
privatization and voucher programs that deprived workers and minority share
holders from having a voice in company management. The new managers were 
permitted to bleed their enterprises and make capital gains by selling them-at 
rates that still were cheap by Western standards- and to transfer their takings 
abroad. An unprecedented looting of enterprises was tolerated on the premise 
that Russia's most important need was to create a vested capitalist class of insiders 
loyal to the reformers. The wortl "reform" soon took on a negative connotation 
to most Russians. 

Instead of creating a class of entrepreneurs who managed companies effi
ciently, the IMF-Washington plan created client oligarchies that found their interest 
to lie in stripping the former Soviet Union's assets and selling their ownership 
rights to U.S. and other Western financia! investors. Privatizers were no exception 
to the rule that the narrower an oligarchy in control of a nation's mineral resources, 
land and real estate, industry and monopolies, the more cosmopolitan its members 
will behave and hence the larger the capital flight in which they will engage. 
They indulged in an estimated $25 billion in annual capital flight from Russia 
alone throughout the 1990s. This raises the obvious question of whether the 
government might have generated as much by operating these enterprises itself. 
What is larger: the overhead cost of a bureaucratic state, or that of servicing 
a huge debt, largely denominated in foreign currency? 

Once given property, according to the doctrine of privatization, the new 
oligarchy would be motivated to run business along economically racional lines. 
But the new owners found it most racional to trade their ownership rights for 
holdings in the U.S. and European economies, or simply to close clown factories 
and seU them for scrap. Industrial output and employment plummeted, as did 
living standards for the vast majority of the population when the IMF's austerity 
program led to inflationary shortages. Many buildings were gentrified into 
luxury housing as the former Soviet Union experienced the largest real estate 



bubble in modern history. The new housing, office buildings, stores and hotels 
were built for foreigners, however, not for the population at large. 

Post-Soviet regimes cut back social programs while taxing money away 
from labor, and raising foreign exchange by selling public assets to global investors. 
The IMF's Cold War planners seem to have recognized that as wealth distri
bution became more unequal, the upper layer would become more cosmopolitan. 
The more easily this privileged class could gain a free lunch via privatization, the 
more eager its members would be to exchange their shares for North American 
and European assets, if only to avoid the clutches of domestic tax collectors 
and criminal prosecutors when the inevitable political backlash occurred. 

When the dust cleared, the monetarist policies subsidized by U.S. support, 
euphemistically called foreign aid, had dismantled Soviet industry and left the 
economy dependent on imports. The Soviet Union was subjected to a hyper
inflationary austerity similar to that which the IMF had imposed on Latín 
America and Africa for over thirty years. Capital flight crashed the ruble's 
exchange rate, making imports more expensive. A Western-oriented elite bene
fited at the expense of workers and pensioners as the IMF's demand to restrict 
the money supply shrank production and employment. Also shrinking was the 
population as health standards fell and AIDS spread from the classic response 
to poverty: a combination of drug addiction and prostitution. 

Generalizing the strategy, neoliberal policy has become the capstone of a 
U.S.-centered world order whose effect is to indebt economies, transfer owner
ship of their commanding heights first to a domestic oligarchy and then to 
Western (especially U.S.) investors, and then let the host economies collapse 
under the added financia! and fiscal cost burden. This policy involves a ten-step 
process entailing 

(1) privatization to remove assets from the public domain. The path of least 
resistance is to transfer basic infrastructure to political insiders, with the 
understanding that they will find their interest to lie in turning around and 
selling their shares to partners in the United States and Western Europe 
at prices that still leave substancial leeway for capital gains for institucional 
investors in these countries; 

(2) an absence of domestic regulation, permitting owners to extract monopoly 
rent ("super-profits'') and transfer the proceeds abroad in capital flight to 
London, Switzerland and New York; 

(3) dependency on foreign banks to create domestic-currency credit that in 
principle could be created at home without entailing foreign-exchange 
outflows in years to come; 



(4) denomination of domestic debt in foreign currencies (euros, dollars or 
Swiss francs), creating a debt burden tbat will grow as the domestic 
currency depreciates; 

(5) a regressive flat tax that falls on labor, increasing its cost and effectively 
pricing ir out of European and other markets - and even the domestic 
home market; 

(6) merely nominal taxes on real estate and other property, promoting "free 
lunch" speculation by inverting the classical principie of progressive 
taxation; 

(7) a property bubble that sharply raises access prices to housing and com
mercial space; 

(8) de-industrialization, euphemized as progress into a postindustrial "service" 
economy; 

(9) rising trade dependency and a deepening structural deficit in internacional 
payments as a result of rising foreign debt; and 

(10) capital flight and emigration of labor. 

This free-market package is anti-democratic, seeking to reverse the Pro
gressive reform agenda formulated by the late 19•h century and implemented in 
the first half of the 20•h century in Western social democracies. l ts effect is to 
polarize economies between property-owning rentiers and increasingly indebted 
populations. In this respect it represents an economic Counter-Reformation 
mounted by financia! and property interests. 

A Baltic Miracle or neo/ibera/ debt trap? 

Upon receiving their political independence in 1991, members of the former 
Soviet Union possessed land, subsoil resources, and public industrial enterprises. 
They also had social strictures designed ostensibly to protect and beoefit the 
working class. These were denigrated as a dead hand restraining economic 
progress as compared to the visions of Western-style consumer prosperity to be 
achieved through free markets and tariff-free importation. Acting on Western 
advice, governments in these countries abolished the vestiges of their former 
systems and adopted the world's highest and most anti-labor flat tax regime, 
with only mínima! taxation of property and its price gains, although generations 
of Russian dominatioo left them without the modern infrastructure found in the 
West, their governments were blocked from raising the moncy or creating the 
public credit to finance such infrastructure. 

This created the conditions favorable to the world's fastest-growing 
property bubbles as speculators saw an opportunity for almost tax-free gains by 



borrowing from the leading creclitor nations and their bank branches in these 
countries to buy land and buildings. Many economists applauded this as a sign 
of genuine prospcrity. Global and domestic investors found debt-financed 
speculation in real estate and public enterprises (i.e., capital already in place) so 
lucrative that little crcdjt has gone into financing new means of production. 

Rising property prices have become the badge of Wcstern-style prosperity, 
but they cliffer from classical wealth creation. Failure to distinguish between 
tangible capital formation and a bubble economy based on debt-financed asset
price inflation has lcd to an extractive finance capitalism rather than industrial 
capitaljsm. Instead of moderruzing moribund industry throughout the former 
Soviet Bloc, free-market forces shut it clown. Rising import dependency was 
financed by foreign investment flowing into these countries ro buy their real 
estate or extend mortgage loans against it, as well as to buy the public 
enrerprises and mineral rights being sold off. 

\Vhat variables were at work that would have enabled labor and industry 
in the Balcic States, for instance, to compete with Scandinavia and China? How 
could they handle their rising foreign debt and exchange-rate pressures if they 
could not find exports to firiance their irnports? Rather than addressing these 
quescions, Baltic governments simply wrung their hands without even askjng 
how long the acceleracing emigracion of workjng-age labor could persist. Latvia, 
for instance, long bore a great resentment against Russia for the fact that in the 
1950s Stalin deported sorne 50,000 middle-class Latvians as part of his 
Russification program. But its adoption of Washington Consensus policies is 
driving between 50,000 and 100,000 Latvians abroad every year without incurring 
a nationaljst backlash, so powerful are neoliberal preconcepcions compared to 
objective reality in derermilling nacional economic policy. 

Instead of serving as a guide to nacional development, today's neoliberal 
doctrine is a how-ro-do-it manual for stripping away the wealth of nacions. Trade 
and investment ideology is mobilized to turn theory and practice into a 
checrleading exercisc for economic sh rinkage at the hands of high finance. The 
geopolitical game is to convince as many countries as possible to act as raw
materials providers ro the wealthiest, most militarily powerful credito r nations. 
Thc main arena has become the brains and ideological leanings of nacional 
leadcrs and their admirustrative bureaucracies. Economic theory is trivialjzed 
into a rhetorical devicc rather than a blueprint of now nations actually may gain 
from internacional trade and investment. The realjty is that internacional finance 



has become an exercise in asset stripping, while freely created credit gives the 
United States a free ride. 

Conclusion 

AcademicaUy, the objective of mainstream economic theorizing is to see who 
can draw the most beautiful picture of how a parallel universe might operare 
fairly if ali nations only could benefit from each other's good fortune. The 
neoliberal program of free trade and free capital movement (that is, capital flight) 
and shifting the tax burden off property and finance onto labor shuns political 
or historical considerations as "exogenous," and thus ignores the reality of 
exploitacivc trade and finance. Attempts to reform economics to make the 
discipline more realistic by including the dynamics of propcrty, credit and debt 
led a century ago to the developmem of sociology as a distinct field apart from 
economics as such. This cut off the trunk of mainstream economics from its 
political, financia!, environmental and even technological context. Instead of 
aiming at sciencific explanation, it has become an ideological and rhetorical net 
to capture the hearts and mind~ of voters and lawmakers. 

Is it reasonable to speak of thc Ricardian gains from trade resulting from 
specialization of internacional produccion when this leads to debt peonage for 
much of the Southern Hemisphere and the post-Soviet bloc? Is the attempt to 
pay debts by imposing austerity plans counter-effective beyond a certain 
poim? lf so, where <loes this point lie? 

The IMF report on the USSR idealizes the positive effects of foreign 
ownership of rent-yielding resources-mineral rights and property. The 
practical implicacion is that most of the planet is to live in debt peonage to 
rentiers in the United States and Western Europe, whose receipt of interest, 
profits and capital gains will finance their nations' imports of fuels, raw 
materials and low-wage manufactures. lf possible, the resulcing geoeconomic 
relationship will not involve military conflict (although many rentier economies 
will maintain a potentially coercive military umbrella), but will rely on "free 
markets" as defined by financialized ownership paneros. Third World client 
oligarchies are to behave in a cosmopolitan manner that dovetails into existing 
trade and financial dependency patterns. 

What needs to be recognized is the extent to which nacional diplomacy 
backs academic theory in the interest of fmance just as intensively as it 
prometes internacional trade negociacions in the interests of local industry and 
agriculture. The more special the interese, the less vir tue it finds in broadening 
the scope of understanding to <leal with the financial and property dimensions 



of trade and investment. The Chicago Boys in Pinochet's Chile and the Harvard 
Boys in Yeltsin's Russia based their careers on supporting doctrinaire IMF and 
World Bank policies that devastated the countries they ostensibly were supposed 
to help. Their promotion to positions of executive authority followed a vetting 
process to ensure that their ideology reflected the interests of their institucional 
employers with regard to planning foreign economies. 

Ali economies are planned, and all markets are structured. The key to 
understanding their dynamics is to ask who is doing the planning and struc
turing, and in whose interest countries will place decision-making. Will it be in 
the hands of elected officials with a clear empirical knowledge of reality to guide 
their nacional economic laws, o r in those of academics serving special interests 
as they turn theories of internacional trade, lending and debt into a disin
formation system? 
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